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TEACHER EXCELLENCE: RECRUITMENT AND
TRAINING

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:24 a.m., in room SD-

430, Dir-sen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Simon, Hatch, and Cochran.
Also Present: Senator Rockefeller.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. We'll come to order.
This morning, we continue our series of hearings on education,

with special emphasis on the challenges facing the teaching profes-
sion.

We all agree on the importance of education as an investment in
the future of America, but many of us in Congress feel that the
Federal Government is not doing enough to match our deeds with
our words.

In his budget released yesterday, President Bush proposed to in-
crease education spending from $24.1 billion to $24.6 billion. He
has put forward some worthwhile increases, and I commend the ad-
ditional funding for Chapter 1 and for math and science.

But on the whole, it is a disappointing education budget. For the
tenth year in a row, the Reagan-Bush administrations have pro-
posed to cut education spending below the level necessary to keep
up with the previous year's inflation. In any meaningful sense, this
budget does less for education, not more. It's not a credible budget
for a President who wants to be the "Education President."

The administration's failure to fund education adequately is es-
pecially notable in light of the dramatic events in Eastern Europe.
We have won the Cold War. We have not won the war on igno-
rance and illiteracy. The truth is we are losing the war badly, and
we will continue to lose it unless we get our priorities in order.

As the Economic Policy Institute will testify this morning, the
United States spends less on elementary and secondary education
than 13 of 16 industrialized countries across the globe. This is a na-
tional disgrace. Is it any wonder our students' test scores are below
those of other countries, or that Iwe are losing our competitive edge
in the world: marketplace?
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According to the Institute, in order for us just to catch up to the
level of the average expenditures of the 16 nations studied, we
would need to increase our total Federal, State, ano local spending
on elementary and secondary education by 13 percent, or $20 bil-
lion. That would be just to become "average."

Any d scussion of improving the quality of education begins with
teachers. They are the fundamental building blocks of education.
Without qualified, motivated, and caring teachers in the classroom,
all our other "education reforms" will be harder to achieve.

Successful models at the Federal and local level provide guidance
in this task. The Teacher Corps Program of the 1960's has pro-
duced some of the most talented teachers in our communities
today. Two of them are joining us this morning.

At the local level, Pittsburgh's "Center of Excellence" program
has resulted in a ten percent rise in student achievement after just
a single semester. We have the knowledge to create successful pro-
grams like this in every community. What it takes is effective lead-
ership at every level to get the job done.

Senator Pell and I have introduced three measures in this area
the "Excellence in Teaching Act," S. 1675; the "National Teacher
Act of 1989," S. 1676; and the "Teacher's Professional Development
Act," S. 498.

The key provisions of these bills would address the teacher short-
age through a revitalized Teacher Corps Program providing schol-
arships to college and graduate students who agree to teach for 5
years after graduation.

We put special emphasis on training teachers in areas of urgent
need, such as math, science, bilingual education, special education,
and early childhood education.

We encourage minority recruitment through teaching magnet
schools, residential summer institutes for disadvantaged high
school students, education programs at historically black colleges
and universities, and improved coordination between two- and four-
yea r institutions.

We also provide in-service training through professional develop-
ment academies, and we offer a range of incentives for teachers to
continue in the profession.

Our goal is to develop a comprehensive approach which we hope
the committee will recommend to the full Senate this spring. This
is the year for Congress and the administration to live up to our
commitment to give education the long overdue priority it de-
serves.

We have the charts here which I expect Dr. Mishel might refer
to, and we'll let him refer to them.

We're delighted to have the first panel that consists of two dis-
tinguished guests: Al Shanker, the president of the American Fed-
eration of Teachers, a familiar friend of the committee; Larry
Mishel, research director of the Economic Policy Institute, who is
the author of "Shortchanging Education," the new report which
shows that the U.S. spends less than almost every other nation sur-
veyed on elementary and secondary education. Dr. Mishel is accom-
panied by his co-author, Dr. Edith Rase 11.

We're delighted to have all of you, and we'll ask Senator Hatch
for whatever comments he'd like to make.

1 0
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm delighted to be
here, and I appreciate you balding these hearings today.

I'm sure that each of us can remember a time that a teacher in-
fluenced our lives for the better. We can remember those special
teachers in our lives. In our early years, teachers helped each one
of us to form our early views about life and about the importance
of learning. I think it's essential that we work together in Congress
to assure our children and our grandchildren the same exposure to
the excellent teachers that we had.

I also think it's especially important that we address the need for
increasing the number of minority teachers in the classroom. Chil-
dren from different cultural and ra:ial backgrounds need to see ex-
cellent role models after whom they can pattern their lives. We
also need to make sure that these teachers have available to them
the opportunities they need for their own growth and development.

The strength of this country lies in public education which
should be open and available to all children regardless of their
race, religion, economic circumstances, or gender. I think ifs im-
perative that our educational system be strengthened and its qual-
ty be continually re-evaluated and assessed. The educational
system only functions as well as the individual classroom teacher
Our role in Congress is to ensure that every student has access to
capable, caring teachers.

I know in my home State of Utah there are many fine teachers
who continue to do an excellent job in the classroom, despite high
class loads and low salaries Recently, the Disney Channel recog-
nized Larry J. Peterson from Bonneville High S .hool for the out-
standing job that he is doing in teaching students in mathematics.
He is just one of many teachers doing a laudable job in classrooms
throughout America.

I look forward to reviewing the testimony of oui witnesses this
morning who can help us fashion a program to increase the avail-
ability of well-trained teachers.

I have to apologize to our witnesses because I have to go to the
White House, but I look forward to reviewing everything that is
said here today. I appreciate those who are testifying. In particu-
lar, I welcome my old friend, Mr Shanker, who I think is one of
the leading theorists and thinkers about teaching in America today
and for whom I have a great deal of respect. Glad to see you here.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Shanker, we'd be glad to hear from you.

STATEMENTS OF ALBERT SIIANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO, WASHINGTON, DC: AND
LAWRENCE MISHEL RESEARCH DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC POLICY
INSTITUTE, WASIIINCTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED BY M. EDITH
RASELL CO-AUTHOR.

Dr. SHANKER. Thank you very much for this opportunity to testi-
fy on this legislation which is very impth-tant. You have my writ-
ten testimony, and I will not read it I would like instead to make
three points which are related to the various elements of the legis-
lation.
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These three points will deal with, first, focusing the legislation
on the need to encourage different kinds of structures in schools
Second, I would like to deal with the issue of alternative certifica-
tion for which the legislation provides financial assistance to State
Governments. And, *hird, I would like to deal with a strategy
which would increase successfully the recruitment of teachers, es-
pecially minority teachers, within our schools.

On the first point, I think that given the results that we clearly
see from the national assessment of educational progress that only
three, four or five percent of our youngsters of those still in school
are graduating hi the top categories in terms of ability to read,
write, understand scientific principles, or solve mathematicalI
should say in the case of NAPE just arithmetic verbal problems.
And since four or 5 years later as these students go on to colleges
and universities we will have to employ 23 percent of them as
teachers in our classrooms, it's quite clear that there's absolutely
no way, even if we raise salaries, if we make conditions much
better, if we draw all sorts of incentives, there is no way, from a
demographic point of view, of providing a competent and able class-
room teacher in each of our 2.4 million classrooms. And as long as
we have a separate teacher in each of our 2.4 million classrooms,
we are absolutely certain to have large and increasing numbers of
people who themseh es are not able to read, write, calculate, or un-
derstand any science or social studies, history, geography.

Therefore, I think that weyou know, if you were a manufactur-
er in an industry, traditionally you are able to get large numbers
of people of certain skills, but that the supply of these people
change. In order to continue our business, you would have to find
ways of running your business with different kind of personnel or
in different ways. Therefore, I would strongly suggest that instead
of legislation which is aimed at one teacher per classroom, that you
focus this legislation, not to get a master national plan to tell ev-
erybody down there what to do. Nobody's got that plan. It still has
to be developed and discovered. But I think that ynti need pro-
grams that recognize that we're not going to be able to maintain
self-contained classrooms as we know them.

The use of interns and residents in schools in ways that are simi-
lar to hospitals as a way of both training future teachers and as a
way of alleviating the shortage; the use of technology, training
teachers in the use of technology; ungraded classrooms which get
us away from the problem of do we move a kid on automatically or
do we ieave him back, both of which are very unhappy; cooperative
learning. There are a whole bunch of new notions that are very
promising, and I think that the legislation should be targeted in
such a way to deal with not just improving individual teachers be-
cd Ise there's no way you're going to get 2.4 million of them, and
we're going to have an increasing number of people in those class-
rocims who just can't cut it.

I think what we need to do is to focus this on bringing about
school-wide change. How do you get entire faculties of a school to-
gether to reorganize a school in such a way that they use their re-
sources more effectively than isolating teachers in individual class-
moms, where some classes will be lucky to have a gifted and out-
standing teacher, but many others will not.

1 2
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My second point deals with the issue of alternative certification,
and I understand the President's bill provides for funding for alter-
native certification. I'd like to make a comment on that issue be-
cause rill sure it will be before you.

Given the fact that we're very likely to have great ghortages,
think we will need some flexibility in terms of bringing people in
who come ;nto teaching in ways that are not traditional. Therefore,
I am not opposed to alternative ways of coming in.

I do think, however, that if you have an alternative way of
coming in, we ought to monitor these programs very carefully. And
I think that there are several problems. One is that alternative
ways of coming in should not be used as ways of lowering stand-
ards. There needs to be some independent way of finding out
whether people who did not meet the ordinary requirements even-
tually come to meet those requirements in some other way. If the
requirements are no good in the first place, we should get rid of
them for everybody. But if the State has said these are the require-
ments which teachers need and we have a shortage right now and
we can't bring everybody in who has those requirements at the be-
ginning, there at least ought to be a way of monitoring that later.

Second, I would be very suspicious of any model of alternative
certification that asserts the view that all that you need to know to
be a teacher is your subject matter; that is, if you're good at mathe-
matics, you can be a math teacher, or if you're good at English, you
can be an English teacher. You certainly do need to be good at
mathematics to be a math teacher, but we all know a lot of bril-
liant mathematicians who can get the answer in their heads in
three seconds, but they can't explain it to you and they can't find
five or six different ways of reaching you if you don't know the
first or second way.

There is a body of knowledge which is separate from the subjects
that the kids are getting which teachers need to have, and I would
be strongly opposed to any proposals that would just say that basi-
cally you can become a teacher through some sort ofif you know
your subject matter, just throw them in and let them swim and
figure out how to work with kids on his own.

Third, that legislation provides for money to go to State educa-
tion departments to develop alternative certification programs.
Well, if there's one thing that we don't need, it's more money going
to bureaucracies in education. That's just what that does. If the
State wants to do it, they ought to find their o..n money to do it.

Martin Mayer wrote a book called "The Schools" back in 1961 in
which he said that there were more administrators with supervi-
sors in the public schools of New York City than in all of France.
This was 1961, before collective bargaining, civil rights enforce-
ment. the various juridical procedures in aid to the handicapped
and so forth. I wonder what that comparison would be now.

Then he went on to give an even more startling figure. He said
that there were more administrators and supervisors in the public
schools of New York State than there were in all of Western
Europe combined. So I would be very hesitant to send any funds to
increase the bureaucracies that are out there.

My third point, one of the very critical issues is the question of
minority teachers. If current trends continue, we just won't have
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any. We will have a growing minority population among students,
and they will look around, not only in their own classroom but in
their own school and their entire school system, and they will not
find many minority teachers. This is due to a number of reasons.
Some of then. are very good; namely, that opportunities have
opened up in many fields, and the previous discriminatory prac-
tices are slowly melting and fading away. Tnat creates opportuni-
ties for people. Women as well, who before werz-, not able to enter
othe, fields, now don't have to go into teaching or nursing.

And there are a number of proposals that you make which we
support, but I would ask you to concentrate on one which, through
our experience, we think is very effective. That is that there are
already large numbers of people in the schools working in other ca-
pacities, many cf them as school aides or paraprofessionals. In all
of our urban areas, these people are largely minority people. And
in several cities, there are model programs wherefor instance, in
Baltimore and New York Citythe union has negotiated a cafeer
ladder program which enables the paraprofessionals to go to col-
lege in the evenings and during the summertime while they contin-
ue their work as paraprofessionals. And there's strong incentive foi
them to go to college.

In New Vork City. 6.000 out of 10.000 of these paraprofessionals
are enrolled in college programs. and thousands of thmi, almost all
of them minority members. have gone on to become teachers. Now,
ss hen you get people s% ho'vt worked six, seven, eight, nire, 10 years
in a schoolindeed. in classrooms with teachersbecoming teach-
ers. they come in as pewtle who are quite experienced. They don't
come in as outsiders who decide after 1 month or one term or 1
year to leave The attrition rate among these people is very, very
small

Not as a substitute for other programs. but given the limited
amounts of nioney wt think that one of the most effective things
you could do is to target moneys to people s1 ho are already working
in schools but w ho du not have college degrees, and encourage
them w hile they 'le workmg in schools to seek a promotion by be-
toming a teacher, largely through aid for their higher education.
And in cities where it woiks best, we don't have them wait four,
fist.. six. 7 y ears until they get their degree before they get re-
wards As they 4-et :1(1 credits or as they complete each year of
highei education. we generally give them some salary increase to
atknow ledge tilt Litt that as they get more and more educated,
they 'te mote tiluable ts t.'n in the jobs that they now hold within
the system

Those are the three points that I wanted to make, and I just
want to reiurn fw 1 minute to that first one. It Is essential that we
don't take an outmoded model of schooling, which is essentially the
notion that \ 1 teachers do is stand in front of kids and talk to
them for five oi six hours a daya model that doesn't work for
most kids Most kids can't sit still for five hours a day. They're like
adults w ho can't sit still that long either. They can't listen to some-
body talk at them for that period of time And I urge you in some
ways to shape th.s legkiation in such a way as to encourage change
away from an ineffective model.
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You really have in terms of your shared decision-making sec-
tions, if the flow of money could move toward essentially encourag-
ing the faculties of schools to work together to redesign or reshape
their schools, that would be a very important contribution to the
solution of thir; problem.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Shanker follows:1



r'reptire,t ' Rt. Cr'n I Ibert :lharker
Mr. Chairman and Members_cd_lhe_c_g_maktts.el I am Albert Shanker,

President of the American Federation of Teachers. (jur union

with more than 725,000 members nation-wide has a great interest

in the legislation before you which would reestablish a federal

role in the area of teacher training and recruitment. National

policy makers are gradually becoming aware of the scope of the

impending teacher shortage. The bIlls before this Committee

indicate that you are already aware of the need to do something

to attract qualified people to the teaching profession. Because

of the extent of the teacher shortage, it must be said that

while federal action is needed and welcomed by the AFT, neither

a legislative remedy nor an unexpected decision by college

graduates to enter the teaching force is likely to produce

enough qualified teachers to operate the schools the way we do

today. Given the overall achievement of today's school

structure, as measured by the National Assessment of Educational

Progress, the impending teacher shortage can be a blessing in

disguise if it forces us to rethink the role and structure of

public education.

A shortage of qualif ed college graduates will force changes

in the way we staff schools at all levels. Our nation will

experience a severe short e of college graduates for all fields

in the next 10 years. Current demographic pro)ections tell us

that, by the early 1990's, our nation will have to replace 1.3

million teachers, about one-half of our current teaching

1
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force. To replace those expecte I to leave teaching, we woula

need to attract 23% of each college graduating class for the

next several years to staff our classrooms. If we want to draw

new teachers from the top half of tne graduating class, it would

take 46% of that group. In 1982, 4.7% of all college students

indicated they were heading for a teaching career, in 1985, it

was 6% and In 1988, 8.8%. This shows improvement in teacher

recruitment during a decade where education needs received

tremendous publicity. Hrwever, even if other sources of teacher

recruitment are fully developed, such as former teachers

returning to the classroom; and if the schools do somewhat

better at attracting qualified college graduates than in the

past, the current structure of education with one teacher ir

every classroom talking to 30 or more students will still

become a thing of the past. These developments are not tragic

the current system needs to be rethought and reshaped. If we

try to maintain the status quo, it can only be done by

sacrificing teacher quality in an attempt to carry on

educational business as usual. The future structure of our

schools must change not only to accommodate a different

workforce, but to educate young people for life in a very

different economy and society than the one which produced the

current factory model of education.

2
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The AFT supports the bills before this Committee. We think

thit they are well thought-out proposals which will help to

improve teacher training and recruitment. By and large, you

have chosen the areas of greatest need to concentrate

resources. Minority recruitment, bilingual education, early

childhoou, math and science are all specialties in need of a

boost from new initiatives. The tuition subsidies for

upper-division college students interested in teaching, taken

together with the existing ccngressional teacher scholarships,

should generate new interest in teaching by talented individuals

who are not now considering the profeasion. Professional

Development Academies In S.1675 can be used to focus on issues

that can have a major impact on the overall performance of our

educational system such as school restructuring. It is cleat,

however, that more must be done than traditional pre-, or,

in-service teacner training to meet the challenges that fdce the

schools in the 1990's.

You are aware, I am sure, that there is currently a move

afoot to "restructure" education -- to bring the management of

teaching and learning to the school level so that teachers have

the freedom to accommodate teaching practices to the many

different ways that students learn. Its spokesmen, myself

included, argue that our traditional factory model for school

organization creates an environment that is actually unfriendly

to student learning. Today's schools, as yesterday', ignore

3
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most of what learning theory tells us about how students learn.

Thr; regimented, lock-step character of today's schools limit

teacher imagination and style, thus relegating teaching practice

to a few set patterns.

At least three sections of this bill acknowledge this

problem: Title I, Part B -- Senior Teacher Corps: Title II --

ProfesEional Developmert Academies and Title VIII -- Shared

Decision-Making Incentive. The first two of these merely give a

nod to the restructuring movement by including allowable

activities that miaht stimulate restructuring among these

granted funding eligibility. The last, which I congratulate you

for including, is in need of much greater funding.

I would like to make three specific suggestions:

1. Redefine the eligibility requirements for individual

teachers, as well as the requirements in state plans, so that

the sabbatical activities of scholarship recipients will be

heavily directed at school-wide change.

2. Redefine the purpose of "professional development academies"

to be the preparation of both new and experienced staff to

restructure schools through shared decision-making.

3. Triple the funding for "Shared Decision-Making Incentive."

I believe that these kinds of changes would make what is now

a good bill truly significant. The strategy outlined here could

and should make a federal statement about the need to create a

totally different kind of school from the ones we have known.

4
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There is currently widespread pervasive recognition among

the best education leaders that in these days new dollars demand

a multiplier effect in productivity reward. I believe that the

sorts cf short-term start vp funds this bill could make

available for school change will save us money down the road as

schools necessarily begin to change the ways they allocate

resources, aloag with changes in the ways teachers teach kids.

More importantly, the investment represented by these bills must

enable our schools to educate a literate, thinking, functional

and democratic citizenry.

The effort to establish another teacher corps is strongly

supported by the AFr. The emphasis on professional development

is well taken, am. we believe that focusing in-service tr, ling

on things that can have major impact, such as school

restructuring, will pay dividends.

One major goal of both these bills is to increase the number

of minorities entering teaching and to Increase the retention

rate of minorities who do enter the teaching force. The AFT

believes that a major source of minority teachers can be found

among paraprofessionals and other school employees. AFT has

extensive experience in the creation of career ladders that have

led to the development of thouscnds of teachers cut of the ranks

of paraprofessionals. These bills should allow funding of

teacher education for individuals who already work in schools In

a certificated position. It is our experience that teachers who

5
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come out of the school employee ranks start with an edge in

experience and have a significuntly higher retention rate than

those who are new to the )ob. For example, in Baltimore more

than 200 paraprofessionals have become t3achers. Their

attrition rate is less than 5%. The normal teacher attrItion In

that city is 10%. In hew York City, over the past five years

5000 paraprofessionals have become teachers and they have less

than a 1% attrition rate. The general attrition rate for New

York City was 16.2% in 1986-87.

This legislation is an important priority for the AFT. I

thank Senators Kennedy and Pell for their hard work and Interest

in this important endeavor. Tightening of the focus and

emphasis on the issues that will make or break public educrtion

in the 1990's will make these bills even better. The teacher

shortage about to hit education presents us with an opportunity

to rethink the role and structure of our schools.

opeiut2/aflcio
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Al Shanker. Typically
provocative, informative, and constructive.

I recognize Senator Pell. He's going to have to chair the R,.eign
Relation", Committee in a short time, so he'll necessarily have to
excuse himself So I'd like to recognize him for whatever comments
he'd like to make.

Senator PE,LL. Thank you very much, indeed, Mr. Chairman. I
rnologize for the brevity f my appearance here. I had a speech at
9 o'clock which made me late.

I'm delighted that you are here
I look forward to more hearings before the Education Subcom-

mittee, on both Senator Kennedy's and my teaching proposals.
On Friday, February 16, I will chair a hearing on the campus of

Rhode Island College in Providence. That will be followed by two
Washington hearings, one on Thursday, February 22, and the last
on Friday, March 2. Under our current plan, our chairman, Sena-
tor Kennedy, and I will then work together to produce one compre-
hensive bill that we hope will be marked up in both the subcom-
mittee and full committee this coming spring.

As ususal. I found Mr. Shanker's remarks very stimulating, and
I look forward to considering them further. I thank you. Mr. Chair-
man, for coordinating today's hearing. Please excuse me when I
have to go. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Senator Pell followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. I am delighted to be here today. if only for a very
short while, to reiterate the importance of the legislation we have
before us. I apologize for the brevity of my appearance, but already
in this session of Congres the complexities of Senate scheduling
have made it difficult for Senator Kennedy and me to find common
times foi hearings on our schedules. I had a speech at 9 a.m. this
morning and am about to chair a Foreign Relations hearing at 10,
so I leave today's examination of this most important topic in the
hands of our able Chairman.

The Education Subcommittee will have several hearings later
this month on both Senator Kennedy's and my proposals. On
Friday, February 16 I will chair a hearing ont he campus of Rhode
Island College in Providence. This will be followed by two Washing-
ton hearingsone on Thursday, February 22 and the last on
Friday, March 2. Under our current plan, Senator Kennedy and I
will then work together to produce one comprehensive bill which
we hop( to mark-up in both s ibcommittee and full committee early
spring.

Once again I regret my schedule does not afl lw me to stay today.
There is no issue of greater importance to me than the need to im-
prove the status and quality of our teaching profession. I look for-
ward to our future hearings on this topic and extend my best
wishes for a productive meeting this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Pell. You outlined what our
agenda and our time frame is, and we are dead serious in both get-
ting this legislation out and having consideration of it on the floor.
We're certainly encouraged by what the majority leader has said in

0 2
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terms of giving us a priority place in terms of Senate action. So I
think what we do during this period of time can have the kind of
positive impact that all of us would hope.

Let me ask you some questions, Dr. Shanker. I know you have
some time pressures. Given the traditional concept of local control,
what is the Federal responsibility as you see it in terms of trying to
move local school districts along the paths that you've outlined
here? You're talking about a greater role in terms of the faculty
and the local schools. You're talking about finding the best way, at
least that you have concluded, of improving the educational experi-
encerather than the teacher just talking to studnets, that there
be some other kinds of involvement of students. These, as you
know so well, have been primarily left to local judgments and deci-
sions. How do we deal with the issue that we are trying to put the
heavy hand of Washington into the small towns and communities
in terms of the education? How do you approach that?

Dr. SHANKER. Well, I think you deal with the issue by not put-
ting forth any plans, but by stating general eligibility require-
ments And the eligibility requirements can be stated in such a
way as to deal with the enhancement of skills of individual teach-
ers or the recruitment of individual teachers. That kind of pro-
motes the old model Or it can be used to support plans and pro-
grams which deal with school-wide change rather than enhance-
ment of indisiduals. Once yo, ;et the people in a school together
and they start asking themselves. Well, do we have a math teach-
er" Do we science teachers. Is there an:body on line at all
waiting to be ume a teacher? Are there other ways of grouping
kids and using adults that would take care of our needs?

In other ',surds, I would say no specifics, but just focus it on the
question of the school as a unit That doesn't tell the school board
what to du It doesn't tell them which program or programs to use.
But it does give an indication thatI think if you look at the de-
mographics, there's no way of solving it by saying we're going to
produce that number of individuals You can't. Therefore. what you
want to du is encourage the indis iduals wno irc there to sit down
and say. \Nell, if we can't get all the people who meet the qualifica-
tions that vs used to be able to get by putting people in inch\ idual
classrooms. how can we do this differently?

That allows for an almost infinite variety of programs to be gen-
ated by iocal school boards But it does proide an incentive for

them to think in different terms.
The CHAIRMAN Let me ask this just on the isue of minority

teachers sNhich you spoke apout We'.e heard frequently that the
standardized tests serve as a pretty significant impediment in
terms of attidaing minority teachers What's your own assessment
uf how we might proceed to deal with those kinds of issues, assur-
ing quality and still deal with getting minorities attracted to the
profession9

Dr SHANKER Well, I don't think that theI would be in favor of
not sticking to one particular kind of test. That is, I know that
there are outstanding colleges and universities in this country
whey if a student says, "I freeze up cn that type of examination,"
there's sume other way in which the student can show that he
knows hit, stuff But I don't think there's any question that you



need some mechanism to make sure that people who are coming
into the classroom are knowledgeable.

I think unfortunately, given the educational attainment differ-
encesyou know, the good news in national assessment is that mi-
norities are catching up very quickly. They're still behind. So if you
have a representative group out there and you give that test, you
will still find an attainment difference. But pretty soon, I think
that's going to disappear. But I do think that the problem with
most of these tests right now, unfortunately, isone of the unfortu-
nate problems is that minorities do fail at a higher rate. But an-
other one is that the overall level at which the cutoff point is estab-
lished by most States means that large numbers of people, mostly
whites, not mostly minorities, are coming into the schools who
really are not qualified.

If you look at what some of the cutoff points are, the arithmetic
part of the test is usually questions that the kids get in sixth grade,
and the passing mark for the teacher on these is the same az the
passing mark for the kids. That is, if a teacher gets 65 percent on a
sixth-grade arithmetic test, the teacher passes. Then we wonder
why we are at the bottom in all of our international science and
math assessments when we compare ourselves with other coun-
tries. The fact is this is the only country in the world where huge
numbers of elementary school teachers feel very uncomfortable
with arithmetic and where the majority of them will tell you that
they really don't know very much about science.

We've got a terrible problem because I just said that there are
shortages, and there are going to be greater shortages. One way to
end the shortage, of course, is to just drop requirements. But then
you're not bringing people into the classroom who are able to
teach. I think the way to deal with the issue of a larger number of
minority teachers is not to drop standards but to do a good job in
preparing and cultivating minorities to become teachersminori-
ties especially but others as well. I don't believe that they're in-
capable of learning any of the things that they need to know.

I think theie are really two approaches. One is to abandon stand-
ards, which I think does a great disservice. I think the other is to
assume that they can do a good job, but they come from schools
that have not been adequate. They have not have many or the op-
portunities they should have to oN ercome all sorts of problems. And
I think we ought to reach out and provide that special assistance.

There are a number of model programs across the country that
are very successful where m:nority youngsters are helped, some of
them in high school, some of them in college. And they move to
very high levels of attainment. I would prefer to see a program
which would lift people to meet the standards rather than one
which abandons the standards, which I think are already very low.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you provide for us some of the specific
models of alternative certification which you find satisfactory? Do
you want to make any comment on it, or will you provide us with
that for the record?

Dr. SHANKER. Yes, I'll be glad to do that.
[The information of Dr. Shanker follows:]
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TEACHER RECRUITMENT INTERNSHIP PROJECT FOR SUCCESS
(TRIP)

EXPLORING COLLABORATIVE MODELS FOR
INDUCTING NEW TEACHERS

Albert Shanker
President

American Faderation of Teachers
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Assistant to the President

Educational Issues Department

Carolyn Trice
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Monorable Edward 4. Kennedy
U. S. Senile
W,.shington, DC 20S10

Dear Ted:

March 1, 1990

As a follow-up to my testimony on January hefore the
,enace C,mmittee on Labor 6 Human Resources, I am submitting,
per your request, two models of alternative teacher
cettitication the were developed in conjunction with AFT
locals.

Tee models are from a soon-to-be-published AFT document,
'reacher Rectuitment and Internship Project: Exploring
collaborattve Models for Inducting New Teache-s." These models
emphasize the importance of the collaboration between the school
dttrict. the local union, and the uniyetsity.

lite Dade .;ounty ptogram focuses on attracting academically
.apable liberal arts graduates into Leaching in critical
shortage areas. This model incluies a rigorous course of study
int, an internship program with a qualified veteran teacher.

The San Francisco model illustrates an innovative approach
to attracting more minorities into the teaching profession.
rhis example focuses on recruiting paraprofessionals, with their
experience and knowledge of the school communities from which
they come, into teaching positions. Like the Dad- County model,
this collectively bargained program includes rigorous course
work and intensive support tor the prospective teachers.

1 am pleased chat you will consider [hese models, and the
AFT's views on altet .ative certification dS you continue to seek
answers to the imminent shortage ,r teachers in our nation's
s.hools.

Since

bert hanker
President
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The extraordinary programs and developments from the
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THE TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND INTERNSHIP PROJECT

In response to this overwhelming call for reform in how

the profession recruits, trains and retains its members, the

American 'ederation of Teachers, with the support of a

planning grant funded DI, Primerica Corporation of America

(formerly American Can Company), is addressing the issue of

attracting and retaining talented teachers and encouraging

non-education majors with knowledge and skills in critical

subject-matter shortage areas to enter the profession through

its Teacher Recruitment and Internship Project (TRIP). TRIP

is designed to revise the recruitment, selection, prepara-

tion, induction and licensing of first-year teachers. The

purpose of the project is to:

1) attract prospective teachers by exploring

non-traditional recruitment strategies such as

incentives for non-education college graduates and

para-professional career ladders;

2) provide a structured internship for beginning

teachers to facilitate success in the initial

teaching experience and abolish the "sink or swim"

teacher induction method;

3) offer talented, experienced teachers new career

opportunities, as mentors to the beginning teacher,

while retaining their teaching roles; and

4) influence teacher preparation programs by

encouraging them to integrate research-based

knowledge about effective teaching into their

curricula.
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In cooperation with selected local affiliates, the

Teacher Recruitment and Internship Project (TRIP) began

initial planning in 1985 to recruit and retain promising and

academically successful beginning teachers. The project

influenced teacher induction programs in nine locations--it

supported planning, recruitment and implementation activities

in throe sites, planning only in three, and supplemented

existing programs in three sites. Fundamental principles of

institutional reform required that each locality involve

representatives of collaborating institutions from the

outset. Local circumstances determined specific actions,

roles, and responsibilities. However, the following common

principals and program components were intended to be part of

each local project.

Intern Recruitment

Every project included a recruitment strategy that

offered, at a minimum, the following incentives for college

graduates to consider teaching: a) initial support through an

internship and seminars which focus on the needs of the

beginning teacher; b) university coursework coupled with the

internship that leads to certification, without having to

invest a sizable portion of undergraduate education in

teacher training; c) cancellable loans or equivalent support

in return for completing a teaching service requirement

beyond the internship.

Mentor Teachers

Experienced, effective classroom teachers were to have

primary mentor responsibility for the intern teachers.

Mentor teachers would ba recognized as superior teachers by

supervisors and colleagues; would be willing to enhance their
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professional growth by attending special training sessions

and/or university courses, and by sharing their expertise

with beginning teachers; and would participate voluntarily in

the program.

Collaboration

Each project involved representatives from participating

institutions from the initial project planning period through

implementation of the program. Therefore, every project

included a collaborative involving representatives from the

local teacher's union, school system, and university(ies)

with a wide range of graduate and professional programs.

Local OwnerShil2

Within the constraints of the fundamental program

purposes, specific plans, roles, responsibilities, and

operations wdre determined by representatives of

collaborating organizations. Each project included plans to

sustain the project beyond the initial implementation phase.

Planning grants of approximately $10,000 each were used for

purposes determined by the local site. The following

types of costs were covered:

1) part-time compensation (or released time) for a

project facilitator

2) travel to meetings or retention of consultants

3) stipends or released time for teachers

4) meetings or retreats

5) secretarial support and assistance

3 o
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Selection

Site selection was based on a mutual agreemont between

AFT and the Primerica, Inc., and a locality's ability to meet

the following criteria:

1) A local AFT chapter with the ability to develop (if

not already in existence) a cooperative working

relationship with the local school system and

university(ies).

2) A location near a university with a variety of

graduate and professional academic programs.

3) A local AFT chapter with a willingness to take a

leading role in teacher and school improvement

efforts.

4) A local chapter willing to work with the AFT

Educational Research and Dissemination Program.

5) An agreement by the local AFT chapter, school

system, and university(ies) to collaborate on the

internship recruitment project.

RESPONSIBILITIES

American Federationsa Teachers (AFT)

The AFT was responsible for the overall program operation

and quality, including dissemination efforts. AFT also

provided planning, consultation, and training resources for

local site development. The AFT shared the knowledge from

its award-winning Educational Research and Dissemination
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(ER&D) program to prepare teacher interns and mentors in

effective teaching strategies. In addition, AFT assisted in

the development of seminars and assistance programs for

beginning teachers and worked with several universities

engaged in the reform of their teacher preparation programs.

J.,ocal Project Sites

Each local project was expected to engage in the

following activities:

1) enter into a three-part collaboration (union, school

district, university(ies));

1) develop a recruitment program that would attract

academically talented college graduates, or

paraprofessionals through career ladder incentives,

into teaching;

3) establish a fellowship or equivalent program that

pays tuition for university courses for TRIP

teachers;

4) develop an internship program in one or more local

school sites;

5) reward mentor teachers by providing them with

compensation or tuition waivers in a collaborating

university, whem possible;

6) implement the first recruitment effort; and,

7) initiate a summer seminar to prepare recruits for

their internship assignment.

3 2
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Each site was responsible for determining the activities
of participating organizations in the collaborative. The
following are general guidelines that were used:

AFT local chapter: initiation of the local site project;
coordination of project planning; cooperation in the.

selection of school sites and mentor teachers; coordination
of mentor trainihg; securing outside consultation through AFT
and other sources; and working with AFT to recruit 'ntern
candidates (other than those recruited through the
collaborating university(ies)].

school system: cooperate in the identification of

intern-mentor positions for the new recruits; cooperate in
the planning process and selection of internship sites;

prepare school principals and other school personnel to

facilitate project implementation; provide released time for
interns and mentors to -rk together; work to secure needed

regulatory waivers and approvals, and cooperate to

institutionalize the project and extend it beyond the initial
effort.

University: cooperate in planning and developing seminars
in coordination with the internships; assist in the

recruitment of interns from among alumni and prospective

graduates in subjects identified as critical shortage areas,
collaborate on the development of fellowships or tuition

waivers for intern-teachers; work to assure certification for
recruits who successfully complete the internship and
seminars, and assist interns who wish to pursue graduate
study upon completion of the teaching service requirement.
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MIAMI

TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND INTERNSH/P PROGRAM

(TRIP)

YONTEXT

The metropolitan area of Miami is actually 26 separate

communities and a large unincorporated region. Although none

of the cities rank significantly among the largest cities in

the nation, the region is considerable if political

boundaries are ignored. The greater Miami area is one of the

fastest growing regions of the nation and will continue to

have significant growth due to migration from other states

and immigration from the Caribbean and Central America.

The general economic health of the metropolitan area, and

that of the entire state, is strong. The unemployment rate

for the state is 4.1 per cent, the lowest in fourteen years.

Despite in-migration, jobs are plentiful. The growth of

resorts and tourism, telecommuications, transportation, the

Port of Miami, and service industries provide considerable

opportunities. Many national and international corporations

have located their headquarters in the region. Presently,

Miami is suffering from a labor shortage in certain segments

of the economy, similar to the problems of New York, Boston,
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and other large cities. There are plans to build a riew

"city" or downtown ragion because of the large population and

the impact of commuters on the roadways. Within the next

decade, Florida will be the third most populous state behind

Texas and California. Much of the growth will be in Miami

and southern Florida, further straining the capacity of the

school district to meet the needs of students.

The Dade County school system is comprised of a "majority

of minorities." The current figures for ethnic classifica-

tion of students are 43% Hispanic, and 382 Black and 19%

Other.

The public schools in Florida are organized by county

districts. Thu', the public school system for the greater

Miami area is the Dade County Public Schools (DCPS). The

Dade school system is the fourth largest district in the

nation with An enrollment of 265,000 students.

TraditionC_Aplations Among Collaborating Groups

The collaboratirc groupe are the Dade County Public

Schools (DCPS), the United Teachers of Dade, (UTD) and the

University of Miami School of Education (UM). Cooperative

efforts among these groups have been xcellent over the last

few years. The union and school district have just

negotiated a new collective bargaining agreement that will

provide new teachers with one of the highest entry salaries

in the nation and higher salaries in general for veteran

teachers.

In the section entitled "Professionalization of Teaching

and Education," the contract covers other professional issues

27-756 0 - 90 - 2
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programs in addition to TRIP. Included in this section are

the Teacher Assessment and Development System (TADS) that

involves teachers in peer evaluation and assistance;

school-based management and shared decision-making that

establishes new models for staffing, decision-making and

planning at the school site; the Dade Academy for the

Teaching Arts (DATA) that offers staff development and

professional growth courses; a Saturday school program that

provides instruction and enrichment activities for students;

and satellite learning centers, cooperative ventures among

the union, school district and businesses throughout Dade

County, that establish schools from kindergarten through

second grade in facilities provided by a host corporation.

The School of Education at the University of Miami (UM)

has held joint cabinet meetings, attended by union represen-

tatives, on a monthly basis for over a year. These coopera-

tive efforts have grown from a common interest in the im-

provement of education, partly as a response to the general

reform movement and out of a need to address a variety of

coamon problems and interests of the various groups. Until

the new Superintendent and the new Dean of the School of

Education arrived to lead their respective institutions,

cooperation between the school district and the college was

achieved by the individual efforts of professors who worked

with various administrators and teachers on independent

projects. Over the last two years, active planning has

occurred at the levels of the chief executive officers to

.Dutline ways of cooperating in matters of research, program

development, ald training. Formal proceduLes have been

implemented to reduce the bureaucratic barriers to

cooperation.
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The union and the school district have a history of being

in the vanguard of initiating change and have received

national attention for such innovative programs as

school-based management, shared decision-making, and

satellite schools. The climate created by the education

reform movement was probably the most powerful influence on

the success of the implementation of TRIP.

Teacher Supply and Demand

The State of Florida currently produces about 40 per cent

of tt41 teachers it needs. The greates. shortages are in

secondary mathematics, science, English, Zoreign language,

and special education. There aro also local shortages--some

school districts have significant difficulty filling specific

positions due to local circumstances of sup, y and demand,

and working conditions. Presently, the greatest need in Dade

County is for teachers in the innar-city schools.

The Dad County Schools hav an active personnel staff

charged with the responsibility to recruit teachers.

Strategic and tactical plans have been developed for

recruitment. Tha staff aggressively advertises for and

interviews potential teaching candidatcs throughout the

nation. In addition to the staff, formr recipients of the

"teacher of tho year" award are used to attract candidates on

recruiting missions. The staff is highly trained and follows

a specific set of policies pertaining to recruitment

activities. There is a strong evaluation component,

including surveys of candidates who do not elect to take a

position. This is because 40 por cent of all new hires in

Dade County Public Schools are from out of state.
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There are significant opportunities for careers in other

fields, including the lure of entrepreneurial enterprises.

Generally, persons with abilities and interests in mathe-

matics, science, and English have opportunities to nter many

other fields. The first group of TRIP graduates has .Jeen

attracted to the area through outside recruitment and

advertising efforts. It appears that it is easier to attract

people from out of state than to find interested, qualified

arts and science majors in the immediate area. The majority

of the grol? is relatively young and from out of state. Most

of them are teaching mathematics, science, and English. The

local recruits tend to be older, having shifted from one

career or experienced difficulty with finding employment in

their fields. Due to the ethnic diversity of the student

population, the Miami school system is constantly looking for

minority teachers. Fifty percent of the current interns are

from minority groups.

Like most states, Florida has followed a pattern of

licensure and certification dependent upon meeting specific

coursework in a teacher education program. In addition,

Florida was one of the first to require teachers to pass a

competency examination, the Florida Teacher Certification

Examination (FTCE). Despite the trend in recent years to

disregard professional teacher education courses, as in New

Jersey, Florida maintains professional coursework in the

certification processes with the focus clearly on compe-

tencies and transcript credits.

Comoositionst_tha_collaborative

The organizations involved in TRIP are the Dade County

Public Schools, the United Teachers of Dade, and the School

of Education at the University of Miami.

3 E.
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The personnel assigned to the project include a professor

of education from the University of Miami who has been the

coordinator of TRIP and director of the training program; a

representative from the Office of the Superintendent, Dade

County Public Schools; and a representative from the United

Teachers of Dade.

An advisory group composed of two principals, two central

staff personnel, two representatives of the union, and two

faculty members of the university, meets periodically with

the assigned personnel to discuss the TRIP program, monitor

progress, and report concerns to the various organizations.

In any social and organizational interactions of groups,

the tendency for control or power to become an issue is

always a threat to progress or change. This is informally

referred to as "politics." In the underlying interactions of

the school administration, the union, and the university,

"politics" was never an issue. The union and the district

administration fully recognized the need for teachers in the

inner-city schools. They also initiated the TRIP plans

without delay. The University of Miami readily facilitated

the cooperative relationship among the three groups. The

ability of the organizations to work cooperatively on this

endeavor is explained by the continuous interactions of

college faculty with the school district and the union over a

period of many years, and by the need for new teachers in the

district. The main reason so little conflict exists is

because a specific set of guidelines and procedures which

specifies the roles of all participants has been approved and

implemented by the school district, teachers' union and the

university. This greatly reduced ambiguity and the potential

for conflict.
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PROCESS

Faced with a growing shortage of teachers in secondary
mathematics, science, computer science, and language arts,
the Dade County Public Schools and the United Teachers of
Dade (UTD) collaborated to devise a plan for the TRIP
program. Subsequently, an RFP for the project was sent to
the universities in the area. The University of Miaml

submitted a proposal and made a formal presentation which was
approved. The plan proposed a two-year alternative

certification program to select, prepare, and mentor newly
hired liberal arts graduates for positions in inner-city
secondary schools. The program was designed to recruit,

train, and retain liberal arts graduates in the teaching
profession. There were few models to follow, so tha Miami
TRIP program was experimental. The program attempted to meet
the needs of the school district, the profession, and the
union by compromising on many points of contention to provide
a structured internship and training program leading to
certification and a Master of Science in Education degree.

The TRIP program was based on the following assumptions,

and agreed to by the UTD and the DCPS:

o The teacher shortage will become increasingly acute
in inner-city schools, especially in the fields of

mathematics, science, and language arts.

o Academically capable liberal urts graduates may add
significantly to the teaching profession if

alternative teacher certification programs can be
agreed to by the school district, the union, the

state board of education, and the profession.

4 13



An effective teacher tl.aining program can be

conducted through the collaboration of the teachers'

union, the local school district, and a university.

o A teaching internship program and a formal course of

study related to practice can be an effective

training model.

Decisions are made by d committee consisting of a central

office administrator, a union official, school principals and

university representatives, who meet on a regularly scheduled

basis.

Prior to selection of the University of Miami to be the

training institution, a committee composed of members of the

Dade County Schools and United Teachers of Dade met several

times to determine criteria and to set guidelines. This

committee agreed to the following:

o A maximum of 30 candidates and 15 mentor teachers to

be involved during the pilot year.

o TRIP teachfas to be placed in critical shortage

areas in secondary schools which participate in the

School-Based Management/Shared Decision Making

Program or the Partners In Education Program (PIE).

2ach TRIP teacher is to toach four periods (on a

seven-period schedule), plan one period and engage

in TRIP-related activities during the remaining

periods.

o The mentor is to be assigned two TR/P teachers, with

the mentor receiving a supplement of $1,500. The

4
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mentor is to teach five periods, plan one period and

engage in TRIP mentoring activities during the

remaining period.

Upon acceptance of the University of Miami proposal, the

associate dean and TRIP faculty director/advisor met with the

representatives from Dade County Public Schools (DCPS),

United Teachers of Dade (UTD), and the TRIP committee to

outline the training program and determine its completion.

Members of the faculty of the university submitted a

rationale to the committee for the selection of courses and

documentation of the correlation of the state's generic

competencies with the university graduate program.

The TRIP committee meets regularly to ..!iscuss problems

and matters of interest and to monitor the program. At the

building level, the university advisor, the teacher mentor,

and the principal interact. Information flows from the

individual sites to the TRIP committee (in the form of

reports from the variouu groups and individuals).

THE PROGRAM

In accordance with the school district and the union,

wit% participation by the university, five major objectives

were developed:

1) to implement a field-based program combined

with training, research, support, and guided

supervision;

2) to pr. *ide substantial training, concurrent

with teaching assignments and strong support;
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3) to deliver a program meeting state

certification requirements and practical

pedagogical needs of teachers;

4) to provide a heuristic model based on empirical

data to address three major questions:

a) Can liberal arts and other non-education

graduates, lacking traditional qualifications,

become effective teachers?

b) Does a program blending traditional

coursework in professional education with

field-based work promote teaching

effectiveness?

c) How do the attitudes and skills of teachers

in the experimental program compare with the

graduates of traditional program..?

5) to determine if alternative teacher training

programs can provide new options for selection

and training of effective teachers to replace

or revise traditional models.

Through agreement with the school administration and the

local union, a plan was developed with the university playing

a major role as arbiter and ombudsman. Thirty interns/begin-

ning teachers were enrolled in the program in the 1987-88

school year. Candiiates were selected by the school adminis-

tration to fill spicific, documented vacancies in the inner-

city high schools Nf the district. The interns, called

i
6 ;
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associate teachers, were assigned to specific schools and

received an orientation program. Each intern was assigned to

work with a mentor tea,her, given the assistance of an aide,

and recelved significant supervision and contact with repre-

sentatives of the school, union, and university supervisors.

During the first year of the prugram, interns received full

salary and were assigned to four periods of instruction (the

full load is seven periods). The three released-time periods

allowed the interns to engage in planning and school-based

requirements for coursework. All mentor teachers received a

reduced teaching load to permit involvement with their

interns.

Persons hired under the TRIP program are paid salaries

equivalent to beginning teachers in the district. Dade

County schools offer one of the highest entry-level salaries

in the nation and have excellent benefits. Currently a

beginning teacher with a bachelor's degree may earn $23,000

and a teacher with a master's degree may earn $26,000.

Tentatively, plels for 1989-90 year include a starting salary

around $26,500.

Ecch semester, the interns were enrolled in two graduate

courses specifically designed and conducted for them. They

were also required to attend a summer session after the first

year. The coursework in the program was composed of 39

credit hours; six of these credits were in a graduate

teaching internship. The program also provided orientation

and evaluation sessions for the TRIP teachers and mentors.

Assignment of a personal advisor from the University of Miami

was made for each TRIP teacher to ensure individualization.

Also, the advisor was required to make frequent classroom
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observations and visits with each intern. This was in

addition to observations by the union representative, the

mentor teacher, and the school administration. The program

provided for the award of credits for the internship based

upon classroom teaching experience during the first two years

of employment; on-site supervision by the mentors, who

received training in peer coaching and a free graduate course

at the University of Miami as an incentive; and periodic

classroom observations and assistance from the University

advisors during the first and second years.

Funding

Funding is primarily required for the salaries of the

interns and the costs of training. The cost of graduate work

at the University of Miami is $395 per credit. A three-

credit course costs one student $1,185. A 39-hour degree

program costs $15,405. For 30 students, the cost of one

three-credit course is $35,550, and the total cost of thirty

degree programs is $462,150.

With the UM discount of 50 per cent for DCPS teachers,

the cost per student per credit is $198. A three-credit

course costs $594, and a 39-credit program, $7,722. For 30

students, with the discount, the cost of one three-credit

course is $17,820, and the total cost of 30 degree programs

is $231,075.

Under the provisions of the DCPS tuition reimbursement

plan, half of the cost of a master's program can be reim-

bursed, either to the student or to the institution. If a

DCPS teacher takes advantage of this plan as well as the UM

discount, the cost per credit is reduced to $98; the cost for
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a three-credit course to $294; and che cost per 39-credit

program per student to $3,822. Both the uriversity and the

school system have contributed to the financial support of

the TRIP program, the university by reducing its costs for

this special program and the district by paying tuition.

Fiduciary responsibility rests with the United Teachers

of Dade for the planning grant and with the school district

for intern and mentor teacher salaries. The university

submits an invoice to the district for services rendered.

Intern and Ments,r Selection Process

The purpose of TRIP is to recruit capable liberal arts or

equivalent college graduates. Prospective TRIP teachers are

informed of the benefits to them, including the salary of

beginning teachers, reduced class load, and a structured

program for certification and a Master of Science in

Education degree.

As noted, the primary recruitment incentive for interns

is the ability to obtain a graduate degree at no cost to the

student. The mentors are given additional pay by the

district for assuming responsibility for working with

interns, and the university provides a graduate course, free

of charge, to any mentor who participates. This can satisfy

requirements for additional study that is rewarded by the

district through pay increases.

The mentors are selected from participating schools from

among those who meet the following qualifications: they must

be certified in the appropriate subject area, have at least

three years of successful teaching experience, and be master

teachers.

ti
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New teachers are hired by the personnel office of the
school district. To be considered for the TRIP program, the
candidate is approved by a committee consisting of
representatives of the district, school and UTD and selected
by a principal who has a vacancy. The individual begins the
training program. Through a combination of traditional and
field-based course-work (at the school site), the candidate
may become a certified teacher after meeting course
requirements and successfully passing the Florida Teacher
Certification Examination (FTCE). If the candidate agrees to
participate in the TRIP program, he or she is required to
remain as a teacher in the district for three years.

Admission to the university for a degree requires the
following materials necessary for review regarding admission
to the University of Miami Degree Program:

1. Completed application form

2. Transcripts from previous colleges/universities

3. Three letters of recommendation from individuals
or

One letter of recommendation from a DCPS personnel
officer

4. Test score on a nationally standardized test.

Applicants who have taken the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) or the Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
should submit their test results. Applicants who
have not taken either examination may take the MAT
through special arrangements at the University of
Miami.

5. Writing sample.
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To earn the Master of Science in Education, the

participant must complete 36 to 39 credit hours with a grade

point average of 3.0 and succ2ssfully pass a comprehensive

examination. The student may have to meet additional

requirements to satisfy state regulations. Individualized

planning is provided for each participant.

All of the courses in the program emphasize professional

standards in education and focus specifically on the unique

needs of the Dade County Public Schools.

University _component

In addition to the courses required for completion of the

degree and certification requirements, UM offers the

following benefits to TRIP interns:

o Orientation and evaluation sessions for TRIP

apprentices and mentors;

o Assignment of a UM advisor to the TRIP degree

program, who would be accessible to all participants

for general guidance;

o Assignment of a personal UM advisor to each TRIP

apprentice for the purpose of ensuring the best

possible individual program;

o Instruction and supervision by nationally recognized

faculty in special education and supporting fields;

o Inclusion in the course credits of a six-credit-hour

graduate internship:
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o Awarding of credit for classroom teaching experience

during the first two years of employment with DCPS:

cn-site supervision of activities by the mentors,

who would receive a free graduate course in

education at UM in return for their services as

directing teachers;

o Periodic classroom observations and ongoing

assistance from a UM professor, not only duxieg the

first year of employment, but also during the second

year; and

o Invitations for TRIP interns to all graduate

activities on canpus.

Training for TRIP teachers begins at the point of

selection. Mentors are involved in training by the

unislersity, with content of the training covering rationale

for mentors, responsibilities, conferencing skills, and

research related to effective teaching.

Evaluation Component

To determine the effectiveness of TRIP, three specific

questions were posed and 1 method for data collection

determined:

Question 1: Are the interns more knowledgeable about

professional education in areas related to

research and principles in educational

psychology, curriculum, classroom

management, classroom-based research,
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sociological aspect of the teaching

profession, and effective teaching, as a

result of graduate studies during the TRIP

experience?

Supportive Data: In the fall of 1987, the

interns were administered a cognitive

test, A GLIMPSE OF TRIP. This instrument

will be administered again in December,

1988. Data from the pre-and post-tests,

will indicate cognitive growth of the

interns.

Do interns' attitudes toward teaching

change over the period of time in which

they are enrolled in TRIP?

Supportive Data: In the fall of 1987, the

instrument, PERSONAL BELIEFS OF INTERNS IN

THE TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND INTERNSHIP

PROGRAM, was administered to the interns.

This same instrument will be administered

again in Decembr, 1988.

Question 3: What level of teaching effectiveness do

the interns demonstrate?

Supportive Data: Holistic aL.sessment datum

was gathered on each intern in the fall of

1987. Three UM adjunct faculty and

recently retired DCPS administrators

visited the interns and assessed the level

of their teaching effectiveness. A second

classroom observation will be conducted in

December, 1988.
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Other evaluation is primarily focused on the Florida

Competencies and university cournework, as well as

evaluations by principals, mentors, professors, and others

who make classroom observations.

ISSUES AND BARRIERS

DCPS, UTD and UM are creatively tackling many problems

facing this large urban school district. There has always

been cooperation between the schools and the university and,

under the direction of the superintendent, collaboration has

resulted in the formal announcement of the Dade Education

Company--an agreement between DCPS, the UTD and UM to work

more closely to explore ways to address major concerns facing

educators.

The sheer size of the local eistrict is detrimental to

inter-institutional collaboration; however, size has not

functioned to limit cooperation. Each institution has

clearly recognized the needed strength of the other if

professional growth is to occur.

Within the last few years, there has been nationwide

concern that teacher training institutions are not preparing

students who can teach effectively. This concern prompted

several school districts to becom "teacher trainers." For

the most part, educators in Dade County recognize and

appreciate the responsibilities of each institution, leaving

the conduct of these responsibilities to the province of the

institution most capable of dealing with various issues.

Each TRIP teacher has the benefit of a mentor teacher;

however, mentoring cannot be done on a full-time basis.
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Intensive coaching is needed during the first semester of
teaching.

The implementation of the planned two-year internship

program cannot begin until the TRIP teachers are selected

and, sadly, selection is not finalized until after the
opening of school. Because the teachers are not identified

early, common scheduling of TRIP periods, TRIP activities for

mentors, and special activities for the TRIP teachers cannot

occur or are enormously difficult to orchestrate.

Accomplishments to Date

The program is in its second year of implementation.

Twenty-nine out of thirty of the first group of interns has

completed the initial year and their preparation continues.

A second group of thirty interns have begun the program.

The most notable accomplishment is the instutionalization

of the Teacher Recruitment and Internship Project in the Dade
County Public Schools. When the second year of the program

began, TRIP had been included in the recently negotiated

collective bargaining contract between the union and the

school district. The contract describes the purpose of TRIP

and delineates the guidelines and procedures to be followed.

The TRIP program has also solidified the relationship

between the University of Miami School of Education and the

United Teachers of Dade and the Dade County Public Schools.

The success of the TRIP collaboration has forged the way for

other university-union-school district collaborations such as

the Dade Education compact described earlier.

!N 2
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Recommendations

The Miami TRIP collaborative has made a great commitment

to the program in terms of funding, institutionalization and

time spent developing and coordinating the project. The

following recommendations would make it a stronger program

and a model to be replicated around the country. The Miami

Teacher Recruitment and Internship Program would be a

demonstration project in two respects: first, as an induction

program for all beginning teachers--especially those without

certification; and secondly, as an example of a collaborative

effort among the teachers' union, the school district and the

college of education to improve the quality of instruction

offered children.

The following are recommendations for the program:

There should be a summer training program for TRIP

Interns and mentors to introduce them to the latest

research on effective teaching, peer coaching and

supervision of teachers. Although these topics are

covered in the coursework over the eighteen-month

program, beginning teachers, especially TRIP

candidates who have no teacher education background,

should be exposed to this knowledge prior to

entering the classroom. The union sponsors training

through their Educational Research and Dissemination

Program (ER4D) which can be adapted to train TRIP

candidates as in other sites.

2) Mentors and their assigned associate teachers should

have common planning periods to facilitate the

mentor/intern relationship. Mutual meeting time

should be programmed into their regular schedules.
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3) TRIP teachers should be identified prior to the

beginning of schools. This would facilitate the

implementation of the aforementioned

recommendations.

4) Evaluation data proposed in the program should be

collected and analyzed as soon as possible.
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SAN FRANCISCO

PARAPROFESSIONAL CAREER PROGRAM

TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND INTERNSHIP PROJECT

The San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) is a

kindergarten-through-grade 12 district that encompasses the

49 square-mile boundary of the city and county of San

Francisco. The district's 3,800 teachers serve nearly 65,000

students. San Francisco is a majority minority school

district. Eighty-five per cent of the students come from

ethnically and culturally diverse backgrounds. Approximately

17 per cent of the San Francisco public school students are

Black 17 per cent are Hispanic, and 40 per cent are Asian

(including Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Vietnamese, Laotian

and Cambodian). Thirty-four per cent of the students come

from homes in which English is not spoken.

San Francisco is a growing school district. Enrollment

has increased by approximately 2 per cent for each of the

last six years. This trend is expected to continue. Many of

the students coming to San Francisco are recent immigrants to

this country, primarily from Central America and South East

Asia.
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Fewer than 30 per cent of San Francisco's population

have children in the city's public schools. Many middle-

class parents cnoose to send their children to private

schools and a significant portion of the city's population is

composed of singles without children. Of the nearly 90,000

school-age children in San Francisco, one-third attend

private schools. Parochial schools account for two-thirds of

this private school population. In an effort to keep the

middle class in public schools, the school d'strict has

implemented a number of special programs (such as alternative

schools) in the last few years. It appears the district's

efforts are beginning to pay off.

The average teacher in San Francisco is 53 years old.

Thus, the school district estimates it will need to replace

at least half of its teaching force within the next five

years.

In 1969, San Francisco hired several hu,dred teachers, .

many of them minorities who had been recruiteu rrom oLt of

state as a result of the district's national recruitment

efforts. For a decade, from 1969 to 1979, the district

effectively had a hiring freeze. Almost no new teachers were

employed during this period.

In 1979, San Francisco experienced massive teacher

layoffs. State law requires layoff in reverse seniority

order. Thus, many of the laid-off teachers were the

minorities who had been hired in 1969. Three months after

final layoff notices were sent, the school district began

calling people back to work. Many, including a large

proportion of minorities, had found other, more attractive

jobs and declined the district's offer of employment.
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California enacted a major education reform bill in

1983. The new law provided huge increases in funding for

schools, enabling the SFUSD to hire 400 probationary teachers

between 1983 and 1986. Some of the teachers were minority .

many were not. The district discovered that few minority

candidates were enrolled in teacher training programs in the

Bay Area's colleges and universities. Moreover, the district

had (and continues to have) immediate need for teachers in

the areas of mathematics, science, bilinguAl educatinn, and

special education. Prospective teachers in these fields are

in particularly short supply. In California, one must

possess a bachelor's degree in an academic subject (i.e., not

education) before being admitted to a credential program.

The program to earn a teaching credential is, thus, a

fifth-year graduate program. The California State University

system trains 90 per cent of the state's teachers. In San

Francisco, San Francisco State University (SFSU) has the

largest teacher tiaining program.

Recruitment efforts are conducted by the school

district's c.-,ntral office staff. Individual school sites

have no independent authority to hire. San Francisco school

district officials report they have been :.ustrated in their

efforts to secure sufficient members of minority trichers and

sufficient numbers of teachers in the immediate shortage

areas. Even national recruitment efforts have not met the

district's needs. The district has also tried hiring foreign

teachers--bilingual teachers from Spain, math teachers from

China. However, language and cultural difficulties brought

these teachers' stays in San Francisco classrooms to a halt.

Many of the foreign teachers had classroom management pro-

blems and could not pass the language and writing sections of

the California Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST) which is

O.
P.
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required for certification. In many instances, ths district

has been forced to hire uncredentialed people on "emergency"

certificates.

Compounding the district's problems Is its recognitior

that, while there are four immediate areas of need (math,

science, bilingual and special education), teacher shortages

in all areas will soon exist. Increasing numbers of teachers

are retiring. Moreover, the state has recently increased

high school graduation requirements and the University of

California system has raised its admineion requirements.

Thus students will be required to take more academic classes

and more teachers will be needed to teach these courses.

Composition of the COlaboratIve

The participants In the San Francisco Para-Career

Program are the San Francisco Federation of Teachers, (SFFT)

the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) , San

Francisco State University (SFSU) , and the University of San

Francisco (USF).

The San Francisco Federation of Teachers is the official

bargaining agent for the SFUSD's 2,000 paraprofessional

employees in which more than 69 per cent are minority. Many

have worked in San Francisco schools for a decade or more.

These individuals' levels of education vary, from those who

have completed only high school, to others who have earned

bachelor's degrees.

The AFT has long worked to improve the lot of para-

professionals. Part of that improvement process includes a

commitment to develop with the school district a program to

help paraprofessionals who want to become teachers to earn
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teaching credentials. The San Francisco Unified School

District's then new superintendent eagerly embraced the idea

of the para-career/teacher internship program and appointed

his second-in-command to be his personal representative on

the planning group. This action had particular significance

in San Francisco.

The San Fzancisco Federation of Teachers and the San

Francisco Unified School District have had an historically

stormy relationship. The previous superintendent made no

pretense of liking the union. The union reciprocated in

kind. The atmosphere with the current superintendent and the

current union president 4s entirely different. The union and

the district view the para-career/teacher internship program

as one way to azhieve several mutually beneficial goals:

providing new career opportunities for paraprofessionals,

providing the district with some of the teachers it needs,

and securing a better relationship between the union and

school district management. The hallmarks of this program

have been the mutual cooperation between and equal partner-

ship status of the AFT lncal and school district

administration.

San Francisco State University is part of the 19-campus

California State University System. The university has a

longstanding, cooperative relationship with the school

district, largely because San Francisco State places many of

its student teachers in the city's public schools.

The University of San Francisco is a private, Jesuit-run

institution with a growing school of education. The school's

dean is eager to upgrade the image of his school and has

hired a credential program director who is very enthusiastic

about the para-career/teacher intern program. In addition,
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USF's supervisor of student teachers, who often attends

planning group meetings, is a retired San Francisco teacher

and a long-time member of the San Francisco Federation of

Teachers. The SFUSD and USF have a longstanding, cooperative

relationship. Many of the district's administrators attend

USF to earn advanced degrees.

Each of the players in the collaborative sees the

benefits of participating in the project. The union views

the program as a way to offer new professional opportunities

to the people it represents. The school district looks to

the program as one inechanism to handle its inevitable teacher

shortage. San Francisco State wants to maintain its positive

relationship with the SFUSD and believes the university, too,

may have something to learn by participating in the program,

USF sees the increase in minority students in school of

education as a v,Ny to enhance its image and also expand the

number of minority candidates for graduation.

Process

The SFUSD and the SFFT had previously negotiated a

provision in the paraprofessional contract calling for the

establishment of a paraprofessional career development

program, leading to a teaching credential. When San

Francisco was selected as one of the sites to receive a

Primerica planning grant, the president of the union

approached the superintendent with the idea that the money be

used for the paraprofessional program. The superintendent

readily agreed. Both parties further agreed that the teacher

training compo-ent of the program should be constructed as a

teacher internship plan. The union then contacted San

Francisco State and the University of San Francisco. Both

universities initially agreed to send representatives to a

preliminary planning meeting and, of course, have continued

to participate in the project.

fiu
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Each organization appointed one or mPre representatives

to the planning group. In the initial year of the program,

the SFFT used part of the planning grant money for a stipend

for a local program coordinator. The coordinator, a full

time San Francisco teacher who spent the 1985-86 school year

at Stanford University as an AFT Distinguished Visiting

)ractitioner, has been the primary SFFT representative to the

planning group. The school district initially released the

teacher two days each week to coordinate the program. How

with the increased numbers of paras participating in the

program, the district has released the teacher to coordinate

the program full time.

The school district has been represented on the planning

group by the deputy superintendent and by a personnel

officer. The coordinator of education programs, now the

associate dean, has represented San Francisco State. USF is

represented by the coordinator of teacher education and the

supervisor of student teachers.

The planning group which meets monthly has assiduously

tried to involve all members of the collaborative in final

decisions. Often, between planning group meetings, the union

coordinal..or and a district staff member and/or university

representat.,ve have met to accomplish specific tasks and then

report back to the full group. There have been few areas of

disagreement, and working relationships among all of the

parties are smooth.

THE PROGRAM

The Selection ProcesQ

The San Francisco program is envisioned to ultimately
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operate on three levels:

1) Individuals with fewer than 60 college units will

enroll in an A.A. program at San Francisco Community
College. When this happens, a representative from
the community college would become a member of the
collacorative.

2) Those with 60 units or more will have an opportunity
to complete a B.A. at San Francisco State or USF.

3) Those who have completed a B.A. will participate in

the teacher internship program, now being developed
with S,F. State and USF.

For the initial year, the planning group decided to
concentrate only on Level 3. However, it became clear to all

cn the Para-Career Program Council that in order to recruit
minorities, a longer program, beginning with 60 units or the
A.A. Program, would be needed. The following process was
used to determine which paraprofessionals would participate
in the program in its first year of operation.

A pre-application interest survey was mailed to all San
Francisco paraprofessionals. Attached to the survey was a

cover letter signed by both the superintendent and the SFFT
president stating that this program was a joint district-
union effort.

An informational meeting waS held for interested

paraprofessionals with representatives of the union, school
district, and both participating universities. The purpose
of this meeting was to explain the program requirements to



paraprofessionals. Members of the planning group wanted to

be sure that paras who entered the program understood that

this would not be simply an easy route to a teaching

credential.

The original plan was to include 50 paraprofessionals in

the program the first year. However, after a series of

discussions about the need to build success into the program,

especially in its first year, the planning group agreed to

"scale back" the number of first-year participants to 10.

There were 25 paras selected to participate in the program

the second year with at least that many proposed for the

third. The program needed a "carrot." What would people who

participated in the program and earned teaching credentials

receive for their efforts? The school district agreed to

guarantee teaching jobs in San Francisco to the people who

successfully complete this first year program.

Most paraprofessionals are low-income individuals who

cannot afford to give up their jobs when they enter the

internship program. Thus, the planning group selected the 10

program participants and saw where they were assigned as

paraprofessionals. To enable them to keep their jobs, the

interns were allowed to keep their paraprofessional assign-

ment and "weave in" the student teaching assignment at the

same school.

Program participants were clustered in a few schools.

School sites and master/mentor teachers were jointly selected

by the union and the school district.

The State of California requires that any individual

interested in pursuing a teaching career, take the California
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Basic Education Skills Test (CBEST) prior to being admitted

to a credential program. The SFFT offered a special Pre-

CBEST review class to help program participants satisfy this

requirement.

Program plans Included courses at San Francisco State

and USF to satisfy licensing requirements for California and

an intensive three-week summer training program for the

interns. The bulk of the training was conducted by Teacher

Research Linkers (TRLs), San Francisco teachers who have

participated in the AFT's Educational Research and Dissemina-

tion program. To supplement the ER&D training which shared

the latest research in effective teaching, a professor from

San Francisco State provided an overview of the essentials of

child development.

In addition to completing required coursework for their

credentials, interns participate in bi-monthly seminars on a

variety of topics. Some seminars involve formal presenta-

tions on topics such as cooperative small groups and working

in the multicultural classroom by professors from S.F. State,

USF and by the TRL. At other times, guest lecturers are

invited. Still other seminars provide the interns with an

opportunity to discuss their first year teaching experiences

with each other.

As an additional program-building strategy, planning

committee members meet with two groups of San Francisco

teachers--10 experienced teachers and 10 probationary

teachers who have just completed their first year of

teaching. The purpose of these get-togethers is to solicit

experienced teachers' views about the types of knowledge and

training which would be most useful to the interns.

Probationary teachers talk about what information, training
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and support they most valued or wish they had had both prior

to entering the classroom and during their first year of

teaching. These teachers' comments are used as suggestions

for additional training and support components for the

teacher interns.

funding

Money is a continuing problem. Paraprofessionals are

primarily low-income individuals, many of whom are single

parents. They need to continue to receive a paycheck and

most cannot afford university tuition.

The dean of the school of education at San Francisco

State, the SFUSD deputy superintendent and the SFFT president

met with S.F. State's provost to request fee waivers for the

interns who attend USF. Although the provost was supportive

of the program, he was unable to get fee waivers for them.

Monies remaining from the planning grant were used to pay

tuition at San Francisco State.

The University of San Francisco received a federal grant

to train bilingual paraprofessionals to become bilingual

teachers. USF set aaide some of these grant positions for

intern program participation.

New sources of funding must be sought for the program.

Planning comMittee members intend to explore corporate and

foundation funding, as well as available student scholar-

ships.

Should the school district's financial situation

improve, the union will discuss with the school district the

possibility of district funds supporting some intern

positions.
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Issues and Barriers

Moving the paraprofessional career/teacher intern

program to its current stage of development has not always

been an easy or smooth task. Problems that some participants

expected never materialized and sometimes unanticipated

problems arose.

A sense of trust has developed from working

s-ooperatively to solve these problems and the planning

committee has become a comfortable team.

Each organization represented on the planning group has

done an effective job of keeping its particular constituents

informed. The deputy superintendent reports regularly to the

superintendent about the intern program. The superintendent

reports to the school board. The union maintains communica-

tion with paraprofessionals, including those who have applied

'out will not be selected for the program. The university

representatives inform their education school faculties.

Funding is, and will continue to be, a problem.

Considerable time will need to he devoted to securing funding

to continue and expand the program.

No problems among planning group members have come Zo

the surface in the course of developing the process for

selecting program participants or agreeing upon program

conten4:.

One problem does loom on the horizon. As the program

develops and expands, morn staff time will be necessary to

keep it functioning. Neither a full-time classroom teacher

nor a central office administrator with other full-time
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responsibilities will be sufficient to coordinate a

successful internship program. The planning committee will

need to give consider -ion to staffing the program on at

least a part-time basis.

The union and district have formed a strong, cooperative

team on this Project. No turf battles titre materialized

between these two players. The relationship with both

universities has also been fine. All members of the

collaborative want to build the program and have been

consistently cooperative.

Accomplishments and_ExPectations

Planning group participants in San Francisco believe

they have accomplished much with the program. The union and

the school district have forged a new cooperative relation-

ship with one another and both organizations have improved

thcir relationships with the two key San Francisco teacher

training institutions.

This program has the potential to accomplish much. For

the schoo2. district, it can serve to develop a pool of

qualified individuals from the ranks of paraprofessionals to

fill socn-to-be-vacant teaching positions. For the union,

the program can both help to upgrade the opportunities for

the paraprofessionals whom it represents and expand the

union's role in professional development activities. The

intern program is clearly a "wIn-win" activity in San

Francisco.

27-756 0 - 90 - 3
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Recommendationa

The following recommendations would strengthen the Para-
professional Career Program:

1) A formal evaluation plan should be developed to

assess the program and make necessary modifications.

2) Conduct a longitudinal study that follows paras from

their initial participation in the program through

their probationary years as a teacher. Data can be

obtained indicating the effectiveness of a program

that moves paraprofessionals into teaching, and a

comparison can be made with other beginning <'lachers

regarding classroom performance and attrition.

3) Funding should be actively sought to a) expand the

program and offer opportunities that encourage

paraprofessionals to become teachers with

specialities in critical shortage areas; b) secure

the current program to support tuition requirements

for the paras tenure in the program; and c) to

support training and programs provided by union,

school district, and university.

4) Mentor teachers should receive training that will

enhance their role as a supervising teacher and

mentor.

5) Plans for future program development should include

procedures for facilitating a smooth transition from

paraprofessional to intern to teacher.
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Intensive coaching is needed during the first semester of

teaching.

The implementation of the planned two-year internship

program cannot begin until the TRIP teachers are selected

and, sadly, selection is not finalized until after the

opening of school. Because the teachers are not identified

early, common scheduling of TRIP periods, TRIP activities for

mentors, and special activities for the TRIP teachers cannot

occur or are enormously difficult to orchestrate.

Accomplishments to Date

The program is in its second year of implementation.

Twenty-nine out of thirty of the first group of interns has

completed the initial year and their preparation continues.

A second group of thirty interns have begun the program.

The most notable accomplishment is the instutionalizan

of the Teacher Recruitment and Intsrnship Project in the Dade

County Public Schools. When the second year of the program

began, TRIP had been included in the recently negotiated

collective bargaining conttact Letween the union and the

school distric-t. The contract describes the purpose of TRIP

and delineates the guidelines and procedures to be followed.

The TRIP program has also solidified the relationship

between the University of Miami School of Education and the

United Teachers of Dade and the Dade County Public Schools.

'The success of the TRIP collaboration has forged the way for

other university-union-school district collaborat.ons such as

the Dade Education t-ompact described earlier.
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Recommendations

The Miami TRIP collaborative has made a great commitment
to the p.rogram in terms of funding, institutionalization and
time spent developing and coordinating the project. The

following recommendations would make it a stronger program
alid a model to be replicated around the country. The Miami
Teacher Recruitment and Internship Program would be a

demonstration project in two respects: first, as an induction

program for all beginning teachers--eenecially those without

certification; and secondly, as an example of a collaborative

effort among the teachers' union, the school district and the
college of education to Improve the quality of instruction
offered children.

The following are recommendations for the program:

1) There should be a summer training program for TRIP
interns and mentors to introduce them to the latest

research on effective teaching, peer coaching and
supervision of teachers. Although these topics are

covered in the coursework over the eighteen-month

program, beginning teachers, especially TRIP

candidates who have no teacher education background,

should be exposed to this knu.:ledge prior to

entering the classroom. The union sponsors training

through their Educational Research and Dissemination

Program (ER&D) which can be adapted to train TRIP

candidates as in other sites.

2) Mentors and their assigned associate teachers should

have common planning periods to facilitate the

mentor/intern relationship. Mutual meeting time
should be programme Lnto their regular schedules.

7u
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TRIP teachers shcqld be identified prior to the

beginning of schools. This would facilitate the

implementation of the aforementioned

recommendations.

Evaluation data proposed in the program should be

collected and analyzed as soon as possible.

/
A.

I
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SAN FRANCISCO

PARAPROFESSIONAL CAREER PROGRAM

TEACHEA RECRUITMENT AND INTERNSHIP PROJECT

The San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) is a

kindergarten-through-grade 12 district that encompasses the

square-mile boundary of the city and county of San

Francisco. The district's 3,300 teachers serve nearly 65,000

students. San Francisco is a majority minority school

district. Eighty-five per cent of the students come from

ethnically and culturally diverse backgrounds. Approximately

17 per cent of the San Francisco public school students are

Black, 17 per cent are Hispanic, and 40 per cent are Asian

(including Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Vietnamese, Laotian

and Cambodian). Thirty-four per cent of the students come

from homes in which English is not spoken.

San Francisco is a growing school district. Enrollment

has Increased by approximately 2 per cent for each of the

last six years. This trend is expected to continue. Many of

the students coming to San Francisco are recent immigrants to

this country, primarily from Central America and South East

Asia.
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Fewer than 30 per cent of San Francisco's population

have children in the city's public schools. Many middle-

class parents choose to send their children to private

schools and a significant portion of the city's population is

composed of singles without children. Of the nearly 90,000

school-age children in San Francisco, one-third attend

private schools. Parochial schools account for two-thirds of

this private schs3o1 population. In an effort to keep the

middle class in public schools, the school d!strict has

implemented a number of special programs (such as alternative

schools) in the last few years. It appears the district's

efforts are beginning to pay off.

The average teacher in San Francisco is 53 years old.

Thus, the school district estimates it will need to replace

at least half of its teaching fcrce within the next five

years.

In 1969, San Francisco hired several hundred teachers,

many of them minorities who had been recruited from out of

state as a result of the district's national recruitment

efforts. For a decade, from 1969 to 1979, the district

effectively had a hiring freeze. Almost no new teachers were

employed during this period.

In 1979, San Francisco experienced massive teacher

layoffs. State law requires layoff in reverse seniority

order. Thus, many of the laid-off teachers were the

minorities who had been hired in 1969. Three months after

final layoff notices were sent, the school district began

calling people back to work. Many, including a large

proportion of minorities, had found other, more attractive

)obs and declined the district's offer of employment.
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California enacted a major education reform bill in
1983. The new law provided huge Increases in funding for
schools, enabling the SFUSD to hire 400 probationary teachers
between 1983 and 1986. Some of the teachers were minority;
many were not. The district discovered that few minority

candidates were enrolled in teacher training programs in the
Bay Area's colleges and universities. Moreover, the district
had (and continues to have) immediate need for teachers In
the areas of mathematics, science, bilingual education, and

special education. Prospective teachers in these fields are
in particularly short supply. In California, one must

possess a bachelor's degree in an academic st.bject (i.e., not
education) before being admitted to a credential program.
The program to earn a teaching credential is, thus, a
fifth-year graduate program. The California State University
system trains 90 per cent of the state's teachers. In San
Francisco, San Francisco state University (SFSU) has the
largest teacher training program.

Recruitment efforts are conducted by the school
district's central office staff. Individual school sites
have no independent authority to hire. San Francisco school
district officials report they have been frustrated in their
efforts to secure sufficient members of minority teachers and
sufficient numLers of teachers in the immediate shortage
areas. Even national recruitment efforts have not met the
district's needs. The district has also tried hiring foreign

teachers--bilincral teachers from Spain, math teachers from
China. However language and cultural difficulties brought

these teachers' stays in San Francisco classrooms to a halt.
Many of the foreign teachers had classroom management pro-
blems and could not pass the language and writing sections of
the California Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST) which is
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required for certification. In many instances, the district

has been forced to hire uncredentialed people on "emergency"

certificates.

Compounding the district's problems is its recognition

that, while there are four immediate areas of need (math,

science, bilingual and special education), teacher shortages

in all areas will soon exist. Increasing numbers of teachers

are retiring. Moreover, the state has recently increased

high school graduation requirements and the University of

California system has raised its admission requirements.

Thus, students will be required to take more academic clisses

and more teachers will be needed to teach these courses.

c_92P

The participants in the San Francisr-- Para-Career

Program are the San FrAncisco Federation of Teachers, (SFFT)

the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD), San

Francisco State University (SFSU), and the U^ ..!rsity of San

Francisco (USF).

The San Francisco Federation of Teachers is the official

bargaining agent for the SFUSD's 2,000 paraprofessional

employees in which more than 69 per cent are minority. Many

have worked in San Francisco schools for a decade oi more.

These individuals' levels of education vary, from those who

have completed only high school, to others who have earned

bachelor's degrees.

The AFT has long worked to improve the lot of para-

professionals. Part of that improvement process 'ncludes a

commitment to develop with the school district a program to

help paraprofessionals who want to become teachers to earn
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teaching credentials. The San Francisco Unified School

District's then new superintendeist anerly embraced the idea
of the para-career/teacher internship program and appointed

his second-in-command to be his personal representative on

the planning group. This action had particular significance

in San Francisco.

The San Francisco Federation of Teachers and the San

Francisco Unified School District have had an historically

stormy relationship. The previous superintendent made no

pretense of liking the union. The union reciprocated in

kind. The atmosphere with the current superintendent and the

current union president is entirely different. The union and
the district view the para-career/teacher internship program
as one way to achieve several mutually beneficial goals:

providing new career opportunities for paraprofessionals,

providing the district with some of the teachers it needs,

and securing a better relationship between the union and

school district management. The hallmarks of this program

have been the mutual cooperation between and equal partner-

ship status of the AFT local and school district

administration.

San Francisco State University is part of the 19-campus

California State University System. The university has a

longstandiog, cooperative relationship with the school

district, iargely because San Francisco State places many of

its student teachers in the city's public schools.

The University of San Francisco is a private, Jesuit-run

institution with a growing school of education. The school's

dean is eager to upgrade the image of his school and has

hired a credential program director who is very enthusiastic

about the pora-career/teacher intern program. In addition,

, .1 r,
f u
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USF's supervisor of student teachers, who often attends

planning group meetings, is a retired San Francisco teacher

and a long-time member of the San Francisco Federation of

Teachers. The SFUSD and USF have a longstanding, cooperative

reiationship. Many of the district's administrators attend

USF to earn advanced degrees.

Each of the players in the collaborative sees the

benefits of participating in the project. The union views

the program as a way to offer new professional opportunities

to the people it represents. The school district looks to

the program as one mechanism to handle its inevitable teacher

shortage. san Francisco state wants to maintain its positive

relationship with the SFJSD and believes the university, too,

may have something to learn by participating in the program.

USF sees the increase in minority students in school of

education as a way to enhance its image and also expand the

number of minority candidates for graduation.

Process

The SFUSD and the SFFT had previously negotiated a

provision in the paraprofessional contract calling for the

establishment of a paraprofessional career development

program, leading to a teaching credential. When San

Francisco was selected as one of the sites to receive a

Primerica planning grant, the president of the union

apploached the superintendent with the idea that the money be

used for the paraprofessional program. The superintendent

readily agreed. Both parties further agreed that the teacher

training component of the program should be constructed as a

teacher in'ernship plan. The union then contacted San

Francisco State and the University mf San Francisco. Both

universities initially agreed to send representatives to a

preliminary planning meeting and, of course, have continued

to participate in the project.
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Each organization appointed one or more representatives
to the planning group. In the initial year of the program,
the SFFT used part of the planning grant money for a stipend
for a local program coordinator. The coordinator, a full
time San Francisco teacher who spent the 1985-86 school year
at Stanford University as an AFT Distinguished Visiting
Practitioner, has been the primary SFFT representative to the
planning group. The school district initially released the

teacher two days each week to coordinate the program. Now
with the increased numbers of paras participat...ng in the

program, the district has released the teacher to coordinate
the program full time.

The school district has been represented on the planning
group by the deputy superintendent and by a personnel
officer. The coordinator of education programs, now the

associate dean, has represented San Francisco State. USF is

represented by the coordinator of teacher education and the
supervisor of student teachers.

The planning group which meets monthly has assiduously
tried to involve all members of the collaborative in final
decisions. Often, between planning group meetings, the union
coordinator and a district staff member and/or university
representative have met to accomplish specific tasks and then
report back to the full group. There have been few areas of
disagreement, and working relationships among all of the
parties are smooth.

THE PROGRAM

The Selec_yon roce

The San irancisco program is envisioned to ultimately

7.
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operate on three levels:

1) Individuals with fewer than 60 college units will

enroll in an A.A. program at San Francisco Community

College. When this happens, a representative from

the community college would become a member of the

collaborative.

2) Those with 60 units or more will have an opportunity

to complete a B.A. at San Francisco State or USF.

3) Those who have completed a B.A. will participate in

the teacher internship program, now being developed

with S.F. State and USF.

For the initial year, the planning group decided to

concentrate only on Level 3. However, it became clear to all

on the Para-Career Program Council that in order to recruit

minorities, a longer program, beginning with 60 units or the

A.A. Program, would be needed. The following process was

used to determine which paraprofessionals would participate

in the program in its first year of operation.

A pre-application interest survey was mailed to all San

Francisco paraprofessionals. Attached to the survey was a

cover letter signed by both the superintendent and the SFFT

president stating that this program was a joint district-

union effort.

An informational meeting was held for interested

paraprofessionals with representatives of the union, school

district, and both participating universities. The purpose

of this meeting was to explain the program requirements to
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paraprofessionals. Members of the planning group wanted to

be sure that paras who entered the program understood that

this would not be simply an easy route to a teaching

credential.

The original plan was to include 50 paraprofessionals in

the program the first year. However, after a series of

discussions about the need to build success into the program,

especially in its first year, the planning group agreed to

"scale back" the number of first-year participants to 10.

There were 25 paras selected to participate in the program

the second year with at least that many proposed for the

third. The program needed a "carrot." What would people who

participated in the program and earned teaching credentials

receive for their efforts? Thl school district agreed to

guarantee teaching jobs in San Francisco to the people who

successfully complete this first year program.

Most paraprofessionals are low-income individuals who

cannot afford to give up their jobs when they enter the

internship program. Thus, the planning group selected the 10

program participants and saw where they were assigned as

paraprofessionals. To enable them to keep their jobs, the

interns were allowed to keep their paraprofessional assign-

ment and "weave in" the student teaching assignment at the

same school.

Program participants were clustered in a few schools.

School sites and master/mentor teachers were jointly selectA...

by the union and the school district.

The State of California requires that any individual

interested in pursuing a teaching career, take the California

8u
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Basic Education Skills Test (CBEST) prior to being admitted

to a credential program. The SFPT offered a special Pre-

CBEST review class to help program participants satisfy this

requirement.

Program plans included courses at San Francisco State

and USF to satisfy licensing requirements for California and

an intensive three-week summer training program for the

interns. The bulk of the training was conducted by Teacher

Research Linkers (TRLs), San Francisco teachers who have

participated in the AFT's Educational Research and Dissemin--

tion program. To supplement the ER&D training which shared

the latest research in effective teaching, a professor from

San Francisco State provided an overview of the essentials of

child development.

In addition to completing required coursework for their

credentials, interns participate in bi-monthly seminars on a

variety of topics. Some seminars involve formal presenta-

tions on topics such as cooperative small groups and working

in the multicultural classrcom by professors from S.F. State,

USF and by the TRL. At other times, guest lecturers are

invited. Still other seminars provide the interns with an

opportunity to discuss their first year teaching experiences

with each other.

As an a'ditional program-building strategy, planning

committee members meet with two groups of San Francisco

teachers--10 experienced teachers and 10 probationary

teachers who have Just completed their first year of

teaching. The purpose pf these get-togethers is to solicit

xperienced teachers' views about the types of knowledge and

training which would be most useful to the interns.

Probationary teachers talk about what information, training
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and support they most valued or wish they had had both prior

to entering the clAasroom and during their first year of

teaching. These teachers' comments are used as suggestions

for additional training and support components for the

teacher interns.

Funding

Money is a continuing problem. Paraprofessionals are

primarily low-income individuals, many of whom are single

parents. They need to continue to receive a paycheck and

most cannot afford university tuition.

The dean of the school of education at San Francisco

State, the SFUSD deputy superintendent and the SFFT president

met with S.F. State's provost to request fee waivers for the

Interns who attend USF. Although the provost was supportive

of the program, he was unable to get fee waivers for them.

Monies remaining from the planning grant were used to pay

tuition at San Francisco State.

The University of San Francisco received a federal grant

to train bilingual paraprofessionals to become bilingual

teachers. USF set aside some of these grant positions for

intern program participation.

New sources of funding must be sought for the program.

Planning committee members intend to explore corporate and

foundation funding, as well as available student scholar-

ships.

Should the school district's financial situation

improve, the union will discuss with the school district the

possibility of district funds supporting some intern

positions.
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Issud and Barriers

Moving the paraprofessional career/te. nor intern

program to its current stage of developmen. has nat always
been an easy or smooth task. Problems that some participants

expected never materialized and sometimes unanticipated
problems arose.

A sense of trust nas developed from working

cooperatively to solve these problems and tne planning
committee has become a comfortable team.

Each organization represented on the planning e.3roup has

doae an affective job of keeping its particular constituents
informed. The deputy superintendent reports regularly to the
superintendent about the intern program. The superintendent
reports to the school board. The union maintains communica-

tion with paraprofessionals, including those who have applied
but will not be selected for the program. The university

representatives inform their education school faculties.

Funding is, and will continue to be, a problem.

Considerable Um'. will need to be devoted to securing funding
to continue and expand the program.

No problems among planning group members have come to
the surface in the course of developing the process for

selecting program participants or agreeing upc- rrogram
content.

One problem does loom on the horizon. As the program
develops and expands, more staff time will be recessary to
keep it functioning. Neither a full-time classroom teacher

nor a central office administrator with cther full-time
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responsibilities will be sufficient to coordinate a

successful internship program. The planning committee will

need to give consideration to staffing the program on at

least a part-time basis.

Vie union and district have formea a strong, cooperative

team on this project. No turf battles have materialized

between these two players. The relationship with both

universities has also been fire. All members of the

collaborative want to build the program and have been

consistently cooperative.

Accomplishments and Expectations

Planning group participants in San rrancisco believe

they have accomplished much with the pzogram. The union and

the school district have forged a new cooperati.e relation-

ship with one another and both organizations have improved

their relationships wi'h the two key San Francisco teacher

training institutions.

This program has the potential to accomplish much. For

tile school district, it can serve to develop a pool of

qualified individuals from the ranks of paraprofessionals to

fill soon-to-b-vacant teaching positions. For the union,

the program can both help to upgrade the opportunities for

the paraprofessionals whom it represents and expand the

union's role in professional development activities. The

intern program is clearly a "win-win" activity in San

Francisco.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations would strengthen the Para-

professional Career Program:

1) A formal evaluation plan should be developed to

assess the program and make necessary modifications.

2) Conduct a longitudinal study that follows paras from

their initial participation in the program through

their probationary years as a teacher. Data can be

obtained indicating the effectiveness of a program

that moves paraprofessionals into teaching, and a

comparison can be made with other beginning teachers

regarding classroom performance and attrition.

3) Funding should be actively sought to a) expand the

program and offer opportunities that encourage

paraprofessionals to become teachers with

specialities in critical shortage areas; b) seLure

the current program to support tuition requirements

for the parts tenure in the program; and c) to

support training and programs provided by union,

school district, and university.

4) Mentor teachers should receive training that will

enhance their role as a swervising teacher and

mentor.

5) Plans for future program development should include

proceduree for facilitating a smooth transition Lon:

paraprofessional to intern to teacher.
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The CHAIRMAN. Claiborne.
Senator PELL. You speak of a teacher shortage, and yet we hear

conflicting reports In my own State of Rhode Island, there's more
a feeling that a surplus exists, and yet nationally we're worried
about a shortage. What do you think the situation really is?

Dr. SHANKER. Well. shortages are always relative to standards.
So if you have no stand,rds, there's never a shortage. What you've
got to ask yourself is, you've got :AD take a look at the least quali-
fied teachers in your schools and ask themleast qualified who
were employed last September, and ask yourself whether or not
you really have a shortage after you look at those teachers.

There is not a single classroom in the United States that doesn't
have some adult standing in front of the kids. But the fact is that
large numbers of these adults standing in front of kids would not
not only wouldn't be employed as teachers in any other industrial
country in the world, but they wouldn't be admitted to college in
many places.

We're just kidding ourselves. It's like the great inflation thing.
We say there's no shortage because there's somebody in every
classroom. But you've got to ask yourself how are we going to
change these figures on the national assessment which tells us that
after 12 years of education, that only three, four, or five percent of
our kids can write a good letter, read a good essay, read some ma-
terials that are w..rth reading, or solve a two-step arithmetic prob-
lem that goes something like: Mary Jane put $500 in a bank at
nine percent simple annual interest. How much could she with-
draw at the end of 1 year? ','our or five percent of the kids who are
still in high school and about to graduate are successful, the ones
who are able to do that.

Now, how are you going to get better results than that if you
don't have teachers who are really able? I sw;gest that this whole
business ofsure, there's no shortage becaui.e there are no stand-
ards. I think the standards issue is a very important one.

Senator PELL Good. I appreciate your thoughts on that. One
other question In connection with our proposed New Careers pro-
gram What do you think would be the key elements to make that
a successful program?

Dr SHANKER Wel!, I think that there are two ends of the spec-
trum One is bring In younger people, and the other is to encourage
these programs for people who are retiring from business, the mili-
tary, who are interested in second careers.

An interesting phenomenon, we don't quite know why it's hap-
pening yet, but large numbers of new teachers who are coming in
are coming in from other careers. That is, they have decided that
they prefer to teach, which is interesting.

I think essentially it is ultimately you're going to need decent
salaries and cont:iiions, but the thing you need most of all is a good
preparation program, so that when they come into the classroom
we don't lose them because they feel they can't cope with the prob-
lems. I think you need a very good preparation program. I think
that one of the key elements of any preparation program needs to
he actual experience in schools with kids. There need to be pro-
grams which involve colleges, universities, teacher training pro-
grams, but they can't all be classroom activities that are book
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learning and theoretical all in faor of that Wc need people to
understand what they're doing and who are capable of reading lit-
erature and understanding research. But part of that has to be
equivalent to a medical internship I think that more than any-
thing else would ensure the success of' people who are prepared for
the program.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Shanker, we'll excuse you Thank you very

much.
Dr. SHANKER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We'll look forward to your additional comments.
Dr. Mishel, we'll be delighted to hear from you.
Dr MISHEL Mr. (la, man, in our testimony, we submitted a

copy of our recent report called "Shortchanging Education.'' We
also submitted the critique of our report by the U.S. Department of
Education and our response to the Department of' Education.

Today. I have some brief remarks prepared. First, I want to
thank you for the opportunity to share the findings of our recent
research on cross-country comparisons of' education spending. This
research is part of a larger Economic Policy Institute research
agenda on public investment that is funded by the Ford Founda-
tion

It is our belief that there is a third deficitwhat we call the defi-
Lit in public investment in physical and human capital that is as
critical to our future as the fiscal and trade deficits.

The CHAIRMAN Bring that mike in front of you a little bit more
please Thank you.

Dr MISHEL As I was saying, we think that there is a third defi-
cit. in addition to the fiscal and trade deficits, that Ls very critical
to our future It's the deficit in public investment in physical and
human capital

We are not alone in this belief Last spring, oxer 301) economists,
mcluding six Nobel prize winners. signed a statement calling atten-
tam to this public investment deficit Of course, education is one of
the central items of any public investment agenda, since improving
the quantity and quality of' the education of the work fcrce pro-

ides large economic payoffs, as well as critical noiwconumic bene-
fits

In follow ing the events mound the education summit, we were
struck by the chorus of administration officials claiming that we
could adequately reform the education system without spending
an murc money on education The basis for these statements was
always that the U S spends more than other countries on educa-
tion but gets inferior results For instance, Presidei. Bush has said
that the U S "lavishes unsurpassed resources on our children's
school So "our focus must no longer be on resources, it must be
on results

Roger Porter, the White House domestic policy athiser, has said
that the U S spending on education is "more per capita, more per
student It is more as a share of our gross national product than
other countries."

Our natural curiosity led us to examine the empirical support for
these statements Our conclusion, as I will discuss m more detail
later, lb that the U S spends relatively less than other industrial

Cm
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countres on education Such comparatne research cannot tell us
w hether or by how much education spending should be increased.
But our research does suggest that discussions of a school reform
agenda should not be artificially restricted to cost-free items be-
cause of any claims that the U S. spends much more than other
countries Rather, we believe that there are important things that
can be done without greater spending, but that many important
initiatives will require greater spending on education. Each item in
a school reform agenda should be considered on its merits rather
than be subject to a "no new resources- litmus test based on mis-
leading analyses of comparative spending levels across countries.

Now, turning to our research, we examined education expendi-
tures in 16 industrialized countries and adjusted these expendi-
tures for differences in national incomes. Our results are as fol-
lows:

One, the U.S does spend comparatively more than other coun-
tries on higher education This reflects the fact that a much larger
proportion of our population is enrolled in colleges and universi-
ties In fact, our college enrollment rate is at least double that of
other countries As a result, when one compares all education
spending, including both colleges and K-12, it is true that the U.S.
spends more on education than other countries.

But looking at all education levels is very misleading. As the
chart on the left shows, people frequently refer to the performance
of students in various countries, and then compare it to education
spending comparisons by country Well, it turns out that these re-
sults of studen# ierformance reflects the performance levels of 13-
year-olds or 14-year-olds, eighth graders And it seems unrealistic
to us to expect that because we spend a lot on college that we
would have good performance by our 13-year-olds. As a result, we
beliew that one should focus on the education spending at the K-12
level.

Our current pohcy concern is the performance of students grad-
uating high school and not on the quality of our colleges. When we
limit our comparison of education spending to the K-12 level, we
find that the U S spcnds less than most every other country, and,
by our count, the U S spending ranks 14th of the 16 countnes we
examined. Perhaps even more pessimistically, between 1980 and
1985, the U.S ranking fell from 12th to 14th.

If the U S were to increase spending for primary and secondary
schools up to just the average level found in the other countries,
we would need to raise spending by over $20 billion annually.

Our last finding is t_ at the U S has been increasing education
spending far more slowly in the 1980's than in the 1970's. What-
ever increases have occurred are due to greater State and local
spending efforts and in spite of reduced Federal funding

Again, thank you for the opportunity to appear before the com-
mittee We would be glad to answer any questions you might have

(The prepared statement of Dr. Mishel follows:(
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SHORTCHANGING EDUCATION

HOW U.S. SPENDING ON GRADES K-12
LAGS BEHIND OTHER INDUSTRIAL NATIONS

By M Edith Rase 11 and Lawrence Mishel

Introduction and Summary

Over the oast aecade. Amerizans have become increasingly concerned
about :he educaLonal and academic achievements oi U S students.
particularly at the primary and secondary levels Numerous high-level
commissions, composed of leaders from government. education, and
business, have examined the schools. and most recently. state governors
and Admin1strauon officials. including President Bush. met at the
Education Summit to discuss needed reforms ImprovIrg the education of

U S students has risen to the top of the public agenda.

President Bush, who has declared his desire to be known as the
educatioa president.' has, however, attempted to limit the discussion of

educational reform initiatives to those which do not Involve spending
additional public funds At the "EducaUon Summit" in September.
President Bush declared that the U.S 'lavishes unsurpassed resources on
lour clilldren'sl schooling." Therefore. "our focus must no longer be on
resources It must be on results.' At this same conference. Secretary of
Education lauro Cavazos stated that the problem with U.S. education Is

not an issue of dollars.. (Flunding :3 truly not an issue "2

The President and Administration officials have justified this anti-
spending stance by asserting that the U.S education system is already well-
funded in comparison with other industrialized nations Iwo measures ef
spending have been used by Administration officials and others to compare
U.S. expenditures with those of other countries. One measure is spending
per pupil. Accord(ng to Secretary of Education C*AV36, "we are already
spending more money per student than our major foreign competitors.
Japan and Germany."' President Bush's Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers. Michael J. Baskin. igrees: "Me spend more. per pupil.
than most of the other major industria 'zed economies."' In The New York
Times. Chester E. Finn. Jr. . former Assistant Secretary of Education in the
Reagan Administration and now directcr of the Educational Excellence
Network of Vanderbilt University. wrott: "lwle already spend far more per
pupil than any other nauon."'

9u
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The second measure of spending which is used to make internauonal
comparisons is the share of national income devoted to education In an
appearance on the NBC Today Show" Just before the Septemb!r 1989
*Education Sununu. President Bush's Chief of Staff John Sununu declared
iwle spend twice as much lon educationl as the Japanese and almost 40
percent more than all of the other major industrialized countries of the
world . The Council of Economic Advisors chairman Michael Boskin
stated. we spend a very large amount of our national income on
education '

The Administration's proposition that U S. education is well-funded
and therefore poor student performance cannot be a matter of insufficient
monies is a key element in the national debate over education. It has
provided policymakers at federal. state. and local levels a convenient
rationale for not devoting more resources to education in a time of
budgetary stress

This papt 3 an examination of the statistical under.pinnings of the
Administration s claims. It concludes that the asserUons about funding are
misleading and therefore are invalid guides to education policy Specifically.
our examination of education experdltures in 16 industrialized countries.
adjusted !or differences in national income. shows:

U S public and private spending on pre-primary. primary and
secondary education, the levels of schooling which have been the focus of
most concern. is lower than in most other countries. The U S. ties for
twelfth Mace among 16 industrialized nations. spending less than all but
three countries.

When expenditures for K-12 are further adjusted to reflect differences
in enrollment rates. the U.S. falls to fourteenth place. spending less than all
the other countries but two.

When U.S. public spending alone is compared to public spending
abroad, we rank fourteenth in spending for all levels of schooling.
fourteenth in spending on K-12. and thirteenth in K-12 spending adjusted

for enrollments.

If the U.S. wert, to increase spending for primary and secondary
school up to the auenve level found in the other 15 countries, we would
need to raise spending by over $20 billion annually.

Because the U.S. spends comparatively more than other countries on
higher education, when expenditures on all levels of educatton -- pre-
primary, primary. secondary and post-secondary -- are calculated. we are
in a three-way tie for second place among the countries studied.

This paper ts focused on education spending. It ts not a prescription
for improving the U.S education system We recognize that money does
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not guarantee excellence and we suspect that other changes -- in
currtiulum. in the status of teachers, and in expectations about students
to name Just a few will also be fundamental to any improvement in
eiucation quality and student achievement But to begin a process of
education reform by denying the need to increase spending, especially whea

S schools are under-funded compared to those in other industrialized
countries. places a severely limiung constraint on any plans for educational
improvement

Comparing Educational Effort -

[his paper compares education spending in 16 industrialized
countries most of western Europe. Canada. Japan and the U SI Our
data source is the United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)9. virtually the only commonly accepted source for
such comparisons and the same source used by Administration officials

S 1985 expenditure data come from the Digest of Educatton Stattsrtcs'°
(see Appendix A for detail!)

International Comparisons: Education Share of National Income

We will begin our study by comparing education expenditures
express^d as a percentage of national income (Gross Domestic Product)
This is a common method used for inteniational comparisons whick. allows
es to avoid the distortions caused by fluctuating exchange rates Also.
education expenditures expressed as a percentage of national income
provide a measure of the national effort which each country directs toward
education.

Table 1 shows education expenditures as a percentage of national
income for 16 countries in 1985. the last year for which such data are
available (tables appear beginning on page 11). A first but, as we will show
later, misleading glance shows that U.S. spending on all levels of schooling.
including pre-school. primary, secondary and higher education. ln 1985
amounted to 6.8 percent of national income. This places the U.S. in a
three-way tie for second place with one of the highest expenditure levels
among the 16 countries studied. By this measure it appears that only
Sweden spends a larger share of national incetne on education than does
the U S.. and Canada and the Netherlands spcnd equivalent amounts. This
figure showing the U.S. to spend a relatively large percentage of national
income on education Is the basis for the claims made by the President and
others that the U.S spends lavishly" on education and that we spend more
than most other countries.

This comparatively high expenditure on education Is due, in large
part. to the substantial sums the U.S. spends on higher education. A
relatively larger number of U S. students are enrolled in post-secondary
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education than tn most other countnes In 1985. 5 1 percent of the enure
S population was enrolled tn some form of higher education, a figure

to three times larger than the percentage enrollments of any other countn
except Canada (see Table 2) Larger enrollments. in what is also a more
expensive form of educauon. raise U S total education expenditures above
Inels in many other countries

But the current crisis of American schools is not in higher eduLation
it is In the primary and secondary school systems A comparison of
funcliN for ail levels of education combined thus obscures the main
of concern about American education. If spending or K.12 only is
compared. as shown in column 2 of Table 1, Ln 1985 the U S tied for
twelfth place. spending less than 11 of t`..! other countries. Only three of
the countries studied spent less than the U S on primary and secondary
education "

But this picture of relative spending is still incomplete Calculations
of funding adequacy must also be related to the size of the school age
population in each country Among the countries studied. the Z.; enrolls
a relatively large percentage of the population Ln pre-primary. itirnary and
secondary school (see Table 2). For example. over 19 percent of the U S
population Is enrolled in K-12. but less than 15 percent of Ur. West
German population and only 14 percent of the population in Switzerland
In Table I. column 3. the K-IL expenditure figures of column 2 are
adjusted to take into account the relative size of each country's K-I2
enrollment (see Appendix A for methodology) By this more accurate
calculation, among the 16 countries studied. the U S. spends less on pre-
prtmary. primary and seconclanj education than all but two other countnes
Only Australia and Ireland spend less than the U S for the critically
Important grades K.I2 (see Figure 11

We can a.so compare U S. education spending as a share of national
income with the average share of tne other 15 counules as shown in the
bottom row of Table 1. The U S. spent 4 I pe:cent of Its national Lncome
on K-I2 education in 1985. while the avP 'age abroad was 4 6 percent. If
the U.S. were to have reached this average in 1985. we would have needed
to raise spending for pre-primary. primary. and secondary school by over 12
percent. or by $20.6 billion annually. In 1988 dollars. the equivalent sum
Is $23.5 billion.

All the international compalsons made thus far still give an
incomplete picture of comparauve education spending. large U.S..
Japanese and Germar. trade Imbalances skew the dab: and make the U S
education expenditure appear larger than Is actually the case A more
accurate picture of education spending. taking into account trade
imbalances, would lower U S. spending and raise Japanese and German
spending beyond the levels shown Ln Table 1. Further details and data
appear in Appendix B.
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Figure 1
Comparison of Country Educauon Expenditures 1985
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Operating and Capital Eapenditures

The rankings described above are derived from comparisons of
education spending which include both operating expenses and capital
expenditures. In order to Judge whether the low U.S. rankings might be a
result of sane unique allocation of spending between capital and operating
accounts. Table 3 ranks the 16 nations according to operating expenditures
only. Ihe comparison shows the U.S. position. relative to the other
countries, to tt nearly unchanged.

Public Spending on Education Compared

We have seen that the U.S. spends a smaller share of its national
resources on K-12 than do most other industrialli-4 countries. But there
is another dimension in which the characterization of the U.S. as a big
spender on education is wrong -- public expenditures.
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For most of the 16 countries studied. UNESCO assembles data on
public expenditures for educaUon because public revenues provide virtuall
all of the money spent on educauon Even in countrieu where a stzable
segment of the school population is enrolled in private school, most private
schools expenses are paid with public money Thus, public expenditures
approximate total educaUon spending The two exceptions am Japan and
the U S where 20-25 percent of all education funding comes from private
sources For these two countries. UNESCO provides data on public and
prhate educaUon expenditures

EducaUon policy is primarily. although not exclusively, concerned
with public schools Moreover, public educaUon spending reflects the
conscious naUonal commitment to educating the next generauon It is
therefore useful to compare levels of public spending in the U S. and Japan,
with public spending in the other 14 countries.

As Table 4 shows, when public spending abroad for all levels of
educaUon Is compared with public spending in the U.S . the U.S no longer
ties for second place. but falls to fourteenth Japanese public vending on
all levels of education was 5 1 percent of national income. compared with
5 0 percent for the U S In a comparison of public funding for K-12 only
the U S falls from the already low raricing of 12 (when both public and
private money is included), to number 14 If we educated public and
private K-12 students at the actual per pupil expenditure rate found in
public schools, this would increase spending and raise the U S ranking
from 14 to 13 '

International Comparisons: Expenditum per Pupil

Thus far we have focused on education's share of national income in
different countries Education investment can also be analyzed by
comparing expenditures per pupil. As we have seen. this is the measure
Messrs. Cavazos. Baskin. and Finn have sometimes used to claim that the
U S spends more on educaUon than its economic competitors.

However. there are two potential sources of error in the use of per
pupil expenditures to compare nations' spending on education. The first is
the Instability of exchange rates. Before crassnational comparisons can be
made, expenditures measured in each country's national currency must be
expressed in some common unit of measurement e g. dollars. yen, marks.
etc But whatever measure one chooses. it requires converting data
collected in all other currencies to one currency.° However, exchange rates
fluctuate, sometimes markedly. and this has been particularly true in the
1980s For instance. in 1985. if $100.000 would have purchased a German
school bus. by 1988. due to A decline in the value of the dollar, the same
bus would have cost 11166.000. If exchange rates were used to convert
German expenditures into dollars. the purchase of the bus by a German
school district in 1985 would have been shown as an expenditure of
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$100.000. while the same purchase in 1,988 '4ould appear as an
expenditure of $166 000 The size of the Gt man expenditin- neatured
German marks would be unchanged. but fluctuauons n r thange rate
used to convert marks to dollars would markedly change I... dollar talue
the expenditwe In 1985. the year which we have been exanuning. the
dollar was particularly overvalued (see Figure 21 The effect is tn make the
l S expenditures on education appear relatively greater than those in Jther
countries

Figure 2
va:ue ol the Dollar 1980-88
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The problem of using exchange rates to make spending comparisons
Is illustrated in Table 5. Using 1985 mxchange rates. as shown in column
I. the U.S. ranked fourth among the 13 countries studied. But Lf some
other value of the dollar is ueed to make the conversion. e.g. the 1988
exchange rate, then the U.S. ranking changes to ninth (column 2).

The second problem in using per pupil expenditures is that they do
not necessarily reflzct the national effort devoted to education. The reAl
issue underlying cross-national comparisons is not the numbers of dollars
or pounds which each counuy spends, but the relaUve national effort

() I-_)
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devoted to educauon. For example, a poorer country could snnd a
relaUvely large share of nauonal income on Iducation. t e . could make a
large national effort to educaZe Its youth. but have a much lower spending
per pupil than a richer country devoting a smaller share of Its incame to
educauon. Before m?aningful international comparisons can be made.
educauon expenclituie levels must be related to some measure of total
nauonal income

Moreover. countnes with high per capita incomes will also have
higher wages reflecting a higher standard of living. For example. high
living standards in the U.S mean that. in general. workers are better paid
than in other countries. Therefore. we would expect educaUon
expenditures per pupil to be higher in the U.S. than in other countries

Per pupil expenditures can be used to make Internauonal
comparisons tr two conditions are met: exchange rates are avoided. and if
some measure of national income is included in the calculahon. Such a
measure Is shown in Table 6. Expenditures per student are expressed as a
percentage of per capita income measured in each natiores own currency
We find that of the 16 countries studied. U.S. spending on pre-piimary.
primary, and secondary education is lower than in all but two other
countries."

The Historical Record

The study thus far has examined expenditures at a single point in
time. 1985. and has found that the U.S. spent relaUvely little on pre-
primary, primary. and secondary education compared with other
industrialized countries. Another important issue is how U.S. funding for
education has changed over time and how U.S. spending has changed
relative to that of other countries. Tables 7 and 8 show U.S. funding of K-
12 education in the postwar period. Expenditures are expressed as a
percentage of national income.

As shown in Table 7. expenditures for pre-prImary. primary and
secondary echication peaked In 1974. and have fallen steadily since (see
column 1). Thus. spending for education has not kept pace with overall
economic growth. Over this same period, however. enrollments also have
fallen (see column 3). Primary and secondary school enrollment, as a
percentage of the total population, wu at its highest level in 1969. and
has been gradually falling since that time. Adjusting expenditure figures
for the changing enrollments. using the same method u In the
international comparisons. shows that the decline in spending for
education has been more than offset by shiinking enrollments (see Table 7.
column 2). In the 1980s. the declining fraction of the population enrolled
in school has meant adjusted expenditures have risen. despite the
slowdown in actual 1.-nd1ng for education.

1
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Table 8 shows how the funding sources for public education hace
changed over time Adjusted federal revenues, after rising until 1980. by
1985 had fallen by 08 percent of national income In the same five year
period state and local revenues rose by 14 percent and 08 percent
respectively (Since these are percentages of our two to tnree billion dollar
national income, these small changes of less than one percent actually
indicate billion dollar variauons tn educauon expenditures In 1988 0 1
percent of national income equaled $4.46 billion) Thus, the federal
government s education funding responsibilities were shifted onto states
and localities The observed rtse in adjusted total revenue is solely due to
increased fundLng by states and localities Among other consequences. ihis
has increased the potential for greater disparities in funding between
school districts across the nation.

Despite the increase in overall US education funding of K-12
between 1980 and 1985. our position telauve to other countries declIned
Table 9 shows K-I2 expenditures In 1980 and 1985 for the 16 countries
we have been comparing. with both years' e_xpenditures adjusted for the
1985 U S enrollment rate. In 1980 the U.S. ranked twelfth in adjusted
spending on K-12. spending less than eleven other countries. But by
1985 the U S had fallen in rank to number fourteen.

U S. educauon expenditures since 1985 are shown in Table 10
Spending for pre-primary, primary, and secondary education. expressed as
a percentage of nauonal income and adjusted for 1985 enrollments rose
from 3 88 percent in 1980. to 4.08 percent tn 1485. reached 4 21 pelceht
in 1987. and has been relauvely constant between 1987 and 1989
Because comparable international data are not available, we cannot
determine how this post-1985 U 5 trend affects Its relative ranking vinth
the ether countries.

Conclusion

We have seen that when public plus private spending on all levels of
educauon is compared with spending in other industrialized countries. 'ate
U S irs in a three-way tie for second place among the countries studied
However. when spending for primary and secondary educauon alone is
compared with expenditures abroad. the U S. ranking falls to a Ue for
twelfth place. And when adjustments are made for enrollment size. the
U.S falls further to fourteenth place. vending less than all the other
countries except two.

When levels of public spending on educauon only are compared.
showing the social commitment to public educauon. again the U.S.
compares unfavorably with the other countries. Comparisons of pubc
spending for all levtls of education, and for K-12 alone, both place the
U S in fourteenth place In enrollment adjusted K-12 public expenditures.
the U S does slightly better, ranking number thirteenth. But by all
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comparisons. the U.S devotes fewer resources to primary and secondary
education than do most industrialized nations.

mc claim that the U.S. spends more than other nations on education
is misleading. By all comparisons. the U S. devotes a smaller share of its
resources to pre-primary. primary and secondary education than do most
industrialized counuies.

The comparatively weak U S. investment in K-I2 Is not a result of a
more efficient administrative structure or favorable demographics In fact

the U.S. might be expected to spend proportionally more than other
countries because of the particular characteristics of the U S. school
system and American society. Our decentralized school system gives more
local autonomy and local choice, but is alao more expensive than a single.
centrally administered system. Our population Ls more heterogeneous than
in moat other countries. Some immigrants do not speak English.
Students come from a vadety of cultural backgrounds. The very high
number of children living in poverty makes additional demands on the

school system.

Available data do not permit cross-country comparisons to be made

in much more detail, but other evidence suggests that the spending gap is
particularly wide between the youngest American and foreign children. For

example. It is generally accepted that the U.S. Head Start Program of early
childhood education for disadvantaged children age three to live is
valuable and cost effective, yet limited federal funding permits only 20
percent of eligible children to take part. Many of our competitors seem to
have a stronger commitment to early childhood education, and some of

them have nearly universal pre-kindergarten enrollments. In France 100

percent of four- and five-year-olds attend school/educational day care. 90

percent of three-year-olds attend. and 36 percent of two-year-olds. In

Belgium. 96 percent of three- to six-year-olds are in school, and in the
Netherlands. 98 percent of four- and five-year-olds."

Spending more money is not, of course, the only answer to the
difficult problem of revitalizing primary and secondary education in the

U.S. But the data presented here indicate that in education, as in every
other service, we may "get what we pay for." Given the level of investment

in our pre-primary. primary, and secondary schools, it is not surprising
that we are slipping behind in comparative measures of performance as

well

January 1990

2 7-7 5 6 0 - 9 0 - 4
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TABU 1: COMTAXIS.N OP INDUSTRIALIZID COUNTRY SZTENDITURES
TOR EDUCATION, 11415

EXPENDITURES /GDP RANK

(1) (2)
K-12 and Higher

Country Education K-12 Only

(3)

AdiUstee_K-la

United States 6.84 2 4.14 12 4.1% 14

Australia 5.5 12 3.7 15 3.9 15

Austria 5.8 11 4.7 7 5.9 2

Belgium 5.1 7 4.9 5 4.9 5

Canada 6.8 2 4.7 7 4.7 8

Denmark 6.0 8 4.5 10 4.8 6

France° 5.9 10 5.1 3 4.6 9

Germany, Wee. 4.6 16 3.5 16 4.6 9

Ireland° 6.0 8 5.0 4 3.8 16

Italy` 4.8 15 4.1 12 4 2 1:

Japan 6.5 5 4.8 6 4.8 6

Netherlands° 6.8 2 4.7 7 4.5 11

Norway 6.3 6 5.4 2 5.3 4

Sweden 7.6 1 6.3 1 7.0 1

Switzerland 5.1 14 4.2 11 5.8 3

United Kingdoe 5.2 13 3.9 14 4.5 11

Non-U.S. Average 5.8 4.5 4.6

. Adjusted tor the 1985 J.S. K-12 nrollment rate
o 1984 data
c 1983 data

Sources: UNESCO: Statistical Yearb00%, 1988.
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S.
of Education; Diglut_jaagur,atigulitatiatiga,

Department
1988.
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TABLE 2: COMPARISONS

C.211115.1.Y

OP PERCENTAGE ENROLLMENTS,

ENPOLLI4ENT/TOTAL POPULATION

1,45

Higher
Education

United States 5.1% 19.7%

Australia 2.3 18.8

Austria 2.4 15.8

Belgium 2.6

Canada 4.9 19.6

Denmark 2.3 18.5

France 2.3 21.8

Germany, Wst 2.5 14.9

Ireland' 1.9 25.6

Italy° 2.0 19.5

Japan 1.9 20.1

Netherlands' 2.7 20.4

Norway 2.1 19.8

Sweden 2.6 18.0

Switzerland 1.7 14.0

United Kingdom' 1.8 17.1

' 1984 data
o 1983 de.a

Sources: UNESCO: LEMEIREkaLIEME12912X, 1988.
National Center for Educations Statistics, U.S. Dspartant of

Education; Pioest of Education Statistica, 1988.
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TABLE 3: COMPARISON OP INDISTRIALI2E0 cOUBTRY OPERATING EXPENDITURES
FOR EDUCATION,

K-12
Country Education

1888

EXPENDITURES /GDP RANK

(3)

Adlusteds F-12

(1)
and Nigher

(2)

K-12 Qnlv

United States 6.21 3 3.81 10 3.8% 13

Australia 5.0 11 3.4 15 3.5 15

Austria 5.3 IC 4.2 8 5.3

Belgium 5.8 5 4.7 3 4.7 4

Canada 6.4 2 4.4 6 4.4 7

Denmark 5.8 5 4.3 7 4.6 6

France° 5.6 7 4.8 2 4.3 8

Germany, West 4.1 16 3.2 16 4.2 10

Ireland° 5.5 9 4.5 5 3.5 15

Italy` 4.4 15 3.8 10 3.9 12

Japan 4.8 13 3.6 14 3.6 14

.atherlands° 6.0 4 4.1 9 4.0 11

Norway 5.6 7 4.7 3 4.", 4

Sweden 6.7 1 5.6 1 6.2 1

Switzerland 4.7 14 3.8 10 5.3 2

United Kingdom° 5.0 11 3.7 13 4.1 8

Non-US Average 5.1 3.9 4.1

Adjusted for the 1985 U.S. K-12 enrollment rate
o 1984 data
c 1981 data

Sources: UNESCO; Statistical YearboOR, 1988.
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department
of Education: ',inset of Education Statistic& 1988.

1 0
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TABLE 4: JAPAN AND TEE UNITED STATES: PUBLIC AND ORIVATE EDUCATION

EXPENDITURES, 1985

EXPENDITURES/GDP
(r1105)

K-12 and Higher
EdUc.tion K-12 Qalv

Adjusted'
K-12

United State*

Public and Private 6.8% 4.18 4.1%

(2) (12) (14)

Public only 5.0 3.8

ill=

(14) (14) (13)

Public and Private 6.5% 4.8% 4.88
,(5) (6) (6)

Public only 5.1 NA. NA.

(13)

Adjusted for the 1985 JS K-12 enrollment rate (public plus

private)
b The 1985 U.S. K-12 public enrollment rate is adjusted for the 1985 U.S.

K-12 public plua private enrollment rate
NA . not availabl,

Source. UNESCO' Statistical YearbooR, 1988.
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department

of Ed'ication: Digest of Education Statistics 1988.

1 .1....
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TAALR Ss COMPARISON
IN INDUSTRIALIZED

1985

Expenditures

OP X-12 IseS EXPENDITURES
COUNTRIES

: Con rtod to DOliars

PER PUPIL

Using:

1988 EXCHANGE

Expenditures

RATESEXCHANGE RATES

Country Per Puoil Rant Per Pupil RanX

United States $3,456 4 $3,456 9

Australia 2,040 11 2,291 14

Austria 2,564 F, 4,297 6

Belgium 2,015 12 1,254 10

Canada 3,322 5 3,683 8

Denmark 2,802 6 4,410 5

France' 2,051 10 3,094 12

Germany, West 2,395 9 4 016 7

Ireland' 956 16 1,380 16

Italy° 1,233 15 1,809 15

Japan 2,647 7 4,927 4

Netherlands' 1,919 13 3,224 11

Norway 3,792 : 5,002 3

Sweden 4,224 1 5,932 2

Switzerland 4,205 2 7,061 1

Unitd Kingdom' 1,668 14 2,314 13

' 1984 data
o 1983 data

Sources: UNESCO; Statistical Yearbook 1988.
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S.
Department of Education; Sioest of Education
Statistico, 1988.
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TABLE St COMPARISON OF
PIM PUPIL 14

calm=

INDUSTRIALIUD COUNTRY X-12 EXPENDITURES
A PIRCINT OF PIR CAPITA INCOMI, 1665

Percent Rank

United States 20.8% 14

Australia 19.5 15

Austria 29 7 2

Belgium 25.0 5

Canada 24.0 8

Denmark 24.5 6

France' 23.2 10

Germany, West 23.5 9

Ireland' 19.4 16

Italy° 21.1 13

Japan 24.1 7

Netherlands' 23.0 11

Norway 27.1 4

Sweden 35.3 1

Switzerland 29.6 3

United Kingdom' 22.8 12

Non-U.S. Average 23.5

1984 data
1983 data

Sources: UNESCO; ateditigiLLylaxbsszk, 1988.
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S.
DepartMent of Education; alguLstLyglaratign
Statistics, 1988.
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TAMA 7: UNITED IITATI8 8-12 IIPINDITUR88, 180-1885

EXPENDITURES/GDP

Iiir

(1)

Tatal

(2)

Adjusted.
Tatal

(1)
Enrollment
es % of
pcmu1at100

1949 2.41% 2.38% 19.08%

1959 3.39 2.'8 22.98

1965 4.01 3.03 24.95

1969 4.51 3.37 25.22

1972 4.57 3.56 24.18

1974 4.74 3.81 23.41

1976 4.50 3.73 22.70

1978 4.19 3.69 21.40

1980 4.18 3.88 20.34

1982 4.13 4.00 19.46

1984 4.01 3.98 18.98

1985 4.08 4.08 18.83

Adjusted to the 1985 It-12 enrollment rate.

Note: These 1880 and 1985 adjusted expenditures
differ from those shown in Tables 1 and 9.
See endnote 15 for an xplanation.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics,
U.S. Department of Education; DiCIGISt ot
Edugation Statistics, 1988.
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TAILS $: SouRC2 OF PURL= RRVIIMS FOR MITZI) STATES
PUBLIC. R-12, 1,49-1,45

Ilia

--AMMUSIEDLIIEUXUESISLQ.P_

(1/ (2) (3)

Udall' atAIR LagAl

1949 .06% .82% 1.18%

1959 .11 .98 1.41

1965 .22 1.08 1.46

1969 .25 1.23 1.61

1972 .29 1.11 1.69

1974 .31 1.47 1.69

1976 .11 1.51 1.66

1978 .33 1.56 1.53

1980 .33 1.72 1.57

1982 26 1.75 1.64

1984 .24 1.90 1.63

1985 .25 1.86 1.65

Chang.
1980-1985 -.08 +.14 -.be

Adjusted to the 1985 K-12 nrollment rate.

Source: National Center for Education Ststiatics, U.S.
Department of Education: Diciest of Educati=
Statistice, 1988.
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TABLE 8: COMPARISON 01 INDUSTRIALIZID COUNTRY
EXPENDITURSS TOR SBUCATION

TOtal K-12 ExoendituresiGDP

1,60.44ND 1645

Rank

1980 is actually

,:cuntry 1980'

',.nited States 4.11 12

Australia 4.0 13

Austria 5.3 4

Belgium 4.6 9

Canada 4 9 7

Denmark 5.5 3

France' 3.8 15

Germany, West 4.4 10

Ireland° 4 0 14

Italy' 3.8 16

Japan 5.3 4

Netherlands° 4.8 8

Norway 5.7 2

844000 8.5 1

Switzerland 5.1 6

Unit'd Kingdom° 4.4 10

Non-U.S. Average 4.6

" Adjusted for 1985 U.S. X-12 enrollment
° Data listed for 1985 is actually 1984
° Data listed for 1985 is actually 1983;

_----1288'

4.1% 14

3.9 15

5.9 2

4.9 5

4.7 8

4.8 6

4.6 9

4.6 9

3.8 16

4.2 13

4.8 6

4.5 11

5.3 4

7.0 1

5.8 3

4.5 11

4.6

data listed for
1979.

Sources: UNESCO: Statlatigal Yearbook, 1988.
SCES, U.S. Department of Education; Oblast of Educatlou
Statistica, 1988.

1 ; v
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TAILS 10: IINITID STAUB I-12

Ilar

IXPENDITORIS, 1980-1949

Exoonditures/GDP°

1980 3.88%

198z 4.00

1985 4.08

1986 4.19

1987' 4.21

1988' 4.20

1989' 4.22

' Estimate
o Adjusted for the 1985 K-12 enrollment rate

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department

of Education: Qiuost of Educational Statistica, 1988, and 1989

(forthcoming).
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APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARING EXPENDITURES

The purpose of this paper is to compare educatioa expenditures. in
parucular for pre-primary. primary and secondary education, among
industrialized countrie The only source of education moenditure data formultiple countries is the UNESCO Statistical Yearbook. Data from 1985and 1980 were examined. 1985 is the most recent year for which data are
available for most countries. and 1980 was chosen arbitrarily as a starting
point from which to estimate trends.

The 1985 Yearbook provides the enrollment and expenditure data for
all countries in this report, with the exception ot the U.S. 1985
expenditure. Since UNESCO lists no U.S. education expenditure figures for
years since 1983. these figures were obtained from the U.S. Department of
Education's 1988 Digest of Education Stau..tWs. A question immediately
arises concerning the comparability of the U.S. and UNESCO data.
Examination of total eduzation expenditure figures for 1982 and 1983. the
rr.ost recent years for which both UNESCO and West data art available.
shows that the numbers correspond quite closely. In 1982. UNESCO's
figure was 1.5 percent greater than the Digest's. and in 1983. the Digest's
was 93 percent larger than UNESCO's.

Public and Private Expenditures

For all countries except the U.S. and Japan. UNESCO provides data
on public spendinp for education which includes itmirly all education
expenditures. Ir die U.S.. about 25 percent of all education vending is
private money witich is spent primarily for higher education. The UNESCO
figures given for the U.S. are for combined public and private spentiag. In
Japan. approidmately 20 percent of all education spending Is private Ind it
is also biased toward higher education. Since 1984. the UNESCO Pitures
for Japan Include both public and private expenditures. Our calculation of
1980 public and private Japanese education spending Ls explained below.

Spending for Pre-Primary. Primary. anti Secondary Education

Our primary goal Is to compare K-12 spending among Lndustrialized
countries. Unfortunetly. UNESCOdoes not disaggregate total
expenditures into spending for K-12 and higher education, but this
information can be calculated from the data given. (In this paper, when
the expression Is used. 1V represents all the pre-primary years.)
UNESCO divides total education spending into current (operating expenses)
and capital expenditures and provides the distribution of current
expenditures between K-12 and higher education. However, data on
capital expenditures are not available bv level of schooling. It is therefore
necessary to estimate total spending on K-12 by making assumptions
about the distnbution of capital spending between K-12 and higher

liv
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education. (For most countries. capital spending is less than ten percent
a total spending I

First. the ratio of current spending on K-12 to current spending on
both K12 and /ION- education is determined. Thls ratio is then applied
to total capital expeolditures to eaumate capital spending for It-12 The
estimated K-12 capital spending is added to K-12 current spending to give
a preliminary figure for K-12 expenditures. (Other additions to this amount

described below.) This method assumes that capital spending Is
apportioned between K-12 and higher education exai.ily as is current
spending. Although thls assumption is probably not strictly accurate (see
below). it affects the calculation of every countsys expenditures (by a very
small amount), and so will not bias our results tuward any particular

country. The compazison of K-12 operating expenses (current
expenditures) shown in Table 4 yields emenUally the same rankings as our
comparison of total K-I2 spending.

As mentioned above. current expenditures are disaggregated into
spending for K-12 and higher education. hut also into two additional
categories: "other and "not distributed: The latter two categories. as
defined by UNESCO. include. respectively. spending on "special, adult. and
other types of education which cannot be clusifled by lever and
"administration for which there is no breakdown by level of education."
The U.S. asigns no expenditures to these two categories while in other
countrie i. these two items account for up to 25 percent of all current
expendlques. Ignoring these two categories would have seriously biased

our re5ti113. To compare K-12 expenditures among countries, all educauon
spending. including the sizable expenditures listed in the "tither and "not
distributed" categories, must be assigned to either K-12 or higher
education.

The exact distribution of these expenditures by level of education is

not available. Therefore, we estimate their contribution to total K-12

spending by assuming that spending in these two categories is distributed
between K12 and higher education In the same proportion as ts the rest

of current spending. Adding these amounts to the prellminary K-12 total
described above gives total K-12 spending.

1985 U.S. educatice expenditures are obtained from the Digest of
,Diucation Statistics. We want to estimate 1965 U.S. spending on K-12 by

the same method that is used for the other counties. Le.. by assuming
that the percentage of total capital spending which goes to K-12 is the
same aa the percentage of current spending for K-12. Therefore. we need
to know the percentage of current spending for K-12. as well as total
current and capital spendMg for all levels of education. Tho Digest

supplies most of these data, except the distribution of prtvate K-12
spending between current and capital expenses. So one additional
assumption is necessity to calculate total U.S. K-12 spending. We assume
that the ratio of current to capital K-12 spending is the same for prtvate
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expenditures as for public We can then determine total K-12 spending for
the U S

More detailed data show that current and capital spending In the
U S. are not distributed between K12 and higher education in the same
proportions. K-12 usually accounts for a larger share of current spending
than of capital spending. Put another way. capital spending is skewed
toward higher education. In ow. treatment of capital expenditures, some
fraction of capital spending for higher education is attributed to K-12. Our
method tends to over-estimate K-12 spending. especially for the U S. where
expenditures on higher education are so large. This imward bias In our
estimate of K-12 spending. particularly for the U.S.. is a bias asoinst our
conclusion that the U.S. is a low spender on pre-primary. primary. and
secondary education.

Japan presents other difficulties. AS noted :.bove. 20 percent of all
education spending In Japan is prtvate money. Theiefore we need to
include both public and private expenditures in ow calculations of K-12
spending. Beginning in 1984. UNESCO lists both total (public plus
private) education spending and pubdc spending for Japan. Prior to 1984.
only public expenditures are provided. In Table 9. 19C0 combined public
and private education expenditures are esMnated by increasing the 1980
public spending figure by the percentage of 1985 private to public
spending. This assumes that private expenditure as a percentage of total
spending was equal In 1980 and 1985. Another piece of Information is
also lacking. To calculate public plus private K-12 spending in 1980. the
distribution of private as well as public spending by 'evel of education is
needed. But this information is provided for public spending only. Since
private expenditures are skewed toward highsr en.ication. we would be
wrong to assume equivalent distributions between K-12 and higher
education for both public and private expenditures. Therefore, we use the
1985 distribution figure for public plus private spending, applied to the
1980 combined expenditures. to estimate totai 1980 K-12 spending In
Japan.

Enrollments and Enrollment Adjusted Expenditures

UNESCO data on enrolments are d to make all the international
comparisons. The enrollment figures Ii .ude students in both private and
public schools since the expenditures cover both prtvate and public
schools.

Because different countries have diff.rent proportions of school-age
children In their populations. some adJus .. ent must be made for differing
enrollment rates among countries. For exa.nple, when expenditures are
expressed as a peitentrge of national income, a country with 20 percent of
its population enrolled in school would be expected to spend more on
education than a country with an enrollment rate of oniy 15 percent. To
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permit meaningful comparisons, expenditures must be adjusted to a
common enrollment rate. where the enrollment rate Ls calculated as the
percentage of the population actually enrolled in school.

Any enrollment rate could have been chosen as the standard to
which all countnee expenditures are adjusted. We chose the 1985 U S.
rate. To adjust other countries expenditures to the U.S. enrallment rate.
foreign expenditures as a percentage of GDP aie multiplied by the ratio of
the U.S. enrollment rate to the foreign enrollment rate. This raises (lowers)
expenditures for countries with enrollment rates below (above) these of the
U.S. The adjusted expenditure figure shows the level of spending which
would occur lf each country enrolled the same percentage of the population
as did the U.S.. while its rate of spending remained unchanged. This
adjustment assumes constant returns to scale in education.

Non-U.S. Avonges

A non-U.S. average is the weighted average of all countries' (except
the U.S.) expenditures expressed as a percentage of GDP. The weights are
the ratio of the number of each country's students over the total number
of students in all (except the U.S.) countries.
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r
APPENDIX II: EDUCATION SHARE OF NATIONM, SPENDING

To indicate the national effort expended on education by each
country, the education spending data in Table 1 is expressed as a portion
of total national income. Le.. Gross Domestic Product Usually national
spending equals national income However, when a country has a trade
deficit (or surplus), national income and national spending diverge by the
amount of the deficit (or surplus). This has the effect of making the
education effort appear relatively greater in a deficit nation and relatively
smaller in a surplus country. In effect, using national income as the
denominator does not take into account the fact that the total national
spending in a trade deficit country has been swollen by borrowing from
abroad. In a trade deficit country, national spending Is greater than
national income. and education expenditures are a smaller share of
national spending than of nationr.1 income. Thus, a more accurate picture
might be obtained by comparing the fraction of each country's total
national spending which Is devoted to education.

Table I31 shows education expenditures as a percentage of national
spending for the U.S.. which has a large trade deficit, and the two major
trade surplus countries -- West Germany and Japan. In 1985. U.S.
spending on pre-primary. primary and secondary education was only 3.99
percent of total national spending. while Germany spent 4.81 percent and
Japan 4 92 percent. In either case, whether education expenditures are
calculated as a share of national income or national spending. the U S.
spends less than all but two of the 16 countries studied.

n
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TABLE 81: TRADB ADJUSTED BDUCATION BUIEBIDITURES, 1988
(in millions)

Germany fDM1 Japan (Y1 united states

1. GOP 1,830,490

2. Trade Surplus 66,390

3. Total Spending 1,764,100

316,303,000

10,775,000

305,528,000

3,967,472

-118,652

4,086,124
(1-2)

4. Ad)usted K-12 84,806 15,022,619 162,960
Spending

-As Share of GDP 4.6% 4.8% 4.1%

-As Share of Total 4.8% 4.9% 4.0%
Spending

Sources: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department
of Education; Disant_sasslugatigaa1. Statistics 1988.
UNESCO; Statistical Yearbook, l9aa.
OECD National Accountg, Vol. 1, 1989.

S'
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Endnotes

1 Speech at Education Summit. University of Virginia. September. 28.
1989 (White House transcript).

2 Press Br:efIng. Charlottesville. Virginia. September 27. 1989 (White
House transcript).

3 Press Conference. May 3. 1989 iU S. Department of Education
transcript).

4. Speech at an American Council for Capital Formation conference.
Washington. D.C.. October 12. 1989. (ACCF trahscript).

"Bargain Remedies for our Educators." N,tv York Times. June 22.
1989.

6. NBC 'Today Show." September 27. 1989.

7 Speech at an American Council for Capital Formation conference.
Washington. D.C.. October It 1989. (ACCF transcript).

8. Included in the study are Canada. Japan. Australia. and all of
western Europe. except for the three least wealthy countries: Turkey.
Greece and Portugal. Spain is omitted because the UNESCO data are
insufficient. and Luxembourg because of its small size. Other
analysts might prefer another grouping of countries. However, any
selection of industrialized countries would show the U.S. to be a
relatively low spender on education.

9. UNESCO. 1988. Statistical Yearbook Paris: UNESCO. This is
virtually the only mince of data for making international comparisons
of education spending. It UM the ek.ta sollfte for comparative studies
of education wilding done by the U.S. Departtrent of Education and
the Congo salami Research Service. Some of the UNESCO data are
reproduced in the annual Stcalstkol Abstract o the United States by
the U.S. Department of Commerce.

10. National Center for Education Statistics. U.S. Department of
Education. 1988. West qf Education Statistics. Washington. D.0 :
Government Printing Office.

11. It might be argued that the U.S. "backloads" education system by
putting more money into higher education. If so. comparing
education spending at the 1(-12 level, as we do. biases any
comparison against the U.S. system and the appropriate comparison
is spending for all education levels (which shows the U.S. Is a
relatively high spender). This may or may not be so. However. if
the U.S. system must be evaluated at the collegiate level then no
cross-country comparisons of spen ling and student performance are
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possible since student test scores are only available for fourteen year
olds. As a result, there are no data to support the claim that we
have high spending and low performance.

12. There are many factors which account for the lower expenditures of
private schools. In 1985. 75 percent of private primary and
secondary students were in grades K-8. and only 25 percent were in
grades 9-12. Education In the lower grades is leu expensive than
education in higher grades. Many private schools offer fewer
extrdcurricular activities and special classes than do public schools
Private schools also receive some public monies, although the U.S.
Department of Edwation does not calculate the exact amounts. The
sources of these funds include the Title I program for low income
students, salaries for some special education teachers. sharing of
textbooks and bus transportation. and others.

13 Purchasing power parity rates could be used for the conversions, but
these also give misleading results. Ewenditures must be related to
some measure of national income.

14. This is not a second. independent confirmadon of this ranking, but a
different calculation using the same data as in Table 1.

15. The enrollment adjusted exrenditure figures of Tables 7 and 10 differ
from those in Tables 1 and 9. Since UNESCO does not provide any
expenditure or enrollment information for rars after 1986. all data.
both expenditures and enrollments. in Tables 7 and 10 were obtained
from the 1988 and 1989 ((orthcoming) Digest of Education Statistics.
The 1985 figure of 4.08 percent. calculated from the Digest data. is
close to the value in Tables 1 :rid 9 of 4.1 percent. Differences stem
from our use of a calculated capital experiditure figure which is
greater than true spending, and frcra lignor discrepancies between the
U.S. and UNESCO data. The 1900 figure of 4.1 percent in Table 9 is
6 percent greater than the 3.88 percent shown In Tables 7 and 10.
UNESCO lists 1903 K-12 expenditure as 11118.0 billion which is very
similar to the 1981 &pests figure of $118.3 billion. However, the
1988 Digest gives a revised 1900 K-12 ermenditure of $112.3 billion.
and this is the value used in Tables 7 and 10. Also. UNESCO
enrollment figures tend to be larger than those reported by the U.S.
These two factors account for the difference between the 1980
numbers.

16. Hough. J.R. 1984. "France" in Educational Policy, an International
Survey. J.R.Hough. ed.. New York: St Martin's Press.
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The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) study never does what it

claims to do--measure comparative education spending levels

between the United States and other industrialized nations. Such

a comparison requires a measure of per pupil spending in each

country's value in a common currency (e.g., U.S. dollars).

Hence, the EPI study shifts the focus of the education debate

away from the critical issue of how to reform the U.S. education

system to that of matching spending with other nations.

1. The Economic policV In5titute's_PrOD0/10 measure.

education's share of national income. 1,3 not an appropriate

measure of the commiMent of 4 neliOn for education.

Economta Policy Institute (EPI) calculates a country's

education spinding as the ratio of that country's

educational expenditures to its national income. In fact,

this is not a measure of spending commitment at all. Its

value depends not only on what a country is spending on

education (i.e., the numerator of the ratio), but also on

1 "
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the size of its economy (i.e., the denominator of the

ratio).

Although the EPI report uses its measure as interchangeable

with spending levels, the two aro not equivalent. The

following examples illustrate the differences among

measures. Applying the EPI statistic ta the 50 U.S. States

(1986), Minnesota's education expenditures absorbed 3.7

percent of its State's income and Mississippi's education

expenditures absorbed 3.9 percent of its State's income.

Yet no one would conclude that Mississippi, a relativaly

low-income State, devotes more resources to education than

Minnesota, a relatively high-income State. Actual

expenditures per pupil, an appropriate measure of

educational spending, varied widely between the two States--

54,180 in Minnesota compared to $2,350 per pupil in

Mississippi.

Food expenditure comparisons among nations further

illustrate the wrong headedness of the EPI approach.

Impoverished nations, such as Ethiopia and India, devote

about half their national income to food, roughly five times

the U.S. percentage. Yet, no one would conclude that these

nations actually achieve higher real levels of food

expenditures, nor chat the U.S. should increase its food

expenditures to reach the percentages spent in less well-off

countries.
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2. The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) index is a superior method

for quating ducation expenditure levels among countries.

V.., PPP adjusted expenditures **can be applied to obtain

'real' quantity comparisons between countries at a certain

time.ft (OECD) When used to equate per student expenditures

across nations, the ranking of nations changes dramatically

from the EPT analysis.

Within a country, resources for education are measured by

its spending per pupil, with education spending expressed In

terms of that country's crwn currency. For the U.S., this is

expressed as the dollar value of its expenditures per pupil.

International spending comparisons require equating currency

valtes across countries. While market exchange rates would

translate expenditures of foreign currencies into their U.S.

dollar equivalents, the results would be questionable

because of the substantial fluctuations in exchange rates.

While the exchange rate approach is flawed, the solutio.: is

not to throw out per pupil spending comparisons, but to

apply a more accurate method for equating currencies. The

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) index is such a measure. The

Organizat Al for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD), whose member countries are included in the EPI list

of countries, commonly uses this index for generatirg

comparative international expenditure statistics.
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Construction of the PPP index is similar to that of the U.S.

Consumer Price Index (CPI) . Both are based on the

comparative cost of a fixed market basket of goods. While

the CPI measures comparative costs of purchasi. a fixed

market basket between two tine periods, the PPP measu:es

comparatie costs of a common market basket between two

,:ountries. Thus, the PPP measures "the number of U.S.

dollars needed in each country to tuy the same

representative basket of fixed goods and services costing

$100 in the United states."

Table 1 displays the PPP values for OECD nations for three

years--1985, 1987, and 1988. An increase in the index means

that it costs more dollars to purchase the same goods.

(Note the generally small changes in the magnitudes hetween

1985 and 1988 for most nations, in contrast to the sharp

decline in the value of the dollar as shown by the market

exchange rates.)

3. The BPI paper classifies I through 12 as including pre-

primary education.

Appendix A of the EPI paper states that "/n this paper, when

the Lxpressiol K-12 is used, 'K' represents all the pre-

primary }ears." This definition of K through 12 is not only
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deceptive, but biases aggregate public expenditure figures

-Iainst the U.S. Private spending by families with young

children constitutes a auch more significant share of total

pre-primary education ir the U.S. than in most other

nations. Hence, total U.S. spending for pre-primary

education iS understated relative to those of other nations

in which pre-primary education is publicly supported and

included in their government's reported figures.

4. The inclusion of_excenditUrte in the nether'. and nnot

It

which does not reoort spendina =dor these catecories.

These categories are not well-defined by UNESCO, and

moreover, there is no breakdown by education level.

According t ther expenditures" are those which

cannot be classified in categories such as instructional

staff, administration, and materials. The "not distributed"

category refers to government subsidies or transfers to

public and private institutions which cannot be separated by

purpose, mainly duo to the administrative autonomy of the

recipient institutions.

S. when pre-f through 12 spending is accurately compared to

other nations, the U.S. ranks second only to Switzerland out

of 22 OECD countries. If the uncertain leathern and nnot
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distributed,. categories are included, the U.S. ranks fifth

(Table 2). (Note: The !PI comparisons have been xtended

to include all 22 OECD countries for which the PPP is

available.)

Table 2 uess the same UNESCO information on country

expenditures and enrollments as did the EPI. It applies the

PPP index to equate currencies across countries.

Two rankings are shown. U.S. per pupil spending ranks second

out of 22 OECD countries, using only known expenditures.

When the unknown spending categories are included, the U.S.

ranks fifth out of 22.

6. Research has supported the position that the discussion on

how to improve education must focus on how to improve the

use of resources.

In a comprehensive review of 187 studies of the relationship

between spending and achievement scores, Eric Hanushek of

the University of Rochester found no significant correlation

between the two.

Moreover, between school years 1980-1981 and 1988-1989,

aggregate spending on elementary and secondary education,

aejusted for inflation, rose from $157 to $199 billion (in

1 9
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1988-89 dollars) for an increase of about 27 percent.

Average salaries for public school teachers rose from

824,832 to $29,567 (in constant dollars) over the same

period, pupil-to-teacher ratios decreased from 18.9 to 17.6

percent.

However, over this same period, test scores have improved

very little. Recent evidence from the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP1 shows that reading and

writing scores have remained virtually unchanged.
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TABLE I

CURRENCIES

Purchaaina Paver Panties

int VIZ 11.15 DR nig

AustraNa es 94 1 11 1.24 1 35 1.42

Austria so 133 133 16 6 16.8 18 4

Belgium 75 119 118 44 6 44.5 43 5

Canada 89 93 101 1.22 1.23 1 21

Denmark 92 149 154 9 8 10 2 10 3

Finland 96 141 153 5 97 6 21 6 39

France 31 124 124 7 27 7 43 7 41

Germany 84 137 138 2.48 2 47 2 42

Greets, 56 74 77 77.3 100 110

Iceland 91 138 150 37 7 53 3 64 6
Ireland 76 110 11 1 0 723 0 74 0 731

Italy 68 108 111 1302 1406 1440 s1
Japan 93 147 162 222 213 207 s1
Luxembourg 73 110 110 13 1 41 40 3 00

Nelhertands 77 119 119 2 55 2 4 2 36
New Zealand 67 99 114 1 35 1 67 1.75

Norway 100 128 132 8 63 8 64 8 6

Portugal 39 60 63 66 2 84 6 91.2
Spain 58 86 93 95 3 106 108

Sweden 95 137 146 8 15 8 69 8 98

Switzerland 98 163 166 2 12 2 43 2 42
Turkey 29 31 30 153 264 422

United Kingdom 73 95 107 0 568 0 583 0 601

Uniled States 100 100 100 I 1 I

The comparative price levels show the number of U S dollars needed In each country to buy the same relvesentative batket of
final goods end services costing $100 in the United Stales. They are based on the purchasing power partly Index for each
country.

Purchasing power profiles are Indexes given In national currency units per U S dollar

SOURCE: Organization Im Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

(
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TABLE 2

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF PER STUDENT EXPENDITURES (1)
(PreK through SeCOndary School)

Current Expenditures
Per Student

Current Expenditures Including Unknown
EIL2akan tQuarUpepittires

)_figu &WS Rank

Switzedand 1985 93.683 1 93,874 1

United States 1985 $3.310 2 $3,310 5
Sweden 1985 $3,214 3 $3,819 2
Canada 1985 $3.192 4 $3,499 4
Denmark 1986 $3.089 5 $3,596 3
Norway 1985 92.900 6 $3,277 6
Luxembourg 1983 92.596 7 $2.970 7
Austria 1985 $2.497 8 $2,829 a
West Germany 1985 $2.253 9 $2.530 9
Belgium 1985 $2.234 10 $2,509 10
France 1984 91.996 11 $2,329 11
Australia 1985 $1.995 12 $2,147 14
United Kingdom 1984 $1.897 13 $2,155 12
Netherlands 1984 $1.860 14 92,152 13
Japan 1985 $1.805 15 $2,079 15
New Zealand 1985 $1.262 16 $1,324 17
Italy 1983 $1,249 17 $1,568 16
Ireland 1984 $1,108 18 $1,143 18
Portugal 1985 $911 19 063 19
Spain 1979 $598 20 $623 20
Greece 1984 $514 21 $520 21
Turkey 1985 $241 22 $260 22

(1) Per student expenditures in foreign currencies are expfened
in dollar values using the 1985 Purchasing Power Parities (PPP)
Index supplied by the Organization for Economic Cooperaton
and Development (OECD).

1" i
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Economic Policy Institute
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MEASURING COMPARATIVE EDUCATION SPENDING:
A RESPONSE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

by M. Edith Rasell and Lawrence Mishel

DITRODJCTION

On January 17 the Economic Policy Institute released our study
showing the U.S. spends less on pre-primary. primary and secondary
education than all other industrialized countries except two. The study has
been widely reported in the news media. Shortly after its release. the
Department of Education issued a 'Technical Assessment" of the report in
which they challenged our methodology and conclusions. This paper gives
our responses to each of the issues raised by the Department of Education.
It is our conclusion, based on the evaluation outlined below, that the
Department of Education's criticisms are without merit and do not affect
our original finding: the U.S. spends less than most other industrialized
countries on K-12 education. Following a brief overview, detailed discussion
of each point begins on page 3.

I. The Department charges that our method, comparing expenditures
expressed as a share of national income, is inappropriate.

Our Response: Expenditures expressed as a share of national
income provide the most accurate comparisons of education effort and
resources provided to students. This is the most commonly used and
widely accepted measure of expenditure comparison. It has been
frequently cited by Administration officials in the past and, contrary
to claims made by the Department of Education, it is the measure
used by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). as seen in their recent comparative study on education.

II The Department would use per pupil expenditures as the preferred
measure of comparison.
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Our Response: Per pupil expenditures provide valid comparisons
only if used in conjunction with a measure of relative incomes or
prices. The Department's Mississippi - Minnesota example, discussed
below. illustrates how misleading per pupil expenditure figures are.
and shows the validity of share-of-Income comparisons.

III. The Department recommends using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
exchange rates to translate foreign expenditure per pupil figures into dollars
which can then be compared directly.

Our Response: PPPs show relative standards of living among
countries, but cannot be used to compare the quantity or quality of
goods and services which can be purchased with a given expenditure.

IV The Department charges that including expenditures lI,.ed by UNESCO
in the "other" and "not distributed" categories may bias results against the
U S.

Our Response: OmItUng these two categories of education spending,
as the Department of Education suggests. would lessen the accuracy
of the study.

V. The Department charges that we understate U.S. spending on pre-
primary education.

Our Response: The U.S. expenditure figure, obtained from the
Department of Education, does not include all private spending on
pre-primary education. However, in all the other countries except
Japan, the expenditures do not include say private expenditures on
either pre-primary, primary or secondary school. Since these
expenditures are all relatively small, their inclusion or omission has
only minor affects on countries' relative expenditure levels.

We discuss each of these topics in more detail below.

I

I
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I. ARE COMPARISONS OF EDUCATION SPENDING AS A SHARE OF
NATIONAL INCOME APPROPRIATE?

In making our comparisons of international spending. we use the
most commonly accepted and widely used measure of spending
comparisons: expenditures expressed as a percentage of national income
(GDP or GNP). Administration officials use this a re of education
spending (see "Shortchanging Education". page 2). ki. er Porter. the White
House Domestic Policy Advisor, remarked in December 1989. that.
mmpared to other countnes. U.S. spending for education is "more pei
capita, more per student. It is more as a share of our gross national
product. We spend one-and-a-half percent of GNP more than the Japanese
i3o on education." The only education spending comparisons shown in the
UNESCO Statistical Yearbook use this measure, and this comparison of
Aucation expenditures Is the only one presented in the Blatis Ucal Abstract
a the United States from the U.S. Census Bureau. In a recent Cato
institute report on comparative education spending, share of national
income is the only measure of comparison used. World Bank comparisons
uf education spending are presented as shares of government budget along
with the budget's share of national income. International comparisons of
health care expenditures are routinely stated in terms of spending as a
percentage of national income, and the CIA compares defense spending
between countries by examining expenditures a,. a shue of national income
(copies of these reports are attached).

The Department of Education claims that the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) "commonly uses a
(purchasing power parity index) for generating comparative international
expenditure statistics." We disagree. For example. the most recent OECD
study of international education expenditures.' published in 1989. uses
expenditures as a percent of national income and per student expenditures
as a percent of per capita national income as the methods of comparison
sec attached). These are the same two measures of comparative spending
that we identify as appropriate. There is no mention of purchasing power
parity (PPP) in the book nor any discussion of per pupil expenditures (see
below for a further discussion of PPPs).

Expressing expenditures as a percentage of national income gives the
most accurate international comparisons. And it is by this measure that

13u
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we find in 1985. the last year for which data are available. the U.S. ranked
fourteenth out of sixteen industrialized countries in spending on K-12.
spending more than only two countries, and less than thirteen.

U. ARE EDUCATION EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL THE BEST MEASURE
FOR COMPARING SPENDING AMONG COUNTRIES?

There are two problems with comparisons of education spending per
pupil. First, a per pupil expenditure comparison is misleading when the
units being compared (countries or states) have different wage and income
levels and thus different costs for educational resources (e.g.. teachers).
Second. spending per pupil comparisons necessarily involve conversions of
foreign currency to dollars. leaving the comparisons subject to misleading
methodologies.

Consider first the issue of making comparisons independently of
wages and costs. Just knowing per pupil expenditures for each country
does not tell us how many education resources are actually being
purchased. One country may spend more per student, but because costs
(prices and wages) are higher. the expenditure may actually purchase less
- fewer teachers, fewer schools, fewer books. etc.. than a smaller
expenditure in a country which has lower costs and is able to purchase
more for its money. It is not possible to compare education spending in
any meaningful way without simultaneously examining relative costs. But
costs generally reflect wages. Countries with higher wages usually have
highe, costs. Higher wages mean a higher standard of living and higher
national income. Therefore we con meaningfully compare expenditures by
examining them in relation to national income. This is the measure we
(and many others) have chosen to use: expenditures as a share of national
income. Examining expenditure figures in isolation from income levels or
some measure of costs is misleading. The Department of Education's
comparison of spending in Minviesota and Mississippi serves to prove our
point.

The Department of Education's MisstssiobLMinnesota Example

The Department of Education's January 16 response to

I A i

27-756 n - 90 - 5
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"Shortchanging Education" compares education spending in Minnesota and
Mississippi. They describe 1986 spending in the two states using both of
the measures we have been considering: per student expenditures ($4180 in
Minnesota and $2350 in Mississippi) and expenditures as a percentage of
state income (3 7 percent in Minnesota and 3 9 percent in Mississippi).
These figures are shown in the table. The measure of spending being
supported by the Department of Education, the first of these two. shows
Minnesota to far outspend Mississippi. while the other measure (which we
use) shows Mississippi to slightly outspend Minnesota. We will use this
example to show that a share of income comparison of education spending
provides the best insight into the lcvel of educational resources being
offered students

EDUCATION EXPENDITURES IN MINNESOTA AND MISSISSIPPI, 1986.

(1:

Current Expenditures as a Percent
Minnesota Mississippi

Minn/

Miss

3.7% 3.9%

of State Income

-as reported in Dept. of Ed.

response to "Shortchanging
Education"

(2) -actual correct expenditures 3.7;, 3.5%

(3) -K-12 spending adjusted for 4.2% 3.5% 120%

Mississippi K-12 attendance

(4) Expenditures Per Student
Attending School $4180 $2350 178%

(5) -corrected for relative $2884 $2350 123%

teacher wages

Sources: National Center for Education Statistics, U S. Department cf

Education, Digest of Education Statistics; 1988 and 1989.
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(a) Erammus_pataimm_thri2unamcat_s_EfacaufQn

First, we must correct the Department of Education's data. In

calculating per student expenditures. they use actual 1986 operating
expenses. But In the percent-of-state-income calculation, they use
estimated 1986 operating expenditures which overstate Mississippi's
expenditures by 11.6 percent while the Minnesota estimate is quite close to
the actual expenditure. Actual 1986 operating expenditures were 3.5
percent of Mississippi state income and 3.7 percent of Minnesota state
income (see row 2 In the table). not 3.9 and 3.7. respectively, as reported
by the Department of Education. Also, we must adjust expenditures for
Mississippi's higher K-12 attendance, calculated as a percent of the total
state population. K-12 attendance in Mississippi is 18.04 percent of the
population, while in Minnesota is 16.00 percent. On this basis alone, we
would expect Mississippi to spend a larger share of state income on K-12

education than Minnesota. Adjusting Minnesota expenditures to the
Mississippi attendance level, as explained in "Shortchanging Education."
shows Minnesota to spend 4.2 percent of state income to Mississippi's 3.5
percent. or put another way. Minnesota spends a 20 percent larger share
of its income on education than Mississippi

Per student expenditures are $4180 and $2350 for Minnesota and
Mississippi. respectively, indicating that Minnesota spends 78 percent more
per pupil than Mississippi. By either measure. Minnesota spends more on
education than Mississippi. The important question is. does Minnesota

provide 78 percent more educational resources to its students (as the per
pupil comparison suggests) or 20 percent more educational resources (as
the share of state income comparison suggests)?

(b) Taking Wage Levels into Account

We cannot answer tills question until we know how costs and wages
in Mississippi compare with those in Minnesota. In fact, ccsts are far
lower in Mississippi reflecting lower incomes and wages. In 1986. the year
we are examining. teachers' salaries in Mississippi were 69 percent of those
in Minnesota. Construction costs, heating costs and wages are lower in
Mississippi than in Minnesota. Using relative teachers' salaries as a
indicator of relative costs La education, we estimate that in Minnesota
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every dollar spent buys only about two-thirds of what a dollar buys in
Mississippi. $4180 spent in Minnesota is equivalent to spending $2884
($4180 x .69) in Mississippi. Therefore, to compare the actual level of
educational services provided in the two states, we must compare spending
levels of $2884 (the Minnesota level adjusted for higher wages and costs)
and $2350 (in Mississippi). By this comparison. Minnesota still spends 23
percent more per student than does Mississippi. But this is very similar
to the relative spending levels shown by our percent-of-state-income
comparison (Minnesota outspends Mississippi by 20 percent), and very
different from the Department of Education preferred comparison found by
comparing per student expenditures uncorrected for wages (Minnesota
outspends Mississippi by 78 percent).

The Mississippi and Minnesota example shows that comparisons of
per student expenditures are misleading if relative wage. cost or income
levtis are not factored into the calculation. If we do not know the actual
wage and cost levels necessary to adjust expenditure figures. (which is
frequently the cae, particularly in cross-national studies), accurate
comparisons can only be made by examining spending as a percent of
state (or national) income.

III. ARE PURCHASING POWER PARITIES APPROPRIATE FOR
CONVERTING FOREIGN CURRENCIES TO DOLLARS WHEN
COMPARING DIFFERING LEVELS OF EDUCATION RESOURCES
PROVIDED TO STUDENTS?

International comparisons based on per pupil expenditures
necessarily run into another difficulty how to translate each country's
spending into a common currency, traditionally the dollar. There are two
means by which this conversion could be accomplished. One way is to
use actual exchange rates The Department of Education now agrees with
us that this method frequently gives misleading information. The second
method of conversion, currently being cha apioned by the Department. uses
purchasing power parities (PPPs) This process is equally flawed and
should not be used.

As the name suggests. PPPs are hypothetical exchange rates which
are constructed to show what the actual exchange rates would have to be
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In order for goods and services to cost the same In every country. These
PPP rates were designed for comparing atandarAtialAng across
countrieshow many consumer goods and services people can afford to
buy. PPP exchange rates do not provide a cross-national comparison of
what can be purchased for a given expenditure. They cannot be used to
compare educational effort nor compare resources nrovided to students.
PPPs are completely inadequate for the task for which the Department of
Education would use them to compare expenditures between countries

An example will illustrate the differences between comparing teachers'
livng standards (using PPPs) and comparing expenditures for educational
services (which canrot be done with PPPs.) In 1985. primary education
teachers' salaries in major cities in the U.S. averaged $26,267. In Tokyo.
primary school teachers received V3.437 thousand for a nine month school
year.' One could hlre a teacher in the U.S. for $26.267 or one could hire
a similar teacher in Japan for V3.437 thousand. To hire equivalent
numbers of primary school teachers, for each dollar spent in the U.S.. 131
yen (V3.437.000/ $26,267) must be spent in Japan. The "exchange rate"
necessary to provide equivalent numbers of primary school teachers is 131
yen to the dollar. This is in sharp contrast to the 1985 PPP exchange rate
of 222 yen per dollar necessary to equalize teachers' living standards in
each country.

To enjoy equivalent standards of living, a Japanese citizen needs an
income of V222 for every dollar of income received by a U.S. citizen. So a
Japanese teacher receiving only V131 for every dollar earned in the U S.
will have a living standard below that of the U.S. teacher.' However, to
hire a teacher in Japan. one need only pay at the V131 rate, not the V222
rate. PPP exchange rates tell us about relative living standards among
countries. (determined by the productivity of workers, abundance of
resources such as land and energy, efficiency of markets. etc.), but offer
few insights into comparisons ot resources provided to students.
Remember. the Bush Administration has been linking education spending
and student achievement, so the issue is the comparative provision of
resources to students.

The Bush Administration's and Department of Education's claims that
we spend lavishly on education can be supported only If &IL we compare
per pupil expenditures without reference to wages. costs or incomes: and

/t1.5
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secondly. use purchasing power parities to convert the expenditures to
dollars. any other measure the U.S. seriously under-funds education
compared to other industrialized nations

IV. SHOULD THE "OTHER" AND "NOT DISTRIBUTED" CATEGORIES BE
INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS?

As explained in our report. UNESCO defines the "other and "not
distributed" categories to include operating expenses for "special. adult and
other types of education which cannot be classified by level" and
"administration for which there is no breakdown by level of education."
This is money spent on education, but it is not specifically assigned to
K-12 or to higher education. (These are not insignificant amounts of
money. For some countries, up to 25 percent of all education spending
falls in these two categories.) The U.S. spends money in these areas, but
when reporting to UNESCO. assigns these expenditures either to K-12 or to
higher education. Therefore. the U.S. lists no expenditures in these two
areas. OntnUng these foreign expenditures from our comparisons would
have decreased the accuracy of our results. Therefore, as explained in

endix A of our report. for each country we ascribe the expenditures in
these two categories to K-12 and higher education in the same proportion
as the rest of the country's operating expenses are distributed.

V. IS THE U.S. EXPENDITURE UNDERSTATED DUE TO UNDER-
COUNTED PRIVATE SPENDING ON EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION?

We agree with the Department of Education that our study
underreports private spending for pre-primary education. This occurs
because Department of Education data which we use. under-reports
private pre-primary spending. (U.S. private primary and secondary school
spending is fully counted.) A more inclusive accounting of all private
spending would raise U.S. expenditures. but only by a small amount.
However, we also omit from our comparisons a private spending abroad
for all levels of education for all eountries except Japan. But as we note
in "Shortchanging Education." these amounts are small compared to total
education expenditures. Arguably. the omitted foreign private expenditures
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for K-12 are at least as great as the omitted U.S. private expenditures for

early childhood education. We suspect that including all these additional
expenditures would have little affect on countries' relative spending levels

CONCLUSION

We agree with the Department of Education that the improved use of

existing resources is an important component of any school improvement

regime. However, some desirable educauon reform; may require spending
more money. Implementation of beneficial chanp.s should not be opposed
based on the mistaken notion that the U.S. already spends more than

most other industrialized countries on K-12 education. In fact. the U S

spends less than all our major competitors.
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ENDNOTES

1 Speech before the National Conference of State Legislators State-Federal
Assembly, December 14. 1989. Washington I) C

2 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 1989
Education in OECD Countries. 1986-87. Parts OECD

3 Barna. Steven M and Larry Suter 1988 International Comparisons OfkaclacrEL5alartca Washington. D.C. National Center for Education
Statistics. U S Department of Education (To compare teachers' annual
pay. we must first equalize the length of the work year. The school year
is 243 days in Japan and 180 days tn the U.S If Japanese teachers
worked 180 days each year Instead of 243. they would receive only
180/243 or 74 percent of their usual pay of V4.644 thousand. or V3.437thousand.)

4 This is not to imply that U S. teachers are highly paid compared to their
counterparts abroad. Teachers In the U.S. receive a smaller percentage
of per capita national income than do teachers in other industrialized
countries The standard of living of U S teachers compared to thea%erage U S resident, is lower than for teachers in most other
industrialtied countries (see Barro and Suter)
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very provocative and
I think( a very useful assessment in terms of expenditures on educa-
tion and a very timely report, particularly when we'll be consider-
ing the budget request of the administration.

How do you come back and respondI think I know but I want
to hear it from youwhen they say, well, now, Doctor, we see in
1985 that the United States is spending $3,456, and outside of
Sweden and Switzerland who are spending $4,200, there isn't a
country in there that's spending as much as the U.S.? And that's
all we've said. We've said we're spending more.

Now, you've got these other kinds of computations: percentage of
GNP which includes inflators; rates of inflation; these other varia-
bles. And I've got the statistics right here. Why isn't this more ac-
curate than your other kind of GNP which includes rates of infla-
tion and a variety of other different factors? Just dollars and cents.
I understand that. I can go down to the market, and I know what I
can buy with that. You're talking about percent of GNP. What in
the world does that mean?

Dr. MISHEL. Well, if it were someone from the administration of-
fering that opinion, I would point to the fact that they had consist-
ently used a variety of measures, including the ones that we use,
measuring education expenditures as a share of GNP or a share of
income. I would point to the fact that almost every other study
we've seen--

The CHAIRMAN Have they used those? Have they used those
themselves?

Dr. MISHEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. When was that, just roughly?
Dr. MISHEL. Well, we quoted from Mr. Roger Porter, who, for in-

stance, has said that we spend more per capita, more per student,
and it is more as a share of our gross national product. And, in
fact, he went on to say thatcompared our spending with Japa-
nese spending, and the comparison he used is saying that we spend
one-and-a-half percentage points more of our GNP than Japan. So
he was using precisely that kind of measure when comnaring it to
Japan. It is somewhat after the fact that the administration con-
tends that the only useful comparison is spending per pupil.

I would point to the fact that other studies consistently use edu-
cation expenditures as a share of gross national product or gross
domestic product, which is very close to it. I would point your at-
tention to a very recent study by the OECD, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, in basically the major in-
dustrialized countries called "Education in OECD Countries, 1986-
87: A Compendium of Statistical Information "

In this study, there is no comparison anywhere, nor mention of a
spending per pupil across countries. The only measures that they
do use are spending as a share of national income, and another
measure which we also employ, which is spending per pupil divided
by per capita income.

The reason why we think that the spending-per-pupil measure is
misleading is that it has two basic problems. One, which can quick-
ly degenerate into some technical things which are very confusing,
is that if you want to compare spending per pupil in France to that
in the United States, you've got to somehow convert francs to U.S.

1.4 3
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dollars And there are a number of different ways to do it, and
some are more problematic than others. But I think the major ob-jection that we have to per-pupil spending comparisons is that they
necessarily reflect differences in standards of living and wagelevels across countries.

For instance, again coming back to France, the French gross na-
tional product per person is only two-thirds of ours. They have alower standard of living, even a country as advanced as France.
Now, education is very labor intensive. Their primary cost is for
teachers and personnel. Necessarily, if you have higher wage rates,
a higher standard of living, you will be spending more on your edu-
cation That does not necessarily reflect the fact that you are pro-viding more to your students. In other words, just because teachers
cost more here than in France, you have to spend more to put ateacher in front of a classroom.

I guess I'd also point to the fact that even if you want to make
comparisons across States, a spending-per-pupil measure would be
very misleading Let me just offei two examples to demonstrate
that.

One. take Alaska Spending per pupil in Alaska is twice the na-
tional average Does that mean that they are offering twice as
many resources per pupil in Alaska as in the rest of the country?Well, in fact, wages for teachersas well as for everybody else in
Alaskais far higher than the national average. Instructional staff
earn (i7 percent more in Alaska than they do in the rest of the
country So you wouldn't be surprised to find that they spend moreper pupil.

If you look at education spending in Alaska as a share of their
national income, you find that they're just about average. And if
you were to adjust the spending per pupil for the fact that they
have higher teacher costs, you would find that they were just about
20 percent above average So on that case, we find that spending
per pupil vast exaggerates the spending per pupil of a high wageState.

Let's take a low wage State, going down the alphabetical list, Ar-
kansas Arkansas' spending per pupil is around 24 percent L:low
the average However, teacher wages are about 26 percent below
the average If you compare spending as a share of the State
income, they are an average State in terms of their educational
effort.

I ihink it would be wrong to say that Arkansas spends very little
effort on education because they have low spending per pupil. That
reflects the lower wage levels in Arkansas.

We could go on with very many other examples. but certainly Ithink--
The CHAIRMAN Well. the one you mention in your report is the

comparison with Minnesota or Mississippi
Dr. MISHEI. That was fun, yes.
The CHAIRMAN The administration says we spend less in Missis-

sippi on education. and you point this out, than Minnesota. But you
gay Mississippi spends a greater share of their wealth. Isn't thatkind of natural? At least, Minnesota is still spending a good deal
more in terms of absolute dollars, and when you look at what the
outcomes 'ire in those two States. why doesn't that reinforce the

,
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position of the administration, if you measure outcomes rather
than inputs? And why isn't that, therefore more supportive of
their position?

Dr. MIsHn. Well, we had a lot of problems with their example of
Minnesota and Mississippi, the first one being that they got their
math wrong and were comparing some apples and oranges figures.
But when, in fact, you do compare Mississippi and Minnesota, the
first thing you need to do is to adjust for the fact that Mississippi
has a much larger school population in terms of enrollment rates,

iwhich the administration gnored.
When you do just take into account that there are different

school enrollment rates, you find that Minnesota spends more than
Mississippi when you look at it as a share of income, as well as
when you look at Minnesota spending as spending per pupil.

In fact, we also discovered that if you just take into account the
differences in wages between Minnesota and Mississippi, you find
that spending per pupil in Minnesota is 20 percent greater whether
you look at it as a share of income or some measure of spending
per pupil, adjusted for teacher wages.

The CHAIRMAN. Even though the amounts that would be expend-
ed would be almost twice as much.

Dr. MISHEL. Right. And it reflects the fact that there's a higher
wage level in Minnesota. They obviously also have heating costs
and other costs that aren't true in Mississippi.

The CHAIRMAN. How would you give the best arguments to the
administration's criticism of your report? What do you think of the
arguments that they make about your report? They've given an
analysis of your repcit. You have rebutted it

Dr. MISHEL. Yes
The CHAIRMAN. What are the arguments that they make about it

that they think are the most important, and what are your re-
sponses to them?

Dr. MISHEL. Well, I think the greatest thing at issue was whethei
you can use these per-pupil spending comparisons or you should
make spending comparisons in terms of national income. The ad-
ministration has come up with some results that show the U.S.
being a high spender. One can only believe those results if you first
believe that you should make spending-per-pupil comparisons; and,
second, only if you believe that you can translate foreign curren-
cies to U.S. dollars using something called purchasing power pari-
ties rather than market-determined exchange rates. So they have
sort of two roads they have to go down in order to get the result
that the U.S. spends more than everybody else.

I don't think most of the people in the economics profession
would support their calculations. Their calculations have never
been issued by anyone other than the administration, and only re-
cently, not the comparisons that they were using 3 weeks ago.

I think that they do point out that we could probably use better
data for across-country comparisons, and we would support the ef-
forts to do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Is the per-pupil spending or share of GNP the
best way to show the priority the Nation attaches to education?

Dr. MISHEL. Well, we suggest that it is spending as a share of
your national incomeor actually education spending is a share of

14 5
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your total spending that we think is the most appropriate measureof effort It is the only one which, in fact, takes into account the
different wage levels and differences in standard of living across
the country, or States, for that matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, as I understand your repert, you say that
we have to spend $20 billionI suppose that's Federal, State, or
localto reach what would be the average of the industrial nations
of the world. What would you have to expend to be where Japan is,
or what would you have to expend to be No. 1? Usually we like to
be No. 1.

Dr. MISHEL. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope that isn't still a dream that's lost, particu-

larly in the areas of education whei.. , Are have been.
Dr. MISHEL. Well, to be No. 1, we'd have to spend more than $100

billion, maybe $125 billion, to be equal to the Swedish level of
spending. But just to come up to average, in 1989 dollars it would
be around $27 billion. To come up to Japan, we would need to
spend between 37 and 40 billion dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we can start with the premise that just
spending is not the answer, only just throwing money at things.
We've learned that over the period of time. But it is a fairly good
indication, I think, of where the Nation places its priorities. We've
got scarce resources. We're making judgments to establish prior-
ities, and that's really what this whole kind of process Is about.

Finally, I think your study appropriately points out, when you
add in what is spent in higher education, you basically mask what
is actually being spent in the K through 12. And I think all of us
are extremely proud of what's been done in higher education.
We're facing a number of crises in higher education, but, nonethe-
less, we're still No 1 Certainly we're spending more than other
countries are spending on that. Maybe that's coincidental, but
maybe it's not.

Nonetheless, if we look at both the student achievement and the
comparison of countries in education expenditures, we can see that
there's some difference between the countries that are spending
more. even using your test, and where they end up in evaluation.
There's not a lot of swings. Most of the ones that are spending
more are still pretty much higher than us on the ealuations.
There are some exceptions, but by and large the ones that are
spending more are in the uppermost part of the industrial coun-
tries But it seems that we could look at the United States, where
we're not spending more in terms of the share of GNP, and we're
also not scoring.

Do you think that's completely coincidental?
Dr MISHEL. Well, we suggest that you may get what you pay for.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr Chairman, thank you very much.
I'm glad to have a chance to be here to hear some of the discus-

sion about your study. I recall reading a news account of it when it
was first released and though it was very interesting as an analysis
of our spending as compared with our countries. But when I was
reading the report, I couldn't help but think about reports that I
had seen all in my life growing up in the State of Mississippi that
we were always at the top of the list in spending as related to the

1 4 8
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total available to be spent by our State government on education.
Year in and year out, the State of Mississippi was No. 1.

That was an interesting thing to know. But then when you
looked around and saw the teacher salaries that were being paid in
our State, the facilities that were available for students, many
other things that, you know, were obvious and were facts that were
relevant to whether or not we were making a good enough effort to
create educational opportunities for the children of our State, it
became obvious that we weren't doing as well as we should be. And
we by comparison weren't doing nearly as well as many other
States, particularly those from the more wealthy areas where you
had a larger tax base.

What we found out about those studies and those comparisons
was simply that Mississippi had very few dollars to spend on any-
thing. And we were under severe pressures because we had an in-
adequate tax base to support a lot of the things that needed to be
done in education. So while we found out we were doing a good job
as far as allocation of the available resources for education was
concerned, we weren't doing nearly enough.

Anyway, I was reminded when I was reading your analysis and
your comparisons about the past and the fact that that's not
always a good indication of whether you're doing enough. What are
you comparing our system to?

I'm not criticizing your report. I'm just suggesting that it tells us
something, but we shouldn't make the mistake of assuming that it
tells us everything that we need to know about the quality of our
education system or whether or not we are doing a good job or an
inferior job in comparison with our friends around the world.

I think first of all about Great Britain, and they are a good coun-
try, I think, to look at very carefully. Because we'd just make an
assumptionI don't know. Growing up, we assumed the British are
quite right and do a good job at a lot of things. At least, they
convey the impression that they're smarter than we are. I don't
know whether they really are or not. [laughter.]

Dr. MISHEL. A very nice accent.
Senator COCHRAN. Something about it is impressive.
But I recall spending a year in the university system in Great

Britain, or at least an island of Great Britain in the Republic of
Ireland at Trinity College at the University of Dublin. And my ob-
servations were that the students who were there at the university
had really done so much more in preparation for attending the uni
versity than we were required to do here in the United States. A
tremendous amount of resources go into the primary public school
system in Great Britain. Much more intensive studying goes on at
that level than in our system here in the United States.

But then very few ever have an opportunity to go to college in
Great Britain, and here almost everybody can go to college,
through financial assistance programs and the easy access in terms
of admission requirements in colleges and universities, private and
public all over the United States. And the numbers, I would sug-
gest, are just tremendous in terms of those students who have
access to more education for a longer period of time as compared
with Great Britain.

,
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So comparing, for example, the amount of money spent in the
United States on our elementary and secondary education program
with that of Great Britain is not going to tell you a lot about the
access to other educational opportunities that are available here in
the United States for students that are not available for students
in Great Britain.

That just comes to mind as one example of what a review like
yours doesn't tell us. And so I guess what my suggestion is is that
you have done a very helpful thing, I think, to give us the benefit
of this information. But what we shouldn't do as a committee or as
policymakers, or whatever we are, is overreact to it or jump to the
wrong conclusions.

I don't know what conclusions we ought to jump to. I hope we
can make more of our resources available to education this year
than the President recommends. I think he has recommended that
we do a better job in a lot of technical areas in how we approach
the education challenge. And that's important to consider. And if
we just say out of hand since something doesn't cost money it
shouldn't be undertaken or it's not worthwhile, that's a mistake,
too. So measuring things in dollars and cents can get us off on the
wrong track there as well, if we reject suggestions simply because
they don't require the expenditure of large sums of money.

Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry I've taken up so much time, but it just
seems to me that there are some things that we ought to be talking
about and thinking about, acknowledging as facts and real factors
as we go about trying to develop and implement a workable and an
improved education policy for the United States.

Dr. MISHEL. I think those are very useful remarks, Senator. We
agree that one has to take nto account the differences between
educational systems, that we send more people to college than
other countries. In fact, our figures show that we enroll at twice
the rate in colleges as other countries, including Great Britain.

It's for that reason that we think that one shouldn't compare
total education spending on K-12 and higher education with the
test scores of 14-year-olds, which is essentially the argument that
tends to be used, which is we spend a lot on education, including
sending all these kids to college, but our 14-year-olds do poorly on
math tests. We think that's very slipshod in terms of analysis of
the relationship between spending and performance.

Moreover, we agree that we should have a debate that considers
items on a school agenda not based on whether they cost money or
don't cost money but based on their merits I think that's very
useful.

Getting to Mississippi, I think that you're right to point out that
if you spend a larger share of a smaller State budget on education
that that doesn't mean that you're doing very much for your stu.
dents. And I think that dealing with the income differences across
States is very important. That's why, for instance, in the Minneso-
ta, Mississippi case that was raised by the Department of Education
it's failed to point out that Mississippi gets ten percent of its
budget from the Federal Government, but Minnesota gets about
four percentwhich I think is probably entirely appropriate. I
guess as long as there are no Minnesota Senators here.

14 8 .,
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The CHAIRMAN. We've got one. He'll hear about it. We won t tell
him.

Senator COCHRAN. Don't tell him. [Laughter.]
Dr. MISHEL. OK. I won't tell anybody.
I guess the other thing I would point out to you is that in terms

of a spending-per-pupil comparison, Mississippi appearb to spend
some 32 percent below average. And I think that would be a gross
mischaracterization of the effort of Mississippi in terms of educa-
tion spending, because as you do suggest, there's a lower tax base,
there's lower wages. And if you were to look at Mississippi spend-
ing the way that we do, as a share of its income, then you would
find that Mississippi has about the average effort.

Now, that only tells us what kind of effort is being made, and
that doesn't say what kind of effort should be made, either across
States or across countries. Perhaps a State like Mississippi in its
stage of economic development needs to, in fact, make greater ef-
forts than other States. And that would be appropriate. But we can
only measure what effort is being made, and then we should have a
discussion about what kind of efforts should be made and in what
ways you should spend money that pay off. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just conclude. Is that why you think, if
we're looking at these figures, that we ought to look at the total
countrybecause you're going to have disparities, within various
nations Do you think that that's something that we ought to take
into consideration, too?

Dr MISHEL, Sure. I think one has to consider that. I think there's
even greater disparities at funding levels among U.S. local jurisdic-
tions than there are in other countries which are more federalized
and of more even distribution of school financing.

The CHAIRMAN. And was part of your point to try and deal with
just the industrialized nations, to take at least the countries with
rAughly comparable kinds of standards of living? There are obvi-
ously important differences even in the 16 or so that you raise.
But, nonetheless, what you're basically talking about, as I under-
stood you to say, is what is considered to be the industrialized
world Using those top industrialized nations of the world that
have at least some comparison in terms of standard of livingto
try and look at the kind of priority that they are placing on educa-
tion in designating a certain percent of their GNP for education.

Dr. MISHEL. That's exactly right. We didn't think it would bn
very useful to compare the U.S. to Mexico and Chile ai,d other
countries that have a far lower standard of living. We think that
calls for a different type of analysis.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. MISHEL. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate it. Our second panel is Blanche

Brown ley, a mathematics teacher here in Washington. Ms. Brown-
ley has won numerous awards and recognition as a teacher, includ-
ing the President's Award for Excellence in Mathematics Teaching.
She got her start in the original Teacher Corps Pr ,ram. I believe
she'll share that experience with us.

Also, Mr. David Rockefeller, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Re-
cruiting New Teachers, a very creative media campaign which does
just that.
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And Barbara Hatton, who is the Deputy Director of the Educa-
tion and Culture Program at the Ford Foundation, and who has
done extensive work in minority teacher recruitment.

Mr. Rockefeller, it usually goes to the Senator from whose State
you are to have the courtesy of introducing you to the committee,
but I'm going to yield that distinction to a higher ranker on this
and that s a relative in my family, as I'm sure in yours, you under-
stand that particular relationship.

I recognize Senator Rockefeller, who has been tireless in terms of
his own commitment in education and also in strengthening the
quality of our teachers, for whatever comments he would make.

Senator ROCAEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted on a very personal basis to welcome my first

cousin, David Rockefeller, Jr., to this. I don't sit on this committee,
and I have no business here except that I care enormously what
happens here, not only through the math and science bill which
I'm hoping is going to be included in one of Senator Kennedy's
bills; but also to welcome you, David, as somebody I think that has
made an incredible contribution already in terms of promoting the
need for teachers in our society. And I think it's womitrful that
you're testifying, that you bring forth a message of hope that
teachers are responding.

Since you started in 1988 with your program, there's been over a
quarter of a million people that have called y our toll-free line at
work. There is still a vision of teaching that teaching can make an
enormous difference in this country, and that you really for a long
time have tapped into that sense. It's been part of your own life,
and you've done it with the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, which is a
major foundation which you chair. You've put an educational com-
ponent into that which was not there before, and you put an em-
phasis on teaching in that component, too. So I think not only
through philanthropy, through business, through your own person-
al interests, you have made a major difference. And you're only be-
ginning.

I'm very proud as your cousin and as the Senator from West Vir-
ginia to welcome you here.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We're going to start with Ms. Brownley, if you

would, please. We'll begin the testii,iony with her.

STATEMENTS OF BLANCHE SMITH BROV:NLEY, MATHEMATICS
TEACHER, FRIENDSHIP EDUCATIONAL CENTER, WASHINGTON,
DC; DAVID ROCKEFELLER, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, RE-
CRUITING NEW TEACHERS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA; AND BAR-
BARA R. HATTON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, EDUCATION AND CUL-
. ''E PROGRAM, THE FORD FOUNDATION, NEW YORK, NY

Ms. BROWNLEY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee.

It is a great honor for me to be here today. I am a matheiliatic
teacher at the Friendship Educational Center, a DC. public school
in far Southeast Washington From June 1971 to August 1972, T.

was a participant in the Urban Teacher Corps at Howard Universi-
ty While in the Teacher Corps, I received high quality teacher

151)
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training in an inner city school that included an internship work-
ing side by side with experienced master teachers, involvement in
community services, and the completion of a university program to
earn a Masters of Arts in Teaching degree. The Teac!ter Corps pro-
vided me with the foundation to succeed in the innet city schools,
teaching the students that I wanted to reach. I have been teaching
in the DC. public schools for the past 18 years, and my report that
I submitted for the Congressional Record shows some of my
achievements for the past 18 years.

I am here today to express my support for Senate bills 1675,
1676, and 498. The 1980's has been a period for identifying the
problems in the Nation's educational system. Research has indicat-
ed that today's schools are not meeting the needs of many students.
Many teachers see the real problem as the de-professionalization of
teachers. How can teachers be expected to motivate and build self-
esteem of students when society has demeaned the proftssion for
years by rewarding teachers with low salaries, structuring the
school day so there is little time for instruction, lowering teacher
certification standards so that bodies and not minds are working

ith students, and cutting budgets so that teachers must work with
a minimum of resources. What other profession has no room for its
employees to grow unless they leave the profession?

Fortunately, the bills are looking at these aspects and proposing
legislation to make the 1990's a period for improving the education-
al system Important components of the bills will reinstate the
Teacher Corps Program and mentor program for first-year teach-
ers These programs can be parallel to the intern mentor program
that I worked with for 2 years. As a mentor, I experienced first-
hand the problems of teacher recruitment, training, and retain-
ment Of the 24 new mathematics teachers with whom I worked,
only six had teaching experience or education courses before ac-
cepting the position At least 20 needed additional mathematics
course before becoming certified Teachers were hired who were
not interested or qualified to teach mathem +tics.

T program attempted to assist the firs :ear teachers by giving
them the opportunity to participate in university classes and by as-
signing a mentor or experienced teacher to coach, train, and evalu-
ate them With such support, not only was the retention and the
professional deNelepn.ent of new teachers enhanced, but there was
also a screening out process for those who showed little aptitude
for the classroom.

These components will also help benefit the experienced teacher.
While in the program, I was given the opportunity to interact with
the local universities, to share my experiences and expertist, and
to develop myself professionally. The centers for experienced teach-
ers will push for the development of a career ladder so that we can
ke-p the best in the teaching profession.

Mr Chairman and members of the committee, I strongly endorse
the efforts and can assure you that when the bills are passed in
their entirety, the Nation will begin to see a professional environ-
ment for teaching emerging in its schools.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to address tit omrnit-
tee today.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brownley follows ]
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Mr. Chairmen and members of the Committee, it is a great honor

for me to be here today. The topics discussed are very important to

America which make them important to everyone in the room.

I am Blanche Smith Brownley, Mathematics Teacher at the

Friendship Education Center, a DC Public School in far Southeast

Washington. From June 1971 to August 1972, I was a participant in the

Urban Teacher Corps at Howard University. During this period, I

received high quality teacher training in an inner city school that

included an internship working side by side with experienced master

teachers, involvement in community services and the completion of a

university program to earn a Masters of Arts in Teaching Degree. The

Teacher Corps program provided me with the foundation to succeed in

the inner city schools, teaching the minority students that I wanted

to reach. During the last eighteen years, I have served as department

chairperson, held offices in the local professional organization for

mathematics teachers, participated and attended workshops net -mall;

and internationally, presented workshops and taught methods classes

locally, written proposals and received grants totaling at least

$18,000 to implement school and self improvement programs, served as

Mathematics Mentor Teacher for the DC School System and received the

Presidel.,ial Award for Excellence in Mathematics Teaching (see Resume

Appendix A).

In 1983, A Nation at Risk alerted the nation to the problem in

our educational system. Several reports have analyzed almost every

.t5.2
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for sweeping changes in educational policy to:

Create a National Board for Professional Teaching Standards,

organized with a regional and state membership structure, to

establish high standards for what teachers need to know and be

able to do, and to certify teachers who meet the standard

Restructure schools to provide a professional environment for

teachers, freeing them to decide how best to meet state and

local goals for children while holding them accountable for

student progress.

Restructure the teaching force, and introduce a new category of

Lead Teachers with the proven ability to provide active

leaccrship in redesigning the schools and in helping their

colleagues tu uphold high standards of learning and teaching

Require a bachelors degree in the arts and sciences as a

preiequisite for the professional study of teaching.

Develop a new professional curriculum in graduate schools of

education leading to a Master in Teaching degree, based on

systematic knowledge of teaching and including internships Grid

residencies in the schools.
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Mobilize the nation's resources to prepare minority youngsters

for teaching cateeis

Relate incentives for teachers to schoolwide student

performance, ana provide schools with the technology, services

and staff essenttal to teacher productivity.

Make teachers salaties and carcer opportunities competitive

wIth those in other professions 1/

Senate Bills 16/5 and 1675 are what is needed tc redefine the

essential standards of excellence for our educational system. An

mnportant component of the bills will Introduce the idea of a pre-

teaching experience fcr secondary school students. A program of thts

type has been piloted in Bronx, NY It starts with ninth graders who

are encouraged to take a rigorous academic program, tutor peers, and

to assist in the office By the junior or senior year, they are

paired with a cooperating teacher with whom they work, not as a

studen!: of the class, but as a student of the teaching process. This

program has helped students to voice more positive feelings toward

school, teachers, and the teaching profession 2/. What better way to

prepare students, especially minorities, for teaching careers.

Anot1,er component will be to provide college scholarships for

those intetested in teaching in inner city schools. There are many

young Americans, especially minorities, who cannot afford the rising

ost for college The bill will provide an excellent tool to boost
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the educational pipeline (see Appendix A) and to place more minorities

as positive role models in the nation's inner schools. This part of

the legislation will indirectly affect the establishment of

Professional Teaching Standards and encourage the nation's colleges

and universities to develop teacher education programs that turn out

teachers who ere reedy to accept the real challenges of the classroom

with a dedication that will never falter

The last component that I will address is the bills ability to

place more focus on TeachIng as a Profession. Research has Indicated

that today's schools are not meeting the needs of many students.

There are many factors that contribute to the lower performance levels

of our students. Some say that the prot.ems are the curriculum, the

structure of the schools, deficiencies in the ways that teachers are

educated, and the decay in the social and economic structures of

society. Many teachers see the real problem as the

deprofessionalization of teachers How can teachers be expected to

motivate and build self esteem of students when society has demeaned

the profession for years by rewarding teachers with low salaries (see

Appendix C), by structuring schools so that there is little time for

Instruction, by lowering teaching standards so that bodies and not

minds ere working with students, and by cutting budgets so that

teachers must work with a minimum of resources. What other profession

has no room foz its employees to grow unless you leave the profession

Fortunately, the bills are looking at these aspects and proposing

legislation to make corrections.
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Havtng worked tWO years as the Mathematics Mentor Teacher for

the DC School System, I have experienced first hand the problems of

teacher recruitment, training and retatning Of the twenty four new

mathematics teachers with whom I have worked, only six had teaching

experience or education courses before accepting the position At

least twenty needed additional mathematics courses before becoming

certified. As you can see, my work was cut out for me. As the

mentor, I worked closely wtth the new teachers APvoting substantial

time to eich Intern, usually observing him cr her at least once every

two weeks and consulting more frequently on matters of planning,

teaching techniques, identifying teaching materials, assessment of

students, and managing the classroom I also had the responsibility

,t coaching, training and finally participattng in the evaluation of

the classroom performance uf the new teacher Another part of the

program was tor the first ;eat teacher t, participate in uriversity

classes tu take some of the bastc education courses. With such

support nut only was the retention and the profassiunal develupment wf

new teachers enhanced but there was a screening out process for those

who showed little aptitude for the classroom.

As the mentor, I served as an adjunct professor at the

university to assist with planning and teaching classes tu make sure

that the new teachers needs were being met The program was not only

a great help for new teachers but a great boost for me I Was given

the opportunity to share experiences and expertise with new teachers

i.hlle stiil being alle t, interact with students My professional

development was a.s dleatly enhanced with cuurses on the importance

,

1 n f3:-
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of the mentor s role in instructional supervision, support,and

eva1uatir t the nev. teacnei Formal and informal workshops and

seminars were held to provice mentor teachers with skills and

competencies in classroom management, discipline, instructional

support, curriculum planning, and improvement of student performance

This same concept is one of the components of the proposed bills, that

new teacheis work with a mentor during their first year of teaching to

increrse the retention rate of new teachers and to provide incentives

and professional development opportunities for experience teachers so

that they can climb a career ladder to assume the role of a Lead

Teacher.

M: Chairman and members of the Committee, the components of

y)ur bilis are nut independent of each other. ThPy constitute a

whole None w.11 su,,eed unless all are implemented I strongly

endorse the efforts of the Committee and can assure yuu that when the

bills ate passed in Ihert entirety, the nation will begin to see a

professional environment fel teaching emerging in the nation's

schools

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak
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Appendix A

EESULIE

Blanche S Brownlev
6600 Tall Oak Drive

Camp Springs, Md 20748
44L,-614.:

AC,CDIALLI5HMEliT-

* President-Elect of the D C Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Served as chairman of the Publicity
Committee and editor of the council snewsletter.
Wrote and edited articles, laidout and distributed the
newsletti to 260 members.

* 19ff Cafrit2 Fe11o4 Granted $4 000 for professichal
growth Used the grant money to attend the Space
Academy fcr Teachers and to study in England

* F,ected tc s Wh in American Education In
lo/-1Soo

G 1 E Gift Eellow t,r 1986-1987 Granted 55b,UU,r t,
early Ou a prograr t. enrich mathematics instruction

drAj for pelsunal devehopment

. Recipient of tro- Presidential Award for Excellence ir
ttthemat.', "Ica .ing tor 1988

Ameri,ar AL,s.Llat.on tor the Advancement of 8cience
1986-1987 Mathematics 7eacher Fellow This involved
deve:oping appr_ol-hes to teachinp, mathematical problem
so.v:ng thr, .gt, the us, of the ,-.1au,LeLgc.

alkaoin matexials

* Lne of twpntv five middle grades mathemat.cs teachers
from acros* th., na'Ion selected to participate in a
four week tion,:s :eachers WorKshop at Michigan State
University daring tre summer of 87

Coached tkP schocl s MATHCOUN'F team from 1984-1988
wJrrting with students after school to prepare them for
the competit:on The team placed second in 1984 and
thirJ in 198._ in the regional competitions

Cane of twerty five participants in the NASA
Educationa. 6-,rkshops for Mathematics and Science
Teachers a U. Goddard Space 1-11ght Center during the
summer of :A' Par'icipants were selected from all
cver the rortheastern United States Participated In
w,rksnop:, rh=et:ngs, !ield trips and experiments with
many ol NA_A t Ientist and engineers Receiv-i
an 1,.:rors lea_her Award for my participation
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* Mathematics department chairperson at Friendship from
1976-1985

* Member of the task force that wrote Shop and_fire, a
manual for D C Public School teachers outlining
resources in the D C area

* Wlote mathematic curriculum for tne D C Public
Schools during the summers of 1985, 86 and '87

* Assistant instructor of the course leaLlani_Easentiat
tathematkc,,s during the 1986-87 school year Worked on
the team to design this new course for the D C
Public Schools

* Certified trainer for John Hopkins University s
aludentTeraLLtumung program. The program encourages
students to work in teams to insure mastery of
objectives by all team members Workshop leader for
the D C Public Schools and workshop presenter at the
third annual D C Teachers Convention

* Team teacher of the workshop entitled Effective
Teaching of Junior High School Mathematics- during
the summer of 1962 Also, served as demonstration
teacher for Algtbra I for the region during the
hl-

* Completed 60. graduate credits above my masters since
197, and rttived a second master s degree from the
University of tne District of Columbia on May 10.
1986

WORK tillaRY

!.-ept 81-, Present Mathematics Teacher
Friendship Educational Center
Washington, D C

Sept 87 June 89 Mathematics Mentor Teacher
Incentive Programs Office
D C Public Schools
Presidential Building, Rm, 805
415 12th Street. N W

Washington, D. C. 20004

June 7C Aug N, Mathematics Teacher
Friendship Educational Center
4600 Livingston Road, S E

Washington. D C 20032

Sept 7, June 76 Mathematics Teacher
Johnson Junior High School
Bruce and Robinson PI , S h

Washington. D C 20020

1 6
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June 71 Aug 72 Mathematics Intern
Urban Teacher Corps
Howard University
Washington, D C

Internship at
Langley Junior High School
Washington, D C

EDUCATION

M A
University of the Di3trict of Columbia, 1986
Major Administration and Supervision

M. A T
Howard University, 1972
Major Mathematics Education

B S

Howard University 19"1

Major Mathematics

aFFILIATI21,EZ

hat.onal Couno:1 of Teachers of Mathemat.cs
L C Council of Teachers of Mathemat,cs
D C Alliance of Black School Educatco's
Association for Supervision and Cuiriculum Development
Council of Presidential Awardees in Mathematics
Alpha Ka->pa Alpha Sorority, Inc
Camp Springs Civic Association
Camp Springs Boys and Girls Club
boy Scouts ot America
holy 'ramily Catholic Church
hr,Ights oi St John s Ladies Auxilary

ElaaatAL

Born March 14, 194:.4

ssn 577-66-d4u

JLC
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Append,t B

l be Educational Pipeline in tbe United States.
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The CHAIRMAN Thank you I think \N ell go through the whole
panel, and then we'll come back to some questions

Mr. Rockefeller
Mr ROCKEFELLER Thank you. Mr. Chairman, Senator Cochran,

and Senator Rockefellci Cousin Jay. thank you especially for your
,upportive and personal introduction There could probably an
entire other session on the importance of the strength of families
in education, but that isn't our subject here today.

I thank the committee for as invitation to testify today and corn
mend the sponsors of this legislation for their commitment to
teaching excellence in America's classrooms. The concern ex-
pressed in this legislation is shared. I can assure you, by a signifi-
,:ant number of Amer ica's business leaders and philanthropic insti-
tutions, among them the Rockefeller Brothers Fund to which Jay
earlier alluded

I can also testify tr om my expmence as chairman of Recruiting
New Teachers, Inc --RNT we call ourselvesthat adopting a na-
tronal approach ti, the teacher shortage is not only appropriate
given the -uh., ope and critical nature of the current teacher
shortages. but h( highly effective Consider the case ot RNT,
which was lot nwo , 1 group of education and business leadces in-
cluding Richard llunio ot Tune-Warner, William Woodside of Pr--
merica. Louis 11.1,re, J! Louis It'irrb and Associates. Dr Gwendo-
lyn Bake! f tbt YWrA, National, and John I:sty of the National
Association of Independent Schools We formed together to encour-
age teaching i career and to raise the esteem of the profession.
nut only in the eye- o: the public, but also ni the eves of the teach-
ers themsAves

S-lince its Liun ii tiL. ii .1p111 1'N.-s, the Lampaign cosponsored by
t he Ad Courtin ha r eceiYed over 270.000 calls to its toll-tree
number garnelcd ni.)re than 6:10 million in donated athertising.
created a data base at nearly 70,000 prospectie teachers, 1 per
cent of %hom, I'm pleased to report. ,are potent ml minority teach-
cis. and made 0Yer um) referrals to more than 200 national re-
cruitment partners. mostly tea,:her training institutions and school
dist nets

My colleague, on the RNT board and I feel strongly that the size,
composition. and quality of the teaching force are essential ingredi-
ents in any. meaningful program of education reform We believe
that the Nation's shortage of qualified teachers demands the kinds
if innovative solutions and sustained commitment contained in the
proposed legislation Notvi,ithstanding, \Ye hope you \Ain give care-
.' '1 onsideration to the adequacy of proposed funding levels there-
in, particular ly with respect to minority recruitment, where unfor-
tunately the secerity of shortage dwarfs the monetary commitment
currently provided in the legislation.

In addition, Mr Chairman, we sense that the Nation's decentral-
ized system of teacher recruitment may be creating unnecessary
barriers to participation in the profession. A centralized clearing-
house for information about training pathways and job vacancies is
a natural affernatRe to current bottlenecks. National legislation
could play a catalytic role creating a job information resource
equivalent to the candidate resource RNT has developed.
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To sum up, N. e believe that at the ery least RNT's efforts have
demonstrated the efficac,v of view ing current teacher shortages
through a n4, )nal lens We now know there is to be tapped an
American wellspring of interest in teaching careers. Just as cer-
tainly. there is a need for an expanded Federal commitment to fi-
nancial aid, technical assistance to local districts for recruitment,
particularl, minority recruitnwnt, significant improvements in
teacher preparation, particularly those which will prepare future
teachers for urban and multicultural classroom environments, and
promising reforms such as professional doelopment academies and
school site management I can attest to the crucial importance of
the latter struetural and strategic initiatives from my experience
on the board of the National Center or Education and the Econo-
my based in Rochester, New York.

I close with the hope that the committee will give careful
thought to the lessons of RNT's program Mr Chairman, when you
introduced the Excellence in Teaching Act, you yourself took note
of the $600 million spent unnually on Armed Forces recruitment,
suggesting the need for similar state-of-the-art measures to en-
hance the recruitment of teachers But there is, in fact, little men-
tion in this legislation of the ty pe of national .zampaign that has
been :.o critical to the success of Armed Forces and Peace Corps re-
cruitment or, for that matter, for our own efforts.

I believe it would be a mistake to neglect the powerful influence
that media represents in shaping public attitudes about the teach-
ing profession.

Ultimately. w hether one is interested in retrieving the corporate
America's cup from the- Japanese, or produeing better citizens, or
empowering the disathantaged. a better education system will be
required As a Nation, I believe we should spare no effort to estab-
lish teaching as an honored and valued piofession I wholehearted-
ly endorse the legislation's efforts to achieve these ends.

Mr. Chairman, if time permits at the .end of this session, or
w henewr the comr-ii,-,. is so disposed, we have available a video-
tape of RNT's current ad starring Edward James Olmos in clips
from the most stirring film, "Stand and Deliver

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr Rockefeller follows.]
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Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the Committee for its

invitation to testify today and commend the sponsors of this

legislation lot their commitment to teaching excellence in

America s classrooms. The future vitality of America as an

economic power and a democtatic society depends ipon dramatic

improvemen's in the performance of its educational system and the

knowledge and skills of its citizenry. Together, the Excellence

in Teaching Act and the National Teacher Act provide important

national rec,Danition of the strategic tole that teachers must

play in meeting the challenges facing our society in a global

economy.

Flom my n meetings and ttavels, I know that the concerns

e\pregsed in this legislation are already shared by a significant

numbet of AMerlca's business and phi.anthropic leaders. For

example, the foLus on teacher education reform is one shared by

many of the nation', foundations, including the Rockefeller

Mothers Fund ,..111,h I chair

I can also testif} ftom my experience as chairman of

Recluiting New Ica_her6 that adopting a national ,,dioach to the

tea,het shott tge ral,t only is appropriate given the size, scope,

and ctItical nit u & if curtent teacner shortages -- but can be

highly effectivo C,n6ider the tnsults we've achieved. In 1986

a group of edu,.ation ana husiness leaders -- among them Richard

iFG
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Munro of Time, Inc., William Woodside of Primerica, Louis Harris

of Louis Harris and Associates, Dr. Gwendolyn Baker of the YWCA,

and John Esty of the National Association of Independent Schools

(NAIS), -- formed a privately-funded drive to encourage teaching

as a career and raise the esteem of the profession. We were

motivated by many of the issues noted in your findings to produce

a national public service campaign on behalf of teaching. RNT's

public service advertisements, co-sponsored by the Ad Council,

portray teaching as a powerful and influential career. In fact,

the campaign theme is "Reach for the Power: Teach".

Simply put, the campaign has spurred an extraordinary

groundswell of interest in teaching careers. Since its

appearaace in April, 1988 we've received over 270,000 calls to

our toll-free number (I-800-45-TEACH). The campaign has garnered

far more thar $30 million in donated advertising on television,

cable, radio, and in print In annual dollar value alone, this

total matches that of Tide or Avis -- not an inconsiderable

contribution to the status of teaching given the pelvasive

influence of media in fc public opinion. Not surprisingly,

RNT has been endorsed by ..tually every major education group,

IncludingAthe National state Teachers of the Year, the American

AssoLiation of Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE), and the

Educational Leaders Consortium

But beyond influencing attitudes, the RNT ads are a call to

action. Every caller receives an informative brochure describing

J. 1: '-:.
I
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opportunities and pathways into the teaching profession. Close

to 70,000 questionnaires contained in the brochures have been

returned to us with details about the respondent's background,

education, and teaching interests. Significantly, 312, or over

20,000, of these respondents are potential minority teachers.

Over half are potential second-career entrants to the profession.

More than 200 organizations and institutions have been

receiving printouts from our database listing respondents and

their areas. These "Response Partners" are currently contacting

RNT respondents and inviting them to apply for educa ion and

training programs, attend job fairs, Interview for teaching

positions, or furnishing them with additional information about

pathways !-.'o the profession. To date, the campaign has made

over 150,000 referrals from its datab se.

In 1990, we began making additional resoulce materials on

the teaching profession available to the potential teachers we

identify. These include packages on teacher education/financial

aid, certification, alternative/mid-career, minority

opportunities and how to find a teaching job.

Finally, we will soon be launching a poster campaign geared

toward promoting the teaching profession in each of the nation's

20,000-plus high schools. This effolt should generate its own

database of college-bound respondents.
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RNT respondents are very much a cross-section of the

American population, representing stock brokers and grocery store

clerks; students and legislative aids; former teachers returning

to the work force and business executives pursuing a life-long

dream of a classroom career. It's an extraordinary outpouring in

response to a national call to service.

My colleagues on the Recruiting New Teachers Board and I

feel strongly that the size, composition, and quality of the

teaching force are essential ingredients in any meaningful

program of education reform. We believe that the nation's

growing shortage of qualified teachers demands the kinds of

innovative solutions and sustained commitments contained in the

legislation. Notwithstanding, we hope you will give careful i ---

cons,zation to the adequacy of proposed funding levels,

particularly with respect to minority recruitment where,

unfortunately, the severity of shortages dwarfs the monetary

commitment provided in the legislation.

In addition, we sense that the nation's decentralized system

of teacher reLruitment may be creating unnecessary barriers to

paiticipation in the profession. A centralized clearinghouse for

information about pathways into the profession and job vacancies

is a feasible alternative to current bottlenecks. National

legislation could play a catalytic role in its development,

cteating a demand-side resource equivalent to the supply-side

solution RNT has pioneered.
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Finally, we believe that at the very least our efforts have

demonstrated the efficacy of viewing current teacher shortages

through a national lens. There is a well-spring of interest in

teaching careers to be tapped. Just as certainly, there is a

need for an expanded federal commitment to financial aid;

technical assistance to local districts regarding recruitment

(particularly minority recruitment); significant improvements in

teacher preparation -- particularly those which will prepare

future teachers for urban and multi-cultural classroom

environments; and promising reforms such as professional

development academies and school site management. Indeed, my

experience on the board of Rochester, New York's National Center

on Education and the Economy has convinced me of the crucial

importance of this last set of initiatives.

We also hope that the committee will give careful thought to

the lessons of our program. Mr. Chairman, when you introduced

the Excellence in Teaching Act you took note of the $600 million

spent on armed forces recruitment, suggesting the need for

similar state-of-the-art measures to enhance the recruitment of

teachers. Beyond it's call for the Secretary of Education and

state education agencies to publicize the existence of programs

that would be created under this legislation, there is little

mention of the type of national campaign that has been so

critical to the success o armed forces recruitment or, for that

matter, Peace Corps recruitment.

17u
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We make no secret of having patterned our own efforts after

the Army's "be all that you can be" campaign, or the Peace Corps'

"the hardest job you'll ever love" public service advertisements.

The results of our national media effotts (and theirs) speak for

themselves. It would.be a mistake to neclect the powerful

influence that media has in shaping public attitudes about the

profession.

Ultimately, whether one i interested in retrieving the

corporate Amer-lea's cup from the Japanese, ptoducing better

citi7ens, ot empowering the disadvantaged a better educati,in

system wIll be reguitee.. As a nation we should spate no efrott

in making teaching an honored and valted profension. We

wholeheartedly enAore the legislation's efforts to achieve the:1,,

on3s.

1 / ,
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The CHAIRMAN I think that's just a minute or so, isn't it'
Mr ROCKEFELLER 1 believe the ad is just 60 seconds
The CHAIRMAN DO you want to show it now')
Mr ROCKEFELLER I'd be delighted to
The CHAIRMAN Good
[Videotape shown I
The CHAIRMAN An exerilent ad Is this the one you use'' Do you

have others, too''
Mr RoeliEFEu.Elt This Is the most current one We had i previ-

ous ad that began to wane in efTectiYeness. and we put this one in.
The CHAIRMAN Good
Dr Hatton
Dr 11A-rviN Good morning. Mr Chairman I'm very pleased tobe invited to provide testimony this morning I work with a

number of others to restore equity in the teaching profession as we
work op teacher professionalism in many different activities in
\, filch I participate, and so it was particular l gratifying to me to
see this special attention to minority teacher recruitment in the
bills before the committee.

This. Mr Chan man. is a difficult and sensitiYe issue, the issue of
minority teacher recruitment, and I think that's why it has nthreally atir icted the enthusiasm of the many educational leaders
sAho are working to rebuild our teacher V, ork force today I think
notional attention is highly appropriab to this issue at this time
in fact v,e are to enhance the quality of education as we rebuild
the teacher work force and if' we ate to rebuild that teacher work
force in ways tn will enhance the quality of education.

Many peopk, pt the fact that A e ought to haw more talented
minor it\ teaciie.-, -with emphasis on "rnore---for reasons ot
equity Alone \nr! I think the arguments t'iat I understand that
support people in this view is basically because the reason we have
this shortage is due to the declining college participation rates of
minorn \ groups There are cleat ly more attractiNe careers, as Al
Shanker told you about earlier There are clearl screening meas-
ures But the basic fundamental cause is that V% e ha\ e not achieved
our goals foi poiding access and equity in higher education in
this country, A smaller proportion of' the minority community'
graduates from college today than was the case 10 years ago, All

S colleges and universities together graduate only about 100.000
minority students inch year, barely ten percent of these earn de-
grees in education The most highly talented of' these education
graduate,' are aggressively recruited to other fields, and the re-
maining pool is then diminished by the screening measures we use
in teacher certification processes Thus, the current system, if left
to its own devices, kill continue to produce a smaller minority col-
lege population, and this smaller college population will yield few
minority teachers To reverse this trend which is caused y some
fundamental problems in our educational system, ve must inter-
vene positively to increase minority access to better preparation
and support The catch; Mr Chairman, is that if we could do this
miraculously' tumorrow, if' we could improve the pre-collegiate edu-
cation of minorities tomorrow, it would take a generation to see the
effects and achieve equity in the teachirg profession

1 VI r%
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But we cannot wait for another generation. We must have a crit-
ical mass of minority teachers in our schools today. At issue is our
effectiveness in educating an increasingly diverse population The
evidence for this assertion is compelting A growing body of re-
search indicates that a culturally diverse teaching force can en-
hance the effectiveness of our classrooms We know from this re-
search tl'at particularly low-achieving minority students are more
teacher dependent, are more likely than middle-class students to
hold teachers in high esteem, and are more directly affected by
teacher expectations than white pupils. A multiethnic teaching
force is more likely to have teachers who can or will learn to com-
municate effectively with children from diverse cultures, particu-
larly since minority teachers often motivate their white colleagues
to change negative racial or cultural stereotypes. More important-
ly. to the extent that minority teachers hold more positive expecta-
tions for lower-achieving minority students who hold them in high
regardifs a little more complicated than most people usually
saysuch teachers are likely to find ways to help these youngster
develop capacities for self-direction and problem solving.

Simply put, this means that we must have better teaching; our
students must be taught by teachers who believe that they can
learn, and we must build a new teacher work force characterized
by both competence and broad diversity.

The legislation before you recognizes this need, I believe, and
particularly emphasizes the need to increase the minority teacher
pool In particular, S. 1675 recognizes the magnitude of the prob-
lem and its fundamental causes by Oving both attention to the
need to recruit minority teachers as well as to provide cultural and
gender sensitivity instruction for practicing teachers Since our
educational systems haNe historically failed to provide adequately
trained teachers in schools serving the urban and rural poor, the
lack of minority' teachers compounds the existing situation in these
systems Al Shanker talked about the w ay we hide our shortages
earlier this morning And so the twin focus on both minority re-
c-uitnwnt and professional training is essential to having any ap-
preciable impact in areas serving the urban and rural poor.

From my perspective, S 1675 in particular has the potential to
create a new pool of highly talented minority teacher candidates It
pros ides for intervention at critical points in the teacher education
pipeline by encouraging joint projects of schools and colleges fo-
cused on academic preparation for college, by enhancing the teach-
ing programs at colleges preparing the largest numbers of minority
teachers, and by promoting better understanding of successful ef-
forts to increase minority participation in the teaching profession.
But w! should not delude ourselves about the sufficiency of these
provisions To the extent that they serve to create programs which
stand in isolation from the programs supported through Title I of
this bill, the full potential of this effort will not be realized. I

strongly urge additional attention to the need for tighter linkage
between the minority recruitment effort and the Teacher Corps
programs to be organized through these provisions.

In other words, if you do not provide for some link,.,e between
the minority teacher recruitment effort, whether you do it through
pool-building strategies or paraprofessional training, as is the case

0-t
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in one of the other bills, you wdl simply provide a minority cul-de-
sac which will not be sufficient enough or strong enough in the
pipeline propulsion that you wiH have started in the pool to over-
come the barriers to participation in the teacher work force. So
there should be hnkages between the minority recruitment effort
and the Teacher Corps programs in the other title of the bill.

In this way, the provisions of Title III, the minority recruitment
effort, if adequately funded to begin, are likely to have even wider
effect on the teaching population of our schools

I would have similar comments to make about the proposed
study of alternative ways to increase the number of minority teach-
ers because this has tremendous power to stimulate our States and
local systems to work on this problem I envision that an array of
model programs will be established through the provisions of Title
III And if' the proposed study reveals the successful experiences of
these programs in planning, training, and program development,
such efforts. local and State efThrts, will have more guidance as
they develop responses to the problem

In conclusion, let me simply urge support and even more critical
attention to those provisions for minority teacher recruitment I
wish I had time to talk about other areas of the bill I think they're
extremely important I think they will bolster and broaden the
impact of all of the ongoing efforts to raise the status of the teach-
ing profession But I would turn once again to urging your support
for those provisions devoted to minority teacher recruitment The
need in this area is so great that we could hardly do too much

Thank you. Mr Chairman
;The prepared statement of Dr Hatton follows

17.;
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Statement of Barbara R. Hatton

Hearing on Teacher Excel'ence: Recruitment and Training

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

January 30. 1990

Introductory Remarks

Thank you for inviting me to give testimony in this hearing on

teacher excellence. I am Barbara Hatton, Deputy Director of the Education and

Culture Program at the Ford Foundatioa. As you may know, the Foundation has

long supported efforts to Improve the recruitment and preparation of teachers

as one of the most effective means to enhance the quality of education in the

nation s schools. Current Foundation programs include a recently established

initiative to identify ano prepare highly qualified minority teachers Among

my several duties. I provide leadership for this program. My comments today

focus upon the potentizl of the proposed legislation to address the minority

teacher shortage.

For me and the many others who work to restore equity in the teaching

profession as we work to enhance teacher recru.tment, preparation, and

professional development, it is gratifying to note the special attention to

minority teacher recruitment in the legislative proposals. Because this is a

difficult and sensitive issue. it has not attracted the enthusiasm of those

who would rebuild our teacher workforce. But the lack of minority teachers 's

one of the most critical Issues to be resolved if we are to enhance student

learning through changes in the quality and composition of the teacher

workforce.
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The Significance of_ite_MinoritN Teacher Shortage

Ban), accept the fact that We shoul4 have more talented talented

minority teachers for reasons of equity alone. Av.,: than any other factor,

the shortage of minority teachers is caused by the declining college

participation rr.'es of minority groups. We have not achieved our goals for

providing access and equity in higher education. A smaller proportion of the

minority community graduates from college today than WAS the case ten years

ago. All U.S. colleges and universities together graduate only 100,000

minority students each year, only 10 per cent of whom have earned degrees in

education. The most highly talented of these education graduates are

aggressively recruited to fields other than teaching. The remaining pool is

further diminished by the screening measures used in teacher certification

processes. Thus, the current system, left to its own devices, will continue

to oroduce a smaller minority college populatili, yielding few minority

teachers. To reverse this trend, we must intervene positively to increase

minority access to better preparation and support. The catch is that, even if

the pre-collegiate education of minorities were miraculously improved today,

it would take a generation to see the effects and achieve equity in the

teaching profession.

But we cannot wait for another generation, We must have a critical

mass of minoritY teachers in our schools today. At issue is our effectiveness

In educating an increasingly diverse student population. The evidence for

this assertion is compelling. A growing body of research indicates that

cultLrallY diverse teaching force can enhance the effectiveness of the

educational environment, particularly for low-achieving minority students.
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From this research, we know these stuaents are more teacher-dependent, ire

more likely than middle-class students to hold teachers in high esteem. and

are more directly affected by teacher expectations than white pupils. A

multi-ethnic teaching force is more likely to have teachers who can or will

learn to communicate effectively with children from diverse cultures,

particularly since minority teachers often motivate their white colleagues to

change negative racial or cultural stereotypes. More importantly, to the

extent that minority teachers hold more positive expectations for

low-achieving minority youngsters who hold them in high regard, such teachers

are likely to find ways to help these youngsters develop capacities for

self-direction and problem solving.

Simply put, this means our students must be better taught by teachers

who believe that they can learn. Therefore we must build a new teacher

workforce characterized by both competence and broad diversity.

Potential ImDaCt of the Proposals on Minority Teacher Supply

The proposed legislation recognizes this need and emphasizes the need

to increase the minority teacher pool. In particular, S. 1675 recognizes tho

magnitude of the problem by giving attontion to both the need to recruit

minority teachers throughout the provisions of the bill, but particularly in

Title III, as well as to provide cultural and gender sensitivity instruction

for practicing teachers througt, the provisions of Title II. Since educational

systems have historically failed to provide adequately trained teachers in

schools serving the urean and rural poor, the lack of minority teachers
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compounds the existing situation in those systems. And the twin focus on both

minority recruitment and professional training is essential to having any

apireciable impact in these areas.

prom my perspective. Title III of S. 1675 has the potential to create

a new pool of highly talented minority teacher candidates. It provides for

intervention at critical points in the teacher education pipeline by

encouraging joint projects of schools and colleges focused on academic

preparation for entrance to and success in i.ollege, by enhancing the teaching

programs at colleges preparing the largest numbers of minority teachers, and

by promoting better understanding of successful efforts to increase minority

participation in the teaching profession. But we should not delude ourselves

about the sufficiency of these provisions. To the extent that they serve to

create programs which standAisolation from the programs supported through

Title I of the bill, the full potential of this effort will not be realized.

I strongly urge additional attention to the need for tighter linkage between

the minority recruitment efforts and the Teacher Corp programs to be organized

through these provisions. Steps shOuld be taken to (Imre the steady flow of

the new pool of minority teacher education
candidates into the new teacher

preparation and placement programs. In this way, the provisions of Title III,

if adequately funded to begin, are likely to have even wider effect on the

teaching population of our schools.

Similarly, the proposed study of alternative ways to increase the

number of minority teachers may stimulate a more permanent commitment from our

states and local systems. I envision that an array of model programs will be

established through the provisions of Title III. If such a study reveals the

1
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successful expe.iences of these programs in planning, teaining, and program

development. such information will provide suigance to educators and

policymakers as they develop responses to the minority techer snortage.

Closing Remarks

The provisions of the proposed legislation represent Jlis worth

pursuing. They will bolster and broaden the impact of all of tne ongoing

efforts to raise the status of the teaching profession. They recognize the J

to restore equity in the teaching pro',Ision. I particularly urge support and

even more critical attention to those provisions for minority teacher

recruitment. The need is so great that we could hardly do too much.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to make these comments.
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The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much, Dr Hatton. We hope you
have in your testimony your comments on the other provisions of
the bill. We value those very highly.

Ms. Brown ley, you've had a very distinguished career in teach-
ing, received all kinds of awards and recognition, and have demon-
strated great proficiency in the classroom, and are universally rec-
ognized What's your own real kind of assessment about the bar-
riers to not attracting and being able to hold minority teachers?

Ms. BROWNLEY. As far as the barriers of not attracting and hold-
ing teacher, it is first of all getting the minority students through
cellege to get their education to become a teacher. I've had several
students from Friendship to go on and graduate from high school
with honors, but they could not afford to go to college. So this is
one of the points of the bill that I was really excited about when I
heard that, because, again, these stuthmts will be excellent teach-
ers nd excellent role model- that are coming through school now.

Then, again, students if tiley do make it through college, indus-
tries and other professions are grabbing minority students up to do
other things besides coming into the classroom.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any impression about how minority
teachers are treated in the education system thlt we ought to be
addressing? Is there anything that we should kr,. w? You've gone
through it z11, from Teacher Corps to being a well-recognized teach-
er in terms of the kinds of experience that you've had.

Ms BROWNLEY One concern that is coming up is testing, and
there have been concerns about testing minority students from kin-
dergarten all the way through school. So now with the proposals
coming forward to test teachers, there is a concern, and it was
mentioned earlier in somebody else's testimony. Eut, again, there
are a lot of things that can be done in teacher education programs
tc, prepare the minority students to be ready to take the test and
pei-form just as well as anybody else.

The CHAIRMAN You re suggesting that there are some real con-
cerns about those kinds of tests that are be), g administered

MS. BROWNLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN If we're able to find some other paths, the way

that Mr Shanker talked about, that could still assure quality
teaching.

Ms BROWNLEY. Right
The CHAIRMAN And nonetheless we ought to be exploring these

in a wore systematic way.
Ms BROWNLEY Yes. because we still don't want to lower the

standa rds.
The CHAIRMAN Mr Rockefeller. let me just keep moving on. Are

you able to track those that call in to the service and find out
whether these individuals or volunteers actually get on a path for
teaching?

Mr RocxEeELLER. Yes, Mr Chairman. We are just beginning. We
are a young enough enterprise so that the tracking is just begin-
ning L show results. We're doing evaluati in this spring. We should
have res..its beginning in the early summer that indicate the level
of success of this campaign of actually converting these call-ins to
either hirings or enrollments. At this time, we simply don't have

18 0
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enough data on that. We have anecdotal data suggesting that the
connections are being made, but we don't have the final figure.

The CHAIRMAN. You've obviously been involved in a lot of philan-
thropic undertakings. Do 3 ou have any suggestions of things that
we ought to be looking at ill terms of this legislation that could en-
courage them? I'm sure that we're thinking in those terms in the
drafting of the legislation. You've given us an example of a success-
ful program I don't know if there are other things that we ought
to be thinking about in terms of the legislation. You know what
the focus is. Do you have some other suggestions, or do you want to
supply them to us?

Mr ROCKEFELLER I'd be delighted to do so at a later date, but I
think collaboration between public sources and private sources is
clearly called for. I think all the testimony that I've been hearing
this morning and other information suggests that enormous re-
sources are not going to be forthcoming from either public or pri-
s ate units, and collaboration, I think, is going to be very important.

I'm aware of some new foundations just coming onstream that
are very interested in this area and would be delighted, I know, to
become collaborators We'd be delighted to supply that information
to you.

[The information referred to follows.]

LETTER TO SENATOR KENNEDY FROM MR ROCKEFELLER

Febr uarv 15. 1990
Senatur ::IPAARD M KENNE41.

S SPnate.
ashington DC .20301

DEAR TED Thank you fur your kind nute in regard tu the January 30 teacher
hearings It was a great honor to be a'ole tu provide the Conumnee with testimony
regarding Recruiting New Teachers, and I Moab particularly impressed by your com-
manwnt tu the legislation and command of the issues addressed in the tails As I
hoped tu Lonvey in my brwf testimony, we stand ready tu provide whatever h lp we
Lan to your efforts tu improve the quahty and size uf America's teaching force

At the hearmg you requested that I supply the Curramttee with additional sugges-
nUllh regarding V,*S In which the legislation might entourage greater public sector
Lollaburanun with private philanthropy and the corporate world As you know, Tale
II ut S 1075 ,Professamal Development Acadennes) already provides Federal cost-
sharing provisions However, these seem designed tu leverage State rather than pri-
vate contribution3

Perhaps such provisions could be oxpande(' to attract private sector matching con-
tributions and extended to other parts uf the legislation. particularly Title III (Mi-
nority Teacher Recruitment). and Tale VIII (School Based Management, Shared De-
Lisionmaki, g Incentive). One example uf the kind of cullabormion I have in rn)nd
Lan be fourd in the U.S Bureau of Maternal and child Health': Healthy Tomorrows
Partnership for Chad-en Imodeied on Illinois' Ounce of Prevention Fund), a federal-
ly administered program requiring matching support from community sources for
as programs Another example is the proposed Fedtral funding for the National
Board fur Profewonal Teaching Standards, which is tu De matched by private
suurces

With respect to Title II and Tale VIII (Professional Development Academws and
School Based ManagementShared Decision.naking), you might consider expanding
the legislation to r naLle fundiav of inter-state consortia LInking key restructunng
activities around the country would be a useful vehicle to pool knowledge and expe-
rience while accelerating dissemination and replication of field proven reforms This
is another instance in which the legislation ringht require specific 1-Nels of private
support as part of the application procedure.

Additionally. as indicated in my tessimony, at present the legislation provides no
rule for the kind of broad-based nahunal effort that Recruiting New Teachers repre-
sents The media is an obvious tool fur raising esteem and interest in the teaching
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profession The legislation could he made Inure explaa on this point. directing the
Secretary to decelop or found an appropriate media campaign that complements the
Act's programmanc focus.

On a somewhat related issue. I know that my associate David Ilaselkorn. Recruit-
ing New Teachers Executive Dir.ctor, has recently supplied Terry Hartle with fur-
ther information regarding the teacher job clearinghouse I mentioned in my testi-
mony The clearinghouse concept striki us as completely consonant with the legis-
lation's objectives I hope you will consider It

Once again, I am delighted that yr i are focusing on all of these issues III can be
of any assistance to you or the Committee in .s,our efforts to improve American edu-
cation I would welcome the opportunity to be of serc ice

Yours sincerely,
DAVID ROl Mi. ELLER, JR

rhatrman

The CHAIRMAN. Good That would be helpful
We are slow, with the exception of the military, to designate

cunding for media attracting or achieving public policy. In spite of
thP AIDS Commission report about using media, we don't do that
We don't provide counter-advertising in tobacco. But we just go to
bat when it comes to the recruitment for the Armed Services, and
it's been very successful, a dramatic increase in expenditures in
that area.

Do you have some suggestions about whether we can do more in
terms of the media in achieving the objectives of the bill, too?

Mr ROCKEFELLER Ye-. sir. I think that there would be opportu-
nities to provide the Secretary of Education, whom I believe is very
interested himself in this area, to make grants in this sphere. And
what we've discovered, we're only a million-dollar-a-year enter-
prise, and we're generating $30 million of free space. We believe
that Pnterprises such as oursand ihere are others State by State
that we're aware of in the Nation, which have had a very positive
effect I think as with many such efforts, critical mass is very im-
portant And I believe that with some incremental funding for ef-
forts of this kind, perhaps aimed through the Department of Edu-
cation, we will be able to achieve and really turn around both the
self-image of teachers and the image that exists in the land.

I'm afraid for the last couple of decades parents have recoiled too
often with horror at hearing their children were proposing to un-
dertake a teaching career That isn't how it used to be. In my view,
it isn't how it should be.

The CHAIRMAN Dr. Hatton, Ms. Brown ley mentioned these tests,
standardized tests, as being an impediment. I don't know if there's
something else that you might add as to alternative mechanisms to
standardized testing that you think we ought to be more sensitive
to.

Dr HArroN Well, there are a number of ongoing efforts to
design new ways to assess teaching competence. What we're using
now are paper and percil tests and erbitrary cutoff scores for
screening into the profession. So there are other measures being
developed in the country to develop actual teaching competence.

One of the best ways, while those measures are under way and
while those efforts are under way, is simply to better prepare stu-
dents I'm one of those who believes that well-prepared minority
students will pass any testbad test, good test, wrong test or right
test I think if they're well prepared way beyond the minimum
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levels of the test, which are minimum criteria, they're not, as Mr.
Slwnker Jim& erythey do not subscribe to very high standards.

we would give ow students better preparation in our preparation
programs now, they will overcome these obstacles. The tests will
not be obstacles to them

I have some experience in working through these kinds of prob-
lems Ifs not oasy It is very difficuIt in situations where people do
not have proper resources to work on these problems. But I do
think it is possible, and I think that we should devote more re-
sources. And I think there are provisions in this legislation which
would help us to do that.

I think the best way to approach that is simply give our students
better preparation.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. Maybe you'd just address w hat Ms Brown-
ley said earlier, too, that is the financial impediments for continu-
ing in the field of education As you've seen in the legislation, we
are providwg the scholarships with the payback provisions through
the rev ival of the Teacher Corps. That was one of those old pro-
gram:, irom the I960's that we got started and that worked. It was
abandoned, and NA. e're trying to come back to it a bit, benefiting
from the lessons of it But can you just speak to the financial im-
pediment and whether you think that providing those kinds of pay-
bak.k prov islons NA. ould be useful and helpful in terms of attracting
talented young minority students?

Dr. HATTON Oh, no question about it In the foundation's pro-
gram, we are encouraging our grantees to experiment with alterna-
tive ways tu use financial support to promo,e progress and reten-
tion of students and teacher education programs

It's nu secret that the shift of uur aid from grants to loans has
had a tremenduus unpact differentially on minority college popula-
tions in going to college and in making it through college. The stu-
dents are haying to load up with loans Anything that can reduce
the debt burden that students have to bear in seeking college de-
grees w ,uld be helpful for teaching as well as some of the others,
and we ar encouraging uur grantees to experiment with alternative
ways to do that

I think the college pupukitiun is very sensitive, the minority col-
lege population is very sensitive to this kiT,d of loan forgiveness or
debt reduction impact that we're trying to learn more about But I
think the sensitiv ity to that dimension of it :s very high, and that
the response to that will be quite good

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN Mr Chairman, thank you very much
I noticed that some have commented one way to try to dr. I with

shortages uf teachers in critical areas such as math and science,
special education and maybe some others, may be to consider
paying them more to entice, to be incentives, to be an incentive
system Ms Brownley, what do you think of that9 Is that some-
thing that woukl be workable or not?

Ms BROWNLEY Well, higher pay will be an incentive to anybody
in any profession and definitely in teaching, yes.

Senator COCHRAN. I was curious about what the other teachers
might think about it, though, too If there were higher pay being
offered for just some of these teacher shortage areas like math and
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science, would the other teachers end up trying to block that, or
would that be acceptable') There have been some programs, I un-
derstand, where it's been tried, and I'm just curious Does anybody
on the panel know about whether these have been tried with anykind of success9

The CHAIRMAN I would mentioned we had Dr. Fernandez in that
Dade County program which they have with the teacher managed
program, where they have gone now. They're going up, I think, in
excess of $60,000 a year, and this has been worked out with the
teachers themselves They've been making other kinds of adjust-
ment in terms of the total number of personnel to try and get a
bigger bang both from math and science but also to sort of look out
after some of the other teachers concerns in some of the other
courses But it appears it's going to have to be evaluated, but it'sbeen a very interesting and exciting undertaking down there.

I'd ask the staff maybe to just preparewe have a staff member
that knows that particular situation very well We'd be glad to get
it over and make it part of the record

[The information referred to follows:I
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

n whoa a founkfat,on of oust and nurtured to a senes if
signrfican. aceompl.shments Over seneral sears, the

ProreSSIOnalitallOn of Teaching tdocation movement in Dade
County hulls toots in he earl. 19-(.1 It w a, ft Mut trine that
the 'Lest negotiated agreement between Dade Count. Pubis.
Schools and the Unned Teachers o' Dare (the tc-vhers
exclusive oargaming gent resu.ted in cre-tton of a seres of
goon management unitm tail. fortes th.t met loong the teas
to address Inuttial issues Ind koncert,

de ltheratioc. eiol. NI a pa:tern 01 crtm,,, OScar
and post r-c-Irune *fattens Inc indr fornuiton of sencher far
shy zoi.nals at each stre cr5 h served a, advisory
boards kw rioCtraah SwF, coliahotato e relationships led
naturally um one o° the most suecesSful mentonoos unsoi
programs in Ole nation tt,. Qcalir. Instruction Incentises
Program tQl, IIPi

ith IIP and numero, other postove
ttJ It loin mhen ithil t do^ IF

rane thini de ade n it a tor tne olni Pclessiona,iza
of Tevhins Task Force was formed in 198C to meet the
challenges osdlined tn a numbet of nahonal educ &hone Tform
reports int Wing the Camegte FoundatIon s A Nation Pre
pared ochaired b. the Superintendru of Schools l)r Joseph
A Ferna ides and the I titled Teachers of Dade/ ace-oboe ne
President Pat Tonullo the Prole sonnalization Task Force was
established iCr ornalt a hluepont for ..hievmg restructured
professional envuonments dismsiwide in which ttierenS and
admmistraiort couid continually coek together to improve
educational programs and student a.hievement

C V7 e dare to dream , to take nsks, that
has put Dade Counts on the Cuffing
edge of edu,ational reform

Joseph A Fernandez
Supenniersou

rud, Co.. Nat., Srroai

Tod,m the darner a ptufesssonalitatim initiative. have
pawn beyond anvo 0 s onginal expectations Thio, three
school suffs ant otally inyolved in a nanonalli recognized
sch.; hacte Management Shared Decision AlakIni espen
men; wt.,. encol.raget uh,.i, site and problem solving
reati. tt he moncenri len nets and adMimsttatott A

1 R
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second gn.up of schools will begin a "mita, pilot prtT
during the 19E19 90 school rear

Another I: schools are taint ved in a collaboratree Panners
in Education protect They, too, are utalaang a abated dee nom
making apotoach, but have included an added dimension tif
parent, business VA community mput nto the operation and
oversight of their schools

Faculty councils at all other schools througYout de county
have also matured and art no longer hnuted to an advasory
role Accordirgly, poncipals and union stewards, along with
ets,..ed stye sr nut,. es of each faculty, le/elle: mace decision,
On the mtal edukanonal programs of the.: indlyid.ard schools

4 4 OUT landmark labor contract sends
a dear message teachers are profes-
sional,.

Pat Tornillo
trorort V. /student
lmannS Trannon el (iade

easheo alatinoc yA on dis.r.c' committeesto design nec
schools ;,,rne are di, tl, ,nvolved In a pdot program for

r Selectunn of all poncipac and
5,1 5.15 , m pan tr tht dtitri,t insludev .nterk teas tit
teacheis tht,t asses, :tent ol adm.nistrator candidates ccaunb
uies heart s in tn< final doenision on appointment

An enttre y-tata,l Lea inith approximately 60 schools) has
been ret trganhred tL et tend the shared dee is ion makrogconcepr
ti feeder pattern, ot t arm! es of neighborhocd schools in this
pro)cct Inad'ets airninistntonl parents representatives of
the hosmnesscor'onu'r,ifl anO students participate in planning
developing and implementing educational pulley docison,

Clearl, the atmosphere in Dade County has encouraged
teachen and administrators to dream ,10 Male a vis 100 or the
future Another rnanifestatton of such 5 won is the satellite
learning tenser concept Begun first in Dade Counts these
centers are the nation s lost schools at tne workplate Three
such satellite center, are now in oreration with mans ',soft
Curporat Inns and community organizations expressing interest

Teachers in Dade ais0 emoy the benefit of a number of
subsurn.ve prolesston al grow th initiatives including prop.ts
such as the Dade Academy for the Teaching Arts the Teacher
Education Center and a teacher career ladder, which w1.1 he
implemented net, year

Teachers &ma!) involved tn professionaltration acrmues
and others whO an observing and documenting results are
exoerselm pleased a on the p, tress underway They sir
s,hools hae °ever been better Morale student tchievernent
treat energ, and goadwt11 are on the nse cache's fee
tette stow King teacher, and students are the hene,,ar
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MAJOR INITIATIVES

14htle the seeds of projeslitlh011rOliontn (SocleCtsonn here
plopted sir (he earn 14'ils cittortan deseloporto anti ;toss th
of the program cf held 10 /OM vithohpleasentotson of to fro!
moist centerpiece Ottl1011iel

Arat/Olg OM Jr( en/fall:a/ION of the school 5111em IC 01dee

to Improve the Quotas of "Uttar...VI these tomatoes ronxe
/POOR MOIl tilt del 010,1 'Wrung 10 sl110011 ill the .V.1 place

pchool-Based Managernenti
Shared Decision-Making

The nag WIlp ellors of the professionalizahon mo.ement in
Dade County I I rh: School Based Management Snared Dec
star Making plot program no s. in its second year of
implementation in 11 whouly

Thoughtful discussion among an entire sshool staff results
in unique school improvement and shared decision making
models that fit the needs of each SCh001 opcning the doce for
innovative school governance The full pan nership of teachers
and administrators vovides a feeling of tiu.nership in vshat
the) do and gives uterine pause to the consequences of their
decisions

Deuentraliration makm; ha. reiolutionized
mans preilous,s rigid pub IC% programs Ansi ptixedutcv
Each school has begun to refieu. the culture 104 specific
needs of the comniunric it serves rather than the broadstroke
effect that characters:es mans large impersona, ,4hools and
school systems

School Based Management Shared 'Yeis,on Making is
more Nan rust budget decenual it awn although this is a mayo
factor in ...mf the decision making prtoess born a central
or arca office to the school level Areas eV locus include
curriculum and program planning colleagial type deciiion
making and strategic planning as a vehicle ID, improving
school Centered Programs andestablishing ptionties lifoste
better utilization of the full resources of the school system at
the school kid in allowing important &soon, to take pla.e
at this level so Mai the best education penile.< can be realized
for all students
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Vade Academy for
the Teachmg Arts

The Dade Acadern, for the Teahing Ans (DATA, t, a
nine week program of seminars and slimes designed to plus ink
sesondars uhool teachers with (ITC to sonduct research
Pro)ests deselop Creatise teaching plalin and trade tonna
Ilona! strategies

One of the unique distinctions abo t DATA is that the
program is planned and operated enclu istly by teachers for
teachers The employee responsible for the DATA proKoi o
not an adrtunistrator but a teacherdtrector The teactser
director conCept, which is also used in the Teacher EduAapon
lenter is being continued and expanded Ten resident
teashen in sot discipline, imathematiss social studies learniny
disabilities fOrtign language English and sciencei.w.1
rn ',dors to 70 colleague, ientennsi dunng the sea/ Lan h
nine week grading penod 20 colleagues parucipate in wOr(i
shops and seminar, While these externs are invoked in
DATA 20 olher DATA stating professors ladiunctsi are
teaching the extern classes at their home schools

Also unique to DATA is the collaborahve Operation 01 the
program !mil, planned and monitored bs Dade Counts
Pink Schools and the Uni.ed Teachers of Dade DA TA is
one of the first such programs nationally to be developed
through calleZtise bargaining

FUN, plans s all lot DATA e spansion to de Mental s unix,
ft ache,

puality Instruction
Incenties P.-egram

Quai I Insmictior (rise itoesP(ogianliQUIIP hey
sears ago as a sountar sward, grogram with financial
inCenlisrs for Ind, schools (Pat:OMNI( for arid rece sr
meritorious -. As a mem schoil a school must show
Cranuitt. impro, erten! In its studertv intellectual and ph s
desetopnrrsent

unalle number 01 educational ens ellenct schriols are
KleCled from the menl schoo, list and a final list of t
whoots demonstrate the most 04.11,1anding prq,ects in the d Stn.

fr`r imPros toe student achies men'
%hat makes thi, program so unique is Os t

de' eloPMent and (MU, on student achie ernent Dade Count.
Putlts Schools and the United Teachers of Dade successful,
%gouged the Ql. IIP program for inclusion in the teacher,
contract Thai in owl( was a national first'

Inds, idual school staffs sore annual], on whetheror not the,
to participate A two thirds approval vOlt is necessar

IC approved the QUIIPplan must be de, eloped on a collahora
toe collegial basis

The financial stakes are high During the 1087 ftfr school
tear more than 69 schools participated Employees trim, the
...inning schools each fece sed ihare tun in SI 140i of the

et aside Is the Florida Legislature for Dade
Fitt( ,ntiOis program Sin, ituineeption Dade (it hoot si stern
tinplOstes hae reCeistO Mtge than $16 9 million in (AM'
r11,1,1, and (er dollar spent on this program is ITO .1
(Ns O0 i. do, i.mented education., ,mprosements
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NEW DIRECTIONS

efforli ear

(too/ ompo,lernien nrougnoasi Ines .}01, ',ler, hi stream
iv,. middle mananentent NO, at the arra and doll, I re, e,

nein, ruined in lo,11, 89
erwat lo she Jdfrn ii retleacrmelfreefforrr trineJesentra:,

anon of de, tin 4I/ rn,,htno 10 indtrdual Med,. pattern,
,,hisnt and ,10,1nssol, and somplerfon if a ,iongurtiriiiiit
rofile Jiff identirttn, ts hool improsymenl nerd, .11,101 I I

?yaw de,Isred along with a plan to, turrpli

menting its onimended arenseglea for tainonf Laud,

sift all arhonli alnaind

A111W,...
,

pandmark Teachers' Contract
The ne.is ratified three sear leachers contras t critics Oti,

mobs 1990.91 ,,,k,np them ...nu
the highest paid ir he nation Under the avec mem tea he,
salaries a, the Dent three teat, will irilft si an WI age 0.
2g percent

ommilied to teacher empowerment the dotoo o seri A.,
arout making te along the profession it deenes to he
AntaClinf stka retsinin; the hem teacher. (ontinue I tot a

number one IN (OW sinCe t let nen, teashei ar
ornpontrit, for /Nalit s educational progr soh

stuie. i &shies crier(
Hailed a, proem., e far reaching arid preceden .etto;

to Ise media and educators astia, th< ,untr, the meu pal
incicdes an enure article on PrOlessionalization oi leaching

OrIVEI highlights Include
To bitter invoo.emero in planningidesigning new educ stiOnal
la.tlitie and in the StleCtiOn and at senvin schools
esessment of principals and aisistant prin. trial,
( and expansion of the S/ hoot Based Mandan
ment Shared Deosion Makiny Pooi Novell ihrivu,c1
deselopenent . 51151 1.)11 rani

I irelopment plot Caree kl.eserntn. (
Program (Of Tea, Ilrf Pate,'
pt,(,1011/1 youth and Jiiseiiituweni sna

in. enlist,
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tApani roe 0. the 1).1c Ayaderny 1.4 Ihe Teaching Art.
1DM A coniept idesigned hit stimulating ptufeiiion,
groIll io ins tulle elerneniary y as secOntivri it,
leaChery
Creation of a professional lease bank increase rippor
Ralltiel for teachers to attendedustional nseenrigs confer
ences and institutes
P1104 Frani proposa' program ro lund iduc arionai Issue.
FONIllf through whish schiol lac Woei are pros ided isisii
oPPonunities for meaningto: discussion of proles...m..1
Issues

1,$hared Decision-Making
Extended to Entire Feeder Pattern

In an effort to lurther reduce bureaucrat s and inlreate
hedld based representation in deciyion making Ai the sahnul
level an enthr geographic area of school,. and administration
have been organizalionalls restructured The pilot otganiz
Waal strUCILirt includes fewer middle m ',apemen( boohoos
and responstbilittes and the reassignment s aita personnel to
feeder patterns It also comprises new For rning bathes and
leaders fot each of die vs feeder patterns is the area

peeder Pattern CouncilF
Feeder pattern refers IV a geographo fiord enrollment

pattern in which students are generally iased in appropriate
kvel schools hared or. where the. list Student. lii n,
PrtdCleTlined aliendanke hr urvilary etend ryes ifiedelC1114 W.
schools w loch feed into a ypi. died tiliddlttuniur hight i hit
in tuns feed into a senior high school Dade s feeder patterns
ire geoglaphiCallY determinCd by and named for each of its
senior highs

The pruners purpose r.t establishmg Feeder Patient( ouncils
is to enhance networking and strategic planning alllonf V. took
in Use saint feeder pattern iach coofl . t. deselom and uses a
shared decision making model lot identilsing issues 01 mutual
concern 10 die V. hoot s In Is f ceder current +tab as edus00041
goals programs and Strategic.

Under distnci guidelines broad ss fro; and community
representation is ensured in ach coon, II Par'r,ipanrslris lode
a lead pnncipal other pii x.pals area and stntral office
technical assistance &di isors leachers from rade le iet
as well as PTA PTSA members the feeder pattern ads ISors
committee chairperson at area buyineas uommUnil inertihri
and fludeni from Inc feed, partPm hitt, hoot

).ead Pnncipals
Toeffectivels coordinate the feeder patterns °smalls and ti

assist their colleagues through., the feeder pattern Inc Ix,
role of lead principal hasteen initiated Ines< hich rerformny
prInCipals earn OW a number of nuii rescue, ',aloes outside
Neu own school including

Coordinating plnnini problem olvint tn,r mice trainin,
and othet technical irining assistance for stall
Identifs ing and del elooinl. netw ork of tl"r,
Planning and implernennn,.. pee: ,irrv n e i

Mern to prins.pa
Isesignin; orarer, ^
mien. dee1retn

1So

Assigning supers tong and esalualing school psschologisis
visiting teashers and other supgort personnel
Additionally lead pnntipals collaborate and coordinate

activities with other lead principals in the district on admtrus
native ahd educational issues affecting students staff and/ a
aothmUnitits throughout the county

ofreeder Pattern Technical
Assistance and Support Model

Another program designed to further decent's/ate district and
area administration and at the same time increase resources
to schools and feeder patterns, is the Feeder Pattern TeChnscal
Assistance and Suppowl Model Initialed in 1988.89 this plied
Is intended to improve the delivery of I nstrUChon at eath 01001

ochnical assiSLInCe and Support teams compnsinp dames
and area office administrators with expende in elementary and
secondary education vccatronal ...Myatt's, student serntes.
alter-11211st education and eynKulum design, have been
assigned to the feeder patient council andior lead pnnetpal fot
each el the school system's 24 feeder patients

Team members serve as pnmary contacts for each school ttl
their feeder pattern in dealing with issues related to their
spocialty arca Contrary to previous practice team members
are avallabk lot a minimum of one day per week at a school
in their feeder pattern Additionalls thes are expected to be
adsocates tot their feeder proem. .1 as ro assure aCturate

uommunicanon ol the leedet pallem Y needy concerns and
progress to app °poste adminduators at the area and district
level

Okistrict Intervention Teams

In 'sets sekctive cases where there hare men, number of
d sin ci efforts to address a continuing NUM ot de fic bencN, on
the pan of a particular school a thoughtful approach todiunct
intervention is being impkmented

During 1988 89 after developing criteria for identifying
schools needing Improsement schools and appropriate per
sonnel will be identified to parliCipaie in a pilot Destrict
Intervention Tarns program Teams of experts .111 be Sen110
these sthoOls

Comprising principals and teachers of other schools cur
nculum experts auditors food service officials business
111/Mgeft parents community members and other needed
experts for a particular school, the team will develop a Cern
pre hen si ye school improvement plan for the school This plan
will be Implemented over a specific penod of time by the
school s administrative staff, faculty and suppoo serinCes
personnel w ith improvement rtgularls tes Dewed in light attic
unie factors that con stowed to the wheal s defictency

In selected cases high perfonmag high aChtesing priori
pals assistant principals and teachers with records of
e semri am performance w ill be 11, en the oppnnunity lomat,
multi self coanntrnents to mix.. lop Itlt effeCI series, of such
schools in sp afied areas of weakness and in mum ill
reeeise ado. ',nal remuneration for rnerd.mous documented
achiesensems in tio. regard

4
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PROFESSION \I

DEVELOPMENT

orwit.a,,r) desig.,ed hell cut SW, en, e et k
tCallen, e and Wit/tsar., to heir {a, U 1114(4441,4

Selea, e ollillgjlrie
1,71,1 cutitt

.1..acher Education Center
The t .1e.het telosattor Letste Ihit I'sç'..ere. 0
to tot It tornturStti ol leacher% and ednoni Iraturs ant; I.

admits,. led h. Tee.het truest°. I put the moo re. em
e .ter. h bated let hnhtues in teeth ni helpoli icent hers to ytt
Ittotessionant and re ht. Inc s _ends) ales

A eh ox. al piotess fatting utelet the eusph es ttl the TH.
the Lefu.attonelResearthnd tottienonet ly ptogram o h
AM, tee, he boo to utthle teseurch data in fr r

.Inai per4 ram A eclogue n5P,tttttht5Ptt1WtI ts the insotte
mem ol the Annette. iedetation I Tea. hers Atl AST
prn'tidessu.. hiciutser itetton5 tr. tol at...ration stA 44

Sal alttli ate and the school dot,

..Cntical Thinking
Retorts:in, that deselopmentol trit,tal tP Men, %LIU olten

ses .1 tat k ,tat tO Other ertOtt spe, tit a,adcnn. NI, I
Tied (ount. Pub,. S.nool. Oa n le I Tee. r et. it,
n,; Inc Antentan Fedetatton itt leshO, n.ts e terned u;
o ash teacher, hoo it. ;literatc tint ct thinkin, sktil, thi
otecolno cut/Kohl, and mon...urinal strategte,

The etophasss has been On Wealf that el "Listens. Ultimate,
re, ea Mt. traint11( NM Just pitted .tionotters Atte ha
sreditionalls benefited front wen phq14111,

fade Vtal7 Diode Counts leether ht tete 't ear has recettetti
speed, Iraintn; Sn bo to teach srttttal thinking still, end
she ts teeChing teachees the Method% hecesears to Impart Mese

h ntr,t h, the, ,
he, .h t, ornplete the rti'aonumen.tuafed

lea. htrte se I wnd Ittsttnets at 16C11.1,14.
Alttestilt onl, In th sesond tet seerat hundted tea, h.,.

nese benefited Itton direst and inditet t insttut non pro.sded
Mho./ h rho ptogram

ilyeacher Peer Inter\ ention
'-and Assistance

The int 01. entent ot Ind, Oval. in se Iltny standard, tor their
oe r psetrtttntan., s anteater touchstone ol Of e tOna t ism In
Deie ( mem. the ...hool >smell and the tea. he, union
s.sifse,a,i,elt Smelt/tett a diaghOttic goesenpla.sessenent
toct.e.t s.Pu,h ha. been in plat e >Mee ISS: it' Called the
1 ea.hel Assessment end Development Ststent tTADS, it has
p. ed the *a. Ito realer rmolsentent in pees ettualtnet
rf,,,dyle ,iewed to I:, essential in ptolesstonaltred
CI

I tom bOth management and unton petspectises tree Mats
peel and should pl.. fl inlentelt11011.11d &Sun.'s( Must
tsr, shanSed The goal of peet intervene!).th ts to asost leachen
it di to el int instruct. moue efts whits and to pros Ale quails.

tioance and .1Inical supervision to toucher) oho are
sp,riencing dun. tilt.

Viotet.sional Grov.th Pros ision
Pies. hool negotiated tone soonal Grno th

soli en. potatoes .olontats racial tritegratitsn )0,01
cities untie prornottnc professional de. elopement Thi,

phl, ram it designud In attract teachers sshst ate currentlt
ittened school uncle their tat e i t in the m.o.. to

tt ahstel soluntarlit 10 1010.011t13. 7, Out sti coniptance tsttll
tt'stt, tee %Kull, mat al fallen

e. her. who partictrate in the r rant ate act epted into
an ad, an. ed degree program at a local on. ts Ui Tuition free
to the student Matte Is and doctorate prtigtalns are pao of Ole
tr. ens, e aspects of the prosCi

1, ipai int teachers antstet en e prtonts ions,derahonfo,
the IS k Program and ma, thsorporale rano. tpahon in Ph
p tt sIn Isttste 'tonal steps on the .tee- ladder on, e the
side, take ete r

lership Experience
Opportunities

lu h tpcstnulutte e spathatn, tunle ton al hisrtrom
t teas it o tot , sasotson se...here hinny quahlte adothnu

.sne..ennaltngtedientttthesuttes.t.t or
ttkliaitt., tort manseni Lhiowahtof teat her, to
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..Administrators'
Professlonalization

As the dtstnn pursues restnKturing of educabonano
enspoconerit through tht Prole5sionaliration of lxching
Ta>iFOrCe a eutollar) gram; Me Administrators Prokssuusol
fteselopmenf Committee I AP DC I examinn issues and males
retomme nd at Ions regarding the pot >Sionai OveloPmoman4
tiolsIng fOlt>Of school sae A/Ca andtentral.office as.matus
tr aids

APDC Initiatives alread, implemented and under,s a)
include prOlessional dcclormen, pograms and mcentives
saner ladder models and rnorecquitaNc managenalclasssIt
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PROFESSIONALIZING

WORK ENTIRONMENT

t it/moose ATM"! has Cet Otntted for main sear. Poo

...Apt., otleir the pr micros to anal treatises

of emplosees I. Dade Counts ihus simple fact has ehorscea
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Ifist
rofesstonal Leave Bank
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tn.., hers in Ode 110411 enceonps COhterehet, institutes and

other similar ixolessional stasitte
The Bard otIldo this b prniding teachers. ith leasedasi

spec tlalIs earmarked for flroles,tonal actosties

-clucationa1 Issues Forum
In the continued spot of initiating bottom up approa. he

tor identifsing and Littesttnftotessanal anti educattona,
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estahhsh for the My tame an Ed. ational Issues Forum
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anflul Juseussion pttOrimonat I it., 41 lAt uork soc
Mejningful diKussion nioi n tusk 000e55 0 (tnOnnr,
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condtio colloquia and seminas AN:I other such endcor,

Opportunities fOr paniespation as Open to all sChools in the
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6.01.1111, Ii s.ben s pooled during the Ihtth htt ,sho..1 seal u ith
grant request, re, ieuednd appro, ed 1, roint union rnatiqc
Tent Ed. ationel Isslser Forum Committee

Participation in this acti, its i being encouraged throup,
Facult, Counco decision making

paculty Workroom Upgrade
PrOduf.1,11, In the .oriolase is sontingent on nuns sari

able, Une of, the 'most tmpootant of these is the gathering place
where professional meet to exchange ideas ye to simpls spend

feu quiet moments collecting their thoughts and mauing
pproonate plan,

The ideal ipso tor these momentsol reflestion andcallegial
interact., o the taco!. Iiiunge A map,Yr dranbaCk hat been
Ore ir,onsisteni en, iroortern lacult, lounges anlOng all
school wort. sites Assordingl through the ness contract
agreement Mt rstlinei1,,ielnini it, union ale flori
tisgeiheiti'irnpri it the design and Jesuit 0, all faeulis *Ott
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+!;fraperwork
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(Omputers are aiso being used rnme effect]t els to grade
papers and produce repons lot reacher, therehs eliminating a
significant amount of paperwork

The process 1, b, nn means complete bp the tssk is
undenaav and a significant dent in par:mods etdIsKtinn can
Snead) be felt
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iyade Education Compact
V Launched last seer the Dade Education Compact a col
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`)eacher
Recrunment and

Internship Program

Da& I. toms Plki S, hoot, and the United l ea, ho,
1)., ha, learned up utth the lnisetsits ot \liana IftiOupt,
the bad- Education Compact tuella, uen and hoe btu, ht
Itkral ans tot equls alent U sollege gsadua es lot the teashina
prolessson Bs the end ot a l Irt month applenliceshp
proglam ralkd the Teacher Rernattrnem and Internist;
Program ITRIP/ suCcessful panscipants ha, completed all
state requirenlen0 for teacher certthcatton hair earned a
Master Drpree and hase resets ed a solid orlentanon to she
classroom and tht dtstoct

Worhiag ah mentrv tearher a TRIP pang WA, lif
das composes teaehtng four classes planning ont period and
TRIP mentoong alto tiles turn penods The UM, ersits
Khan, has structured a tpet tat program tor TRIP teaches, Mal
ins lAts fonnatise and slITIITIallse r, ..Olions

Di& Ceuct, PUbh- S,11001, and the United
lIa6( are exploring addittonal Thlf ,t)peproplms withothet
h.x., mammies of higher educataon
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PLANNING STRUCTURE

Tradition., !if Dade ( mom Pablo Sehonit and the I coed
Teachers of Dade hro e established foot tail forces and
comtioteel n oh equal representation to deal direct!, meth
problem; and seek mumall. agreed upon yrrategtef for re fol
anon no' shared decision malmg approach has conothated

to foster mg the of:isnot atmosphere which fed tit

the creation of and continues to furl Dude i i iimprelien it.

prof essionult :argon movernent

In addition to the district s professtonali ;anon eff ots
alreadt underra, there m an eter ini Pealing member of neo
ideas aud Oneeptqh eiplore of support Of eclat a formal reforest
Thcrefore the model of loins deliberation and grunt dmeloperrent

of ereewinrendarterni re Supertnrenderit De leneph A Fee
monde: and (ITV E recall, Vice President Pot Tornolln
continues for 1988 89 with e fiablishment of the follim Joint

DCPS117D sail forces
Recon.tauttd Professiaaahzanon of Teaching 7 ash Farce
IRorTFi jututrtfieeiteus she progress of prole
sionah.ation de...mu and planning strategiel Norte
implementatoin
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Vint Task Forces
Smee lb-3 Dade ( our°. Piihlis Schools and the United
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long standing tradition of establishing old.. idual tail. torie
has provided fonam for open dtscusi ion of man. educational
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S. onha, nd the Ss no.0 Boatd annual legislatise program
based nn tecommendation, lisim the Planning°, ersighi
hubs OriluntItee

VOITP Planning/Oversight
Subcommittee
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Senator COCHRAN. That would be very helpful, I think, Mr.
Chairman, and I thank you.

One of the key ingredients of the President's proposal which he
made last year was an alternative certification process to be recog-
nized as a way to attract teachers into the profession, take advan-
tage of people who are willing to teach maybe on a part-time -Isis
or who have an interest in volunteering their efforts to help make
up the difference in some of the shortage areas.

I'm curious as to your reaction, Mr. Rockefeller, to that alterna-
tive certification suggestion. Is that something that we do need to
consider? And how do we implement that since certification really
is a matter that's under the jurisdiction of States not the Federal
Government?

Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Yes, I'd be pleased to respond briefly on that
matter. We have seen in New Jersey and other States examples of
what are alleged to be very successful alternative certification pro-
grams in terms of attracting high quality talent. Al Shanker earli-
er alluded to some of the risks of alternative certification, and I
agree that they are there.

I believe that unless, however, we are flexible in our approach to
the future teaching pool that we are not going to solve especially
some of our short-term problems, whether they are social or labor
force problems. So I think we need to create flexibility and good
measurements in the same breath.

While I'm not an expert on how the Federal Government can be
involved in this, I wodld think that the legislation ought to be very
carefully crafted so as not to make impossible creative routes that
could be worked out on a State-by-State basis. We are beginning to
receive information that some alternative certification programs
have been very successful. The unions are beginning to smile upon
them from time to time and accept them into their own format.
And I do think this is a way of the future. The idea that there's
only one way for individuals to enter the teaching profession I

think is narrow-minded and self-defeating.
Senator COCHRAN. It occurs to me that one thing we might con-

sider adding to this billI don't want to clutter it up, of course,
Mr. Chairman. I know it's your bill.

The CHAIRMAN. We welcome cosponsors.
Senator COCHRAN. I am a cosponsor. I'm happy to announce pub-

licly that I am a cosponsor of this bill. I was added to the bill in
December. I didn't make the early cut, so my name's not on the
printed copy that we have before us.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be from now on
Senator COCHRAN. But I do approciate the fact that the bill does

address a number of concerns, and Teacher Corps is an example.
Minority recruitment, of course, is a very important part of this
bill, I think.

The fact, though, that we do have some concerns about things
like alternative certification, we might be able to fold in something
like a grant program to States to encourage them to develop an al-
ternative certification procedure or change in their law. That's
something that occurs to me that we might consider as we proceed
to the markup of this bill.
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That brings me to the last point I want to make; that is, I thinkpersonally the strongest part of the bill, Mr. Chairman, is Title III,the minority recruitment portion of the bill. Dr. Hatton so capablytestified about that problem and what we need to be doing andthinking about-as we address that issue. It's interesting, I think, toheer her say that whatever we do tomorrow may be a generation
from now paying dividends in terms of changes that we make inthe law here now, that there are other options that we need to ex-plore in that area.

Are there any suggested changes or additions to the title relatingto minority teacher recruitment that you would suggest we consid-er, Dr. Hatton? Is there any way to strengthen that section evenmore so that we address the need for a critical mass, as you put it,in our teacher population right now?
Dr. HATTON. I'm very happy that you asked that question, Sena-tor. I've wanted to answer it, so I'm happy that you asked thatquestion.
The only two things I would doand they're very minoris tomake the components a more coherent package by tying Section (d)of Title III, the study, to the other provammatic divisions to makesure that there is learning from what s going on in the programs

which would be supported by the first (a), (b), and (c) sections ofTitle III, and that that's disseminated widely to States and localdistricts who might learn from what is going on in those programs.It's not quite clear to me that that would be what would be hap.
pening in the study which would be funded through the legislationin DOE. I assume that's where that would be houzed.

The other thing, which is a little more important and critical, Ithink, that I would do is to ensure that there is a flow of peoplewho are trained. You've got your Magnet School, your TRIO, yourSummer Institute programs. Those people need to be moved rightdirectly into Teacher Corps programs, and there needs to be someprovision in the Teacher Corps' title which would either have aspecial incentive for Teacher Corps programs to bring those peopleinto their effort, or to provide some overlap between those two soyou don't have a stand-alone minority effort sitting over here unre-lated to your Title Iwhich is also going to have its minority par-ticipation. It's not nonminority. But there needs to be, I think, atighter and more visible linkage between those two components ofthe bill.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much. I think that's veryhelpful. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, we have alternative certification in the

President's program which we reported out, which is on the calen-dar at the present time. But there's no reason that we can'thave--
Senator COCHRAN. That might not go anywhere given theHouse's reaction to the President's bill. They haven't even sched-uled it for consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. But I think it's a useful suggestion to fold it inhere as well.
Senator Rockefeller.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr Chairman, just a brief question to mycousin David.
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The studies continue to show that when people are getting out of
high school and heading into college and getting out of college and
heading into life that what they want is money and as much
money as they can get quickly. As a result, you obviously have a
lot of people wanting to be securities and mergers and acquisition
specialists and lawyers.

It's interesting to me that in my own life that the folks that I
grew up with who are lawyers are not particularly happy in their
career as being lawyers, if they are career lawyers. And most of
them are looking for ways to get out of it although, of course, it
pays very well. It's a matter of self-esteem. You know, you do your
work in the stack room, and then you get to be a junior partner,
whatever it is, and then sort of what are you doing? You're taking
care of somebody else's wills and estates or, you know, mergers and
acquisitions. And that's interesting to some, but I think not so in-
teresting to a lot, although it pays well.

Now, Japan handles self-esteem in teaching by simply saying
that when you get out of college, if you want to go into business or
you want to go into teaching, you go into what you want to do the
most because the salary for each will be the same. So the salary is
extremely important. So is self-esteem, and they've both got to
work.

Now, we know salaries aren't working well enough in teaching,
and yet, on the other hand, when people get into something like
teachingtwo-thirds of Peace Corps volunteers, for example,
who've returned from the Peace Corps, tens of thousands of them
now have gone into public service of some form, which means that
their self-esteem has been raised to cause them to do something
which pays less but for which they get another kind of return.

In your program, when you talk about raising the ievel of esteem
for teachersnow, that could mean the Nation's esteem for teach-
ersso that the word gets out, or are you also looking at the prob-
lem of teachers in their present position with all the difficulties
and all the pressures on them, both minority and nonminority,
questions about their self-esteem, how to encourage their self-
esteem to keep them in the profession?

Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Well, I'm certainly referring to both, Jay. I
think Al Shanker touched, however brieflyI believe before you
arrivedon the systemic issues in schools. I might just make one
or two points about that

I believe that teachers will in our culture need to be paid more if
we are going to recruit the quality of teachers that most of us, I
believe, have in mind. On the other hand, as you point out, there
are people who are willing to make tradeoffs, some of them at the
beginning of their career, for more satisfaction, less pay And there
are ol,hers who have the satisfaction of pay early in their lives who
begin to look around when they're 40 or 50, some of them earlier,
and wonder if that's all there is to life, and who would, I believe, be
willing to enter other less lucrative professions, including teaching,
if the pathways to those professions were less forbidding And I be-
lieve that less forbidding elements must be addresed by those who
run the schools; that is, the di.itrict personnel and the school build-
ing personnel, those who are really responsible for the climate of
working conditions.
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We've heard several times this morning testimony about that cli-
mate. I truly believe thEl pay will mean nothing unless the climate
and the conditions of f ,thools are improved so that those individ-
uals, whatever they are paid, when they go to work can be safe,
can be proud, and can be effective in the classrooms. Just as we've
seen in corporate Ame ica in the last few decades an enormous rec-
ognition of the fact of the importance of the climate of the work-
place to the effectiveness of corporate bottom line, I believe we
must attend in schools equally to the climate and structure of the
way in which education goes on, though I believe we must also in-
crease salaries. Without those structural changes, I don't think
that we'll be effective, and I think self-esteem will continue to be at
a distressingly low level.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Thank you all very much

for coming. We appreciate it.
Our third panel, John Goodlad, Director of the Center for Educa-

tion Renewal at the University of Washington, Seattle, represent-
ing the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education;
Judy Johnston, Director of the Schenley Teacher Center in Pitts-
burgh, representing the Council of Great City Schools.

Dr. Goodlad, we'll commence with you.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN I. GOODLAD, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SE-
ATTLE. WA, AND PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COL-
LEGES OF TEACHER EDUCATION; AND JUDY JOHNSTON, DIREC-
TOR, SCHENLEY HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER CENTER, inns-
BURGH, PA, ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF THE GREAT CITY
SCHOOLS, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. GOODLAD. Mr. Chairman, I'm pleased to be here this morn-
ing. I want to congratulate you and Senator Pell and the commit-
tee for the focus of the work you have done, for the way in which
you've balanced considel ation for research, evaluation, and devel-
opment, and particularly for the substantial support which you're
offering in these initiatives.

In looking down the other lists of participants, I realize that I
seem to be representing all of the country west of the Charles, the
Potomac, and the Hudson, and I'll refrain frun taking equal time
from all those on the East. Having come the farthest, I'll be brief.

I wish to address three component parts of the initiatives: first,
the part that has been talked about most, the effort to recruit more
minority teachers; second, the effort to improve preparation pro-
grams; and, third, the reference almost throughout to partnerships
of various kinds, and I'll refer specifically to the partnership be-
tween universities and schools.

Let me try to Fay some things about the minority recruitment
that have not been said. A great many very valuabl, things have
been said already. Two points: First of all, let me say that I'm
speaking on all three of these issues out of a 5-year comprehensive
study of the education of educators in the United States, just
coming to a close, and so I speak out of a great body of data from
looking at institutions and preparation programs all over the coun-
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try. Something that's not surprising to you is that we find in our
sample ( "future teachers now in the tubes, only 8 percent repre-
senting the minorities, about half of that 8 percent black, about
half from the other minorities.

I think we need to realize that minorities are not going to be at-
tracted into teacher education programs where they repeat the ex-
perience of being minorities. In large measure, this is now the case.
So somehow or other, the guidelines for this part of the initiative
must be directed to getting a critical mass into each teacher educa-
tion program.

The second point I wish to make that has not been made is there
is now a considerable number of minority students in the tubes in
historically black institutions and in de facto segregated black in-
stitutions in the city. The ones in the rural historically black insti-
tutions who are preparing to teach, we find in our interviews, will
not go to the city if that institution is not available to them. The
ones who are in the cities will not go to the rural areas if they do
not have access.

We need to remember, therefore, that we may have a desperate
shortage of minority black teachers in the rural areas if we do not
provide recruitment support for those who are already in the tubes
and who will be attracted, who will come without a great deal of'
effort in recruitment, but who will find themselves in a very des-
perate situation, which is that because of inequities in their educa-
tional backgrounds, because of their lack of access to knowledge,
they've come to college ill prepared. They've confronted tests which
tell them that they do not have the basic literlcv skills needed.
They're confronted with not four, not five, but r ears of college to
make up those limitations and to prepare to teach If we don't pro-
vide the support for them, our minority teacher supply will drop
drastically.

Exactly the same situation is to be found in somewhat similar in-
stitutions in the urban environment. I don't think either of those
two points has been made. One, the program into which minorities
are recruited must represent a substantial number of minorities so
they don't repeat the minority experience. Two, there already are
students in the tubes who need financial help more than the ceil-
ings that are being proposed in order to continue to become teach-
ers. Losing those peopie will creat an even more severe situation
than we now have.

Second, let me address preparation programs. We have docu-
mented in great detail what is going on in teacher preparation pro-
grams in the United States in a representative sample of institu-
tions. Let me say that not only are the pieces of teacher educa-
tionthey're not juot loosely coupled, they're just not on the track.

The initiative regarding the development of model programs is
v3ry much needed. Unfortunately, we've been blinded for nearly a
hundred years by reform reports with simplistic solutions. For ex-
ample, anyone graduating from college with a three-week work-
shop and mentoring should be able to be certified under an alterna-
tive program. Let me say in direct answer to some concerns of Sen-
ator Pell's that we cannot be assured that these people who are
going into teaching understand the nature of our political democra-
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cy. We cannot be assured that they have had the necessary educa-
tion. If they don't understand, they can't teach it to our children.

We need a pre-ed program of general studies which assures that
teachers have the content. We cannot be comfortable simply with
graduation from a college. We have over 3,000 higher education in-
stitutions in the United States. They vary widely in quality. Some-
one coming at the postgraduate level with a transcript that's 20 or
30 years old is not necessarily qualified in the content area, let
alone the pedagogical area.

So let me urge you to put the toughest possible guidelines on
that part of the initiative and to make sure that the sums are re-
leased in substantial sizes so that truly model programs are cre-
ated. We do not now have a single model teacher education pro-
gram in the United States. Flexer at least had that in 1910 when
he proposed drastic upgrading of the medical education profession.

My final set of comments pertains to partnership. It is interest-
ing to note in a hundred years of education reform reports that the
reform of schools and the reform of teacher education never have
been tied together. James B. Conant, former president of Harvard
and Ambassador to West Germany, wrote a comprehensive report
on teacher education in 1963. In 1965, we had ESEA and a great
attention to the reform of schooling. Mr. Conant's report was
buried in that school reform effort and was never connected to the
reform of the schools It's time to join the two, and the prospects
for joining the two are contained in these initiatives.

Therefore, I strongly recommend that you give no money to any
proposal for rest .ucturing teacher education to the schools alone or
to teacher-prPparing institutions alone. We must reconceptualize
that process. The teacher education program must include exem-
plary schools. We have programs magnificently designed to repro-
duce the status quo We are mentoring teachers with teachers who
are teaching as we taught 30, 40, 50 years ago. The only way we're
going to turn that around is to join schools which become renewing
schools in conjunction with the university where the future teach.
ers are placed, with the universities and the school districts having
joint responsibility. That is going to take money. It's going to take
concentrated money. So, again, I urge don't spread the money thin.
Focus it on programs that meet the toughest possible standards at
the point of beginning.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Good lad follows:]
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Mr. Chairman. Members of.the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources. I am pleased to appear before you this mrning vith regard to The
Excellence in TeacLing Art (S. 1675) and The National TeacIler Act of 1989
(S. 1676). I do so on behalf of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education and its 720 members schools. colleges and departments of
education.

Let me begin by commending you for your initative in developing these
two proposals. They are significant in their focus, design and level of
support and I hope that they can be combined in such a way as to not iose
their potehtial impact upon schools and teacher education programs. Both are
comprehensive in tneir s,ope and promise a new 'evel of partnership betveen
the Federal Government. States. Colleges and Universities and the Schools.

Having spent four decades grappling with the issues you identify. I am
impressed by the forthright vay you have identified the problems and
designed a set of remedies. Both bills are premised on attracting moreand
more ablecandidates to careers in teaching. Both bills place an
appropriately high priority on the attraction of more minority candidates to
teaching; indeed. I am pleased that so many of the re.:ommendations of
the FEOL,Secretariat Minority Teacher Task Force are evident in these Aids
as they ielate to one of the most persistent and important problems facing
American education. Both recognize the importance of preservice and
inservice education and both offer a mix of research and evaluation,
demonstration and support. Then, are obvious strengths in both measures,
which I hope will be Included In the final bill. but together. they are
probably the most comprehensive attempt to address the issues of teacher
education sirce the Education Professions Development Act of 1967.

In the limited time available. I want to highlight a particular
strength in each bill and urge that they become the center-piece for
the final bill reported by this Committee. 1 urge that Title III of Senato,'
Pell's bill (Model Programs in Teacher Preparation) be given greater
prominence and support in the final measure. I have spent th; last five
years examining how we educate teachers in this country. The study I have
=ducted with my colleagues is the largest study of its kind ever
undertaken. Through surveys and interviews and visits to representative
teacher education institutions, we have gathered a formidable amount of
Information on teacher education.

What we will report next October is that America's teachers are ill-
prepared to teach either academics or civic responsibility ;of the kind
promoted by Senator Pell s 'Statement of Findings'); they are ill-prepared
to make improvements in their schools; and, most important. that no one
seems willing to take long-term responsibility for teacher education. We
will offer a vision of what a good teacher program should look lik.-and. we
will show, step by step. just what needs to be done. We will challenge
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universities and colleges, schools and school districts to enter Into new
forms of partnership and create new structures to prepare teachers.

Resources will be needed to design these 'Model Programs in Teacher
Preparation', to prepare 'rep-acement faculty, to refashion undergraduate
programs of general education, to strengthen the academic degrees for
prospective teachers, to develop new clinical arrangements vith schools, to
infuse current programs with recent research findings on cognition and
instruction, on motivation and reinforcement, and to create new forms of
governance and support Hopefully. Title III of S. 1676 could be a source of
support for institutions that are serious about transforming themselves.

say 'serious' because that is exactly vhat is neededl Let me say
before this Committee that I believe that man: of the current attempts to
reform teacher education are rimplistic and thus do more harm than mood-
Simply getting rid of "Mickey Mouse' courses or requiring everybody to have
an additional degree won't solve the problems of getting good teachers into
the schools. National certification tests won't sole the problem nor will
plternative certifi;ation programs. The danger is that adoption of these
simplistic 'solutions' vill imply that we've solved the problem...when they
ere. In reality, shell games.

Let me indicate that reforming teacher education without changing the
undergrlduate curriculum will accomplish little. The Present undergraduate
,urriculum is inadeuuate for grospective teacheil. One of the most
commonplace reforms is that prospective teachers should have an
undergraduate degree in p, academic major. followed by a fifth year of
education courses. More content that is irrelevant to the needs of
you ters isn t the answer. We will urge the development of a pre-ed
program for prospective teachers. Just as there is a pre-med program for
prospective doctors During their pre-ed program, teachers must learn their
subjects: at the same time they must be learning how to teach those subjects
to youngsters in tbe sohools. k.opefully. T.tle III can be revorked to give
attention to this :.Indamental need.

Senator Kennedy s design for 'Protessional Development Academies'
Title of S. Ion gives prominent attention to the need for schools and
teacner education pLograms to coopetate in the clinical training, induction
and professional development f novice teacners. This theme of partnership
should be a fundamental part of all aspects of both bills. The
reconstruction of teacher ,ducation and the restructuring of Public
education crust go hani In hand We cannot deal with the problems of one
without dealing with .be iroblems of the other at the same time. And bo_th
have problems.

New teachers _)te -nto the schoots. armed with idealism and. sometimes,
vith new ways wo !.e.r students learn But they run up against 'we've always
done it this way', )r, 'You can t change things anyway, so vhy bother?' Many
novloe teachers tome discouraged, Many quit teaching. Of those who stay.
man', ;us: end up trYll:g not t rock the boat! It doesn t make sense to
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prepare teachers to fit into the kinds of schools we have nOv At the same

time.
isolation from the schools. We need ney and better schools; and, ye need to
prapare teachers to york effectively in those ney and better schools.
Hopefully, as you consider tle gays that the tyo bills yill be combined,
this principle of the 'simolt/aopos reneval of schocls and schools of
education' can undergird your york. Hopefully, each title and section of
those titles can assure that teachers and teacher educators yill
fashion effec''ve and ongoing partnerships to promote the reform of
teaching.

One of the mcst distressing findings of my earlier study A Place Called
School yes that teachers don't knov hoy to teach about the responsibilities
of living in a democracy. Senator Pell has highlighted this in his
'state...lent cf findings yhen he says that there is 'no clear understanding
of ti,e history and principles of the Constitution and Bill of Rights, yith
little or no sense of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.' There
is a lot of difference betyeen preparaing students to live in a democracy
and preparing studsnts to live in a totalitarian state. And there is a lot
of difference betyeen what you expect of teachers in a democracy versus
teachers in a totalitarian state.

One of the most ttoobling findings of our current study is that fey
teacher education progr/ms give serious attention to the understandin2 of
democracy and what i_-_lans to teach students their moral and_ intellectual
remnsibilities fok_Ilvin- in a democracy. In The Moral Dimensions of
Teaching (Jossey-Bass, February 1990) and Teachers for the Matioa's Schools
(Jossey-Bass, October 1990) I yill stress that the moral dimensions inherent
in the nature of teaching and the responsibilities of teaching in a
democracy most be dual tenants of all teasher education programs. This is an
agenda that I will promote independent of this legislation but one that
must be attended to by colleges and universities.

Finally. Senator Kennedy has included in his bill a Teacher Recogni-tion
title that yill recognize outstanding teachers. I commend him for that
inisative. Let me suggest a parallel recognition program for outstanding
university administrators Reseonsibilitv for leWier education must start
yith the colleo or university President. Teacher education must be given
its rightful s!lare of resources and support. No longer can Pe afford for
teacher education programs to be the 'cash coy' for the college or
university. :here are basic standards that must be met in order to have a
teacher education program that is intellectually and ethically defensible.
College and university presidents must IRA to fulfill that responsibility.
Vhen they do, they deserve recognition. Vhen their programs fail to meet
those standards, the university should think seriously about yhether they'
should he preparing teachers.

Let me reiterate my appreciation for the opportonIty to appear before
this Committee and to offer to you ny congratulations for two yorthy and
important pieces of legislation.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. That advice goes to other areas of
social policy as well. I think of the health care example, something
that we still haven't learned.

Dr. Johnston.
Dr JOHNSTON. Mr Chairman and Senator Cochran, I'm the Di-

rector of the Schenley High School Teacher Center in the Pitts-
burgh public schools, the second largest school system in Pennsyl-
vania and one of the largest in the Nation. I'm pleased to appear
before you this morning on behalf of the Council of Great City
Schools.

I might also say, as one who has devoted her life to teaching and
learning, I know that the research tells me that the prime position
for learning in any session is the beginning and the end. So I have
a wonderful opportunity to influence your thinking

I also want to thank you for the opportunity to testify on the
pending bills for the Council on teachers and teaching. I got my
start in the Teacher Corps as a Teacher Corps team leader, so I
guess I'm the second person you were talking about today. I'm also
pleased that one of my Council colleagues, Joe Fernandez, testified
before you about this same time last year on this same topic, and
that you were able to visit some of Dade County's excellent teacher
programs Let me say that while the weather may not be as warm
in Pittsburgh, the welcome would be, if you would like to see what
we think are even better ones. So please make an effort to come.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. JOHNSTON With your permission, Mr. Chairman and Senator

Cochran; I'd like to focus my remarks this morning on three areas,
although I'm going to gloss over two of them since I think my col-
leagues who have testified before you have covered them. I think
we have to in urban education look 'it the challenges that urban
schools face in the area of teaching, :d certainly you've heard a
great deal about what those challeng are. What I would like then
to focus on are the programs that we've instituted in Pittsburgh to
meet those challenges, particularly in the area of training. And
might I say that I personally wish that these bills had been around
before because it would have cost our istrict, and we might have
had some help in doing what we've done.

In effect, I think I can offer Pittsburgh as a living experiment or
a living laboratory for the very kinds of things that you're suggest-
ing. And so if I could, I'd like to turn to those.

In 1981, 2 years before the publication of "A Nation At Risk,"
the Pittsburgh Board of Education identified staff development as
its main priority Eighteen months of planning followed, that in-
volved over 200 teachers, administrators and others in putting to-
gether a program resulting in a training program, a professional
development program at Schenley High School. In effect, it reflects
a lot of the proposed legislation around professional development
academies.

In the first 4 years of the program, from 1983 to 1987, over 900
secondary teachers participated in the Center's activities. What
this meant was that the high school teachers in Pittsburgh left
their regular classrooms and went to Schenley, one of the 12 sec-
ondary schools, where they worked in groups of 48 for a period of 8
weeks. It has been characterized by many as a mini-sabbatical.
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The essential goals of that program were to improve instruction-
al skills among the teachers who were practicing professionals; to
increase sensitivity to the culture of adolescents, particulary in a
multicultural environment; and to update teachers' knowledge in
specific content areas. As Dr. Good lad so aptly said, it is impossible
for teachers who have been out of college classrooms for 10 to 20
years to be continually updated in their subject area.

In order to meet the goals that we had, visiting teachers partici-
pated in a wide range of teacher-led seminars and classes and had
the opportunity to visit a variety of programs in the larger commu-
nity. The success of the Center was assured by its resident staff
who not only taught the students at Schen ley, some 1,000ap-
proximately 60 percent black, 40 percent white student popula-
tionbut they were also responsible for conducting and developing
seminars which they then led for other teachers. In effect, I think
the heart of the program were the 25 resident teachers which were
assigned one or two visiting colleagues per cycle, and they would
plan instruction with the visiting teacher, observe the visiting
teachers, and confer with them about their methods.

In a second program which speaks again to something which is
in the legislation, in 1986 the challenge was to continue the mo-
mentum we'd begun at Schen ley, and so what evolved was a con-
certed effort to make each high school a Center of Excellence. To
accomplish this, staff at each high school reviewed district-wide
goals, selected a particular one, then designed what we called a
"Center of Excellence project."

In other to fund those Centers of Excellence projects, we went
out and found corporate and foundation funding so that each
school based on shared decision-making could, in fact, acquire ap-
proximately 15,000 a year. We've had some interesting results from
those Centers of Excellence projects which are now in their third
year, one of which I will mention because, again, it's in the legisla-
tion.

Teachers at one particular high school decided that what they
wanted to do was to develop a teaching academy, a program de-

;ned by teachers to attract high school students to the teaching
profession. So I think that it speaks to the teachers in Pittsburgh
that they were prescient enough to know that that was something
that was needed.

I also want to make the point that the success of these programs
rested on our district's commitment to sharing decision-making au-
thorities with teachers and providing greater teacher professioaal
development activities.

A third initiative is now under way which, again, speaks to some
of the information that Dr. Good lad shared with you. We are one of
seven school districts across the United States that is participating
in the Ford Foundation-sponsored school district/university collabo-
rative, and we have been working over the course of the past year-
and-a-half with three universitiesDuquesne University, Indiana
University, and University of Pittsburghin collaboration to, as
we say rathe. modestly, restructure teacher education. I think the
reasons for that are very clear, and I don't need to repeat what Dr.
Good lad said.
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But the goal of the collaboration in Pittsburgh is to prepare stu-
dent teachers and interns to be effective instructors with special at-
tention to teaching in a multicultural environment. A major focus,
of course, for the program is recruiting minorities into the teaching
profession. The Pittsburgh Board of Education has set a goal of in-
creasing the number of minority teachers in the district from 20
percent to 35 percent by 1993. To achieve this goal, not only have
we been working with these universities, but we've been working
with historically blaer collegesfor example, Hampton Institute,
which this spring will provide six African American student teach-
ers to take part in the clinical experience at Schen ley. In addition,
the district and the University of Pittsburgh are actively seeking
foundation funds to provide stipends for minorities who may wish
to enter teaching from other professions. That, in effect, is what is
happening in Pittsburgh.

In terms of the third part of what I'd like to talk about, what the
Federal Government can do, again, I don't know that there's much
that I can add to what has already been said. The Council is proud
to have had the Teachers' Professional Development Act, S. 498, in-
troduced on its behalf by Senator Pell and cosponsored by you, Sen-
ator Kennedy. We are most enthusiastic about S. 1675 and 1676.

In effect, anything else that I might say is in the testimony, and
so rather than take your time, I won't go through that. That con-
cludes my testimony, and I'd be happy to answer questions. Again,
I congratulate you and Senator Pell for your leadership.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Johnston follows:]
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Testimony on Teacher Recruitment and Development Legislation

Before The

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

On Behalf of

The Council of The Great City Schools

Mr Chairman, my name is Judy Johnston I am the Director of the Schen ley High School

Teacher Center in the Pittsburgh Pubhc Schools, the second largest school system in

Pennsylvania and one of the largest in the nation I am pleased to appear before you this

morning on behalf of the Councif of the Great City Schools

Currently in its 34th year, the Council of the Great Crty Schools is a national organization

comprised of 45 of the nation's largest urban public school systems On our Board of Directors

sit the Supenntendent and one Board of Education member from each city, making the Council

the only independent education group so constrtuted and the only one whose membership and

purpose is solely urban

The Councd's membership serves over five million inner-cIty youngsters or approximately 12%

of the nation's public school enrollment. About one-third of the country's Afncan-Arnencan

children, 27% of rts Hispanic children and 20% of the nation's Asian children are being educated

in our schools Nearly 30% of the nation's poor children are found in our forty-five cities

Mr Chairman, I thank you for the opportunrty to testrfy on the pending bills on teachers and

teaching, a subject I have devoted my career to I received my start in the old Teacher Corps,

a program I am pleased to see you reauthonzing I am also pleased that one of my Councd

colleagues, Joe Fernandez, testrfied bt-fore you about this time last year on this same topic, and

that yo; were able to visit some of Dade County's excellent teacher progams While the
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weather may not be as warm in Pittsburgh, the welcome would be if you would like to see even

better ones.

With your permission, Mr Chairman, I would like to focus my remarks th,s morning on three

areaS 1) the challenges that urban schools faCe in the area of teaching, 2) the programs that

we have instituted in Pittsburgh, to meet those challenges, particularly in the area training, and

3) the provisions 1.1 the pending legislation that urban schools find so helpful

A Urban Challenges in Teaching

First, we see the challenges to cities falliny in tnree broad categones attracting teachers,

retaining teachers and training teachers

1 Attracting Tochers While many debate the extant of the pending national teacher shortage,

the problem for cities is here and now It is a five-part problem

al Persistent Overall Teacher ShOrtaZes Teacher shortages in urbanareas are 2 5 times

higher than in other kinds of school systems, according to the National Education

Association, and the gap is growing In general our teachers are older, have more

teaching experience and have been in-system longer than average At thesan e time,

our new teachers turn.over more rapidly than average

Specialized Area Shortages Sometimes, the number of vacancies are oeLeptive

because districts may have enough teachers overall but suffer from shortages in

specialty areas Shortages of math and science teachers are common but the need

for urban teachers in special education and bilingual education is critical The result

is often that districts must assign teachers out of-field or issue emergency or alternative

2 1 2
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certificates, strategies often unacceptable to teacher unions

Shortages of Minority Teachers The nation is also expenencing a well-documented

shortage of minority teachers Afncan-Amencan teachers have now fallen below 7%

of the nation's total teacher pool at the same time the percentage of African-American

students has risen to about 17% of the enrollment The truly dramatic disparities are

in our own cities where, in the aggregate the student enrolkient is about 70% minority,

30% non-minority, yet, the teaching force is about 32% minority and 68% non-minority

d) Ock of Interest in Teaching in the Lnner Cities The sad truth is that most teachers

would rather teach almost anywhere other than the inner-city One explanation is that

80% of new teachers want to teach within 50 miles of their home, and only 1 in 20

call a big city home The upshot is that only 16% of current teacher education

students want to teach in an urtan school The problem is made worse by negative

percept-1s of urban schools One solution, of course, is for us to grow our own

teachers Dropout rates of 25%-to-40% in some cities, however, eliminate many

candidates, others move into vocational, technical trades or the military, some pursue

college but only half finish -- and those who do usually pick other careers By that

time, the pipeline of potential teachers for urban schools has narrowed to a soda

straw

E. DisaooeannQSalarv Differentials and Low Pay Urban schools have relied for a long

time on higher salaries to coax teachers into the inner-city But this differential has

almost disappeared, as states responded to the Nation-At-Risk report in 1983 by

uniformly raising teacher salaries, negatively affecting cities In 1980-81, urban schools

paid their teachers about 10 6% more than the national average, by 1987-88 they paid

4
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them just 3 5% more Teachers, in general however, continue to be pad well below

their value to society, thereby damaging all schools ability to attract qualified people

2 Retaining Teachers While most of our teachers are pleased with their career choice, urban

teaching is not easy We cannot gloss over our substandard facthties, overstretched

resources, students with profound problems, and the social environment outside the school

yard

a) Inferior Working Conditions A recent study by the Institute for Educational Leadership

(IEL) concluded that urban teachers wr%k under conditions that are dramatically worse

than other teachers These conditions include ^ramped and crumbling buildings and

facilities, heavier workloads and larger class sizes than average, fewer resources and

bOoks, and more disciphne problems AU of these factors make it more difficult for

urban schools to keep teachers once they have been recruited

b) Lack of Decision Making Authority Perhaps more important are the profet.,sional

frustrations of teachers lack of respect and recognition, limited opportunities for

collegiality, inadequate professional development, and lack of decision-making

authority In fact, the lack of professionalism is second only to low salary as the

reason teachers give for leaving teaching

3 Trainino Teachers To meet our nation's future demands, today's teachers need to be highly

qualified professionals, knowledgeable about their subjects and methods Recent reform

reports, including the Carnegie Report, suggest we are fai from achieving that goal Too

often, low ability students seek schools of education, and once they are hired school often

do little for their professional growth

2 , ,..'
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a) lnadeauately Prepared Teachers Today's teacher is better educated, more

experienced and harder working than the teacher of a decade ago. Still, the training

teachers receive is rarely sufficient to prepare them to be inner-city teachers Most

urban teachers, in fact, rate their education courses as inadequate in preparing them

for life in a big city school

t--) Lack Of Inservice Training Finally, teaching requires ever greater levels of in-service

training This is especially true in cities where changing demographics and high needs

place new demands on teachers to find successful instructional strategies, where

technology is constantly changing, and where new reform efforts are placing more

decis,on-rnaking power in teachers hands

B What Vve Are Doing About The Teaching Challenges

:nvenges appear insurmountable but there is much urban schools are doing to address

:a;1 your attention to our report. Teaching and Leading in (3reat City Schools much

hes S.er 180 urban programs designed to boost the pay. the status, and the performance

"aachers Le, me take a moment to describe what we do in Pittsburgh particularly in the area

$ea:he, trainIng

A , ears before the publication of A Nation et Rak, the Pittsburgh Board of Education

sta" development as its main priority Eighteen months of planning followed that

e' 20C teachers, administrators and central office personnel resulting in the training

al Schenley High School In the first four years of the program (1983-87), over 900

ch-I9hy ,eachers participated in the Center's activities Teachers came in groups of 48 for

:1": weeks at a tome during the school year (four cycles per year)
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The essential goals of the program were to (a) improve instructional skills, (b) increase sensitivity

to the culture of adolescents , (c) update knowledge in specific content areas, (d) disseminate

information about district-wide educational improvement initiatives, (e) provide opportunities for

personal and professional growth, and (I) encourage the development of «Idividual teacher plans

for continued progress

In order to meet those goals, visiting teachers participated in 5 wide range of teacher-lead

semtrars and classes and had opportunity to visit a vaneh, of programs in the larger community

The success of the Center is assured by its "resident staff" who teach the over 1,000 students

at the high school, ate,t with reduced teaching schedules, and develop and conduct seminars

for Sttng teachers on a wide range of educational topics and methods Twenty-five resident

teachers, are each assigned one or two visiting colleagues per cycle They plan instruction,

observe visiting teachers and confer with them about their methods

In 1986 the challenge was to continue the momentum begun at Schen ley, and to maximize the

-eturn On the school district's investment The result was the "Centers of Excellence" program,

a concerted effort to make each high school a center of excellence

To accomplish this, staff at each high school reviewed distnctwide goals, selected a particular

one, then designed a 'Center of Excellence projecr to support it

For example, one of Pittsburgh's goais was to close the black-white ,.,-,ievement gap Prolects

were then established where groups of students worked cooperatively on a teacher-def., ied task

After just one semester, Schen ley demonstrated a ten percent rise in the ni..inber of minority

2
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Another Center of Excellence project resulted in a magnet Teaching Academy, a program

designed by teachers t: attract high school students to the teach.ng profession, a goal of all the

bills pending before this Committee

The success of these programs rested on the district's committment to shanng decision-making

ajthority with teachers, and providing greater teacher professional development activities Each

participating school had someone specifically assigned to facilitate the process of providing

each of these components

A third initiative now underway involves the school district and three local universities in

latoration to provide better teacher education A year long planning effort, funded by the

Fotd Foundation, resulted in a program to promote teaching as a decision-making activity

The goal of the collaboration 's to prepare student teachers and interns to be effective

nstructors The p Dgram provides a supportive environment in which the student teacher/intern

:an teach and learn about teaching, with special attention to teaching in a multi-cultural urban

setting, and working with parents, students, and other professionals within the community

Presently, tiv3 School District ersity Collaborative operates at two Pittsburgh pubhc high

schools in conjunction with Inuiana University of Pennsylvania, Duquesne University and the

University of Pittsburgh Although operationalized somewhat differently at each site, the program

is characterized by an intensive clinical experier-e

A major focus of our program is recruiting minorities into the teaching profession The Pittsburgh
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Board o4 Education has s, a goal of increasing the number of minority teachers in the district

to 35% by 1993 To achieve tis goal, the district is working with traditional black colleges, like

Hampton Institute, which will supply six African-American student teachers this spring to take part

in a clinical experience at Schenley They will also take courses at Duquesne Universit,

In audition, the dstrict and the Uriiversity of Pittsburgh are actively seeking foundation funds to

provide Vipends to minorities aireday holding a bachelors degree who may wish to enter an

n'en program leading to teacher certification as well as a master of arts in teaching

C filhat the Fedeal Government Can OQ

The Congress has an important role to play in helping us recruit, train and keep qualified

tear ners, particularly in urban ai eas The legislation before us today is an excellent start The

Council is proud to have had the ''Teachers Professional Development Act (S 498) introduced

en ,ts behalf by Senator Pell and cosponsored by Senator Kennedy We are most enthusiastic

about S 1675 and 1676, and congratulate both Senators on their leadership

I would hke to describe the components of each of these three bills we are particularly pleased

with

1 plaS531ze research and demonstration

Uban sChools have particular difficulty with large classes because of inadequate resources to

hire more teachers, the layout of our buildings, and extremely large numbers of immigrants The

proposal in S 1676 to conduct research and demonstration projects on the effects of class size

is most welcome
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2 In-Senrice Teacher Training

Each of the: .' -le uills (S 498, S 1676, S 1675) contains provisions for in service teacher training

but with different approaches National-level teather training academies are authonzed through

the states in S 1675, by formula in S 498, ano by congressional distnct in S 1676 In addition,

S 1675 authorizes discretionary grants to provide training in specialty areas, e g , preschool

education, bilingual education, and establishes a senior teacher corp for current teachers to

pursue longer term intensive training

The Council believes that all these approaches are constructive We do prefer the National

Academy structure estabhshed in S 1676 over that in S 498 because of the focus on subject

area, and are very enthusiastic about the discretionary grant programs for bilingual,

handicapped, preschool and math/science training in S 1675 because of the unique problems

in each area At the local level, the Council would like to see a blend of the approaches in S 498

and S 1675 wrth funds being formula driven but collaborations being required between LEAs and

unversities in school-based programs We are less attracted to the Congressional district

academies because of their lack of correspondence with recognized school boundaries, but we

do believe the idea has merit The use of funds from all three bills ought to be combined

3 Teacher Professtonaksm and Decision-Making

Both S 498 and S 1675 contain provisions to boost the professional status of teachers by pilot

testing various approaches to school-based management and decision-making S 498 goes

slightly further by authorizing tests of other professionalism-enhancement approaches like

incentive pay, mentor teaching, career ladders and others We would like to see both bills

meshed on this topic, but using the broader approath in S 498 We would also like to see the

federal government's role in school-based management limited to evaluating these locally-

developed approaches and disseminating information on them rather than defining what they

Pt. )
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shoud be or assuming their merits

4 Pre Service Teacher Training

All three bills contain provisions for ore-service teacter training. S.498 establishes a fifth year

of collec , for education majors in collaboration wit urban school systems. S 1676 authorizes

model teacher prepai ation progiams, and S 1675 has preservIce university collaboratives woven

throughout We believe all these provisions make sense

5 Teacher Recruitment

And all three bills contain very substantial proposals for recruiting new teachers, particularly

minority teachers and teaciters fcr urban areas The Council particularly likes the minority

teacher recruitment provisions in S 1675 and the local recruitment provisions in S.498. We like

the proposal in S 498 to increase the number of minority teachers by upgrading the credentials

of current teacher aides (who are more likely to be minority than the general teacher force) and

by providing seed-monies for local "grow.your-own" programs

NI three measures con'ain loan forgiveness proposals or scholarships as incentives to enter the

leaching professkm All seek to bring 'Additional minority teachers into the profession While all

are attractive. the Council is particularly fond of the scholarship proposal in the Teacher Corp

section of S 1675 providing incentives up-front and forgiveness for those entering teaching in

f early defined inner-city schools This provision is one ot the most attractive provisiol is of any

of the pending proposals

Mr Chairman, that concludes my testimony I would be happy to answer questions Again, I

:ongratulate you and Senator Pell for your leadership on these bills Thank you

2 2 0
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SELECTED STATISTICS ON URBAN SCHOOL TEt-2HERS

Number of teachers in Great City public school systems 272, 084
Percentage of teachers in Great City Schools who are minority 85 978 (32%)
Percent of nation's minority teachers working in Great City Schools 56%

Average years of experience of teachers in Great City Schools 15
Average number of days on duty for teachers in Great City Schools 186
Average pupil/teacher ratio in Great City Schools 18 7 1
Average salary of teachers in Great City Schools, 1987-88 829.218

Number of new minority teachers that would have to be produced annually to fill the cur i ent
demand for minonty teachers (based upon the percentage of minority students) 53,0k.A.,

Approximate number ol minority college students graduating with degrees in educatior,
annually 14.000
Percent of current teacher education students who want to teach in an urban school as theil
first assignment 16%
Percentage of general teaching force that will be black in 1990 5%
Extent of teacher shortages in central city schools as compared to the extent of teacher
shortages in all schools 2 5 times the shortage

Percentage of city teachers who feel respected by society 39%
Percentage of urban teachers who would not teach if they could start over 13%
Percentage of urban schools where teachers rate professional development opportun,ties
as inadequate 58%
Percentage of urban teachers who report having no say in selecting textbooks or matur ia .
36%
Percentage of urban schools where tear_hers report working in inadequate buildings 52".
Average number of students more per day a big city teacher teaches than a small distrIzt
teacher teaches 23 more students
Average number of hours per week urban teachers spend on insti uctional duties without pa)
9 2 hours
Percentage of urban schools where teachers rated their resources as inadequate 81-'e
Percentage of current education major s who report being inadequately trained to deal with
"at-risk" students 29%
Percentage of urban schools where teachers report poor student discipline 77%

2-04. 1
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Good lad, before getting into some of the other kind of more

technical questions you were talking about, you mentioned just
briefly in your testimony that teachers aren't taught how to teach
students the moral and intellectual responsibilities for living in a
democracy We battle around in various ways on this question
about teaching morality, and legalists have defined some years ago
about secular humanism Everybody was bandying that word
around; o one quite knew what it meant, I don't think.

What are you talking about here? What should be the kind of
guidance you have' That's probably not related directly to the bills
although it's obviously related to, I think, what are common inter-
ests to the members of the committee and parents.

Dr. GOODLAD Well, I think our tendency in this area is to get to
a ievel dealing with differing values in moral behavior, which is
very important. But what I'm talking about here is the fact that
we're living in a democracy Life in a democracy and life in a to-
talitarian State are quite different Teachers are teaching in a de-
mocracy. they're not teaching in a totalitarian State. That's quite
different.

It seems to me that we should be absolutely certain that our
teachers are fully familiar with not only what is in the Bill of
Rightt ',ut the discussions surrounding it, that they be fully famil-
iar NN i t h our Constitution and the degree to which we fall short of
the salues that are embedded. And if we cannot be certain that our
teachers haNe had the kinds of general studies that prepare them
to understand those differences and who understand that history
and whu understand those values that are deeply embedded, we
could hardly expo,. t those teachers to deal effectively with what It
means to grow up as a citizen in a democratic society, which means
something more than "I'll get mine first It means there are re-
sponsibilities, then: are commitments that we must expect of our
young people

Teachers need to fully understand tha, there is only one institu-
tion in our socivt) zpecifically committed to that task, and that's
the school Therefore, they are stewards of the school, and they are
stewords of' the school in a democratic society And almost all the
attentlon to whether or not a teacher is prepared to teach focuses
un the inure or less teLhnical behavior, the mechanistic behavior of
the classroom And if all we do is to assign a teacher to a future
teacher, they don't have any understanding of the degree to which
the policies and the practices of the school can deny to some the
rights of growing up prepared to live in a democratic society.

Dr Hatton touched on some of these when she was referring to
the inequities of schooling. In our discussions with many futures,
they seem not to understand that all children have a right to learn,
and they were much more focused on those who can learn have an
opportunity to have the best access to knowledge. That's pretty
fundamental, and it seems to me needs to be part of not only the
intellectual process of becoming a teacher, but the socialization
process, a socialization process which must occur If we have an al-
ternative program to get to become a teacher. we must be sure that
that kind of socialization is occurring.

2 " °..,
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The CHAIRMAN. I am chairman of the Madison Foundation,
which was a result of the Bicentennial Commission, that is to try
to assure that :ery State will have two high school teachersand
we spell out th, criteriato teach constitutional studies as part of
the enduring legacy. It's actually received some underwriting by
the Congress, and it's in the process of its formulation. But that is
certainly something I have a particular interest in.

Let me ask you about the alternative certification issue. I under-
stand that some of the AACTE have indicated opposition tc alter-
native certification because it might bypass your members. Would
you comment on that?

Dr. GOODLAD. Yes, I'd be pleased to comment on that. I represent
that Association today, of course, as its president of 720 teacher-
preparing institutions out of some 1,300.

The AACTE position is to encourage alternative routes to certifi-
cation. It does not encourage alternative certificates. When we talk
about an alternative certificate, it sounds as though we're talking
about a different kind of outcome. What we're talking about are
different routes to the same outcome, which is to be a good teacher.
Therefore, our interest in alternative routes is: Do they socialize
teachers into what I have just been talking about? Do they provide
for teachers assurance of understanding their subject matters? Or
do they admit people with 20- or 30-year credentials, out of date,
without further word? Do they provide the necessary experiences
in pedagogy? Do they assure placement not with simply a mentor-
ing teacher, but in an exemplary school setting?

If all of those things are in place, we not only welcome alterna-
tive routes, we would encourage them.

The CHAIRMAN. Your organization has taken a particular inter-
est in the problem of tackling the minority teacher recruitment. I
think you spoke to that issue in general ways in your earlier com-
ments. I know you have more elaborate testimony. I don't know
whether there's anything else that you might want to add relative
to the particular pieces of legislation which are before us.

Dr. GOODLAD. I would just reiterate that we need to be very care-
ful not to assume that there are out there percentages of very able
black minorities who are not being reached by the recruitment
effort. I applaud what David Rockefeller is doing to make the op-
portunities in teaching so widely known. In doing that, which I
commend, we need also to recognize the large numbers of minority
students who are first generation college students coming to college
with highly disadvantaged backgrounds because of the inequities in
the elementary and secondary sys.em who need to be supported at
that critical point. And it's going to cost more money than is pro-
posed under the cap that's currently existing.

This issue has been discussed extensively by the 40-some organi-
zations that come together here in Washington from time to time
to discuss this issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Maybe you've answered this about any particu-
lar good models of partnerships between local districts and institu-
tions of higher learning. You give me at least the impression that
you didn't know of any in the country I don't know whether I'm
right in that impression or not.

0 r. i
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Dr. GOODLAD. There are some embryonic ones. There are some
that are beyond the embryonic stage which we've just heard about
from the Schen ley experience, which is well established and to be
applauded. We created in our work 5 years ago what is called the
National Network for Educational Renewal, and it consists of 13
universities with their surrounding school district to join together
in the partnership I referred to within which we hope to create ex-
emplary teacher education settings.

Let me simply tell you that this is very, very hard work. It
sounds natural, but universities are not accustomed to joining in
partnerships with their former students in the schools. The schools
are sensitive to university people looking over their shoulder and
coming to the classrooms. The collaboration is very difficult. That's
why I'm delighted to see in your initiatives a time; that is, you're
proposing five-year grants, and that is going to be absolutely neces-
sary. We ye found it takes three to 5 years to get these enterprises
off the ground.

The CHAIRMAN Dr. Johnston, you talk about the difficulty in re-
cruitment of minority teachers in the urban areas. Why isn't the
problem just as severe in rural districts where the population is
smaller and more widely scattered?

Dr JOHNSTON I think the problem probably is just as severe, but
I think in the urban areas, when you look at the student popula-
tion in urban areas, you're looking at over 70 percent minority en-
rollment and approximately 32 IR/Pent minorities in teaching. If
children are to succeed, if they are going to have a vision of what
they can be in life, they have to have role models. And what we're
finding is that there certainly aren't enough role models out there.
Also, the need exists to have minorities in teaching. I think Bar-
bara Hatton touched on that very well.

The CHAIRMAN. You served as a Teacher Corps team leader
when the program was run in the early 1970's. How did it kind of
influence your own career? Can you tell us a little bit about that?

Dr JOHNSTON. Oh, it's been so long ago. Well, I think what it
caused me to understand is a lot of what I'm talking about today.
Certainly if we're going to attract, as the saying goes, the best and
the brightest into the teaching profession. there have to be ways in
which those people can learn and can understand what teaching is
all about. Teaching is a very complex decisioning activity. It's nota
simple process. And so I think in that respect it certainly helped
me It provided me with the opportumty to continue my education
as well as have an impact on Teacher Corps interns who were
learning to teach.

As an aside, I might also add that maybe the down side of it is
that those Teacher Corps interns, with the exception of one that I
worked with, are all still in education. But only one of them is in a
classroom now teaching; the others have moved into prominent ad-
ministrative positions. I think that's probably one of the problems
that we face in education in that people who go into teaching and
are good frequently, as someone talked about today, are recruited
out of the classroom and into other positions. But it was a very
powerful influence.

The CHAIRMAN. GK. Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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One question simply for c'arification of a point. Dr. Good lad
started off his testimony talking about how we shouldn't get into a
situation where minorities are recruited and then put in a position
of repeating a minority experience, that this would have a negative
influence on the program or the effort. And I got lost trying to
figure out how we legislate in such a way that we prevent that
from occurring.

As a Republican Member of tilt Senate, I enjoy minority status
.n that regard, and I was trying to thinknot strictly from my per-
.ona1 point of vjew, but how can wc prevent by passing legislation
that from occurring as a practical matter?

Dr. GOODLAD. I think there are elements in the initiatives now
:hat are in the right direction, and Dr. Hatton developed those
more. Fll approach it from a somewhat different way.

When one looks at recruitment efforts in teacher education. they
iften are at a advanced level in the educational system, that is,
.ry ing to recruit the people who are already coming to college or

ho are already there. In, for example, the field of engineering, it
s just standard praaice for the school of engineering in the
it to go right down into the high schools and find the students

who might want become engineers, persuade them, and retruit a
cohort group which is brought to the campus, entertained, intro
duced to the faculty. to the laboratories and the rest.

We don't operate like this in teacher education. We krid to do it
)n an individualized basis. What we need to do is to go into com-
munity colleges anJ secondary schools and find dusters of minority
.tudents who come in as a cohort group who are not retained as a
,ohort group but who join the mixed group of students where they
cepresent 20 to -10 percent of the total enrollment lather than it)ur
percent of the total enrollment

Therefore, what I'm really saying is there should be a conLentra-
tion of effort. For example. I had a telephone interview before
coining here fol someone who is doing a study for the Rockefeller
Foundation and made reference to Dal, id Rockefeller's program
that you heard here this morning One of the things I said in Lom
mending that program was. If those minotity students who are
being recruited could then be guided toward settings where they
are not going to be two or three or four percent of the student pop-
ulation, it would be a richer experience for you. The Republican
representation in the Senate is not a three or four or even ten per-
cent.

Senator COCHRAN You're right. Thank you very much. I appreci-
ate your further explanation of that. It sounds certainly reasonable
and a goal that we ought to pursue, I think.

The only other question that I haveand Dr. J .hnston may have
touched on this. I thought I heard you say in your remarks some-
thing about school-based management.

Dr. JOHNSTON. Yes.
Senator COCHRAN One of the questions I wanted to ask today of

some witness was to help me better understand how this is going to
work in practice so that I'm convinced this ought to be a part of
the bill. I come to this process, and I'm skeptical about whether or
not it's appropriate for us to include in the final version of this bill
that's reported to the Senate Title VIII, which provides some grant
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money as incentives for local education agencies to establish
school-based management training programs and professional de-
velopment academies as mentioned on page 85 of the bill. This is a
section that is interesting to contemplate.

I wonder whether or not this, again, is another buzz word. The
chairman mentioned secular humanism as something that is sort
of a catchy phrase that caught on at some point and was used by
many people without maybe fully understanding what it meant.
I'm not sure we know what this means either in practice. Is it a
new buzz word, a new phrase? And are we going to have to develop
later what it really means? Are we creating a hydra-headed mon-
ster on the school campus that really prevents decisions from being
made rather than as a catalyst for making better decisions?

Dr JOHNSTON. Yes, to all of the above.
Let me say that, first of all, school-based management or shared

decision-making plays out in a variety of ways in different school
districts. I don't know that there is one way that is best. In terms
of the legislation, I would encourage you to keep in the teacher
professionalism, shared decision-making; however, allow individual
districts some decision around how that should unfold. That sort of
flies in the face of shared decision-making to have people tell them
they have to do it and then tell them how they have to do it.

Let me just share with you how it works in Pittsburgh, and I
don't know that we're so different from a lot of other districts
where it's tried

Each high school--in fact, each school in our district has an in-
structional cabinet, which is comprised of administrators and
teacher leaders, all of whom have received training around shared
decision-making. You may question, well, why does someone have
to be trained to share in decisions, but if you look at the culture of
schools, you'll come to understlnd that for long periods of time
teachers haven't had much say about how things get done Their
decisions have been limited to the span of time that they're work-
ing with students. And so we now in Pittsburgh have cabinets that
do meet regularly, that within the context of that meeting are dis-
cussing and making decisions around issues of instruction related
to students in the building.

There is some thinking and probably some research that will
verify the fact that the decisions that teachers make around stu
dents or decisions that get made around the instruction of students
are better decisions when they occur close to where those decisions
are implemented, which are in the classrooms of the students

I for one want to encourage you to keep that in, and perhaps the
bottom line around that isand we have some research that indi-
cates that there are very powerful things that happen when teach-
ers begin to share in decisions around students.

One of the powerful reasons I think it should be there is that I
think it's one way that we can retain good people in education We
can't take people, educate them, put them in classroom, and, as Al
Shanker says, treat them like hired hand and expect them to stay.
They have to have some say in w hat happens, how it happens, and
with whom it happens.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much.

27-756 0 - 90 8
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the excellent hearing. All the
panels have been really helpful to us and to me personally. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. We have one of our most active members of our
ommittee, Senator Simon, who has spent an enormous amcunt of
ime on education and has been very much involved in the shaping

and fashioning of education programs. We're delighted to have you.
Senator Smor.i.Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret, because of

another meeting, I was not able to be here for the hearing.
I would just underscore two basic points: We're going to have to

pay teachers more; we're going to have to increase standards for
teachers. Those are the two basics.

A very interesting study was done by Harvard ou foreign lan-
guage teaching, and it was an attempt to determine to what extent
the various audio-visual aids made a difference in acquiring foreign
languages. And after they finished the whole study, they came to
one conclusion. If you had a good teacher, you learned; and if you
didn't have a good teacher, you didn't learn. That really is basic.

What we have to do is simply, as Senator Kennedy has pointed
out over and over again, we're going to have to make a greater pri-
ority out of education. I regret I have not heard the testimony of
the two witnesses or the other witnesses, but I appreciate your
leadership in this area. And I thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Senator Simon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator PELL. I want to commend Senator Kennedy for holding
this hearing on teacher recruitment and training. Meeting the4
demand for good teachers in the 1990's will require unprecedented
commitments not only to recruitment, but to retention and retrain-
ing as well. I was involved in the early development of the Kenne-
dy teacher training bill (S. 1675), and I am proud to be an original
cosponsor of that measure and its complement sponsored by Sena-
tor Pell (S. 1676).

I have long supported efforts to reward excellent teachers and to
encourage students to go into teaching. The Paul Douglas teacher
scholarship program that I sponsored is now in its fifth year. Each
year it has made approximately 3,000 grants of up to $5,000 to Itu-
dents who commit to teaching. The Christa McAuliffe Fellowship
program, which I originally sponsored as the Talented Teachers
Act, is now in its fourth year. It has provided funds each year for
at least one experienced teacher in each State to engage in a spe-
cial project in exchange for a commitment to keep on teaching.

There are also private and State-based scholarship programs for
prospective teachers. Last year, for example, Chicago's Foundation
for Excellence in Teaching selected its first "Academy Scholars."
Fifteen students arc receiving financial assistance in exchange for
a commitment tr., teachingand there are extra rewards if they
teach in a Chicago school with large numbers of disadvantaged stu-
dents.

These are good programs. But they are not enough to meet the
demand for more than a million new teachers over the next 5
years Now that virtually every State has a process for awarding
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Paul Douglas scholarships and Christa McAuliffe fellowships, the
programs must be expanded so that we can reward an excellent
teacher in every congressional district, ,ind provide larger scholar-
ships for more students, especially those under-represented in the
teaching profession.

In addition to being expanded, these successful programs must
also be emulaed. The Teacher Corps and Senior Teacher Corps in
S. 1675 also use grants to encourage future teachers and to in-
crease retention of current successful teachers. The Teacher Corps
also provides funding for graduate education programs, which are
increasingly being required of teacher applicants.

Sadly, the current and expected shortage of minority teachers is
so severe that even these programs fully funded would not be
enough to reach parity. More than 25 percent of all students in the
United States are minorities, while only about 9 percent of their
teachers are minorities. That's down from 17 percent in 1977. Cur-
rent data suggest that by the turn of the century, a 5 percent mi-
nority teaching force will be education students who are more than
one-third minority.

One explanation for the declining number of minority teachers is
actually good news: Increased Opportunities. Teaching used to be
one of the few professions open to women and minorities. As other
career opportunities have opened up, fewer women and minorities
are choosing to teach. In the past, school districts could get away
with low teacher salaries and poor working conditions because dis-
crimination kept women and minorities out of other professions.
But schools must now compete for the best and brightest; they
must treat teachers as the professionals they are. And that in-
cludes paying them the salaries they deserve.

While equal opportunity may help explain some of the decline in
the number of minorities teaching, other explanations are more
disturbing:

With desegregation, many school districts stopped hiring black teachers (In one
State, for example, public schools added 16 632 white teachers between 1954 and
1988, but only 190 black teachers).
The percentage of blacks and Hispanics finishing college continues to dechne,
reducing the pool of potential teachers
"Competency" tests for teachers in the early 1980's had a disproportionate
effect on minorities Many prospective teachers are irappropriately refused
Pntry into teacher-training programs for failing to pass the NTE or other multi-
ple-choice tests

The movement toward fifth-year teacher training programs has made it more
difficult for low-income students ta afford the education it takes to become
teachers
Sadly, mino:ity students have had few, if any teachers they can consider role
models
With the decline in the status of teachers and the teaching profession, teachers,
parents and counselors often discourage students from entering the profession

With the minority teacher pipeline restricted in so many ways,
no single strategy can ease the current and impending shortage. In
addition to increases in the Paul Douglas and Christa McAuliffe
programs, I am looking into a number of approaches to the minori-
ty teacher shortage, some of which are included in S. 1675 and S.
1676.

Again, I commend Senators Kennedy and Pell for moving cwiftly
on the teacher recruitment and training issue, and I look forward
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to working with them to develop an effective, comprehensive Fed-
eral approach.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good. Well, we want to thank all of you
very much for coming. As we said, it's been very helpful. We think
we have, over the period of years, had a strong bipartisan approach
on thisfor years under Senator Pell, Senator Stafford, under Sen-
ator Staffoed and Senator Pell, Senator Simon, Senator Kennedy,
Senator Cochran, and other members here. And we are very hnpe-
ful that we will be able to get both the legislation through, which
I'm very confident of, and also, even with limited budget, that we'll
be able to get a down payment on it. We have some important
members of our Appropriations Committee on this as well as on
the Budget Committee, on both sides of the aisle. So I'm hopeful
that even in the announcement of the budget, which troubles many
of us, particularly in the areas of education and other areas of
human resources, that this one can get off the ground. So it's im-
portant that, as limited as the resources are, we shape it and fash-
ion it and target it in ways that it can have the kind of result
which has been the objective of all those who have commented
here today. We thank you very much. You've been very helpful.

The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the committee waS adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING ACT

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 16, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Providence, RI.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
102-B, Whipple Hall, Rhode Island College, Providence, RI, Senator
Claiborne Pell (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. I am most pleased to be here today and to hold a
hearing on this important legislation before the real experts on
this issue; teachers and students. It is most appropriate that the
hearing should be held on this campus, for it is here that genera-
tions of the finest teachers of our State have received their train-
ing in preparation for their careers in the classroom.

American schools reflect the conditions of American society. A
weakness in one will result in a parallel weakness in the other. We
all know of the many changes facing American society. As we
begin these hearings, let us reflect for a moment on how these
changes will affect the classroom of tomorrow.

First and foremost, the color of American society is changing
rapidly. Today, 6.9 percent of ell teachers are black, yet blacks
make up 18 percent of our Nation's student body. This ratio is ex-
pected to change dramatically over the next 10 years, as the per-
cent of black teachers drop to 5 percent while the number of black
students rises to fully one-third of the total school population. Simi-
lar trends are predicted among the Hispanic population.

On the national level, we are also facing a teacher shortage. All
in all, we will need one million new teachers over the next 5 years,
yet if current trends continue, our colleges and universities will
graduate only half that number of credentialed teachers. The
teacher shortage is a particular problem to Western States, rural
areas and some inner-cities.

Other changes in the classroom will be more universally felt and
those of us in Rhode Island will not escape their impact. For exam-
ple, an increasing number of school-aged children live in homes in
which both parents work or in which there is only one parent.
Common sense tells us that schools and teachers will feel the
impact of these changes as children are shuffled from day care to
school and back to day care again.

(223)
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The impact of techlological changes is obvious to all. Computers
are in classrooms everywhere and many teachers are faced with
new and intimidating hardware. To compound the problem, many
young children know how to operate these modern devices much
better than their teachers. The list is endless.

In short, we must rethink the role of our teachers. We must at-
tract more teachers into the profession, guarantee a greater diver-
sity or teachers and keep the current skills of teachers up to date.
More importantly, we must assure teachers an appropriate place in
society. Nothing disturbs me more than to hear of the low self-
esteem teachers often have. It is, I believe, a reflection of society's
view that teachers do not play as important a role as other profes-
sionals.

How ironic such a view is. Ours is a society which places great
emphasis on physicians who doctor our bodies. We also place a
high status on psychiatrists who heal our emotional problems. Law-
yers are given great regard for their knowledge of the law. Yet,
what little recognition we give to those who shape our children's
original thoughts and actions. To those who teach the fundamental
principals of law to the average citizen, we offer low pay. To those
who spark the future doctor's first curiosity for science, we offerlittle societal recognition. To those who take on the emotional trau-
mas of , jor, handicapped and neglected children in their first
interaction with their more privilegod peers, we offer few incen-
tives to strigthen and improve their profession.

It is thi: disparity between the importance of the teacher's task
and the support our Nation provides those in the profession that is
the driving force behind my legislation. The National Teacher Act
would promote innovative teacher programs, forgive student loans
of those who teach in impoverished areas and establish both na-
tional and local teacher academies so that all teachers can upgrade
their subject knowledge and teaching skills.

I look forward to today's hearing as an opportunity to listen to
the views of Rhode Islanders on this legislation. When I return to
Washington next week, I will continue this process at a national
level with two more hearings. I then plan to send my proposal
through the committee process with action on the Senate floor in
the near future What is said today is a critical part of that legisla-
tive process, so thank you all for being here, I welcome you and if
my statement seemed too long, forgive me but I wanted to get
those puints on the record for this hearing. This is an important
piece of legislation.

There are three panels. The first panel will be Dr. Patricia
Lyons, if she would come forward, Associate Professor of Elementa-
ry Education of Rhode Island College; Mr. Christopher Kennedy,
University of Rhode Island; Ms. Kathleen Mariano, Rhode Island
College, Mrs Carol Beagan with whom I was yestertiay from Shea
Senior High School.

I would also add that I'm very glad to say that Amanda Broun,
Senator Kennedy's aid in education is with us here today and lends
more expert knowledge to this hearing. I have invited my col-
leagues from the Rhode Island delegation. I think some of them
may be represented here at a later time.

Welcome Dr. Lyor.,.
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STATEMENIS OF PATRICIA LYONS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, ELE-
MENTARY EDUCATION, RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE, PROVI-
DENCE. RI: CHRISTOPHER KENNEDY, UNIVERSITY OF RHODE
ISLAND. PROVIDENCE, RI: KATHLEEN MARIANO, RHODE
ISLAND COLLEGE, PROVIDENCE, RI; CAROL REAGAN, SHEA
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, PAWTUCKET, RI

Welcome Dr. Lyons,
Ms. Lyorqs. Thank you, Senator Pell. I just looked across and

said, I think we're nervous We don't do this everyday of our lives.
We're pleased to be here. I'm very pleased to have the opportunity
to--

Senator PELL. Can you hear in the back oi the room: I didn't
think you could hear. licld the mike closer and speak louder Don't
be polite, if you can't hear, wave your hand.

Ms. LYONS. We thank you. We thank you for asking us workers
from all phases of education to be here and to talk to you about
what we think is important about the things we're doing.

I want to paraphrase just a bit from a well known source in
teacher education, I think this may be the best of times, it could
also be the worst of times; but I wanted to focus on the best.

We've had a bit of spotlight focussed on us in teacher education
in the last few years, courtesy of the national reports that have
talked about the education of teachers. It isn't necessarily because
those of us who teach teachers everyday find ourselves in agree-
ment or disagreement, but we're pleased that there is thought and
attention and focus being given again to teacher education.

My second best relates to who the students are in teacher educa-
tion The students that I meet in my classrooms everyday and I see
in application for the programs and there are two main differences,
women continue to be the mainstay of persons in and entering
teacher education, but there's a major difference These are women
who ar. choosing teaching as .1 career and they can choose any-
thing

When I first entered tea,:her education, my classes were full of
people w hose mother's said, be a teacher, it will always stand by
you in case something goes wrong, and some wanted to be there.
but many didn't and today the people I know have chosen this cver
other fields and that makes a different kind of person in terms of
being a student and then workingultimately working with chil-
dren.

And there's another w hole new group of students represented
two students away by Kathy Mariano, we call them here alterna-
tive students, people who are coming back to school for teacher
education hamg beea in another career They come sometimes 1
year out of college, sometimes 22 years out of college They have
enormously diverse backgrounds, at least as we're meeting them
hen: at Rhode Island College Kathy was a tJur agent I'-- had at-
torneys in my class, a former medical student. You can iays get
sick in a teacher education class because there are always at least
two people who have been in nursing and now for as many reasons
as there are people doing this, seeking teacher education In fact,
we see so many here that we hold weekly information sessions to
talk w ith people about what the program will involve I do one of
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those sessions once every 4 weeks and I've never seen fewer than20 persons for the last 2 years. That's a lot of people that are en-gagingfor whom teacher education is engaging their attention inspite of all the negative elements about teaching that the Senator
identified; low esteem of the profession, certainly low sal..ties.

A third best about teacher education is that which is most direct-
ly related to my work and I find most exciting. In the last 25 years,there's been an enormous interest in knowledge about the teaching
of teachers and that knowledge will serve to inform us in teachereducation as we examine and re-examine our teacher education
programs. That's notthat's the least of the well-known bests. You
know about teachers entering the field and to a degree and the
public may, I think, at large know about the national reports that
are focused on teacher education, but this is inside our house thatmakes the excitement, inside t'ie profession of teacher education.
So I'll pause on that for a moment.

I've been a teacher educator for over twenty years and when I
first went into this profession, we knew a lot about human growth
and development and a lot about and we continue to know and toknow mone about the teaching of school subjects. We worked hardat that and we use that knowledge to fashion our teacher educa-
tion programs. But we didn't have a body of knowledge about the
education of teachers that could inform us well about our business
and what we were to be doing. We will always need to know more,but 25 years now into this business, my colleagues and I, in fact,we're doing it right here at the college, are engaged in a self-study
exempting the newer pieces of knowledge that should help us, Ithink, to do a better job, to work more ,-ffectively with our teach-
ers. It's been a slowly developing knowledge base coming from re-
search, coming from the development of theory, coming from anal-
ysis of learnings from the world of practice. We have a lot to do.
We're working here not to make radical alternatives in our teacher
education progra- is, we feel pretty strongly we have a good teacher
education program, but it needs some reshape and redesign and I
was thinking this week, two of us were having coffee and we werealso building a wish list, things we would like to beto help us do
better in educating our teachers. For example, we had spent anhour over coffee after a planning meeting identifying instructional
strategies the three of us were working within our classrooms that
would better help engage our students in thinking about their be-
liefs about teaching and the new practices that we could research.
We'd love to have the time to be , 3re thoughtful in designing the
way we would use am; identify those strategies, find out from ourstudents and from our analysis whether they were effective. We
don't have that kind of time. Time is always precious, so are re-
sources I've never heard anybody say I have too much of it and so,we are here to say to you today, we welcome new legislation in
which we may have an opportunity to work, that will help us movefurther along our road to excellence in teacher education. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Lyons follows:I

no
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Thank you for inviting mv ,omments related to senate Bills 1615

and 1676 with particular concern for the perceptions of a practicing

teacher-educator concerning the essential needs in teacher preparation.

The proposed legislation comes at a particularly propitious time

in teacher education', a time when the need for new teachers in most

sections of the country is clear; a time when it is clear that the

profession needs to expand, to attract nersons of many culturdl

backgrounds, a tIme whcr those of us in all phases of teacher

education, from preservice teachers through senior practition.?rs in

administration, the colleges and universities, and elementary and

se_ondary schools need to seek new and alternative avenues for renewal.

Much has been writ:en in the last five years that details and provides

supporting evidence of needed ,hange. There are many thoughtful and

valuable recommendations for tea,her education and teaching emerging

from the various national reports.

To schedule this hearing at Rhode island Colleg and to invite

testimony from individuals who through our day-co-day work represent a

range of practitioner interests is eviden,e of your recognition of the

value in hearing from many vol,es. We are particularly pleased that

in,luded in this group is a rea,her educator, a college faculty member,

who has contact with pre,ervice teachers in their preparation Programs

and with inservice teachers in graduate classrooms and the clinical

settings that are an inrcgral component of the teacner pzeparation

programs at Rhode island College.
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In approaching the challenge of reflecting my Loncerns and those

of my colleage s in teacher education, I began by c-nsidering those

elements that most of us consider essential in the education of

teachers.

The task was not easy; teacher education is not an easy task. It

used to he, back in the days, and these extended through the first part

of this century, when our understanding of children was limited to the

perception that children were short adults and their minds/heads were

empty and in need of filling. Then, the only challenge for the society

at large and educators in particular was to determine with what to fill

the heads and c0 identify effective and efficient mechanisms to

accomplish the filling. In short, fill'er up. And teaching was

learntng remembering.

That era is long gone. Teaching is far more than telling and

learning is far more than remembering. We've come to know that

children are not empty vessels. Childhood is a distinct period of

development with intellectual activity in varying degrees of

sophistication preseLt from the 'irst moments of life. Consequently,

we also know that through deliberate, skil:ed and skillful teaching,

students can learn not only necessary information, but ean and must

also learn how to learn. Our society to maintain and improve itself

must graduate individuals who are knowledgeable and skillful, able to

and willing to 'take and a,t on decisions. With these as our

educptional goals it is Lritical to have teachers and teaching

environments that enahl., us to meet the goals. And our teachers need
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to be as their students, rl,h in information, knowledgeable of

continuing wa;s to leurn, skillful in ways of inquiring, testing and

assessing value: reflective thinkers.

I began by saying that this is a particula:ly propitious moment to

be considering major legislation to improve teaching. It is. Teacher

education has been a slowly developing area. That is not surprising.

When compared with other areas of study fewer funds have been available

for research and analysis about the education of teachers than in

almost any other area. When I first entered this field nearly twenty

years ago we knew a great deal about child development and about the

teaching of school subjects. In working with teacher preparation we

drew from this knowl,'ge and from knowledge about adult learning to aid

us in fashioning teacher preparation programs. Generally, preparation

programs examine approaches to instruction, the theory that supports

the approaches and also provides classroom practice, culminating in the

student teaching experience. This last experience is often treated by

students, teachers and professors alike more as an apprenticeship than

a developmental learning experience.

We are on the threshold of a new era in teacher education, and

with support we Lan cross that threshold and, I believe make enormous

gains in improving the quality of preparation programs and ultimately

come closer to realizing our goals for teachers and students.

Knowledge derived through study, research, and analysis of the world of

.1 e
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practice enables the profession to identify with greater precision

those significant elements in the knowledge base for teachers and to

use that knowledge base to inform us as we examine and revise our

teacher preparation programs. That knowledge can also serve to dispel

some of the myths that surround, or more accurately permeate, beliefs

about the education of tPachers. That task won't be easy for these

longstanding myths are pervasive: all reflect a belief that teaching

is essentially a matter of knowing well what you are teaching and most

of the rest will take care of itself. Knowing well what you are

teaching is critical. The rest won't take care of itself.

The elements that must be considered in the configuration of

teacher education programs are the identification of the components of

the knowledge base; the integration of these components; and

identification of the means or processes of acquiring the essential

knowledge. Host valuable to teacher educators in examining and

planning for the future is the work related to the knowledge base

sponsored by the American Association of College's of Teacher

Education. (1)

The categories within the knowldge base identified in the work of

Lee Shulman (2) is particularly instruction. These are: content

knowledge; general pedagogical knowledge, with special reference to

those broad principle!, and strategies of classroom managment and

organi?Atiln that appear to transcend subject matter; curriculum
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knowledg-?, with particular grasp of the ma.erials and programs that

serve as "tools of the trade" for teachers; pedagogical content

knowledge, that special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is

uniquely the province of teachers, a special form of professional

understanding; knowledge of learners and their characteristics;

knowledge of educational contexts, ranging from the workings of the

gr, 1 or classroom, the governanze and financing of school districts,

to the character of communities and cultures; and knowledge of

education ends, and values, and their philosophical and historical

grounds.

Identification of categories of knowledge provides a quick, but

incomplete picture. Still to be considered in program refinement or

change is the means of integrating the components of rhe knowledge base

and identification of ,ffective instructional practices in the

education of teachers.

The domain of teacher ed nation has increased to a degree that we

better know what we need to be about to effect successful teacher

education, or at Cle least w( have better tools for thinking about the

education of our tea,hers. But thinking and learning about teaching is

hard, and the thing that takes it hardest is that it is not a strange

new world to anyone. Teacher education confronts a problem peuliar

to itself and not present in other Professional areas such as law,

medi,ine, or ,hemical ngineering. Students entering those

professional fields for study enter that strange new world; teachers

2;4:sr.
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entering teacher education programs enter a familiar world. They have

been in schools all their lives and unconsciously hold beliefs about

the conduct of the school business, beliefs
that may or may not be

consonant with what is best known about teaching and learning. One of

teacher education's favorite old saws says, "Teachers tend to teach as

they were taught, not as they were taught to teach." Today, we have a

bettet understanding of the reasons for that and consequently, clues as

to how to beLter meet the profession's needs to examine and study. And

that is one of our first challenges in teaching - to identify an array

of means to cause our preservice teachers to recognize their beliefs

about teaching and test them against new learnings.

Assisted by learnings from cognitive psychology concerning

progression in the acquisition of learnings in a new field we are

provided with greater power as we seek to improve teacher education.

We are at a period when we need to invest in program design and

experimentation making use of those elements that are known to be

valuable, such as clinical experiences, peer group learning, measured

observations, and then extend this to incorporate our newer learnings

about learning. We also know that the education of t.,achers requires

the participation of not only college and university faculty; but

pra,ticing teachers as the clinical instructors. What is not clear is

how best to configure that array.

2 4 (9...
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In program redesign we must also take into consideratior the new

student populations entering teacher education - i.e., older students

returning as undergraduates and graduates seeking or changing career

paths. Work with these students tells us that they are different types

of learners than traditional age undergraduates, with different

personal and program needs.

Identification of model teacher education programs has occurred

through work such as that of Howey and Zimpher (3) and as we seek to

improve these works need study for possible adaptation. More

importantly, this should be a time to develop alternatives. For

example, we have and continue to take teacher education programs into

the field, but too often we don't speak a common language, nor Is there

any reasons that we ,hould. The classroom teacher is expert in

Instructing school age children but is not a student of teacher

education. Most teacher educators were classroom teachers and we need

to identify better and more effective ways of including all in studying

teacher education, using our particular backgrounds and experiences.

While we must naintain the concept of program pertability, moving

elements of teacher edaiation away from the college campus it may also

be use,ll to reverse the tiaffi, flow. An experimental program could

pair .linicil professots and ,olleg. professors wortting both in the

cumn-wr and throughout the a.ad.,mic year In college as well as school

,etting, to design, Implement and dssess tek er educatt,n programs.

2 4 .
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Program reshaping is not our only need. No matter how much time

we devote to tacher education programs, there will never be enough. We

need to learn better ways to use contemporary technology to enhance and

make more efficient learnings about teaching. Our nrogams need some

rethinking in order to move infortaxtion th:t does not require direcr

professor/instructor engagement with students work into computer

assisted instruction. For example, software programs need to be

designed that can engage students in teaching simulations.

There is much more; these ideas only illustrate what we could and

wish to be about. One thing remains very clear. Teacher education, if

it is to be succaessful, or stand a chance of success, is resource and

time intensive for the beginning teacher, and a career long process for

all of us.
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Lyons I assure you and
all of our witnesses that your full testimony will appear in the
record as you deliver it in person. I'm sorry to ask you all w be
brief, but we want to give everybody this morning an opportunity.

Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. KENNEDY Good morning.
My name is Christopher Cranston Kennedy. I am 21 years old,

and I will graduate from the Uwversity of Rhode Island in May
with a Bachelor of Science degree in dementary education. I am
very pleased that you have asked mc to speak before you today.
I've had an exciting time these past 4 years, as I've grown from a
student to a leader among students. I've experienced much in
teacher education, and I am confident when I refer to myself as a
professional educator.

I come from a large family of nine children. My mother was wid-
owed shortly before my twin sister and I were born. I have an older
brother and two older sisters, as well as three adopted younger sis-
ters and one adopted younger brother. There have also been sever-
al foster children in our family's care. Needless to say, I helped out
with a lot of diaper-changing, meal-preparing, and babysitting.
Growing up without a father was difficult, but my mother provided
as much love, discipline, and nurturing as two parents could have.

When I was in high school at North Kingstown, RI, I had entered
an advanced-level English program where I was taught the writing
process as well as how to write effective essays on subjects ranging
from British and American history literature to medieval and con-
temporary history My English teachers were so good at teaching
how to interpret masterpieces of literature and critiquing them
through essay writing that I was inspired to become an English
teacher myself.

After giving it more thought, how,ver, I decided that I wanted to
work with younger children since I have already had experience
with younger children at home.

My first collegiate experience working with children other than
my siblings was at a Catholic preschool in Rhode Island in my
sophomore year of college I was an afternoon teaching assistant
with eight four and five-rear old boys in my charge I was not
aware of the effect I was going to have on those children, but as
the months went on. I was greeted daily by a throng of children
rushing to me the minute I walked through the door. I was having
as much fun as they apparently were and I received positive feed-
back from the directors and parents Zis well I was now sure that I
had decided on the right profession for me.

In 1988 as I began to plan class schedules for my final 2 years at
the University, I realized that if I were to stick solely to the URI
elementary' education track; I would not come into direct contact
with children until the fall semester of student teaching in my
senior year. I thought t J myself, one semester of actual teaching
and they expect me to be ready to go on my own after graduation.

I was determined not to wait that long before pre-service train-
ing So in the summer of 1988, I sought out a teaching job for the
following school year. I was fortunate enough to secure a pre-kin-
dergarten."kindergarten teaching position at a private Montessori
school near URI. I taught there in the mornings and took late-

2,1.;
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afternoon and evening classes at URI. It put a strain on my social
life, but it was well worth it. The valuable teaching experience I
gained at the Montessori school was something that I would never
have received in college alone. Dealing with the children, parents
and other staff members as well as attending staff meetings, school
board meetings, and professional seminars taught me how to be an
effective teacher.

When my student teaching semester rolled around, I can confi-
dently say that I was very prepared &or what lay ahead. I had the
thrill of being placed at the same elementary school which I had
attended as a child. In an odd d'jais vous sense, I was now teaching
alongside some of the very same people who had taught me.

Aside from the thrill of teaching third grade in my former
school, it was very enlightening and somewhat disheartening to see
the burnout and staff discord at this school. Teachers wh) had not
changed their methods in twenty years were next door to new
teachers who had a completely whole-language based classroom.
Some were bitter about lack of funds, others were frustrated over
lack of leadership, while still others felt that they were teaching in
solitude, with no cooperation f-om other grade-level teachers or
feedback from administrators.

My cooperating teacher told me that my idealism and dedication
to education is rare today. After several heated discussions at staff
meetings, she also told me that I should not voice my feelings and
opinions to all the staff members; that I would just be making it
more difficult for myself in the long run. That is what the biggest
problem seemed to be; teachers were mumbling and grumbling
about everything behind people's backs but would not air their
views in a staff meeting for fear of some reprimand from the prin-
cipal or worse, a snub from another teacher It seems to me that
not dealing with the problems is only going to affect their teaching
and ultimately, their students learning.

Regardless of staff relations, I had a thoroughly successful stu-
dent-teaching experience in third grade. My cooperating teacher
was implementiLg the very same methods of whole language in-
struction that I had learned about in my methods courses at URI.
We were conducting writing and publishing workshops with our
students, as well as integrating lessons throughout other subjects.

After I graduate is when life really begins. I will have to begin to
repay my Perkins and Stafford loans, which total $5,500. I under-
stand that Title 1 of Senator Pell's Bill S. 1676 would call for the
cancellation of repayments of some student loans for teachers, an
idea with which I readily agree. There will also be other obstacles
to overcome, securing a job, finding a home, starting a family and
paying for all of it.

I guess what discourages me most is the lack of support for
public school teachers in terms of salaries and increased responsi-
bilities There is talk of a national teacher certification board and
exam that is being developed that would be a step toward establish-
ing the same certification standards for all the States TI- would
also confer on teachers the much deserved professional sLatus and
credibility already enjoyed by such fields as medicine and law.

The best way to show support for teachers would be to provide
salaries in line with what other people in similar professionals
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earn. The average teacher salary in 1988 was $29,567. Contrast
that figure with the salaries of middle managers and engineers
who are likely to average about $45,000 to $50,000 per year. Even
at the entry level, college graduates in manly other professions earn
much higher salaries than they could in teaching.

In good school systems, however, starting salaries are reasonably
competitive with opening salaries in many fields. The problem is
the future. For young teachers, the issue is not the bottom salary,
it is the top salary. Where can they go? What kind of conceivable
expectation of ndvancement may they have?

I have been told by my family, friends and other peers that as a
teacher, I can look forward only to a low ceiling in salary and re-
sponsibility. Usually, a teacher's salary will increase only to the
degree that it reflects length of employment and so many hours of
graduate study. This low salary ceiling is bad enough, but perhaps
even worse is the lack of advancement, the lack of sense of career,
and the absence of that increased responsibility which usually goes
with excellence and demonstrated skill and no, I do not want to go
into administration. Business and law, government and industry,
even higher education with its system of academic ranks offer such
future possibilities; but not the schools.

So why stick with it; why teach? Because I am a good teacher. I
love learning and inspiring others to learn. I am a positive male
role model. Teaching is the most challenging job imaginable. There
is constant change in the classroom and otudents ktep you on your
toes. Each student is different, unique. I respect that and respect
my students.

In conclusion, people who remain in teaching and show special
skiils should be rewarded. Education Secretary Cavasoz, in his re-
sponse to President Bush's $24.6 billion education budget, stressed
that schools need a way of restructuring their concerns so that
those who have the qualifications and stay in the profession ad-
vance to positions of greater responsibility, positions which call for
their influence and expertise in matters of curriculum development
and administration, and which bring the benefits of prestige and
increased salary.

Frances Keppel, former U.S. Commissioner of Education in the
Johnson administration once said, the teacher and the classroom
are, after all, means to an end and not the end itself. The end of
education is learning. If teaching does not achieve that conse-
quence, it is futile Each new program for teform must continually
stand or fall on its proven quality of attainment. Too often a plan
for improving the effectiveness of teaching is judged on the basis of
its intrinsic appeal, its inner logic, too rarely is it judged in terms
of the actual learning of children, the intended product of the edu-
cational enterprise. In the necessary revolution of education, the
mean,: must become consistent with the end.

Once at, I want to thank the committee for giving me the op-
portunity to speak.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Kennedy.
The next witness is Ms Kathleen Mariano of Rhode Island Col-

lege right here. Miss Mariano.
Ms MARIANO Senator Pell and interested parties here today, it's

a pleasure to appear before you and have the opportunity to relate
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my experiences which led me to seek an alternative ,:areer in
teaching.

Today I appear before you in two capacities, as a student teacher
here at Rhode Island College seeking certification and maiters as a
representative of many nontraditional students.

First, I define a nontraditional student as one who has returned
to school to seek teacher certification after many years of working
in another profession. We bringwe bring our former experiences
to the college and in the classroom, nontraditional students are be-
coming a significant majority in teacher education today. We are--
we have a commonwe have in common the fact that we've given
the world a shot and developed the philosophy of living and culti-
vated a philosophy of learning which draws on our life experience
and we've decided to channel it to the classroom.

We all have a story, all of us. My story, I received my bachelor of
arts from the Providence College in 1978. This dream became .1 re-
ality because I was the recipient of Pell grants, national defense
student loans and Rhode Island State scholarships. I am the first
member of my family to receive a baccalaureate degree.

11z:on graduation, I worked for an insurance company, then I
became a tour guide for an international tour company where I
learned to teach in a moving classroom all over the United States
and abroad During this time, I was a teacher and a learner in the
most interesting mind boggling social studies class. For 9 years, I
guided diverse groups and wore a global pair of glasses.

So why did I leave? Well, I had several experiences with people
who are unaware of the reality of their geography. Specifically, in
1987, I was guiding a tour through the South Pacific. We were in
Hawaii and boarding an aircraft to Australia. Someone's grandpar-
ents were outraged because they did not know that we had to fly
an additional nine hours to Australia. So I asked myself, why
didn't they know, why were they angry. I reflected and thought
about my role as a tour guide. It was no longer rewarding and I
realized *hat I wanted to channel my energies r,-id experience in a
directio, hat would have the most lasting ef -:t, namely among
children.

I entered the master in arts in teaching certification program
here at Rhode Island College and presently I'm student teaching in
Esmond, RI I'm guiding this class on a trip of learning I hope they
won't forget.

To date and this morning as I sit here, my children are building
a Sonoran desert landscape, we've celebrated the Chinese New
Year and we shared the excitement of the Iditarod with our Alas-
kan cousins We're having fun. The children are excited, they'.2
elated and I'm happy and finally fulfilled.

I entered a certification program because I desired the intellectu-
al understanding of how one learns and how to teach.

The pending legislation S. 1675, Excellence In Teaching Act and
S 1676, National Teacher Act of 1989, I believe, address these ques-
tions in teacher education. Teacher education must be strength-
ened and qualified, for we are the front line. We must be kept
healthy and strong if we are to achieve excellence in teaching

The obstacles perspective teachers face being many obst ,. les;
number one, finance; this is a major obstacle My peers and I ...aft

r; 1P
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numerous fast food restaurants 'and bars because the hours are
flexible and the money is good. Eventually, the perspective teacher
must become a full-time studen.t. for they are required to student
teach Many nontraditional students do not qualify for financial as-
sistance as it stands today because they have assets, but cannot
afford to live without working.

Then there is stress, inadequate day care I sat in class this past
yea7 with a mom student with a baby in arms because the baby
sitter canceled There are not enough seats in required courses.
This is a lament on many campuses.

Student teacher ratios, at RIC, we have several supervised clini-
cal experiences prior to student teaching, that is supervised clinical
experiences, we need adequate supervision and counsel.

As I said, nontraditional students bring valuable resources to
their certified institution parenting job experience and we need the
college instructor to assist us in making that connection with
former education or former experience to education. Our seminars
are becoming classes of 30 How can we engage in dialogue in a lec-
ture hall.

Soon I hope to be a first year teacher and I'm apprehensive to
leave the embrace of this college, for I'll need continual guidance to
lead me in my development of the mentor programs which
strengthen me Teachers need to confer continually with other
teachers.

In conclusion, we teachers have obstacles that must be alleviat-
ed We are the front line and need the support to achieve excel-
lence in teaching.

On behalf of many. many nontraditional students, I express our
sincere appreciation for your thoughtful consideration and genuine
interest in our obstacles. Thank you.

rrhe prepared statement of Ms Mariano follows')
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I 't it 0,11 it h`t 4,tr

nit Pell, mcmhers ot the :-,libcommittee. It a pleasure

to apt, :it before %of, and to have the opportunrts to relate my

e\Pettences hhich led me to seek an alternatie career in

teiii hi tig I alwear before you today in two capatities-as a

,,tudent teaeher seeking certification and masters at Rhode

Islariul inllett,, and as representative of many non-traditional

students.

Foremo-,t. ! define a non-traditional student as one who has

returned to school to seek teacher certification after many

sears of harking in another profession. As non-traditional

,..tudents M? choose to become educators and take our former

experien,e:7 hith us to the college and then the classroom.

Non-traditional students are becoming a significant majority

in teacher education.

MY Story

1 receised my B. A. degree from Providence College in 1978.

I am the first member of my family to receive a baccalaureate

degree. This dream became a reality because I was a

recipient of Pell grants, RI State Scholarships, and National

Defense Student Loans. I w+As able to pursue a higher

educat 1,,n because of financial assistance. Furthermore my

mother and sister received Pell grants and were able to

attain their goals and graduated from degree programs as

hell. In fact ms mother became a teacher and now is an

issist,int professor at Johnson and Wales University. My

!arrils is lising proof of the American dream that affords

indltluals the opportunity to better themselses. On behalf
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ot w tamii% I 1, this iommittee and ',enater Pell tor

being insrinmnta, id thls change in our lives.

Up n graduation. I s,orked tor AO irp,uranie company and then

a, 4 4uide t, r in tritirnational trntel/tourism c.ampany for

nine %ears %hero I leirned to teach" in a moving classroom

all otef ttie Inited state,- and si'ernl countries abroad. I

gu,drd mar% retired teachers, pudges, plumbers, bricklayers,

moms. rads ard numrous school groups to places on the globe

,ead iit,ut and dreamed of seeing. I took care of

tne Ietalls ot thoir holidaN as well as inform them as

to the historiknl nificance of the area. bvhile traveling

u,th ri harge'-. I discovered the cultural diversity within

our ,,,lintrt and attest to our pluralism as a nation. Yes, we

are a ruitural mosaic not a melting pot at all. During this

time f MN life, I learned the importance of HOW one does her

loh. Honest %. ta,t. and a sense of humor are attributes that

are unlier,dllY accepted and respected. It gave me great

Ilei,ure t Ic part of hundreds of people's memories. I was

emotionall, attacticd and stimulated by this profession

thit iroi, me to he the best I could be. les there were

aiiplaint, M1,1 I've come to know in rriN toung life that you'll

n(ter rt,n,c oterN,Ale. irt hard and they'll be satisfied and

horefullt, qu,et,

Mist 01 iil I enioted wearing the hat of a diplomat. In

t ' in l+M7 I s,ri golding a tour in the South Pacific and

,n the time of unrest. I len,ned to ro'oblem

and app^a,.e numerous iisonalities
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whil, guiding ahr 'ad I bekame a tetkhet/learner in the most

interesting mind boggling so. )al studies class. On this same

tour I realized that I had to leave this movrng clasgroom. I

had ,omoone's grandparents on tour who were outraged because

he had to get into another aircraft and fly an adoitional

nine hours to reach our destination Australia. At this time

I kneh I must channel my energies and experiences in a

direction that hould have the most lasting effect--namely,

amcre -hildrer.. I desired the intellectual understanding of

HOh one learns and HOW to teach. After nine years I left my

"glamorous" lob because I recognized the need for teachers

whc wear a global pair of glasses. I believe my global pair

of glasses %,111 make a difference in the cultural mosaic

classrooms of our nation and facilitate children in their

learning process. I am committed to teacning and feel it is

i ohilgation to get into a classroom and guide my children

on a trit of learning that they will not forget.

PreFent1%. I am a candidate for a Master of Arts in Teaching-

1pr',f1, ,,tion nt Rhode Island College and student teaching at

'ulna 4,(abe School in Esmond, RI. Fhe children that I teach

ho.e ,-clehrated Chinese Neh Near. shared the lditarod

of the. Alaskans and (rvated a S:noran desert

liniscae. I am thrIlled to be a pre-service "director" of

IhIS ilAMI ,h1ch .1i1 rontinualls untold as long as there nre

Ili ,dro, '0/1,-.1,.. 1 drrector needs training nnd support'

,I ,t.LI du Ation lA(111littC:- (hildres in their understanding

f Itt.:0t,ce. elenrat,s frIenIship and fosters peace.
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I helie%0 this will lead to les,. ,entlict in out nation's

If the world's knowledge base is doubling every thirtv-six

months: then the content telling mode of teaching is

obsolete. The HOW one learns should be highlighted in

teacher education. reachers ate the front line We must

address the eduLation of our teachers who are a diverse group

toda%. They bring to their certifying institution Years of

expetienLe and parenting that is a valuable resource. These

non-traditional teachers need the courses and training in the

HOW to channel our education, energy and past experience into

a powerful instructional tool in the classroom. Similarly,

the ,hildren of our classrooms are diverse and often more

sophisticatec than children of the past. In conclusion, if

we aim to qualify the education of our children and achieve

excellence; we must address the educational needs of our

teachers first. We hold the teacher accountable for a

child's learning. I ask who is accountable for the teacher's

learning how to tea,h' The proposed legislation is concerned

with exkollen(e-the goal of our educational programs. We

t, ,on,.ider the obsta(lc.s that so man% non-traditional

wh, at' necoming teachers encounter and will

ont.nue to meet n teaching unless something is done to

t.,.Isf them.

7 t t I, iotAlled ir(cur0 of stor, ami belief, about

f ,n h trIng %nu tD date as to wh% and how I entere4

,eflill at],,r, and m.t,tcrs progr.im I relate this account

-
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for 1 heltee It is indicatie of many non-traditional

students ivlio seek certification. We gave the world a shot

and developed A philosophy of living. Inevitably, ive

cultivated a philosophy of education which draws on life

experience. We are dedicated to this choice to become

teachers though ive. face many obstacles.

OBSTACLES

Finances are one of the obstacles that non-traditional

students continually combat in their pursuit of teacher

certification. I am very fortunate for this time I had the

financial means to go to college. I am the minority amongst

my non-traditional student peers. My peers staff numerous

fast food restaurants and bars because the hours are flexible

and wages are good. I sit in class with single moms who

ivork, care for their children, attend classes and study.

Also they are nurses, artists, actresses, an attorney and

occasionally a dad. These students juggle the hats of their

profession as well as the hat of pre-service teacher.

Eentuall%, the pre-ger.ice teacher must become a full time

student tor It is reci,.ired that one student teach to become

certifiei. Man% non-traditional students are in the middle,

for the% do not qualif% for financial assistance but cannot

.ffri to 11%e thout orking,

1,1d ,ar, is not aailable for many of my peers. I'%e been

, ,s,, (ri a mom-student has ri,.i habv in arms hecause the

hah,Ittet an,.-11.-d. Ihis setting is not unusual. During

1:,--
far 'L.)
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hoUI %at at ions t here are es eral chi Idren on ampus with

t heir moms. MI s must be addressed.

:hese on-trhtionaI st udents are emotionally attached,
Int IV(' I tia 1 I abie and pos,,ess an unsatiable desire to

learn. Ite engage in fantastic dialogue and chal lenge each

ot her to t hinh cri tical lv and sok e a problem. Teacher

educat ion is less prescript ive than other professional

programs. Thus he need t he assist ance of the col lege

ins; ruct or to help us make conne< t ions with our former

wperieriL es to educat ion rhis is not happening because our

semrruirs ha%e become classes of thirty students. In

add t iun. t Rhode Island Col lege ale pre-service teacher has

se% cral super% ised cl inical experiences prior to student

teat rung. :he student teacher rat io must be maintained so

'he Pre-sez % Ice eacher has adequat e super is ion and counsel.

nett: ate not enough aai lable seats in requi red courses.

s has hec ome a lament on man,. ampubes and causes conflict

iming professors, administ rat ion and students. As a result,

t he en% ronment for 'earning on t he ol lege campus becomes

unpl eas Int and unin% it ing.

I rm 1 t hat f i st %ear teacher,, st rugg le to sur% i.e and

a merit or . I am eager ind hope to obtain a teaching

n i n he near t ut N' I m app: ehens I ye for I hill
t h mbrare t he ol lect( . feel I WI need

41.1.1awe t ftld MC IN t'le deelopment of my

; ot. nt i . r1.` not a product hot a ; ro-ess t hat

,,oinue, atter the o\lt from tho Lia,,sio,m. leathers
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need the opportunii% to ,ontinuall% reline and (culler with

other teachers. la.1., ot a support sstem (An lead to a

teacher's demise. The aforementioned obstacles are those

that I ,.eo. In conclusion. I think it is critical that we

alleiate these obstacles in teacher education s'so as to

attlact the many tine individuals who would like to hang up

their current Joh hat and enter this noble profession of

teaching. While this legislation is pending today, the

future teachers And leaders are in classrooms.

Closing

On behalt of non-traditional students, I express our sincere

appreciation for sour thoughtful consideration and genuine

interest in our obstacles to pursue teacher certification.

We teachers and Lhildren n .ed your support so we can achieve

educational excellence and become contributing members of

this global societv.
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much Ms. Mariano.
I now come to Mrs. Carol Beagan who I was with yesterday at

Shea Senior High School. It was a wonderful experience to be with
your students. Miss Beagan.

Ms. BEAGAN. Thank you.
Senator Pell, members of the subcommittee, guesU, it is a great

pleasure and honor to be here.
Last spring I submitted a proposal to the Dodge Foundation to

run a celebration of teaching at my high school, Charles E. Shea
High School in Pawtucket, RI.

Shea High School is an inner-city school of a significant minority
population. However, our students have very few teachers of mi-
nority background to emulate. The current national thrust is
aimed at the recruitment of those of minority background into edu-
cational fields Shea High School possesses a wealth of minority
students who can be directed into rewarding educational careers.

Seventy college bound juniors and seniors have responded to the
invitation for the best and brightest to explore and celebrate the
many choices available to those accepting the challenge of becom-
ing educators. Based on a needs assessment survey, 24 workshops
have been scheduled for these students on Thursday, February 15,
1990.

Our Celebration 1990 is being funded by the Geraldine Dodge
Foundation and is supported by over 40 educators on a voluntary
basis Considerable support and encouragement has been offered by
Shea High School principal, James Mc Naught. Areas being repre-
sented include special education, pre-school, day care, early inter-
v,-ntion, foreign languages, science, mathematics, social studies,
Lnglish, bi-lingual education, guidance, administration, physical
education and financial assistance. College administrators will also
conduct workshops to inform students of expectations and prepara-
tions necessary for potential teachers. All workshops allow for in-
formal question and answer sessions. We hope to present a realistic
picture and to share both our joys and disappointments in this
marvelously fulfilling profession.

Our celebration will start with a breakfast and a short keynote
speech by the Rhode Island Teacher of the Year, Len DeAngelis of
Middletown High School. Students will be given a schedule of four
workshops designed to address their needs and interests. Students
and workshop presenters will share an informal lunch with Sena-
tor Claiborne Pell, a Senator who has certainly been a friend of
education.

We face a critical shortage of teachers in all subject areas. We
must address this crisis by encouraging the best and the brightest
to enter this profession. Generally speaking, we must reinstate edu-
cators to the lofty, respected positions they once held. We must
hold on to those dedicated professionals currently manning our
educational facilities. Specifically, we must encourage students
from all walks of life to consider becoming teachers. We must
make the choice attractive. We can offer support to the profession
through programs such as Celebration of Teaching, but the thrust
must be more widespread on a national level.

The National Teacher Act and the Excellence In Teaching Act
can address these needs. Education is in dire need of positive role
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models for the minority students to emulate If we are tu address
the many societal problems facing today's youth, we must provide
our young with role models from their own communities and
ethnic background Students must view education as a means to
escape poverty and to live productive, happy lives It is imperative
that we encourage and support those presently in education as well
as those considering a future in education.

A country is as good as its school In order to remain competitive
on a world basis, the United States government must invest in its
noblest resource, education. When education is a primary concern
of its people, we all have cause to celebrate.

I'd like to conclude by just sharing a few of the comments that
the students wrote on yesterday's Celebration of Teaching. We
should have celebrations every year, it brings out the best in all
students, the most positive aspect was seeing teachers telling us
about their profession and believing in us. The most positive aspect
of Celebration was the Senator coming in to speak to us, it showed
hos., much he really cared. It gave us a taste of life as a teacher,
the good sides and the bad sides and it encouraged me to go ahead
with my teaching plans. I realize now it's a great challenge which I
look forward to. It opened new doors in my future, it made me
want to become more involved with my community. The communi-
cation between the students and teachers with the students being
the top priority was the most important aspect Listening to the
teachers enrichedgave me joy and helped me make my decisions
I really learned a lot from this program. I think it should be intro-
duced in every school. So these are just some of the ways that we
can address the critical shortage of teachers and continue the r,
cruitment of minorities into education. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Beagan followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL A BEAGAN

For the last 2 years I %%as fortunate enough to be invited to tlw Mary C Wheeler
School in Procidence, RI for a 'Celebratioa of Teaching This day long seminar %%as
sponsored by the Geraldine Dodge Foundation Each year I brought 10 students who
had indicated an Interest in becoming teachers

The seminar included guest speakers, role playing. and information pertinent to
the field of education The response of my students was so positive that I submitted
a proposal to the Dodge Foundation to run a "Celebration" at my high school.
Charles E Shea High School. in Pawtucket. RI By having a Celebration at Shea, I
%could be able to include and to excite a larger number of students Shea High
School is an inner-city school with a significant minority population However, our
students haw very fcs teachers of minority background to emulate The current
national thrust is air ed at the recruitment of those of minority background into
educational fields Sh!a High School possesses a wealth of minority students who
could be directed intc rewarding educational careers.

Smenty college bound juniors and seniors have responded to the invitation fur the
best and brightest" to explore and "Celebrate the many choices available to those

acceptim, the challenge of becoming educators Based on a needs assessment survey.
21 ccurkshops haw !wen schedukd for these students on Thursday. Feb 15, 1990
Our Celebration 90" is being funded by the Geraldine Dodge Foundation and is
suppurted by mer 30 educators un a voluntary basis Considerable support and en
couragement has been offered by Shea High School principal, James McNaught
Areas being represented include Special FAucation, Pr.-school, Day-care, Early
Intervention, Foreign Languages, Science. Mathematics. Eocial Studies, English. 13i
Lingual Education, Guidance, Administration, Physical FAucation, and Financial
Assistance College admmistraturs will also conduct worl,shops to inform students of
expectations and preparations necessary for potential teachers
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All workshops allow for informal question and answer sessions We hope to
present a realistic picture and to share both our joys and disappointments in this
marvelously fulfilling profession Our Celebration will start with a breakfast and a
short keynote speech by the Rhode Island Teacher of the Year, Len DeAngelis of
Middletown Ihgh School Students will be gisen a schedule uf four workshops de-
signed to address thetr reeds and interests Students and workshop presenters will
share an informal lunch with Senator Claiborne Pell, a Senator who has certainly
been a friend of education At the cunt luding wurkshop I will be able to announce
the availabilttt uf two $500 scholarships tu be awarded tu twu senior 'Celebration'.
participants 'these awards were protured through the work of Joseph Cunha, prin-
. mai of Jer.ks Junior Iligh School in Pawtucket Dr Victor Pedro and The Sever
''astles, a Portuguese community organization. have generously donated these
awards in support uf our effort to attract nunority students into careers in educa-
twn

The future of our coantry is in the hands of our educators We face a critical
nortage of teachers in all subject areas We must address this crisis by entouraging

file "best and brightest- tu enter this profession Generally speaking, we must rein-
state edutaturs to the lofty respected position they once held We must hold on to
'r 'se dedicated professionals currently manning our t dutational faulities Spetifi-
ally we must entourage students from all walks of life to consider bet tuning teat h
Ts We must make the timice attractive

We can t get suppt rt to the profession through progt ants suth elebri.rion
l'Ahing but the tt rust must be more wide spread on a national level Edueation
is in ilire need uf positive tole models fur the tnniority students to err ulate If a.. tt:o
to address:: the many societal problems fat mg today's youth we must ptuvide our
Lung with role models (rain then own communittes vino ethnit butkgrounds btu-
d_ots must edutation as a nwans to est ape poverty and live produt t o. happy

ibt. It is imperative th it we encourage amf support those presentiv ii edotation,
,IS %%ell t' tonsidering a future in education A country is as good as as
-,thools In otder to tentain tompeutive on a woild basis the United St.ates witertt
mint must lnio.tst In ts noblest resuurLe edacation When edul at ion it- .1 ,Jranaty
concern of Its people, we all have cause tu (elebrate

Senator PEN. Thank you very much, Mrs Beagan, thank )ou
very much for your testimony

I'd like to ask some questions if I could. Dr L)ons, there is niuch
riv.cussion toda) about alternative certification progrcmis, ter exam-
ple. somebod.,, who's very proficient. has knowledge in certain sub
jects such as scieme and math, are allowed to teach without going
through the certification program. AA hat mild be )our view on
that, Dr Lyons

Ms LYONS Any teacher needs to be an expert and infor mation
rich, it's not enough If we define teaching as tellmg and lear nuig
.md as remembering, then that expert has a lot to bring the class-
room However. I think we need and want our teachers to do more
than tell children things. and that isn't automatic The expert in
ain any area has no -I remember- well, I own those degrees and
mitialry came int,) teacher education with a bachelor of arts degree
as Kath) is doing, rich in a subject area but with no knowledge of
children, no knowledge of engaging children and learning, helping
them to move themselves along the lines to her oming proficient, in-
dependent thinkers. That requires some teaching and both Chris
and Cathy were talking about that and we'd love to see and we are
seeing that expert becoming into teacher education, but please not
without certification

Senator PEU. What do you thinl, are the qualities and the char-
acteristics that most go into making an outstanding teacher in
your view, Dr. Lyons"

Ms LYONS Curiosity, the caring that both Cathy and Chris I
think have talked about through their talks this mornin.; and
wanting to know, being open and receptive to finding alternative
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ways of better helping children to learn and helping themselves to
learn.

Senator PELL. Thank you What do you think, Mr. Kennedy and
Miss Mariano, were the points that most struck you in your prepa-
ration, principal highlights of your teaching preparatory career?

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, one of the things that I was sort of discour-
aged about at the Univetsity of F ode Island was that they offered
no type of pre-service introduction to working with children. I
know at RIC, they have wonderful programs in the sophomore
years where they get to go to the schools and URI didn't offer that
as much as RIC did. so I had to go out on my own and find it, ask
principals if I could sit ; n on some classes to get the experience
myself because I didn't think I would be ready to go into student
teaching without see ng how classrooms are run, how different
teachers run their classrooms, and see how many different types of
cildren there are in the clal,sroom to know what to expect

Senator PELL Thank you. Miss Mariano.
Ms. MARIANO. 1 believe your question was----
Senator PELL. What were the highhghts that most struck you in

your preparation for teaching,?
MS. MARIANO. The highlights.%
Senator PELL. Yes.
Ms MARIANO. Well tbr me, as I mentioned in my testimony.

what I brought to the college here, my experience. my interest, a
highlight was the ability of the staff here, of the instructors to help
me channel that, but a highlight s Ym amazed at tht hats that a
teacher must wear toduy As ,sou mentiontd m your opening re-
mai ks, the childien today ale not the child, en that I went to
school with and thl, child that I was So, the highlight and the
people that I hic,e met in teacher education who are simply devot-
ed and emotionai:v attached to the profession and as Carol men-
tioned, we need tj attract the best and the brightest and the caring
and what struck me s t!us need to drive you to be the best you can
be

Senator Thank you very much.
YI,ss Beagan, vvhen do you think a young person should start to

think about teaching as a careei. what might first inspire him or
her?

MS BEAGAN. It's a hard question for me to answer because
there's not a day in my life that I didn't know As a little girl, I

lined up everyone on the street and I was always the teacher I

thought I was marrying a lawyei and when he went to Vietnam
after taking the SAT's, he sat in a fox hole and wrote a letter to
me and said, get the information from RIC, I want to be a teacher
and I thought, twenty-threc. I mean, you know, you're born with
this So I dont know, I think it's different for every person For
me, I always knew it For my husband, he was in Vietnam, 2:3
years old when he decided he wanted to dedicate his life and I
think that we are equal but different teachers, we haNt. a different
perspective on things

Senator PEu. Where does your husband teach?
Ms. BEACAN. Cranston West
Senator PELL. What subject?
MS, BEAGAN. English, also.

r
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Senator PELL. So you're both English teachers?
MS. BEAGAN. Yes.
Senator PELL. For different schools?
Ms. BEAGAN. Very tough on our children. I tell them when they

die they will go right to heaven because God will say you spent
your hell on earth with these two people.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I would State that the record will be kept open for any questions

that any of my colleagues care to offer. I just mentioned earlier the
Chairman of our full Committee, Senator Kennedy is represented
here by Amanda Broun and invitations have gone out to my col-
leagues, Senator Chafee, Congresswoman Schneider and Congress-
man Machtley arid if they have any questions or their representa-
tives are here, they may submit them for the record.

Thank you very much, panel number one, for being with us and I
appreciate you taking this time. Thank you.

Our next panel is Ms. McElroy, teacher of the Lippitt Elementa-
ry School in Warwick, Miss Marsha Berger, teacher in Flynn Ele-
mentary School, Providence, Mr. John Dwyer, teacher at Ports-
mouth High and Mr. Press of NEA, RI.

I would add that we have copies of two bills that aro under con-
sideration up here with us if anyone wants them, and hey are out
on the table. One bill is offered by Senator Kennedy, co-sponsored
by me and the other bill is authored by me, co-sponsored by Sena-
tor Kennedy.

We now turn to panel number two and we turn to Miss McElroy
to lead off.

STATEMENTS OF EDWINA McELROY, TEACHER, LIPPITT ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL WARWICK, RI; MARSHA BERGER, DIREC-
TOR, PROFESSIONAL ISSUES, RHODE ISLAND FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS, TEACHER, FLYNN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, PROVI-
DENCE, RI; JOHN DWYER, CHAIRMAN, RHODE ISLAND STAFF,
SCHOOL STAFF INSTITUTE, TEACHER, PORTSMOUTH, RI;
HARVEY PRESS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIA-
TION, RI

MS MCELROY Good morning I'm a fourth and fifth grade teach-
er at the Lippitt Elementary School in Warwick, RI, and I thank
you, Senator, for allowing me to have some input into this very im-
portant legislation.

Senator PELL. Excuse me, can you hear in the back of the room?
I think you h.4ter turn the mike closer.

Ms. MCE12 N. What I'm going to do is paraphrase from my state-
ment also and it's prepared and it's written.

My student teachings experience was approximately 7 years ago.
I've been teaching for 5 years in the City of Warwick as a perma-
nent teacher and I substituted in the interim and what I found in
my first job that was a long-term substitution in a second grade, I
found that the hardest thing for me to get used to was there was
no correlation between the wonderful college course that I had
passed with flying colors and I had aids and it was great and but
there was not correlation between that and what was happening in
the classroom I found that my student teaching experience which

2eu
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W cis supposedly experience that would make that happen for me,
was good. It was :y good, but it was it was too brief and that's
one of the two protaems that I find sk It h the student teaching expe-
rience, 1 belieNe that it's much too brief and it's an unrealistic situ-
ation.

In the student teaching experience, the student teacher is not
called upon to make any critical decisions The cooperating teacher
or the classroom teacher who's oerseeing her participation or his
participation, makes all the decisions and that personthat cooper-
ating classroom teacher is hovering nearby at all times, if the stu-
dent teacher runs into difficult}, thethat classroom person is
there. They can get them out of trouble immediately.

I was actually ery fortunate, 1 had a very good student teaching
expenence. The person I was with had very good background, she
provided as many experiences fur me as she could and pointed out
the things that would be different when I got out into the quote,
unquote real world of teaching and that was when I got into the
second grade long-term situation My memories of that year still
can make me very nersous. What happened in that year was I was
asked to make a decision that really impacted upon children's fu-
tures in a very important way I was asked to decide by midterm or
January of that year which of my second graders would not make
it into third grade and I felt that that was a very, very heavy deci-
sio:, for a first-year teacher to have to make at that time I didn't
even know if I knew the children well enough and I was very
frightened. I was also very reluctant to admit that 1 could not
make that decision in an expert manner I had some wonderful col-
leagues, they were super people, they were very supportive; but I
was embarrassed tu go to them and say, I can't make this decision;
I'm not expert enough to decide which children should and
shouldn't go on to the next grade So, what 1 didI also felt that it
was an imposition upon these people if I were to ask them to put in
several hours to sit down with me and help me piece this puzzle
together So, what I finally d'd was I did ask a few questions, I read
everything I possibly could on the pros and cons of holdingretain-
ing children and I made my decisions much to the chagrin of the
principal at that time, I made that decision in April which she
thought was rather late, but Ithat's allthat time is all charac-
terized by sleepless nights, I would wake up in the middle of the
night in fear I was making the wrong decision regarding the chil-
dren 1 thount I would hold back and I said, am I looking at the
right things and I didafter a while, I started to kind of probe
people and ask them what would . look for, but I still didn't want
anyone to really know that maybe I couldn't make this decision as
an expert and yet I was a first year teacher In retrospect now I

realize that
I am very interested in Section 303 of the National Teacher Act,

because that's the ection that talks about the mentor or the intern
programs and I know that if that program if there had been a pro-
gram like that in place, I wouldn't have hesitated to go to some-
body and say, would you help me or that person might have been
assigned to me and we could have sat down ar.d we could have
looked at the children aey would ht.ethat person would have
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helped me understand what I should look for when I was, youknow, observing these children and making this decision.
Last year, I had the opportunity to serve as a cooperating teach-

er in my classroom for the University of Rhode Island and I triedto enrich that experience dramatically for the young girl who Ihad I tried to give her as much experience as I could and I tried todiscuss all possible things that could happen when she were out onher own, but still when she left me, I was very fearful for her be-
cause I knew as a first-year teacher, I knew what she was going
through and still very fresh in my mind.

Also at the beginning of this school year, my principal ap-proached me and asked if I would help a young teacher who wasnew in the building. She was a first year teacher, so I did and be-
cause I'm very interested in mentoring and intern type programs, Istructured my own very informal one with her. What I did was I
told her that at the outset, the very first day, I told :ier that there
wouldn't be a single question that I would be shocked about, I
wouldn't think she was silly, I wouldn't think she were foolish be-
cause those are a lot of the things that go through the mind of a
first-year teacher pnd I told her that I would always find time, nomatter what was going on. I would find time to address her prob-
lems if she had them, and it's worked out very, very well. We have
a very nice relationship now and that's a by-product of that, butshe's gained a lot of confidence as a teacher and she is a good
teacher She could have been one of the teachers if she had been onher own that--one of the 20 percent that leaves within the first 2
years and that would have been a shame for thefor our educa-
tional system because she's an excellent teacher She cares about
the children, she's conscientious and hard working.

So, I guess I would just finish up by saying that I really think
that that aspect of the job is very important

I just wanted toI'm sorry, I wanted to make a couple of com-ments on how the mentoring programs I think should function. I
think they need to have very strong input from the pople who arein the teaching I think we need to rely on our experience to our
ve.eran teachers to oversee these pr,gramsmentoring programs.I think that that would be very, very important and they should
last for maybe a year or two beyond college graduation, but that
again. I think should depend on the needs of the teacher who's inthe program Some people within a half year. they're able to pick
up the reigns and they can go forward very competently, but atleast for them to know there's somebody out there who will answer
their questions and who will help them I think is really important
So I ihank you very much

[The prepared statement of Ms McElroy ' !lows )

24'
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I am Edwina McElroy, a teacher at the Lippitt Elementary

School in Warwick, Rhode Island and a member of the Warwick

Ilachers Union which is affiliated with the Rhode Island

Federation of Teachers, AFT.

As a fairly recent entrant into the teaching profession, I

believe that these bills will be very helpful in effecting some

necessary changes in out education systern .

lhere is little to/relation netween the content and theory

learned in college courses and the manife,tations and practical

application,: of that information in the ,lassroom setting. A

major goal of the student teaching experience is to enable the

.colleqe student to understand how that thcory and content can be

used to teach effectively.

However, there are two problems that prohibit our current

student teaching models from achieving this goal. First, the

student teaching experience is too briet. :;econd, the situation

is not realistic one. c'enerally, a ,,tudent teacher takes over

an entire teaching schedule for a short time at the end of the

5
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student teaching experience. The cooperating teacher is always

nearby in the event that any major difficulties arise. Further,

the student teacher is never called upon to make any major

decisions about their students' education and it is the

cooperating teacher who sets the pace that the class must follow

in order to cover the curriculum.

I was very fortunate, because I had an excellent student

teaching experience. However, my first year of teaching was

still a very stressful one during which I felt that I did not

have the background or experience to make some ot the decisions

that were demanded of me.

For instance, I was expected to decide, by January of my

first year as a teacher, which of my seco d grade students would

need to spend another year at that level. I have memories of

sleepless nights and days filled with confusion and fear that I

would not make the right decisions. I was reluctant to admit

that I could not handle that decision in an expert manner.

My colleagues were good and supportive people but I didn't

feel close enough to any one of them to ask for help. I

considered it an imposition for me to ask another teacher to

help me work out my problem.

Firally, I did ask certain questions of a few people and I

began reading everything I could find on the topic of grade

retention. My decisions were finally made in April of that

year.

6
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I am particularly interested in Section 303 of the National

Teachers Act which provides for pilot programs in this area.

Intern or mentor programs must have very strong input and

directions from senior teachers who are recognized as

outstanding teachers and who are in touch with the dynamics of

classroom operations. These programs should last for the first

year or two of teaching depending upon the individual needs of

each new teacher.

In retrospect, if I had had the support of an experienced

mentor teacher, as advocated in this bill, I know that my first

year ot teaching ,,ould have been more enjoyable and less

frustrating. Also, in my opinion, providing this type of mentor

support new teachers will help to encourage many competent,

but frustrated beginning teachers to stay in the profession.

Last year, I had the opportunity to serve as a cooperating

teacher. While I tried to give my student teacher dS much

realistic experienc,e as possible, I worried about what would

happen to her when :Ale ,:as left on her own to get thtough her

first year or two as a certified teacher.

This year, I was asked by my principal to help a first year

teacher. riecause I've read about mentoring programs and I

believe in their %alue, I decided to structure my own private

version.

7
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At the outset, I helped her to understand that no question

she might ask was too trivial or silly, and that I would always

have some time to spei.d %..1th her when she needed me. I tried to

spend some time with her at least once a day during lunch or at

the end of the day. She is gaining confidence and becoming an

excellent teacher. This kind of support, provided on a formal

basis, would help to insure that we don't lose 20% of our new

teachers during their first or second year of teaching.

We appreciate your Interest in the issue of teacher

training and in the other Important issues addressed in your

bill, Senator Pell, and in the bill Introduced by Senator

Kennedy. We .lok forward tc working with you so that we will be

able to provide each student with the best possible educP.tion.

8
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Berger from the Flynn School in Providence.
Ms. BERGER. Thank you, Senator, for having me here this morn-

ing. I appreciate the opportunity.
I'm director of Professional Issues for the Rhode Island Federa-

tion of Teachers, AFT; and I'm also a full-time elementary teacher
in Providence, RI. Additionally, I am a veteran of 27 years in the
classroom and I have to say that I feel that this is the most excit-
ing time to be in education next to the exhilaration of your first
years of teaching before the idealism gives way to the realism of
what we have to face in the classroom.

The Rhode Island Federation of Teachers represents more than
eight thousand teachers, health care professionals. school support
staff and college faculty and staff throughout the State of Rhode
Island. Our membership is especially interested in the legislation
before you today.

The legislation would establish the Federal participation in the
efforts to address the impending crisis of a potentially devastating
teacher shortage. Also addressed would be the need to re-examine,
reshape and better equip our education delivery system to be !letter
able to prepare students for changing workforce needs and to par-
ticipate as informed citizens in the American democratic process

The Rhode Island Federation of Teachers suppo: both bills
before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, for
they illustrate your awareness of the centrality of teaching to the
successful education endeavor and also the need to attract and
retain qualified people in the teaching profession

Demographics tell us that by the early 199fv, i :1 million teach-
ers will need to be replaced in our school system, that translates
into approximately one-half of the current teaching force Just to
keep pace. 23 pement of each college graduating class for the next
several years will need to choose teaching as a career If the new
teachers are to be drawn from the top half of the college graduat-
ing classes as is most desirable, then 4f; percent of those graduating
will be needed to replace those leaving, an impossible static.

The data show there has been an increase in teacher recruitment
during the 1980's from 4 7 percent in 1982, up to a staggering 8 8

percent in 1988. Obviously, still significantly lower than the needs
we'll have. Although this is an increase, it will not meet that an-
ticipated need.

Particularly disturbing to me as a teacher in an urban communi-
ty is a recent survey indicating that even those who are involve in
teacher education programs have indicated that they are no' will-
ing to go into an urban .ommunity and tea:h because they feel
that the conditions there that would face them would be so difficult
that they would choose suburban communities in which to seek a
teaching job.

We feet that the proposed tuition subsidies which are recom-
mended in the bills for current undergraduate and for those willing
to enter teaching from another profession ill help recruitment
And because of the focus on the extra subsidies going to teachers
who are willing to teach in the urban community may help to alle-
viate the particular crisis possible in the urban centers
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The bills before us today also address important needs for teach-
ers and for schools. They are well thought out Proposals which rec-ognize the need to intensify recruitment efforts. particularly among
minorities to improve pre-service teacher training, provide support
for entering professionals in order to retain thf.--ni and to prepare
existing and future personnel to successfully address the ever-in-
creasing needs of an unprecedented and overwhelmingly needy di-verse student population.

We support the professional development components of these
bills which focus on issues which have a major impact on the over-ail performance of our education system. As a teacher, I see ever-
increasing numbers of children from nontraditional dysfunctional
and chemically dependent homes. The needs of these children must
be met. I see parents who themselves have educationally disadvan-
taged backgrounds. These parents are not in a position to provide
educationally enriched experiences for their children prior toschool. Through early childhood intervention programs and alter-
native programs during their school years, the needs of these stu-
dents must be met.

I also see children in increasing numbers coming to school from
homes where little or no English is spoken. Not only are these chil-
dren from newly derived immigrant families, but also from well-es-
tablished families where English is still not the primary language
spoken at home Often when they enter school, they are enrolledand in bilingual English as second language programs, but soonthey are mainstreamed into English speaking classrooms. Theyneed a great deal of help through this transitional period when this
command of English may not yet allow them to keep pace with
their English sp,aking classmates. The needs of these studentsmust be met.

There are new initiatives to place handicapped students in the
least restrictive environment This will create new and very differ-
ent demands on the regular classroom teacher and students. Theneeds of these mainstreamed students must be met along with the
regular students who will have to be in a position to accept the
mainstream students among their peers.

The need for the United States to regain its competitive edge inthe global economy will impose greater demands for more math
and science instruction Obviously, the needs of our country must
be met and (Ot top priorities.

As a currently employed teacher, I look into my crystal ball and
I have two specters that are raised before me, one is that I cannot
adequately and successfully develop and adapt programmatic mate-
rials for this collage of needy students that I face daily without pro-
fessional growth opportunities and followed up with adequate as-
sistance, not just the typical one shot deals. The other is that
unless existing pre-service teacher training institutions review awl
revise their programs to reflect the challenges that their graduates
will face upon opening the classroom door, they will have provided
individuals to the system who are ill equipped to perform the re-
quired tasks The Rhode Island Federation of Teachers is very sup-
portive of the proposal in Title III of S. 1676 which provides sup-
port for model programs and teacher preparation and we are espe-
cially interested in model programs which wiil extend the teacher

9 p
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preparation program to the first yea! or mo of employment Often
referred to as mentor or intern programs, it would seem that using
the expertise of senior qualified teachers would help and encourage
beginning teachers and iniproN e the retention rate of teachers who
presently seem to be hemorrhaging out of the profession after they
find out what it's really like.

I also wanted to address a question that you asked the first panel
in terms of altei oatie routes. A concern that we have is that alter-
niltie routes need to be explored and may be very appropriate. We
are concerned. howeNei. that knowing the subject matter is not the
only important issue N, hen you're looking for someone who has a
baccalaureate in another area and wishes to go into the teaching
profession. It is important to know subject matters panagoshe
Nkhich means understanding the subject matter in a way you can
break it down and state it and restate it in 20 different ways until
the students for whom you're responsible really understand.

A career in teaching is a career in communication and people
skills. We cannot take the chance of lowering standards in terms of
certification to allow alternate route people to come into the profes-
sion onless they have the required skills.

Finally, we are especially grateful for the inclusion of Title II,
Class Size Research and Demonstration Project We believe that
the outcome of these research projects will clearly and definitely
demonstrate the advantage of reducing class size and the positive
affects that smaller classes VF ill have on students learning and
teacher performance.

The Rhode Island Federation of Teachers officers and members
appreciate your efforts on behalf' of education in this bill and
during your entire service in the Senate We look forward to work-
ing with you and Senator Kennedy to secure passage of these criti-
cally important bilis Thank you

[The prepared statement of' Ms. Berger follows I
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee:

I am Marsha Berger, Director of Professional Issues of the

Rhode fsland i'ederation of Teachers, AFT (RIFT) and I am also a

full-Ame elementary school teacher in Providence, Rhode Island

and a veteran of 27 years in the classroom.

The RIFT represents more that 8,000 teachers, health care

professionals, school support staff, and college faculty and

staff throughout the state of Rhode Island. Our membership is

espectally interested in the legislation before you today. The

legislation would establish federal participation in the efforts

to address the impending crisis or a potentially devastating

teacher shortage. Also addressed, would be the need to

re-examine, reshape and better equip our educational delivery

system to be better able to prepare students for changing

workforce needs and to participate as informed citi7ens in the

American democratic process.

The RIFT supports both bills before the Senate Committee on

Labor and Human Resources for they illustrate your awareness of

the centrality of teaching to the successful education endeavor

and the need to attract and retain qualified people in the

teaching profession. nemocraphics tell us that by the early

199C,'s 1.3 million teacnz!rs will need to be replaced in our

scnoo systems. rhat trans ates into one-half of the current
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teaching force. lust to Keep pace 23% of each college

graduating class for the next seveLal years will need to choose

teaching as a career. If the new teachers ale to be drawn from

the top half of the college graduating classes, as is most

desirable, then 461 of thobe graduating ,ftudents will be needed

to replace those leaving. rhe data show that there has been an

increase in teacher recruitment during the 1080's: in Ian? 4.7%

of college students indicated that they were heading for a

teaching career; in 1°85 IC rose to 61; and, in ISSS the figote

was 8 8%. Although this is an Increase, it does not meet the

antAcIpMed need feel that the proposed tuition

for current undergraduates and for those wanting to enter

teaching from other profe,,sions will help recruitment.

rhe bills before us today address Important need:, fur

teachers and for schools, rhey are well thought-out proposals

whict recognize the need to intem.ify recruitment effolt,:,

particularly among minorities;, to improve pre-service teacher

training; to provide support for entering profe,Isionals in order

to retain them;, and to prepare existing and future personnel to

successfully address the ever-Increasing needs ot an

overwhelmingly needy and diverse student population.

We support the professional development components of these

bills which focus on Issues which have a major Impact on the

overall performance of our education 5qstem. As a teaiher I c.oe

ever-Increasing numbers of children from non-traditional,

dysfunctional, and chemically-dependent homes. The needs of

these students must be met.
2
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I see parents, .itio themselves have

educationally-disadvantaged backgrounds. These parents are not

in a position to provide educationally-enrich:fd
experiences for

their children prior to school. Through early childhood

intervention programs and alternative programs and materials

during their school years the needs of these at-risk students

must be met.
y

I see children in increasing numbers come to school from

homes where little or no English is spoken. Not only are they

from newly-arrived immigrant families, but also from

well-established families where English is still not the primary

language spoken at home. Often when they enter school, they are

enrolleu in bilingual or English-as-a-Seco-d-Language (ESL)

programs, but soon they are mainstreamed into English-speaking

classrooms. They need a great deal of help through this

transitional period when cheir command of English may not yet

allow them to keep pace with their English-soeaking classmates.

The needs of these students must be met.

New initiatives to place handicapped students in Z.he least

restrictive environment will create new and very different

demands on regular classroom students and teachers. The needs

of these mainstreamed students must be met.

The need for the United States to regain its competitive

edge in the global economy .4,1l impose greater demands for more

math and science instruction. The needs of our country must be

met.

3
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As a currently-employed teacher I look into my crystal ball

and two specters are raised. One is that I cannot adequately

and successfully develop and adapt programmatic material for

this collage of needy students that I face daily without

professional growth opportunities, followed-up with adequate

assistance. The other is that unless existing pre-service

teacher training institutions review and revise their programs

to reflect the challenges that their graduates will face upon

opening the classroom door, they will have provided individuals

to the system who are ill-equipped to perform the required

tasks.

The RIFT is, therefore, very supportive of the proposal in

Title III ot 3.1676 ich procides support for model programs in

teacher preparation. We are especially interested in model

programs which will extend the teacher preparation program to

the first }ear or t...;o of employment. Often referred to as

mentor or Intern yograms, it would seem chat using the

expertise of senior qualified teacLers would help and encourage

beginning teachers.

Finally, we are especially grateful for the inclusion of

Title Il - Class Size Rc earch and Demonstration project in

S.1676. We believe that the outcome of these research projects

will clearly and definitively demonstrate the advantage of

reduc,ng class sire and the jositive effects smaller classes

will have students' learnIng and ta-hers' performance.

4
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The RIFT' ottiLets and mer0.,ets appreciate your eftotts on

behalf of education In thlI bill end during you entire service

in the Senate. Wp look forward 'o working with you and senator

Kennedy to secure passage of these critically Important bills.
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Senator PELL. Thank you very nmch, Miss Berger
Now we corte to Mr. John Dwyer wit whom I remember work-

ing a dozen years ago or so on another project.
Mr. DWYER. Good morning, Senator. It's certa;nly good to see

you I'm not surprised that you've introduced this kind of legisla-
tion.

Senator PELL. We both have gotten gray hair.
Mr DWYER That's true. I still am not running though vith you.
However, we are delighted that you have introduced this kind of

legislation We're not surprised, as I said, because if we have a
president that considers himself an education president, you've got
to set yourself up for some sort of education messiah because .

your contributions over thz- years to the field of education.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. DWYER I mean, I've been a teacher in Portsmouth now for

22 years in the social studies department. I have a masters degree
and I also have rrobably 60 credits beyone and the reason I tell
you that fascinqing information is because m probably a typical
teacher, at least in terms of years of service. Throughout the cour-
try, especially in Rhode Island, approximately 60 to 75 percent of
us have haci between 20 and 30 years of teaching experience. We
also are highly educated, very competent and for the most part,
still enthusiastic about our job.

I don't come here as an apology for our profession because I
think for the most part. we are enthusiastic. We still enjoy going to
school everyday and why we seem to have settled into certain ruts
and so forth and feel comfortable with what we're doing. We still
have curiosity and a concern about many of the problems indicated
by two colleagues to the right. We see a need for a vitalization of
the teacher educational program offered to this population of
people. We feel there is a need to revitalize teachers to the extent
that we've pretty well drunk dry the well of information tha
available to us, so we're especially delighted in the piece of your
package that deals with teacher recruitment because we have to
think in 10 years this whole profession is going to turn over nation-
wide.

We also have to be aware that teacher development programs,
not only at the pre-service level, but especially at the level that
we're all in now as teachers 20 to 30 years have to deal with and
we feel, therefore, your package dealing with the academies and
the professional development programs is very important.

Now, one thing that we do think should be emphasized ;s that
tje rograms that are developed and which are incorporated in
your bill involves a heavy input from the teacher3, from the people
who are going to be receiving these programs. You mentioned the
program that we were involved in a few years ago. 12 years ago we
established a teacher professional development program. This is a
prog. im coordinated between the two teacher organizations as well
as all of the other organizations at the State level and our Purpose
was to provide a test for the idea that if we ask people what they
want and then give it to them, they will respond. We feel that that
program was very successful. It lasted for 2 years nd a number of
the programs offered, I don't believe more than two or three of
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them were not subscribed to We were well evaluated as you're
aware and the program was, we felt, a success.

At the present time, I sit as the Chair of the Rhode Island
StaffSchool Staff Institute, which is a Rhode Island program that
was enacted into legislation by our legislature and also funded by
the legislature Marsha to my right has served as the chair for 4
years priors to that

Now, an important piece of this program was the whole aspect of
going out and acking the people who get the programs to generate
the program Se we feel that a very important part of this whole
legislation is that it be generated and pursued and pushed by the
practitioners, whoever they might be. So, generally it's our feeling
that we do have to do something for teachers now in the profession.
We realize that local budgets are straiued, the State of Rhode
Island .ight now is facing a phy,ical crisis, which means the money
to fund many of these progran, should come from or could come,
we feel, from the Federal leNel and therefore, we re pleased that
you have introduced this kind of legislation. But again, I would
cal.'ion that in order for these types of programs to be successful,
it's our feeling that they should be generated pretty much by the
or run and implemented by the people who are recei ng whatever
programs are generated.

Thank you
Senator PELL Thank you very much. indeed, Mr. Dwyer.
Now we come to Mr. Harvey Pressvho's the president of NEA.

We're glad to hear your testimony.
Mr PRESS Thank you, Senator and his representatives from Sen-

ator Kennedy's staff also.
My aame is Harvey Press I'm president of NEA L.f Rhode Island

and here to speak on really one specific piece, which is Lhe Title i I
on tho provision which deals with the class size demonstration.

The individuals that have spoken before me have identified how
important legislation that both you and Senator Kennedy have in-
troduced as a long-range goal What I would like to basically identi-
fy is, I'd like to regress and talk very simply with, we're dealing
with education of children and education of children begins at
home

The family unit, today that farn'ly unit is not the same as it was
20 years ago. The stability that a child came to school with when
you had the Norman Rockwell family, a mother, a father, probably
a brother or sister and maybe a dog or a cat, is no longer in exig-
ence There are pockets of that, but in fact, all over this country,
specifically in the urban settings, those children are coming to
school in a situation or leaving home in a situation that's totally
different than what it was before We're now coming into schools
and we have a whole series of what I'm going to describe as educa-
tional junkies that have a lot of great ideas, a lot of smoke, a lot of
mirror as to how we can change the program in the United States
and I rejert that notion and the fact is what we've been doing in
education ir the iast twen':/ years has been outstanding, that's
why most ot countries are in competition with us for what we are
doing But the children today do not need the instability of some
quick fix, some new program Let's change the system, let's identi-
fy what problems we have and move the whole thing around so
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that. in fact. you don't end up with large number of students in one
class, small numbers in another class, lack of support, you can
choose a school district over there, some parents have the ability to
do that, we have problem after problem after problem.

The legislation that Senator Ketinedy and you have introduced
really has done what teachers would basically tell you to do. This is
not going to be changed in 1 day it is not going to be changed in 1
year It is a long-term program that has to be in place. The general
legislation deals with those teachers that are in place, those teach-
ers that would come into the system and there s a notion of the
best and brightest from the best and brightest and I reject that to
some degree. in that it implies the teachers that we have today are
not the best and brightest.

What teachers today are working on and dealing with are totally
different. Those children coming to classrooms, the problems
they're coming with are totally different than anything we've seen
in the past twenty years. Our expectation is they will still change,
be more difficult in the future years. So the teachers that graduat-
ed 20, 25 years ago absolutely need some programs to show them
how to work with problems that they never even saw in their life-
time until they walked into the classroom and the children are
changing on a daily basis. The impact ot technology, the impact of
TV. I mean, it's all been documented.

There is one piece in the legislation that I think that deals spe-
cifically with children though, and that's that Class Size Demon-
stration Act Fm here to basically identify the fact that for the first
time, we've had a program in Tennessee identified as the Star
Project. and I've left documentation about how that project has
working About a 12 million dollar project, 7,000 students, and it's
a longitudinal type program in that it worked across suburban,
rural, urban school districts, and then in fact, showed that if you
talk about small class sizes, I'm talking about class size around 15
versus what they identified as regular classes, there is a substan-
tial gain by those children that are in classes of around 15 versus
those classes that are around 22. 23, 24 There are districts in this
State that are identified as G districts, South Kingstown, in which
they have kindergarten classes with 26 and 27 weil, the number
sounds good until you talk to the teache and find out how many
special needs children are in that class. So it's not 27 regular chil-
dren. 27 children That's a kindergarten class, double session, one
is 26, the othei is 27. Those children are not getting the same edu-
cation as a chss that might have 18 or 19 as they do in Smithfield,
East Greenwich In some cases in kindergarten, many of the classes
have 12, 13, 14, same grade. So, the concept of getting an equal
education or equal opportunity eve.i in this small State is not
there And we re looking forward to demonstration project as being
another step ir. showing the country that if you want to deal with
the stability of the family aud you want teachers to become the
family away from home, then you can't have 27, 28 and 29 students
in a classroom. When you're dealing with children that 'a re five
and six and 7 years old when they have a question, you cannot be
one of 15 hands that are up there and expect to get quality educa-
tion to those children. When they have a class of 15 and half the
class put their hands up, then you know that you're going to get
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one-seventh of the time versus one twentieth of the time. That's
when true education is going to take place and that's when these
programs that they have identified in Tennessee will bear the fruit
of that 12 million dollar investment.

We're dealing with children at 1:.k. For every child that's at
risk, you end up with a loss. The notion we've been using in Rhode
Island, for every thousand children that drop out, it cost the State
of Rhode Island 12 million dollars, that's six million dollars in lost
wages, and it's 6 million dollars in support services to take care of
those children We do have children having babies. A lot of the
issues that we're deahng with today in children at risk are identi-
fied even before they come to school. But if we can work with them
in small class sizes in kindergarten, one, two and three, we believe
that that money will bethat those children w ill succeed, stay in
schocl, become productive citizens and productive members of the
society We cannot afford not to lower class size. In fact, it abso-
lutely is shown that class size will in fact save money. It shows
that children need that and I would end by asking that if there's
any opportunity to increase the amount of money in the legislation
that deals with the class size reduction, that in fact, we're dealing
with children and that's the area that we need to look to and I
thank you for that opportunity, Senator.

Senator PELL Thank you very much, indeed I would thank you,
too, for your help in drafting Title 11, the Class Size Research Dem-
onstration Project.

Following up one on your thought% there, pointing out the in-
equity in the number of students, th difference in the towns and
cities in our own State. with the prestnt ,;ystem that each school
committee and each town council can determine what portion of
the budget will be spent for education, you can contini..?, to have
that disparity and the only resolution of it is moving the govern-
ment from the local level up to a national level and that from a
political viewpoint is not acceptable, so this is a predicament that
we're in at this time My view has always been there should be
more in the way of national guidelines, that politically is not a
very popular view I'd be interested in your comments on that sort
of thing.

Mr PRESS I understand exactly what you're saying and I ag-ee
with it and in some cases, you cannot get something done. We have
lunch programs because the local community would not do it and
the State would not do it, so it'sat one point; we had to go to the
Federal Government to ideit:fy the fact that children are coming
to school that haven't eaten. The Federal Government got involved
in that I think the demonstration aspect is one that will show how
it works.

But I would go one step further and I was taking to a reporter on
the way in I basically said, you know, I'd almost like to see the
Senator take the whole panel and the people in the audience and
walk to the nearest public school or private school, specifically a
public school, walk into one of those classes and look at the teacher
and say, what can we do to help you teach better and do more for
these children and my guess is that the class has 27, 28 children in
it There's absolutely no doubt in my mind what the first response
will be If by chance you happen to walk into a class that had 15, I
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would tend to expect the following answer to be something to deal
with the materials they have, the up-to-date technology that this
particular teacher needed, but I know in the school districts around
this area, around this State, that 95 percent of the teachers will
identify the fact that they have too many children to meet all of
their needs.

We talk about least restrictive environment and one piece we
never really deal with is the environment these children go into.
And in fact, I had one student that has special needs and in a class-
room with 27 children with special needs is going to describe a situ-
ation where nobody is going to win. In fact, the child with the spe-
cial needs is going in a lose situation.

To answer your question. you need o go back to the classroom,
you need to go into the classroom and actually if you want to find
out what's going to help teachers, what's going to help students,
ask a teacher, someone in the classroom and you've done that with
this panel today

Senator PELL. Any further comments that Ms. McElroy or Ms.
Berger or Mr Dwyer care to make? Thank you.

What do you think of the idea of alternative teacher certification
because I sometimes wonder if it's really necessary to learn educa-
tional theories, for example psychology methods in order to be a
good teacher I would just like to go right down the panel, Miss
McElroy?

Ms. MCELROY I think you do need to have some expertise on
about dealing with children in order to come in from an alternate
route Again, as has been said many times this morning, just know-
ing the content or knowing the subject matter is not enough. I
don't know if it has to be, you know, as an undergraduate can
come in the old route I thir.k that needs to be addressed, but I
think we cannot compromise the expertise of the people that we're
putting in the classroom I think they have to know how to deal
with children and how to get their subject matter across and some
of that is ne essary.

Senator PELL. Thank you. Ms Berger
Ms BERGER I'm glad you asked that question. For a long time,

teaching was looked upon as an art, the art of teaching. Over the
last fifteen years or so, we have finally begun to be recognized as a
scieace as well as an art. The last 15 years or so, as was mentioned
I think by one of the first panelists, has brought about very strong
knowledge based on research where the researchers did not take a
clinical approach by bringing in some student.s into a clinical, then
seeing how they would react with certain programs, but rather the
behaviorists, psychologist who went out and did this research ...y
going into classrooms, observing what teachers did, then talking to
the teachers afterwards and asking them to explain what they did
and why they did it and based on that kind of research, we now
have a growing knowledge base There are many researchers in
Pducation who have finally begun to recognize that teaching is
probably one of the most complex acts that can be done and some
very prestigious people around this country in terms of their re-
search, Barry Rosenshien, David Berlinda, (sic), many other people,
now acknowledge that there is such a science to teaching that
there really is a fund of knowledge that needs to be learned by
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someone coming into tiw profession before they can appropi iately
and adequately handle that job

The mentor concept that you hake in the bill is one way to teach
students who have not gone the traditional route and again, that
mentor or induction kind of progitam: adding a year or two at the
beginning of a teacher's career, whether it s a new teacher just
coming out of college oi a new teacher who has been already in one
or more careers.

I serve on the National Adyisory Council i'or Educational Testing
Service, which is in the process of dey eloping a successor to the na-
tional teacher exam, and one of the most perplexing things that
ETS has found in trying to put together this successor to the teach-
er exam is trying to figure out how they could possibly examine or
aosess all the skills that are needed by a starting teacher when
they first walk into the classroom and it compounds them They're
doing all kinds of job analysis and research to try and come up
with that and speaking NA, ith some major educational researchers in
the country.

The final note. as I mentioned in my original testimony, is I

think we're going to need to take alternate routes to get people
into the profession because of turnover that will take place Howev-
er. as I cautioned lt my testimony, it's very important to make
sure that in bringing new teachers on, that the standards of certifi-
cation are not lowered so that people who are coming in are those
who are best able to deal with the students that they will be facing
It may be 1 year for a teacher who's new and has come in through
alternate route or even the traditional route to spend finding their
way through the morrows what it takes to be a teacher, but if
you consider the child, that's i year out of the child's life that
could be lost w hile a floundering teacher is trying to find the way
to do it and that we haye to ki old because they only have 12 years
with us. Thank you.

Senator PELL. Thank you. I'm not sure that I agree with you as
to whether teaching is a science or an art

Ms. BERGER Ws both. I would say it's both
Senntor PELL. I think it's art and science The same way I

knowI have also cesented the t...rm political science, there's no
suchthere is not poly. sci it's political art and it should be
thought of as another knowledge coming out of humanitiesof die
art or humanities. If one thinks about the arts as hands-on learn-
ing. I've always thought of teaching as being more of an art

Ms. BERGER. I would thoroughly agree with you on that.
Senator PELL Thank you very much. Mr. Dwyer, what were your

comments?
Mr. DWYER. Under no circumstances would I support any relax

ation of certification requirements. However, I do think that the
whole process of certification and the pre-service training should be
adjusted and I think : you talk to any teacher who's been in the
profession at all, they would tell you that they probably learned
more in the professie% in the first or second year of teaching than
they did at any time before or after and what usually happens is a
new teacher is thrown into a situation that is new and in some
cases overwhelming, the workload on a new teacher who usually
also gets the classes that the other teachers in the department
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didn't want tends to be extremely difficult and so. w hat I would do
is if I had the ability is to adjust and probably this is not the i ight
place to be saying this sitting in this room. I would adjust the pre-
service programs to involvo more people out in the field who are
actually teaching to come into the colleges and work with the
people who are running the courses at this level.

When we ran the teachers professional deNelopinent program, we
found that the most productive teams were the theoreticians NNho
were working with the practitioners. They worked in pairs and we
found that you had the stimulation of theory and the whole idea
coming from the theoretician, but people who left had some materi-
al they could use at that time, at that particular time. So we feel
that even the preparation at the college lesel should be adjusted.
It's my feeling that a mentoring program or at least a part-time
program of new teachers should be introduced so the teacher is not
so overwhelmed in the beginning. But generally, if anything, I
woald like to see us become, at least in terms of our preparation,
more of a profession that we would like to be, in that we would
' 2 intern programs or mentoiing pow-mils or something of this
sort where you have veteran teachers who would assist the new
teacher coming into the profession and I think that is a require-
ment in order to strengthen our profession, not to weaken the
standards as they exist now.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Do you have additional
comments?

Mr. PRESS Yes, Senator. The three individuals to my right have
been eloquent and I'll bethere is absolutely a situation in which
we're dealing with the quality and certification requirements. The
concept of alternate ce tification implies a number of things and I
would need to know what someone was suggesting There is a re-
quirement to go to law school to be a lawyer.

Senator PELL. Forgive me, that is not universal.
Mr. PRESS. I understand that.
And that's why there's no right or wrong answer to certification

( f education, but there is a simplistic question that I would ask and
that would be those parents that would go before a judge and have
a lawyer with alternate certification or go under surgery with a
doctor that had alternate training, how secure they would feel with
tho.;e situations and then ask the same question, would you like to
have someone with an alternate certification and just have it as an
open ended question, teaching your children. There are skills and
very simply, yot may stop with a basic situation of knowledge, but
there are tremendous skills and things that you need to have to be
in front of a classroom and to be worki-ig with very young children
as well as very bright children and those children that arehave
an absolute special need that need to be cared for This is an art
and it is a skill. It is a science, and ..,o just come up with the term,
alternate certification, I would caution anyone until we saw what
they were actually talking about and how that would improve the
educational system for children in this State and across the coun-
try.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much I would certainly enter into
the record the study from NEA on class size reduction.
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I would return for a moment to the question that bothers me the
most, how can teachers be persuaded to stay in teaching over the
long hall I'd he interested in a response from each of you to that.
How can a good teacher be persuaded to stay there and not drift
away to a better paying professicif?

Ms Mcairov Well, first of all, I think the mentoring programs
or the intern programs. that they get puts in place. If they're run
well, I think we could encourage young teachers not to leave and
we're finding that within our. I believe the first 5 or 6 years that
people-50 percent of our teachers are leaving, 20 or more percent,
in fact, is in the first two I think those programs would help cut
into that 20 percent and I think we somehow have to find a way to
upgrade. maybe upgrade the perception of teachers. I think some-
times teachers w ho go into the classroom, who are very conscious,
who want to d9 a good job. when they're met with some of the
public opinion that says, well, you're not doing this, you re not
doing -you',-e not performing your job, I think that hurts people
and I think people think, why do it, why push it.

AnoLher thing that's happening in teaching is tilt, test scores and
some of thosc test scores probably need to be looked at. So I think a
lot of teachers are feeling bad with that, how the test scores chat
are getting public attention don't look good and I think we need to
address those issues.

Senator PELL Ms. Berger
Ms BERGER Well, ; would begin by saying if you want to keep

teachers in the teaching profession rather than losing them to a
better paying profession, is to improve the pay of teachers so that
they will be comparable and that certainb is one way because if
you're a young person probably newly married with young chil-
dren, trying to meet mortgage payments and so forth, dedication
cannot go very far in getting that mortgage payment and food on
the table for your children But in addition to that, I think some-
thing you hit on in your initial statement relative to the esteem
that teachers really should be affordH which is not afforded to
them now will go a long way I thi lk the fact that education has
been on the forefront for the last five or 6 years has improved to
some extent the self-respect and the self-image that teacners have
of themselves. And I think that will go a long way. I think proper
training and properand appropriate kind of experience in the
pre-service and within the first couple of years again getting into
the concept of mentor induction is very important. Many people
leave the profession because they find it so frustrating the first few
years and have no one to turn to in terms of trying to straighten
out what their problems are.

The other thing that hasn't been mentioned but I think would be
appropriate to include is the possibility of broadening the kinds of
activities that teachers are involved in without having to leave the
classroom and this is something that has come up over and over
again There are many teachers who would not want to go into ad-
ministration in order to move up in the teaching profession and
there are all kinds of plans that would provide opportunity for
teachers to broaden the: experience, use their education back-
ground in ways that are supportive and helpful and beneficiary to
education There are teachers and I'll use myself as an example,
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who have found that other alternatiNe through imokement with
the professional organizations, Rhode Island Federation of Teach-
ers or NEA of Rhode Island, that has given some of us an opportu-
nity to channel some of that excess energy into something that
would be beneficiary not only in our classroom, but beyond the
classroom and has provided us with the opportunities not to have
to leave the classroom but to stay within it and I think all of those
things need to be considered as ways to retain teachers.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Mr. Dwyer?
Mr. DWYER. Marsha I think touched a little bit upon the end of

it, money is nice. No teacher goes into it for money. With the skills
we have and the abilities we have, we can make lot more money in
another professions. However, I do think that our contributions
and so forth should be recognizefl financially. We don't do it for
public esteem. We get shattered 1, the classroom almost on a daily
basis, if we have a fragile ego, which of course I don't have anyway.
So we don't reallymost of us get defensive, we feel we have to
defend ourselves if we're attacked at cocktail parties or any place,
because generally, we find studies have indicated that our own per-
ception as teachers of our own worth is lower than the general pop-
ulation. So, I take great pride in their appreciation of me anyway

However, teachers require stimulation, like most peopie, and
after you've been teaching for a number of years, oftentimes the
stimulation in the classroom is there because you've got new paople
to deal with everyday, but you have to really work hard to become
stimulated by teenagers. So, what we do is we get involved in othet
activities, be it organizational activities, or whatever.

To me, the key is coming up, it's in the future, a lot of districts
and a lot of States are going to it, it's what's known as giving us
piece of the decision-making action. It's always been my contention
for anything to work, those people who havewho are involved in
making it work have to be involved in making the decision What's
happening to stimulate teachers, you've got to give them a feeling
that they have some control over their lives And it usually hap-
pens that laws come down from the step and we're expected to
obey them. What happens and what's happening in many districts
and I'm hopeful that it will also happen here in RI-ode Island is
that more and more schools and districts are being given a chance
to make decisions relative to curriculum, relative even to budget
and so forth and the Boston teachers included this in one of their
contracts and they have some management rights. So, to me the
key to keeping teachers stimulated, getting teachers more involved
in our profession is to give us some input in the decision making,
that way we can deal with keeping teachL:s where they belong, in
front of classes rather than sitting in the front office making deci-
sions that in many case are unrealistic, are not carried out. So to
me, the stimulation would come from more activity, at least in
terms of decision making.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Harvey Press.
Mr. PRESS. Thank you, Senator. It's a pleasure sitting on this

panel and I've said it more than once. Mrs. McElroy and Ms.
Berger, John; it is a ccmplex question. It cannot be simplistically
answered Salaries for teachers in the State of Rhode Island are
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identified as a high average, but in fact, when you compare them
to other professions, we're in trouble.

A gentleman that spoke at the panel previous to me, in fact, I
leaned o-er to john and said, we should bring him into the organi-
zation because his concepts are very clear. I guess basically what
happens is someone that graduates from college really enters the
profession at a risk, and their first 2 years, they're either going to
make it or they're in trouble. As a result of that, you're dealing
with a whole situation of mentoring and so forth. So, you're dealing
with a student that comes into teaching, has a desire, has some of
the basic skills but needs to be helped, cannot be just left out there
to farm As you work t'lrough the system, it may be some period of
time, but it may be 4 years, 6 years, maybe 10 years, could be fif-
'een years, there is a period in tl-at professionalin that profes-
5ional's career where the isolation lf our profession becomes a tre-
mendous burden Going into a classroom, working with those stu-
dents, working withwhether you're in the secondary schools or
the elementary, being away from what's going on in the profession,
what's new, is absol' tely a demoralizing factor and there are sys-
tems that just do not allow teachers to work with other teachers, to
get out and talk professional, to get out and share experiences,
share ideas and grow.

Everyone on this panel has identified to some aspect that isola-
tion, that inability to go out and share and grow and it's a cost
factor to get substitutes or whatever so that thuse teachers can go
out and work together There is probably the thing that is causing
us the biggest problem in the profession right now is a number of
and I'm going to use the term negative politicians in the negative
that love to bash teachers, there's something wrong with the school
system, blame it on the teachers and John has id ntified the solu-
tion to that The teachers have never been part of the decision-
making process and in fact, what we're looking for is to become
part of that process Then if you're going to blame us, you probably
have a right to But in fact, the isolation and the lack of control of
our own urofession, the lack of control of the decision in the build-
ing we work in absolut-ly is demoralizing to those of us that are in
the classroom.

Senator PF:I.L. Thank you very much, indeed.
And I wish to submit certainly for the record a copy of a r-Tent

survey by Michigan State University showing the expected incomes
fur education degrees which education is about three-fourths of the
way down on the chosen professions.

I would also submit for the record a copy of a recent study by
Michigan State University showing expected incomes from an edu-
cation degree I think these are pertinent to discussions that we've
just had.

[The information referred to follows.]

9
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JANUARY 17, 1990 EDUCATION WEEK 3

DIMENSIONS

What an Education Degree Is Worth
Students gadUating from college this spring with a bachelor's dcgme in

education will find a tightening job market and an average starting salary well below
that L.f many other professions, according to the 19th annua, national survey of
recruiting trends by Michigan State University.

Employers are expected to hire 2.5 percent fewer new college graduates for
elementary- and secondary-school teaching jobs than last year, the survey reports.
The average expected salary of $20,650 for new employees with an education
degree is a 2.3 percent increase over last year.

Meanwhile, graduates with a degree in chemical engineering are expected to
earn the highest salary, at an average of $27,051 a yeara 2.9 percent increase over
the starting salary for last year's new hires.

The survey predicts an overall t3.3 decrease in hires of new college graduates,
although those who find a job will earn an average of $25,256, or 3.3 percept more
than what last year's new hires earned.

Fields expected to have large increase; in hiring are public utilities, metals and
metal products, and petroleum and allied products.

Starting
salary Bachelor's degreeBachelor's degree

,ingust. rgs( 30,557

'PnySICMOV, 2%777

Cyil!n011se_rinfiA%7'74iilk 27,707;
Nursing 27,358
Accounting 27,051
Chemistry 25,938
Mathemabcs 24,968
Financial administration 24,359
Marketing / Sales 24,100
Geology 24,080

Agriculture
General business administration
Social science
Personnel administration
Telecommunications
Communications
Education

Aseer,al

MVO' T:4L.

Starting
salcry

$22.802
21,845
21.310
21,033
20,880
20,735
20,8x,^

oeur.nsi*rn,Ftitiiiw40.dxs 4
Ellesmtellemestrie6.24

r
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FEBRUARY 7, 1990 EDUCATION WEEK 3

DIMENSIONS irrA
. r

'The Teacherls Workweek
F

Claankm
There are no significant

differences in the way public and
private elementary- and
secondary-school teachers sper d
their workweeks, according to
an analysis conducted for the
National Center for Education
Statistics.

The average public-school
teacher spends 50.4 hours a we k
on the job, the center reports.
About half of that time (25.5
hours) is spent in actual
classroom teaching. The balance
is spent on planning and
evaluation (15.2 hours),
extracunicular supervision (2.4
hours), tutoring and counseling
(4.4 hours), lunch and free time (2.4 hours), and on sick or personal leave (0.3
hours). Figures for plivate-schoot leachers were nearly identical.

The data come from a nationwide survey of 7,991 public- and 4,514 private-
school teachers conducted between 1984 and 1986.

The researchers found a few differencti of note. Private secondary-school
teachers, for example, spe.nd about 1.4 hours a week more than their public-school
counterparts in student monitoriag or other administrative duties.

But these few exceptions aside, the similarities between the two sectors held
regardless of differences in school affiliatioir(religiot or otherwise) and size, as
well as differences in teacher age, experience, training, gender, and race. The few
differences that were &mid were very salitlj, the center reports.

Based on the analysis, "it is highly unlikelithat these small differences could be
responsible for the differences in educational outcomes between private and public
schools," the report concludes.

The data are contained in "Time Allocation Patterns of Teachtys in Public and
Private Schools: 1984-86," survey report CS 89-104.

tea

Sao,

MI6

Absent 1%

Planning and
evaluation 30%

Tutoring,
counseling 9%

Extracurricular
supervision 5%

Free time,
lunch 5%

Nalpanal Contor for Eclueepon StatisOcs

.1111111111
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Senator PELL I thank this panel very much, indeed, for being
with us. We'll turn to panel number three, Mr Timothy Connors,
Superintendent of Schools in Woonsocket, Dr. Joyce Duerr, princi-
pal of State Street School in Westerly, Mrs. Terri Adelman, Presi-
dent of the Rhode Island Association of School Committees, Mrs.
Karen McQuade, Natiorril Legislative Chairman of the Rhode
Island PTA.

(Brief Recess)
Senator PELL Thank you very much We come back to order.
First up is Timuthy Connors, Superintendent of Schools, Woon-

socket.

STATEMENTS OF TIMOTH1 ('ONNORS, SUP:.:RINTENDENT. WOON-
SOCKET PUBLIC SCHOOLS, WOONSOCKET, RI; DR. JOYCE
DUERR, RHODE ISLAND ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL PRINCI
PALS. WESTERLY. RI: TERRI ADELMAN. PRESIDENT. RHODE
ISLAND ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES: KAREN
MCQUADE. NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE ('HAIRMAN, RHODE
ISLAND PARENTS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Mr CONNORS Good morning, Senator Pell It's a pleasure to be
here, an honor to share some time with you talking about the legis-
lation that's proposed by you and Senator Kennedy.

Across this Nation for the past several years, there have been a
lut of well-meaning public officials chat have made different propo-
sitions to impact un the quality et' education that will be provided
to our children I think that you and Senator Kennedy and your
colleagues are the first to recognize that things such as school
choice, change of graduation requirements are all nice and well-
meaning, but you really have to look at what takes place in the
classroom

Basically, there are a few things to teaching and learning and
the legislation that you have proposed deals directly with those
issues and I think the kind of legislation that you proposed could
have a significant impact un our school and I might just share IA ith
you d scenario that I shave with people every opportunity that I
get and I think it's important that we oe heard at the national
level

My dream is that every teacher would work 240 days a year. 190
uf those days would be given over tu working with children in the
classroom, the remainder uf that time would be staff development

As I listened to Harvey Press, Mr. Dwyer and the others, I think
they really speak to the same thing It would do two things, one, it
wuuld increase the salary of teachers, more importantly afford the
opportunity fur teachers to work with one another in planning and
staff and development. So I commend you for looking at that be-
cause the key tu changing education and having an effective school
Is to have effective teache and all of the legislation that you pro-
posed in 1676 and Senator Kennedy's bill talk to that kind of thing.

I have prepared a statement which I would like to read because I
think there are some things that you need to hear, keeping in
mind that the only way to change the structure of education is to
change the attitudes of teachers toward the profession, to recognize
that it is a profession, that the teachers should b. working
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throughout the year and in terms of growth an.1 dey clopment, we'll
take those steps. If the Federal goYernment v. play a leadership
role in that, then we can change th t. structure of our education. I
just might add, I agree wholeheartedly, teachers need to be part of
the decision-making proLess In fact; some of our schools took out
the principals. give the schools to the teachers so they can do just
t hat.

Let me just share some of these reniarks SO I don't leaye out any
things I think are important.

Senator PELL I would add, any remarks you don't make will be
inserted in the reco-d.

Mr CONNORS 1 commend you and your colleagues in the Senate
for your leadership in sponsoring the National Teacher Act of 1989.

There are seven I components of your bill that I believe could
make a significant difference in the quality of' teaching in our
schools, hence, the education of our children There are sonic
points that your bill oyerlooks that could make changes in educa-
tion. Perhap, the best way for me to expinin this is to list the order
of priority that I see for each section of your bill and th2 rationale
as to why one section should hay e precedence over anothLr.

Title 111. model programs in promising practices and teacher
preparation, although I agree with your concern about rt. iting

iteachers in future years, our real need s to retrain our present
corps of teachers In recent years, we hav2 learned a Iut about the
learning styles of students. yet we have done little to change the
teaching styles of teachers If each teacher had a variety of teach-
ing styles, each child y.ould have an opportunity to be exposed to a
teaching strategy that would match his or her style of learning.
The failure on our part to make a concentrated effort to alter the
way teachers teach accounts for the drop out rate as much as any
other single factor that takes place in the classroom.

Therefore, the concept of supporting teacher mentors and teach-
ers eyaluating teachers is a step in the right direction. Howeyer, I
would not look to the um; ersities to provide the leadership in this
area The fact is that some of the worst teaching is done at the uni-
versity level. Inste-d, I would look to the expertise found among
the teachers in the local communities.

For example, if the Federal government supported an extended
school year for teachers, it would enahl- the local education agen-
cies to implement professional development programs during the
summer Teachers could structure strategies around their curricu-
lums Some uf the.e teachers could be the mentors or master teach-
ers who would assist in the evaluation of such programs. This ap-
proach, instead of go;ng through the colleges and universities,
would help to put the decision-making process in the h mds of the
teachers.

Title H, class size research and demonstration project. I can tell
you with a great deal of certainty that if you reduce class sizes and
you fail to retrain th: present corps of teachers, very little change
will take place in the classroom in terms of teaching and learning.
In the latter 196trs. we made a significant crfort toward individual-
ized instruction. Curriculums were developed and programs for in-
dividualization were implemented. However, we forgot to trani
teachers as to how to individualize instruction and as a re-ult,

'
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these programs failed. Lowering class sizes will not bring about in-
dividualized instruction, the training of +,achers will. Once teach-
ers are trained to be classroom managers, once they are trained to
use developmental practices in their classrooms, then the lowering
of class silts will have dramatic results. Don't put the cart before
the horse.

One significant caveat on lowering class size for the at-risk and
economically deprived students is that most of these children come
from our cities which have overcrowded and antiquated schools.
Many of the school districts cannot lower their class sizes because
they do not have the facilities to house additional classrooms.
Woonsocket is a case in point. If I had the dollars to hire ten addi-
tional teachers for the purpose of lowering class sizes, I would be
unable to do so because I do not have the classroom space available
for additional classes.

A few years ago, I wrote to Senator Chafee and you indicating
that many of our city's schools need to be replaced because they
are antiquated. In addition, due to the recent baby boom and the
influx of non-English speaking students, our elementary schools
are overcrowded This bulging of our older schools must be ad-
dressed in communities across the country if we wish to provide an
effective learning environment for teachers and students. Without
adequate facilities, many of the schools that could not benefit from
smaller class sizes will not be able to participate in such a program
without a building program.

Title X, loan forgiveness for teachers; this concept was certainly
beneficial in the sixties and would assist in enconraging individuals
to enter the teaching profession.

Title IV, ntw careers for teachers; this concept to attract minori-
ty candidates from other careers iato teaching certainly is worthy
of pursuit We should expand this to include bilingual persons who
can assist in the teaching of our non-English speaking children.

Senator, teacher trairiing at any level is the key to changing the
structure of education today. Most of the educational initiatives,
such as raising graduation requirements, choice and national
report cards have been window dressings. The real issue is provid-
ing sufficient funds to retrain our present teachers, to encourage
the best of our youth to enter the teaching profession and to insure
that teachers take up the challenge of policing the professional de-
velopment of their vocation.

You appear to recognize this need in much of what is proposed in
your National Teacher Act. However, please don't stop at the door-
way to change Each of the sections of your legislation outlines a
process for providing seed money, that is, funding for a limited
time period. This approach will result in raising the expectations of
the educational community only to slam the door shut by shifting
the responsibility for funding to the cities and towns of this coun-
try.

You're correct in stating that the future rests upon the teachers
of today, but o.'e must insure that our teachers are prepared with a
wide ran 4...? of pedagogical skills to meet all the needs of today's
youth.

I appreciate that your time. I think that in summarizing, I be-
lieve this can make a significant impact in your legislation, Sena-

r-
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tor Kennedy's and is a first that addresses the real issue of chang-
ing the structure of our schools by nelping teachers to get training
and professional development that they need so that those two
things, teaching and learning, can take place. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Connors follows:]

0 0 i
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Prepared Statement of Timothy P. Connors

Dear Senator Pell

I commend you and your colleagues in the Senate for your leadership in
sponsoring the National Teacher Act of 1989.

There are several components of your bill that I believe could make a
significant difference in the quality of teaching in our schools, hence the
education of our children There are some points that your bill overlooks thit
.ould make changes in education. Perhaps the best way for me to explain this is
to list the order af priority that I see for each section of your bill, and the
rationale as to why one section should nave precedence over another.

Title III .lodel Programs in Promising Practices and reacher Preparation
(replaca dining)

Although I agree with your concern about recruiting teachers in future
year s, our real neeo is to etrain uur present cur ps of teachers. In ecent years,
we hay, learned a lot about the learning styles ,f students, yet, we have done
little to chanoe the teaching styles of teachers If each teacher had a variety of
teaching styles, .ach child would l-.ave an opportunity to be exposed tv a teaching
strategy that would match his her style vi earning The failure on uur part to
make a concentrated effort tu alter the way teachers teach accounts for the
drop out rate, as much as any other single factor that taRes place in the
classroom

Therefore, the concept of supporting teacher mentors ano teachers
evaluating teachers is a step in the rignt direction Huwever, I would not look to
the universities to provide the leadership in this area The fact is that some of
the worst teaching is dune at the university level Instead, I would look to the
expertise found among th teacher 5 in the local communities

For example if the Federal Government supported an extended school
year for tea,hers, it would enable the Local Education Agenc,es (LEAs) to
implement profesalutial dev elupmer 1 programs during the summer Teachers could
structure strategies around their ,urriculums. Some of these teachers could be
the mentors, or master teachers, who would assist in the evaluation uf surh
programs This approach, instead of going through the colleges and universities,
would help tu put tne dacision making process In the hands ul the teachers

r
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T itle II Class Size Research and Demonstration _Project

I can tell you with a great deal of certainty that if you reduce class sizes
and you fail to retrain the present corps of teachers, very little change will take
place in the classroom in terms of teaching and learning In t he latter 1960s wemade a significant effort towards indiv iduali zed instruction Curriculums were
dev eloped and programs for indiv idualization were implemented. However, , we
forgot to train teachers as to how to individualize instruction and , as a result,these programs failed Lowering class sizes will not bong about individualized
inst ruction. T he training of teachers will. Once teachers are trained to beclassroom managers once they are trained to use developmental practices in
their classrooms then the lowering of class sizes will have dramatic results.
Don't put the cart before the horse'

One significant caveat on low ering class size for the at-risk and
economically deprived students is that most of these children come -om our citieswhich hav e overcrowded and antiquated schools. Many of the school districts
cannot lower their class sizes because they do not hav e the facilities to house
additional classrooms Woonsocket is case in point If I had the dollars to hire
ten additional teachers for the purpose of lowering class sizes, I would be unable
to do so because I do not hav e the classroom space available for additional
classes

A few years agu I wrote to Senator Chafe; and you indicating that many
of our city's schools need to be replaced because they are antiquated In
addition, due to the recent baby boom and the influx of non-English speakingstudents our elementary schools are ov ercrowded T hi. bulging of our older
schools must be addressed in communities across the country if we wit' toprovide an effectiv e learning env ironment for teachers and students Without
adequate facilities many of the school" that could most benefit from smaller class
sizes will nut be able to participate in such a program without a building
program

Title X Loan Forgiveness for T eachers

T his concept was certainly beneficial in the Sixties and would assist in
encouraging individuals to enter the teaching profession

Title _IV_=-New Careers for Teachers

T his cor _ept to attract minority candidates from other careers into
teaching certainly is worthy of pursuit . We should expand this to includebilingual persons who can assist in the teaching of our non-Englisii speaking
children

Senator, teachcr training at any lev el is the key to changing thestructure of education today Most of the educational initiatives, such as raising
graduation requirements , Choice, and national report cards have been window
dressings The real issue is 1:roviding sufficient funds to retrain our present
teachers, to encourage the best of our youth to enter the teaching profession,
and to insure that teachers take up the challenge of policing the professional
development of their vocation
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Yuu appear to recognae this need in much of what is proposed in your
Natior il Teacher Act. However please d09't stop at the doorway to change. Each
of the sections of your legislation outlines a process for providing "seed money,"
that is, funding for a limited time period. This appioach will result in raising the
expectations of the educational community only to slam the door shut by shifting
the responsibility for funding to the cities and towns of this country.

You're correct in stating that the "future rests upon the teachers of
today 1 But we must insure that our teachers are prepared with a wide range of
pedagogical skills to meet all the needs of today's youth.

The peace that, hopefully, will c /le about because of the happenings in
Eastern Europe will cause dividends that could be invested in equal educational
opportunities for all students. This means providing the best teachers that we
possibly can. Your legislation is a start, but it must be on-going and inclusive
for the veteran teachers, as well as the beginning teachers.
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Senator PELL Thank you very much, indeed.
We now come to Dr. Duerr. I apologize for the misspelling of the

name.
Dr. DUERR. Actually, when I saw the name card set in front of

me, it made me feel very much at home. I'll get into that and I'llex lain that comment.
nator Pell, you certainly are to be commended for your contin-

ued commitment to education. a is my privilege to sit here as a
representative of the Rhode Island Association of School Principals
and to give some feedback from my experiences as a principal be-
cause those certainly don't exclude my experience as a classroom
teacher with 30 years in a career in education, the last 13 as a
building principal, but much of it as a teacher.

I'm a principal of a primary level building with kindergarten
through third grade students and those in Rhode Island who are
familiar with the literacy legislation and Drop-Out Prevention Act
and the ramifications for that in the classroom are very familiar
with the concept of inventive spelling and many of my children
spell my name this way. The correct spelling is on the roster of the
panelists.

When I first looked at this legislation last week, the first section
on loan forgiveness for teachers kind of jumped right out at me.I'm in a situation now I have four sons who are diligently paying
back their student loans, and these panelists have already alluded
to the demand on families just getting established of paying back
student loans while they're balancing the mortgage payments and
the grocery bill And I think this perhaps more than any other one
thing can provide an incentive for people to go into teaching as a
career The lower salaries of teachers is acknowledged by everyone
except maybe for some of the taxpayers, but this certainly can be
an incentive for people and I think this is a valuable component of
this legislation. As a parents, as an educator and as a concerned
citizen, I am happy to endorse that concept of this legislation.

The whole area of class size is certainly an area that's getting a
lot of focus of atterion. I sat on committees with Marsha Berger
and Harvey Press in the past and we've discussed this a lot. Much
of the attention focus is on the needs, particularly in the urban
areas I represent the other end of the State both geographically
and economically, but interestingly, this week I implemented in my
building a breakfast program, it s new for Westerly It's an old hat
kind of thing for many districts, I'm well aware. Forty percent of
my students are coming in and eating breakfast in Westerly.
What's more interesting to me is the feedback I'm getting from
classroom teachers who are saying, you know, she has stayed in
her seat all morning, this youngster is doing what he's supposed to
be doing in school and is able to focus on school and I've read lots
of data on the value of breakfast and have seen it evidenced this
week But my concern about the whole area of class sire and I'm
pleased with this legislation because it calls for studying for this,
and I recognize the concerns that my colleague here has alluded to
as far as space goes, but the other thing that concerns me is that
we need to look at what happens in the classroom when we reduce
that class size We have a lot of research that talks about effective
teaching and unless we have changes in the teaching strategies in

9(zraz
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that smaller class size, I think we're going to see little change in
students' performance. We talk about class sizes now of 27 and 28
as being very large. People who started in my era had classes of 37
and 38, but I will be the first one to acknowledge the fact that the
students who walk in the door of State Street School in Westerly
and we didn't walk in today because we he e a water contamina-
tion problem in Westerly and we're on vacation a day early, but
the needs of these students are far, far different from the needs of
the students whe walked into my last classroom as a beginning
teachet over 30 years ago. We need to look at the research and I'm
anxious to look at this summary of the research on the Star
Project; that's new to me. So, I'm pleased to see that research con-
cept emphasized.

The model programs in teacher preparation was another exciting
aspect for me. In my years as a principal, I've had a goodly number
of student teachers work in my building. I've had ".e opportunity
to sit with faculty members, both here and at th, otate university,
and discuss my concerns about the need for pre-student teacher,
student contact and I think that that's of critical importance. I'm
excited because right now, I have six students both some from this
college from some from the university who are coming into my
building as afor experience that precedes student teaching in
classroom observation, tutorial opportunities. They're going to ben-
efit, my students are going to benefit, my teachers are excited
about being a part of this.

For many years I've been an advocate of a teacher mentor kind
of concept. Last year, I had two new teachers, new to the primary
grades in my building and I was fortunate in having an experi-
enced, outstanding classroom teacher at the same grade level who
agreed to serve in a mentor relationship to these new teachers.
One of these teachers was in her first year of teaching. She had
been around a while arid had some varied experiences in alternate
careers not because she was trained that way, she was trained to
teach and then spent 10 years waiting to get a job. The other one
came to the primary grades from the secondary level having been
in having been an industrial arts teach^r and in that's the kind of
a field that students aren't enrolling in too much, so she came back
and got her masters degree and certification for elementary. Both
of those teachers teaching in a new experience have come back to
me time and again saying how helpful it was to know that they
could go to this other teacher with their questions, with theirand
get support. That'sI think an essential part of a good teacher
training program is to have that mentor opportunity. Look at the
research in early chik'hood development is something that's very
close to my heart and I'm pleased to see an emphasis looking at
this because both the neophyte and the veteran teachers need to be
aware of what's happening in the area of early childhood education
and the impact that must have on our classroom instructional pro-
grams.

The emphasit, on involving teachers in the decision-making proc-
ess is something that we're looking at and we have a number of
teachers involved in in Westerly Some of the comments from the
earlier panel about keeping people interested and retaining our
good teachers, we're findint, hat teachers are gaining a new enthu-
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siasm because they are being listened to. We are fortunate in our
community to have a strong base of support for in service training
for staff development. Westerly has been recognized as an NEA
laboratory sight ar I our community has given a strong commit-
ment to this. Whac pleases me is when I sit with my classroom
teachers and they say, I'm excited about teaching again because
I'm able to do something different, but that in-service training has
to be as someone said earlier, more than a one-shot deal. It's the
ongoing process. There's importance of strong teacher training,
both at the pre-service level and in-service level and is certainly es-
sential not only to improve the educational program but also to
retain the competent teachers that we have in the field. The acade-
mies are a way to do this, too. I think the opportunities to interest
minority people in pursuing educational careers, this hasn't been
hit upon too much, but and that is not something I see in my dis-
trict due to the demographics of the community, but certainly, the
incentive for minority peopie who are in noncertifying positions in
our school system to have the opportunities to upgrade their skills
and get that teacher training program and become certified teach-
ers can be a strong impetus of encouragement for these people.

It's a pleasure for me to have the opportunity to endorse these.
There's many things in here that Ithe timing is good, there are
things that I've seen over the years as important aspects of teacher
training and retaining good teachers and I'm pleased on behalf of
the Rhode Island Association of School Principals to lend our sup-
port to this legislation.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Duerr follows:1
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Prepared Statement of Joyce B. Duerr

Rhode Island 5enator Claiborne Pell is to be commended tor his continued commitment to
education It Is Indeed a pi ivilaje Ie. repro:Ant the Rhode Island Association of Schixil Principals
In tintifying on behalf of Senator Pell's bill S1676, the National Teacher Act of 1989, and its
companion bill SI675, the Excellence in Teaching Act, as introduced by Senator Kennedy.

Title I. LOAN FORGIVENESS FOR TEACHERS

Of major conceen today are the increasing costs of higher education Those rising costs
often precluda many worthy students from pursuing a college decree Students who do
persevet e, often with the assistance of student loans, find themselves burdened with stud3nt
loan repayments at the very time they are attempting to establish households end gain a foothold
in their protessional careers. These burdens ot loan repayments, housing expenses, and rising

ts of living often deter competent individuals from entering the field of educatlon where,
typically, starting salaries are below those offered by other professions

Title I of Senate Bill 1676 can be a strong Incentive for students to pursue a career in
adecation This incentwe may mpecIally motivate minority students As a parent, as en
educator , and as a concerned citizen, I highly endorse this aspect of the bill

Title II CLASS SIZE RESEARCH & DEMONS] RAT ION PkWECT

There is significant discussion in educational circles today about the impect of class size
on student achievement Class size clauses are appearing in teacher contracts with increasing
frequency

The 1991 Notional Governor's Repot t emote aged the reduction of clabb J1213:a as a move
toward improving education The Rhode Island Literacy and Dropout Prevention Act addresses
the issue ot class size and encourages the reduction of class sin in the primary grades to a
maximum of fifteen students Legislation Is currently being Introduced In the Rhode Island
Assembly that would support the reduction of class sin

At the present time the research data on the impact of class size on student achievement
is limited Some of it would suggest that a reduction in class size, in and ot itself , will cb littltu
to improve student performance It is necessary, In my opinion, that a I eduction in elect's size
be accompanied bY a change In instructional approaches li the same teaching strategies used In
a class of twenty- zive or more or used in the class co limited size, I wou la hypothesize that
there would be little significant change In the student perfot mance

There has been considerable research conducted tn tne area of effective teaching If what
we know about effective teaching is combined with a reduction in clx.s size, we may well be on
()lir way un showing significant gains in student performance,

-
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ier al inioeasions emung educatur s, espeLlally al the buildiug kcvel, at u that the; e GI
many benefits to be derived from a reduction in class size These benefits needs to be
substantiated There is a definite need tor further research in this area I endorse Title ii of
this oill

Title Ill MOD(L PROGRAMS IN TEACHER PREPARAT ION AND PROMISING PRACTICES

Ine rnmponent of this title comprise some msential principlec M teacher preparation
A pat tnei ship betwcen 9..hcols and universities fen be a mutually beneficial marriage In my
experience as a principal who has frequently had student teachers ass1gned to my building, I
have observed a definite need tor allege students to osin more exposure to the school setting
prlor to thelr student teaching experiences I am most pleaseJthis year to have several college
students observing in classrooms and providing Individual tutorial assistance These
exper iences can greatly enhance the skills brouont to the classroom by the student teacher

I also ctrongly support the =rapt of mentoring Beginning teachers, and teachers
changing subject areas ix gt We levels, can çr eatly benefit from the mentoring suppurt of
master teachers

Neophyte and veteran teachers alike need an increased awareness of recent research In
early childhood development This research can have a major impact on many practices
currently In place In our primary grades As a principal with considerable experience in the
early childhood area, I am particular ly ccgnizant of this need

Programs digned to increaslii teacher' involvement in dxision-making are being
developed This new responsibility for teachers should be reflected in teacher preservice and
inservice training programs There is need tor further study in this area It properly
Implemented, thts concept holds a potential to positively Impact the educational scene

Title ill is an important aspect of this bill It is through strong teacher tralnine
programs, both at the preservice and inrvIce levels, that we can most effectively improve our
educational programs it is without reservation that I endorce thic aspect nf Senate bill &
1676

Title IV NEW LAREERs FOR TEACHER

This portion of the bill, designed to attract minor ity candidates whn are in school
support or par aprofessinal positions, Into teaching careers should provide a strong Impetus of
encouragement

Titles/ NATIONAL TEACHER ACADEMIES
Title VI CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT TEACHER ACADEMIES

These aspects of the bill provict 1GOortunities for on-going staff development programs
while else ç1iving recopition to master teachers These are vital components of any progi am
designed to develop and retain outstanding educators for our 3chools today



aenate Bill I n75. Excellence in Teaching Act. closely parallels bill 1676 A particular
strength of thls bill in thc inclusion of an Induction program as part of the Teacher Corps
Working with a mentor teacher during the Initial year of teaching is a concept that I have Icing
supper ted

The recognition ot master teachers is a viable way to acknowledge the contributions of
outstanding pet sonnet Using their expertise to assist in the development of inservice training
activities= be a beneficial experience far a)) those involved

Other concepts encompassed in this bill emphasize the enhancement of teachers serving
in specialized areas The proposed programs to accomplish thls bear sluts/ and consideration

The development of model or demonstration programs for school baSed management and
shared Owisionmaking would Provide the basis for the study and reSeerch of these management
models With the current inlet est in this erea, It is most appropriate that the effectiveness of
these models be assessed The provisions of these hills would provide Incentives for school
districts to experiment with school based management/shared decisionmak mg prmects

Sonate Bills 1675 and 1676 provide the framework to support strong preservice and
inserN,ire programs designed to encounre more individuals. including rninorities. to pnrsite
education ob e career glue) The pr ovisions for loan forgiveness, grants, teacher academies,
research, and the development and support of model progrems all combine to present a
comprehensive plan to strengthen our professional resources in the educational areh,
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, Ms. DuerrDr.
Duerr.

Mrs. Adelman.
Mrs. ADELMAN. Thank you. The Rhode Island Association of

School Commit ees wants to thank you, Senator Pell, for your in-
terest, concern, support for education and to acknowledge the
achievements of your many years of effort on behalf of the young.

Addressing the issue of numbers and quality of teachers is a vital
component of all the educational improvement efforts underway.
School committees are in a frustrating position of carrying out the
educational wishes of their local communities. This is frustrating
because we hear the complaints from parents about teachers and
programs, from administrators about having to choose between pro-
gram teachers, materials and buildings and from the taxpayers
about the high cost of education.

The Association of School Committees feels that after schools are
restructured, curriculums are upgraded and new teaching styles
developed, ultimately cur children's educational experience are
still determined by the teacherhow the teacher incorporates
these new measures in the classroom. When the doors close on a
classroom, parents and the community must be assured that what
has been planned to take place in reality does take place.

Teacher preparation mentor programs must result in high cali-
ber teaches, thoroughly prepared in academics, new methods of
curriculum delivery, ethnic awareness and communication skills.
Local school districts must set high teaching standards and expec-
tations and be able to choose the best and qualified applicants.
They must also be able to see the standards are met by continually
evaluating teachers and providing resources to help teachers meet
them Tenure laws and collective bargaining agreements make per-
formance monitoring difficult at best and virtually nonexistent at
worst. There is little incentive for some teachers to improve since
they are protected by law and contract.

In the area of increasing the numbers of people interested in
teaching, salary incentives must be competitive, working conditions
need to be stimulating and avenues must be in place to allow en-
tering teachers to enter the profession in a variety of ways.

The loan forgiveness will help alleviate possible teacher short-
ages.

Reducing class size is a much discussed issue. In the demonstra-
tion project, thorough data collection and evaluation is crucial. It
must be clear that if there is improved learning, the change in stu-
dent class size reduction not because of other changes in program.
Reducing class size increases building cost. Without adequate funds
to resolve these needs, the demonstration project will show results
that couldcannot be readily transferred to other districts.

Establishing model programs in teacher preparation and promis-
ing practices has good aspects. School systems like businesses have
wanted to fine tune incoming teachers, not to completely retrain
them Working in partnership with higher education will only help
if universities listen to school system's needs.

We strongly support New Careers for teachers and minority can-
didates as long as standards for hiring are not compromised and

3 0 i 1
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that the pilot programs keep in mind that the ultimate goal is still
to improve the educational experience of our students.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Adelman follows:]

3
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Prepared Statement of Terri Adelman

The Rhode Island Association ut tsitiool Committees w,rit5 to
thank Senatol Pell fur his i.Aerest, concern, and support tor
education and tc acknowledgt the achle,ements uf his many
years of effort on behalf ot the young.

These two pieces of legislatiun again show that he is
continually attempting to imo,ave the education our studeots
teceive. Addressing tha is,ue ot numbeis and quality of
teachers is a vital Component or all the educational
improvement efforts undetway.

The Association feels t at atter i;chools ale retructured,
school-based management ib implemented, Curriculums are
uperaded and new teaching styleti developed, ultit..ately our
children's educational expel icnce is still determined by how
the teacher incorporates these new measures in the classroom.

Teacher preparation must result in high caliber teachers,
thoroughly prepared in atademiii., new methods of curriculum
delivery, ethnic awaieness, and communication skills. Local
school districts must set high teaching standards and
expectations, and be ab,e to (house the best qualified
appl,c3nts. They must also be able to see that these
stand,rds are met by continually evaluating teachers and
providing resources to help teachers meet them. Tenure lawS
and collective bargaining agreements make performance
monitoring difficult at best, and virtually no-existent at
worst. There is little incentle for some teachers to
improve since they are protected by law and contract which
requires prove of incompetency for dismissal. The Rhode
Island Association of School Committees iRIASC) wants to see
schools have greater recourse prior to teachers becoming
incompetent. If all of the above does not take place, all
other efforts to improve education will be in vain. When the
door clot: ,S on a classroom, parents and the community must be
assured that what ha,, been planned to take place, in reality,
does take dlace.

In the area of increasing the numbers of people intetested in
teaching, salay incentives must be competitive enough to
attract the "best, brtghtest and most cal ing people"; working
conditions need to be stimulating; and, avenues must be in
place to aildw one to enter the teaching rpotession In a
variety ot ways. Therefore. legislation like S. 1675 and S.
1676 whiCh forte, un ir.loasihq the numbers ind caliber at
teachers ire to be applioded IrS suppthted.
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S. 1676 has more positive components. It addresses the
teaching profession as a whole instead of dividing teachers
into categories. Also, S. 1676 stipulates the amounts that
can be expended for administrative costs and it allows local
education agencies to make direct requests for funds.

In S. 1676 the loan forgiveness will help alleviate possible
teacher shortw)es especially for rural districts that may
have more difficulty attracting teachers. The special ruling
will help if a fifth year education course becomes necessary
for certification.

Reducing class size is a Much discussed issue. Primarily
because it requires large fundino for the increase in staff.
In the demonstration project thorougd data collection and
evaluation is crucial. It must be clear that if there is
improved learning, that change is due to class size reduction
not because of other changes in program. Reducing class size
not only increases personnel costs, but also building costs,
if no other scheduling solutions are available. Without
adequate funds to resolve these needs, the demonstration
pro:ect will show results that can not be readily transferred
to other districts.

E.6tablishing model programs ,n teacher preparation and
promising practices has good aspects. Schuol systems, like
businesses, have wanted to f ne tune incoming teachers not to
completely train them. Working in partnership with higher
education will help .f universities listen to what loral
schools need. The mentor component is excellent because it
gives local schools greater ability to help new teachers.

R1ASC supports teacher involvement .n some policy and
governance decisions and feels mo,r.t school systems do that.
However, until it is required that all /actions making
-..cisions have the responsibility of accuuntability the team
in some areas must be limited. Otherwice the parents and
community have no recourse in making changes. School
Committees may not be re tlecteL and superintendents may be
fired if they do not perform a, is desired. lnat is not the
case with teachers.

New careers for tearner,, and mino . ity camdidates we can
support as 'Ling as standards for hiring are not compromised,
and that the pilot progiam keeps in mina that the uItimate
goal is still to Improve the education,1 experience of our
students; not to increase minority teachers. Some ot the
programs for minorities should really be offered to all
teachers.

The National Academies dre a good idea. R1ASC hopes that
although they are focused on specific subject areas that
time is allocated during developing methods of instruction to
integrating tt t subJect with others. RIASC does question why
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the Congressional academies are an add-on. Couldn't the
academy's function be a collaboration of local schools aaJ
universities. Thereby, the best teachers are not totally
pulled out of the classroom but tneir time used different'v.
Also, are the academies a duplication of the services CI-at
the Department of Education should be providing.

S. 1675 addresses many of the same areas. The teacher corpse
is an effort RIASC can support. RIASC was eicouraged to see
that evaluation will be used in the selection process for tne
senior teacher corps.

In Title VI - Teachers of Children with Handicaps
Enhancement, R,ASC assumes .:,t using the term IlainstreamH
is synonymous with the LRE And that these same funds can be
used for both.

RIASC agrees that School Based Management/Sha.ed Decision
can be tried further to see if schools are more effective.
Again the issue of lesponsioility and accountability must be
addressed and clarified.
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Senatoi PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, Mrs. Adelman.
Your complete statement will be inserted in the record as that of
all our witnesses, as read.

We now come to Mrs. McQuade, National Legislative Chairman
of the Rhode Island PTA, Parents Teachers Association.

Mrs. MCQUADE. Thank you, Senator Pell. I'd like to begin by
thanking you for your long-time support of PTA and inviting us to
participate in this important forum.

I am grateful for the opportunity to represent the Rhode Island
Congress of Parents and Teachers, 13,300 members, in supporting
the Excellence in Teaching Act and National Teaching Act of 1989.

In regards to S. 1675, Rhode Island PTA is in full agreement
with the Bill's aatement of Purpose, recognizing that the success
of educational reform.. required for school improvement are de-
pendent upon the Nation's abilities to attract and employ caring,
competent and skilled teachers.

Rhode Island PTA recognizes and applauds the accomplishments
of many Rhode Island school districts in regards to staff develop-
ment and in-service training programs. We'd like to note the
merits of Title II, professional development academies provisions
with a special interest in parenting education. Our concern lies
with the sense of isolation and feeling of confusion that many par-
Ji.ts experience today as a direct result of hard economic realities,
changing family structure, and cultural differences in parenting
techniques. Many are in dire need of such guidance and support as
this would provide.

We would like to echo the National PTA's concern regarding the
decrease in the number of minorities w ho are entering college and
the rising numbei of those in coPege s ho are not choosing teaching
as a career. This reality is not only a detriment to minority stu-
dents, but is a great loss to the entire student population whose
educational en% ironment should reflect the multicultural reality of
the world they live in by their parents side and the one they will
enter as independent citizens. Title III of this bill speaks well to
this issue.

In keeping w ith PTA's 9:1- yeai- old commitment to two basic be-
liefs, that is children are the future and that everyone needs to
care about all children, we believe that Title IV bilingual teacher
enhancement and Title VI, education of the handicapped teacher
enhancement w ill help to ease the grow ing problems of language
minority students and students with special needs here in Rhode
Island as well as the rest of the Nation.

Rhode Island PTA is committed to tI principle that our very
young children need and deserve special care, nuturance and in-
struction. It is with some dismay that we have learned of the short
average tenure of our early childhood education teachers and the
apparent lack of quality and specialized instruction available to
such teachers, particularly amid the burgeoning demand for pre-
school and kindergarten instructors. We are relieved that our gov-
ernment has l'ecognized this problem and are pleased to support its
efforts in the form of Title V of this bill.

Agreeing with the congressional findings that mastery of subjects
in the mathematics and science fields are vital to the Nation's eco-
nomic future, we support Title VII and its goals Like the National

,
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PTA. we also are concerned with the under-representation of
women and minorities who are not counseled into math and sci-
ence careers.

Rhode Island PTA wholeheartedly welcomes the shared decision-
making initiatives that are addressed in Title VIII, recognizing the
opportunity such provisions would offer parents and teachers to
more effectively impact the operations of their individual schools.

In regards to S 1676, the findings are indeed sobering and yet we
agree with their hopeful conclusion that the Federal government
has a leadership role in leading the charge for a renewed public
commitment to the support of teachers and teacher training.

The Rhode Island Congress of Parents and Teachers supports the
vital measures addressed in these bills. We believe they are in har-
mony with the longstanding tradition of PTA efforts to strengthen
our public schools and to insure that educational reform benefits
all children.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, Mrs. McQuade.
I would like to return to Dr. Duerr for a moment. You say 40

percent of the youngsters in Westerly are now having breakfast?
Ms. DUERR. In my SCh001.
Senator PELL. In your school.
Ms. DUERR. In my school.
Senator PELL Basically this cost is borne by the community?
MS. DUERR. That's correct.
Senator PELL What are the reasons why they should have break-

fast at school rather than at home?
Ms DUERR. Because I've strongly suspected that many of the

children in my school don't have breakfast and in some cases, chil-
dren may have breakfast at home but they've had breakfast so
early before they're dropped off at the day care providers at seven
o'clock as the parents go off to their first shift job, that by the time
ten o'clock rolls around, that breakfast is no longer standing by
them,

Senator PEI.L Is yours the only school in Westerly that gives
breakfast?

Ms DUERR All primary grade schools have started the breakfast
program.

Senator PELI. How much does it cost the students to get break-
fast?

Ms DUERR. Fof students who qualify for free kind, under the
Federal lunch program, that breakfast is free. If they qualify for
reduced price lunch, they pay twenty five cents, and all other chil-
dren pay forty cents.

Senator PELL. What would be the number of children who pay
the forty cents, full freight?

Ms DUERR. In my building, I don't have the specific data on that,
but it's probably about a third of them.

Senator PELL. Two-thirds get reduced?
Ms. DUERR. Get reduced or free.
Senator PELL. Some of the school based proposals would create a

team of teachers and ichool administrators of parent community
representatives to make decisions regarding the school day tradi-
tionally made in the past by the central administration. How do
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each of you view the idea that there should be greater decision
making on the part of the teachers themselves?

Mr. CONNORS. Senator Pell, that is paramount I think to bring-
ing about change in education. I think if you look across the State,
across this Nation, more and more school systems--

Senator PELL. Can you hear?
Mr. CONNORS. More and more schools are recognizing that in

order to change schools, you have to give the parents, the teachers
and others that right to participate and I think if you look, for ex-
ample, here in the State of Rhode Island, we have a school without
a principal. There are other communities that have brought in that
concert and it's necessary just as I pointed out in my remarks that
if we re going to have teacher training, it should be done at the
colleges, it should be done on thein the local communities and
teachers in that community ought to shape what that program is
going to be and what are the needs that they need to bring about
in terms of staff development. Participationarticipatory manage-
ment in every school district I think is tantamount to bringing
about change in any legislation that helps to bring in the parents
and the teachers and help to retrain the administrators so that
they can give up that territory, I think we'll have a dramatic
impact on how schools are structured in the future.

Ms. DUERR. The district in which I work has been very much in-
volved in having a participatory management approach in the
school system. Interestingly, the initial impetus for this came from
the school committee level where we had one ..idividual who was
involved in personnel management in private industry who IN as
very interested in the quality circle approach to manage it from an
industry peispective and encouraged the school system to get in-
volved. We now have active involvement in this type of program.
We have one building that operates almost totally with the partici-
patory management team comprised of classroom teachers. There
is a principal in another building who's assigned in an umbrella
approach to that building, but the day-to-day decisions arP made by
that team of teachers in that building.

Senator PELL. Mr. Connors mentioned earlier that there's a
school in Rhode Island that had no principal at all as a matter of
desire, is that correct?

Mr. CONNORS. We have a school in Woonsochet that I thought
that was at a time when everybody was talking about empowering
of teachers and rather than talk about it, we did it I went tc the
school and I asked the teachers if they would be interested, they
said they liked the concept and the Union was very cooperative
and the teachers guild as well as oar school committee, so we
turned over the full responsibility to that school to the teachers
and it's in its fourth year and it's actually worked out very well.

Senator PELL. From a mechanical viewpoint, procedural view-
point, how does that work; who brings the group to order?

Mr. CONNORS. What the teachers do is they have a rotating
chairpe ion that each of the teachers takes a turn serving as chair-
person just to make sure there is one person. For ex&mple, if we
have administrative meetings, thatthen that individual is repre-
sented there. But each of the teachers are given out various respon-
sibilities that were in the past taken on by the principal of the
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school. And it gives them a better understanding of what some of
the difficulties are in the der to-day operations of the school. It's
gotten them more involved, ;rtainly has lengthened their school
day and in some schools, I think it's like team teaching. The teach-
ers have to be committed to it, they have to bepersonalities have
to mesh, but if you can get that kind of participatory management,
it's more effective than one individual because now you're expand-
ing the brain power and the responsibilities over several and I
think it'sin many schools it can be a very effective way of man-
aging school.

Senator PELL. Does the chairmanship rotate?
Mr. CONNORS. Yes.
Senator PELL. Alphabetical order or how does that work?
Mr. CONNORS. They make that decision, we told them, when they

took over the school here, the guidelines, you make the decision, so
they rotates. Some years they've had all seven teachers involved as
the chairperson, other years it's only been four. But they make the
decision as to how it will rotate.

Senator PELL. Sort of like Swiss government.
Mr. CONNORS. That's right.
Mrs. ADELMAN. I also feel that it's vital for our schools to have

input from the teachers and parents. I think many school systems
are heading that way, some of them much more slowly than others.
I think it really depends on the climate in the school and the prob-
lems the school systems have in managing their students. I come
from Barrington, we don't have as many problems as some of the
inner-city schools. We do strategic planning. Our teachers are very
involved in what's going on in our schools. They plan the in-servic-
ing, they give the in-servicing We have a tremendous amount of
talents in our system. Parents are very involved. That doesn't
happen in an inner-city school, you don't get the parents involved
and teachers have so many other problems to deal with with their
students, so I think that requires a great deal more work and ef-
forts, but I think it's important.

Senator PELL. Mrs. McQuade.
Mrs McQuADE. I agree totally. I think it's clear that children

school performance increases proportionally to their parental in-
volvement And I think that parents would welcome the opportuni-
ty to have more meaningful input. We agree totally.

Senator PELL Thank you very much. I think the most novel idea
that's come along is that you can govern by the teacher body as a
whole, that maybe principals are not needed in every school.

Mr CONNORS I think, Senator, you're certainlyI think effective
leadership is important anyway that you can obtain it in the school
and I think unfortunately our schools are the last pillar of our soci-
ety that haven't changed over the decade. If we do not change,
don't restructure them, then I think that some of the future doom
that we see in education will take place. Your legislation talks to
retraining teachers and please keep in mind that one of the speak-
ers said earlier, our teachers have been in the profession a long
time, many of them have probably got another ten or twelve years
beforc they retire. These people have to be retrained, they have to
look at what we know about how children learn and change their
teaching strategies If we can do that and then be free enough from
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school committee superintendents and principals to say, here, run
the schools, involve the parents, then I think we can make a differ-
ence. Otherwise, it's going to be more of the same. I think much of
your legislation speaks to that and therefore, I think that you
should be commended along with Senator Kennedy and to push as
much as you can for teacher training, teacher participation in
management and involvement. Total school committee running of
schools shouldn't be done by one individual.

Senator PELL. Are there any other schools in the State that you
know of that share principals, or in Westerly? We know of a school
with no principal in Woonsocket, are there any other examples of
this in the state?

Mr. CONNORS. One I think is Minnesota. Most people are afraid
of it. It's like much of what yuri hear today, most of us in educa-
tion, once you tell us we have to change, we'll change and do a
great job. However, if we are not told to change or asked to change,
we're content with staying with the status quo. I think that we
need to look at new ways of structuring our schools and say to
teachers, you want to run the school, do it, give them their respon-
sibility and hold them accountable. And unfortunate:y, school com-
mittees and superintendents and others are afraid to make that
leap, but I think ,c)r.1 have to believe in teachers; given the respon-
sibility, they can t wait to get into school. Being told what to do
every step of the way, then it makes their job very frustrating.

Senator PELL. But as far as you know, in Rhode Island, there's
no other example?

Mr. CONNORS. It's the only school in the Nation.
Senator PELL. The only school in the Nation. One.
Mr. CONNORS. We are willing to do it in all schools in Woon-

socket if we could findbecause it does cost, of course, you have to
make sure you have adequate staff, that you have adequate cleric&
help and that you can insure that the teachers have the time for
planning.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Ms. DUERR. I'd like to respond to that sitting here representing

the Rhode Island Association of School Principals, I have to re-
spond to that.

First of all, I think Mr. Connors made a very important point, he
talked about a'l seven teachers getting involved. That's the size of
that school. The school in Westerly without a principal has seven
teachers. Perhaps if all the schools were that size, we could do
away with principals. But I think those of us who work in build-
ings that are larpr see manymany other roles for the principals
and I think that s the key. The classroom teachers need to be in-
volved in making those decisions that effect what's happening in
the classroom. I think there's definitely still a role for the building
principals and that role would change. It might include such things
as becoming more aware of some of the research that's out there
and being a resource person to the teacher teams, getti.lg that
gather that information for them.

Senator PELL. Another question for each of you, what's the obsta-
cle that you find the most difficult in recruiting teachers for your
schools?

Mr CONNORS. Concluding?
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Senator PELL. No, what's the biggest obstacle in recruiting some-
body to teach in your school?

Mr. CONNORS. I think it's been spoken of by many of the panels.
Unfortunately, education today is given a bum wrap, when in reali-
ty if you look at the statistics, we're doing a better job today in
American public education than we've ever done. I think the big-
gest problem we have is that people always get lip service to im-
proving the qualities of education, but they don't want to invest in
it.

The final remark and on my paper that I gave to you is that I
hope that through the efforts that are happening in Europe and
around the world, we can lower our defense budget and the Federal
government will play a major role in investing in education, that's
what we need. We also have to say to teachers, it's a full-time job,
240 days a year, come in, we'll pay you $60,000 or $70,000 a year. I
think that kind of approach along with the ability to make some of
the decisions about what happens in school will make significant
changes, but until we're willing to make that kind of leap, teachers
work all year, pay them $75,000, $80,000, a lot of people are going
to be reluctant because in the sixties when your legislation in
terms of writing off students loans first came in, people were com-
mitted to working in the social agencies and in education. Today
we have a very materialistic society, people are interested in the
dollar, they have to be when you look at the price of things, so that
a lot of people for tremendous very practical reasons choose not to
go into education. The other thing, anyone going into education has
to first of all have a love of all children, have a commitment to
learning, love the learning process and be dedicated to this whole
business of public education. If you don't possess those qualities,
don't go into it because yon're going to frustrated.

Senator PELL. Dr. Duerr.
Ms. DUERR Personally, I haven't encountered any difficulties in

recruiting teachers. Westerly being a suburban community, a
pleasant place to live and a relatively good, comparatively speak-
ing, teacher salary structure, we have not had a problem recruiting
very competent teachers, particularly at the elementary level.
There are areas of specialized training where we are having diffi-
culty, areas such as the math, science field, health education,
school nurse teachers are some of the areas that we are finding it
difficult.

I was interested in hearing that there are nurses back in the
schools getting training and I'm sure that's because in Rhode
Island, in order to be a school nurse, you're, in fact, a school nurse
teacher who's a trained teacher and part of their role is health
education.

Senator PELL. Mrs. Adelman.
Mrs. ADELMAN I think it also depends ,,n the system that you

come from, some areas have difEculty and some areas do not have
difficulty, but if I were to look it at it from a general point of view,
obviously, salary is an aspect of it; but I think a big part of it is the
perception of the teaching profession and we have now for 10 years
listened to what a terrible job our teachers are doing, how awful
our education system is, and everybody blames the fact that these..4.-.
children are coming in without breakfast, they're coming from
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homes and that's for some reason the teachers' fault. I have
threetwo children in college. Teaching is not something that
they're looking into because what do they hearthey don't hear
anything positive about the profession. I think if just one time
somebody acknowledged the fact that we are educating a larger
percentage of our students than any of these other countries, we
deal with special Ed. students, we deal with the larger minority of
students, if we make it something that is a challenge and it s a
wonderful thing that we're doing, I think other people might possi-
bly be more interested in joining in the teaching profession.

Senator PELL. I think it's not so much that we're doing a worse
job but it is that other countries are doing a better job.

Mrs. ADELMAN. Yes, but comparing apples and apples
Senator PELL. It should be positive.
Mrs. MCQUADE. I agree totally with what she just said, that one

way that parents might be able to encourage their children to go
into the teaching profession is if they themselves knew a little bit
more about it and had a stronger relationship in the school, they
might be able to it. Many do understand, but it's through their
direct involvement in parent teacher groups that they learn about
the workings of the school or come to appreciate the role of the
teacher and/or the principal, but I think that tbeir could be help
from that point.

Senator PELL. Maybe they are experimenting with high salaries
in Rochester where they're offering, I believe sixty-five, seventy
thousand a year as a base pay and they're studying that and fol-
lowing that closely to see what will happen and I think Mr Con-
nors mentioned that teachers should be teac:iing 240 days a year,
that's true, too, or the students, they ought to be learning 240 days
a year--

Mr CONNORS. Well, Senator--
Senator Pm. [continuing.] Instead of 180 days.
Mr CONNORS (continuing.] Think one thing you have to be care-

ful of. if teachers never have an opportunity to get away from stu-
dents. they'll never be able to develop. One of the problems we
hae now, if you put in a full day at teaching, you don't have time
for meetings after school. I think people have to also recognize that
more of the same isn't going to bring quality A child needs some
tmie to grow and develop in other ways Teachers need time to
grow and devel other ways, just as parents, we'd love to send
our children aeplace so we can grow, I think ifs the same for
teachers. You cannot have children in school 240 days of the year
and expect teachers to be there and see any change Teachers need
time for staff development. We don't give that to them, they don't
hae that. that's why I'm so excited about your legislation It recog-
nizes the need to afford teachers the opportunity to grow and de-
velop Without that, we will not bring about change, so I disagree
that we need to keep the children school for more days For exam-
ple, in Japan, they have children coming for more days, it's not
teacher time, a's for enrichment activities. It's a whole different
approach and people fail to recognize that So that teachers need
t1-e time, the professional growth. Give me those :30, 40 extra days

ith my teachers and we'll make substantial changes in education.
But also understand that children learn in other ways and they



shouldn't be in little square boxes all of the time, we need to reach
out into the community, we need alternative forms of education.

Senator PEu... I agree, too, with the importance of investing in
education. There is no greater investment this Nation can make.
As I've said many times, really the strength of our Nation is not in
its weapons of destruction machines of construction, the real
strength is the sum total of the education and character of our
people.

Mr. CONNORS. Senator Pell, and you've been a friend of education
all of your years in the Senate and you certainly have stood up and
insured that moneys have been invested in education, but across
this country, if you look at our expenditures and then you want to
make a comparison with those other communities or other coun-
tries that they point to such as Japan and Germany as having
higher test scores, when you look at what they invest in education
versus the United States of America, we're falling behind and
that's where we have to say to all of the people that the priority
ought to be in investing in education, putting dollars into technolo-
gy in our schools, going to the cities and building them schools and
learning environments that are going to enrich the opportunities
for these children and most of all, retraining our teachers and fi-
nally one point that hasn't been made and should be, we ought to
send our young to schooling teacher education preparatory pro-
grams, at the end of 4 years, give them to us in the public schools
with master teachers and spend a year under the guidance of a
master teacher before you get certified and I think that can take
that approach and that we'll have better teachers in our schools
and change the outcomes that we see.

Senator PELL. Well, I thank you and I thank our third panel very
much, indeed, for being with us and for your contribution to the
original ideas that have come out of your panel and the other
panels this morning.

Before we wrap up, I didn't know if there are any comments
from the audience, if anyone wants to make a point or contribute a
thought, if they would like to, this hearing is open and everyone is
welcome. This gentleman here.

STATEMENT OF S.K. "CHHEM" SIP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR SOUTHEAST
ASIANS OF RHODE ISLAND, PROVIDENCE, RI

Mr. SIP. I'm delighted to be here today and I always think of you
as the father of educational enforcement and establishment.

I've only been hare over a decade ago. I lost everything when I
came here, but I believe in education. That's why I'm here today.
As you can see, there are 50 percent of Southeast Asians in this
room today because we take education as an important issue in our
life. I'm sorry, 1 get a little bit nervous, but however, I tried to
make some points.

My name is Chhem Sip. I am Executive Director of the Socio-Eco-
nomic Development Center for Southeast Asians. I've been in your
office in Washington, DC concerning Southeast Asian issues back
in Southeast Asia last year.
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I'd like to read my little notes to you. I passed my letter to you.
Please be patient with me.

Senator PELL. Take your time.
Mr. SIP. I am Chhem Sip. I am Director of Socio-Economic Devel-

opment Center for Southeast Asians. I have been involved in
Southeast Asian communities for the past 10 years. I have wit-
nessed the need of bilingual teachers in all education areas, ele-
mentary, secondary and higher educations. There are many Sputh-
east Asian refugees and immigrants coming to this country who
were previously well-educated and certified in all areas of educa-
tion. In Southeast Asia, we had certified teachers of English and
French; and similar studies that are taught here in the United
States.

As you already know, that there are between 14 and 15 thousand
Southeast Asians living in Rhode Island and one out of every six
students registered in the Proidence public school is Southeast
Asian student. This static was taken from a survey conducted by
the Rhode Island Community Foundation.

On the behalf of the Southeast Asian community, I urge you and
the Rhode Island Department of Education to grant more emergen-
cy certificates to bilingual and multilingual teachers who are in
the process of gaining their United States certification. By doing
this, you're not only helping the prospective teachers, but most of'
all, you're helping the children who are in desperate need of bilin-
gual teachers to assist them in developing their economic skills and
preparing them to achieve their future goal in this great country.

The Southeast Asian community supports the 18 point recom-
mendation which was submitted by Mr. Joseph Almagno, P-ovi-
dence School Superintendent. Please see the attached that was in
the paper this week.

On behalf of the Southeast Asian community, I am grateful to
you for your support of the Southeast Asians in this country and
ask you for your continued effort.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed and if there are any
othe ,tatements, I would add the statements will be inserted in
the r ,:ord as if read. Is there anybody else would like tocome for-
ward.

From the audience. Senator Pell, I'll be brief, you asked the last
panel if they knew of any innovative programs of the decision-
making process in the hands of educators and I'd like to briefly tell
you of a very innovative program we've put into effect at Shea
High School. We have 90 faculty members, nine hundred students
with a declining enrollment. Last year, we were looking at losing
faculty, so the administration allowed us to start a program called
On-Site which involved parents, teachers and students to address
truancy, tardies, and implement an in-house suspension room in
our school. This program has allowedhas improved faculty
morale because it's allowed a large number of faculty members
with no room for upward movement to start using their admin's-
trative skills and make decision makinghave a role in the deci-
sion-making process which has benefited our school. So there are
some very innovative things going on in schools in Rhode Island.
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STATEMENT OF ;OSEPH IL LE. DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, SOCIO-
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR SOUTHEAST ASIANS
OF RIIODE ISLAND, I'ROVIDENCE, RI

Mr. LE. Senator Pell, I'm Joseph R. Le, Director of Finance of the
Socio-Econornic Development Center for Southeast Asians.

Today I am speaking on behalf of Mr. Tam Van Le, a teacher
and assistant principal of a high school in Vietnam.

According to the documents he was able to take out of Vietnam,
all of vb hich have been officially evaluatt and translated into Eng-
lish, Mr. Le holds a baccalaureate part tvb., in language and litera-
ture, as well as a diploma certifying that he successfully completed
2 years of college-level pedagogy studies. From 1971 to 1975, he was
a teacher and the principal of My Phuoc Tay Elementary School in
My Tho Province, a school serving approximately 500 pupils. From
1976 to 1980, he was assistant principal of Tan Hoa High School
which has an enrollment of 1,500 students.

Finding life as an educator under communist rule intolerable,
Mr. Le fled to Indonesia and eventually to the United States in
September, 1981. He is not a United States citizen.

In 1983, Mr, Le and I visited Rhode Island College in an effort to
learn how he might prepare himself to apply his training, his expe-
rience and his considerable talents to the educational needs of
Rhode Island students. He recognized that, as a bilingual Southeast
Asian educator, he could be of inestimable help in bridging the cul-
tural and academic difficulties facing the one in six public school
pupils in Providence who come from Southeas, Asian homes.

The answer he received at Rhode Island College was discourag-
ing This former school principal could not be recertified unless he
began college all over again, unless he started as a freshman and
studied full time for 4 years.

Because he had to support himself and also his wife and children
who still remain in Vietnam, Mr. Le chose to go to work in a facto-
ry instead.

Rhode Island is deprived of an educator whose life experiences as
well as his education could certainly enrich the lives of many stu-
dents, American born as well as foreign born.

I have seen a billboard whose message I think applies here: A
mind is a terrible thing to waste.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Le.
I would like to limitthe Chair has to be moving along, I'd like

to limit the statements to less than a minute.
This lady there.
From the audience. Very briefly, I would like to makes a--
Senator PELL. Identify yourself.
From the audience. I'm from the University of Rhode Island,

Urban Field Center. Just a short sugbt....L,..n, as I understand you're
going to have a few more of these hearings. ti,day there was
mention several times that minorities should be encouraged to
pursue an education of teaching, I suggest that pernaps you would
invite a few minority members to testify on the panel.

Senator PELL. Good thought.

:3
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STATEMENT OF GERARD NOEL, FUPERVISOR, IMMIGRATION AND
RESETTLEMENT, CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES, PROVIDENCE, RI

Mr. NOEL. I would appiaud that, also.
I'm Gerard Noel, I m supervisor of Immigration and Resettle-

ment, Catholic Social Services and I'm also a member of the Gover-
nor's Advisory Council on refugee resettlement, so I feel I come
before you to speak to the issue.

One thing i want to highlight from my already presented testi-
mony is that at present today in Providence, there are only pres-
ently two bilingual teachers and they're part of the ones who have
been emergency certified. One is conducting testing at the elemen-
tary level and the other is in the industrial arts of Central High
School and one of the previous minority speakers indicated one out
of every six students in the Providence system alon is a refu e,
and the majority of thosemany of those are Southeast Asians.
and as Mr. Le mentioned previous to me, it is a sad situation when
people are discouraged and I didn't discuss this before, but I made
the same point regarding the discouraging aspects of minorities
trying to get into the teacherteaching profession.

My conclusion is that it's been my professional, personal experi-
ence that we become more tolerant of others and even accepting of
people different of us once we get to know them as individuals with
goals and aspirations similar to ours rather than just one other
ethnic group, but I feel that the presence and the varied cultural
background of additional bilingual teachers, minority teachers, will
Ling culture diversity and through this, will help us know each
other better through relating our personal experiences.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Noel follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERARD A. NOEL, JR.

I am honored to be able to present testimony this morning Having served as Su-
pervisor of Immigration and Resettlement at Catholic Social Serv: es for the past 1:i
years and on the Governor's Advisory Council on Refugee Resettlement SI .ce 1987. I
feel I can speak about the concerns and needs of the new Americans in Rhode
Island, whether they be newly legalized aliens or newly resettled refugees

From the reports you receive from the U S Department of State, you are aware
that the U.S has absorbed 1 3 million refugees since 1975, nearly 1 million of them
being Southeast Asians Also according to the Office of Refugee Reseteement, al-
though Southeast Asian arrivals are now decreasing, we will be absorbing more
Soviet refugees in the foreseeable future.

Locally, Rhode Island has welcomed significant numbers of refugees so that, at
present 14,000 are Rhode Island residents, and the majority of them are self-suffi-
cient and productive.

Our schools have become multi-ethnic and multi-cultural, particularly in Provi-
dence where approximately 85 percent of the refugees in R I reside Currently one
out of every six students in the Providence schools is a refugee Most of them are
from Southeast Asia, however, the Soviet child is being seen more frequently In the
past few months Soviet refugees have arrived in R.I. at the rate of 60+ per month

I strongly support the legislation you are proposing I feel, however the emphasis
should be on programs to tram and certify bilingual teachers In 1990, in Providence
there are only 2 bilingual teachers They obtained emergency certification, one is
conducting testing at the elementary level and the other is in Industrial Arts at
Central High School. Neither has full certification.

A number of refugees who are resettled possess work histories which include a
teaching background in their own nuntry. Many possess excellent educational back-
grounds and were professionals in their own country However, due to the difficul-
ties of certification, union regulations, budget constraints and college education cur-

3 1 5
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ricula that are not specifically geared to the bilingual student, etc the new Ameri-
cans are discouraged from pursuing a teaching career and look to the business
world as an alternative Their talents are being wasted while the children are with-
out bilingual teachers

Obviously. I am not a teacher but I am a concerned constituent who is recom-
mending that whatever monies and programs result from the legislation, a signifi-
cant block should be allocated to the training and certification of non-native speak-
ers whose education and background qualify them as teachers

In conclusion, let me say that obviously we are all the beneficiaries of the addi-
tion of bilingual teachers to our schools Of course, the primary beneficiaries are the
stuclf,,,ts 'loth Limited English proficient and native speakers. Furthermore, a sec-
onda benefit, equally as important will be that the presence and varied cultural
background of these toLhers will bring cultural diversity to our schools and our
communities This cultural diversity and awareness will help us know each other
better through the relating of personal experiences

It has been my professional and personal experience that we become more toler-
ant of others and even accepting of people different from us once we get to know
them as individuals with goals and aspirations similar to ours rather than as just
an ethnic group The benefits are priceless

Senator PELL. This lady in red.

STATEMENT OF SANTHANY I', VANGAEMPHAN, TEACHERS MI),
PROVIDENCE, RI

MS. VANGAEMPHAN. Thank you. Senator.
Dear Senator Pell. I am presently a teacher aid in Providence. In

1978, I graduated from Ecole Superieure Pedagogique in Laos. My
major was math.

When I arrived in the United States in 1978, I was facedfaced
an enormous problem trying to get a certification necessary for me
to teach here. Due to the war in my country, I was unable to bring
my credentials with me.

In Laos. I concentrated on the following courses, chemistry, phys-
ics algebra, physics, trigonometry, calculus and statistics. These
courses are based on international language They are not cultural-
or language-specific

My discouragement began when I was refused permission to take
the college CLEP tests The interviewer looked at my face and said,
you take ESL, you cannot take the CLEP. It is too advanced for
you I feel that, in this country, I should not be denied the right to
take the CLEP because English is a second language for me. If I
took it and failed, then I would better know what I needed to learn
to achieve my goal of becoming a teacher.

I started all over again, got my GED and took essential college
math. This is where I gave up In that course, I felt like you would,
Senator, if the United States Government told you to take a course
that would teach you addition and subtraction. I lost my self-
esteem and gave up.

My recommendations are; one, allow foreign students to take the
CLEP, two, permit foreign students to challenge college course that
they have previously taken, three, require teacher trainees and
teacher trainee instructors to take a course in cultural diversity.

Thank you.
Senator Pm,. Thank you very much.

JOUA HANG, IIMONG SERVICE AID, STAR PROGRAM

Mr. HANG My name is Joua Hang representing the Star Pro-
gram.

3 1 G
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Senator Pell, I would like to bring to your attention the desper-
ate need in Rhode Island for mo.-:sy to be earmarked for bilingual
vocational training for refugees only There . re currently 14,000
refugees in our slate and there is not one bilingual vocational edu-
cation teacher available.

The Star Program, Success Through Assisting Refugees, is
funded by the Office of Refugee Resettlement and Services and our
community mainly through developing training programs resulting
in upgrading job placement.

We encounter three major dIficulties. The first crucial problem
is funding. Another problem is locating an adult vocational pro-
gram with a teacher on staff who is willing to work with refugees
and a bilingual aide. This is an important component in order to
insure the success of the class. Our third problem is recruiting
from within the refugee community someone who is willing to
serve as a teacher aide in a bilingual capacity. Our training pro-
grams depend on residual money. No money, no training.

The Star Program has been in existence for 1 year and has
served over 425 refugees. Of that total, only 9.9 percent were able
to be placed in training programs. However, 95 percent of those
placed in vocational training graduated and were either upgraded
at their present places of employment or job placed with another
employer at a higher rate of pay.

The need for bilingual training is desperate. Only a few years
ago 3 months of training was adequate for successful job place-
ment. Technology has changed so rapidly that 3 months of training
is no longer adequate, especially if done on a part-time basis.

Our plea is to have money earmarked only for refugee bilingual
training. If we had money, so much more could be done to serve
those who have chosen the United States as their new home. Their
cultural gifts will only add to the productivity and diversity of the
American workplace.

Thank you, Senator Pell, for your assistance in this matter.
Senator PELL Thank you very much. Yes, sir.
MI . MARIANO. My name is Charles Mariano I'm not an educator,

but I am a father of one that wants to be an educator that spoke
here today and husband of an educator.

I think listening to everybody here, not being an educator, I
probably make more money than most of you, I'm a brick layer
The problems are socome down to one thing, your problem, Sena-
tor, money, budgetary restraints. I think it's time to come to this
country, take a pole, see about a tax that cannot be touched for no
other reason but for education, a gasoline tax, whatever and man-
datory by law that it has to be used for education.

As a grandfather with children in school, I still see the needs of
my grandchildren, ;-.ven though my children aren't children So,
Senator, I think you have more problems than they do with money
Thank you.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. I add that there's major
emphasis in the Kennedy bill on training bilingual education
teachers, so this program we're aware of, not doing enough on it,
but we are aware of it and hearings like this that make it more
sensitive to the problem.

I see this lady there.

3 1 ;
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Ms. STAGER. FITI Pamela Stager. I'm here today as a representa-
tive with of Children's Aides for Higher Education, a new state-
wide initiative aimed at trying to get more Rhode Is) .nd students
to high school graduation and beyond, emphasis and support to stu-
dents rather than teachers. I think we're all in the same bottom-
line area here and I would just like to take budget restraints being
what they are, I'd like to take full advantage of the hard work of
yourself and your staff and invite the very knowledgeable and rep-
resentative people that are in this room today to talk with me after
the hearing today about how we can best use your constituent's
input into creating the best program we can put on. Thank you
very much.

Senator PELL. Thank you. I think this lady here.

VIRGINIA RAIHLL, AREA DIRECTOR, NEW ENGLAND FARM
WORKERS COUNCIL, PAWTUCKET, RI

Ms. RAHILL. I'M Ginny Rahill and I'm the area director for New
England Farm Workers' Council.

I m here today to advocate bilingual teachers for the refuge com-
munity and elementary, secondary and special vocational educa-
tion areas and I have submitted a document for the record.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rahill (with attachments) fol-
lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. RAHILL

My name s Ginny %hill and I am the area director for New England Farm
Worker's Council For the last 15 years the RI office of this New England agency
has been providing education, training, employment and supportive services During
the paM 9 years, those sen ices have been aailable specifically for the refugee popu-lation of RI

One out of 6 school-age children are refugees in the City of Providence. There are
14,000 refugees in the State of Rhode Island Fifty-six percent of these individuals
are of the working age The largest group of refugees are Southeast Asians with the
newest influx being Soviets,

I am particularly interested in the lack of bihngual teachers to educate and train
these new citizens of Rhode Island for the future workforce and the reason I am
ht re today is to advocate for bilingual teachers for the refugee community in ele-
mentary, secondary and especially in the vocational education area.

Everywhere you read these days there is an article on the future workforce simi-lar to t, e recent one in the Wall Street Journal on Education "The Knowledge
Gap" and they state "from now until the end of the century. 88 percent of the work-
force growth will come from women, blacks and people of Hispanic or Asian origin,
including immigrants If we an to properly educate and, or train the Hispanics
and Asians, we need to start with bilingual teachers.

Many of the refugees who have come to Rhode Island, especially, the Soviets, have
such skills as fork lift operator. excavator, welder, locksmith, plumber, heating en.
neer technician, model maker, mechanical instrument maker, program analyst, en-
gineer technician, physician, computer researchers, and each with a good number of
years of experience in their own country These skills could be transferable but they
need to be adapted to the United States' standards and technology This is not pres-
ently possible bc,2ause the training programs that do exist are not equipped to deal
with the bilingual aspect of it These talented people are placed in entry level jobs.
Employers indicate to us they are bright, quick and can pick up any skill but be-
cause of the lack of hilingual training, this talent is wasted The workforce needs
these refugees and they need to be trained for upward mobility.

I would like to read to you excerpts of' two letters written by Soviets who recently
arrived in Rhode Island See attached.

As a possible solution to this problem. I would like to recommend that monies beet ,iside specifically to tram and certify bihngual teachers It is also our hope that

31C
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teachers could be trained to be culturally sensitive to this wonderful iesource for
future employment.
Attachment A

My name is Yakov Gonchar My family and I are Soviet refugees from Leningrad,
USSR We came to America on December 11, 1989 My profession is plumbing I
have experience in Soviet Union for more than 10 years In America I have found
that you need English to find a job Because there is a difference in plumbmg ss-
tems in America and Russia, I need assistance in learning this new technology I
have found that it is important to have instructors who can translate most helpful,
especially English instructors. For me to be part of the American workforce, it
would be beneficial to have more instructors

Thank you.
Yakov M. Gonchar

Attachment B
My name is Yury Yaroshenko My wife, Natalya and family are Soviet refugees

from Kiev, USSR. We arrived in American on December 5, 1990 Both my wife and I
are trained and educated as computer programmers It would be most beneficial if
more bilingual instructors were available to help us with lwrning English and as-
sisting our understanding of Computer Technology so that we can enter the work-
force as productive citizens

Thank you
Yury and Natalya Yaroshenko

Senator PELL. Good, the statements will be inserted in the record
in full. I think there is time for one more, then we should wrap up.
This young man.

From the audience. Good morning, Senator.
I'm currently enrolled in this college. What I'm here today, I

guess I just want to ask that you help us Southeast Asians. In your
bill, we have named Southeast Asians and why I'm saying that, I'm
speaking of the fact when we go to the administrator, we arc 1,ilin-
gual, we get sent to the bilingual department, we go there and they
say. I'm sorry, I'd like to help you very much, but this program is
for Portuguese and Hispanic, so if you please help us fit in your
bill Southeast Asian, Cambodian, Hmong, Laotians, and Vietnam-
ese. Thank you.

Senator PELI,. Thank you very much. Yes?

MICIIAEL BONS, VICE PRESIDENT, RHODE ISLAND STATE
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Mr. BONS. Thank you, Senator Pell My name is Michael Bons.
I'm vice president of Rhode Island State Technology Education.

I'd like to leave you with a little sentence here: Technology is an
increasingly part of our lives. According to the Department of
Labor, 80 percent of all new jobs would be in the vocational area.
We need students capable of making rational decisions concerning
the use of technology and in subsequent affects on our society. Con-
sequently, an educational structure is required which allows stu-
dents to make practical application of math, science, technology,
and the humanities. The technology education course of study cen-
ters around four major technology systems, communications, manu-
facturing, transportation and construction It is specifically de-
signed to develop the problem-solving ability and to create re-
sourceful necessary written and oral communication skills of all
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students centered in local educational agencies. We are uniquely
placed to develop the technological Literacy of all students, middleschool level serves---

Senator PELL. Your piece will be put in the record as if read if
you would like.

Mr. BONS. The middle school level serves as a connection be-
tween the public vocational schools. The high school level is
through the integration of math, science and technology. In addi-
tion, we have enhance and develop augments, other developmental
programs, Rhode Island Two Plus Two Programs, for example, thus
providing a link between secondary and postsecondary schools for
otherwise at-risk students. It is essentially to expose students with
special needs from those gifted to this educational discipline with
special emphasis on general track or at-risk. When compared to the
special needs and gifted students, very little time has been devoted
to average students, many of whom are low achieving and talented
students.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you. I think we should wrap it with I. p this

lady here.
Ms. BODEAU. My name is Marsha Bodeau. I am a job specific

English instructor with CCRI, intensive tailored training program
for Southeast Asians. Today, I am here representing the concerns
of my Southeast Asian students, in partioilar those concerns that
are directly related to and need to be taken into consideration in
consideration of changes made in teacher training programs and
teacher certification. I would quite simply like to quote some of my
Southeast Asian students who have spoken in the course of past
in the past week and expressed to me their concems and their
needs. One student says, when he arrived in Providence last year
coming from a refugee came in Thailand, his children started
school right away. But with no bilingual teachers, his children
couldn't understand anything. Another student said when her
family arrived here in September, 1984, only one of her four chil-
dren started school immediately, even had a bilingual aide at
school. Another student stated that his child started school in Sep-
tember, 1989 at the age of six. He didn't understand English at all.
but there were no ESL classes for him, he felt very shy and was
afraid of his teacher. Another student said that his seventeen-year
old is in ninth grade because his English skills are still so weak
after 2 years in school. Here last, one more student has a niece
fourteen years old who has been in school here since her arrival
two and a half years ago, but she still doesn't understand the
teacher. There is no bilingual instruction, and ESL is in insuffi-
cient or ineffective. He also has two cousins, one nephew in tenth
grade to whom the teacher gives only math homework because the
English isn't good enough to do the homework in other subjects.
They have had some ESL instruction for two and a half years.

Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed. I would add in the

vocational education act there are provisions for bilingual training.
I would agree with the group here that there should be more of an
emphasis on Southeast Asians, which is the latest waive of immi-
gration and refugees who have come here. I recognize the sacrifices
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that many of the Southeast Asians made for the United States in
the course of the Vietnamese war and we do have a very real obli-
gation to many of them.

I would like to thank Senator Kennedy for being represented
here. I would add that the record will stay open for a week so that
if anybody has an additional statement they would like to insert in
the record they should please send it to me.

I would ask if any representative of my colleagues, Senator
Chafee or Congresswoman Schnieder. Congressman Machtley is
present. In any case, the record will stay open for any questions
that may be asked

I would like to say a special thanks to the people at Rhode Island
College for hosting this event, Dr. John Nazarian who was very
gracious in offering us his campus. Particularly a thanks to Cather-
ine Sasso who had the task of coordinating all the details of this
event and finally, thanks to Tony DelGudice ho keeps the build
ing in the impeccable shape that it is in.

[Additional statements and material submitted for the record
follow:I
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER (SEDC)
FOR SOUTHEAST ASIANS OF RHODE ISLAND

620 Potters Avenue
Providence. Rhode Island 02907

Tel (401) 941-8422

February 16, 1990

Honorable Claiborne Deb Pe 11
U.S. Senator

335 Russell Senate office Bldg
Washongton, DC 20510

Dear Honorable Pell.

With respect to teacher training programs, awareness of cultural
differences needs to be included in the curriculum for certification,
especially in the case of bilingual and ESL teachers

There aiso needs to be improvement in procedures for assessing whether a
child belongs in ESL or mainstream classes in order to ensure regular
progress in school. ( See diagram) Often children are placed in
classrooms according to the color of their skin end hair regardless of
whether they are native or foreign born. The black haired, yellow-skinned
child goes to the ESL class and the blond child is mainstreamed.

Furthermore, children placed in the first or second grade who arrive with
little or no schooling in Southeast Asia need to catch up in basic literacy
and study skills. It is necessary to place a bilingual teacher in an area
impacted by Southeast Asian children who have not had any previous
English language experience.

Please, when you introduce your new bill, take into consideration these
important educational concerns of our Southeast Asians in Rhode Island.

Sincerely yours,

(
Tie N. KM,

Coordinator of SEDC.
Oaf
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Needs of LEP. children in the local school system,

1. Newly arrived
SEA. children

NUL

1, 5ilingal instruction
2. ESL.

SEA children born
in the U.S.

2. Some children
exposed to little
English growing
(early childhood)

27-756 0 - 90 - 11

I

c.
0

3. Other children
(families
Integrated Into
American society)

I

Ind
Minimal ESL or

mainstream

:_d
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Honorable Claiborne Pell, U.S. Senator
335 edssell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

40 Hillwcod Street
Cranston, III 02920

February 16, 1990

Coe ut of every six children in the
Providence School 'Woes is Southeast

Psis.", Presently, there are two Cambodian instructors who are euesgency
oertified in elementary and secceadary edUcation. Ne need more Southeast
Asian lesliers who will be exemplary

role models for the children of their
ccomunities.

lactians, and Vietnamese have hed an educational eystem in placefor centuries, and that affords this
coentry a reservoir of previously trainedbilimual teachers. However, the system of re-training and re-certifyingbil.n,,a' 'eachers whose second Language

is English has numerous barriers
tor tle.se well-educated and well-trained individuals.

The harriers begin at the re-training level when the student attends aprogram Cot has been designed by an inlividual
wdth no cultural awareness

or undee.tandirg of the student's
previous educational experiences. Thebarrier huilds as the studen. tries

to understand the specific content ofh s CJ her college courses.
The professor usually uses the lecture methodwiJ, nu task-oriented emphasis.

Bilingual education research has proven thatlectre is the worst method to use with ncn-native speakers.

The barrier further builds as the
students begin to experience some difficulties

and toe administrators appear to Lack empathy and sensitivity to the needs of thebilingual teacher trainees. Hicet of tham are not helpful and do not take thenecessary time to understand the problems
encountered by the bilingual students.

HEOCI+LMA1lCNS:

Provide administrators and professors with training in multicultural awarnessand e edevational systems of the cultures their
students are owing from.

Tutors are the neoessary component for
successfUl oampletion of course require-nests Thje should be funded by the college so as not to provide an additional

financial Harden to the student.
Incorporate it possibly into the special grantpreeess mein institutions already have.

Provide tralning seminars for bilingual
teacher trainees that update the tech-nic:nes and teaching strategies used

in the educational system in this oountry.llg m-ineds and teaching techniques
taught in colleges in Southeast Asia, forqxample, are similar to those of the U.S. due to the French occupation of

their coutries.

Provide a six-month practicum
experience for the bilingual person who has teenpneriounly eertified as a teacher in his own country to ascertain if his skill

level is equal to that of a native-sreaking beechen

3 °

Pkatirt444A._i

/,711er. ,
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elCommunity College of Rhode Island

-Tha J am,

wuftquisset Pike, Uneoln RI0/S65

"a PI t41) SPEAKS Mal LANCUM:Fs Wealil iwo PEOPIL."

February 17, 1990

Honorable Claiborne Pell, V.S. Senator
335 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

I am urging you to appropriate a specific amount of federal

funding for Bilingual Vocational Teacher Training and certi-
fication. Eight years ago, the Community College of Rhode
Island and Rhode Island College began a project whereby
bilingual vocational teacher training courses were provided
by Rhode Island College, and an internship teacher training

at area vocational schools was coordinated by CCRI. ApproNi-
mately forty (40) instructors were trained and over three
hundred (300) limited-English refugees and immigrants re-
ceived training and were placed in good paying jobs or were
upgraded In their present positions. When federal funding
ceased, the program -eased and the limited-English populations

suffered.

Bitingual vocational education programs has as one of its
primary goals to instill confidence in students, and it also

seeks to enhance the self-concepts of limited-English proficient

and bilingual students. It focuses dn assessing the linguistic
and,cognitive skills of each student and provides them with
whatever educational services they require.

We have many well-trained and successful bilingual workers

who are machinists, carpenters, chefs, mechanics, auto body

specialists, nurses, printers, secretaries, etc.that would

enter the bilingual vocational teacher training courses if

they were offered at Rhode Island College. You can mandate

that happen in the bill that you are proposing. I guarantee

that the ourse3 will be filled if the encouragement and sin-

cerity of the department heads is there.

A bilingual vocational instructor supported by a job-specific
English instructor can produce top-level bilingual employees

for Workforce 2000. Bilingual skills and talent is available.
Please make the programs available for them.

K ron Downes Dionne, Coordinator
Intensive Tailored Training Programs
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1.P

NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM PERSOHNIR.

Connect, Cut Maine Massachusetts New Hampshire Anode litend Votmont

march 15. 1°90

Hon. Claiborne deB. Pell
335 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Fell:

I wanted you to know that
I have A different viewpoint from whav waspresented at the hearing on the teASOhl oh, more people do not becometeachers.

I have found in the 15 tears
1 hate worled in the inner city thatfolks whO come from low income 0,1grounds such as our TRIO familiesview the teaching profession a. An admirable career and with theadded incentives offered in your hilt. The National Teacher Act of1989. I believe would turn to the field to large numbers.

The salaries made b} teachers with the additional fringe benefitsappear to my EOC clients whO
mnstls are on public assistance or undermployed s more than adequate. more import ott than that techershave alwys been a respected
proiesston to which they would be proudto become member.

Therefore, I do not feel you should stew your efforts to increase thenumbers of minorities as teachers as a challenge
that cannot be met.The RI ECC program

would litertlly hase hundreds of clients an\iousto enter the teaching
profession olun the financial barriers areremoved and they are welcomed os our higher

education institutions.
I believe that the pcOple Xl have polled Concerning teacherssalaries are individuals whose family bactground

are different thanour TRIO student families.

Please include these remar4c as part of the public record.
Thank you for yOur time and again for

recoyni2ing the important roleTRIO programs can play within both your bill and Senator Kennedys.

gLAA. 61.4.11X/21

Brenda Dann-MesSier

t)
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STAR
SUCCESS THROUGH ASSISTING REFUGEES

OVERVIEW

I. GOAL:

STAR's goal is to improve the standard of living for

its clients; to place the client in a well-suited work

environment. A satisfied employee is a hard worker. A

satisfied employer is a caring and committed employer. A

satisfied employer and employee together equal a more
productive economy and a stronger citizenry.

II. OBJECTIVES:

A. Upgrade presently employed clients who desire

improved salary, benefits, change of shift, or change of
position to advance.

B. Develop technical and vocational training programs
outside the job site and work hours. Encourage client
pdrzicipation and offer support services in this atea.

C. Assist in entry level client placement through:

1) intake interview to assess the strengths, weaknesses,

and capabilities of the individual client to provide a

mutually beneficial placement for both employer and

employee.

2) interview with employer to assess the working

conditions, pay scalc, benefit package, opportunities for

advancement and Improvement, and permanence of the job in

order to provide the client with a precise job description.

3) follow up support services for both client and employer

to provide further training, resolve misunderstandings,
clarify and rectify employer/employee concerns, evaluate

client commitment, responsibility, punctuality, and
intercede on behalf of client and employer.

4) assistance in understanding and appreciating the
cultural differences of the employer and employee.

C A-

4...1
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CLASS SIZE
REDUCTION

Small classes enable teachers
to meet all the needs

of al/the students.

Quantity affects Quality

Make it a priority
for our future.

NATIONAL
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION RI
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RESE A R CH

Smaller Is Definitely Better
A landmark study affirms the importance of class size

niono Caruso remembers 19V.
as the yeor she knew her
students the best. Her 1st

graders never acted up, F.Aeh child
read four or Cave Nigel out of a hook
aloud -each shyinstead of rot 1
paragroph f very day she watched and
guided the children as they wrestled
with 10 or more moth problems,
instead of lust trying to gauge their
progress as she marked up their papers
at home at night. That was the year
Caruso was randomly sekcted to tenth
3 clots with only 14 students, as parr of
*landmark qudyon the effects of clots
toe on student achievement.

"It was wonderful," she remembers.
"Before, when fraught 24 or 2.5 kids, I
would get home and think. 'I didn't
get a chance to talk to Bobby today.'
But, tn the small class, 1 always knew
how the studenrs were doing.--aci-
demically, and at people "

Caruso says her students did mcu-
lady well thof year Achievement
scores from her studentsvoid more
thin 6.500 whets involved in the
studyshow conclusively that reduc-
ing class sae tO an average Of 15
students hat a consistent, suhsrantial
Immo on reiding Ind mathernotto
performance among K-3 students

Proiect STAR (Student/Tr raher
Achievement Ratio), as the study is
coned, represents 1 four-year effort to
monitor ihe performance of students
from schools across Tennessee as
they advanced from kindergarten
through O.- 3rd grode. It was man-
dated by the Tennessee Legislature in
190c. In the first ye, r of the study,
participating students were randomly
ossigned to o smoll clots 113-17 stu-
dents), a regultr elm 122 25 stu-
dents), or a regular class with A
full tune .elcher's Students re-
mained in thr some type of class
tionoph 3rd grade

Tbe study coos condo, tiff] by the
state ilera,tnieM iii cdiii ron with the
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'osmosis'r of r cnnsortions of four
uo,yerofies Mmphis Stite, Tennes-
see crate, Voulesbilt, and the Univer-
sity of Terinecsee-knoxyalle

In kindergarten, students in small
classes scored six NOW, higher in
reading and eight points higher an
math on standardired achowernem
tests thin those in the regular-sited
cl Usti, they hail a slightly higher pass
rite on Into-skills testa Ily the end of
1st grade. the Mall-cllts achievem-mt
pp widened to 21 points an reading
and 12 roma in math on the f.tanford
Achievement Testa &at-crate that
experts say 11"J-tree tducationally
important not lust statistically signal.
cant " According to the report on the
first two yeors of doe study released by
rhe Tennessee Department of Educa-
non, the gain is roughly equivalent to
about a rwo-month difference in

achievement By the end of 1st grode,
the reguitr classes with a teacher's aide
were onb, slightly ohead of the regular
classes without lams!!

These lodenue leaps by reduced-
sae classes held troe in urban, subur-
ban, rural, and inner-eity distncts; for
1/I meet, for both poor and affluent
students, anal for both girls ond bor.
Bur the effects of loud) dosses were
especially strong in inner-city schools
with large minority enrollments. Them.
for example, the pass rate for mi none,.
ch,ldtvn on eurrieulum-hased =the.
manes Ind reading tests Came cline tO

that for whirr children
Results on 2nd graders' perform-

sort, which were released in Novem-
her, show %hot Students in small classes
}nye maintained their academic gains.
Data from the last year of the stildy,
when the children were in 3rd grade,
ire being arilly,ed and ire eispetted to
be released in col), 14°0

One truly rcmok able aspect of the
Project is :hot the mind findings have
hren mock'v translited into poltcy
coon slier the releise of the results

fuss the first two as its of the study,
TenneSsee Gov. Ned McWherter An
nounced thin $2 S mill., of uate
money and SI 1 million in federal
Ch Inter I hinds would he pumped
Imo 44 s lens mars sahool, to reduce
elm, sites Alltantuin of the state
funds closely mornrs the research

results The money pays for 15-

student k indergArtenoli rough- 1rd
grode dosses in icatumls whew it lost
60 percent of the enrollment comes
from families whose economic woos
mikes pupils eligible for free or re-
cloced-price lunches

The class sire findings mAY tote
surprised poloymakers. but not teach
ens What surprised teachers, accord-
mg to Proueet DirettOr Fliniheth Word,
was thy( the benefits of Mager cl its
were ever in question Sa1s Word
"When I went across the stare, troch-
es, asked me 'Why in the world is the
note of Tennessee spending $12 mil-
lion to study something that we al-
ready know the answer to?' I had to

soyi-

"V.
tw itr

noorminionSMansmotann..



I if, ti 1,11(1, mil you
rn, iren't ed.% a

for%t . nr: to git tloir own

I vc, tot ring lass sin
makes nitsnrii, (cow, the issue has
.ong N.en 1 soone of controversy
Projest Si Mt's mlIntial conclusions
come len than two years after a 113
I Cut it loll Pep sr t trent report asserted
th it redwing ii Iss sue is "the most
iosilv and most primitive" method of
enhancing student aehi.vement Thc
44 page paper, based on analysis of
number of previous studies, pointed
out th it front 1961 to I966, the
median .1 in sue In elementary schools
ehropPcd Irons 30 to 24 ssadents. But
over Me same two decades. the docu-
ment sad, student achievementas
measured by standardoed test norm
als° showed a steady decline,

Still, the Tennessee study and the
U S Ldueanon Department analysis
a re not totally.cont rad ictory. Although
the federal report rimed serious second
thoughts about the economic and
acadentit them., es:less of smaller
lasses, it did acknowledge that class

sites would have to drop sharply
lxlow their current levelsto no more
th3t 1$ pupils eachbefore research

Mut..

le 0191I

s'.

4
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iii %%mild Wc iikvIlfw int linpeoveim nt
iii student a% hi, wi nit nt

Project SIAR rewarshers had set
out to find out mate INJUI the 1S
student threshold, and they wide surc
they designed the study sit at the
finclinp would be unquestionable.

Jeremy hnn, a State University of
Nvw York researcher, was Called in to
consult on research and statistical
matters and to review thc design of thc
study Although hi found the design to
be "exemplary," hc doubted the proj.
eel would turn up much evidence
supporting strialler classes. "I started
as a skeptic," he lays "But each year it
got better. I kept Laying This can't be.
This can't be ' "

Because every school involved in the
protect had at least one of each kind of
classone small class, one regular.
sited class, a nd one rcguLsrclais with a
teacher's aidethe results weren't
skewed by differences between
schools. Hc says Met the "In-sehool"
design, as well as thc sheer um of the
study and the random assignment of
both students and teachers, made Prop
ect STAR "far and away the best true
experiment" that has Me been done
on thee:lass-size issue.

"They did ererything right," he

3 u43 i

1)5 "AllythIllr that auk) knt> Cust
lid you should do in an edm ition

experiment ssas done correct!) hcrc "
Although the study is officially

overProject STAR is out of the
classroom now, and only results fron
the 3rd grade are yet to be released
some people are still watching the 4th
graders with interest. Driven by curios.
ity, Finn is involved tn a follownap
study wrth the state department of
education, monitoring the students to
find out if the pins from small claws
will be maintained as they grow older
and return to cegularsised classes.

A major question still to be an.
swered n what speeifx aspects of the
small claws make a difference, Project
STAR teachers who were interviewed
say that in small classes they can makc
sure all students master the curricu-
lum, they say they know then students
better, and feel confident that "no one'
is falling through% the cracks." They
also claim to have more time to
provide =mediate remedial help when
stud:nose-onto behaving problems.

Bam, who was instrumental
in getting Project STAR funded, says
the impetus to reduce class size in the
elementary grades was a long time
coming. Bain, past president of Na-
tional Educanon Association and
researcher at Tennessee State, remem-
bers teaching English to high sChool
students who could not read. 'I was
constantly fighting their lack of self.
confidence, and what fading over and
over had done to them," shc recounts
"I pushed for Project STAR because it
is lust like building a houseif you
don't have a firm foundation, some-
thsng like thorns:one! Hugo is going to
blow it all way "

She says she and her fellow teachers
knew that reducing etas% sax would
help children build that strong aca.
denne foundation, "For years, pcoplo
have said to us, 'You can't prove it,' "
Bain says. "Every tone they don't want
to put money into reducing class size,
rhcy say,'You can't prove it But now,
we have proven st. At last, we have
results that no school board or legisla.
sure Can put down,"0

Llimbeth Schub
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Project Star

First Grade

Final Report

(1986-87)

Elizabeth Word, Director
Charles Achilles

Helen Bain
John Pager
Jeremy Finn
John Johnston
Nan Lints

April 1989
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Project STAR First Grade Results

o Reactor at National Convention praised Project STAR's design
snd integrity and called it r "watershed event" in research.

An external consultant to the projcct made the statement, "This
research leaves no doubt that small classes have an advantage
over larger classes in reading and math in the early primary
grades."

o Project STAR is in.the last year of a four year study.

This report deals with results from the second year when students
were in first grade.

o Results are based primarily on test scores from the Basic Skills
First and Stanford Primary I.

o At the end of first grade, small classes were approximately two
months ahead of regular classes in reading and math in all
locations, urban, suburban, rural and innercity 100% of the
time.

At the end of first grade regular classes with full time teacher
aide were approximately one month ahead of regular classes in
reading and math.

Small classes scored 11 points higher in reading and 12 points
higher in math than regular classes on the Stanford Primary I.

o Minority students in small classes scored 17.4% higher then
minority studcnts in regular classcs in reading on the Basic
Skills First.

o This suggests that sma" classes are very beneficial to minority
students.

o There is no significant differences in attendance and selfconcept
of students in small classes as compared to students in regular
classes.

o Teachers prefer small class conditions, spend more time with
individual students in small classes, and can work ore thoroughly
with students in small classes.

o Students in innercity schools scored lower on both Stanford
Primary I and Basic Skills First tests than students in urban,
suburban or rural schools.

o Several secondary studies are continuing in order to clarify what
other factors influence achievement other than test scores.
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Project STAR (Student Teacher Achievement Ratio) has achieved

considerable national publicity and attention. A reactor at a recent

national convention called STAR a "watershed" event in research in

education and praised the study's design and integrity.

Project STAR is a longitudinal class-site experiment to study the

effects of a reduced class size (approximately one teacher and 15

students, or 1:15) on the achievement and development of students in

kindergarten through grade three. In its second full ye:it:, Project STAR

students were in first grade. The kindergarten report provides

considerable background information regarding the study; this report

provides the outcomes of grade-one.

The project included 76 schools from all sections of Tennessee in four

types of settings: rural, urban, suburban, and inner city. There were

346 classes and approximately 6950
students involved in the first grade.

To help control for differences between students and teachers, students

and teachers were randomly assigned to classes in schools. The project

utilizes a within-school design so there is at least one small class,

one regular class (the control) and one regular class with a full-time

teacher aide in each school. Larger schools have more classes to keep

within the size limits specified for each type of class, small classes

are 13-17; regular, and regular with aide classes are 22-25 students.

Students were tested in the regularly scheduled time for state testing

(last week of March, first week of April) with the Stanford Achievement
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Test, Primary One, and with a specially developed criterion referenced

test of basic skill objectives in r,ading and math. Students also

completed the SelfConcept and Academic Hotivation Inventory (SCAHIN) in

February. Attendance records were kept on all students, and information

was obtained on students' race, sex, a socioeconomic measure, and

students' special education status. (Students with handicapping

conditions were not included in the analysis). Extensive information

was also collected about the teachers and about teaching conditions that

might have influenced the results.

Results

At the end of kindergarten, students in small classes were ahead of

students in regular classes by approximately one month in both math and

reading achievement scores. Students in the classes with a full time

teacher aide were only a little ahead (one percentile point) in reading

and had the same achievement scores in math. There was a statistically

significant achievement gain for students in the small classes, but not

for students in the classes with full time teacher aides. (See Table

1.1.) Results of the firstgrade analysis, however, provide a much

clearer picture of the smallclass advantages.

The initial study design was fcllowed in the second year, and the

results from the second year of the study are substantial enough that an

external consultant to Project STAR was able to say, "This resesx..;,

leaves no doubt that small classes have an advantage over larger classes

in reading and mathematics in the early primary grades." In the same

paper the rese.rcher also stated, "This experiment yields an unambiguous

answer to the question of the existence of a classsize effect, as well

II
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as estimates of the magnitude of the effect for early primary grades."

These are strong words for research in education, and are possibly due

to the design and power of Tennessee's Project STAR.

At the end of the second year, Project STAR students in small.classes

were outperforming pupils in large7 classes by substantial

(statistically and educationally significant) margins on standardized

tests, and also on the state's Basic Skills First (BSF) tests of reading

and math. This superior performance by pupils in small classes Inks

evident in all locations (rural, suburban, urban, and inner city

schools), and for pupils of different races and of both sexes.

Results for grade one in Project STAR are more definitive than results

found in other classsize studies. This is most important because of

STAR's superior design which has paid considerable attention to

maintaining the reguind research standards and controls.

At the end of first grade, small class students were approximately two

months ahead of students in regular classes in both reading and math

(first grade Stanford Achievement Test). Small class students scored at

the 64th percentile in reading and the 59th percentile in math at the

end of the first grade, while students in regular classes scored at the

53rd percentile in reading (11 points lower) and at the 47th percentile

in mach (12 points lower). Using the class as a unit, the "effect size"

for both exceeds .6, where .1 is considered large and educationally

important, not just statistically significant.

On the BSF tests, which measure achievement of specific objectives

related to the curriculum, the class effect sizes were approximately .5

III



for reading and .3 for math, both favoring the small over the regular

classes. On the BSF Reading, minority students in small classes scored

65.4, compared to 48.0 in regular classes. White students in small

classes scored 69.5, compared to 62.3 in regular classes. In BSF

Reading results, minority students in small classes scored nearly the

same LS white students in small classes, but considerably higher than

minority students in regular classes (a gain of 17.4), and slightly

higher than white students in regular classes (3.1). The large

difference between scores of minority students in small and in regular

classes suggests that on concepts taught through the Basic Skills

curriculum and measured by the BSF tests, the small class settings are

very beneficial to the minority youth.

Average Percent of First Grade Students Passing BSF Reading

Difference
Small Class Advantage

Race Small Rec. (Sm. Reg.)

Black 65.4 48.0 17.4

White 69.5 62.3 7.2

In the first grade, students in regular classes with a full time teacher

aide (RA) also outperformed stud,nts in regular classes in both reading

and math. At the end of first grade, students in RA classes were

approximately one month ahead of students in the regular classes in

reading and slightly less thsn a month ahead in math.

The presence of a teacher aide in grade one seems to have soma benefit

on student achievement, but not as much as the millclass condition.

IV
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Interviews with teachers reveal that teachers: 1) prefer the small

class condition, 2) spend more time with individual students in small

classes, and 3) can work more thoroughly with students in the small

classes.

The small class and the regular with full time teacher aide classes had

achievement gains which were similar in magnitude from kindergarten to

first grade.

TABLED

Scaled Score Gains* from Kindergarten to First Grade

Small

89 78 85

48 42 47

Total Reading

Total Math

*Reading and math are on different scales and cannot be compared with
each other on scale scores, which are designed to measure year-to-year

growth. The gain scores are computed by subtracting the kindergarten
score from the first grade score.

The pattern of scores on the various subtests of the Stanford Test (word

reading, listening, sounds and letters, etc.) was very similar to the

total reading and math scores reported above; small class students had

the highest scores, students in regular with full time teacher aide

classes were in the middle, and regular class students had the loaest

scores.

V
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School Type and Achievement

Students in inner-city schools scored significantly lower on both

Stanford math and reading tests and basic skills criterion tests in

reading and math, than did students in rural, urban, or suburban

schools. Inner-city schools were characterized by having high

proportions of black and low socioeconosic background children.

Inner-city schools had lower achievement even after contrzaling

(statistically) for students' race and SES. The achievement cores of

students in schools in the other three environments (rural, urban, and

suburban) was similar.

In all four types of schools small class students outperformed regular

class students (differences were statistically significant) in reading

and math. In rural schools regular with full time teacher aide classes

(RA) were significantly better than regular classes in both reading and

math, but there was no significant difference between the rwo in all

other school types.

Class Size, Socioeconomic Status and Race

Black students and low socioeconomic students in small classes scored

higher on ell tests of reading and math than their counterparts in

regular classes. In inner-city schools small classes helped blacks more

than whites, but there were very few whites in these schools. In other

types of schools blacks and whites both made higher scores in small as

compared to regular classes. Small classes eemed to help high SES

students more than low SES students on the Stanford Achievement Test in

reading and math, except in inner-city schools where there are

VI
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relatively few white students. The large deficits in the Stanford

Achievement scores of these "at risk", low SES students verc even larger

at the end of first grade.

Attendance and SelfConcept

Attendance rates vere between 95 and 96 percent in all types of classes;

being in a small class or having a full time teacher aide did not

increase attendance in either kindergarten or first grade.

Selfconcept vas not any higher for students in small classes or regular

with full time teacher aide classes than students in regular classes.

Because selfconcept is difficult to assess with a group test with young

children, this concluslln is tentative.

Suary

Both small classes and a full time teacher aide helped the achievement

scores of students in the first grade. By the end of first grade small

class students were almost two months ahead of regular class students in

reading and math. Since small classes were a month ahead at the end of

kindergarten, the first grade effect was about a month's gain.

The small class advantage occurs in schools in all settings: rural,

urban, suburban, and inner city. It also Occurs for blacks as well as

whites, both high and low socioeconomic students about equally, and for

both boys and girls about equally.

In first grade, unlike kindergarten, classes with a full time teacher

aide also did significantly better than regular classes on most

VII
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achievement measures, and were in an intermediate position between small

classes and regular classes in achievement. Self-concept and attendance

were not affected by a small class or a full time teacher aide.

Researchers will crntinue to analyze the STAR data, including data that

will help identify the cumulative effects of class size. Researchers

are also studying the content of teacher logs, questionnaires about

grouping, etc. to help understand what goes on in classrooms. Several

secondary studies are helping researchers understand the impact of such

things as training and the use of a teacher aide on student achievement

and development. Results from these studies are not complete at the

current time and will be reported later.

VIII
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FORWARD

The following report covers the third year of the four-year
study of class size and the use of teacher aides that was
mandated by the Tennessee Legislature. Although references are
made to kindergarten and first grade results, the main purpose is
the reporting of second grade results. Third grade results as
well as final longitudinal results will be presented at a later
date.

The project is directed by Elizabth Word for the Tennessee
Department of Education, but it has been a group effort of the
Department and a consortium of four universities, Memphis State
University, Tennessee State University, the Univrsity of
Tennessee. Knoxville, and Vanderbilt University. The data
collection and analysis is the responsibility of the
universities. In addition the Department has contracted with
Jeremy Finn of the State University of New York, Buffalo to
analyze the first, second, and third grade data and provide a
technical analytic report.

The project has received excellent cooperation from the
seventy-five participating schools and the more than 1,300
teachers who have furnished a great deal of information and done
extra testing in response to the multiple demands of the research
staff. Without the assistance and full cooperation of the
teachers and principals of the STAR schools, this project would
have been impossible.

The Questionnaires and other data collection instruments
were processed, and data tapes were prepared for analysis by
Jayne Zaharias and DeWayne Fulton of Tennessee State University.
They have spent a great deal of time on this complex task
which included tracking over 7,000 students.

This report is based on the analyses done by Jeremy Finn,
Stace University of New York, Buffalo, John Johnston, Memphis
State University, and John Folger and Carolyn Breda at Vanderbilt
University. Many people have contributed to this project and
their work is greatly appreciated.
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EXECUTI7E SUMMARY

Background

This is a report on the third year of Project STAR (Student
Teacher Achievement Ratio) when the children were in second
grade. Project STAR is the largest and best dsignd
longitudinal study of class size that has been done. It involves
75 schools, 34e teachers, and more than 6,700 second grade stud-
ents from all parts of Tennessee including rural, urban,
suburban, and inner-city schools.

All students and teachers were randomly assigned to one of
three class types in each school, a small class (13 - 17
students), a regular class (22 - 25 students), or a regular cIAss
with a full-time aide (22 - 25 students). The regular classes
served as a control group, small and regular with a fc11-timo
aide classes' achievement was compared with achievement in the
regular class. The within-school design ckntrolled for the
substantial variation between schools.

Prior Years Results

In kindergarten and first grade, students in small cl
had significantly higher achievement on total reading, total
math, and total listening tests as well as on each of the sub-
tests that make up the total reading test. The difference in
favor of the small class was equal to about a month in kinder-
garten and an additional month in first grade, so that at the
beginning of second grade, students in small classes were about
two months ahead of students in regular classes in reading,
math, and listening. The small class differences are statis-
tically significant, and ducationally important. Students in
regular with aide classes were consistently ahead of regular
class students at the end of first grade in all three subjects,
1.)out half the advantage that the small class students had, but
the difference was not statistically significant. In terms of
effect size they are in the moderate range with an ffect of
about 0.25. (Effect size is a measure that rsearchers use to
compare the size of various program effects. It is the difference
between the small class and the regular control class divided by
the standard deviation of the col%rol group.)

Second Grade Results

Studsnts in small classes continued to outperform students
in reimlar classes on achievement tests in the second grade.
Students in regular classes with a full-time aide also outper-
formed students in regular classes, but by a smaller amount.
This effect was found for all of the tests that were used. There
was a significant advantage for the small class students on
Stanford Achievement Tests in Total Reading, Total Math, and w:Jrd
Study Skills, and a similar advantage on the Tennessee Basic
Skills Criterion Tests in Reading and math. See eigures 1-5.

2
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FIGURE I

Average Performance of Project S- NA-13
Students on Stanford Total Reading Test

by Grade and Class Type

Percentile
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FIGURE 2

Average Performance of Project S-T-A.R
Students on Stanford Total Math Test

By Grade and Class Type

Percentile
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FIGURE 3

Average Performance of Project S.T.A.R
Students on Stanford Word Study Test

by Grade and Class Type

Percentile
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FIGURE 4

Mean Percent of Reading Skills Mastered
on 2nd Grade Basic Skills First Test
by Class Type for Project S.T-A-R
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FIGURE 5

Mean Percent of Math Skills Mastered
on 2nd Grade Basic Skills First Test
by Class Type for Project S.T.A-R
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Students in small classes maintained. but did not in...rease
their twc, ,,onth advantage over students in regular classes.
Students in regular classes with a f11 time aide maintained a
small advantage over those in regular classes, but did not
Increase it. No additional small class or aide effect was found
on STAR measures in second grade. Average score increases on the
Stanford Achievement Tests were computed by subtracting the
scores at the end of first grade from the scores at the end of
second grade to get a measure of growth in the second grade. As
shown in Table A there are no significant differencos between the
class average score inc7,.ase made by students in small, regular,
or regular with a full-time aide classes.

TABLE A
Average Score Increase on Stanford Achievement Tests

From First Grade to Second Grade by Class Type
Project STAR 1988-89

Total Total
Reading Math

Snell Class 57 46

Regular Class 57 43

Regular with 59 48
Aide Class

Teachers reported the same kinds of advantages of a small
class (or the use of a teacher aide) on the second grade year-end
interviews that the first grad teachers reported the previous
year. The main advantages were that they could spend more time
on instruction with a small class, and they needed less time for
transitions. The aide class teachers also reported they could
spend more time on instruction because their aides did much of
the routine and clerical work. Teachers in both small and aide
classes in the second grade reported that they could do more
individualized instruction to meet student needs than could
teachers with regular-size classes.

Class ..ize Ina School Tome in the Second Grade

The small class advantage occurs in all four school types-
inner city, suburban, urban, and rural. In each of the school
types the small class was ahead by about the same amount
throughout the project. Students in the inner-city schools have
had substantially lower achievement scores than students in the
other three school types, and this difference persisted in the
second grade. However, inner-city students made up some of their
deficit in reading, as shown by the larger gains reported in
Table B.

8
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TABLE B
Average Score Increase on Stanford Achievement Tests

From First Grade to Second Grade by School Type
Project STAR 1988-89

Total
Reading

Total
Math

Inner City 63* 47*

Suburban 56 43

Urban 57 42

Rural 55 47*

Significantly different from suburban gain scores.

Other Findincs

1) As in kindergarten and first grade, there were no second
grade differences between class types in academic motivation or
academic self-concept.

2) Students on free lunch programs and those not on free
lunch programs were helped about the same by a small class and by
a regular class with a full-time aide. The free lunch students
were about as far behind the non-free lunch students at the nd
of second grade (about a half a grade) as they had been at the
end of first grade in math and listening. Free Lunch students
did have about a five-point greater gain than non-free lunch
students in reading, so they closed a little of the thirty-point
gap.

3) A three day training program with five follow-up
sessions which was initiated in the second grade was given
positive ratings by the teachers, but it did not lead most of
them to modify their teaching in ways that affected student test
scores. Teacher inservice training made no significant
difference in student achievement in reading or math

TABLE C
Average Score Increase on Stanford Achievement Tests

From First Grade to Second Grade by STAR Teacher Training
Project STAR 1988-89

Total Total
Reading Math

STAR Trained Teacher 59 47

Not star Trained Teacher 57 46

9
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Conclusions

.Second grade inner-city students made the greatest gain's

in reading.

.Free lunch students made greater gain in reading than

non-free lunch studnts.

.Small class tudants outperformed atudents in regular

cl aaaaa and regular cl aaaaa vith a full-time aide.

.Small class students amintained, but did not incr.'s..,

thir chievement gains made in kindrgarten and first
grade.
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So I thank all of you for being an attentive, patient group of wit-
nesses and observers and I will declare this hearing adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING ACT

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Simon, Kassebaum, and Cochran.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hu-
manities will come to order.

Today's hearing is the fourth in a series of five hearings being
held by Senator Kennedy and myself on the subject of teacher edu-
cation.

The legislation we have before us, S. 1676, thc National Teacher
Act, and S. 1675, the Excellence in Teaching Act, have very similar
purposes. First, it is our goal to attract the best and the brightest
of our young people into the teaching profession. Second, we hope
to upgrade and retain those talented teachers already in the profes-
sion Finally, we hope to expand the number of minorities in the
teaching profession so that all of our Nation's students will have
positive role models.

Today's hearing will focus on three areas. Our first panel will
tell us of several innovative projects taking place in the public
schools and give us an overview of teachers' attitudes and perspec-
tives on a number of issues concerning their profession.

The second panel will focus on Title IV of my legislation, the
New Careers for Teachers program. The crisis we have in attract-
ing minority candidates to the teaching profession promises to
worsen in the next decade. Today, only 6.9 percent of all teachers
are black, yet blacks make up 18 percent, or more than twice the
percentage, of our Nation's student body. This ratio is expected ,o
change dramatically over the next decade as the percent of black
teachers drops to 5 percent while the number of black students
rises to one-third of the total school population.

Similar trends are predicted among other minority groups. New
Careers is an innovative program with a proven record of attract-
ing more minorities into teaching. We will hear this success story
today.

(345)
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Finally, panel 3 will focus on the importance of maintaining
access to college if we are to meet the challenge of the impending
teacher shortage. We will hear comments on my proposal to pro-
vide student loan forgiveness to new teachers and the importance
of the TRIO programs in keeping the college pipeline open to all.

I welcome all of today's witnesses and look fur ward to a very sub-
stantive hearing.

Our first witnesses today will be Ms. Wendy Aronoff, a teacher
at Hope High School in my own home state of Rhode Island; Ms.
Maxine Duster, project director of the Science/Mathematics Advo-
cacy and Recruitment for Teachers Program of the Chica;o Urban
League, and Dr. Sibyl Jacobson, president and CEO, Metropolitan
Life Foundation and vice president, Metropolitan Life 1nsurance
Company.

I believe the witnesses today have all been informed that we'd
like to limit the testimony to 5 minutes. Your entire statements
will appear in full in the record as if delivered orally, and that will
give us an opportunity to ask questions, which I think is very im-
portant with a subject as important as this.

We'll start out with Ms. Wendy Aroneff, who I welcome, from
Providence. I wish you well and look forwaid to hearing from you.

STATEMENTS OF WENDY ARONOFF. TEACHER. HOPE tIIGH
SCHOOL. PROVIDENCE. RI, REPRESENTING COAIATION OF ES-
SENTIAL SCHOOLS: MAXINE DUSTER. PROJECT DIRE(TOR. SCI-
ENCE/MATHEMATICS ADVOCACY AND RECRUITMENT FOR
TEACHERS PROGRAM. CHICAGO URBAN LEAGUE. CHICAGO. IL;
AND DR. SIBYL C. JACOBSON. PRESIDENT AND CEO. METRO-
POLITAN LIFE FOUNDATION. AND VICE PRESIDENT., METRO-
POLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, NEW YORK. NY.
Ms ARONOFF Thank you for inviting me here. Especially, being

from Rhode Island, it feels good.
The National Teacher Act of 19W9 and the Excellence in Teach-

ing Act both recognize the need for professional growth. If those of
us already in the teaching profession are to make necessary
changes, we must have a choice, a vote, a voice.

Those of you in a position to do so must not merely react to this
national urgency, but respond with compensated time and then
with the working conditions and materials which support innova-
tion Ultiriately, respect must be given to teachers who take risks.

Teaches must become institutionally empowered so we are in-
vesteu enough to shift the power of learning to our students. We
have done this at Hope Essential High School in Providence, RI,
where we have 260 students. Hope Essential is a school-within-a-
school. It reflects the larger school of 900 and also reflects the city
and the community, which is richly diverse, racially and ethnically,
and which has all of the problems most of our poor cities and
towns face today And it is perhaps not so ironically a few short
blocks from Brown University, which has an historically elitist and
high tuition reputation.

Through the Coalition of Essential Schools and its Education De-
partment, Brown University has been very important as we at
Hope High School entered into school reform
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As I said, we have shifted the power of learning from teachers to
student. Our classrooms are no longer teacher-centered, but col-
laborative environments, where the student is the worker, the re-
searcher, the writer, the experimenter, the investigator, the report-
er, the asker of questions. and therefore the learner Our class-
rooms are environments of activity, not passivity, and as a teacher,
nothing can be more exciting.

Traditionz 'iy, education majors take three separate courses:
Evaluation, methods of instruction, and curriculum. We in theory
and in practice make the three a whole. With urgings from the Co-
alition of Essential Schools, we have course exhibitions. Students
are not merely tested and drilled, but must exhibit mastery.

The challenge is not in the surprise of the trick question on the
test, but the challenge is in knowing the exhibition ahead of time
4ad learning the skills and the concepts necessary to exhibit mas-
tery.

The s_tudents performances are the epitome of theory and prac-
tice. If we expect students to exhibit mastery. we must change our
approach to curriculum and change our teaching strategies In
planning lessons, we ask not "What will I do today?" but "What
will my' students do to prepare for their exhibition? What is essen-
tial?"

For me, the relationship between student and teacher, and stu-
dent and student, is forever changed. In order to be successful, we
have tried to lower dabs size and have had to V, ork very closely to-
gether, teachers with teachers during planning meetings. teacher
with students, with the teacher as coach, and students with stu-
dents in small gronps.

We are making a concerted effort to develop a sense of communi-
ty which includes our students families One of my students,
Wayne Newson, recently best summed up our efforts. He said,
Tho challenge of Hope Essential has taught me to trust myself

and to trast others. end it has given me the confidence to try
I just wanted to add that this year's graduating class has about

).6 students in itthis is from the school within-a-schooland two
of them want to be daycare workers, two of them want to be ele-
mentary school teachers, and two want to be high school teachers
I think that a lot of that is the result of the kind of' program that
they have been in during their high school years.

Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed
Ms. Duster
MS DUSTER. Thank you. Chairman Pell and members of the com-

mittee. My name is Maxine Duster, and I am director of the Sci-
ence/Mathematics program at the Chicago Urban League.

The Chicago Urban League was founded in 1916 and is Chicago's
oldest and largest agency dedicated to racial and social justice The
League's mission is to eliminate racial discrimination and segrega-
tion and to work for the achievement of equal opportunity and
panty for blacks and other minorities in every phase of American
life.

I am pleased to appear before you on behalf of James W Comp-
ton, president and CEO of' the Chicago Urban League.

For many years. the Chicago Urban League has been involved
with efforts to enrich the learning experiences of Chicago public

2/-756 0 - 90 - 12
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school students and has spearheaded and supported advocacy ac-tivities for quality education.
The League's history also includes working to restore equity in

Chicago's public schools, and we are familiar with high dropout
rates, funding gaps, low achievement scores and other problemswhich may be contributing factors to the growing teacher shortage.Many recent reports have indicated that these factors oftenbegin as early as the primary grades when teachers show their ownlack of interest in preparation, especially in math and science.

As students move into the high school years, many, and particu-larly minority students are often tracked into lower-level courseswhich neither motivate nor prepare them for careers in math andscience.
Even more tragic is the reality that the precious few who enterteaching careers do not often experience positive results and re-wards in a profession from which all others must grow. More than2u percent leave the profession after the first year. The cause ofthis troubling trend toward departure is not new. Perhaps I serveas an example of a teacher who left the profession more than 12years ago for many of the same reasons that deter talented youngpeople today.
In 1989, out of our concern for the growing shortge of minority

teachers, and more specifically for the alarming shortage of minori-ty science and mathematics teachers, the League initiated a Sci-ence, Mathematics, Advocacy and Recruitment for Teaching,known as the SMART Program, which is housed in the Urban
League's Education Department and directed by a full-time pro:'?s-
sional staff and a part-time support staff person.

With funding from the Chicago Community Trust's Elementary
and Secondary Education in Chicago Grant Program, the League inpartnership with Northwestern University recently completed aone-year planning phase for the SMART program in which a four-
year science/math program was developed. The principal compo-nents of the program are student support and teaching career ad-vocacy.

The student support compont nt will consist of an individualized
talent development plan for each of the students enrolled in the
program Fifty students will be enrolled in the first year, and 25will be added each year for the four-year program. Participants
will begin the program in their freshman year of high school andwill conclude their involvement upon graduation. Activities foreach student will vary, but may include tutoring, cultural and aca-demic enrichment programs, cooperative learning initiatives, andlinkages with mentors and community educational institutions.

The teaching career advocacy component for which the League is
responsible will include all activities related to the coordination
and support of an advocacy group recently formed to address issues
of recruitment, training and retention of minority students into theteaching profession.

More specifically, the advocacy group, composed of key profes-
sionals, community leaders, parents and students, will focus onfour primary areas the low prestige of teaching as a profession;
poor orientation of African-American students toward careers in

1.) ;.
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teaching, limited financial resources for college tuition, and inad-
equate academic preparation, especially in math and science.

In an effort to affect the changes that appear more critical to the
development of an adequate pool of highly-qualified minority stu-
dents for the teaching profession, the advocacy group will examine
strategies for combating the problems that have been successfully
instituted in locales similar to Chicago. Moreover, new strategies to
fit the circumstances unique to Chicago's student population and to
target those organizations and institutions that have the power to
change existing policies and procedures will be created.

For example, it is anticipated that advocacy activities aimed at
addressing the issue of low prestige of the teaching profession
would need to be directed toward the Illinois Genera: Assembly
which has primary responsibility for funding schools. Action agen-
das that will result in more adequate salaries, school facilities,
class size and teacher preparation will also have to be devised. Ad-
ditionally, special funding for support of scholarship programs for
students interested in teaching needs to be in place.

The advocacy group will also be responsible for the development
of appropriate networks that will bring together representatives of
business and cultural institutions, scientists and mathematicians
who demonstrate sensitivity to th,, needs of students to act as big
brothers and sisters and serve as examples of success through edu-
cation.

Evaluation procedures for both components will be established.
Advocacy activities, such as increased media attention to the teach-
ing profession, legislation, policy changes by local public schools or
institutions of higher education, and linkages with other organiza-
tions working toward the same objectives will be monitored for ef-
fectiveness.

Visible changes in student attitudes, enrollment in more difficult
math and science courses, increased school attendance and im-
proved grades, greater interest in the teaching profession, and con-
tinuous contact with mentors will be evaluated to determine the
success of the student support component.

While we recognize that the SMART program is but one example
of an effort to address the shortage of minority math and science
teachers, we are Fv,peful it can serve as a model for others to
follow.

We stand ready to work collaboratively with others and to offer
you our assistance wherever possible.

Proposed legislation to create and support programs that provide
assistance to those who demonstrate an interest in careers in
teaching is strorrly urged. And perhaps more importantly, the crit-
ical shortage of minority teachers demands that provisions be made
for recruitment, retention and training of talented individuals from
those affected communities.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you, and I
congratulate you and Senator Paul Simon for your leadership in
these efforts.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Simon.
Serm#or SIMON Mr. Chairman, unfortunately, we are marking

up in the Judiciary Committee, two floors below, and I'm going to
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have to head right back down there. I simply wanted to join in wel-
coming Ms Duster, and to say that the Chicago Urban League
really has an excellent program v-wking with Northwestern Um-
versity. If the present trends are unchanged, a decade from now,
one-third of the student enrollment will be minority enrollment,
but only 5 percent of the teac.aers will be minority teachers. That
clearly is not a healthy thing. and I hope we can change those
trends.

I applaud you, Mr Chairman, for holding the hearing. I would
like to enter a statement in the record, and I regret I am going to
have to head back down and take ca:e of the Judiciary Committee
mark-up.

Senator PEEL. Thank you very much for coming for this even
brief visit I appreciate your interest very much, and your state-
ment will be included in full in the record.

Senator SIMON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman
[The prepared statement of Senator simon follows I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON Mr Chairman, I would like to welcome before
the iubcommittee Maxine Duster, director of the science-mathe-
matics program at the Chicago Urban League The League, in part-
nership with Northwestern University, has developed precisely the
type of teacher recruitment program that the Federal Government
needs to encourage.

Only a few high school-based teaching programs exist across the
country The most studied effort is the Teacher Cadet Program, a
one-year program for juniors and seniors, run by the South Caroli-
na Center for Teacher Recruitment An independent report found
the program to be very effective It "not only attracts bright young
people to teaching but also uplifts the image of teaching in the eyes
of' those who will and will not teach

Whether or not it's part of an explicit teacher recruitment effort.
involving students in teaching is an effectke way of improving
their learning According to the Car.:,e Forum on Education and
t he Economy.

"One-to-one tutoring is an exceptionally efThctive teaching
method With a trained tutor, an astonishing percent of stu-
dents academically outperferm those who are taught in con-
ventional classrooms with one teacher to 30 students

And the tutors often benefit even more than the tutees. My staff
recently visited the Teaching Professions Program at Coolidge
High School here in Washington, DC There, aftei an introductory
course, students "adopt" a student in a nearby elementary school
or childcare center and work with the teacher in the classroom for
a few hours a week Immed- ely after starting their teaching expe-
rience, their own interest in learning was Invigorated, and absen-
teeism was reduced Even if none of them go into teaching, just the
enthusiasm about school and learning engendered by the program
makes it worth the effort

Fortunately, many students who do have the teaching experience
do become interested in teaching as a career As one student in the

r
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South Carolina program said. "1 was able to test-drive my career,
and I decided that I want to spend my life in the teaching profes-
sion."

Unfortunately, this type of success is most difficult to achieve
among blacks. Of the 974 participants in the Teacher Cadet pro-
gram last year it was the black males who were least likely to
intend to teach. even after the program:
". . . those who we:e more likely to initially choose teaching

and continued to want to teach at the end of the [program]
were white females. And, those who were more likely to never
intend to teach were black males."

". . black Cadets--when compared to their white counter-
partsreported more career concerns about independence,
salary, opportunities for advancement, job security and a flexi-
ble daily schedule."

". . .
black Cadets were more likely to assert that they had

been discouraged by teachers from choosing teaching as a
career."

These findings point to the need for long-term, comprehensive
teacher recruitment programs focused on minority youth. That is
exactly tht type of program that the Chicago Urban League has de-
veloped, and we can thank the Chicago Community Trust for fund-
ing the program.

But that's only 100 students, and they won't be out of school for
a decade. We need hundreds of thousands of minorities to go into
teaching. We have the opportunity, with the legislation before this
subcommittee, to provide Federal encouragement and assistance in
replicating the League's program across the country.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hear-
ing and giving us the opportunity to hear about the Chicago Urban
League's "SMART" program.

Senator PELL. Dr Jacobson.
Dr. JACOBSON Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity to present

some of the key findings of Metropolitan Life's survey of the Amer-
ican teacher. Begun in 1984, we commissioned Louis Harris and As-
sociates to poll the attitudes of a national sampling of teachers.
The purpose was to add the voice of the teacher to the national
debate over school improvement and reform.

Since my submitted testimony is full of statistics, I would just
like to mention some brief and broad strokes and keep the num-
bers to a minimum.

First, some good news. The professional status of teachers has
improved over the last 5 years, teachers tell us For the first time,
a majority of teachers say they feel respected in today's society
That was not so in 1984 when we conducted the first survey. And
most now would advise a young person to pursue a career in teach-
ingagain, a dramatic change.

But despite gains in status and pay, the surveys reveal a disturb-
ing trend. Many who are just entering the profession quickly grow
disenchanted. More than a third of the newest teachers to the pro-
fession say that they will leave within 5 years, and among minority
teachers. a startling 40 percent say they will leave.
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Teachers themselves identified ways to attract good people Not
surprisingly, higher pay was important, but teachers think the
compensation for beginning teachers should be comparable to other
professions that require similar training. But other factors are also
important; like redu-ing the amount of time spent in administra-
tive duties and reducing teachers' sense of isolation and building
more of a sense of collegiality and participation.

Mentor teacher programs are favored by more than eight in ten
teachers, who no longer view them as producing artificial, perhaps
even threatening distinctions among teachers.

The number of minority teachers should be increased according
to three out of four teachers. This may be accomplished, they say,
by encouraging minority college students to consider teaching as a
profession, providing financial incentives, and expanding recruit-
ment programs down into the high schools.

Teacher preparation may be improved by a full-time, year-around, on-the-job training program for prospective teachers priorto graduation And many teachers also favor a teaching training
that involves colleges with scho,4 districts.

When it conws to managing schools, teachers support leadership
committees of principals, teachers, even students, to set and en-
force rules But most teachers think they should not play a majorrole in a range of tasks traditionally reserved for administrators.
They want to be involved in curriculum and planning and things
that involve the classroo.a, but they don't wish to take over things
that are generally the resi.onsibility of administrators, in tact, they
want to give principals greater control in their schools over, the
rules that govern their schools.

They think most of their fellow teachers are domg a good job,
but almost unanimously want to make It easier tor incompetent
teachers to be removed

But teachers need help The social problems that intrude in all ot
our classrooms are seen by teachers as an obstacle to teaching and
as an obstacle to learning And they say that these social problems
have worsened and strongly advise that social services are needed
to keep students from slipping through the cracks

Nine in ten teachers think conununity resources should be mobi-
lized so that they can refer students to them, and a large majority
of parents agree and think that counseling and support services area ke), \V* to miprove education. Teachers of high school students
see drugs. drinking and dropouts on the rise

Given these obstacles to learning, teachers believe students needhotter opportunities, programs to address drug and alcohol abuse,
and more after-school activities And they ranked social workers
and family services at the head of the list of choices for added
funding, guidance counselors ranked second

A majority of teachers see value in magnet schools, but are divid-
ed on parental choice Many feel choice could cause some schools tobecome unpopular and that the children going to them, perhaps
the most disenfranchised, might lose out, and interestingly, parents
agree

But teachers from 198-1 in the beginning have shown a willing-
ness to change They make the statement over and over that they
love to teach, and this perhaps is the best indicator and the most

CN '1
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positive indicator of change that teachers want to be heard, they
are simply asking us for more help to overcome the manr social
obstacles that confront them in the classroom

rriw prepared statement of Dr Jacobson followsj
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Thank you, Senator, for this opportunity to bring forward
pertinent findings on the state of the American teacher.

In 1984, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company first asked Louis
Harris and Associates to poll American teachers about their
concerns and aspirations as educators. This series of seven
commissioned surveys represents a sustained program of research
designed to bring teachers' opinions to the attention of the
education community and the American public. Over the years,
survey reports have highlighted such tops as the relatlonships
among teachers and students; developments in the teaching
profession; links between home and school; the views of former
teachers; the distinctive circumstances of minority teachers; and
the state of schools and the social environment in which they
function.

Each survey is based on interviews with a nationally-
representative sample. As a series these surveys afford a
retrospective on the years of moor education reform and,
employing trend data from several different years, measure the
impact of this important period in education. The 1989 report
presents some possible directions schools might take during the
coming decade by examining teacher's priorities for the near-
term future.

I believe certain findings will be of special interest to this
committee, and so my remarks focus on findings with a bearing on:

Teachers own view of their profession;

The impor..ince of initiatives for teacher recruitment and
retentioa;

1
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The critical shortage of minority teachers;

the models believed by teachers to be the most successful
means of teacher preparation:

School-based management teams;

Links between the school and the community; and

The issue of parental school choice as it relates to the

establishwnt of magnet schools.

Let me say first that the surveys indicate that the professional
status of teachers improved dnring the latter half of the 1980s.
In 1989, 48% of teachers said they believed they could earn a
decent salary as a teactier, up from only 37% in 1984. Also in
1989, 53% of teachers agreed hith the statement that "as a

teacher I feel respected in today's society." When our first
survey wag conducted in 1984, only 47% agreed.

Partly as a result of these improvements, two-thirds --67%-- of

America's public school teachers now say they would advise a
young person to pursue a career in teaching -- only 45% would
have provided such advice in 1984.

However, the 1988 survey revealed that young people entering the

profession may g.fickly experience disenchantment More tha,1 one-

quarter of all teach,2rs --26%-- and more than one-third of those

with less than 5 veers' tr:aching )erience --34%-- said they
would leave the plcJession within years.

Arong minority teachets, tie proportion reached d startling 40%.

harly on in the course of these surveys, teach^:s themselves
identified steps they felt would attract good people into their

profession. Higher pay was deemed to be important: the 1985
survey showed that 7')% of teachers felt providing compensatioN to
beginning teachers comparable to that in other professions which
require similar training could attract good people. But while
higher salaries may help, a majority of teachers also stressed
the importance of reducing the amonnt of time spent in non-
teaching duties and providing time for teachers to discuss their

needs and problems with other teachers.

while the percentage of teactars favoring such incentives as
career ladder programs and even merit pay has increased in recent

years, these practices characteristically received little support
over the course of the survey series. By contrast, the
percentage of teachers favoring mentor teacher programs stood in

1989 at 86%.

/
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Among teachers who think it is important to increase the number
of minority teachers in their profession, there is an emphasis on
such approaches as encouraging iinority college students to
consider teaching as a profession, favored by 65%; providing
financial incentives for minority students who want to become
teachers, favored by 66%; and expar.31ng recruitment programs to
high schools, favored by 53%.

As a way to improve teacher preparation, teachers are very
receptive to three approaches:

many teachers think more direct experience in the classroom would
improve teacher training--86% think "a full-time, year-round, on-
the-job training program that prospective teachers would
participate in plior to graduation" would improve teacher
training.

Some 72% feel this approach would improve teacher training if
used Itter graduation.

Teacher training could also be improved, according to 77% o
teachers, through "schools jointly operated by a university and a
school district whose responsibility would be to train teachers."

Allow me to note that this la.,t finding was an important factor
in Metropolitan Life Foundation's establishment of its College-
School Partners Program which, since 1986, has awarded more than
$1 million to 20 colleges and their public school parcne:s to
support their Joint teacher-preparation projects.

The surveys demonstrate both considerable progress in the 1980s
and the need for further reform. There are several proposals
that large majorities of teachers are willing to support:

There Is widespread support among teachers for the establishment
in every school of a leadership committee of principals,
teachers, and students to set and enforce reles: 67% agree
strongly that every school should establish such a committee. Atthe same time, most teachers think they should not play a major
role in such matters as assigning students, scheduling classes,
budget allocations, selecting principals and handling the non-
education problems children bring wtth them to school.

There is also widespread agreement with the statement that
"m,inclp:ls should have greater control over the rules governing

eir sc.liools." Forty percent of teachers agree strongly and
another 40% agree somewhat with this statement.

While 93% of teachers think most of their fellow teachers are
dedicated to their work, a similar 95% of teachers think that
"making It easier for incompetent teachers to be removed" would
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help attract and retain good teachers.

The surveys have shown that teachers believe that certain basic
conditions enable them to do their )ob better. Among these
conditions are greater collegiality, smaller classes, and less
time spent on administrative tasks.

41% of teachers report that their schools are now better in
"having more structured and organized time to talk with
colleagues about professional matters," but another 39%
report that their schools are worse now;

37% of teachers say that their school is better now at
"having teachers able to observe other in the classroom and
provide feedback to each other," while another 33% of
teachers say their school is worse now at this than three
years ago.

Although teachers believe that smaller class size helps them do
their )ob better, the proportion of schools with smaller class
size virtually unchanged from three years ago -- 42% of teachers
report their schools are now better, 41% report their schools are
now worse, and 15% say there has been no change;

With respect to "reducing the time teachers need to spend on
administrative tasks," the nation's public schools are losing
ground. Nearly two-thirds of teachers (64%) say their schools
are worse than they were three years ago, and only 23% of

teachers say their schools are better.

Ihough teachers feel better about aspects of their profession, in
contrast, they describe the problems they confront--namely
problems presented by the society in which they practice that
profession--as having worsened.

Teacl,rs want schools to be able to assist students and their
families in alleviating social and health pioblems which can
affect the educational process. In 1989, fully 84% said they
think the integration of education and social services "would be
a smart way of keeping at-risk students from slipping through the

cracks." Nine ih ten teachers 901-- think community resources
should be mobilized so that they can refer their students to
them. The 1987 survey revealed that 80% of parents also look
favorably on counseling and support services as a way to improve

education. Teachers also believe that schools should play a
greater role in helping students make the transition from school
to work.

In 1987, 96% of teachers said they thought that children left on

4
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their own after school was a cause of students having difficulty
in school, and in 1989, more than three out of four teachers --76%-- still found it a serious problem, including 33% who saw itas a very serious problem.
Student absenteeism is considered a serious problem by more thanhalf 531-- of all public schools teachers, and appears to beworsening. Furthermore, absenteeism worsens as children progress
through school; the same 1989 survey revealed that 79% of
high schg.ol teachers characterized it as serious.

Teachers of high school students see drugs, drinking, teenage
suicides and pregnancies on the rise. Last year, 81% of high
school teachers said drinking is a problem, up from 66% in 1985.Drugs, as a serious problem,

increased from 58% to 70%;, suicides
as a serious problem grew from 17% to 27%, and the drop out rateas a serious problem increased from 40% to 53%.

Given these obstacles to learning, teachers believe that betterjob opportunities (33%), less drugs and alcohol abuse (29%), andmore after school activities (29%) are the changes in their
school's communities that would have the most beneficial effect
on education in their school.

Teachers are concerned that schools, as currently organized, are
not fully equipped to deal with the worsening social problemsthey confront. A large majority think schools should be an
access and referral point for social services, while only 28% ofteachers think schools shouldn't have this responsibility, andshould focus on academics and not social services.

Consistent with their sense of the need for social services todeal with growing problems, when asked which two services theywould most like to see given added funding in their school,
social workers and family services were named by 40% of teachers,
and ranked at the head of a list that included sports programs asthe least-favored item for more financial support. Additionalfunding for guidance counselors was named by 31%.

A majority of teachers see value in magnet school.. But inassessing the impact of magnet schools, it may be important tonote the riews of teachers on choice. Asked in 1989 if "allowing
parents and students to choose the school the students want toattend" would help Improve education, 53% said it would help and46% said it would not help. Among teachers surveyed in 1987, 75%expressed the view that some schools would be unpopular, and thechildren going to them dould lose out; the teachers were joined
by 69% of a national F .riple of parents asked about choice.

About to-thirds ot America's
public school teachers look to the1990s ;.ith optimism about how education will change. On thewhole, 69% are optimistic that educational changes will be betterfive years 'rom now, and 1,41 dre optimist), that the eOucational
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performance of students will be better. And from the first,

teachers have consistently indicated their willingness to change
--an unexpected finding when it was first revealed in 1984.

Let me close by reiterating one of the first important findings
of this series of Gurveys: teachers love to teach -- 81% agree

strongly, another 16% agre somewhat, and only 2% disagree. We

found this to be just as true today as it was in 1984. MO this
sentiment is relatively constant across school level, school

location, and ethnicity and socioeconomic situation of students.

Despite all the obstacles, our teachers are asking, most of all,

for our help so that they can do their job better--the job of

educating our children. This is, I feel, one of the most
promising indicators of real change in the nation's efforts at

improving education.

6
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Senator PELL Thank you very much, Dr Jacobson I was dehght-
ed to hear you say that the survey showed that teachers have more
respect now than they did in 1984.

Dr. JACOBSON It was a dramatic increase
Senator PELL I thought it had gone the opposite way. I am very

glad. What were the specific figiires
Dr JACOBSON find them in a moment I think it was a 15-

point percentage increase from 1984 to 1989.
Senator PELL And would the other two members of the panel

agree with that result, or would you think that that survey is in-
correct?

Ms DUSTER According to information that we hae read on simi-
lar studies, that's fairly accurate

Senator PELL. Ms. Aronoff.
Ms ARONOFF I would say so, particularly in the schools where

there are reform efforts and where teachers have been empowered
and are beginning to have a voice in what goes on in their schools.

Senator PELL I was interested to hear at a hearing we had inRhode Island of a school in Woonsocket which intentionally does
not have any principal, but is run by the teachers, sort of like the
Swiss Government is run, on circulating basis

Ms DUSTER Senator. I would also like to add that I think thefigures derived from her s.udies or her research clearly are on
target in indicating that family services or social services need to
be more readily available in the schools because of the socioeco-
nomic problems, that children often come to school with I think
that is very much on target

Senator PELL What would be your thoughts as to what are the
characteristics that make for an outstanding teacher') I'll just ask
each one of you that question

Ms ARONOFF I think the most important tlung is that the teach-
er respect his or her students and that the teacher have a knowl-
edge and appreciation of the subject matter Also. I think planning
has a lot to do with it It 18 important for a teacher to plan as if we
have a lot of expectations for our students, because they will rise to
the occasion

Senator PELL With a particularly difficult student. or in a case
in which you don't know a student's background. should the teach-
er go to the students' homes on ocutsiou, 01 Jo you think that
Nvould be a mistake.'

Ms ARONOFF I think one thing tItat has helped us at the 1ssen-
tint School at Hope High School is that we do have very close ties
w it h the parents The parents have to sign a form giving their chit-
drrt permission to be part of the school, we expect then; to come to
meetings, we make a lot of phone calls and keep them very in-
volved

It does make a difTerence, and I think that the teachers who de-
cided to be in this program made an extra commitment to do
moreto keep in touch with families more, to check up on stu-
dents And teachers who have 200 students can't do that We have
less students, and we have planning time, we have double periods
so we spend more time with them.

Senator Pal. But do you ever go to the chddi en's homes or not'

3'
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MS. ARONOFF . Very rarely. Sometimes, because we have such
close contact, we get invited for dinner and family events and that
sort of thing. But mostly, we make phone calls and ask people to
come to the school. One thing that we'd like to do in Hope Essen-
tial when we have additional faculty is to have somebody who will
make home visits. That's one of our priorities, but we don't have
the additional faculty to do that now.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Ms. Duster.
Ms. DUSTER. Among the characteristics that I think are valuable

to a teacher certainly would include knowledge of one's subject
matter. I think in today's society, one has to also be familiar with
the cultural diversity that we have in our school population. The
third I think is sensitivity to the growing needs of the students who
often come to school unprepared even as early as kindergarten.

Senator PELL. Dr. Jacobson.
Dr. JACOBSON. Teachers can have all sorts of good intention and

preparation in their subject matter and so forth, but unless they
are given help in how to particularly address the prob:ems of many
of our urban city schoolsthey need help in terms of orientation
and working with diverse backgroundsI think this increasingly is
something that teachers are well aware of, that they need help in
order to be the good teacher that they wish to be.

Senator PELL Are any of you familiar with the program whereby
some schools give breakfast to the kids when they come in, and
they have found there nas been a substantial improvement in the
performance of those youngsters Does that apply in any of the
schools in which you are working,9

Ms DUSTER. Yes In fact. the Urban League's headquarters is lo-
chzed in the midst of one of the most devastated populations in
terms of geographic:, in the City of Chicago, and certainly most of
the schools who are in close proximity of that office certainly qual-
ity for the breakfasts and the lunches

I think it has been very, very obvious that man., of the kids who
come to those schools certainly perform better if they are fed

Seaator Pm. Dr Jacobson. are you familiar with any schools
that provide breakfast and what the difference is in performanc0

Dr :IA( OBSON The same resultsteachers cannot teach children
who are hungr,. tired, drunk and the like So that the intrusion
into the classroom of social problems prevents teaching and also
learning

Senator Pm. Or is it that there is a long gap in timethe c'Aild
may have breakfast at 7 a m.. and then by the time ¶ or In comes
along, he or she starts to fade. Would that be ._o?

Dr JACOBSON That's true And some children, of course, come
unfed if there were not provision wit hia the schools to feed them

Senator PEt.i, In Providence. Ms. Aronorf. do we have any break-
fast programs?

Ms AttoNovf. Yes We have a breakfast and a lunch program
One of the problems that we also have is that the buses cost so
much Students get bus tokens to conw to school but not to go
home, and that could cost up to five dollars a week for one child
So that's an additional expense
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Senator PELL Do you think that our thought of in-service acade-
Imes and national academies would help, based on the Congression-
al District or something of that sort, or do you think that is a little
extraneous? Let's start with Dr Jacobson

Dr JACOBSON Well, I would just be commenting, really, on what
the teachers have said on the national sampling. Eighty-six percent
of them said they believed a full-time, year-around, on-the-job
training program that prospective teachers could participate in
prior to graduation would improve teaching And 72 percent feelthat this approach would improve their ability to teach if used
after graduation So it seems to be a rather overwhelming interest
in, in a sense, more training and preparation for the classrooms
that they will be facing

Senator PELL. Ms. Duster.
Ms DUSTER Based on some of the initial surveys that we have

done. particularly with the schools that we Isited in anticipation
of targeting the three high schools to participate in the program
that I have outlined in my testimony, many of the teachers have
indicated that if they had had some early involvement, perhaps be-
ginning as early as their junior year in college, in having an oppor-tunity to have some exposure on an ongoing basis with schools that
were part of their training program at the college level, that would
have given them a head start, so to speak, in getting a better grasp
of what their responsibilities will be.

Second. I think all indicated that ongoing training 1% a s absolute-
ly necessary so that they would have an opportunity not only to
interact with their counterparts within their own schools, but also
an opportunity to interact with individuals from other schools, per-
haps, who had a different approach to teaching a particular topic

Senator Pm, Thank you Ms Aronoff
Ms ARONOFF I agree that teacher training im:, to change at the

university level.
I also know that very often teachers view in-servicethe word

'in-service- sounds like there is something wrong with teachers
and that they need to be "fixed up--and I know that there has
been a lot of' resentment because of that Teachers have gone to
workshops and they had said, "Oh, I could have done this myself,-
or "I would have rather stayed in school today and had my class-
es I think It is not the notion of professional training or ongoing
development, it is the way in-service programs have been tradition-
ally run It is very often someone from the top giviiig the training
and the advice as opposed to the teachers themselves. And I think
very often administrators fail to see that the teachers do continue
to read professional journals and to reach out and talk to other
teachers and that there is this ongoing process, but there isn't a
vehicle for It, and the vehicle used to be coming in from the outside
as opposed to from the teachers themselves.

I think what has helped us a lot at Hope Essential is that we
have this relationship with Brown University and their Ed Depart-
ment, and that has ...wen so important and made a very big differ-
ence.

Senator PELL Thank you
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I think we are very lucky in having Brown University in the
middle Jf the city The same thing happened in health education,
coo, I think, in having th Brown Medical School.

I envy you going back to Rhode Island this weekend ni be going
to Nicaragua, in the other direction. I wish you well, and Ms.
Duster and Dr Jacobson, thank you for being with us.

If you have any further thoughts for the record, please let us
have them I will add that the record v stay open for at least a
week in case any of my colleagues hay< ,.taternents they wish to
make, or you have any addenda. Thank you very much indeed.

We now come to panel 2, which includes Dr. Art Pearl, Professor
of Education and Psychology,. University of California at Santa
Cruz, Dr. Geraldine Carter, executive director, Sur al Skills Insti-
tute, Minneapolis; and Ms. Barbara Simms, a teacher at Southeast
Middle School of Baltimore in Baltimore, MD.

My understanding is that this panel will focus on Title IV of my
legislation, the New Careers for Teachers Program, and the crisis
we have in attracting mincr.ty candidates to the teaching profes-
Aon It looks as if it is going o get worse in the next decade rather
than getting better. We look forward to hearing from you. The fir.1
witness is Dr. Art Pearl.

STATEMENTS OF DR. ART PEARL PROFE3SOR OF EDUCATION
AND PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA l.RUZ.
CA; DR. N.; ERALDINE CARTER, EXECUTiVE DIRECTOR, SURVIV-
AL SKILLS INSTITUTE, MINNEAPOLIS. MN; AND BARBARA
SIMMS. TEACHER, SOUTHEAST MIDDLE SCHOOL OF BALTI-
MORE, BALTIMORE, MI)

Dr. PEARL. Thank you very much, Senator.
You have my remarks, so I am just going to speak extemporane-

ously.
Senator 13-_,LL. Good. They penetrate more easily that way, too.
Dr. PEARL. First, I'd I:ke to try to make clear what we mean by

New Careers New Careers was an idea that was deeloped in the
Sixties to try to take advantage of two things that we thought we
knewhow we could get the best out of a university education and
the best out of histo-ical apprentice programs. The idea was that
we would take any profession in education. 4.ry to organize it in a
logical sequence of steps, start making it available for people with-
out any prior skill training or experience and, through a combina-
tion of knowledge and skills developed in the classroom, with con-
tinuous education, as was emphasized in the previous panel, make
it possible for those with the talent and amb tion to become profes-
sionals to move up a negotiable ladder.

To do this, it means that rather than waiting for a decade to in-
crease the number of minorities in important positions, we can
begin to do that almost immediately. Not only could it be done for
under represented urban youth and under represented Afro-Arnert-
can and Hispanic populations but also, as it was shown in the Six-
ties, for Native Americans on Reservations, for rural population:
who also were under represented in the teaching profession, and
other people who come from low-in ,:me backgrounds.
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The experience was quite successfUl Upwards of 18,000 people
were brought into the Career Opportunity Program of the Educa
tional Professional Development Act of 1967, and the evaluation
showed that it recruited a large numberin fact, a majorityof
under represented minorities; a very large percentage of them
went on to become teachers; and other evidence was that it ap-
pearedthere was pretty impressive evidencethat the response
of students to these new professionals was better than it had been
when they were compared with other teachers. It has all of the
bPnefits that were talked about here before.

I think, however, it is also important to recognize that the pro-
gram that was initiated in the Sixties, and in some instances was
able to continue even though the funding for the program at the
Federal level was discontinued for 2 years, had some considerable
weaknesses.

The original program. as I said, was discontinued. Most people
were only able t get A.A degrees from it. It was based on a very
difficult to achieve matching system. It was organized in a helter-
skelter way, much too fast, without the adequate kind of prepara-
tion. The evaluation of it was not as good as it should be. And so I
think many of the things that I find in this bill remedy the weak-
nesses that were there before

I think it is important also to recognize that New Careers dif-
fered radically in philosophy from other bills that were initiated in
the Sixties It was organized on the notion f s(rvice from rather
than service to It was built on the idea that there was an opportu-
nity for people to become immediately useful, contributors to the
3ociety, and those kinds of attributes need. I think, to be developed
and continued.

There will be people here who can .-,peak. I think, much more elo-
quently than I to the kinds of personal benefits that New Careers
can bring I helped authm the original legislation. and I think I
had enough opportunity to see the program in its various imple-
mentations across tlw country to be able to talk with some knowl-
edge about them

Again, the idea is that people can be mitmlly brought into
schoolswe hae literally hundreds of thousand:, of paraprofession-
als currently working in schools, a large percentage of them from
under represented minorities. who du nut have under the current
systems the opportunity in most instances to move forward and get
a professional degree They don t hae the opportunity for continu-
ous deNelopnwnt and opportunity to benefit from the education.
And last I'd like to say that what this does do also is provide oppor-
tunities for continually looking at and renewing teacher education.

There is. as was pomted out before, a need to continually update
and look at how we can improve teacher education and a way of
bringing teacher education more closely in contact on a continuous
basis with what is going on in the classroom, particularly in those
jassrooms where the educational challenges are the greatest. It
seems to me this is an important part of this bill, and I congratu-
late you for a ithoring it, and I wish you success in its implementa-
tion. Thank you very much. Senator.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Pearl
(The prepared statement of Dr Pearl follows.]
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-repared ;t.atement ,f Dr. ArVlut 'earl

I am here to knd support for Title IV of S. 1676 - The National Teacher Act.

Title IV. New Careers for Teachers, revives one of the most successful programs of the

1960s It was uniquely different from most other programs of that era in that it stressed

service from rather than service to. It was a program specifically designed to reduce

econonuc dependency and It was based on dr assumption that if given opportunity not

only could people work their way out of poverty if the jobs they were in had upward

mobility. but. perhaps of even greater Importance. they could bring much needed services

to underserved communities New Careers was found in many pieces of legislation in the

1960s begmrung with the Scheuer Amendment to the Economic Opportunity Act Title

IV of the proposed National Teacher Act resembles the highly succersful COE act of the

Professional Act of 1965

In New Careers. rather than having the applicant meet the requirements of the job.

a career ladder was created e g.. teacher aide, teacher assistant, teacher associate.

teacher The entry position required no pnor skill or expenence New Careensts worked

their way up each step of the L.ler through a combination of work experience. university

courses delivered at the work site and liberal an courses at the university (Pearl &

Riessman, 19651 The !attest of the New Career programs was the Career Opportunity

Program (COP, of the Educational Professional Development Act (EPDA) of 1967

"The centerpiece of COP was the paraprofessional at,e who was usually
nunority (54 percent Black. 14.2 percent Hispanic. 1 7 percent Nativi American

Ncaly aine-terahs of those enrolled were member-, of !ow a:Lome ...miller, ;88
percent were female). The program embraced 132 separate sites. roughly 18,000
participants (Carter, 1977. pp 183-184)

The goals of the Career Opoortunn) : iogram IX er li.erse, broad and ainbal.ms

In retrospeLr probably too broad, too diverse and too ambiti-m. The COI' was dt igwd

to increase underrepresented mmonty teaLhers demonstrate thAt inadmissible studeni, au

succeed in higher education. lift people mired in poven \, out ,,t Nvert y. better met.' the

1

r p., ,
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needs of low income children, improve staffing in schools. and "respond to the growing

belief that the then-present destgns of teacher education were inadequate. particularly in

preparing teachers for the children of the poor" (Carter. 1977. p. 184).

New Careers apparently made progress on all fronts. How much progress is

difficult to gauge since the program was short-lived, inconsistent within and between sites

and only superficially evaluated. Despite these considerable difficulties there is powerful

evidence to suggest that many minorities were recruited into teaching.

"COP was designed to serve low-income and mmority adults. Nearly nine-
tenths of those enrolled were members of low-income fanulies and some seven-
tenths were non-white. The continuing shortage of teachers with such backgrounds
is seen, for example. in Alaska where 95 percent of the children in the State
Operated Schools were Native (Aleut, Eskimo. or Indian), while 99 percent of the
teachers at the start of the COP project were non-Native. On the Crow and
Nonhern Cheyenne Reaervations in Montana only five of the 210 cenified teachers
in 1970 were Indians. At their conclusion, the Alaska Career Opponunity Program
(run in conjunction with Teacher Corps) will have quadrupled the number of
Native teachers, while the project serving the Crow and Northern Cheyenne will
have increased the number of Indian teachers tenfold.

"Throughout the Hispanic-American and Indian communities there was still
a woeful underrepresentation of "indigenous" teachers. In Texas and the
Southwer' for example COP projects emphasized bilingual and bicultural
(Hispanic) education, and m New York City, a significant focus was placed in
meeting the needs of part of that city's Puerto Rican children" (Carter, 1977. p.
187).

"Of the 142 eegree-eammg COP participants m the Chicago project. 118
became teachers in target-area schools, that is. in schools populated by children of
low-income minority (bi.e. and Hispanic) background" (Caner. 1977. p. 204).

Students in the COP project did extremely well :-1 higher education. An evaluation

of four COP projects in Pennsylvania found among ti,,,se

...people who normally would have been rejected in a standard (college)
admissions review.., less than four percent of all COP participants were dropped
from the program for academic problems in Philadelphia 85 percent had a C
average or setter and 46 percent had an average of B or higher .. tut Philadelphia
27 students had graduated with grade point average t s or higher and had been
named Presidential Scholars. (Carter. 1977, p 181)

Did COP better meet the needs of low income duldren and improve staffing in

schools'' Again the evidence, though uneven and necesQrrly incondusive, is generally

2
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positive. In the , four Pennsylvania projects the Educational Research Association of

Bowie, Maryland - an independent evaluator - concluded:

"the schools were affected in a positive way. (Noted were)...the greatly
increased UM of teacher aides, a significant change in the way they were used, the
beneficial impact of aides on the environment (specifically in the case of Erie with
a history of racial tension and violence, the reduction and ultimate disappearance of
the disturbances that plagued one location), an increased leadership role for
teachers, increased opportunities for minority administrators, greater dependence on
local neighborhoods as a source of new teachers, and a general acknowledgement
that the COP-trained teachers would be more effective than others who had entered
the various systems" (Caner, 1977, pp. 196-197).

Other research also r oported the notion that COP was a good way to recruit

teachers.

'The COP program based at the University of North Dakota, with
participants from four Indian reaervation communities, provided college degrees
and teacher certification for 51 new teachers of American Indian origin. Virtually
all returned to their communities as full-fledged teachers, thereby creating or
improving those conditions: Better relations between children and their schools, a
probable slowdown in the rate of teacher turnover, teachers thoroughly attuned to
children and their problems, community pride in Indian-related attitudes, and, far
from least, proof that schools with Indian children could thrive with significantly
larger percentages of Indian teachers" (Carter, 1977 ;I. 204).

Similar results were found in other communities where the racial/ethnic

composition of the student body was much different than the trachers COP teachers did

more than bring a sense of the community to schools They were, in many other ways,

excellent additions to the teaching profession. Whcn compared with a comparable cohort

of non-COP first-ytar teachers the COP teacher appeared to be a better teacher On tests

designed to measure teachur attitude, the COP had more positive attitudes They

performed m a more desirable manner there was m.ore interchange between student

and teacher and students' talk was more respimsive ;,nit e irmled f and i mnre highls

correlated with positive student performance" (Carter. 1077 p '07i

3
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The success of COP teachers did not appear to fade the longer teachers were

employed If anything the differences between COP and non-COP teachers increased in

the second year of teaching.

"COP-trained second year teachers were more aware than their peers of the
'ethos' of the schools .... end the gap (between them and the non-COP group) was
widening CCP teachers tended to be more accepting of individual differences
among pupils and felt a greater sense of responsibility and axountability for the
pupil's program" (Carter, 1977. pp. 209-210).

In a follow-up assessment of two bilingual programs (Crystal City and Port Isabel,

Texas) the differences between the COP and non-COP teachers were even more marked,

"notably in the areas of two-way exchanges between pupils and teachers These higher

standards was annbuted to the unique qualities of bilingual education" (Caner, 1977. p.

210).

The impact of a New Cartet program can be seen after two decades. The

University of Miimesota. m conjunction with many social agencies, had a New Career

program, which Included the COP, and twenty years after its inception effons were made

to evaluate its success. Like most other such efforts, the pros am participants had been

poor, predominantly Black single women welfare recipients with children. Virtually none

had completed high school Twenty years later. of the 207 persons who had been in the

program. at least one had earned a doctorate. dozens had masters degrees and about half,

on whom information was found, had graduated from the university. New Careerists

reponed that the pregram had changed theu lives around from existences hopelessly mired

m poverty to well established ways of life (Amram, Flax, liamermesh. & Many. 1988).

The conditions that inspired a new career interiin ti ui the 1960s contume 10

exist, although the context and other conditions have changed 1.1e underrepresentation of

certain minorities in teaching remains a serious problem and because the numbers ot

4
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Hispanic students .and Asian students are mcreasulg rapidly. the mismatch between the

ethnicity of the teachers and the ethnicity of the student population is growmg. This

continues to be a problem because the school performance of students with

underrepresented teachers continues to lag behind the performance of better established

students. The record of New Careers, while not spectacular, provides some evidence of a

positive gain from more minority teachers servmg as role models.

It would be a mistake to make too much from the 1960s programs There were

many clearly identifiable weaknesses m those programs that this bill could hopefully

avold. The mo3t glaring problem of the early programs was that they did not have time

to d-velop; many were terminated in two years because of the conditions of the funding.

Marcus Foster. the martyred Superintendent of the Oakland Schools system, told me how

he had been forced to end the COP program even though he beheved n was the most

effective program he had working for the students in that beleaguered system. The

provision of five year grants as called for in this bill, with realistic matching begmning

after the second year, is a significant improvement over thc earlier vers;ons of this

concept.

Few of the 19603 programs developed logically defined career lath' 'I, nor did

many develop creative staffmg patterns. With the emphasis on restructuring in S. 1676, n

ts Imperative that in the first stages, grants be given tn programs that have well developed

plans for career ladders and well defined job descripnons and preparation plans for

promotion.

The greatest obstacle for a successful new cater program is the LEA-DIE

relationshop Institutions of Higher Education have diffkuli,, a,commoclatmg the demands

of a new career program It is not without reason that those who ongmally developed the

new carter concep: called it an "upstde-down" cumculum By that, n meant that field

5
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experiences normally reser eu i-or the latter stages of teacher preparation take place at the

beginning and theory and methods are organized on a developmental basis throughout an

individual's preparation to be a professional teacher New Careerists in the Muinesota

pmgrani complained that they found the beginning aspects of the program unnecessarily

arduous because they were asked to meet all of the university class requirements and all

of the rob revirements and there was little integration or even commanication between

the two.

The ideal new _area program utilizes the best of an apprenticeship and the best of

a University liberal ar.s education fhe challenge is to integrate and generate learning on

the job that can legitimately be given university credit and to organize the job to

encourage the paraprofessional to think in academic terms The provisions of this bill call

for well defined carter ladders and integrativil between the schools and higher education

institutions It is important that when guidelines are developed the relationship be specific

and detailed to insure that tins iir?ortant aspect of the program is met

And lastlr. I cannot emphasize strong!: enough how important evaluation is in

these developmental stages The evaluation of the earlier programs was useful but too

scattered Evaluation in this proposed New Careers fol Teachers should incorporate not

only high quality quantitative research to give solid evidence of how well the program

works when compared with other teacher preparation approaches, but it should also use

solid ethnographic and other qualitatise methods to get a better sense of how the

prokrams met particular nronlems

Tbe osemding issue in education is Hums we di. With of tea hiffF The

criticism directed against some affirmative action progtaI1i I that less qualified applicant'

are chosen over the more qualified In the final analysis Ne Careers provides the best

6
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possible way of thoosing the most qualified applicant Only in New Careers does an

mdnidual have to prove her-or-hunself capable of handling many different situations over

a tong period of time in the only place that counts the classroom before she or he is

allowed to become a professional teacher And perhaps ot even greater importance, New

Careers brings more quality to the paraprofesslonal in education by increasing the rigor of

training, budding more precision to Job descriptions, and giving Incentive to the most

talented to remain in the classroom because their is the ical possibility of graduation Into

a professional position

Thank you very much for permitting me to speak on this vital topic
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Senator PELL Dr Carter, Senator Durenberger wanted very
much to be here to welcome you, but his schedule precluded his
being here

We welcome you.
Dr. CARTER. Thank you.
I wish to thank this committee for the invitation to come and

share with you how the New Careers program influenced the flow
and direction of my life.

For me, and for so many people like me, the New Careers pro-
gram was a dream come true. In 1961, I graduated from high
school, got married immediately, had two lovely children and then
said to myself: Now, what? I felt that after all of the hard work
getting through high schooland indeed it was hard work, because
for me high school was very boring, and it continues to be very
boring for many of our students today. Anyway, I made it through
high school But the r,! was nothing positive waiting for me to do. I
had that feeling, and later on my feelings were substantiated by
statistics.

There were no positive, financially rewarding employment oppor-
tunities for me, a blank female with only a high school education.

In .964, approximately 35 2 percent of America's black female
work force were employed as domestics in private nouseholds, one-
fourth were employed in service work as maids, waitresses in
hotels and restaurants, and 11 percent were employed in clerical
jobs And I rs?ally wasn't interested in cleaning anybody's house but
my own.

I knew at an early time in my life that I wanted to work not
only for people but with people, and especially with children.

My first job after I had my children was as a teacher's aide with
the Minneapolis public school system My experience was that I
was given all of those children ho were experiencing learning and
behavior problems, most jf whom were minorities, specifically
black children. and I didn't really know what to do with them in
terms of helping them understand that learning could be fun and
exciting and rewarding.

It was in the public :,chools as an aide that my dream first start-
ed to form I really had a \ ision of mysdf being able to help these
young children. but I knew that I needed further training I
vinted, I needed. I N.A.is determined to get a college education.

I had seeral prerequisites in place. I had goals. I had deep com-
mitment. I had purpose, I had fear of the unknown that was ener-
gizing me But what was left was that I did not have the financial
means

Then I heard about something that at the time I felt was too
good to be true That was thE New Careers program It was offer-
ing an A A degree. a program that would pay for low-income
adults to receive an A A degree

It was the New Careers program that began a chain of events
that really turned my life around It gave me hope for the future
and assisted me in beginning to realize my dream.

What it provided me with was the means to pursue my dream
and encouragement I did meet people at the University of Minne-
sota who believed that I and others like myself could achieve if
only given the chance
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New Careers supported me through tutor ing and study skills en-
richment, it increased my confidence in my ability, and it really
initiated a love affair for me with higher education.

I completed my undergratate work in 3 years through a com-
bined programnow, this certainly was not plannedthrough a
combined program with going to school at the university in the
evening and at Concordia College during the day.

After completing my B A , I experienced the satisfaction and I
still N.' anted more I thought there was more that I could acquire to
be abk to help young children I did receive additional scholarships
to continue my graduate studies, but it was the support base that
was proYided to me by the Helt- Center, which I first was intro-
duced to by the New Careers program, that provided moral support
to assist me as I studied ttrough the maze of graduate education

I pursued the master's. I pursued the specialist degree in educa-
tion With those things accomplished. I began to live my dream of
educating black children w hile secur ing a Ph D in education.

I taught high school, working with youth with special learning
and behaY ror problems, and after 1 year I became a teacher on spe-
cial assignment with th Pilot City Mental Health Services, which
was a unique arrangement. haYing a teacher work with Mental
Health.

discoyered through my experiences as an educator with the
public schools and tnrough my special assignment that it 1., fine to
yNork yNith childien. but you atso must be committed to working
yNith parents, because children do go honw, and we want them to
have a positive home environment.

I was not able to continue to work with the families as well as
the children in the public set-lows. so I decid2d to step out of the
public school system and start my own private nonprofit agency

This ceally YNas a phase that seemed like the impossible dream,
but it helped me to begin to really realm. some things that I had
aksays., v,anted to do, to start my own nontraditional agency I do
beheYe that I coati not haye started this a, ency, though, without
the ur iyal skills that New Careers gave me I wanted to pass
those skills on to others who were facing crises in their lives.

I am glad that I haN,e had the opportunity to share with you how
New Careers proY ided me \Null incentives, the means, the encour-
agement and promise of dream fulfillment The program alloyNed
me to gain skills and assert my talents It helped so many people
come to knoYY vho they really were and to offer Lherr talents to
assist other people in the growth process.

My brother was also part of New Careers
I just want to say that I really feel that It is because of NeYN Ca-

reers that I was able to overcome some real obstacles in my life,
and I hope that others will be given the opportunity.

If you put the financial resources together with the human re-
sources, the human spirit can fly, it can achieve, rt can overcome
many. many obstacks. and it can contribute to society instead of
taking away. Thank you

Senator Pm Thank you very much, and thank you for the ar-
ticulateness of your presentation,

[The prepared statement of Dr Carter follows I
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I wIsh to thank the fw.,,mmittec .g Art, and Humahittes
f,r the invitatiuIn to share with rou h,w the New .areers Program
influenced the tlow and dizeition ot m. lire For me and so many,
Irk, me, the New Careers Program wa a dream come true!

In I g:aduated :LOT h,gh got married, and had two
lovel,, child:en and the% said to myelt, "Now What

I telt that after all my hard work getting through high school,
and it was hatd work, be,..ause I hated h,gh school (it was so bgringf,
I telt that after all rm, eflort5 to ,omplete high s.hool, that
semetting was wronr, be, t w,, , :111. : pu. . .ve t

rne to 'o 'I learneg late: 'tit m, reel.ng-, at the t.me wet.
, mod I egat It et4,1,,ment Amet a ' k

: ema .e wotl, orce. hint.; .eus 1; v.: nity t he: e wet e
n. tive Ittans omi 15 rewarg...: eTp.(,.ment opoortunities fo:

, m Black temale w.fh only a hf.:1 aol dr; loma

.n ,64, a:proximatel, 3. )1, ot Amer. a' . Black female work for.e
were empl ,yed as "domestic'," in priate households. one fourth
were employed in service work (mards, waitresses in hotels and
.estaurants), eleven per,ent I I were employeg in ,Aer.cal jobs.
I was not interested in cleaning anyone's house but my own.

I knew at an early time in my life tl.at I wanted to work. I wanteu
to work not only for people, but with people so that my sense
of direction would come mote from 111,, ..onsumers rather than a
traditional boss or superior.

My f.rst job atter I hag cr, child.en rids as a .ea..her Aide with
the Mihneapolis Publ.c 1hools. my e.perlen._. was that I was
g.,,en all of the ch:Idie: .ho we:, lea,ning
laehavior 7roblems, musl. 01 fhe,.e '1,1f e wet.,? minot.ty
"specifically

3
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It wds as an Aide in the publiw schools that my dream first began

to form. I had a vislon of myself beIng able to help young chrldren

learn. I wanted a college education. I wanted to show children
that learning could be fun, exciting, self enrancing.

I wanted, needed, and I was determined to get a college education.

I had several prereqursites In placer goals, deep commitment,
moral purpose, and a fear of the unknown that energized me.

What was left' What I did not have was the financial means.

And then I heard about something that at the time I felt was too

good to be true - NEW CAREERS The New Careers Program a program

that would pay for low income adults to attend college to
receive an Associate of Arts degree.

New Careers began a chain of events that turned my life around,

gave me hope !or the tutur2 and assisted me in heqinning to realize

my dream.

New Careers provided me with the means to pursue my dream

ENCOURAGEMEN: I met peoi,le at the University of Minnesota who

believed that I and others like me could achieve it only given

the chance.

New Careers gave me suppo. through tutoring and study skills

enrichment.

New Careers In.:ea.ed m, cntrdence in my abiltt, dad ih.1
my love aria_ wit:, e. :her edu,ation I comple.ed my und, r-

g adaate I:, 11 t hrolltjh r t ltJto I

:011e9e r,t Paul' ah,. the rniversity Jt Minnesota But atre:

..omplering m, B.A. d,drev, I \perienoed a serh,e o: d.asar.sra, *1

with my a,h.e%emen' I eq.er.enced reLonnition that to oe

etiective, 3 needed n :e spe..ializatron. I re.eived s,holaiskips

to dontinue T. graddate edu,ation, however, I. was .he supptd'

base provided :a, th iL.P i.ehter to Wh CI I wa, fi.st intrtc.ea
by the New Lareers Program. that provided the mural suppor- to

assist me as :
Stt-J,:::C,! through the maze of graduate educatioh

pursued my ,r A pursded my Specralist degree An educa'ion
w.th thcse th.ngs aL,ompl.shed, I began to attempt to live m,
dream ot eddcatihy Bk ,,h,ldren while contiauing on to setare
my Ph.D. in Edu,ar.on I *aught high school yhuth with
learn.ng a.0 rottlems nd atter one year, I beLame
eacher oh aie_ral 15iidnmen, to a mental health

. m, evi .ent.tt as an eduLa',,:

OOi. Ind : 'wdt, m .a 1 ass 19nmen, O. e me,,t al Ho

ir, I , t h idhood s , 1 w,

Jfl,

t1
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id: ell 11. I s .1: V 1:.t t lie: 1,1 pa: On' s
s, !cools Ne art, , W 1 t T 10 too t,,t ,,1 1:, m;

: Ira; and SO e \Jet ed I I I..tA rat . No .1.)en,
zat 101, seemed t o de: I,. set v es to Blat t Idr en in the

[al t i_ont igurat lov that 1 5as 11I. el eSt ed 111 at that
Imo, laded a st: on,, par enta ement

.0, began to dr eam %..hat I t hought wa, t he imposs :hie dr eam the
cam t t ,st atl .shing m, o%..n agency in th Minneapo is designed

to set ve Ulack Id- en t hr ough work .nq 1 t h pa: ent s in a pr oblem
o, yr: 1 or Int er vent ion p: ocess.

Ne~ a: ee: s aase me su: viva 1 ski l ls, and ed u pass those
I A Vo to t het we.... tat :nu , ,, .n the 51 1 I yei

tat:. ol and SUpt 5 ....a e t e I ...onlC,1 make t hrougt I a I 178, t he S,5:, 1. 11, Ins t Itute, Inc
.: ve a.. -, des la: ed . 110. en ill a. k t"mi l les
mi t,ss Lk dr eam ame rue. I t k and sac: i f IL ,

b.: 1 acne t ue

Jr, t ot i t I t t to shat 1 : " ht, : he Careers
i : jet: tile 21,..ent he meant>. LI.e en, Out ayement ,

' 'le promise . t d: eam f u 1 lment ,Nram al lowed me tO
Oat,, 1,s oo,,et t talents 1 t he .pod so man. people come

.0° who t heS real v.et e and to ot e: the.: t a lents to assist
e0i le gl et.th Ocess

. . _ orne ^ t 01. out;', NeW Lace,: t,
..;e: 11 , :11 1 . 0 .

.1' I 1 1,1 4 50".":
I e . ( N. t t.1,1['l ' '

Ot , r en,: a . . " ,, ve .
e t. oqr.ir

M, sa, es, dreams has let t me . ten. I am ont who has
over ome a:, I I ,.:unt :nue eye/ t 0 :A. a :o le model for
}ouna DI a, is 41:1, to: por people, and t o: an one who has heJ

oh .n their . I e.

New , al ee: art a rot,. (11t1,: 0 U OVCI .
, eel am a .1, m.l 11,1 0.1 o 1 rn:

. .1 ,a Arr . e Now oo: , Curt. ne
' ,,o ,,` . ' I lie 1 .1.1rtat, te',. 11/ _ eS Ira the

. 1 : , 1' 1, '1, 0' , at: r
t.ei

`a I. Ot e :
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Introduction of Dr Geraldine_Carter

Mr. Chairman I want to thank you for the opportunity to

introduce a constituent of mine whip truly represents the success

of some of the programs we are talking about today.

Dr. Geraldine (Gerry) Carter started off like many women of

her time. She graduated from high school, got married and raised

her children. As her children got older, she went to work and got

a job as a teachers aide in the Minneapolis Public Schools.

Looking for a way to move up the ladder, Dr. Carter found out

about the new careers program that allowed her to attend college

and work for her bachelors degree in education. The new careers

program allows paraprofessionals and other non-teachers within the

public schools system to earn their teaching degree and to go on

into careers in el.ementary and secondary schools.

In addition to her bachlors degree, Dr. Carter also

received her Masters degree in Education Psychology, and her PhD J
in

Educational Administration from the University of Minnesota. As

you will see by her testimony before us today, Dr. Carter has more

than returned her services to the teaching profession.

Over the years, Dr. Carter has worked as a preschool

language development specialist at the Parent Child Care Center,

as a research assistant at the University of Minnesota, Supervisor

of Student Teachers at Clinton Elementary School, Special

Consultant to the State Department of Education, and a Specialist

in Learning and Behavior Problems at Central High School in

Minneapolis.

The knowledge and experience she has gained over the years

1.)
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has lead her to found the Survival Skills Institute in

Minneapolis. Survival Skills Institute is a uon profit

organization to facilitate healthy family functions of minorities

and at risk children and their parents - providing a number of

innovative family focused child development programs.

Although Gerry likes to keep a low profile in the work she

has done, her achievements have proved to bring wide recognition

for her accomplishments. Most recently she received the Wilder

Non-profit Excellence Award for the work she has done through the

Survival Skills Institute. She was also the first recipient of

the Community Service Award by the University of Minnesota's Black

Caucus.

There are many other accomplishments and achievements that I

could outline for you all, but I prefer not to take any more time

of the Committee and to allow Dr. Carter to speak for herself.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for bringing before

us today such a distinguished panel of witnesses.
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Senator PELL. MS. Simms.
MS. Smois. Well, it is kind of hard to follow that speech. But/ I

am a very simple person, and we are all here about the samethingeducating the children.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Barbaqt

Simms, a sixth, seventh and eighth grade special education science
teacher at Southeast Middle School in Baltimore, Maryland and amember of Baltimore Teachers Union, Local 340, of the American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO.

AFT President Albert Shanker told you at a prior hearing that
more than 5,000 paraprofessionals in Baltimore and New York Cityalone have become teachers. I am proud to say I am one of those
5,000.

As a former education paraprofessional, i have a special interest
in this legislation before you. I became a paraprofessional in Balti-
more City schools in 1968. I'd like to make a correction right here.In 1970, I began my teacher training and completed it 4 yearslater. I continued on and received my masters also. I received aB.S. in special education in 1974, and I received my masters in
mental retardation in 1976. I have been a certified teacher for 16years.

Paraprofessionals joined the education team in the mid-Sixties,
first as a part of efforts to address the needs of at-risk students andlater as part of the team instructing handicapped children.

Paraprofessionals were brought into the classroom to help the
teacher with paperwork and clerical duties. Over the years, theirrole was greatly expanded to include more individual students and
group instruction, reinforcing the teacher's lesson.

During that time, career ladders were developed in several cities,
New York City and Baltimore included, as part of the New Careers
program. These career ladders provided opportunities for parapro-fessionals like rnys-1 to get the education and experience neces-sary to become certified teachers. This was an avenue that wouldnot have been open to me, a single parent of four children in
school, without the implication of the Career Opportunities Pro-
gram in Education in Baltimore City in 1970.

The COPE program allowed me to work half-time as a parapro-
fessional and to study half-time at Coppin State College. And
during my term in college, I went in the afternoon, half a day, atnight, and also on Saturdays. That's why I was able to finish in 4years on time.

I know I benefited more fully from my college training because
of my classroom experience. In addition, I worked at a school in mycommunity where I knew the students and understood their prob-lems and needs.

Similarly, a tuition ..assistance program in New York City was
implemented in 1968 but lost funding after 1 year, in part because
paraprofessionals did not have a union to represent their interests.
That was remedied when New York City paraprofessionals chose
the United Federation of Teachers as their representative. UFT ne-gotiated a career ladder for paraprofessionals that ptovided tuition
reimbursement, release time and summer stipends for paraprofes-
sionals to pursue higher education. More than 8,000 paraprofession-
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als have taken advantage of the career ladder, and 5,000 of them
have gone on to become teachers in New York City.

More recently, AFT locals in San Francisu and Denver have set
up pilot paraprofessional career ladders to meet teacher shortages
in these cities. Twenty-five paraprofessionals in San Francisco have
completed the program, and 40 more are in process.

In Denver, 16 paraprofessionals have completed the first year of
their program. AFT locals in ChiCago and Philadelphia are initiat-_.
ing similar programs.

At the State level, AFT's Connecticut affiliate was the driving
force behind State legislation that created Ole Teaching Opportuni-
ties for Paraprofessionals program, which erves minority pares in
becoming certified teachers.

As a member of the American Federati n of Teachers, I won_id
also like to share with you our interest I in the development of
career opportunities for paraprofessionals [and school support per-
sonnel. The AFT represents more than 125;000 classified school em-
ployees across the country, The success of; proposed changes in the
structure of schools and the delivery of education will rely on the
important and diverse services and skills Provided by all school em-
ployees.

School bus drivers get students to school on time. The school sec-
retary is a liaison with parents and the community. The classroom
paraprofessional provides special services to individual students.
The food service worker provides nutritious school breakfasts and
lunches. And custodial and maintenance employees keep the school
clean and safe. All school employees have a unique commitment to
making our schools work at the highest possible level.

Many of them live in the communities in which they work and
very strongly feel the need to provide top-quality educational pro-
grams for their own and their neighbors children. As an example
of their dedication and commitment, 78 percent of Baltimore City
paraprofessionals have been on the job for 13 years or more.

Like all workers, school employees are eager for opportunities to
learn and grow in their careers, whether that means a move into
the ranks of teachers or remaining in their current profession.
Better schools will depend on providing all school employees the
chance to improve their skills and perform their jobs even better
than in the past.

The AFT and I whoh-heartedly support S. 1675 and S. 1676. We
believe that thece bills will lead to improvement in the teaching
profession and more opportunities for all school employees to iim
prove their skills and the performance of our schools.

I thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
I was interested to hear the impetus that the Careers in Educa-

tion program has already given some of you.
I will ask Dr. Pearl, who is familiar with the background, who

initiated thatwas that my predecessor, Wayne Morse?
Dr. PEARL. No. It actuak tarts with the shorter amendment to

the Economic Opportunity Act. Wayne Morse carried the bill in
the Senate. And for a period of time, there were New Careers
riders on almost every bill that dealt with human services.
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What happenedand I think iL is important to understandthe
biggest problem was not so mull that the need was lost, but that
in education, when we went th ough a period of declining enroll-
ment, the capacity to absorb mare people became very much morelimited. /

Now we are in a situation where we have rapidly increasing en-
rollment, particularly in the State that I'm from, where 150,000
new students enter the school/system every year, a great percent-
age of them from under represented_ minorities, and we have nomechanism to realistically meet that thing without something like
New Careers.

Senator PELL. I appreciate that which is why Title IV of my ownbill is all about the New Careers for Teachers program.
What this reminds me of a little bit is what should guide us allas public servants, which is what teachers are, and politicians,which is what I amI have a seven-word motto: Translate ideas

into events and help people. That is what we all should be doing,
and we are doingyou are doing it in your own way, you are help-ing people; I am doing it in my own way, to take an idea and put it
into a program, which is what Wayne Morse didI have been inchis job off and on for 20 years or more, I guess, now, but which
Wayne did beforein our own work.

At any rate, I was just curious how you felt that this New Ca-
reers model could accommodate oi.:ier areas experiencing teacher
shortage. Here, I am thinking of the Indian reservations, the rural
areas, other minority groups. We have in my State a new surge of
immigration of Southeast Asians.

How do each of you see this helping, starting out with Dr. Pearl.
Dr. PEARL. Well, for Indian populations and American popula-

tions, New Careers was extraordinary successful and established
some very interesting relationships with the University of Coloradoand the Sioux in North Dakota, with the University of Montana
and the Blackfeet in Browning, with a variety of programs with
the Navajo. And it was the only time in our history that we man-aged to get Native American teachers. That, combined with Teach-
er Corps and some other kinds of things, we were able to deal withthat.

We also have an extraordinary need for bringing in many of ourremote urban areas people into teaching who are indigenous tothat area and have the capacityand in this particular time, it isgoing to be harder and harder to get people to go to those areas,and if they do go to those areas, to have the sensitivity and under-
standing to be able to work. So that is another population that
New Careers should be able to work successfully with.

And let me add one other, which I think is an extraordinarily
important one, in California and I think increasingly for other pop-
ulationspopulations from Vietnam and others where there are noteachers, and an increasing critical need to be able to provide serv-ices. Here is another place where we could immediately be able todeal with people, provide opportunities for upward mobility, give
them the hope and the continuous development that would make itpossible for people where we don't have the bilingual teachers
available in any numbers to provide them with support.
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Senator PELL. Thank you. I would agree with you on that, par-
ticularly with regard to the Asians, where we really ha\ve no teach-
ers; as you point out. In my State, we have a huge influx of very
intelligent and hardworking people, but who face many obstacles
in their attempts to mainstream into American life.

Dr. Carter.
Dr. CARTER. Of course, I am most familiar with the urban areas;

that is where' I live, work, and grew up. We have some excellent
people who are already currently involved in the school system as
teachers' aides as I once was. The only thing that is lacking for
themthey have the commitment, they have the concern, they
have the, sensitivity, they have the knowledge of how to live and
survive in those areasbut they do not have the skint; to really
betcin to help the children learn. And I think that a program stich
as New Careers that would provided them with those skillsyou
would just have dynamite teachers, because the commitment, con-
cern and caring is already there, and all they need is the opportu-
nity to gain the skills.

nator PELL. I like your phrase, "dynamite teachers"that's
just what we're looking for.

Ms. Simms.
Ms. Simms. I'd like to add to that, because in my situation, I do

work in a multi schoolKoreans, blacks, white, the whole gamut
and to continue to educate the paraprofessionals, again, like Dr.
Carter is saying we would have some dynamite teachers.

I would just like to expand on the program itself. I was the 144th
participant, and for me, the COPE programCareer Opportunities
Program in Educationand if it weren't for that program, I
wouldn't be where I am today, to be able to raise my four children
and educate myself and then wOrk with other children, which I
enjoy doing today. I really love my job; I love being there for so
many years, and I would just share that I hope they do pass the 25-
year retirement bill, because I'm a late bloomer; I did finish at the
age of 35. So the New Careers program, I definitely, whole-hearted-
ly support, because to continue to educate the paraprofessionals,
we would turn out some dynamite teachers.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
I believe I'm correct in sayingcorrect me if I'm notthat this

tension between the local educational agencies and teaching col-
leges. Are any of you familiar with that tension, and what can be
done about it?

Let's start with Dr. Pearl.
Dr. PEARL. Well, yes, I am very familiar with it because I work

in a higher education institution and I have been involved in that
for some time, and it has been a problem. Parts of your legislation
address that problem of trying to find ways to bring higher educa-
tion institutions and the school community closer together and to
get people in higher education to be more responsive to the real
problems.

I think New Careers, both in its imperfect ways in the Sixties,
and hopefully in the more perfect ways in the current legislation,
would help enormously to reduce that tension.

I do think it would be very important in those early stages to be
ensured, as your bill calls for, the negotiated contract being in

..,
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place botween higher education, the local educational agency andthe Star.e credentialling agency so that we can develop models that
would be able to ease that kind of continuing tension, and I think
the bill as written goes a long way in making that possible.

Sena dor PELL. Thank you. I appreciate that very much.
Another question. There are a series of steps, like a staircase,

that one has to achieve as one goes along. Both Dr. Carter and Ms.
Simms have been quite articulate in explaining that. Do you think
that is a good system, with the specific steps, or do you think it
should be changed in any way?

Dr. CARTER. Could you expand on that a little bitsteps in termsof--
Senator PELL. Do you feel that it is the correct approach that wehave Step 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as you move down the line.
Dr. CARTER. I think I probably skipped some steps. I think we

really have to examine what is it that we as individuals need as we
be 'n to .progress and grow and develpp into our professionalism.

me of the things that are required by the colleges, I think par-ticularly older, more mature adults, which we are probably goingto get, may not necessarily need to go through all of those steps.
They come in with some skills and things that I think we need to
recognize on the higher education level.

Quite often, too, we have people who are much younger instruct-
ing those who are older on how to interact on the human level, and
they don't always know it all.

Senator PELL. Quite correct.
Ms. Simms.
Ms. Stmts. I was just sharing, again, as I was talking to my

group in the back that we need to look at both ends, the youngerand the older. As I was stating, retirement time, 30 years being inthe system, I am at that tender young age now that it is time to
retire. So I'm just saying look at the younger, like 21 through 30,
something like that, as far as retirement time is concerned for the
career ladder, because in many instances, some of the group that I
came through with, because of the age aituation, they decided theydidn't want to go on. But I went on because of my children and
being a divorcee and all that, and I'm glad I did, because I have
received many benefits and many rewards from it. So I am just
saying look at the age.

Senator PELL. Dr. Pearl.
Dr. PEARL. I think it is important that we have a career step

ladder in the bill. I think it is also important that in the evalua-
tion, that that be looked at. When the bill came into being, that
was basically an arbitrary guess that I came up with, without expe-
rience, that we ought to have this four-step approach, because I felt
it was important that people could see themselves moving withthat kind of hope, progressively up a ladder to a professional
career.

I think it certainly should be flexible enough so that people who
can skip some of those steps should be able to do that, and there
should be also places where people can step off at and continue to
be able to provide an important service even though they don't
have either the ambition or maybe the particular talents to moveon to a professional career.

I". 0 ,,A
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Those intervening steps provide a lot of protection to the system.
'They provide a protection of making sure people can operate where
;they are most qualified, and at the same time they make it possible
for people to keep moving up and have this ongoing development
that people talked about that was so essential to their own careers.
, I think it is importantif I can add one othor statement based
on the earlier experiencesI attended last year a 20-yetr anniver-
sary at the University of Minnesota where I had the opportunity to
meet Dr. Carter. Person after person talIced about how difficult
those early years were under those existing programs because of
the lack of meaningful integration between the university and the
field. They talked about having to do three full-time jobs, and it is
to their credit that so many of them were williug to do ita full-
time job at the school, a full-time student at the university, and
ithen they go back home, as many of them were single parents, and
;be full-time parents, and they managed to do it I think that's
Igreat, but I think it would behoove us tO make it a little less diffi-
cult in this new bill, and this new bill I think does that.

Senator PEI.L. Good. Thank you.
I'd like to turn now to the ranking minority mrmber, Senator

Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for coming in late, and since I did, and did not have

the advantage of hearing the comments, I'll just wait until the next
panel.

Thank you very much. and I appreciate those who have come to
testify.

Senator PELL. Thank you all very much.
Our final panel consists of Ms. Brenda Dann-Messier, and we

welcome her. She is the din ctor of the Educational Opportunity
Center at the Community College of Rhode Island in Providence;
we welcome also Dr. Dallas Martin. my old friend and colleague.
who is president of the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators; and Mr. Constantine Curris, president of the
University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls.

We'll start with the person from my own home State; welcome,
Ms. DannMessier.

STATEMENTS OF BRENDA DANN-MESSIER, DIRECTOR, EDUCA-
TIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTER, COMMUNITY COLL.FGE. OF
RHODE ISLAND, PROVIDENCE, RI, REPRESENTING NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATIONS; DR.
DALLAS MARTIN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS, WASHINGTON,
DC.; AND DR. CONSTANTINE W. CURRIS, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSI-
TY OF NORTHERN IOWA, CEDAR FALLS, IA, REPRESENTING
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI
TIES
MS. DANN-MESSIER. Thank you, Senator Pell. Thank you very

much for inviting me to testify today.
The TRIO community is very pleased that you recognize the crit-

ical iole we can play to increase the number of minority and low-
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income students prepared to graduate from high school, enter col-
lege, graduate from college and become teachers.

I have provided written testimony for the .comMittee, and I
would ask that it become part of the permanent record.

I direct one of the six TRIO programs, the Rhode Island Educa-
tional Opportunity Center. We serve 4,000 low-income first-genera-
tion, college-bound adults annually, 70 percent of whom are mem-
bers of minority groups., We provide them with information on all
the postsecondary educational opportunities available to them, fi-
nancial aid information, and we provide one-on-one application as-
sistapce in helping them to fill out the Federal financial aid and
admissions applications.

Yob might recall, Senator Pell, when you came to our office, you
saw our staff working with our clients, helping them to fill out thefinancial aid forms.

We also provide career counseling and academic and vocational
assessments. We follow up on all of our clients quarterly until they
no longer need our assistance. Many times, they have questions
after they have left our office that they couldn't even anticipate, or
have received correspondence from the Federal financial aid office
or admissions office that requires further clarification.

Our follow-up is also a way for us to identify the additional needs
of pur students, such as tutorial suptart that they may need, and
because of that we have added a tutorial component.

Many of our clients also have expressed concern once they have
enrolled in college with their math skills. This summer in address-
ing that, we are going to be providing a workshop on overcoming
math anxiety and basic math remediation in addition to our
annual study skills workshops.

Many of our clientsand this is typical of all TRIO programs
keep coming back to us, the original point of contact, for the addi-
tional services they need since they feel comfortable and secure
with the staff member that they have built the relationship with.

Of the 4,000 clients we serve annually, 1,000 enter a postsecond-
ary institution each year, and we continue to provide additional
services to them so that they can graduate. We also assist annually
1,200 students receive their G.E.D.

The services we provide in Rhode Island are typical of all EOC
and Talent Search programs, who annually serve 300,000 low-
income, first-generation, college-bound youth and adults, at the low
cost of $130 per client.

Rut the fundamental problem facing our clients, most of whom
are AFDC recipients, is poverty. Without financial assistance
through the Federal student aid programs and the loan forgiveness-
part of the National Teacher Act, many could not graduate from
college. We feel very strongly in our office that the loan burden
placed oil low-income students is a major problem, and we discour-
age students from entering instAutions initially that require them
to take out loans.

Lack of financial aid continues to be a major obstacle for our stu-
dents.

We must also increase our efforts to disseminate information onhow to become an effective student. Helping us to reach even
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younger students is 'the prov:sion now that Talent Search programs
can begin serving seventh and eight graders.

Students need to be inforrn-d early on on proper t.ourse selection,
prereesuisites and other needs. Students also need to feel comforta-
ble with the educational system and not feel that the system is
working against them. So TRIO programs can continue to dissemi-
nate the information on the increased benefits from the National
Teacher Act.

Also, TRIO students who have been outside the system would
benefit enormously from Title IV of the Act, the New Careers for
Teachers component. Career ladders, which enable individuals to
move from unskilled status all the way to certified teachers, cannot
come soon enough for our clients. Sixty percent of the EOC clients
first come to us even before they have obtained a G.E.D., and they
want help in identifying long-range career goals that will get them
off of public assistance and let them provide for their families.

Many have also expressed te us their desire to become teachers
so that they can give something back to the community, just as
TRIO programs have assisted them.

Finally let me just say that if the National Teacher Act is to be
successful, s:Ardents must have complete information on all the cp-
tions available to them and comprehensive guidance and support,
trademarks of TRIO programs, programs that work.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Dann-Messier.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dann-Messier follows:]

0
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Prepared Statement of Brenda DannMessier

Mr. Poll, Members of the Subcommittee, I very much

appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee

today. I am Brendt Dznn N-- -* L, Director or the Rhode Island
Educational Opr rtunity Center sponsored by the Community College
of Rhode Island. I am tesmifying today on behalf of ti.s National

Council of Educational Opportunity
Associations and the TRIO

community. You have been a very strong advocate for the TRIO

programs and TRIO students. These students, as a group, provide

an excellent potential pool of future teachers.

Your bill S 1676--The National Teacher Act of 7989, together

with S 1675 introduced by
Senator Kennedy, offer TR/0-eligible

students strong incentives to consider entering the profession.

Additionally, they provide great promise that future generations

of low-income and minority students will be taught by

professionals more adequately educated and compensated, and more
sensitive to their particular educational needs.

The TRIO Programs

As you know TRIO refers to a set of s'x programs authorized

under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965. They are

formally known as the Special Progra..7 for Students from

Disadvantaged Backgrounds. As a group, the six TRIO programs are

designed to identify qualified individuals from low-inccile

families who are in the first-generation
in their family to

attend college, to prepare these students for post-secondary

education, to provide supportive services to them while they

1
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pursua programs of post-secondary education, and to motivate and

prepare th4m for doctoral programs.

In Fiscal Year' 1990, TRIO projects will operate inlover 900

colleges and universities and over eighty community agencies.

Slightly over 500,000 youth and adults, from seventh grade

through college, will be served. Two-thirds of the individuals

served by the TR/0 programs are from families where the taxable

incomm is less than 150% of the poverty level and where neither

parent graduated from college. Among TRIO students, 41% are

black, 35% are white, 17% are Hispanic, 4% are American Indian

and 1% are Asian.

educational Opportunity Centers and Talent Search Programs

As an EOC director, I'd like to take an opportunity to speak

briefly about the EOC as well As the Talent Search programs.

Together, For' Talent Search projects provide information

about college opportunities and available financial aid to over

300,000 young people and adults annually at a cost of

approximately $130 per client.

Since 1979, the Educational Opportunity Center which I

direct serve 4,000 individuals annually throughout Rhode Island.

In addition to mounting public information campaigns designed to

inform the community regarding opportunities for postsecondary

education, the six EOC counselors have weekly office hours in

each welfare office and GED center in the state as well as in a

number of community agencies such as OIC, the Urban League and

2
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the /ndian Council.

There, connselora work with individual clients assessing

their educatiOnal needs ard providing career counseling.

Additionally, EOC staff provide advice and assistance on

completing high school or high school equivalency programs,

advice and assistance on completing college admissions and

financial aid applications, advice on course selection, personal

counseling, and tutorial services. V. also provide limited

assistance to students who have enrolled in the community college

in transferring to four year institutions.

Of the clients we serve, approximately 66% are women, and

over 69* are from ethnic or racial backgrounds under-represented

in the teaching profession. Host of the individuals we serve ars

single parents. Very many see teaching as an extremely desirable

profession, particularly when their misconceptions regarding the

availability of employment in teaching tre corrected. About

1,000 of our 4,000 clients enter college each year.

The Barriers TRIO Stu,-ants Face in Pursuing Teaching as q

Profession

A. TbAJACk of Acirnate_lingincialad

In my view, TRIO-ellgiLle students face a number of

problems limiting their probability of graduating from college--

lack of academic preparation, lack
of good information about the

opportunities available and lack of peer and familial support to

mention just a few. However, it must not be forgotten that the

3
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fundamental problem our clients face is poverty--and without

adequate financial assistance, few have a realistic opportunity

to graduate from college.

In the past decade, the amount of grant assistance available

to low-income students has declined substantially. For example,

in 1979-80, tt.s maximum $1,800 Pell grant covered 46% of the

average cost of atteodance at our nation's colleges_and

universities. By 1990-91 it is estimated that the $2300 maximum

Pell will cover only 26% of the average cost.

In my view, this shortage of grant aid is the single

greatest obstacle to the participation and success of low-income

and minority students in college. Fo, adults with dependents--

and more low-income and minority students attend college as

adults than do students from families with more resources--the

dilemma is even greater. Before accepting a large student loan,

for example, they have to measure the importance of their own

upward mobility against their ability i; provide a similar

vportunity for their children. Similarly, low-income

individuals receiving public assistance such as food stamps must

often measure their desire to attend college against the likely

reduction in their family's eligibility for assistance.

B. The Complexity of the Poot-secondarv System

Young people whose parents attended college learn many

important facts about college from a very young age--the range of

4careers available to individuals with baccalaureate and advanced

degrees, the differences in categories of institutions, the

4
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importance of enrolling in appropriate high school courses, the

availability of a range of possible funding sources for college

attendance.

Most of this information is not readily available to low-

income families. Consequently, poor students often make choices

which make the attainment of a baccalaureate degree more

difficult. For example, they fail to enroll in mathematics,

science and foreign language courses at appropriate levels in

high school or they fail to apply early for all of the student

assistance for which they are eligible.

Finally, their very lack of family resources coupled with

the lack of available student assistance creates additional

barriers to college graduation. Given the lack of aid available,

students from low-income backgrounds often have no choice but to

attend institutions with the lowest retention and graduation

rates. Moreover, many times they are required to attend school

on a part-time basis or drop-out altogether for one or more

semesters in order to earn the monies needed to continue their

education. Such delayed enrollment in turn makes it more likely

that they will be attending college at a time when they he

dependents--or other major responsibilities--which limit the time

available to them to devote to their academic coursework.

5. 1676--Strenothenino the Teaching Profession

Mr. Pell, your bill addresses many of the problems that I

discussed above. The loan forgiveness program authorized in

5
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Title I is a very necessary element of any strategy to increase

the number of individuals from low-income and minority back-
\

grounds entering the teaching profession. As I mentioned, for

many Rhode Island EOC clienti thAs program alone will place a

baccalaureate degree with teaching certification within reach.
A'

A second aspect of your bill which will, no doubt, be of

great benefit to our EOC clients is Title IV, New careers for

Teachers. Over sixty percent of our clients first come to the

EOC before they have earned a high school diplomi. For many who
_ ,

have the drive and ability to become fully credentialed teachers,

that possibility initially appears very remote. Career ladders

which enable such individuals to move from non-skilled support

positions, through pOsitions such as teacher's aide, to the

position of fully credentialed teacher are most appropriate and

most needed. I am sure that the forty presently funded

Educational opportunity Centers would be most anxious to

disseminate information about and refer clients to such programs.

certainly Senator Pell, your emphasis on improving teacher

education programs, class size research, and providing in-service

teaching at the national and local levels is needed. Our

experience in those TRIO programs with an instructional thrust

such as Student Support Services and Upward Bound provide strong

evidence of the need for each of these components. We very much

hope that instructors within the TRIO programs are able to

contribute to and participate in your in-service programs.

Lastly, I would briefly like to call attention to that

6
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section of Senator Kennedy's bill, S 1675, which amends the TRIO

subpart to create speciel summer institutes for future teachers

for low-income, minoiity and first-geneiation high school

students in each state. We are very supportive of this

and believe it is anoth.tr tmi Lw iliczaa.3 tr.Q rez=1--ar

of TRIO students entering the teaching profession.

Mr. Pell, members of the Subcommittee; I very much appre-

ciate the opportunity to testify before you today and would be

pleased to answer any questions you might have.

7
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Senator PELL. Dr. Dallas Martin, whom I think knows more
about student aid than anybody else in the United States.

Dr. MARTIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for again
inviting the National Association of Student Financial Aid Admin-
istrators to appear'before you.

Let me cominend you, Mr. Chairman, aim* with Senator Kasse-
baum and Senator Kennedy and the other members of the Senate
who have ende=ed thia bill. Cleariy, your leadership in offering
legislation to address one of the critical needs of our country is. cer-
tainly needed at this important time in our history.

As you have noted in the findings of your bill, the United States
is confronted with a serious shortage of trained quality teachers to
adequately serve the youth of America, who are entering in in-
creasing numbers our elementary and secondary achools.

Let me just note, though, Mr. Chairman, that this shortage of
qualified teaching personnel is by no means limited just to elemen-
tary and secondary schools, but postsecondary eaucation and in
particular graduate education is also confronted with similar prob-
lems in the supply and demand of trained Ph.D. faculty.

Clearly, if the United States expects to maintain its preeminent
role in the technologically expanding international community,
and if we hope to continue to offer our children and our grandchil-
dren the quality and economic security of the kind of life that most
of us have enjoyed, then it is essential that we seriously address
the total educational system to remove the deficiencies that exist.

I agree with you that the Federal Government unquestionably
has a major leadership role to play in addressing these needs.

Let me specifically address the loan forgiveness for teachers pro-
visions that are contained in Title I of your bill.

As you know, the idea of loan forgiveness as an inducement to
increase the pool of skilled manpower in specific shortage areas is
not new. Loan forgiveness provisions have long been a part of the
National Defense Student Loan Program well before it became
known as the Perkins Loan Program. Loan forgiveness, or "cancel-
lations," as they are referred to in that legislation, have not only
been used to encourage and reward individuals who e-4-er teaching,
Elt provided full loan cancellation options for those who chose to
teach in underserved areas or who pursued careers as preschool or
special education teachers.

We have also used student loan cancellations as incentives in
other manpower shortage areas, through the Health Profession
Student Loan Program, the Nursing Student Loan Program, and
the Law Enforcement Education Program. Under all of these pro-
grams, a set percentage of a studenes loan was forgiven for each
year of service in a defined occupational shortage area.

Today, students who still receive Perkins loans are sth: eligible
for cancellations if they teach in elementary or secondary schools
with high concentrations of students from low-income families, as
full-time teachers of handicapped children, as Head Start person-
nel, as members of the armed forces serving in hostility areas, or
as volunteers under the Peace Corps or Domestic Volunteer Service
Act.

Loan cancellation or forgiveness provisions are not, however, cur-
rently available to students who borrow under Part B of the stu-

4ivt5
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dent loan programs, primarily the Stafford Loan Program, in Title
IV of the Higher Education Act.

Your bilhwould authorize the Secretary of Education to assume
the obligation to repay a Stafford loan for any borrower who is em-
ployed full-time as a teacher in a 'public or other nonprofit, private,
elementary or secondary school that is in a school district eligible
for assistance pursuant to Chapter I of the Educational Consolida-
tion and Improvement Act r..f 1981.

In essence, this would now enable a student borrower who be-
comes a teacher in an eligible school to receive loan forgiveness for
not only a Perkins loan, but also for a Stafford loan.

In the past few years, the number of' students who annually
borroW under Part B, the Stafford Loan Program, have significant-
ly outnumbered those who receive Part E Perkins loans. In fact
that ratio, Mr. Chairman, is more than two-to-one. About 1.3 mil-
lion students today annually receive Stafford loans. And I might
add that the Stafford loan amounts that these students receive is
almost three times as much on the average as the loans that are
given to them under the Perkins Loan Program.

In addition it is increasingly common for needy undergraduates
to have borrowed from both of these loan programs during their
course of undergraduate studies. As such, by expanding the loan
forgiveness provisions to both of these major Title IV student loan
programs, there is a greater likelihood that the financial benefits
of loan cancellations accruing to teachers in critical need areas will
significantly increase.

Whether or not this additional inducement will be sufficient to
attract more individuals into teaching in critical need areas re-
mains to be seen, but it is certainly a positive incentive that willnot hurt.

I think all of us are painfully aware that in the past decade, stu-
dent loans have become the primary source of postsecondary educa-
tional funding available to needy students. During this time, the
average level of student loan indebtedness has increased signifi-
cantly. The ability to successfully manage and repay these in-
creased levels of educational debt is a serious problem for many
students, particularly for individuals who elect to enter either low-
paying public service jobs or professions such as teaching. As such,
offering loan forgiveness to those who teach in critical need areas
will certainly provide some needed financial relief.

I would be remiss, however, if I did not note that we view loan
forgiveness as only a small part of a solution to a much larger
problem. As educational costs continue to rise, and the real dollar
purchasing power of Federal student aid funds declines, we are in-
creasingly finding it more difficult to help make higher education
affcrdable for many low and moderate income families without im-
posing large and multiple student loan debts upon these students.

This increased financial obligation clearly affects their education-
al choices and career objectives. Research also shows that many of
the low-income and particularly minority students, Mr. Chairman,
do not perceive student loans as a positive means to help them pay
for college. Grants and employment opportunities are perceived by
these students and their families alike as a much more positive in-
ducement to help them pay for college.
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We still believe, however, Mr. Chairman, that in this bill, loan
forgiveness will help to address some of our educational needs. It is
certainly a first step in a series of necessary targeted initiatives,
and I commend you and the others on the committee for doing so.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, De. Martin.
[The prepared stRtem..nt. of Dr. Martin followal
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Prepared Statement of P. Dallas Martin, Jr.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, on behalf of the more than 3,200
institutional members of the National Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators (NASFAA), allow me to thank you for inviting us to appear
before you today to Provide our comments on the loan foraivanaam provisions
contained in 5.1676, the National Teacher Act.

Let me first commend you, Mr. Chairman, along with Senator Kennedy,
Senator Kassebaum, and the other members of the Senate who have endorsed
this bill, for your leadership in offering legislation to address one of the critical
needs of our country. As you have noted in the findings of this bill, the
United States is confronted with a serious shortage of trained, quality teachers
to adequately serve the youth of America who are entering, in increasing
numbers, our elementary and secondary schools. The shortage of qualified
teaching personnel, however, is by no meek, limited just to elementary or
secondary schools. Postsecondary education and, in particular; graduate
education is also confronted with similar problems in the supply`and demand of
trained Ph.D. faculty. Shortages of.faculty in engineering, tusiness, and other
high demand fields are already a problem for many institutions of higher
education. Current trends also Show that -faculty shortages in the humanities,
social sciences, and natural,aciences will also become very acute in just a fev .
years as we entsethe next, century.

Clearly, if the United States expecte to maintain its preeminent role in the
technologically expanding international community and continue to offer its
children and grandchildren the quality of life and economic security that -nest
of us haveanjoYed, it is essendal that we seriously address the total
educational system to remove the deficiencies that exist. The federal
government unquestionably has a major leadership role to play in addressing
these needs. The specific initiatives that you have proposed in the National
Teacner Act will-help to begin pointing America in some very positive
directions.

Let me now specifically address the Loan Forgiveness for Teachers provisions
contained in Title I of the bill. As you know, the idea of loan forgiveness as
an inducement to increase the pool of skilled manpower in specific shortage
areas is not new. Loan forgiveness provisions have long been a part of the
National Defense Student Loan Program well before it became the Perkins
Loan Program. Loan forgiveness, or "cancellations" as they are referred to in
that legislation, haVe not only been used to encourage and reward individuals
who entered teaching, but provided full loan cancellation options for those who
chose to teach in underserved areas or who pursued careers as preschool or
special education teachers.

Student loan cancellations have also been used as incentives in other manpower
shortage areas, through the Health Professions Student Loan Program, the
Nursing Student Loan Program, and the Law Enforcement Education Program.
Under all of these programs, a set percentage of a student's loan was forgiven
for each year of service in a defined occupational shortage area.
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Today, students who receive Perkins Loans are still eligible for cancellations if
they t.kach in elementary or secondary schools with high concentritions of
;ludents'from low-income families, as full-time teachers of handicapped
children, as Head Start personnel, as members of the Armed Service* nartri'rg
in hostility areas, or as volunteers under the Peace Corps or Domestic
Volunteer Service Acts. Loan cancellation or forgiveness provisions are not,
however, currently available to students who borrow under the Part B student
loan programs contained in litle 1V of the Higher Education Act.

Title I of 8.1676 would authorize the Secretary of Education to assume the
obligation to repay a Stafford Loan for any borrower who is employed kll-time
as a teacher in a public or other non-profit private elementary or secondary
school that is in a school district eligible for assistance pursuant to Chapter 1
of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981. In essence, this
would now enable a student borrower who becomes a teacher in an eligible
school to receWe loan forgiveness for a Perkins Loan and(or a Stafford Loan.

In the put few years, the number of students who annually borrow under the
Part B Stafford Loan Program have significantly outnumbered those who
receive Part E Perkins Loans. In addition, it is increasingly common for needy
undergraduate students to have borrowed from both of these loan programs
during their studies. As such, by upending the loan forgiveness provisions to
both of the major Iltle IV student loan programs, there is a greater likelihood
that the financial benefits of loan mince aliens accruing to teachers in critical
need areas will significantly increase. Whether or not this additional
inducement will be sufficient to attract more individuals into teaching in
critical need areas remains to be seen, but it is a positive incentive that
certainly will not hurt.

"All of us are painfully aware that in the past decade, student loans have
become the primary souree of postsecondary educational funding available to
needy students. During this time the average level of student loan
indebtedness has increased significantly for moot college graduates. The ability
to successfully manage and repay these increased levels of educational debt is a
serious 3hlem for many students and, particularly, for individuals who elect
to enter ower paying public service jobs or professions such as teaching. As
such, offering loan forgiveness to those who teach in critical need areas will
certainly provide some needed financial relief.

I would be remiss, however, if I did not note that we view loan forgiveness as
only a small part of the solution to a much larger problem. As educational
costs continue to rise and the "real dollar" purchasing power of federal student
aid funds declines, we increasingly are finding it more difficult to help make
"higher education" affordable for many low- and moderate-income families
without imposing large and multiple student loan debts upon these students.
This increased financial obligation clearly affects student educational choices
and career objectives.
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In addition, at a time when we are trying to attriact more students from low-
income families and more minority students into four-ye r baccalaureate
programs, we are also being forced to use loans as the pr. -ary source of
foodiog to d55i5t them. ttesearth shows, however, that most of these students
do not perceive student loans as a positive means of helping them pay for '
college. Grants arid employment opportunities are perceived by these students,
and their families alike, as a much more positive inducement to help them pay
for postsecondary education.

Therefore, we sincerely believe that if greater numbers of needy students, many
of whom are minorities, are going to be encouraged to pursue postsecondary
education, and subsequently enter professions such as teaching, we first need to
reduce their rehance upon student loans, particularly at the undergraduate
level. Secondly, we believe that providing teachers, especially those in criticalneed areas, with greater financial rewards and the personal status that should
be afforded to them will do more to improve the quality of teachers and
increase the supply than by simply offering loan forgiveness.

Mr. Chairman, this bill and its loan forgiveness provisions will certainly help toaddress some of our educational needs. But it is jus a first step in a series of
many necessary targeted initiatives that are essential to erase our nation's
educational deficit. I commend all of you for taking this step toward
addressing this critically important problem.

Again, thank you for inviting us to appear before you today, and I will he
happy to respond to any of your questions.

4 I u
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Senator PELL. We now come to Dr. Constantine Curris, president
of the University of Northern Iowa. And I would add here that
Senator Harkin, a member of our full committee, regrets very
much he could not be with us today, but wishes you the best, Dr.
Curris.

Dr. CURRIS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Pell, Senator Kassebaum, Senator Cochran, I am pleased

for the opportunity to be here. My comments have been entered
into the record, and I will try and highlight some significant state-
ments.

I serve as president of the University of Northern Iowa which,
for over 114 years has been the primary provider and preparer of
teachers for the State. Iowa has been among the leading States in
the Nation on measures of educational achievement, including col-
lege entrance examination scores and adult literacy. My perspec-
tive, then, is one of what works well for us.

The University is an active member of the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities, whose members have long ac-
corded primacy to teacher education. I seek to represent the view-
point of that organization.

The attraction and retention of a greater number of qualified
and caring teachers to the education profession must command our
highest priority. I, along with my colleagues here, heartily endorse
provisions of the loan forgiveness for teachers program. I suspect
that nationai needs will suggest that the 50 percent economically
disadvantaged provision may be too restrictive, particularly in se-
lected fields and areas where significant shortages will be expected.
The loan forgiveness provigica of the National Defense Student
Loan Program and other programs are excellent testimony to the
effectiveness of this initial ive, Senator, and of the ability of un er
sities to administer such programs.

I would add, nevertheless, that the unfortunate shift from grants
to loans as the major factor in student aid is the majm factor in
the decline of students seeking careers in education, and for some
minorities, pursuing college altogether. Until that financial aid im-
balance is corrected, efforts to attract capable students into teach-
ing and into other professions without substantial economic prom-
ise can at best be only partially successful.

Nowhere is this principle more evident than in the severe short-
age of math and science teachers. President Bush's call for world
leadership in math and science scores will be nothing more than
an empty echo if this Nation does not attract significantly more
and better qualified math and science teachers. That is not now oc-
curring on our campuses, and we see little prospect that it will.

We endorse provisions in these acts that take us forward in that
direction, but progress will unfortunately be circumscribed by anti-
quated compensation practices which keep school districts from
meeting market requirements to recruit math and science teachers.
Our market economy compensates college graduates in math and
science substantially more than graduates in other fields. Preva-
lent school salary schedules, however, do not compensate teachers
of math and science differently from teachers of other fields.

Very few students with a beat toward math and scieixe are
choosing careers in education because of economic sanctionsat
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least that is from their perspective. Unless we make a concerted
effort on all fronts, our success will be limited.

The same is true for minority student teacher recruitment. The
Center for Minorities in Education at our university has begun sev-
eral initiatives to increase the number of minorities pursuing ca-
reers in education. Our experience has been successful, but as lim-
ited a, it is, suggests to us three ingredients necessary for success:
(1) introduction and recruitment to the teaching profession must
begin in middle or junior high school and is a joint responsibility of
teachers, schools and universities; (2) there must be adequate finan-
cial assistance to enroll in college, and it must be accessible to
these students in order to sustain the dream and the motivation
that is provided through that first ingredient; and last, there must
be a commitment on the part of school districts to offer employ-
ment to their own graduates who complete a teacher preparation
degree.

When these three things are put together, we are seeing success.
I mention these things to indicate that a mere infusion of cash is
not the answer; it is in fact a very small part of the answer. There
must be a collaborative program, a true partnership between uni-
versities and schools and the teaching profession.

Years of successful experience in preparing teachers for the
State of Iowa have convinced us that those who practice in the
schools are partners in conceptualizing, planning, and devel ,.)ing
and delivering teacher education programs. Likewise, the knowl-
edge base of a profession, the access to resource materials, scholar-
ly expertise, are all found on university campuses. The recruitment
and inductim of new teachers and the continuing professional de-
velopment of all educators can be conducted at the highest quality
levels when there is a partnership between the university and the
practicing profes:ion.

The Professional Development Academies and the National
Teacher Academies titles in these bills are steps in the positive di-
rection and build on that partnership.

Colleges and universities affiliated with the American Associa-
tion of State Colleges and Universities view teacher preparation as
central rather than peripheral to their mission. They applaud
these initiatives and lend support to their enactment.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Curris follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Constantine W. Curris

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased for the opportunity to testify on the proposed

National Teacher Act and the Excellence in Teaching Act.

I serve as President of the University of Northern Iowa,

which, during its 114 years, ,has been the primary preparer of

teachers for our state. If not foremost, Iowa has been among

leading states in the natioi measures of educational

achievement, including: college entrance examination scores,

adult literacy, and drop-out prevention rates. The institution

and state I represent have been associated with educational

ccess, and my comments reflect that perspective.

The University of Northern Iowa is an active member of the

American Association of State Colleges and Universities, whose

members have long accorded primacy to teacher education. I

currently serve as the Iowa State Representative for AASCU.

State representatives comprise the association's primary policy

advisory group. I have provided the committee with copies of

AASCU's 1990 Public Po1icx4cenda which complements my remarks

today, especially in the area of cooperation between school

systems and higher education. The University of Northern Iowa,

moreover, has cooperated with seven other universities across the

nation in developing a statement of principles for quality

teacher preyration. Those institutions, collectively known as

the Renaissance Group, have issued a brief statement, Tachers

for the wow WorlE, which has been distributed to you along with a

copy of these comments.

On behalf of colleges and universities long identified with

teacher education, I am pleased and excited with provisions of

the National Teacher Act and the Excllnce in Teaching Act, and

endorse your efforts to focus the nation's attention and

resources on constructive efforts to strengthen the teaching

profession and improve ths nation's educational enterprise.

4
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My comments focus on those provision of both bills which

hold the greatest promise to achieve improvements we all seek.

The attractior and retention of a greater number of

qualified and caring teachrs in th education profession must

command our highest priority. I heartily endorse the provisions

of the Loan Forgiveness for Teachers program, including the

five-year schedule for forgiveness. I suspect national needs

will suggest that the 50% economically disadvantaged provision

may be too restrictive, particularly in selected fields where

significant shortages will be expected.

The loan forgiveness provision of the National Defense

Student Loan program of the 1960's is excellent testimony to the

effectiveness of this initiative and of the ability of

universities-to administer such programs.

I would add, nevertheless, that the unfortunate shift from

grants and work-study to loans is a major factor in the decline

of students seeking careers in education, and, for some

minorities, pursuing college education altogether. Until the

financial aid imbalance between grants and loans is corrected,

efforts to attract capable students into teaching and other

professions without substantial economic promise can at best be

only partially successful.

Nowhere is that principle more evident than in the severe

shortage of math and science teachers. President Bush's call for

world leadership in math and science scores will be nothing more

than an empty echo if this nation does not attract significantly

more, and better-qualified, math and science teachers. That is

not now occurLing and, unfortunately, there is little prospect

it will occur.

41.;
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Achieving preeminence for American studcnts in math/science

literacy is an attainable goal, but not without the federal

government becoming a crucial actor in motivating and providing

programs for prospective students and teachers. I applaud your

commitment to our nation's students and their welfare and

encourage you to pursue relentlessly other major legislative

bills which serve to strengthen SB 1675 and SB 167C. I also

compliment the chair for his cosponsorship cr SB 2114, The

"Excellence in Math,'Science, andIngineering Education Act," a

bill which will also serve to restore math and science to a

preeminent place in the United States.

The Mathematics and Science Teacher Enhancement provision of

S.B. 1675 is an excellent step forward. Progress will,

unfortunately, be circumscribed by antiquated compensation

practices which keep school.districts from meeting market

requirements to recruit math and cience teachers. This is the

fundamental problem. Our market economy compensates college

graduates in math and science substantially more than graduates

in many fields. Prevalent school salary schedules do not

compensate teachers or math and science differently from teachers

of subjects not affected by market,conditions. Very few students

with a bent toward math and science choose or will choose,a

career in teaching.

With the collapse of planned economies in Eastern Europe

and the concomitant embracing of market.economics, is it not

ironic that perhaps the last vestige of non-market economics

will be the salary schedule in our nation's schools?

Compensating math and science teachers according to market

conditions is critical to solving the math and science teacher

shortage and resulting math and science test scores.

3
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a endorse as well the Minority Teacher Recruitment program.

The Center for Minorities in Education at the University of

Northern Iowa has begun several initiatives to increase the

number of minorities pursuing careers in education. Our

experience, limited as it is, already suggests to us three key

ingredients to success. They are:

1. Introduction and recruitment to the teaching profession must

oegin in middle or junior high school, and is a joint

responsibility of teachers, schools, and universities.

2. Adequate financial assistance to enroll in college must be

available and readily accessible to sustain the dream

and provide motivation.

3. There must be a commitment on the part of school districts

to offer employment to their own graduates who complete m teacher

preparation degree.

I mention these three ingredients to suggest that the mere

infusion of cash is not the answer. It is in fact a very small

part of the answer.

The establishment of Professional Development Academies (SB

1675) and the funding of Model Programs in Teacher Education and

Promising Practices (SB 1676) and the National Teacher Academies

(SB 1676) are excellent titles whose implementation will be

well-received. Critical to their promise of success is the

collaboration between educational practitioners and the

professionals incorporated in each of these initiatives. I

referred earlier to the Renaissance Group and the Statement of

Principles which it espouses. I would call your attention to

the third and eleventh principles:

4
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03. Decisions concerning the education op teachrs are the

shared responsibility of the university faCulty, practitioners,
-

and other related professional*, and

011. The continced professional development of teachers and

other ducation personnel is th shared responsibility of the

university faculty and other ducation professionals.

Years of successful experience in preparing teachers for the

state of Iowa have convinced us that those who practice in th
,

schools are partners in conceptualizing, planning, developing,

and delivering teacher education progress. Likewise, the

knowledge base of a profession, access to resource materials,

and zcholarly expertise all are found cm university campuses.

The recruitment and induction of new teachers and-the continuing

professional development of all educators' can be conducted at

highest quality levels when there is a partnership between the

university and the practicing profession. Titles ..tabXibing

Professional Development Academies and National Teacher

Academies are built on this partnership.

Similarly, provisions for Model Programs in Teacher

,Preparation and Promising Practices help to build and

disseminate a knowledge base that will prepare teachers for the

new world. Funding for the design, implementation and evaluation

of innovations in mentoring, alternate certification programs,

and partnerships is money truly well spent.

Colleges and universities affiliated with the American

Association of State Colleges and Universities view teacher

preparation as central rather than peripheral to their mission.

They applaud these initiatives and lend support to their

enactment.

Thank you.

5
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regmrements Pnor to hong recommended
tor admuston to thr profession an
asleMMeltl c, tondo, ted 01 mokno
masters of general knowledge pedagog)
then mare held and perdagoggal eontent
knowledge

7. Tbe academic preps:anon of suchas
Includes a drams Frani education
progress. inelemit sublect saner
peeparatim and both genetal and
contenterpeclik preparation in leeching
authodciogy.
Teachers entering the prole...woo must he
w ell prepared In alul to teach &Whon to
teach d The 'what mrludes an !UMW,'
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mlattons It also includes bong prepared in
methodology that relates to a-Orme
teaching of speofe subsea matter content
in the curriculum

Teacher education programs reflect
American diversity and prepare
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multicultural society.
Qualay pmgrams for the education of
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1

,
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and school., g

I I. The continuing profesabonal
developasevt of teachers and other
education personnel is the shared
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and other education ptoksalonals.
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professtonal development of educators
Continuing prokskonal development for
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current and to increase depth In consent
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practIce to stud) issues faring the

profession and to sellers ens persorul
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tor It did Clops\ pl1R11111$ 4111101$ tants ow
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new world bare sufficient appal to
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An Action Aynda
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.1% AR, c tho end. Therefore, the Renaissance
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RIM iss mg AC1111110

Conduct ingaues on tmptimmg college
teachtng at all member IfigeRIKWis

2 Plan and smplement J multi tints roils
research agenda

3 secure landing lot oq.unde and host a
oure confrrenee that addresses mead
owes on teachers for the nen world
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, President Curris.
Dr. Martin, one of the reasonsand you touched on this in your

testimonywe have avoided loan forgiseness under the Stafford
Loan Program is because of the technical problems in administer-
ing the plan. Do you see any operational or technical problems
with the proposal before us?

Dr. MARTIN. There are some that would have to be worked out,
Senator Pell. For example, in the Perkins Loan Program currently,
because the money goes to the institutions, they manage the funds
and hold the funds. The way it currentli works is in that program,
a student who is planning to, say, apply for cancellation or forgive-
ness would notify the institution that he or she is employed this
year in a particular school district that would be eligible, and
therefore there is no payment sent in for repaying that loan during
that period of time. At the end of that, the student sends in a final
certification to the institution saying that, yes, they completed
their year of work in that school district, and then the cancellation
is put forward.

In the Stafford Loan Program, as you know, we rely upon outside
capital from private lenders. In many cases, the lenders will,hold
thc3e; many times, those loans are sold to secondary markets. In
addition to that, the loans themselves are paid a special allowance
on a quarterly basis tied to Treasury Bill rates. So you have a bill-
ing process going along where part of not only the interest during
the in-school, but afterwards, that the student starts making these
payments.

It seems to me that we would have to set up an apparatus simi-
lar to that that we have used in the Perkins Loan Program
through the Secretary of Education to monitor this with holders of
the loan. I don't think that is insurmountable. I believe that
through an organization such as the National Council of Higher

,1ucation Loan Program directors and our own association, work-
ing in cooperation with the Department of Education, that we
could do this. But clearly the Department is going to have to have
a different way of more or less tracking, if you will, these loans be-
cause that paper gets sold and is moved around from one place to
another.

So it certainly has some technicalities, Senator, that make it dif-
ferent than the Perkins Loan Programbut should not be insur-
mountable.

Senator PELL. you. One other question. We are all aware
and tkt has been alluded to in the testimony, of the impending
shortage of professors and teachers right down the line. I wonder if
any of you have any more ideas as to what can be done to turn this
around?

Ms. Dann-Messier.
MS. DANN-MESSIER. Well, I think the career ladder that is pro-

posed is very important. There are many individuals in our com-
munity who are working as paraprofessionals and would appreciate
the opportunity to have programs that would encourage them to
continue their education at, what current job levels they are at. I
think that that is a very, very important component that would do
a lot to help that problem.

Senator PELL. Thank you.

4 ?
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Dr. Martin.
Dr. MARTIN. Senator, I speak from some of my own experience,

having been a former high school teacher myself at one time. I
think clearly the direction that you are moving in is a positive one.

still continue to believe, though, that for many of the students,
and particularly a lot of our young people and minority students
who are coming into the schools, as has been touched upon here,
they need to see that they are going to be successful and have a
chance for some economic security.

I have seen too often with young people I have worked with that
there is too much temptation to choose another vocation or what-
ever rather than going into postsecondary education, particularly if
all that we can offer them at the first part of that education is
loans.

These are families in many cases that do not have normal lend-
ing relationships such as you and I have. If they have borrowed,
they have probably had bad credit experience in terms of the proc-
ess; they have often been through some kind of a bill consolidation
as opposed to normal credit things because they are people of mini-
mal means.

We need to get those people into school with programs such as
your Pell Grant and other things, to make them positive, so they
have a chance to succeed. As they persist through that educational
system, then I believe that loans may be viable to them, and things
such as cancellation have appeal. But it does not in the beginning.
So I think twisting that around is the first part.

Once we get them through the educational system, however, let
me suggest that if we want good people to stay in our educational
system, then we have to give them the respect, and we have to pay
them what they are worth, as has been noted by all of our panel-
ists here today.

There is a great reward, and I can say one of the most satisfying
jobs I have ever had was working in a public school. But I must tell
you very candidly that the primary reason that I left that to move
on into higher education was because I knew I could make more
money as an administrator in higher education than I could as a
classroom teacher.

Senator PELL. Thank you. That is quite accurate.
Mr. Curris.
Dr. CURRIS, I would agree with that, Senator Pell. I would merely

add that at our university, the primary preparer of teachers in the
State of Iowave now have more students majoring in accounting
than we do in elementary education. I do not wish to denigrate
that particular field, but I want tio point out two things. One, stu-
dents respond to that which society values; and second, the finan-
cial problems many students experience, particularly with loans,
wnstitute such barriers that there are artificial incentives to
pursue careers that are higher-paying in order to satisfy financial
obligations.

I know I am preaching to the choir, Senator, but I do want to say
that this is a complex problem, and this is a key part of it.

Senator PEu.. Thank you very much.
Without objection, I would like to insert in the record a state-

ment from the chairman of the full committee, Senator Kennedy,
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in which he points out that thic is the fourth hearing of this com-
mittee that is being held on these initiatives, and as we move
closer to marking it up, these hearings will play a critical role and
also a statement of Senator Hatch.

[The prepared statement of Senators Kennedy and Hatch follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. Improving the status of the teaching professionis one of the most important tasks in education before us today.
Nothing else we do in the education reform movement will be ef-
fective unless there is a qualified, caring, enthusiastic teacher in
the classroom. We must find ways to encourage more highly quali-
fied individuals to enter the teaching profession, provide sufficient
in-service training for our teachers currently in the classroom, and
improve retention of our best teachers in the profession. Through
the legislative initiatives before the committee, we attempt to do
all of these. But today's hearing will give us an opportunity to hear
from the experts about what will be most effective in achieving
those critical goals.

I want to thank my colleague, Senator Pell for this important
hearing on the teacher reform legislation pending before this com-
mittee. This is the fourth hearing the committee has held on these
initiatives, and, as we move closer to marking up this legislation,
these hearings play a critical role in helping us to develop the best
package.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I welcome the opportunity to discuss the need
for quality teachers in the educational system. I hope that through
the efforts of the Senate, we can encourage many excellent profes-
sionals to enter the ranks of teaching so they can impart their
knowledge of the world to young children who are eager to learn.

I also hope that we can look at ways to encourage those already
in the teaching field to stay enthusiastic and excited about the
prospect of teaching for many years to come. Students in our class-
rooms need to have experienced teachers who are happy in the pro-
fession they have chosen. A positive learning environment for stu-
dents is impossible if teaching becomes a drudgery.

The strength of this country lies in our diverse and open public
education system which is controlled by locally elected officials in
the thousands of school districts across this country. This diversity
and local control is something which every action at the federal
level should support. We need to review proposals that are present-
ed for increasing the number and quality of teachers against this
criteria. ,

I commend the Utah legislature and Utah teachers for working
together at the local and state le-els to solve their problems. I
,want to assure them that I will do everything I can as their Sena-
'tor to protect their flexibility and prercgatives to act in a way that
benefits our state. While the federal government may be able to fa-
cilitate solutions to otvious universal educational concerns, it clear-
ly cannot address the unique needs of every state or school district.
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I look forward te reviewing the testimony of our witnesses this
morning. I am sure they will provide us with many ideas and com-
ments we can use in evaluating the legislation presented ,before
this committee. I thank you in advance for sharing your expertise
with us.

Senator PELL. I now turn to the ranking minority member, Sena-
tor Kassebaum.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to say I totally agree. Dr. Martin, I believe you

are the one who said "respect" and pay. I think that is very much
a key. I also believe that we have to start at a much earlier age to
interest students in teaching as a career.

I think the TRIO program has normally not even started until
senior in high schoolis that not right?

MS. DANN-MESSIER. Ninth grade.
SellatOr KASSEBAUM. Oh, ninth grade.
MS. DANN-MESSIER. Now, Talent Search, we can start with sev-

enth and eiflAigi graders.
Se nator EBAUM. That's what I understand.
I have long worried about the accumulation of debt, and I think

that has a lot to do with a student's choice of career. Students look
at their opportunities as they get out of college and the debt they
may have.

So I think that the universities themselvesand perhaps even
the counselors in the high schools and junior highhave a greater
responsibility to try and provide some guidance.

Now, I guess I would be interested, Dr. Curris, in how Iowa does
this. You mentioned coordinakiqn between the universities and the
high schools. What type of cdbrdination and counseling do you
have, for instance, for students who express an interest in teach-
ing?

Dr. CURRIS. We try .to work with counselors in the broad area of
professional development and continuing education so that they
feel as if they have partnerships, alliances, with faculty, and par-
ticularly faculty in counseling education, at the university.

The concept of alliances is critical, I think, to a university and a
school system having the kinds of partnerships that result in suc-
cess.

If the university takes the postureand some universities unfor-
tunately dothat those universities have people gifted, and others
should respect them, and consequently a paternalistic attitude
toward people who work in the public schools unfolds you are not
going to have the kind of partnership that we feel is critical for the
kind of success that we want.

We try to take our students into the public schools from wiriods
kinds of observations in teacher education. We have a cadre of fac-
ulty all across the State affiliated with several centers where our
student teachers are actually supervised by faculty members in the
public schools. Those kinds of alliances that build genuine partner-
ships are, in our judgment, the critical ingredients for success.

We are affiliated, I would also say, Senator, with seven other in-
stitutions in a group called The Renaissance Group, that' is commit-
ted to reform in teacher education. This key principle- bf partner-
ships with the schools is a common theme for all eight institutions,
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MS. DANN-MESSIER. Senator, if I ;night add, I thinl(there is an-
other component to that partnership that we really need to in-
clude, and that is community-based organizations who work right
in the community with the students who we are trying to encour-
age to become teachers. That is an important and critical compo-
nent to providing the information and guidance along the way for
students at an early age, and we need to make sure that they are
part of that partnership.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I am really pleased to hear all of you make
those comments because I think that is true. I would also add that
it is a little diiheartening when you talk to top students, top sen-
iors in high school, and one out of 20 is considering education as a
career. It seems to me it goes back again to respect and pay and
the requirements that we make on our standards for graduation
from high school. I think it is absolutely shocking that we see stu-
dents going on to college and students who are considering teach-
ing as a career still having to take some remedial work.

I don't think we are going to get respect back and/or pay if we
can't also make excellence in education a requirement in the junior
high and high schools. If we don't expect much, we're not going to
get much.

I think this becomes a part of the whole picture. How we address
it, I'm not sure.

Dr. MARTIN. I agree with you, Senator Kassebaum. I think we
are encouraged by at least the signs we see coming from here in
Washington and across the country with the Governors and others
now, who I think are refocusing their intention on the importance
of the Nation's educational system.

I think we have a long way to go. I whole-heat tedly agree with
you. I think many other witnesses today made comments about the
importance of the teachers being involved in the schools, the ques-
tion of respect from the communities and from the others.

Clearly, I recognize that you here do not set the pay levels;.we
have to all contribute to that. But I think that awareness and con-
tinuing to make this a priority and providing the kinds of positive
incentives that you are working on can enable the local school dis-
tricts and others to do their jobs.

But we have unfortunately kind of allowed this to slip in the last
few years. We have a tremendous educational system in this coun-
try, and we have kind of provided some benign neglect, and I think
unfortunately we are paying the price.

It is discouraging to me when I look at overall average national
test scores of Thaople entering postsecondary education today and to
see on the average that many of those who at that time identify
that they are going into education that their scores tend to be
lower than in many of the other disciplines.

Now, why is it? Why are we not able to attract the same higher-
caliber student that we used to into education? And I think my col-
leagues here to some part have touched upon that. It is going to
take us a while to overcome that. But we have to t the standards
high and demand that because our children deserve it.

MS. DANN-MFSSIER. But Senator, I think another critical point is
that until the teachers in the school system reflect the students
that they serve, they are not going to be able to serve as role
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models. And at this point, you know what the statistics are for mi-
nority teachers, and until we can do much to increase the number
of mmority teachers who can serve as role models and work with
TRIO programs and the guidance staff to encourage students to
become teachers, that we have a way to go.

Dr. CURRIS. One other thought I would add, Senator, is that our
teachers are role models for our students. We all know the imPact
of teachers on students. Teachers must have pride in what they are
doing; otherwise they won't reflect that pride and provide the kinds
of incentives.

I was encouraged in an earlier panel where a survey of teachers
indicates that pride is returning. I would only say that in
perspective wh.en we look back over the last ,15 years, this Nation
has been through a period of some kind of education bashing. W
have criticized teachers, we have criticized schools for not doing die
kind of job that we as a society believe they should be doing.

It is very difficult to expect teachers and educators to reflect
pride to their students and to encourage them to go into teaching
when there have been such strident calls suggesting that incapable
people are in the classroom. So it is a complex problem.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I agree, and furthermore, I think we have
expected far too much of teachers in the wayS of assuming responsi-
bilities that belong at home. I think today teachers have been
caught in these conflicting demands, which they should not have to
assume in many instances.

Dr. MARTIN. I think the linkages, Senator, with programs such as
not only the TRIO programs but other social service programs have
helped provide that close linkage to address that, because you are
correctwe are dealing with a lot of students today who come into
the public school classrooms who come from very unfortunate back-
grounds and circumstances. You have a lot of latchkey children,
you have a lot of children who are not properly nourished, they
have not had the economic security at home, many of them live in
unsafe areas. We have a lot of things we are trying to deal with,
and that is a big load to ask teachers to deal with without some
additional support from others.

Senator KASSEBAUM. That is very true. They should have a good
network of support so that they can call on, and know where to
call for someone else to pick up that responsibility. They are there
where many times they can sense and understand some of those
problems. Yet, to have to be responsible for solving them is perhaps
beyond their call.

Thank you very much.
SenatOr PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Senator Kassebaum.

I was struck by what you were just saying because the cutting edge
of many social changes falls on the teachers. The cutting edge for
desegregation really fell on the schools to do it; the cutting edge
now for getting rid of the drug problem really falls on drug educa-
tion. We forget the tremendously important social role that the
teachers play.

Well, I thank you all very much indeed. If there are any further
statements, they will be inserted in the record within the next
week.

[The following statement was submitted for the hearing record:]
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Prepared Statement of Anna Lou Pickett

INTRODUCTION

While the purpose of this testimony is to whole heartedly endorse all as-
-

pects of the National Teacher Act of 1989 (5.1676), the comments and recommenda-

tions in this paper will center on the critical need for the program proposed in

Title IV - New Careers for Teachers.

TRAINING PARAPROFESSIONA1S FOR TEACHIM: ATTRACTING MINORITIES TO THE PROFESSION*

_The need to recruit and retain skilled committed teachers is_ well docu-

mented and the need to attract more minority candidates is particularly acute.

In this paper we will 1) outline the reasons why paraprofessional personnel

serve as an untapped resource for recruiting future minority teachers, 2) review

the results of an earlier New Careers Programs, and 3) suggest strategies for

strengthening the provisions of Title IV.

Nationwide paraprofessionals are a valuable untapped resOur_ce frequently

overlooked by teacher educators in their efforts to reach out to and enroll aiv-

ity in their programs. Paraprofessionals generally rePresent a Iligh

percentage of the various minority groups in the communities where they live.

Many are bilingual. In addition, they are usually long term residents of -an

area no matter whether it is a remote rural area or major urban center. Because

their roots are in the community they are likely to remain there when their edu-

cation is completed. Further, they have an understanding of local idosyncracies

ranging from fiscal problems to philosophies of service delivery based on their

knowledge of their cultural and local traditions. And because of their on-the-

job experiences they are aware of the pressures attributable to working with

students with a wide range of skills and abilities.

This material is adapted from: Pickett, Anna Lou. Restructuring the Schools: The
Role of Paraprofessionals, Center for Policy Research, National Governors'
Association, Washington, D.C. 1989.
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This is not the first effort to create a New Careers Program. There are

many lessons to be learned from earlier programs supported.by.. federal initia-

tives and developed during the1960s and 1970s. These odels were designed to

remove barriers to career advancement for the poor and disadvantaged, minori-

ties, youth and women. One of the most effective and comprehensive personnel

preparAtion programs developed during that era was the Career Opportunities

Program' (COP). COP was based on collaboration between local school swamis and

institutions of higher education. Many of the mechanisms and methods develoied

through COP are worthy of consideration today.

In From Aide to Teacher: The Story of the Career Opportunities Program,

George Kaplan recorded the COP story from its inception in 1970 to its comple-

tion in 1977. Developed by the U.S. Office of Education under the Educational

Development Act of 1967, the mission of COP was to "provide opportunities for

indigenous community residents, working as paraprofessional teacher aides in the

nation's low-income urban and rural areas, to advance within the education pro-

fessions and ultimately to improve the learning,of the children in those
'-

schools."

The COP des gn for teacher training represented a sharp break from estab-

lished teacher e ucation programs. It called for parity among participating

school districts and the institutions of higher education in planning and

cAlducting the program. The schools selected the people who were to be trained

and described the skills they needed to be effective teachers. The tolleges and

universities adapted their programs to meet these needs by removing potential

barriers. They scheduled required course work at night, provided financial

assistance, tutored candidates for high school equivalency tests, and conducted

classes off campus near participant's homes.
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Iu analyzing the results of the seven year program, Kaplan reported that

COP was an effective way to provide an alternative route to teacher certifica-

tion for paraprofessional and other school employees interested in achieving

professional status. His conclusions were based on the following:

"The ,COP training model was generally shaped tc thepractical needs and
demands of its participants. Full-time campus life was neither desirable
nor suitable for these adult students who had to contribute to or were the
sole support of a family. The COP design was ultimately an enlightened
work-study approach to adult learning and professional advancement. The
combination of conveniently arranged (for the moat part) college work, paid
employment, achievable goals.

Early introduction to and immersion in the teacher situation WaS a quick
and natural method of career selection. There were some aides for whom the
management of an entitle cit.-- was a nightmare. They learned this early.
And were able to leave the field before their investment of time and money
had become irretrievable. Those who'took to teaching were spared the usual
confusion about career choice.

For teacher aspirants and permanent paraprofessionals alike, the career
lattice, was a source of personal security and an assurance of an orderly
career in public education. The combination of lattice and ladder was
ideal for individuals with professional aspirations who must continue to be
concerned on a day to day basis with their existing careers. The lattice
was a powerful device in itself for strengthening the legitimacy of pare-
professionalism in education.

The COP decided preference for indigenous participants, as against the out-
siders who had traditionally staffed inner-city or other low-income schools
made for internal accountability. The aides' own children or their
neighbors' children were often in those schools, and, as neighborhood
people, they knew and were part of the scene in which they lived and
worked. When hiring time came, school principals could draw on experienced
practitioners whom they knew both personally and professionally and in
whose training they had taken an active interest.

The par1C569ta liked the COP formula. It demanded sacrifice, and it
stretched physical and intellectual capacities, 'ut it rewarded honest
effort and was almost equally demanding of project staff, university in-
structors, and other,s involved in the process."

COP officially ended in 1977, and while a few school districts and coneges

offer career development programs basea on the COP model, most of the programs

were never institutionalized and ended when the infusion of federal funds ended.

Thus, once the collaborative efforts that enabled more than 20,000 women,
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returning Vietnam veterans and other disadvantaged low income people to enter

careers in education were concluded they were for the most part been lost as a

resource f - workers and employers alike.

It is important that the Committee not overlook the roles community col-

leges can play in facilitating career advancement to the professional ranks.

V
Community colleges have played leadership roles in attracting non-traditional

Students by developing innovative programs and curricula to prepare them to work

in agencies throughout the human Services delivery systems. In education these

efforts have focused primarily on early childhood, elementary and special educa-

tion programs. Programs that were created twenty or more years ago at the begin-

ning of the New Careers Movement, have managed to achieve longevity although

their status and fortunes ch, ebb and flo based on local economic conditi,us and

student interest. Programs established more recently have found it More diffi-

cult to achieve permanency; perhaps because most of them have been initiated

with the assistance of outside funds but without a commitment from the college

administration to maintain them once toe avallabl.'Ity of federal or other non-

tax levy funding ends.

Perhaps the most signficiant problem encounterd by community college train-

ing programs, and therefore the students they serve, involves the articul on

agreements between the two and four year colleges and universities. Usually

only liberal arts credits transfer for full credit, special education, early

childhood credits, or other education credits count only as electives. For this

reason paraprofessionals and other potential students do not perceive earning an

associate degree as a direct link or an alternative route to becoming teachers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For this new effort to establish viable New Careers Programs there are sev-

eral elements that eligible recipients need to address and incorporate in their

r,qI. k)
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applications. One of the most critical is
not contained in the recommended con-

tents for the applica"ln:
All applications should contain special pllns for

making the model New Careers Program part of the permanent structure in the

department of teacher education. Without these assurances these model prograas,

will disappear when the federal resources end. And we will once again find our-
selves looking to the past for solutions to current problems.

This is an ideal time for articulation
agreements between two and four col-

lege systems to be reassessed
since teacher education programs across the court-.

try are in a state of change.
They are (re)designing curricula, revising and

creating new undergraduate admission requirements to professional schools of
education, and developing new graduate degree levels. Further, many are devel-
oping pro-active strategies for recruiting and maintaining minority candidates
in the field. By evaluating and, possibly, restructuring these articulation

agreements, it may be possible to
remove one obstacle that stands in the way of

paraprofessionals who want to become teachers.

<1
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This subcommittee is herewith adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING ACT

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-
430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Simon, Kassebaum and Cochran.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hu-
manitica will come to order.

Today we will conclude our hearings on the two teacher bills, S.
1675 and S. 1676. This is the fifth hearing on these bills introduced
by Senator Kennedy, our chairman and by me. I am delighted to
have some of my colleagues here to testify on this issue.

Senator Bingaman, your proposal to establish a commission to
study the feasibility of extending the school year is of particular in-
terest to me. I have pursued this issue for a good many years. Time
and again I have asked groups of high school students if they feel
fully challenged by the school work before them. I usually get the
same negative response; they feel they can absorb a lot more than
they are being fed, that they are not being fully challenged. I am
convinced that the students of this Nation can absorb a great deal
more information than they are presently receiving. However, the
idea of extending the school year is a very complex one. It would
involved modification of facilities, revisions of curricula, and above
all a substantial increase in teacher pay. The proposal to establish
such a commission to look at these and other issues is a good one
and we may want to have an additional, separate hearing just on
this one topic.

I would first call, if I could, on Senator Bingaman for his state-,
ment. The administration will forgive me, but the Senators have to
move on to committees that they are chairing. Senator Bingaman.

STATEMENT OF HON. JEFF BINGAMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I ap-
pretiate the opportunity to testify before your committee and, of
course, appreciate the leadership that you provide on all of these
issues to improve education.

(431)
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Let me mention that we have two bills that are pending in yourcommittee. One of them relates to a national report card. I under-
stand that that will be considered at a later time by the committee.
ThaL is S. 2034. I do have written testimony I will put in on that.
But the one that you wanted oral discussion of today, as I under-stand it, is S. 2035, which is the one to establish a commission to
look at a longer school year and possibly a longer school day.

Mr. Chairman, I know that this is an issue that you have cham-
pioned for a long time. I have had the opportunity to discuss thatwith you and am well aware of your commitment to moving the
country in that direction. I do think that it is an interesting debate
that I believe we need to have at the national level, on how long aschool year we need as a country and whether or not the length of
time that we actually instruct our students is adequate to get us
where we want to be.

I noticed in the President's State of the Union address and in the
governors conference this last week their commitment to very am-
bitious goals, one of which of course is that we are going to be first
in the world in math and science achievement among our studentsby the year 2000. I point out that getting from where we are todayto that point is not going to be easy. I think that the American
people need to realize that the testing that has been done showsthat the 1986 test that was done of college-bound high school sen-iors from thirteen industrialized countries showed American stu-dents 9th in physics, llth in chemistry and last in biology out ofthe 13 countries.

Among the 20 industrialized and less developed countries, theU.3. students were 10th in arithmetic, 12th in algebra, 16th in ge-ometry, and 18th in ability to use measurements. The Japanese
students ranked first in all of these categories.So, it is not an insignificant improvement that the President and
the governors are talking about. Very quickly, I think we need toget on to the question of how do u get from here to there.

Currently our students do spend less time actually being in-structed in school than students in other countries. The periods of
time, when you look at South Korea, the average school year is 220days; Japanese students, over 240 days; European students, many
countries spend 230 days a year in class.

I think it is certainly cause for us to rethink what we are doingas a Nation.
This is not an original idea, as you well know, the National Com-

mission on Excellence in Education came out %VILA its report, "ANation at Risk." They recommended in 1983 that we adopt a
hour school day, that State legislatures adopt that, and that States
individually move to 200 to 220 days of instruction.

Unfortunately, we have not seen a significant amount of progress
on either of those recommendations since 1983. I think the questionis why. I believe that it is for a couple of obvious reasons, I wouldcite three reasons.

First of all, it is my firm belief that in order tk, nake this kind ofchange to a longer school year we need nationa' ladership on the
issue, and we just have not had that. We live in a national econo-my We have countless corporate and personal decisions, whether itis television programming, vacation planning, the outline of text-
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books, all of those are geared to the relatively short school year
that we continue to have. It is not reasonable to say that t is up to
each individual State or within each individual State it is up to
each individual school district to decide whether it wants to
change.

We need national leadership if we are going to make this kind of
change.

Second, unlike many proposals in education such as full funding
for Head Start, which everybody seems to agree with, it is just a
question of getting it done, this is a proposal that draws strong op7
position from an awful lot of people in and around education. Stu-
dents that I have talked to in my State hate the idea. Many sum-
mers employers do not take kind to the notion. Many teachers,
many school administrators think this is certainly a vely low prior-
ity concern and lacks merit.

I think clearly it is something that is controversial. That does
not mean that it is unimportant. ,

The third and fmal reason I would cite as to e have not
made progress on this is that I remember reading the Effective Ex-
ecutive by Peter Drucker, and he niakes a very good point in there,
which gives advice to executive. He says do first things first and
second things never, essentially saying that you have got to priori-
tize what you are going to spend your time on and work away at
that. Well, we have deluded ourselves, I believe, in the country by
saying that first we need to improve the IT. Ility of education and
then we can consider whether or not we need additional time; so,
until we get the quality where we want it, we do not need to seri-
ously consider this kind of a change. I think that that thinking is
misguided because it fails to take into account the fact that the
length of instruction, the amount of instruction, the length of the
school year does impact on the quality in a very direct way.

I think the Ford Foundation studies have shown very convincing-
ly that at-risk students who receive very minimal, if any, parental
encouragement in their educatiun suffer very greatly from the lost
time between late May when school lets out and early September
when it starts up in many of our school district. I think the studies
show that that 3 month recess is a major cause of those at-risk stu-
dents falling further and further behind other students in the
system.

I think, it is crucial that we do this. The legislation I have intro-
duced merely establishes a national commission, gives them 1 year,
tells them to hold hearings around the country, to get this debate
going, in a very genuine sense, determine whether they believe a
longer school year or longer school day is required, and then also
report to the Congress, the President and the governors as to how
the cost of this w nild be borne if it is going to happen, and what is
the appropriate -ole for the Federal Government in bringing this
about if it is an appropriate thing in their view to happen. I think
all of those are very important issues, and they are ones we need to
get on with.

I think we have not given this proposal serious attention during
the 1980s, I think it is time we did. Hopefully, this legislation,
which you, Mr. Chairman, are cosponsoring, will allow us to give it
that serious consideration.
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Thank you very much for allowing me to testify. I will be glad to
answer any questions if you or Senator Cochran have questions.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Senator Bingaman.
Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted into

the record at this point.
iThe prepared statement of Senator Bingaman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN

Mr. BINGAMAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman for scheduling this
hearing today on these important education issues. Your continu-
ing leadership in this area is greatly appn.Yiated by me and all

_those concerned with education. I am pleased to have this opportu-
nity to testify today on two pieces of legislation which I have spon-
sored, S. 2034, the "National Education Report Card Act of 1990"
and S. 2035, the "200 Day School Year Study Act of 1990." I appre-
ciate your timely attention to the issues addressed in these bills.

S. 2034, THE NATIONAL EDUCATION REPORT CARD ACT OF 1990

Let me first address the "National Education Report Card Act."
This week the nation's governors adopted an ambitious set of na-
tional education goals intended to "ensure that Americans are pre-
pared to participato effectively in the workforce and in an interna-
tionally competitive economy, take part in the nation's democratic
institutions, and function effectively in increasingly diverse com-
munities and states and in a rapidly shrinking world."

The goverw,rs explicitly recognize that national education goals
will be meaningless unless progress toward meeting them is meas-
ured accurately and adequately, and report,m1 to the American
people. In a section on assessment, the administration and gover-
nors said they "agree that while we do not need a ne,: data-gather-
ing agency, we do need a bipartisan group to oversee the process of
determining and developing appropriate measurements and report-
ing on the progress toward meeting the goals."

The legislation before us today, S. 2034, establishes an independ-
ent council of highly respected, bipartisan experts to assess
progress towards national education goals and to issue an annual
report card on our achievements. I believe that this National Coun-
cil on Educational Goals can serve the need identified by the gover-
nors.

This bill is the result of hearings held last year by the Govern-
mental Affairs Subcommittee on Government Information and Reg-
ulations, which I chair. In these hearings, which focused on the
quality and use of TJ.S. education information, we found wide-
spread agreement that national goals will have little meaning
unless we are able to assess where we currently stand and to meas-
ure our progress in attaining each goal and objective. We must
have sustained, professional and independent attention to measur-
ing progress and reporting on results.

While realistic assessment of educational attainment is heavily
dependent on the quality, focus and availability of U.S. educational
statistics and information gathering efforts, we found major prob-
lems with the scope, quality, comparability and timeliness of data
on educational performance.
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The mechanisms to assess and monitor educational progress and
the national information infrastructure to support those mecha-
nisms do not exist. The National Center for Education Statistics,
the primary source of Federal data on American education, has
long been underfunded in comparison to other general purpose sta-
tistical agencies. Major reviews of the quality of educational infor-
mation conducted by the National Academy of Science and by the
General Accounting Office both identified major problems with the
independence, the quality and the level of effort of the Center.

While there are encouraging signs of progress in the past several
years, much remains to be done. There are still a number of criti-
cal areas, including some of the goal areas identified by the gover-
nors, where we have virtually no information that can be used to
measure progress. For example, we have very little data about edu-
cation that takes place outside of the public school system whether
in pre-school, post-secondary school, private school or in the work-
place.

Related ly, the subcommittee heard that the major vehicle for as-
sessing the achievement of our Nation's students, the 20-year old
National Assessment of Educational Progress, still "tells us woeful-
ly little about the things that matter most . . . how much and how
well our children are learning . . ." This assessment program is
currently limited in the subjects covered, omitting for example, for-
eign languages; in the assessment format, relying too heavily on
"multiple choice" formats; and by prohibiting comparisons below
the state level. Again, improvements are underway, but more
needs to be done.

The Secretary of Education has, for the past few years, issued a
"Report Card" on educational performance in the form of a wall
chart showing state-by-state SAT scores. One witness characterized
this as "mischievously inadequate as a report card on the Nation's
schools" because the SAT is a totally inappropriate instrument.
The SAT was created 60 years ago to be school proof and teacher
proof; to measure innate ability of students, not their achievement.

The subcommittee hearings produced significant support for es-
tablishing an independent Council of highly respected, bipartisan,
diverse experts to consider and adopt national goals, capitalizing on
the momentum generated by the "Education Summit" and other
on-going goal setting activities The Council woult; also be required
to study, make recommendations, and report on the status of the
Nation's educational assessment system. In the words of its pri-
mary proponent, Dr. Ernest Boyer, the Council's task would be to
develop a model assessment program for the Nation's education
system and report periodically to the President and the Nation.

The "National Report Card Act" reflects these recommendations
and concerns. It establishes a National Council on Educational
Goals composed of highly respected, bipartisan experts to study,
make recommendations regarding, and periodically report on the
status of the nation's educational achievement, from pre-school
through post-secondary education. During its first year, the council
will be charged with two major tasks. It will:

1. Analyze existing information on the educational achievement
of U.S. students and schools; and
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2. Develop and begin monitoring a comprehensive set of national
goals that will help ensure excellence in education at all levels by
the end of this decade.

Following the initial report, the council will be required to issue
annual "Report Cards" on U.S. educational attainment. Each
Report Card will:

1. Assess Progress toward or attainment of the national goals;
2. Identify gape in existing data and make recommendations for

improving the methods and procedures of assessing educational at-
tainment; and

3. Based on input from interested and knowledgeable parties,
make revisions in the national educational goals or identify new
educational goals.

NAEP

I believe it will also be\ necessary to make some changes in the
National Assessment of Educational Progress to permit it fulfill its
role in the assessment of national education goals. While the cur-
rent bill does not address needed NAEP changes, I intend to
duce separate legislation to ensure that the National Assessment
provides a fair, accurate, and timely presentation of educational
achievement and that limitations on its coverage be examined.

I note that the President has requested expanded funding for the
National Assessment in his budget proposals. However, axording
to our subcommittee witnesses, significantly more resourcen will be
required if the Natioral Assessment is to serve as the 'oasis for
monitoring our educational progress. While thc, resourcrAi required
for the National Council on Educational Goals are estimated at a
relatively modest $500,000 annually, we will need to authorize
somewhere between $105 and $150 million to expand and improve
the NAEP.

I believe that no issue is of greater consequence to our nation's
future than the performance of our educational systems. The Na-
tional Report Card Act addresses the-Critical area of how we estab-
lish national performance goals for our students and schools and
monitor our progress toward those goals.

S. 2035, THE 200-DAY SCHOOL YEAR STUDY ACT

Mr. Chairman, I would also like to discuss with the committee, S.
2035, the 200-Day School Year Study Act of 1990. I am very pleased
that you, Mr. Chairman, are an origine cosponsor of this bill,
along with Senators Mithhell, Kennedy, Mikulski, Harkin, Hat-
field, Byrd, and Kohl.

As I mentioned earlier, this week the National Governors Asso-
ciation set forth six education goals for the nation. Last month, the
President did the same in his State of the Union Address. Both sets
of goals are commendable, and among them is the goal to make our
students first in the world in math and science achievement by the
year 2000. Mr. Chairman, we have a long way to go if we are to
achieve that goal in the next 9 years. According to international
comparisons, .our students currently rank near the bottom in sci-
ence and mathematics. For example, a 1986 study of college-bound
high school seniors n 13 industrialized countries reported that
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American students were ninth in physics,11th in chemistry, and
last in biology. Among 20 industrialized and less-developed nations,
U.S. students ranked 10th in arithmetic, 12th in algebra, '16th in
geometry, and 18th in measurements. Japanese students ranked
first in all of these categories.

Obviously, the road ahead is a long one. We must make some
dramatic changes and improvements if we are going to surpassor
even meetthe rest of the industrialized countries of the world.
Many of the changes to be made might be construed as ptinful
ones. One that we must make, I believe, is a move to a longer
school year and possibly a longer school day.

Currently, U.S. students spend considerably less time on educa-
tional instruction than do students in other countries. In my home
state of New Mexico, as with most states, the average school year
lasts about 180 days. In comparison, the school year lasts 220 days
in South Korea. Japanese students attend school 243 days a year.
European students spend up to 230 days a year in class. German
and British schools start in early September and extend through

Even if we aszume that the quality of education in all Other re-
spects is comparableand we know in many cases that it is notis
it any wonder that our children lag behind their peers? I believe
we must close these gaps. If we do not, the educational and com,
petitive gaps will continue to widen, and the actualization of our
noble education goals will seem further and further from reality.

Mr. Chairman, I am not alone in my support for a longer school
year. Seven years ago, the National C,ommission on Excellence in
Education recommended in its landmark report, "A Nation At
Risk," that school districts and state legislatures adopt 7-hour
school days and academic years of 200 to 220 da1rs. Since then,
many other reports have made similar recommendations. Yet we
continue to resist. Why? I believe that school districts and states
have resisted such a move for three obvious reasons.

First, this is the type of change that requires national leadership,
and we simply have not had it. Ours is a national economy, and
countless corporate and personal decisionsfrom television pro-
gramming to vacation planningare based upon expectations in-
volving the length of the school year. Text books are written for
shorter school yea-s. An individual school district or even a state
would be hard pressed to go against this tide and significantly
lengthen the school year on its own.

Second, unlike many proposed educational reforms, such as full-
funding for the Headstart program, this proposal is the object of
strong opposition by people closely involved in our current educa-
tion system. Students hate the idea. Summer employers balk at the
idea of a lost source of cheap labor. Most teachers and school ad-
ministrators are opposed to it. Although some educators concede
that it would be_acceptable if salaries for educators were raised to
compensate for the additional work load, many are skeptical that
higher salaries actually will accompany the increased instruction
time.

Third, I believe that we have misapplied Peter Di..ticker's admoni-
tion to the "Effective Executive" that priorities should be for "first
things first and second things never." We k.,)ent the 1980s telling
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ourselves that we must first dramatically improve the quality of
education, and only then should we consider the length of instruc-
tion. The argument I have heard repeatedly since intioducing this
bill is that it does not further a student's education to be in school
longer if the quality of education is poor.

But this argument fails to take into account the fact that the
length of the school year may be a significant determinant in the
quality of education. Ford Foundation studies have-shown convinc-
ingly that "at risk" students Who receive minimal parental encour-
agement suffer adversely from the "lost time" between the end of
school in late May-and the beginning of school in September. The
studies report that a 3-month recess is a major cause of their fall-
ing behind other students.

Mr. Chairman, improvements in our children's educational
achievement levels will not happen in the 1990s merely because we
wish it so. If U.S. studentsall of our studentsare to excel within
the next 9 years in the math and sciences, we must provide leader-
ship. I believe that S. 2035 does that.

The 200-Day School Year Study Act of 1990 is a straight-forward
attempt to help states deterinine the advisability and feasibility of
lengthening school days and years, increasing teacher salaries cor-
respondingly, and thus increasing our children's chances for gain-
ing a quality education. The study mandated under the Act could
be a first step toward the noble goals set forth by our nation's gov-
ernors and the President.

Under this bill, a 12-member commission of experts, including
teachers, parents, state education officials, and representatives
from education organizations, would make specific recommenda-
tions to the President, the Congress, and the nation's governors re-
garding:

(1) The advisability of establishing a model "length of school day
and school year" for U.S. public schools;

(2) The feasibility of determining an appropriate minimum
number of hours per day and days per year of instruction for U.S.
public schools, and a model plan for reaching those numbers, and
compensating teachers accordingly, before the end of the decade;

(3) An estimate of the average additional costs, including the ad-
ditional cost in terms of teacher salary enhancement, that states
and local districts would incur if longer school days and years are
adopted, and a model plan for meeting the additional costs.

The Commission's first report, due one year after the date of the
Commission's first meeting, would include ita recommendations for
administrative and legislative action.

I hope the subcommittee will favorably consider this measure,
and I am very appreciative of your support, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION REPORT CARD Acr OF 1990
I. NATIONAL COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL GOALS:

The bill will establish a 12-member (9 voting, 3 ex-officio) council of highly re-
spected, bipartisan experts to study, make recommendations regarding, and periodi-
cally report on the status of the nation's educational achievement, from pre-school
through post-secondary education.

A. VonNo Mninits: Voting members will serve terms of six years. Initial ap-
pointments will be made by the President, in consultation and upon agreement with
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the National Governors Aseociation. The council will be self-perpetuating, and all
future appointments will be made by current council members. All appointments
will be sub' to the advice and consent of the Senate.

13.'Ex4., io Membera: The Secretary of the Department of Education, the Chair-
person of National Governors Association and the Chairman of the National As-
sessment Governing Board will serve as ex-officio members.
IL ANNUAL REPORT CARDS:

A. Council Report: During its first year, the council will be charged with two
major tasks: It will:

1. Analyze existing information on the educational achievement of U.S. students
and schools; and

2. Develop and begin monitoring a comprehensive set of national goals that will
help ensure excellence in education at all levels by the end of this decade.

B. Annual Report Card: Following the initial report, the council will be required
to issue annual 'Report Cards" on U.S. educational attainment. Each Report Card
will:

1. Assess progress toward or attainment of the national goali;
2. Identify gaps in existing data and make recommendations for improving the

methods and procedures of assessing educational attainment; and
3. Based on input from interested and knowledgeable parties, make revisions in

the national educational govis or identify new educational goals.

200-DAY SCHOOL YEAR STUDY ACT OF 1990

I. BACKGROUND:
In the words of the 1983 report of the National Commission on Excellence in Edu-

cation, we are "A Nation At Risk." The problems plaguing America's educational
system were outlined in that report, which found 6 years ago that American stu-
dents spent less time on school work than their international counterparts and, as a
result, lagged behind them in testing and achievement rates. Currently, most U.S.
school years last about 180 days. In comparison, European students spend up to 230
days a year in class; South Koreans spend about 220 days a year in school; and Jap-
anese students attend school 243 days pet year.
H. NATIONAL COMMISSION:

A. Report: Under this bill, a 12-member commission of experts would make specif-
ic recommendations to the President, the Congress, and the nation's governors re-
garding:

(1) The advisability of lengthening the school day to a predetermined minimum
number of hours and the school year to at least 200 days in U.S. public schools;

(2) The appropriate number of hours per day and days per year of instruction for
U.S. public schools, and a plan for reaching those numbers before the end of the
decade;

(3) an estimate of the average additional costs that states and local districts would
incur, including an appropriate increase in teacher compensation, if longer school
days and years are adopted and a plan for meeting any additional costs.

The Commission's final report, due one year after the date of the Commission's
first meeting, would include its recommendations for administrative and legislative
action.

B. Commission Membership: The commission would consist of 12 members, four to
be appointed by the President, two by the Speaker of the House, two by the Minori-
ty Leader of the House, and four by the President pro tempore of the Senate (two
from each political party). /

The members would be appointed based upon their exceptional eduOation, train-
ing, and experience The membership will include:

(1) Representatives of non-profit organizations committed to the improvement of
American education;

(2) Teachers;
(3) Parents; and
(4) State officials directly responsible for education.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. One of the few times that I
recall being booed was at an education group when I suggested this
idea. It has got merit. We have as of now 180 days a year of vaca-
tion, 180 days roughly of school. I think that instead we could have
threequarters of the year spent in school and one-quarter on vaca-
tion, that would seem adequate. So, I would hope that the idea of
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200 days is not cast in stone. I would like to see 220 days or 2?0
days.

Some of our main competitors, as you pointed out, have longer,
school years then we do: Japan, 243 days a day; Italy, 213; Israel,
216; South Korea, 220. These are just jotted down in my notebook
here. Time and again, I have asked students if they feel they are
being challenged adequately in school. A minority say that they
are being challenged adequately. It is a majority who feel that they
could absorb and be challenged a great deal more.

Thank you for coming forward with this idea in legislative form_
My only hope would be that we would not think of the 200 days in
cement. I ,would like to see more.

Senator Cochran,
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. We will insert your prepared remarks inLo the

record, without objection, and Senator Kennedy's.
[The prepared statements of Senators Kennedy and Cochran

follow:]

PPEPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. Enhancing the status and attractiveness of
the teaching profession must be our top priority in our quest for
education reform. We must find new ways to attract teachers into
the profession, prepare them to meet the challenges of today's
classroom, and retain our beat teachers in the schools so future
classes of students may benefit from their talents. At the present
time, we are not doing a good enough job. Recently revised data
from the education department paint an even bleeker picture of
teacher shortages than we had previously thought: Between 1990
and 2000, almost 2.2 million new teachers will have to_be hired by
public school systems. This means that almost as many new teach-
ers will 1-ave to be hired as are currently employed in public
schools.

The Senate is considering several initiatives in this area, includ-
ing two which are the subject of today's hearing: "The Excellence
in Teaching Act" and "The National Teacher Act of 1989." We are
delighted to have three colleagues in the Senate with us this morn-
ing, as well as representatives from the education department and
the National Science Foundation. We have worked closely with
NSF in developing the math and science initiatives in the "Excel-
lence in Teaching Alt," and look forward to their presentation. We
also welcome other uistinguished witnesses: The Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Utah, and the Commissioner of Education from Rhode
Island. We thank you and our other witnesses for being here. Many
of you have travelled considerable distance to join us, and I know
we will benefit enormously from your remarks.

Once again, I commend my colleague, Senator Pell, for holding
this informative hearing. This will be our final hearing on the
issue of teacher reform. The Subcommittee on Education, Arta, and
Humanities, and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources
will have held five hearings this Congress on this issue. We are
prepared to move ahead and look forward to reporting these meas-
ures out of committee later this month.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SRN R COCHRAN

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to welcome As-
sistant Secretary Haynes and the other distinguished witnesses on
the agenda today.

President Bush has said, "education can be our most powerful
economic program, our most important trade program, our most ef-
fective urban program, our best program for producing jobs and
bringing people out of poverty."

I believe this and I know all of you do too. Education holds the
key to the future of our country. If we fail to provide quality educa-
tion programs, we risk not only the lives of our children but also
our Nation's place in an increasingly competitive work place.

But, we won't have a first-rate educational system without first-
rate teachers. At previous hearings on the Excellence in Teaching
Act and the National Teacher Act we have heard compelling testi-
mony from witnesses regarding teacher shortages, problems in re-
taining our best teachers, the need for more minority teachers and
the need for better staff development programs. Both S. 1675 and
S. 1676 take positive steps to address these issues. These bills pro-
vide thoughtful incentives to enhance the professionalism of teach-
ing, to attract more minorities into the field and to give teachers
the opportunity to enhance and improve their teaching skills
through career-long learning programs.

I am pleased to be a cosponsor of both bills.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to thank you and Senator Kasse-

baum and other Members of the committee for joining me in intro-
ducing legislation that I hope will be incorporated into the teacher
bill that will ultimately be adopted by the subcommittee.

On January 30, I introduced S. 2039, the National Student Writ-
ing and-Teaching Act of 1990,14 authoriie funding for the National
Writing Project. The National Writing Project is a national net-
work of teacher training programs affiliated with institutions of
higher education to improve the quality of student writing and
learning and the teaching of writing in the Nation's classrooms.
There are currently 143 National Writing Project sites in 44 states.
S. 2039 would provide Federal funds to be used to support the
grams at each of these sites and to develop new sites on a dollar-
for-dollar matching basis. As of today, there are 25 cosponsors of
this legislation.

The Writing Report Card, an assessment of writing skills of
school-aged students conducted by the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, recently reported that in 1988 fewer then 25 percent of our
high school juniors could not write an adequate, persuasive letter,
and most of those were filled with numerous errors.

Over the past two decades, colleges and universities across the
country have reported increasing numbers of entering freshmen
who are unable to write at a level equal to those demands. Over
ninety percent of our postsecondary institutions currently offer re-
medial courses to improve the basic skills of entering students.

Business and industry leaders have teetified on numerous occa-
sions that they are concerned about the limited basic skills of entry
level workers.
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In addition, the lack of writing ability has been recognized as a
key element of the adult illiteracy problem in this country.

The Natidnal Writing Project is a teachers-teaching-teachers pro-
gram that identifies and promotes what is working in the class-
rooms of the Nation's best teachers. It is a positive program that
celebrates good teaching practice and through its work with schools
increases the Nation's corps of successful classroom teachers.

In Mississippi, National Writing Project sites have made remark-
able progress in improving the quality of teaching and student
learning in the State. Not only English teachers but history, geog-
raphy, math, reading, science and elementary school teachers par-
ticipate in the program. The result has been a measurable incr4ase
in student test scores and a rekindling of teacher enthusiasm, con-
fidence and morale.

At today's hearing, on the next panel, there is a witness from the
Bay Area Writing Project in San Francisco, Mary Ann Smith, who
will be discussing the successes of the National Writing Project.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that you and other Members of the commit-
tee have an opportunity to carefully review the statement for the
record prepared by the National Writing Project so that you can
see the honors and recognition they have received over the past 17
years.

But, before we get to that, I would like to take a moment to rec-
ognize two people in the audience who have been a tremendous
help to me in developing this legislation. Dr. James Gray, who is
the director of the National Writing Project and Sandra Burkett,
who is the director of the Mississippi Writing and Thinking Insti-
tute at Mississippi State University.

Thank you, Mr Chairman. I look forward to hearing from the
witnesses.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend Senator Bingaman for his
leadership on this issue. If' I had realized that this was so unpopu-
lar, I would not have asked to be added as a cosponsor, but I did
not know you-----

Senator BINGAMAN. We appreciate your strong support for this,
Senator Cochran.

Senator COCHRAN. Well, I will give you a lot of quiet support,
how about that? We can build a consensus around the country.

Thank you for coming and letting us know more about your
ideas.

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you.
Let me just comment in reference to the chairman's point there.

I agree totally that we do not want to prejudge the length of time
that students should be in school before this commission gets a
chance to make its findings and recommendations. It is very possi-
ble that 200 days is not the right length of time, but something in
that direction I think is appropriete to look at.

I think we made clear in the legislation that we would like them
to look at the question of wly;ther we should go to 200 days or
more and also whether we should have a longer school day.

Senator PELL. I would also add here that this proposal assumes a
proportionate increase in salary recompense for teachers, because
it would not be fair to extend their workload without that increase.
My support for it depends on that recompense.
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Senator BINGAMAN. I understand that. And I agree that there
will be additional costs, and there needs to be additional compensa-
tion to people in the education community if this kind of a proposal
is implemented.

Senator PF.u... Adequate recompense in proportion to the increase
in school year.

Thank you very much for being with us.
Now I will turn to Senator Bumpers, who has his humanities

education bili. I will be glad to hear from you, Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. DALE RUMPERS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARKANSAS

Senator BUMPERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Coch-
ran, for allowing all of us to come here for what I consider to be a
very important hearing.

First of all, Mr. Chairman. I envy you. If I could be made chair-
man right now of any committee or subcommittee in the United
States Congress, my preference would be to chair this subcommit-
tee. I think that the work that we do in the other committees,
while they are all important, absolutely nothing and particularly
today nothing compares to the monumental problems of this coun-
try to education. This subcommittee is in the cat bird seat and can
direct and be a traffic cop for all these many bills that people like
Senator Bingaman and I have introduced and feel very strongly
about. So I thank you again.

My bill, Mr. Chairman, is something that I call "The Humanities
Education Bill." Like Senator Bingaman, my whole interest in this
subject as well as education came when I read "A Nation at Risk"
and ali the different report cards on education in this country that
began to come out at about that time. Quite frankly, that was in
1983, and that was when I entered this bill.

I have been introducing this bill now, this is the fourth Congress
that I have introduced this bill. I really feel strongly that it is an
idea whose time has come and hopefully will be incorporated into
yours and Senator Kennedy's legislation.

When I read A Nation at Risk, I was shocked to learn about all
these statistice that we keep seeing coming out. Seventy-five per-
cent of the llch graders surveyed did not know that Abraham Lin-
coln was presidfint between 1860 and 1889. Four-fifths of them did
not know what the Reconstruction period was. Seventy percent of
them did not know what the Reformation was. And I recently read
about the weak reading and writing skills of students. Almost six
of ten students of age 17 cannot read at a level of difficulty equiva-
lent to newspaper editorials, and 72 percent of 1 lth graders cannot
write a persuasive letter urging a Senator to support the space pro-
gram.

And these do not even begin to cover other crises facing schools,
including the fact that in niany areas more students are dropping
out than are finishing or that thousands of students who graduate
from high school are illiterate.

Mr. Chairman, the quickest way to improve America's schools is
to keep good teachers in the classroom and improve their skills and
knowledge.

27-756 0 - 90 - 15
.
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Senator Cochran, if you want to get on something that is popular
with the teacher, this bill is.

There is obviously a need for competitive salaries for teachers, aneed to recruit more minority teachers, a need to improve the
supply of fully qualified math and science teachers. But I believedin 1983 and I believe today that a lot more can be done to help
those teachers already in the work force.

One teacher said after she participated in a programand inci-
dentally, my curiosity about this whole concept came from an arti-
cle in Time magazine in 1983, where I read that the National En-
dowment for the Humanities and the Mellon Foundation were co-operating in setting these summer seminars for teachers. After oneof Cie teachers finished one of the seminars, I think at the Univer-
sity of Texas, and I will come back to that in just a moment, she
said: it is easy to build a wall around yourself and teach students acertain way year "after year. I think we will all go home much
better teachers because our excitement about the materials that wegot here will be communicated to the kids.

Another teacher said: In this program, high school teachers arerecognized as having scholarly interests.
What stronger endorsement could we get? Here, for example, is

the one that piqued my curiosity that I was interested in. It was atthe University of Texas, and here is what they taught: Homer's
"The Iliad" and "The Odyssey"; Vergil's "Aeneid"and, inciden-
tally, from those two classiCs come the difference between really
sort of democracy and tyranny, where man is supreme and theother, the State is supreme. They studied Shakespeare, "de Tocque-
ville," Tolstoy's "War and Peace." Almost 2,300 teachersif youwant to know how badly teachers want to improve their skills,listen to this, Mr. Chairman. Almost 2,300 teachers applied for thatone seminar at the University of Texas for 225 places that wereavailable.

Despite the excellent work that the National Endowment does, it
obviously cannot administer this program the way I envision it.

For the last several Congresses, I have been trying to make this
point, and this is really the first what I consider adequate hearing
I have had on this. But I will tell you this about the legislation.The Secretary of Education would be authorized to make grants tocolleges, universities, community colleges and junior colleges to
conduct these summer humanities institutes for elementary and
secondary teachers. The grants to the institutions would include
tuition, fees, administration, living expenses and stipends for par-ticipants.

There would be at least one institute in every State, under mylegislation.
I believe that a mathematics teacher and his or her students

could also benefit. Now, when I first introduced this bill it would
only include humanities teachers; but that is nonsense, and I havesince revised the bill to make it available to all teachers, scienceand math teachers. I learned as much from a math teacher about
civics and my responsibility as a citizen as I ever learneil in ninth
grade civics.
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Oftentimes,a teacher who has this kind of knowledge just almost
inadvertentlY shares it with students. So I see no reason to dis-
criminate against anybody, and let all teachers participate in this.

It is also important to remember, Mr. Chairman, students benefit
when they understand what makes us human and what makes us a
humane society. They benefit if they share some knowledge of that.
It is important to remember that it is the humanities which teach
us to read, to write and to communicate with other clearly. The
jobs of the 21st century are going to require strong reading and
writing skills, and downplaying the humanities will weaken our
students' ability to compete.

My daughter graduated from an upstate, one of those chic east-
ern, by League type of colleges; and it did not hurt her any. But
she told me that the banks in New York were hiring English
majors when she graduated, on the simple proposition that they
can teach anybody to be a banker but they cannot teach everybody
to write.

In a memorandum to his undergraduate students at Harvard,
here is what Professor Robert Reich advised: "The intellectual
equipment needed for the job of the future is an ability to define
problems, quickly assimilate relevant data, conceptualize and reor-
ganize the information, make deductive and inductive leaps with it,
ask hard questions about it, discuss findings with colleagues, work
collaboratively to find solutions, and then convince others. To the
extent (these sorts of skills) can be found in universities at all,
they're more likely to be found in subjects such as history, litera-
ture, philosophy, and anthropologyin which students can witness
how others have grappled for centuries with the challenge of living
good and productive lives."

It is also important to remember, Mr. Chairman, the vital link
between learning about our democracy and participating in it. In
1986, only 19 percent of the 18- and 20-year-olds of this country
bothered to vote. In 1988, about 36 percent bf the 18- to 25-year-olds
voted. Young people in this country are cavalier about the privilege
of voting because they are ignorant of our history and how we
became a democracy. They generally lack insight into the struggles
leading up to the Revolutionary War, the histmy of the Civil War,
the sacrifices of their grandparents during the &cond World War,
or the struggles, domestic and international, caused by the War in
Vietnam.

Samuel Gammon of the American Historical Association said, in
commenting on the State of history teaching in this country: "Our
citizens are in danger of becoming amnesiacs if you maintain that
history is collective memory." I fear, Mr. Chairman, that young
Americans are already amnesiac about the responsibilities of citi-
zenship, the importance of each man and woman voting whenever
he or she has that opportunity.

When I speak to high school students and they say, "I hate histo-
ry," I say: "You have a lousy history teacher." Thomas Jefferson,
in justifying the inclusion of the study of history in his plan for
education, said this: "History, by apprising them of the past, will
enable them to judge of the future; it will avail them of the experi-
ence of other times and other nations; it will qualify them as
judges of the actions and designs of men; it will enable them to
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know ambition under every disguise it may assume; and knowing
it ) defeat its views."

1,othing else matters, Mr. Chairman, not rising SAT scores, more
science majors, or even international enhanced competitiveness if
our young people cannot carry on the ideals of democracy.I feel as strongly about accountability in education as any of mycolleagues. My bill will probably be criticized because it is not suffi-
ciently targeted, because it will not pay off in the short term toteach a math teacher about Shakespeare or a science teacher onhow the Constitution came to be. I do not think the results of semi-
nars I propose will be easily quantifiable, at least not in ale short
run, but I cam convinced that these seminars will make an imme-
diate difference in the lives of teachers and will finally make a dif-ference in the quality of education of American students.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in 1989 an annual poll showed that
among high school seniors the ten most admired persons in Amer-ica were Larry Bird, Eddie Murphy, Oprah Winfrey, Michael
Jordan, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jesse Jackson, Bill Cosby, Patrick
Swayze, Oliver North, and Mike Tyson. I do not denigrate any ofthose people. They are all successful in their chosen fields. But Imust say that I am dismayed that President Bush was not on thelist. The Pope was not on it. Mother Theresa was not on it. Poorold mom and pop did not even make the list.

I am convinced that the real heroes of the Nation will never beon the list unless my bill or something akin to it catches fires.
Probably 99 percent more youngsters admire Prince than Pavar-otti, Bruce Springsteen rather than Izthak Perlman. Who is
Madame Butterfly? Who cares?

The summer seminar programs proposed in your bills are moreambitious than the program I propose, but I strongly urge you tofocus on the humanities. I sincerely hope, Mr Chairman, that thisbill will be incorporated as a pilot program at least in your legisla-tion.
Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed. Also, as an elementof hope here, we are conducting the reauthorization hearings onthe Endowments in Humanities and Arts over the next fewmonths, and this could also tie in there.
Your prepared statement will be inserted into the record, with-out objection.
rffic prepared statement of Senator Bumpers follows:1
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DALE BUMPERS

ON HUMANITIES EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, I thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity

to speak before you today on humanities education. Before I

begin peaking about the legislation which I am sponsoring and

about which I feel ao deeply, I want to take this opportunity to

applaud the Chairman and Senator Kennedy for your outstanding

teacher educaticn initiatives. I am proud to cosponsor both of

them and believe that this is the Congress that can tam major

strides in improving the preparation, retraining, and retention

of teachers in American classrooms. I am very pleased to be with

friends.

The thrust of my legislation is in many ways similar to

certain provisions of the teacher training bills you are

sponsoring. we all agree that in-service or continuing education

opportunities must be made available to teachers who are

currently in the classroom. My legislation on humanities

ducation, however, contains a very Lmportant difference.

I want to present a brief history of th bill which I call

*The Humanities Education Bill.-

When I read the 'Nation at Risk" report in 1983, my

reaction was similar to that of my colimiguest dismay that our

students were performing so pcorly and that our educational

system was so troubled. And the dozens of major national reports

on ducation and the "report cards' on American students issued
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by the National Assessment of
Educational Progress since the

'Nation at Risk report have done little to allay my fears about

American education.

I am shocked, for xample, to learn that 75% of leventh

graders surveyed did not know that Abraham Lincoin was president

between 1860 and 1889; that four-fifths of the students did not

know what tho Reconstruction period was; and that 70% of students

did not know what the Reformation was. And I recently read about

the weak reading and writing skills of students. Almost six of

10 students at age 17 cannot read at a level of difficulty

equivalent to newspaper editorials, and 72% of llth graders can't

write a persuasive letter urging a Senator to support funding for
the space program. And these statistics don't even begin to

cover other crises facing our schools,
including the fact that in

many areas more students are dropping out than are finishing high

school or that thousands of students who graduate from high

school are illiterate.

My reaction to the crisis in American education -- to the

crises in rural schools and inner city schools -- has been the

reaction of a small town school board member and former

Governor. I have tried to build from the strength of the

American educational system, the classroom teachers. The

quickest way to improve American schools is to keep good teachers

in the classroom and improve their skills and knowledge. There

is obviously a need for competitive salaries for teachers, a need

to recruit more mincrity teachers, and a need to improve the

2
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supply of fully-qualified math and cience teachers. But I

believed in 1983, and I still believe today, that such more can

be don to help those teachers already in the workforce.

I didn't have to look far in 1983 to find a model of

tachr training that was a proven success and which could be

asily replicated. In the summer of 1983 I read a short article

in Time magazine about a summer seminar program for secondary

school teachers of the humanities. Teachers chosen for the

program were given stipends to go to college campuses during

summer months, where they enrolled in rigorous academic courses

taught by college professors. The aspect of the program that

struck me most was the enthusiasm expresb^d by the teachers who

were fortunate enough to participate in the seminars. The

teachers lauded the program for its intellectual rigor and for

the recognition it gave them and their profession. One teacher

said, 'It's easy to build a wall around yourself and teach

students a certain way year after year. I think we'll all go

home much better teachers because our excitement about the

material will be communicated to the kids." Another said, "In

this program, high school teachers are recognized as having

,cholarly interests. No stronger endorsement could have been

given the summer seminars than the endorsement by those teachers.

This program, funded and administered by the National

Endowment for the Humanities, allowed a select few teachers to go

to college campuses for six-week summer seminars. The seminar

topics in that first summer of the program at the University of

Texas included Homer's The Iliad and The Odyssey; Vergil's

3
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Aeneid; Shakespeare; Alexis de Tocqueville; and Tolstoy's War and

Peace. Almost 2,300 teachers applied for the 225 places

available in in the first year of the program.

As member of the Appropriations Committee, I sought to

xpand the NEH sponsored program by increasing the agency's

funding for teacher training. Despite the excellent worksthe NEU

does in its seminar programs and other teacher education efforts,

the agency has 'Di indicated a keen interest in administering a

dramatically expanded seminar program. And at its current level

of funding, NEH can reach only a fraction of the teachers who

would benefit from the seminars.

For the last several Congresses I have introduced a bill to

establish a comprehensive program of summer seminars in the

humanities for elementary and secondary school teachers. The

bill is important because it builds on the successful NEH model

and because it opens the seminars to ALL teachers. I will talk

about that aspect of the legislation in just a few moments.

Under my bill, the Secretary of Education would be authorised to

make grants to colleges, universities, community colleges, and

junior colleges to conduct summer humanities institutes for

elementary and secondary school teachers. The grants to

inititutions would include funds for tuition, fees,

administration, living expenses, and stipends for participants.

The institutes would be restricted to topics in the humanities,

including both modern and classical language, literature, history

and philosophy, and language arts and social sciences. The bill

would guarantee that each state would have at least on.

4
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institute. The sponsors of the seminars would be required to

involve classroom teachers in the planning and development of the

seminars.

When I first introduced this legislation in the 98th

Congress, only humanities teachers were allowed to participate in

the seminars. I thought the seminars were a way to improve

teachers' mastery of their subjects, and that they should be

limited to those who taught the subjects. Since then, however, I

have changed its focus by introducing an amended version to open

the seminars to all teachers, not just teachers of the

humanities. I believe that a mathematics teacher and his or her

students could also benefit if the teacher knows something about

the American Revolution, or has spent a summer reading

Shakespeare. All students benefit if they share some knowledge

of what makes us human. It's also important to remember that

it's the humanities which teach us to read, to write, and to

communicate with others clearly. The jobs of the twenty-first

century will require strong reading and wriag eking, and

doWnplaying the humanities will weaken our student's ahility to

compete. In a memorandum to his undergraduate students at

Harvard flniversity, Professor Robert Reich advised,

The intellectual equipment needed for the job of the future
is an ability to define prob)ems, quickly assimilate
relevant data, conceptualize and reorganize the
informat:on, make deductive and inductive leaps with it,
ask hare Apestions about it, discuss findings with
colleagues, work collaboratively to find solutions, and
then convince others. To the extent [these sorts of
skills) can be found in universities at all, they're more
likely to be found in subjects such as history, literature,
philosophy, and anthropology -- in which students caa
witness how others have grappled for centuries with the
challenge of living good and productive lives.
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It's also important to recognize the vital link between

learning about our democracy and participating in it. In 1986,

only 19% of 18- to 20-year-olds voted; in 1988 about 36% of 18-

to 25-year-olds voted. Young people in this country are cavalier

about the privilege of voting because they are ignorant of our

history and how we became a democracy. Young people generally

lack insight into the struggles leading up to the Revolutionary

War; the history of the Civil War; the sacrifices of their

grandparents during the Second World War; or the struggles --

domestic and international -- caused by the war in Vietnam.

Samuel Gammon of the American Historical Association has said, in

commenting on the state of history teaching in this country, "Our

citizens are in danger of becoming amnesiace if you maintain that

history is collective memory." I L r that young Americans are

already amnesiac about the responsibilities of citizenship -- the

importance of each man and woman voting whenever iNe or she has

that opportunity. Thc...mee Jefferson, in justifying the inclusion

of the study of history in his plan for education, said

History, by apprising them of the past, will enable them to
judge of the future; it will avail them of the experience
of other times and other nations; it will qualify them as
judges of the actions and designs of men; it will enable
them to know ambition under every disguise it may assume;
and knowing it, to defeat its views.

Nothing else matters -- not rising SAT scores, more science

majors, or even increased international competitiveness -- if our

young people cannot carry on the ideals of democracy.

6
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I feel ps strongly about accountability in education as any

of my colleagues. I will confess, however, that my bill will

probably be criticized because it is not sufficiently targeted;

NICallse it won't pay off in the short term to train a math

teacher in Shakespeare or a science teacher in how.the

Constitution was written. I don't think tha results of the

seminars I propose will be easily quantifiable, at least nq in

the short run. But I am convinced that these seminars will Make

an immediate difference in the lives of teachers and will finally

make a difference in the quality of education of American

students.

Mr. Chairman, in 1989 an annual poll showed that among high

school seniors, the 10 most admired persons in America were Larry

Bird, Eddie Murphy, Oprah Winfrey, Michael Jordan, Arnold

Schwarzenegger, Jesse Jackson, Bill Cosby, Patrick Swayze, Oliver

Worth, and Mike Tyson. I don't denigrate any of those people,

but I must say l'Itydismayed that President Bush, the Pope, Mother

Theresa, Mom, Pop and a few others weren't or that list. I'm

convinced the real heroes of the nation will never be on the list

unless my bill or something akin to it catches fire. Probably

99% more youngsters admire Prince than Pavarotti, Bruce

SGItteml than Izthak Perlman. Who is Madame Butterfly? Who

cares?

The summer seminar programs proposed in S. 1675 and S. 1676

are more ambitious than the program I propose and could be seen

as doing all I want to do and more. But I strongly urge my

colleagues to focus on humanities education as a crucial part of

teacher senlnars.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, for

allowing me to testify here today.

46o
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Senator PELL. I think it was George Santayana who said once
that those who forget the lessons of history are condemned to
repeat them. And we can see here how few know what the lessons
of history are. I believe this very strongly.

In my State every high school and every coliege gets a littleaward in Ainerican history each year. I think that that has had a
real impact, a small impact but an impact, one that I commend to
you. Senator Cochran.

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.I think we have heard very persuasive testimony this morning
from Senator Bumpers. I have enjoyed having the opportunity to
hear him talk about why this is such an important area to empha-
size in our schools. And I hope we can include some languageeither in these bills that we are considering or in the reauthoriza-
tion for the Endowment for the Humanities that will try to dealwith this more effectively than we have in the past.

Thank you very much for coming to testify before the committee.
Senator BUMPERS. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. I want to join in commendation. I think these

summer institutes can be very helpful. We had them, interestingly,under the National Defense Education Act for a while for foreign
language teachers. And you still talk to these foreign language
teachers who, you know, really look back on that with great pride.I think it does another thing, and that is it elevates the status ofbeing a teacher. Frankly, we are going to have to pay teachers
more. We are going to have to demand higher standards of teach-
ers. We are going to have to do both things.

In Japan teachers are paid approximately the same as lawyers,doctors, engineers. Teachers are in the top 10 percent in terms of
income. Teachers go 'into the profession for a lifetime. The averageteacher in the United States stays in the teaching field six and ahalf years. We simply have to do much better.

Finally, one other point just ties in with what you are saying,
Senator Bumpers. Harvard did a study recently on all the new
audiovisual equipment in foreign language study, just to see what
kind of an impact that would have. After going through all the dif-ferent tests and everything, they came to this conclusion: If you
have a good teacher, you are going to learn well; if you do not have
a good teacher, you are not going to learn well.

That should not surprise anybody.
Senator BUMPERS. Senator Simon, if I may just give you a littlepersonal vignette about my own life, having grown up in a poorrural area. And, incidentally, people who do not think that money

matters in this, all they have to do is go to the affluent, whiteschool districts of this country, not just white but the affluent
school districts and see. And go to the inner cities and see what ishappening. Money is absolutely vital to what we are trying to do
here. You can talk all around it.

I can tell you that one good teacherI hope ths does not sound
too contradictoryone good teacher can make more difference
than all the money in the world. As I say, having grown up poor ina rural area, my father was very devoted and ambitious for me, Iwould not be here if it had not been for him and one high school
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English teacher. One day when I was reading Beowulf, when I fin-
ished she said: you have a fine talent; it would be a terrible tragedy
if you lost that and did not use it. She did more for my self-esteem
in ten seconds than anybody before or since. A lot of people think
she overdid it.

I am just saying that one good teacher can make all the differ-
ence in the world in students' lives. I think that this kind of thing
is the kind of thing that gives teachers the sensitivity to raise peo-
ple's self-esteem, to let them know that they count.

The greatest contribution that Jesse Jackson makes in this coun-
try is when he tells those children to repeat after me, I am some-
body. If I were going to summarize the Constitution in one sen-
tence, it would be that each one of us counts. That is really what
this is all about.

Senator &mom I might add that we have a resident in Illinois
who is a former teacher, Dale Bumpers, and he is very, very proud
of having been a teacher.

Senator BUMPERS. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Senator Bumpers.
Senator BUMPERS. May we be dismisstd, Mr. Chairman?
Senator PELL. Absolutely. I will turn now to Senator Boren.
Dr. Haynes is nice enough to say that he would wait for the Sen-.

stors.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. I welcome you here. Incidentally, in the field of

education, I congratulate you on your success in persuading the ad-
ministration to increase the number of exchanges.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID BOREN k U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OKLatiOMA -'

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, it has
been a pleasure to work with you on that. It is something that I
hope we can do even more in terms of encouraging the exchange
program.

I am very glad that I had an opportunity to hear part of Senator
Bumpers' testimony. I think it certainly gave us a challenge and
made some points that are very important. Mr. Chairman, I think
we are living through such a critical decade for this country. I am
often asked as chairman of the Intelligence Committee, what is the
single greatest threat poised to our national secuety right now?
And I suppose that people expect me to talk in terms of the mili-
tary threat against this country or the threat of terrorism or the
threat of espionage aimed against this country, aimed against our
commercial secrets as well as our military secrets. If I were to give
an honest answer to that question, as to the gravest threat to our
national security today, it would be that we are not fully develop,r-
ing the human talent in this country, that we are wasting our
human resources. That is the greatest threat to the national securi-
ty of this country, particularly as we look ahead at the next centu-
rY.That is what I am here today, to talk about a bill that I have
introduced, S. 429, the National Foundation for Excellence Act.
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We have to realize that, if we deal successfully with every other
major poncy area faring us and we fail to rebuild our educational
system, we will eventually undermine our progress in all other
areas. The plain truth is simply that a Nation that allows its edu-
cational system to become secwid or third rate will soon find itselfa second- or third-rate Nation.

We will find that our economic strength and our ability to com-pete in the world marketplace will continue to erode, and a Nation
that loses its economic strength will soon lose its political, diplo-
matic and military strength as well.

So, we are dealing with a matter of crucial importance today.
The key to rebuilding our educational system, as has just beensaid, is the attraction of qualified young people into the teaching

profession and the retention of the best teachers already in the
classroom. You can have the finest physical facilities in the world,
as Senator Simon just said, all the technical capabilities in theworld; but if you put a mediocre teacher in a classroom that might
be in a palace of a building, you are going to have a mediocre edu-
cational experience.

It is the quality of the teacher that becomes critically important.
I often go to visit our State universities, as I am sure all of youdo. Very often I am asked to address the honors students, the presi-

dent's leadership class, or the group of those students who have
been identified as student leaders at the college or university level.Over the past several years I do not know how many groups I have
spoken to of, say, 150 or 200 of the top students at each of our State
colleges and universities. During those sessions I always ask them:
How many of you, the best and the brightest, the student leathirs,the people that can make the greatest contribution, how many ofyou are considering going into teaching as a career? And I cannottell you in how many of those meetings not a single hand goes up.I had such an experience just about 3 weeks ago. This time I wasencouraged; two hands went up out of about 175 of those best and
brightest students and those student leaders. Two hands went up,almost ashamedly, as if they did not want to admit to the others of
the student leaders and the scholars that were there that theymight consider teaching as a profession.

Unfortunately, that experience is borne out by national studies.
Research indicates that in less than two decades we have gonefrom having about 20 percent of our college freshmen consider
teaching as a profession down to 6 percent. It is no :. just a drop in
interest. It is where that interest has dropped. It has dropped most
significantly among our best and brightest students. ,

Research indicates that of college students who plan to enter
teaching that are in college right now, only 2 percent are in the topfourth of their class academically, only 2 percent, and more than
50 pe-lant of those who plan to enter teaching as a profession arein the Nottom one-fourth of their college class academically.

Mr. hainnan and members of the committee, I know the deepinterest lf all of those here this morning in what we are doing with
our edu, ational system. I do not need to tell you that, if we popu-late our classrooms with teachers to teach the next generation who
predominately come from the bottom fourth of their classes interms of their academic strength, we are headed for an unmitigat-
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ed disaster in this country in terms of the education of the next
generation, at a time in which our survival as a world leader de-
pends upon having the best possible people in the classroom devel-
oping the talent among the students in the next generation.

So what I want to talk about this morning is not how do we get
more people to go into teaching. We will always be able to attract a
sufficient number of mediocre people or people who are worse than
mediocre into the classroom, who cannot find a job in anything
else. How do we attract more of our best and brightest students
into teaching? It is critical important in terms of raising the capa-
bility of the profession, raising the prestige of the profession, that
has been talked about, that we get more of our best and brightest
interested in entering into teaching.

It is also key to changing public attitudes. We are in the midst of
a debate in our State right now about whether we want to invest
more money in education. And what do you hear so often when you
go in and talk to the general public? Too many of the teachers are
mediocre. I am happy to pay more to the good teachers, but I do
not want to pay more just for mediocrity or worse.

So therefore people say, we are not going to invest more, we are
not going to pay more taxes because the quality of teaching is not
as high as it should be. The money is not invested, and therefore
the starting salaries are low, and therefore you cannot attract the
best and brightest back into the profession.

It is an ongoing cycle. How do you break out of it? How do you
break out of this chicken and the egg cycle and move out into ex-
cellence? That is exactly what I am trying to do with this bill: start
with a program that targets the best and brightest students and
gets them back into the teaching profession.

You can say to the taxpayers: you are paying for quality; we can
show you because of the high standards required to participate in
this program. Here is what I am proposing: .hat we establish a na-
tional foundation for excellence that would be funded in part by
the Federal Government, largely by the Federal Government, $200
million a year for the next 5 years, that would also allow for States
and private corporations to participate if they desire to do so.

Here is the way it would work. The funds from this particular
foundation would be available to our best and brightest students,
those in the top 10 percent of their class, those who have sc,,red in
the top 10 percent in ACT scores and SAT scores. We are not
paying for mediocrity. We are not asking the taxpayers to simply
pay for more teachers. We are talking about investing in the bei+
and brightest and getting a portkm of them back into the profes-
sion.

The amount of financial aid would depend upon the students
commitment to teaching in public education after they graduate. A
ceiling of $20,000 would be available for individuals who will teach
a minimum of 2 years; $28,000 if they would commit to teach for 3
years; $36,000 for 4 years; all the way up to a maximum of $70,000
that might be available for those who would teach a minimum of 6
years in public education after they got out of college.

What would this mean, Mr. Chairman? It would mean that a stu-
dent could afford to go to any universit: or college in the United
States under this program. If we are tallung about attracting the
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best and brightest, we simply cannot give them the arncunt of
money that would only enable them to go to certain educational in-
stitutions. The sky has to be the limit. They have to be able to goto Harvard or to Stanford or to Yale or to Duke or to many other
institutions, the University of Chicago as well as to be able to go to
the University of Oklahoma, the University of Kansas, the Univer-
sity of Mississippi. It would be the choice of that student.

That student would be able to go to any college or university in
the country and have the ability under this program to get a grant,
a grant that would cover the full cost of their education, whereverthey might happen to go. Some institutions are simply more expen-sive than others. So, we want to have it open to all the best and
brightest of the students.

This board, for example, that would be established, as I say,partly funded by the Federal Government, every State would be as-
sured that that State would have a minimum; the goal woule be at
least a hundred students from that State each year able to get
these scholarships. If a State Government wanted to participateand this would be voluntaryor if a corporation within a Statewanted to participate, they could contribute additional funds
toward the education of that student.

Let us say that the State of Illinois or let us say that a corpora-tion in Rhode Island ur the State of Mississippi or a business in
Mississippi wanted to contribute funds to this National Foundation
for Excellence, then the requirement would be that, whenever that
student finished their educationthey might go out of the homeState to go to collegewhenever they finished the college or uni-
versity experience, the requhament would be that they would goback to that home State and teach in that homg:State's public
schools for a period of time after they graduated.

This would be a strong incentive to take the Fe41eed money
and encourage States and private corporations &rid others to in-volve themselves into adding contributions, voluntary contributionsto it, because it would be a way of increasing the number of stu-
dents that would go back to that State to teach in public education,
these best an-I brightest students, after they graduate.I have looked at some of the other proposals before you, Mr.
Chairman. For example, I know that you have before you another
major bill, S. 1675, under consideration by the committee. There
are central differences between what I am suggesting and that bill,
for example. Under that bill there are no defined standards. It
c.'mply says that the State departtnents of educetionbeing aJrmer governor, I have certainly nothing against State depart-
ments of educationthey would decide to give s,..tholarship funds to
those students that they thought had promise as teachers.

With all due respect, Mr. Chairman, I think that is a very, very
vague standard. States are always seeking money. I know that as a
governor. They are not going to turn down any Federal dollars. If
there is anyone applying from their State, they are going to findthat they have promise as a teacher if they can get Federal funds
to send them on to education.

We do not simply need to send more people on to train them as
teachers, Mr. Chairman. We need to break out of this cycle. We
need to attract more of the best and brightest. We need to have
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their class, not only 2 percent of them in the top fourth of their
class and 50 percent in the bottom fourth, as I mentioned a while
ago.

So, this is targeted. This is a way of getting the best and bright-
est. It does set a standard, but there is nothing magic about that
standard in calling for the top 10 percent in grades or in SAT or
ACT scores. That could be modified. You could also use the minori-
ty achievement test of the College Board, for example, to make
sure that there is no ethnic bias here or no racial bias applied to
the standard. But I think it is very important that we have a spe-
cific standard set.

We do not have enough dollars to go out and recruit massive
numbers of people to go into teaching at this point. As I say, we
have enough people from the more mediocre capabilities entering
the profession. The problem is that we do not have enough of our
best and brightest. Let us have a system that we make sure our
money goes to get some of these top studenth into the teaching pro-
fession.

The other thing that this does is, it involves the private sector. It
involves State Government in terms of contributing funds. It in-
volves the private sector. There are many private companies, I
think, across this country that, if they were given the opportunity
to contribute to a National Foundation for Excellence in order to
make sure that more of those students came back to the States
where they were located, they would make those voluntary contri-
butions. So, another essential difference between S. 429, which I
have introduced, and S. 1675, which is before the committee, is that
we would use the Federal seed money, the $200 million, not just to
be a fund in itself, but we would use it to leverage additional con-
tributions.

They would not be mandatory. States would still be able to par-
ticipate if there were no additional contributions. But we would
have a strong incentive to attract more private contributions.

Let us not close out the private sector. The business leadership of
this country now understands that they have a real stake in educa-
tion. Last year, Mr. Chairman, the private companies in this coun-
try spent more to retrain and reeducate their own workers, mainly
teaching them how to read, than we as taxpayers spent i 12 years
of public education for all the school children in the United Sta,es.
The private sector understands that the cost of education, the fail-
ure of the educational system is a real important part of the cost ni
production for them.

I think if we have something that allows the private sector to
participate, $200 million of Federal seed money and a foundation,
with a broad based national board representing not only the educa-
tion community, classroom teachers, but also some of the business
leaders and others fror, the broader community on that board, and
they select those studenth on the basis of verifiable standards of ex-
cellence to really attract the best and brightest into teaching, and
we encourage them to participate fmancially, we can get the most
ior our dollars spent. We can make sure we are investing in excel-
lence. We can make sure that we involve a broader amount of
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money, in terms of leveraging it, we can have broader participa-
tion. I think that that is ;That is needed.

The other essential difference is that under S. 1675 it could be
spread acrossI do not know, if you just have to have promise in
teaching, that could even be in the top half of your class, it could
be just spmebody that makes a passing -ade, It would not neces-
sarily have to be excellent. It would wt. down your money. And
the way the bill is written is, you can on give $16,000 for a maxi-
mum of 2 years to these students. I do not think that is going to do
the job, to attract some of these best and brightest.

We have a $70,000 maximum if they want to inal,e a 6 year com-
mitment to teach.

In talking to these students, I tried this experiment, Mr. Chair-
man. As I say, these are the best and brightest. These a'.e students
that would qualify to enter any college or univen.ity :n the United
States, whether it is our best and brightest students in the presi-
dential leadership class at e University of Oklahoma, or Oklaho-
'oa State, whether they are at Brown University in your State,
whether they are at Old Miss, whether they are et Northwesrn,
or the University of Illinois, these ai.e the kinds of students that
could go anywhere to school. I asked them, after I asked the ques-
tion, how many of you want to be teachers, and only two hands
went up in this group, the last group I sampled of 175 honor stu-
dents, I said this to them. What if we had a program in place based
upon a requirement that you tett.n in the public schools a certain
tinie after you graduate? Not loans, not loans hanging over your
head when you get out, not partial grants with the rest made up in
loanand that is what you would have if you only gave $16,000;
you would still have big loans hanging over the heads of these stu-
dents; I do not think it is a sufficient incentive.

But I said- If we would pay, in essence, for your whole education,
you in the ery top of your class academically, you who are the
outstanding students, how many of you might think again about
being a teacher About 15 more hands went up in that group of the
very best and brightest.

I am convinced, Mr Chairman, that, if we have a programand
we are working clos-ly together with Chairman Kennedy's staff
and others to try to give our suggestions in ,.rms of the legislation
already before youi am convinced that we will make progress if
we set standards, Lrget our money to the best and brightest, that
will help change the image of the profession, that will help uplift
the profession, will help change taxpayers' attitude, know we are
paying for excellence, have standards, have a national commission,
do not leave it down to the State departments of education. I say
this kindly as a former governor, that they are always going to
want every Federal dollar they can get. Have a national board of
people who will really feel a responsibility to lead. And do not close
out the private sector Make them voluntary participants and part-
ners in this kind of program to contribute additional funds, and
State Governments as well. And I think wc will have somethinfr
that will really help break this cycle and get that 2 percent figure
up in terms of how many of those r-iw studying to be tes-chers are
in the top fourth of their classes.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed
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Without objection, your statement will be inserted into the
record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Boren followsd
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Senator David L. Boron

testimony before
The Senate Sui,:-ommittee on Education, Arts and FiLmanities

March 2, 1990

I am pleased to be able to testify before this committee of

distinguished colleagues today, especially Senators pell, Kennedy and

Kassebanm who have done so much to champion the cause of education in

this country. I am here to testify about my bill 429, the °National

Foundation for Excellence Act" which I introduced a year ago. It

seeks, as does Senator Kennedy's proposed bill, to restore e=ellence

to our public education system by encouraging talented prospe1/4tive

teachers to enter the field of education with a program of incentive

scholarships. while my bill shares a common goal with the bill offered

by Senator Kennedy, it does differ to some degree by providing greater

participation from the business sector.

I truly believe that the bill I introduced deals with the

singly:: most important challenge facing this generation of Americans:

the critical need to restore excellence to our system of public

education.

If we deal successfully with every other major policy area

facing us and fall to rebuild our educational system, we will

eventually undermine our progress ir all other areas, The plain ruth

is that a nation witn a Recond or third rate educational system will

ultimately be in the second or third rark of nations.

oft
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Our public education system Is the cornerstone of a strong

and vital democratic system. The people cannot fully participate In a

socrety If they are not sufficiently educated about themselves, their

own past, and the nature of the problems which th64 confront.

Excellence In pubfic education ts fundamental to our

commitment to equality of opportunity without regard to race, creed, or

economic starus If ie allow two standards of educational opportunity

to develop, excellence in private schools for the affluent and

medrocrity in public schools for the masses, we will soon find that we

live In a tountry in which true equality of opportunity has ceased to

exIst

We will also find that our economrc strength and our ability

to compete In the world marketplace will continue to erode and a nation

that loses Its economic strength will soon lose Its political,

drplomatrc, and mrlitary strength as well.

No longer can we pay Amorrcens ton or twenty dollars an hour

tu perform tasks requir.ng no advanced trarning when people in other

parts of the world are w.lfing to do the same tasks using the same

machrnery or the same assembly lines for far less. The only way for

the United States to retain the hrghest starlard of living in the world

in a century in which human resource devel.pment has become the key

element is to have the best educated work force in the world.

We are learning that the failure of our educational system to

adequately prepare workers can greatly Increase the cost of production

In the private sector and make American companres less competitive.

Private companies are now close to spending roughly as much retrainIng

-2-
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and providing remedial education for their workers as we as taxpayers

spend educating all of the children in the nation in elementary and

secondary schools.

The key to rebuilding (sir educational system is the

attraction of qualified young people into the teaching profession and

retention of the best teachers already in the classroom. Fine physical

facilities will only produce mediticre educational experiences if they

are stafted with mediocrc ,eachers.

In recent decades, we have seen a precipitoss decline in the

quantity and quality of young men and women entering the teac ing

profelsion. As Ole field of career options available to our yotlg

people expands, the potential teachers of the last generation --

especially young women -- choose more lucrative and prestigious

occupations. Research indicates that less than two decades ago, more

than twenty percent of college freshmen polled planned to teach

children as a career. Today that figure has dropped by more than half

to an alarming six percent. Even more disturbingly, recent studies

show that of college students who plan to enter the teaching

profession, only 2 percent rank in the top quarter of their class

academically, whi.e over 50 percent come from the bottom quarter. And

College Board results indicate that college-bound high school seniors

who plan to major in education score well below the national norms in

Schoolastic Aptitiude Testing. If we populate our classrooms with

teachers for the next generation who cannot even measure up to the

average level of academic performance, we are headed for disaster.

-3-
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There is no single solution to the problem and no simple way

to attract a fair portion of the best and brightest in our society to

the teaching profesaion and keep them in it. Compensation is a major

part of the problim and the failure to recognize the importance of

teaching dnd grant it the cadmunity status wh-ch it deserve'S is

another.

In my home state, through the Oklahoma Foundation for

Excellence which I chair, we have started an ennual ceremony carried on

atatevice television in which the business and political loaders of the

state honor 4 outstanding public school and college educators each year

with a medal of excellence end e $5000 prize. Likewisec. 100 high

school seniols are selected as academic all-staters and recetw $1000

prizes.

Symbols are important. Through them we indicate to the next

generation what it really means to be succesbful. For far too long our

actions, as opposed to our words, have failed to convey upon teaching

the status which it deserves.

14- do we break the cycle of taxpayers who are unwilling to

raise teachers salaries as long as they feel that we are bringing too

many mediocre people into the profession? How do we reintegrate

society's leaders into a system they believe has failed their children,

their community? A part of the answer is to ask taxpayers to invest in

what they,know is an excellent product. We also need to invite

ousiness and community leaders -- the group most impacted by our

educational system's decline -- into the proces. Giving these

leaders

-4-
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an active, hands-on role in education s future will mean not only an

important new source of revenue, but also the energy and insight vital

to restoring the stiength ot our public education system. And that is

what my pill seeks to do Not only does it encourage an influx of

superior teachers. int our faltering educational system, but it also

provides the nation s business and community_leaders_wIth_am_immediate,_____

tangible stake in its success It is not a total solution to the

problem. It does not deal with the nl,ed to retain good teachers

already in the profession, but it does take a step in the right

directio! of bringing more of our most talented people -- educators and

private sector leadership -- into teaching.

When I was Governor, we had a shortage of doctors in rural

areas and small towns. We developed a Rural Medical Scholarship

Program under which we paid the full educational cost of medical

students who promised to practice in these under-served areas for a

least 5 years after graduation or be forced to pay back all of the

educationli costs plus a large penilty payment. The program made a

major reduction ,r1 the shortage of rural medical manpower.

It is time to act on a major scale to do the same thing for

the teaching profession -- on a national scale. My bill seeks to do

exactly that. It bears the title, "The National Foundation for

Excellence Act". It establ.:shes a national foundation ultimately

funded by a public and private partnership to fund the full educational

costs for our very best students who desire to enter the teaching

profession in public schools fo up to six yearS. It provides for

-5-
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go:ernance by a board of distinguished citizens and is patterned

somewhat after the Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation which awards

scholarships to students interested in careers in public service.

_A student, to apply for the educational package, would have

to have tested in the top 10% of the Scholastic Aptitude Test or the

American College Tsst; must have graduated in the top 10% from high

school; must maintain a 3.2 grade point average in college; and, must

c(mmit to teaching in public schools after graduation.

The amount of available financial aid would depend on the

students commitment to teaching post-graduation. A ceiling of $20,000

would be available for individuals who will teach for a minimum of 2

rears: $28,000 for 3 years, $36,000 for 4 years, $50,000 for 5 years,

and $70,000 for 6 years.

A penalty for failing to teach in public schools after

graduation would be the principal amount of the scholarship plus

interest equal to the T-bill rate plus 20 percent.

The foundation would be funded by a permanent endowment. The

funding would come from a one time $200 million appropriation and an

additional :'200 million available for matching to private gifts, for a

period of 5 years. Further, $5 million would be appropriated for each

of the first 5 years for administrative and operating costs of the

board.

I would envision that this foundation have a highly visible

and energetic Board Chairman and membership, whc'e job would be to

actively solicit private and corporate contributions to utilize the

-6-
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matching funds provisions of the legislation. This is an important

element not only for the practical need of private funds, but for the

public relations value in having such an effort lead on a federal

level with support of the White House and Congress. Incidentally, such

a foundation could serve as a host committee for an annual meetingto

recognize outstanding teachers nationally. This was a campaign

proposal of our President and an idea of great merit recently discussed

in other forums.

The go.- is to have at least 100 students per state

participating in the program and states could enter into agreements

with the Foundation to help pay part of the scholarship in return for

the student's agreement to teach in that state.

The Board would consist of 15 members including an executive

Director as an ex-officio, non-voting member.

Eleven members would be appointed by 'he President with the

advice and consent of the President - 6 of which mei. have 10 years

experience in education. Two of those six must be classroom teachers.

The remaining five would be leaders from the private sector and the

entire community.

Further, 2 would be appointed by the Mouse tone each by the

Speaker and the Minority Leader and 2 appointed by the Senate (one each

by the Majority Leader and Minority Leader). One of the eleven woula

be designated by the President as the Chairman of the Board

If we fail to rebuild public education by attracting well

qualified people into the profession, as well as into the system, our

-7-
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gencration will justly be held accountable for placing the future of

our nation in peril. My bill was not offered as a complete answer to

the problem. It is I believe, a crucial and constructive step toward a

strong system of public education.

I am most certain -- and most grateful -- that my

distinguished colleagues share my concern for the future of education

in this nation. I am equally certain that only rigorous, decisive

measures can achieve excellence in education. We are not looking for

teachers who were fair stcdents, or teachers who were good students.

We want teachers who were excellent studentss the best and the

brightest our nation has to offer. We have the human resourses waiting

to be tapped in cur schools, in our educational and business

communities; to neglect their potential would be to fail t em,

ourselves and our children. My staff and Senator Kennedy's have

already have begun meeting to form a synthesis of our best ideas and I

am confident that the resulting bill will be an important move toward

excellence in education.

-8-
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Senator PELL. You mention in your testimony the Oklahoma
project. Have you got private funds going into that?

Senator BOREN. We do We have had two experiments in Oklaho-
ma that might indicate what could be done here. One, we had a
program when I was governor in which we dealt with doctors in
this situation. We had a great shortage of medical doctors in rural
communities. We established a State fund in which we said to med-
ical students: We will pay your way through medical school, free.
At that time, back in the good old days, that was about $100,000; I
do not know how much that is new. It is more. I am sure. We will
pay your way free. The only commitment you have to make is that
you will practice medicine in an underserved rural community for
at least 5 years when you get out. If you do not, you have to pay it
all back with a penalty.

Here the penalty for not teaching in the public schools for these
students when they get out is the T bill rate plus 20 percent, a
very, very hefty interest rate penalty on the amount of money that
they have gotten.

We found that we doubled the number of qualified personnel,
medical personnel going into the rural areas uncier this program. It
really worked. And a percentage of those who went became a part
of those communities and felt a great sense of reward, a large por-
tion of them, and they stayed. I think we will find that.

If we can do something to get the best and brightest and not
water down the standards, really go after a portion of these best
and brightest, get them back into the teaching professionand we
have te work creatively on the next step, how do we retain these
best and brightestI am convinced that a lot of them will stay.

I think really going after these students is important. We are
doing something in Oklahoma right now again that I think shows
what the private sector will do. In fact, the President will be there
on May 4 in Oklahoma to help us promote th;..; idea. Every year we
pick our 100 high school seniors that are most outstanding and we
honor them as academic all-staters. Some of these we are now
trying to raise funds to offer scholarships to them if they will go on
and be teachers, along the lines that we have suggested in this bill.

We also honor our most outstanding teachers, the four: elementa-
ry, secondary, college and an administrator each year. We give
them $5,000 awards; the students, $1,000 awards. We do this on
statewide television.

And then we have gone in and encouraged, Mr. Chairman,
people all over the State to get involved at the local level in raising
private funds, setting up private foundations, solely for academic
programs in their public schools. We now have in the State of
Oklahoma, in hard economic times, 114 towns that have formed
private foundations to help the academic programs of their local
public schools. I do not want to take too much time, but let me give
you one example of this.

Three weeks ago I was in Woodward, OK, it is an oil and gas
town that has been decimated. They have lost 20 percent of their
population since 1980. They raised $130,000 in 30 days to launch
their local private foundation for their public school. The teachers
in that public schoolthey will give the interest each year; they
will keep adding to itthe teachers in that public school apply for
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grants. They add new courses in their curriculum, maybe it is a
new microscope, maybe it is new study materials, maybe it is bring-
ing in guest lecturers. Maybe it is the principal that will apply to
add another foreign language if they do not have the tax dollars to
offer in that school system. The private foundation board will then
grant grants back to these teachers or administrators who apply to
them. This is catching on all over the State of Oklahoma.

We tre now No. 1 in the Nation in this effort. But it shows, Mr.
Chairman, vhat the private sector, what private citizens are will-
ing to do.

When these people get involved in towns of 8,000 and 10,000, the
community leaders get involved in making voluntary contribu-
tionsnot taxes, voluntary contributionsto help their public
schools raise their academic standards, they really get interested.
They get interested in performance standards. They get interested
in quality pr)grams. They became a whole nucleus of people in
that commur ity who understand the importance of education.

That is w'iy, Mr. Chairman, I am saying, based upon our experi-
ence with the medical programs, based upon our experience in
terms of getting private sector involvement, private citizen involve-
ment now, financial involvement, that I really hope that you will
craft a program like this that sets up a national foundation model
that with Federal seed money, voluntary private and State Govern-
ment contributions, will stretch your money, target it to quality,
target it to excellence. And I think we can break out of this cycle
in our country in which a growing number of our best and bright-
est students simply rule out going into education completely.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, let me just thank Senator

Boren for hiF being here today and sharing with us his ideas. I
think his suggestion is very intriguing and that we ought to seri-
ously consider it as we look at ways to improve teaching quality,
learning experiences for our Nation s students and teachers.

Thank you very much for being here and talking to us, Senator.
Senator BOREN. Thank you, Senator Cochran.
Senator PELL. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
I also think we are going to haw- to mesh some things around

here, frankly. I, with the cooperation of my colleagues, have been
able to get a modest move in that direction. We have what we call
Paul Douglas scholarships that are available. We gave out 5,000
this year to the top 10 percent. They have to teach. It is $5,000 a
year. They have to teach 2 years.

I do not see any overlapping, frankly.
Senator BOREN. No. It is very complementary, I think.
Senator SIMON. I think so.
I will be introducing a bill Tuesday that also addresses another

problem. Ten years from now one-third of the students in our
schools, elementary and secondary, will be minority students.

Senabor BOREN. Right.
Senator SIMON. But if the present trends continue, only 5 percent

of the teachers will be minority teachers. Then what you do is, you

?" $`1. I'M
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deal with this whole question of the quality of teaching, which I
think is just absolutely essential.

If I can just give an illustration that both you and the chairman
can understand, we get all these invitations to speak. Most of them
we have to turn down because we have other commitments. But
every once in a while some friend will approach you and say: Six
months from now, 9 month from now, can you speak somewhere?
And because he is a good friend, why, you agree. Well, I had a
friend who was the chairman of the board of the Scholl College of
Podiatry. He said: "Will you speak at the commencement 6 months
from now? So I agreed to speak at the commencement. All of a
sudden, it is one week away and I have got to speak at the Scholl
College of Podiatry. I had never been to a foot doctor in my life. I
do not know anything about it. I started reading up about Abra-
ham Lincoln's foot doctor and everything else. I found out some-
thing, and I am sure this is true in Oklahoma and Rhode Island,
too. I discovered that in the State of Illinois our standards are
much higher for those who handle our feet than for those who
handle our children.

You know, it really says something about our priorities.
One other problem that none of these bills really deals with

and I do not know how we deal with this. I talked to a group of
school administrators. One of the questions I ask every time is:
How many of you, if you could make the same money, would be
teaching rather than serving as administrators? Half the hands go
up.

The only way a teacher can move ahead econoMically is to get
out of the field of teaching.

Senator BOREN. Right.
Senator SIMON. Something is wrong there. I do not know how we

deal with that.
You are a man who has reflected on these things. Do you have

any idea?
nator BOREN. I thi-k one of the things we have to do, one of

the things I have urged in our State that has not been done, is that
this also encourages a continually growing sector in terms of ad-
ministrative overhead. You do not have a way of rewarding a good
teacher with salary, so what do you do? You create another vice
principal's position, another assistant superintendent's position.
And before we know it, a larger and larger portion of the budget in
education is going into administrative overhead and not into direct
classroom instruction.

So, I think one of the things that we can do is to Fl..ow this trend.
I have urged in our State that we do a survey of administrative
overhead costs. When we start allocating the State funds to dis-
tricts, we reward districts with lower administrative costs and a
higher percentage of their budgets going into classroom instruc-
tion. That is one of the things that will encourage more of the
money to go into teachers' salaries.

Also what it will do, it will encourage less differential in salaries
between those people really in the classroom and those people per-
forming administrative tasks. It is absolutely wrong for your finest
teacher in the classroom to be receiving maybe a fourth of the
salary in a year's time that one of your middle-range administra-
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tive people in t',e system is receiving. So, I think we have to put
some incentives in.

I would urge this. I go back to these students that we are think-
ing about in terms of the portion of the best and hrightest into the
profession. And I go back; we have enough interest among the stu-
dents in the bottom half of the class going into teaching. What we
have to do is get interest in the students in the top 10 or 20 per.
cent, or the top fourth, going into teoching.

How do we do that? Those studentsand this is what worries
me, as you look at the bills before you, this is the reason I am wor-
ried about, say, only giving a $16,000 max grant over 2 years.
These students can do anything. They are going to be confronted
the day they graduate. They can probably go out and go into pri-
vate industry and earn $10,000 a year more, at least in starting sal-
aciesthese are the best and brightest studentsthan they can
going into teaching.

In order to really balance that off, you have to make the grant
large enough. They can go to any college Lr university, in essence,
free. That becomes a very strong incentive. Even these best and
brightest students who caii go out and have high starting salaries.
they do noc like to go out with all the debt hanging ove- ...hem. So,
I think that if you are really going to make the system Ivork, it is
going to hive to be bold. It cannot be a partial step of a few thou-
sand dollars that is still going to leave them mainly with loans
hanging over their head. It is going to have to be bold enough to in
essence pick the best. Say that we are going to send you free, in
essence, to any college or university in the country where you want
to attend and can get in. And then we are going to give you a real
requirement of teaching and giving back when you get out. That is
how you are going to make your contribution back.

I think we have to be bold. i think if we just do it halfway, that
is not going to be enough for those extra 15 hands, in my example,
to go up among the best and brightest students. We have to do it in
a way that really does reach those students who have al; of these
other career opi.:ons. So I would urge you as you look at it, do not
close out the private sector, but also be bold enough in terms of tar-
geting the money, large sums of money even, in order to give, in
essence, free higher education to thaw really best and brightest
students.

I think that is the only thing that will tip the scales i. terms of
getting a significant number of them over into teaching as a
career.

Senator SIMON. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much for being with us, Senator

Boren.
Senator BOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Your testimony was very interesting.
Dr. Haynes, thank you very much for your patience and willing-

ness to stand aside for this pe-iod of time. We are very glad to wel-
come you as Assistant Secretai y for Postsecondary Education. I am
sorry that Secretary Cavazos could not be here beca...e of other ob-
ligations. We are delighted that he sent you, who has much of the
responsibility in this area, in his place.

We welcome your testimony.

ei u
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Finally, a very special welcome to the Commissioner of Educa-
tion in Rhode Island, Troy Earhart. Dr. Earhart and I have worked
together on many issues and I look forward to his remarks today.

I hope you will introduce your colleagues.

STATMENTS OF DR. LEONARD L. HAYNES, III, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JACK MACDONALD, AS-
SISTANT SECRETARY FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION, AND DR. ELIZABETH A. ASHBURN, SENIOR RE-
SEARCH ASSOCIATE IN THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL RE-
SEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT

Mr. HAYNES. Thank you very much, Mr Chairman and members
of the committee.

I would like to introduce my colleagues who are joining me here
this morning First we have the Assistant Secretary for Elementa-
ry and Secondary Education, Dr Jack MacDonald.

Senator PELL. Could you hold the mike a little closer to you?
Senator SIMON I think we have, got one of these wavering mikes

like you had. You want to switch mikes there.
Mr. HAYNES. Also, to my far left is Dr. Elizabeth Ashburn, who is

the Senior Research Associate in the Office of Educational Re-
search and Improvement.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this
opportunity to testify--

Senator PELL. I think the mike really is not working
Senator SIMON. It is on and off.
Senator PELL. I know that my mikes did not work here.
Mr. HAYNES. How is that, Mr. Chairman?
Senator PELL That is fine.
Mr HAYNES. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

appreciate this opportunity to testify on S. 1675, the Excellence in
Teaching Act, and S. 1676, the National Teacher Act of 1989.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize
my remarks and submit a longer statement for the record.

Senator PELL That will be excellent. We will put it in full in the
record.

Mr. HAYNES. Thank you very much, sir.
To begin, I must convey to the subcommittee the departmene.,

opposition to both of these bills because they either address p:ob-
lems we do not agree exist or they fail to recognize the extensive
and pervasive Federal efforts already in place to address the prob-
lems that do exist.

Earlier this week. President Bush and the governors announced
six national education goals that will improve the opportunities for
all of our youth. Reaching these goals will not be easy. As the
President and the governors emphasized in their statement, funda-
mental changes must occur, including reorienting our schools to
focus on results, giving teachers and principals more discretion in
decis;)n making, and providing a way for gifted professionals who
want to teach to do so through alternative certification avenues.
With talented and qualified teachers dedicated to excellehce, there
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is no doubt in my mind that we will succeed in achieving these na-
ticaal goals.

President Bush and Secretary Cavazos are strongly committed to
improving the quality of teaching in Ameriea's schools. The Presi-
dent has requested $400 million is his fiscal year 1991 budget, an
increase of 38 percent over fiscal year 1990, for Federal programs
that support teacher training.

Secretary Cavazos announced last week that he will be appoint-
ing a special advisor for teacher education whose responsibilities
will be to serve as the Secretary's liaison to the education corn mu-
nity on teaching issues and to coordinate teacher education activi-
ties throughout the department.

Let me also stress that Secretary Cavazos is reviewing Title V of
the Higher Education Act, "Educator Recruitment, Retention, and
Development,- so that he can offer substantive suggestions to the
Congress on this and other ke) issues during the upcoming 1991 re-
authorization of that act. We believe that reauthorization is the ap-
propriate opportunity to Lonsider changes in Federal support for
teacher education.

The Department of Education opposes enactment cf S. 1675 and
S. 1676. Our opposition to these bills is based upon the following
concerns.

No. 1, the bilks seek to address a problem that we do not believe
exists, i.e., a general shortage of teachers.

No. 2, they duplicate many existing Federal programs.
No. 3, they fail to take account of a number of efforts currently

being pursued across the country by States, local school districts,
universities, the business community and others.

No. 4, they authorize a host of already-tried, retread programs
that offer no coherent vision to address the key issues of the profes-
sional teacher development.

A number of the programs that would be authorized by these
bills are premised on the fear that our Nation is facing a shortage
of elementary and secondary school teachers. While certain short-
ages may occur in certain States or local areas in certain fields and
an underrepresentation A minorities, there is no evidence of an
overall teacher shortage now, nor does it appear that there will
likely be one in the foreseeable future.

In fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that the number
of teachers needed will vary during the 1990s, depending on grade
levels, but that no overall teacher shortage will exist.

Alternative teacher certification programs have achieved enor-
tnous success in attracting highly qualified teachers in a number of
States. New Jersey turned a statewide shortage of teachers into a
surplus in just 5 years through alternative certification. Since the
inception of the New Jersey program, 21 percent of the partici-
pants have been minorities, a significantly higher level of minority
participation than among the general teaching pool.

Mr. Chairman, one of the key strategies laid out in each of these
proposed bills is to attract additional teachers by awarding grants
and providing loan forgiveness in return for a teaching commit-
ment for a limited number of years The Department opposes this
because it would expose the Federal Government to major cest
risks without a reasonable assurance that they will draw into

27-756 0 90 - 16
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teaching those who would not have entered the profession anywa).
Ind-,ed, States have reported that such strategies are generally in-
effective in increasing the pool of teachers.

Thus, we oppose these approaches even if we believed a general
shortage were looming.

The other major premise of these bills is the need for the profes-
sional development of teachers. Currently many schools operate on
an industrial model of schooling, everybody memorizes the correct
answers for responses to multiple choice tests. Many teachers have
learned this way throughout their own K -12 and postsecondary ex-
perience, and they often teach in the same manner. This approach
must be fundamentally revamped. These bills, however, show no
indication that anything more than business as usual is necessary.

We believe the emphasis of these bills on general teacher recruit-
men' tends to obscure and shift the focus from more immediate
and central issues: improving the quality of teaching, increasing
the number of effective minority teachers employed in our schools,
and increasing the number and improving the skills of teachers in
specific areas, such as raath, science, special education, bilingual
education, and teachers for urban areas especially for those in the
inner city.

I mentioned earlier that the President has requested $400 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1991 for 11 Department of Education programs
that support teacher training. Other agencies such as the National
Science Foundation also administer programs affecting teachers.These bills that we are considering today would authorize a
number of new programs that would duplicate or overlap what can
already been carried out under existing law.

The department currently administers programs designed to im-
prove teaching in mathematics and science, special education and
bilingual education, and to increase the supply of teachers, includ-
ing minority teachers, in those fields. I have attached an addendum
to my testimony outlining the programs, Mr. Chairman.

State ...nd lorll governments, institutions of higher education,
and the private sector have also been working on ways to improve
the quality of teaching and to attract more highly qualified minori-
ty teachers and teachers in special fields.

At present, 46 States require tests of minimum competency for
new teachers, but only three have applied them to incumbentteachers, and the tests are not sufficiently rigorous. However,
States and universities are also taking steps to upgrade the cur-
riculum in our colleges of education and improve teacher testing.

We are also seeing a number of impressive efforts that will make
the teaching profession more attractive, especially the movement
toward site-based management. There are also under way a
number of Federal, State and local programs to provide the inserv-
ice education and induction assistance needed to enhance teacher
performance and teacher professionalism.

A diversity of site-based efforts now under way hold much great-
er promise of real improvement than an elaborate nationwide
sy,tem of academies that do not operate at the school le/el, where
change must occur.

Before concluding, I would like to share with you some of the key
recommendations for improving the quality of teachet s that Secre-
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tary Cavazos outlined in a speech before the AACTE last week.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert the full
text of the Secretary's speech into the record.

The Secretary made the following key points:
One, institutions of higher education should participate fully in

the restructuring of our elementary and secondary schools.
Two, States must work with colleges of education to create great-

er flexibility for teacher training programs to permit the innova-
tion demanded by restructuring strategies. Toward this end, the de-
partment will soon host a conference entitled Flexibility for Pro-
grams to Educate Teachers, to discuss the need for innovation and
alternative certification programs.

And, finally, it is time for universities to make teacher education
a priority, to recognize that the preparation of teachers is not just
the responsibility of schools of education but an integral part of the
university mission. The Department of Education will sponsor a
conference on Higher Education's Investment in the Education of
Teachersthis is tentatively set for Septemberto develop strate-
gies for improving higher oLlucation's contribution to the training
of first-rate teachers for our elementary and secondary schools.

These recommendations are based on our vision of teaching and
learning in our schools. Our schools should be places where stu-
dents come to know how to think carefully about issues and ideas.
They should understand history and literature and science and
math, rather than just memorize names and dates and rules. They
should love to learn. And our teachers should be thinkers and ques-
tion askers and problem solvers and creators and lovers of learn-
ing. And they should believe that all children can learn.

While we share your goals, we cannot support either of these
bills. We believe the department's current authority and proposed
activities to support and strengthen the teaching profession, as well
as State-sponsored activities like choice and site-based manage-
ment, provide a more comprehensive and better coordinated ap-
proach to addressing the needs of the teaching profession.

Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I welcome your questions and
comments. Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much for being with us, Dr.
Haynes.

Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted into
the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Haynes follows:]

- .:
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Frepare: F.thtemeh! f Leowiri HftYnes. 71I

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I appreciate this opportunity to testify on S. 1675, the Excellence

in Teaching Act, and S. 1676, the National Teacher Act of 1989.

However, I must convey to the Subcommittee the Department's

opposition to both of these bills because they either address

problems we do not agree exist, or they fail to recognize the

extensive and pervasive Federal efforts already in place to address

the problems that do exist.

Earlier this week, President Bush and the Governors announced six

national education goals that will improve the opportunities for

all our youth -- from pre-school to graduate school. Reaching

these goals will not be easy, and as the President and the

Governors emphasized in their statement, fundamental changes must

occur, including reorienting our schools to focus on results,

giving teachers and principals more discretion in decision making,

and providing a way for gifted professionals who want to teach to

do so through alternative certification. With talented and

qualified teachers dedicated to excellence, there is no doubt in

my mind that we will succeed in achieving these national goals.

President Bush and Secretary Cavazos are strongly committed to

improving the quality of teaching in America's schools. The

President has requested $400 milllon in his FY 1991 budget, an

increase of 38 perent over FY 1990, for the 11 Federal programs

that support teacher training. The request includes funding for

t J
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his prsposed legislative initiatives, that are part of S. 695, the

"Educational Excellence Act," which will assist States in

developing alternative teacher and principal certification

programs and recognize excellence in teaching by providing cash

awards to outstanding teachers. The President is also requesting

$25 zillion for a new initiative to improve the training of school

principals.

In Chicago last week Secretary Cavazos announced, in a speech to

the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, that

he will be appointing a Special Advisor for Teacher Education,

whose responsibilities will be to seive as the Secretary's liaison

to the education community on teaching issues and to coordinate

teacher education activities throughout the Department of

Education. These activities are administered not only by my own

Office of Postsecondary Education, but also by the Offices of zy

colleagues in Elementary and Secondary Education, Special

Education. Bilingual Education, Vocational and Adult Education, and

Educational Research and Improvement. Let me also stress that

Secretary Cavazos is reviewing Title V uf the Higher Education Actt

"Educator Recruitment, Retentiont and Development," so that the

Department can offer substantive guidance to the Congress on this

and other key issues during the upcoming 1991 reauthorization of

that Act. We believe that reauthorization is the appropriate

opportunity to consider changes in Federal support for teacher

education.

V.1
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The Department of Education opposes enactment of S. 1675 and S.

1676. As a whole, we do not believe that they would significantly

improve the current Federal effort to strengthen the teaching

profession, nor would they improve the effectiveness of teaching

in our sclhools. our opposition to these bills is based upon the

following concerns: (1) The bills seek to address a problem that

we do not believe exists, i.e., a general shortage of teachers;

(2) they duplicate many existing Federal programs; (3) they fail

to take account of a number of efforts cur ..tritly being pursued

across the country by States, local schoel
districts, universities,

the business community and others; and, (4) they authorize a host

of already tried, retread programs that offer no coherent vision

of how we might address the very important issue of tne

professional development of teachers.

A number of the programs that would be authorized by these bills

are premised on the fear that our nation is facing a shortage of

elementary and secondary school teachers. W believe that this

premise, and consequently the bills' emphasis on general teacher

recruitment, is unfounded. While shortages may occur in certain

States or local areas or in certain fields, there is no evidence

of an overall teacher shortage now. nor does it appear that there

will lIkelv be In the foreseeable future.
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In fact, a 1988 survey by the Association for School, College and

University Staffing, Inc., found that, in most teaching fields,

supply and demand are in balance. While shortages exist in spacial

educatiun, bilingual eduzation and math and science education,

these problems are already addressed by existing federal programs.

In addition, the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that the

number of teachers needed will vary during the 1990,s, depending

on grade levels, but that no overall teacher shortage will exist.

Further analysis by the National Center for Education Information

(NCEI) indicates that the teacher pool is broader than some would

lead you to belipve. NCEI surveyed school districts about their

applicants for teaching positions for the fall of 1988 and found

that nearly half of the applicants came from pools other than

recent ccllege graduates fully certified to teach. They inciuded

former teachers seeking full-time teaching positions, midcareer

changers seeking to become teachers, and retirees soaking teaching

lobs. A survey of State offices responsible for issuing teaching

certificates revealed that persons from among these non-traditional

groups were increasingly applying for certificates to teach.

In recent years, declining elementary and secondary enrollments

have been accompanied by increases in the number of teachers,

especially at the elementary school level. Moreover, there is a

growing pool of college students interested in entering the

teaching profession. In 1987, 8.1 percent of college freshman
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expressed an interest in a teaching career, up from a 20-year low

of 4.7 percent in 1982.

In fact, Dr. Sibyl Jacobson, Vice-President of Metropolitan Life

Insurance company and President of the Metropolitan Life

Foundation, a witness at your hearing on the teaching profession

last week, cited a Harris poll of teachers, which in 1989 indicated

that 67 percent of America's public school teachers say they would

advise a young person to pursua a career in teaching, compared with

only 45 percent who would have done so in 1984.

We are also especially optimistic about the ability of recent State

and local programs to attract highly qualified teaching candidates

into the field through non-traditional chanAels. As you may know,

alternative teacher certification programs have been a major

success in a number of States. New Jersey turned a statewide

shortage of teachers into a surplus in just five years through

alternative certification. The average score of these new

candidates on the National Teachers Examination is significantly

higher than for those receiving certification via the usual route.

In 1988, the New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program accounted for

29 percent of the new teachers entering tha State's public schools.

Similarly, that program has done an outstanding job of attvacting

significantly more math, science, and mincrity teachers. Since the

inception of the New Jersey program 21 percent of the participants
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have been minorities, a significantly higher level of minority

participation than among the general teaching pool.

Also, evidence of the high motivation of these teachers is found

in the low proportion of those provisional teachers leaving their

jobs in the first ysar -- only 4 percent in 1987-88, compared with

16 percent of the regularly certified first-yetr teachers in the

State. Improving retention rates will also Increase the supply of

teachers.

Mr. Chairman, one of the key strategies laid out in these proposed

bills is to attract additional teachers by awarding grants and

providing loan forgiveness in return for a teaching commitment for

a limited number of years. The Department opposes this because It

would expose the Federal Government to major cost risks without a

reasonable assurance that they will draw into teaching those who

would not have entered the profession anyway. Indeed, States have

reported that such strategies are generally ineffective in

increasing the pool of teahers. Thus, we would oppose these

approaches Inn if we believed a general shortage were looming.

The other major premise of these bills is the need for the

professional development of teachers. There Is an extra,,rdinary

need for improvement in this area. This critical need emerges from

our expectation that both new and experienced teacners should

foster learning for students from diverse cultures and to educate
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these students to think. These are new expectations for our

teachers and schools, demanded by the nation's business community

and by general economic concerns for the country.

Currently many schools operate on an industrial model of

schooling: everybody memorizes the "correct answers" for responses

to multiple-choice tests. Many teachers have learned this way

throughout their own K-12 and postsecondary experience, and they

are typically prepared to teach in this same manner. This approach

to education must be fundamentally re-vamped. These bills,

however, show no indication that anything more than "business as

usual" is necessary.

Critical problems exist for the teaching profession and for

effective teaching in our schools. But these problems have not

been well-conceived by the programs in these bills. We have

evidence from the past that adding programs here and there does not

solve the complex problems we face today.

we believe the emphasis of S. 1675 and S. 1676 on general teacher

recruitment tends to obscure and shift the focus from more

immediate and central issues -- improving the quality of teaching,

increasing the number of effective minority teachers employed in

our schools, and increasing the number and improving the skills of

teachers in specific areas, such as math, science, special

education, and bilingual education, and teachers in the inner
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cities. ['hese issues are already being addressed, both through

number of currently funded Federal programs and, often innovatively

and creatively, through the efforts of States, school districts,

and the p:ivate secto,".

I mentioned earlier that the President has requested $400 million

in FY 1991 for 11 Department of Education programs that support

teacher training, and I have added an addendum to my testimony

which outlines these programs. Other agencies, such as the

National Science Foundation, also administe: programs affecting

teachers. S. '675 and S. 1676 would authorize a number of new

programs that would duplicate or overlap what can already be

carried out under existing law.

The Department currently administers programs designed to improve

teaching An mathematics and science, special education, and

bilingual education, and to increase the supply of teachers,

including minority teachers, in those fields. We administer

student financial assistance programs, which can be used by

potential teachers, and various scholarship and fellowship

programs. We also administer programs designed to improve teaching

in general. Let me mention a few specific examples of the Federal

programs already underway:

o The Fund for the Improvement and Reform of Schools and Teaching

(FIRST) was created by Congress less than two years ago to
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Improve educational opportuo'ties for elementary and secondary

school teachers and students and has broad au'hority to support

activities to improve teaching and increase the number and

quality of minority teachers. FIRST, as well as the Fund for

Innovation in Education, also established two years ago, could

also be used to demonstrate school-based management strategies

and the effects of reducing class sizes.

o Our largest teacher training program, the Dwight D. Eisenhower

Mathematics and Science Education Program, for which the

President has requested $230 million in FY 1991, a 70 percent

Increase over FY 1990, makes financial assistance available to

State and local educational agencies .nd other entities to

Improve the skills of teachers and the quality of instruction

in mathematics and science. School districts are also

encouraged to use these funds to recruit or retrain minorities

as science and math teachers.

n The new Mid-career Teacher Training program will help

universities design and Implement flexible programs to help

those with baccalaureate degrees and job experience in

professions other than classroom teaching to make career changes

into teaching.

o The Christa McAuliffe Fellowships finance sabbaticals for

outstanding teachers to pursue projects to Improve teaching.
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o Other programs include special education personnel development

(571 million proposed for FY 1991) , bilingual education training

grants ($31.9 million), and the Paul Douglas Teacher

Scholars'aps (.1:14.9 million).

States also have the authority to use Chapter 2 block grants,

vocational education State grants, adult education State grants,

and drug-free schools State grants for teacher training programs.

The Department makes assistance available for teacher training

through the regional education laboratories, and we support an

extensive network of national research and development centers, the

clearinghouses of the ERIC system, and various data colleion

activities, all designed to cast light on important teaching

issues.

My point in reciting all of these programs, Mr. Chairman is that

under current Federal law, we can now undertake almost any kind of

new initiative or test any kind of theory about what will "attract

and train potential candidates for the teaching profession." The

point is, however, that we need to know more about the direction

that must be taken. We need to target our efforts in that

direction.

States and local government." inpcitutions of higher education, and

the private sector have also been working to improve the quality
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of teaching and to attract highly qualified minority teachers and

t,ea:hers in special fields.

In California, minority participation in the Los Angeles unified

School Districts' Intern Program has grown to 35 percent. Several

schools of education also demonstrated a willingness to sponsor

alternative teacher preparation programs of their own. Glassboro

State, Memphis State, and Arkansas-Little Rock, among othars, have

created high quality programs for "career-switchers" and mothers

re-entering the work force.

At present, 46 States require tests of minimum competency for new

teachers, but only three have applied them to incumbent teachers,

and the tests are not sufficiently rigorous. However, States and

universities are also taking steps to upgrade the curriculum in our

colleges of education and improve testing of teachers.

Grambling State University turned around its teacher education

program by raising admission standards and by requiring education

majors to have a concentration in another academic field. The

school also developed workshops to help students improve math and

writing skills, and revised its curriculum to ensure coverage of

all areas tested by the certification exam. While the size of each

graduating class dropped from 150 to 50, three times as many

students are ready to enter the teaching force upon graduation,

because virtually all of them now pass the Louisiana teacher
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certification exam, compared with only a 10 percent success rate

for Grambling students on the exam in the late 1970's.

To make the teacher job market more flexible and to reach the best

people, seven States in the Northeast have ;List agreed to implement

a regional certificate, which would facilitate an applicants' move

from one State to another without his or her having to take a

battery of exams to be recertified. New York and the six New

England States, can now serve largely as one job market. The Chief

State School Officois of these seven states, in collaboration with

the Department-funded regional education laboratory and the private

sector, have been working on a publication, The NortheastSammop

tarket Stucky, which is designed to depict both the State and the

regional supply of teachers by area of instructional specialization

for each New England State and New York.

An additional component of the study will Indicate the

qualifications of those who are in the pre-serOce pipeline to

replace teachers who are leaving their positions for retirement or

other reasons The Department would like to see more certification

reciprocity among States, and the President's proposed alternative

certification program includes authority for States to use funds

for this purpose.

WP are also seeing a number of impressive efforts that will make

the teaching profession more attr..ctive, especially the movement
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toward school-based management. Greatly enhanced responsibility

of teachers, inside and outside the classroom, coupled with higher

salary scales, will help attract the kind of top professionals

necessary to lead our education recovery. There are also underway

a number of Federal, State, and Local programs to provide the

inservice education and Induction assistance needed to enhance

teacher pe-formance and teacher professionalism. In addition to

activities supported with existing Federal program funds, there are

a variety of State activities underway and joint efforts between

school districts and higher education.

For example, there are Theodore Sizer's Coalition of Essential

Schools, the work of Dr. James Comer with elementary schools, the

Chelsea Schools partnerships with Boston University, and now the

professional development schools being encouraged by the Holmes

Group, At AFT, and the State of Massachusetts, among others. We

know that genuine continuing education of teachers must be part of

the regular life of a school. A diversity of school-based efforts

such as those now underway hold much greater promise of real

improvement than an elaborate nationwide system of academies that

do not operate at the school-level where change must occur.

Before concluding, I would like to share with you five

recommendations for improving the quality of teachers that

Secretary Cavazos outlined before the AACTE last week. With your

permission, Mr. Chairson, I would like to insert the full text of



the Secretary's speech into the record.

o First, institutions of higher education should participate fully

in the restructuring of our elementary and secondary schools.

With truly collaborative efforts they can provide invaluable

assistance to schools and districts engaged in restructuring,

which will certainly strengthen the professionalism of teachers.

At the same time, they can become better informed about the

professional development needs of teachers.

o Second, States must work with colleges of education to create

greater flexibility for teacher training nrograms. What we need

are consistent requirements flexible enough to permit tne

innovation demanded by restructuring strategies. Toward this

end, the Department of Education will soon h 't a conference on

Flexibility for Programs to Educate Teachers, to which we will

invite Governors, Chief State School Officers, and key players

in teacher education to discuss the need for innovation and for

alternative certification programs.

o Third, faculty members in education and in liberal arts must

provide a rigorous curriculum that will result in outstanding

graduates. Recent findings by the National Center for Research

on Teacher Education show that teachers need to know not only

the "what" and "how" of their subjects, but also how to deal

with the "why" questions that students ask.
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o Fourth, research-based knowledge must be incorporated

efficiently into teacher education programs, with an mphasis

on higher-order thinking skills and on,mmiting the needs of at-

risk youth. The Department will continue to support this effort

through its funding of national research centers.

o Finally, it is time for universities to make teacher education

a priority, to recognize that the preparation of teachers is not

just tho responsibility of schools of education, but an integral

part of the university mission. The Department of Education

will sponsor a conference on diaher Education's Investment_ID

the Education of Teachers, tentatively set for September, to

develop strategies for improving higher education's contribution

to the training of first-rate teachers for our elementary and

secondary schools.

These recommendations are based on our vision of teaching and

1,aarning in our schools. Our schools should be places where

students come to know how to thla carefully about issues and

Ideas. They should understand history and literature and science

and math -- rather than just memorize names and dates and rules.

They should love to learn. And our teachers should be thinkers and

guestion-askers and problem-solvers and creators and lovers of

learning, and they should believe that All children can learn. I

do not think that these bills will achieve this vision.
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I thank the Subcommittee for giving me the opportunity to make this

presentation. We share the same worthy goal -- assuring maximum

opportunity for our children, America's most precious resource.

However, while we share your goals, we cannot support either of

these bills. We believe the Department's current authorized and

proposed activities to support and strengthen the teaching

profession, as well as Stata-sponsored activities like choice and

school-based management, provide a more comprehensive and better

coordie,ated approach to addressing the needs of the teaching

profession. My colleagues and I welcome your questions and

comnents. Thank you.
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The great majority of activities provided for in S 1675 and S 1676 are
already authorized (and, in many cases, are already being carried out) under
existing Department of Education programs A program-by-program listing
follows

Excellence in
Teachins Act

S. 1675

Title I Teacher Corps

Senior Teacher Corps

Title II Professional Development
Academies

Title III Minority Teacher Recruitment

Title IV Bilingual Teacher Enhancement

Title V Early Childhood Development
Enhancement

Title VI Teachers of Children with
Handicaps Enhancement

Title VII Mathematics and Science
Teacher Enhancement

Titl VIII School-Based Management/Shared
Decision-Making Incentive

Title II Teacher Recognition

Existing
Programg

Student Financial Assistance
Programs
Christa McAu-iffe Fellowships

LEAD. Eisenhower Mathemstics
and Science Education:
Profesl.ional Development

Resource Centers (unfunded)

Eisenhower Mathematics and
Science Education; Douglas
Teacher Scholarships; Harris
Graduate Fellowshipa; Graduate
tosiscance in Areas of
National Need: Bilingual
Education Training Grants.
FIRST; Special Education
Personnel Development

Bilingual Education:
Educational Personnel Devel-
opment: Training Development
and Improvement

HHSadminiscered early
childhood education
training programs

EHA Special Purpose Funds

Eisenhower Mathematics
and Science Education

FIE; FIRST

Presidential Awards for
Excellence in Education
(proposed)
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The National
Teacher Act
S. 1676

Title I Loan Forgiveness for Teachers

Title II Class Size Research aLd
Demonstration Project

Title III Model Programs in Teacher
Preparation and Promising
Practices

Title IV New Careers for Teachers

Title V National Teacher Academies and

and Congressional District Teacher

Title VI Academes

Exis.ing
Programs

No comparable program in
existence.

FIRST, FIE; School College
and University Partnerships

FIE; FIRST; FIPSE;. School,

Collage, and University
Partnerships

Eisenhower Math and Science
Education; Mid-career Teacher
Training; Alternative
Certification (proposed)

FIE, FIRST
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Senator PELL. I am disappointed and sorry to see the administra-
tion taking such a strong position against this legislation, which
has general support from the congressional end. I had hoped that
we might be able to work with the education President to develop a
set of initiatives that would help to meet the needs of our Nation's
teachers. But I must report, just based on my knowledge of the re-
lationship now and what it has been in the past year, there does
not seem to be the willingness on the part of the administration to
sit down and work with our people on the staff level. I am not talk-
ing about you, Dr. Haynes, or any of us Senators. But we all know
that the way legislation gets accomplished in motion as it goes for-
ward is by the work of our respective staffs working together in
harmony.

It is not enough just to set up a series of targets and talk about
an education President, but it is important that we work together
in specifics and remedy the situation that exists.

For example, your National Center for Education Statistics, part
of your department, estimates we will need over two million teach-
ers between 1988 and 1995. Yet, the supply of potential new en-
trants is about 135,000 each year. Is it your view that the estimates
of your own department are inaccurate? What is the answer for
this discrepancy?

Mr. HAYNES. Mr. MacDonald.
Mr. MACDONALD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

I think what we have seen occur in the whole issue of what is
available is a primary change in where our teachers are coming
from. For example, in 1986, 80 percent of the new teachers that
were employed in the State of Connecticut came not from prepar-
ing institutions but came from what is called the reserve pool. That
is the pool of teachers that are out there who are certificated. who
are available to teach.

We found a similar statistic in New York, where again approxi-
mately 80 percent of their teachers, new to the profession, came
from, again, the reserve pool.

This reserve pool is a phenomenon that has to be very closely
studied in terms of what is out there, and what is out there by
level of specialization. But I think that that accounts for the differ-
ence.

There is also a discrepancy in terms of the percentage, the
annual calculation in terms of attrition. The NCES said about 6
percent a year. The Rand study said about 9 percent a year. But
again, the numbers of teachers coming into the field are going to
be seriously impacted by the numbers that are currently available
in that reserve pool.

Senator PELL. Dr. Haynes, your testimony stated that adequate
Federal programs already exist on the problem of a lack of minori-
ties in the teaching profession. But the statistics that we have seen
in the past would show that we have far too few minority teachers.
How do you account for that fact that everything is all right when
the statistics go the other way?

Mr. HAYNES. Mr. Chairman, I did indicate that we do recognize
there is a shortage of minority teachers, in my statement. And I
feel that we do have programs in place designed to address that.
For example, under the Eisenhower mathematics and science edu-

LP
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cation State grants, there is a specific authorization for school dis-
tricts to use funds available for elementary and secondary pro-
grams to recruit and retain minority teachers to become science
and math teachers.

An estimated $45 million will be spent in 1991 for training pro-
grams under the Bilingual FAucation Act. The educational handi-
capped, special education personnel development program is also
supported as a priority to train personnel to serve minorities and
other special populations. In addition, the department is requesting
an additional $64 million, or an increase of almost 14 millionI
am sorryfor programs to encourage minority participation in
graduate programs, including Douglas teacher scholarships, some-
thing that Senator Simon made reference to a minute ago. And
also the Harris graduate fellowships and minority participation in
graduate education and graduate assistance in areas of national
need.

So, as you see, Mr. Chairman, we do have programs and propos-
als that we are considering and are implementing that do address
this shortage. We know that the shortage exists, and we are very
concerned, and we have got to address this matter.

Senator PELL. I will turn to our ranking minority member, Sena-
tor Kassebaum.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Haynes, excuse me for my voice. I apologize.
You say you do not believe there is a shortage of teachers, and

you gave some reasons whythat there is this reserve pool, and so
forth. What troubles me is that there seems to be a real shortage of
talented students who are going into teaching.

I spoke last spring at Oklahoma to the 100 students that had
been selected by Senator Boren as the top students in Oklahoma. I
asked how many of them were planning on going into teaching. I
believe two hands out of the hundred went up.

Maybe he gave that example when he was speaking. He followed
through and asked, if they had scholarships, how many would go
into teaching. And more hands went up. I have not personally be-
lieved that it was a lack of scholarships, because there are many
scholarships available and programs that are going, in some in-
stances, unused. I do believe that we have gone through a period
where we are not attracting the best and the brightest into teach-
ing. Part of it is, I think, low salaries. Part of it is that we have, I
think, expected too muLli from teachers other than just the skill of
teaching.

I think, third, we have as a Nation diminished the respect for
the profession of teaching that is so needed.

I do not mean to be giving a speecn. I agree with many of the
points that you made in your comments. One of the reasons I am
cosponsoring both of the bills, Senator Pell's legislation and Sena-
tor Kennedy's, is not that I agree with all parts, but I think that it
is very important for us to focus on what I believe is a problem.
There are many facets to it.

Would you not agree that thprc is a lack of talented students
coming along who are entering the teaching profession?

Mr. HAYNES. Senator Kassebaum and members of the committee,
as you know, the President and the governors just agreed on a set
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of national goals designed to increase and expand the number of
high school students by the year 2000 and also to raise the achieve-
ment level. One of the problems that we are having, as you know,
based upon the NAEP reports that we have issued, the reading and
writing levels, the problems that we are having with geography, we
are not graduating enough students at the high school level who
have the competencies and the abilities to do a number of things.
So, as you indicated, it is multifaceted.

We would have more talented people available for a variety of
things if we could graduate more of them at the high school level.

I often say in my comments that it is very difficult for universi-
ties and colleges to address remedial education because they are
not structured to do that As I go around the country, they tell us
that that is one of their fundamental problems, that students who
come out of high school are not properly prepared to do college
le\ el work That is one of the issues that I think we have to keep
before us The question of thc shortage has something to do with
what we are putting out. And that we have to do something about.

I think the President and the governors have agreed on a strate-
gy, at least goals have been set, and we have to work toward
achieving those goals.

Senator KASEEBAUM Did you mention some joint efforts between
school districts and higher education to enhance teacher perform-
ance? I wonder if you could elaborate on that Being a former
school board member, I am interested in that.

Mr. HAYNES Senator Kassebaum. we are very encouraged by
some of the late developments that have been happening betweer.
higher education and local school districts. Boston University, for
example, is now involving itself in the school district there in Mas-
sachusetts: Chelsea, I think it is.

I am just back from a couple of speeches and meetings in which
the University of Kentucky, for example, has established a rela-
tionship with three junior high schools in Lexington. The Universi-
ty of Toledo in Ohio has established relationships with schools.

Increasingly, I think, the higher education community recognizes
that it has to get involved in this issue. I think we are going to see
mu more of that.

I the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education we
are supporting some demonstration grants for school college part-
nerships So, we are encouraged by the response of the higher edu-
cation community They realize that they have got to get involved
if their talent pool is going to improve.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I agree. I think it is encouraging to see
some of these initiatives and recognize some of the risks that are
being taken to be innovative and see what works and what does
not work.

I would just like to say this in closing. I really do not know that
vie can correct some of the problems with legislation from Wash-
ington. Much of education is local and State, as I think it should
be I would just like to give an example of what a teacher who has
taught for 22 years in elementary education in Wichita said to ,e.
She offers a very thoughtful analysis of teaching.

She said that the school curriculum extends way beyond the
basics What the teachers are being asked to do, for instance, today
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as part of an intended six-hour teacher-pupil instructional time is:
one, Learn Not to Burn curriculum; international fair; danger
stranger program; police liaison program; bike safety; AIDS cur-
riculum; science fair; art fair; happy healthy kids program; consti-
tutional contest; world book writing contest; red ribbon drug-free
walk; mathathon; fire prevention assembly; geography bee contest;
eye screen; ear screen; dental check; drugs; and so forth. This is a
burden that teachers did not have to handle when I was going
through school.

I think if we are expecting them t, be all things to many differ-
ent people, we are going to have to assist them in many ways
above and beyond loading further burdens on them.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Haynes, I do not mean to pick on you because you are the

messenger bearing the bad news here. But I have to say the state-
ment is, I find, a totally unsatisfactory statement. When you say
that we are addressing problems that do not exist, we have a prob-
lem in attracting quality young people into teaching, that Senator
Kassebaum talked about. And we should not pretend that we do
not have that problem. Maybe these bills need to be modified, but
we are just not going to drift and get there.

You talk about the programs that are trying to get minorities
into teaching. I helped to create some of these programs.

Even with what we have right now, 10 years from now one third
of the students are going to be minority students, and 5 percent of
the teachers are going to be minority teachers. Now, we just cannot
pretend that that is not a problem, that that does not exist. And we
cannot pretend that the present programs are going to solve that
problem.

When you say that these bills offer no coherent vision, real can-
didly, that is as good a summation as I can give you of where the
Bush administration is in the field of education. There is no coher-
ent vision. We have a summit conference with the governors. I do
not know if anybody has ever thought, maybe we ought to have a
summit conference right here in Washington, DC, and get Senator
Kassebaum and Senator Pell and get the leaders of Congress in the
field of education sitting down with the President and the Secre-
tary of Education. And let us have a dream for this country. And
let us do what we need to do.

If you take the school lunch program out of the education thing,
2 percent of our budget goes for education. Is that adequate in the
kind of needs that we have?

The President gave a great State of the Union message. He
talked about education. But the budget gave a different message. It
did not even keep up with inflation, in education.

Authorization is at 40 percent funding. We are at 9 percent fund-
ing today.

I think we have to do much, much better than we are doing. I
hope that you can take a message back to the Secretary and to our
friends at OMBand I know that that is where a lot of these mes-
sages come fromthat we are going to have to do better in this
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Nation than we are doi.lg rigid now. If they want to modify this a
little bit, fine; but otherwise, if the administration is not willing to
come in and say, these are constructive alternatives and this is the
way we can go, then I think you are going to see Congress just grab
the ball and run with it.

It would be much better to have the administration sit down
with those of us in Congress who are interested in this field of edu-
cation and say: let us work out a bipartisan program. That is,
frankly, what is happening in the field of foreign affairs much
more; we are sitting down with Jim Baker, with the administration
leaders, and we are saying: let us work things out.

I think we need to do the same thing in the field of education.
I am giving you a lecture instead of asking questions, Mr. Chair-

man, but that is the end of mylet me just ask a question.
What do you think, Dr. Haynes, of the idea of having a summit

conference, not just with the governors but with the actors right
here in Washington on the field of education?

Mr. HAYNES. Senator Simon, we have, I think, finally recognized
in this country that education is indeed a priority. It took the
President, of course, to raise that issue at the summit back in
Charlottesville. And every American has a view on education. That
is part of the problem we have. There really are no correct views.
We all know that we need to improve in some way, a meaningful
way, and that we have got to have full participation.

I would like to talk about three A's that I think we are all con-
cerned about. The first A is access. The second A is achievement.
And the third A, most important, is accountability.

And so, in response to you, anything we can do to address all
three of those concerns, of course, I am for that.

Senator SIMON. It is a very diplomatic answer. It did not answer
my question.

I would hope that you would go back to the Secretary and to the
President and say: What about a summit conference here ir. Wash-
ington, DC, with the leaders in the field of educe.ion? And let us
see if we cannot put together something that really gives this
Nation a vision. Your words: no coherent vision. They describe pre-
cisely where we are right now at the national level on education. I
want to change that.

I want to work with the administration in changing it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if my good friend

from Illinois would yield just a moment?
Senator SIMON. Yes.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I would like to remind you that 90 percent

of education funding does come from the States. I think President
Bush probably had it about right when he met with the governors,
because, as you know, it is the governors who really have an enor-
mous responsibility for education in their States.

Senator SI.010N. I am not opposed to meeting with the governors.
I am not at all sure that the present level of Federal funding indi-
cates what ought to be happening. Maybe my good friend from
Kansas and I might differ on that. But I think the dream has to
come from the national level. We need to have not just dreams; we

,
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need to do concrete things to achieve those dreams. And I do not
see them happening, candidly.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I would like just to add that the idea of a summit conference,

even if we only contribute 10 percent or 25 percent or whatever the
figure is, it would still be of value. I regret, as I said earlier, that
the working relationship between the staff people on the Hill and
th administration leaves a great deal to be desired. It is not im-
proving. It is, if anything, deteriorating.

I would like to see us work together more in this legislation and
not have each side at a distance, as I think we have now.

I would like to put into the record the statist:cs, 4 percent of our
gross national product goes into education, 2 percent of the total
Federal budgot, which is not enough.

Thank you very much indeed.
Mr. HAYNES. Thank you.
Senator PELL. We now come to the next panel: the Lieutenant

Governor, Val Oveson, of Utahwe are very honored to have v".1.
hereDr. Troy Earhart, commissioner of the Rhode Island Dep, ,-
ment of Education, from Providence, and I am very, very glad to
see him, and thank him for his cooperation; Mr. John Cooke, presi-
dent of the Disney Channel, who is doing a truly excellent job in
that connection in Burbank, CA, and is well known to the chair-
man; and Mrs. Mary Ann Smith, director of the Bay Area Writi 6
Project, University of California, Berkeley, CA.

Perhaps because of the tendency of Senators to talk at some
length, our time is more limited than we would have hoped; so, I
hope you will help us in that regard. We have another panel to
follow.

Senator SIMON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to leave before
all the testimony is over. I just want to apologize in advance to the
witnesses. I wish I could stay to hear all of you. As an ex-lieuten-
ant governor, I particularly welcome the lieutenant governor here.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately I am, too, and
my apologies. In the next panel we have Dr. Jerry Bailey, who is
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Teacher Studies in Teacher Edu-
cation at the University of Kansas.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
I would also say that Senator Kennedy, chairman of our full

committee, will not be here but wants to submit questions for the
record. We will leave the record open for any of our colleagues who
would like to subrnit questions.

[Responses of Mi. Martin to questions asked by Senator Kennedy
follow]

r, n c,
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Responses o' Dallas Marti,' to Questions Asked by Senator Kennedy

As you and your committee continue to consider S.I675, the Excellence in Teaching Act,
and S. 1676, tbe National Teacher Act," I wanted to take this opportunity to respond to a
question posed by your staff. The question raised was: Would undeigraduate students
generally perceive their scholarship benefits offered through S.1675 differently than they
would the "loan forgiveness" benefits included in S.1676? In part, I am certain that this
question was raised because of comments I make on February 22, 1990 before Senator
Pell's Soho:et:mince on 3.1675, noting that research shows that most students from lower
socioeconomic families do not perceive student loans as a positive means of helping them
to pay for college. Therefore, I would like to clarify this isme and respond to the question
raised.

The link between admissions and financial aid is clear in that students often make their
college choice on the basis ot the financial aid offered to them and the manner in which
aid administrates: present aid options. Reseanth shows that financial aid is an important
factor in college choice and persistenx, particularly when the student's socioeconomic
background is taken into consideration. Not surprisingly, students from lower economic
backgrounds, particularly minority students within this category, tend to be more concerned
with tuition costs, location of the school, and other practical considerations than students
from mom affluent economic backgrounds. From the standpoint of "college persistence,"
research shows that "scholarship or grant" recipients are slightly mom likely to persist
towards graduation than nonrecipients. A study by A. W. Astin also notes that scholarships
and grants awarded on the basis of merit art more likely to increase a student's persistence
than those awarded on the basis of financial need. This is not surprising either, since most
students who are selected for merit awards generally have attained a higher scholastic record
than students whose awards are solely based on need.

The impact of student loans upon a student's persistence is less clear. One study found that
=dents who moue loans are more likely to stay in school than those who do not. Such a
finding might be questioned, however, since overall, more upper-class students borrow
money than do freshmen Astin's study found that dependency upon loans adversely affects
the persistence rate for men, particularly if the student was forced to borrow during his
freshman year. The impact upon women seems to vary depending upon how much they
had to borrow and how much their parent contributed to their educational expenses. Small
loans to undergraduate women, particularly at public institutions, seem to be of benefit in
promoting retention, but large loans are a detriment to all schools

r 1' r
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Astin's findings also seem to suggest that students from lower income families (below
$20,000) are far more likely to view loans as a negative factor associated 1ith completing
their degrees than ate students from higher income families. A studen. s after-college
satisfaction with borrowing also reems directly related to whether the student subsequently
enters a profession or a blue-collar or clerical position. A 1972 study by Tombaugh and
Troutman found that National Direct Student Loan borrowers who borrowed later in their
college careers felt more positive about such borrowing than students who borrowed during
their freshman ye,u. They also found that continued favorable attitudes about borrowing
were more prevalent among persons who entered a profession after graduation than those
who worked in factories, or in construction. or in clerical jobs.

These students may not tell us everything that we would like to know, but data from the
research that has been done clearly suggest that the type and mix of financial aid provided
to a student can have either a positive or negative influence upon that student, depending
upon the student's circumstances and background.

In addition, let me note that College Work-Study awards and student employment also
connibute positively to student retention. Astin's study notes that having a job for fewer
than twenty-five hours per week substantially increases a student's chances of finishing
college. In fact, his study indicates that a student's dropout probabilities are reduced by as
much as 15 percent by such employment. Astin also finds that on-campus employment,
either in academic or nonacademic areas, has a more positive impact on persistence than
off-campus employment. On-campus employment during a student's freshman year in
particular seems to enhance the student's chances of completing schooL Several additional
studies show that student employment does not have a negative impact on a student's grade
point average, provided that such work does not exceed twenty hours per week. It is not
known why student employment correlates so significantly with persistence, but it is
believed that a job helps to develop a strong sense, of being needed and of belonging to the
community in addition to providing financial suppott 1 only mention this latter point
because if there was a way to get Teacher Corpa recipients involved and working with
mentor teachers and students earlier, then perhaps such an approach could improve
persistence and create a positive linksge between the student's educational program and his
or her entry into the teaching profession.

With this background, let me now attempt to respond to the question that was raised.
Clearly, I believe that most students would perceive a scholarship, as pmposed in S.I675, as
a more positive inducement for them to complete their education than they would a loan,
even with forgiveness provisions. Assuming, however, that the amounts of the scholarship
and the loan were the same, and that both required five years of service in a defined need
area to obtain the full benefit of cach, then then is really no difference to the student.
However, I would make the following observations.

First, if a teacher corp recipient does not fulfill the service obligation, then the recipient has
to repay the pro-rata amount of the scholarship at the highest rate applicable to loans under
Pan B of Title IV of the Higher Education Act in accordance with a repayment schedule
prescribed by the Seczetary. This would mean that the teacher ems scholarship recipient
would, in all likelihood, be paying the higher interest rate normally associated with an SLS
or PLUS loan than would a borrower who had a Stafford Loan. In addition, the Stafford
borrower would be eligible for deferments that should not be applicable to a teacher corps
reclpient who has scholarship repayment.

r 4
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Second, counseling of recipients under either bill is essential if we want the students to
fully undeistand the full rangc of options and advantages available to them as well as their
obligations if they do not "teach" m eligible need areas. Students who receive Stafford
Loans are fully advised that it is a loan and therefore must be repaid urJess the person is
eligible for loan forgiveness. Students who receive giants or scholarships. on the other
hand, normally perceive these awards as "free monies" without any service or repayment
obligation. Therefore, if Teacher Corps Scholarship recipients are not clearly advised of
their service obligation, they will more likely contend that: "they did not know it would
become a loan!" This may not be a problem if we have proper disclosures and provide
potential recipients with all of the information outlining their rights, responsibilities, and
choices, but it should be considered to avoid future challenges to collection efforts.

llund, I would observe that while the scholarship will probely be perceived more positively
than a loan with forgiveness features, the fact that Me scholarship is not available to
freshman or sophomores still does not preclude the likelihood that the student will have to
borrow during their first two years of college. For many students from low-income
families, this approach will not address their more immediate up-front concern of whether or
not the type of financial aid available to them Is a positive inducement to encourage them
to pursue a postsecondary educauon at all. Therefore, I believe that if we hope to
encourage more low-income and first generation minority youth to enter higher education,
then we need to seriously reduce reliance upon loans during the fiist years of undergraduate
education.

If I can assist you or your staff further, please feel free to call upon mc. Again, thank you
for your continued support on behalf of the nation's educational systcm.

1'
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Senator PELL. Senator Hatch went to Utah today to be with his
mother, who has not been well, and has asked to be excused and
gives his particular regards to Governor Oveson.

We will start out with Lieutenant Governor Oveson, if we may.

STATEMENTS OF W. VAL OVESON, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY, UT; J. TROY EARHART, COM-
MISSIONER, RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
PROVIDENCE, RI; JOHN COOKE, PRESIDENT, THE DISNEY
CHANNEL, BURBANK, CA; AND MARY ANN SMITH, DIRECTOR,
BAY AREA WRITING PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY, CA

Mr. ONIESON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleas-
ure for me to be heze representing what I consider not only the
State of Utah but the West and rural America, the West particu-
larly as we look at rural issues. That will be mainly what I will
talk about.

We certainly agree, Senators, that there is a problem, the prob-
lem that we need to address in this country. And I certainly do not
need to go through the statistics and all of the issues involved with
he crisis we have in math and science education and all of the

other areas. I do want to point out that we cannot address recruit-
ment in isolation. We need to look at the whole picture.

Particularly we need to look at rural America as well as the
urban issues. There are some differences, and yet there are some
similarities. We are having as much difficulty in recruiting and re-
taining rural school teachers and training them as you are in the
urban areas. So, I hope that you would not forget that in the bill. I
know you have been responsive to that, and we appreciate it. But
we do need you to be cognizant of that.

I could go through a lot of demographic statistics about Utah
that are unique to the Nation. One of the most interesting ones
probably is that in the last 10 years we have increased our school
age population by 32 percent while the Nation as a whole has been
declining in school age population.

We have been increasing the number of teachers very rapidly be-
cause of this, where the rest of the Nation by and large is dealing
with scaling down or not as many teachers. This is creating unique
problems for us that we are addressing at the State level.

What we would ask from you here today is that you recognize
that there are differencesthere are differences among the
Statesand that you give us the maximum level of flexibility
through this bill and others that you would pass to address these
very critical issues.

I would like to turn now to one of our favorite subjects in the
State of Utah from the administration, and that is the bottoms-up
approach to managing in education versus the top-down approach
We have had the courage, the governor has had the courage, and I
am fully supportive of him in doing that, to pass a block grant pro-
gram, where we are passing through all of the State dollars to six
districts on a pilot basis. We are asking the Department of Educa-
tion to cooperate with us in that in cutting the strings at the Fed-
eral level as well so that we can pass the entire school budget down
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to a local district and let them decide what they are going to with
that money.

I respectfully but very strongly disagree with Senator Bingaman
earlier today when he said what we need is stronger controls and
stronger requirements at the Federal level. I am very supportive of
the governors, the President, the Congress, in setting a national
vision, a national standard, and then having testing and assess-
ment that judges us against that standard. But we need to leave
the details of how those programs are structured and what is done
to the local teachers.

We have even challenged the local district boards and district su-
perintendents to pass the money on to the school in keeping with
site-based management principles that we think are the salvation
to the crisis in education. The best run companies in this country,
including Disney, have learned that if they empower their employ-
ees at the lowest possible level to make the decision that they can
make, to buy into the system, that is where we will get the innova-
tion and the response that we are looking for.

What we need to do in this country is to get our patrons, those
that have students in the schools, and I have four of them, to buy
into the changes that need to be made, to reduce time for extracur-
ricular activities, to reduce the time for sports and to increase time
for mathematics and science education. That has got to come from
the parents, and the parents have got to make a buy-in to that.
That cannot be legislated from Washington, DC. It cannot be legis-
lated from Salt Lake City It has got to be done in every httle
hamlet and village in this country

Setting a national vision, yes, setting a national standard, the
testing is critically important, but we would very strongly ask that
you consider that bottoms-up kind cf management and the maxi-
mum flexibility.

Thank you very much.
Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed, Governor Oveson.
Without objection, your written statement will be inserted into

the record.
[The prepared statement of Lt Governor Oveson follows.]
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Testimony of W. Val Oveaon

Lt. Governor of the State of Utah

Before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities

I appreciate the opportunity of testifying before this

commattee on a subject of such major importance .28 teacher

recruitment, retention and training. The quality of our teacher

force le the key to the quality of education in this country.

One of the difficulties in addressing problems in education

is that no single issue, such as teacher recruitment, can be

addressed in isolation. One of Newton's laws of physics states

that for each action there is an equal and opposite reaction.

This also appears to be true for the restructuring of education.

As one Issue is addressed, a domano effect occurs which affects

many other areas of education. Therefore I cannot address the

area of recruitment without discussing other areas as well.

In Utah we are taced with unique population demographics

unlike any other state. For example:

Utah has had an increase of 32 percent in students

the past ten years due to both natural increase and in-

magration. The nation as a whole has experienced

declining enrollments.

Utah has the highest proportion of school age children

an the country.

27-756 0 - 90 - 17
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Utah taxpayers must support 50 percent more children

per taxpayer than the average of other states.

Utah has hired a large proportion of new teachers in

the past five years because of the growing school

population and major changes in the retirement system

which encouraged early retirement.

In a recent issue of Money Magazine. Utah was listed as

ranking sixth highest in personal income and sales tax.

As you can see Utah has
some major problems facing it in

education because our tax base has been strained to the limit to

support our increasing school population.

Utah also has some major variations in the size of school

districts, both in population and geography. Some of our school

districts are as large geographically as the entire state of
Rhode Island. Others are very small urban areas. Student

enrollment ranges from 200 to 81,000. The problems of rural and

urban districts in teacher recruitment are decidedly different.

I understand that there has been a great deal of discussion

about the problems in urban education and inner city schools. I

would like to emphasize the problems which exist in rural areas
in this country. Utah conducted studies on the educational

attainment of students in urban areas contrasted with students in
rural areas. These studies indicate that students in rural Utah
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do not receive a comparable education to students in urban Utah.

This is a result of the fact that there are fewer course

offerings, teachers generally are less experienced, and in many

cases are teaching outside of their areas of expertise, and often

students spend long periods of time on buses before and after

school. This problem is as serious in terms of educational

quality as the problem facing inner city schools.

':ith these decidedly different circumstances, it is cr...cial

that states be given maximum flexibill,ty and autonomy in meeting

local needs of students, teachers, and the community. Teachers

in rural districts are often required to teach six or seven

different courses during the school day which means that they

must spend a lot more time in preparation for their classes. In

addition to having to teach many different courses in their

assigned subject areas, many rural teachers must often teach

classes which are not in an area where they are either certified

or qualified These teachers also live in areas which are very

distant from institutions of higher education, so that they

cannot get access to additional training in their assigned

subject areas. They can often only gain further training by

leaving their homes and going to reeidential programs frr the

summer.

Many of our smaller school districts serve as training

grounds for larger school districts. Teachers who do an

excellent job in the rural schools are likely to be the best

candidates for good job opportunities in larger urban districts,

I' 3; ,t-
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where many of these teachers will go so they can have the

benefits available in more populated areas. Although this is a

benefit to the larger school districts, it creates serious

problems in terms of a stable school environment for smaller

rural districts.

One nvenue for increasing stability in the rural teaching

force is to provide for alternative certification routes and to

increase the availability of training in local areas. This will

enable residents in rural areas to gain certification anc

entrance into the teaching profession. Native residsnts are more

likely to :tay in the sparsely populated areas and provide a

stable workforce of people committed both to the teaching

profession and the community.

Another problem which rural areas have is that they

generally have a much lower tax base, which means that revenues

`rom property taxes, sales taxes, and local income taxes generate

less revenue per student than in urban areas, where large

businesses and corporations add significantly to the tax base.

Although state finance formulas take this lower tax base into

account when distributing state funds, there is still not enough

money to make up for all of the revenue shortfall. Rural areas

often cannot hold class size at a level high enough to be

efficient. This means that it costs more per pupil to provide

services. These two factors together mean that teacher salaries

in rural areas tend to be much lower than in urban or subv-ban
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areas. Therefore it is difficult to attract the best qualified

teachers.

Inservice training is another difficult problem which rural

districts have. Teachers wanting inservice trairing during the

year are often prevented from getting it because of the distance

and time involved in accessing institutions of higher education,

or even areas where a number of people can congregate without

having to travel long distances. Usually inservice training can

only be provided by having people from urban areas fly in to

offer a few courses which may be of benefit to some teachers.

For teachers not familiar with the subject areas they are

teaching, the lack of availability of inservice training is a

further disincentive to continue teaching in rural areas.

Utah has made major efforts to address problems in rural

areas at the state level. Additional state funds are provided to

districts which must run small schools out of necessity.

Optional tax levies at the local district level are augmented by

state funds to lessen the disparity with wealthier districts.

Grants in state funds often have a guaranteed base so that

smaller districts can be assured a minimum level of funding in

various programs. The increasing use of technology has also

helped to provide access to inservice training. In addition the

state has made major strides in providing flexibility of state

funds and regulations. Under a pilot block gr.nt program,

districts in the state have agreed to accountability requirements

in exchange for decreasing state regulations.
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Any proc:ams which entail scholarships or forgiveness of

loans need to be open for regulations outlined by each state, so

the state can recruit teachers in those academic and geographic

areas which will be of most benefit. These programs need to have

'maximum flexibility at the state level in order to meet the

changing needs of the local school districts.

I encourage you to remember the needs of rural areas as you

work to provide programs which address the problems of teacher

recruitment, inservice training and retention. It is also

Lmportant to remember that many of the schools in rural areas

will not qualify for funds from Chapter 1 because they do not

have high concentrations of poverty. Consequently, I strongly

encourage you to provide a great deal of flexibility to states as

you finalize this legislation and prepare it for passage.

I salute efforts which have been made within these bills to

allow states to tailor these programs to their individual needs

and encourage you to expand this effort even further.
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Senator PELL. Dr. Earhart, a particularly warm welcome, to my
fellow Rhode Islander. We will probably be on the same plane
going back this afternoon.

Mr. EARHART. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee,
thank you for this opportunity this morning to testify in support of
legislation introduced by you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Kennedy
that would significantly improve our abilities in this country to re-
cruit, to prepare and to keep good teachers in our classrooms.

I am testifying today as Rhode Iiihnd's Commission of Elementa-
ry and Secondary Education and as .1 member of the Council of
Chief State School Officers. The Council, as you know, is a Wash-
ington based national organization comprised of the officials who
head public education in our States, territories and the District of
Columbia.

The testimony that I have submitted for the record of this hear-
ing contains my strong personal support and the strong support of
the Council of Chief State School Officers for the National Teacher
Act of 1989, submitted by Senator Pell, and the Excellence in
Teaching Act, submitted by Senator Kennedy. Both bills represent
solid strategies for dealing with the critical issues facing us in the
areas of recruiting and retaining teachers, particularly minority
teachers, and for the proper preparation of all teachers. Both bills
rely heavily on the State education agencies to administer the pro-
grams being proposed. This very strong connection with these Fed-
eral initiatives and the States across this country will insure that
these programs and reforms in the States currently under way are
properly integrated for the maximum effectiveness.

I would like to take a few minutes to talk about what we think is
a very exciting initiative in our part of the country.

A couple of years ago the commissioners of the New England
States and New York, with the assistance of the federally funded
Regional Laboratory, began having some discussions about common
issues and possibly setting some common goals for our region. We
were concerned at the time about actual shortages in some critical
teaching areas, potential shortages in others. We wanted to look at
how we could work in the region to improve conditions for teach-
ers, how we could work to improve the quality of teaching in our
region, and the quality of learning for our children. The result of
these discussions is what is known now as the Northeast Common
Market Project.

We are working, as I said, with the assistance of the Regional
Laboratory in a number of areas, but I want to concentrate on two
this morning.

One is the common certificate throughout the region, and the
second is pension portability. As of April 1, a teacher who has a
certificate in one of the New England States or New York will be
able to obtain a regional teaching certificate allowing him or her to
teach in any of the States in our region. This will be permissible
for a period of 2 years in which time that teacher will have to meet
the State's specific requirements.

Also beginning April 1, a regional clearinghouse will be estab-
lished at the Lab, which will be computer based and which will
allow us to track information throughout the region about teacher
shortages, teacher openings and teacher availability.

P.; *--41
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In terms of next steps on the credential, we have already begun
to see if we can eliminate all of the requirements throughout the
region so that a common certificate would become eventually avail-
able. We are also looking at regional certificates for administrators
based not on current requirements in the States but on the kind of
characteristics we believe that our administrators should possess.

We are very excited about these developments and are lookingforward to providing a model for the rest of the country in this
area.

With respect to pension portability, this is one of the areas weidentified as something we should look at to improve conditions for
teachers and to allow theni the opporinnity for greater mobility.
The Rhode Island General Assembly last year passed a pension
portability bill that would create absolute portability with any
other State that passes the same measure. Currently, Massachu-
setts has pending in its legislature that same bill. If it passes, and
we hope it does, then teachers and other educators in the pension
systems of those two States would have complete portab;lity of
those pensions.

We are hoping that other States throughout the region will
follow suit.

By improving these conditions, these types of conditions for our
teachers, we believe that we will help attract more and better
teachers into the profession and, just as importantly, to keep them
there for lifelong careers.

The Federal initiatives that we are talking about here today,
along with State reforms under way, can indeed enhance our Na-
tion's first line of defense, our classroom teachers.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. Earhart.
Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted into

the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Earhart follows:I



Prepared Statement of J. Troy Earhart

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to testify today on behalf

of the Council of Chief State School Office , (CCSSO) and the Rhode Island State

Department of Education concerning legislation you and Senator Kennedy have introduced

to enhance the supply and training of teachers in America. Our Council commends you and

your colleagues for your leadership in developing and urging Congress to act on teacher

recruitment and training legislation during this session of Congress.

S. 1675, the Excellence in Teaching Act and S. 1676, the National Teacher Act are

most timely and well-targeted tc our national teacher training needs. They are essential to

the success of restructuring Amer.can educatiGn. They provide an important expansion of

the federal commitment to teacher training. a commitment which has impressive precedents

going back to enactment of the National Defense Education Act in 1958.

We commend particularly the following general provisions of these bills:

o Teacher Corps and Sen,or Teacher Corps programs for stale education agencies to

award scholarships to recruit highly qualified ind.viduals for teach!' in geographic or skill

areas of shortage, and enable experienced teachers to enhance their profe,sional

development;

o Student loan forgiveness programs for teachers who serve in areas of high posiert

and educational disadvantage;

o Professional Development Academies for local education agencies and higher

education institutions to form partnerships and receive grants from state education agencies

to strengthen in-seivice staff development;

o National Teacher Academies for professional development in ten high priority subjec t

areas, and angressional District Teacher Academies for state education agenclos to

-2-
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compete to operate on-goMg, year-round inservice training programs for teachers; and

o Model Programs in Teacher Preparation and Promising Practice and other programs

of support by the U.S. Department of Education for research and demonstration of

innovative teaching and school management methods.

Both S 1675 and 1676 rely significantly on state education participation and

administration This will assure efficiency and the successful integration of federal Initiatives

with state recruitment and training programs, certification practices and educational reform

efforts underway. This administrative structure is essential.

We comm-nd especially the provisions of these bills to support the recruitment and

training of talented minorities for teaching. Our Council is one of nine organizations which

form the Task Force on Minority Teachers. We have advanced recommendations to

increase the numbers of minorities qualified for and serving in elementary and secondary

teaching These recommendations, which 1 submit for the record with my testimony, have

been adopted by the Forum for Educational Leaderthip and the Higher Education

Seci-e,ariat The action of all these higher educaticn and elementary and secondary

education organizations is an unprecedented effort by the education community to unite in

response to this extraordinary need

Th o! general provisions of S. 1675 and 1676 provide a special focus on actions to meet

the critical shortage of minorities in teachmg. li. addition, Title III of the Excellence in

Teaching Act and Title IV of the National Teacher Act are directed at the urger.t need to

recruit minorities for teaching and provide for their professional development needs

- 3-
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NORTHEAST COMMON MARKET PROJECT:

Within the next decade, over one million teaching positions will have to be filled

nationally The ability of ihe nation to fill these positions is being questioned by many

researchers

This concern at the national level is also reflected in the Northeast. Some states in

the region are experiencing shortages of special education, bilingual, and vocational

teachers, as wen as librarians. The region is also concerned about the quality of the

indwiduals vho will be teaching in classrooms and administering schools of the future

Most states within the region have increased their certification requirements,

implemented teacher testing programs, instituted programs to bring the "best and the

brightest" into the profession, or provided support to beginning teachers or administrators

m attempts to assure the supply of high quality educators who will provide high quality

education for our children.

Recent studies of supply and demand in the region suggest that the Northeast states

constitute an interdependent or interlocking network of educators. Realizing that pohoes

implemented by one state may impact neighboring states the chief state school officers of

New England and Nev. York, in the fall of 1987, asked the Regional Laboratory for

Educational Improvement of the Northeast and the Islands to assist them in responding to

this regional problem. The response has taken the form of a two-year effort called the

Northeast Common Market Project. The project's primary goal is to improve the quality

and professional status of educators and the quality of education for all of the region's

chddren.

r 0ti i «4
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THE GOALS FOR THE PROJECT ARE

o A more highly prepared educator labor force;

o A more diverse and mobile educator labor force; and

o The development of an Interactive, regional data base on the supply and demand of

educators and policy simulation software that will aid in predicting future shortages

and excesses in time for regional action.

A MORE HIGHLY PREPARED CDUCATOR LABOR FORCE

To achieve the goal of a more highly prepared educator labor force, three initiatives

have been proposed by the Commissioners. One initiative calls for the development of

regional mentor teacher training materials and evaluation designs. Secondly, the

Commissioners have proposed the development of visionary, regional standards for

administrators. These standards will:

o Allow for flexibthty;

o Increase access to the field; and

o Be measured not just by courses, but by peer review assessment, portfolios, and / or

exhibitions.

The Commissioners have asked their staffs and the staff of the Lab to work %kith

representatives from higher education to develop standards for outcome-based teacher

preparation programs for the region. These initiatives will provide a continuum of learning

for educators that begins with preservice education, progiesses to induction programs. and

is complemented by appropriate staff development opportunities for all educators

throughout their careers.

-5-
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A MORE DIVERSE AND MOBILE EDUCATOR LABOR FORCE

Two activities have been initiati..1 by the Commissioners to enhance the mobility of

educators within the region. A Northeast Regional Credential (NRC) and a regional

educator clearinghouse will be implemented on April 1, 1990. In order to implement the

Northeast Regional Credential, the states have entered into a contract with each other. The

Coninussioners or their designees are responsible for establishing the comparability of the

authorization, scope, and requirements of certificate/license titles across the seven states

and determining the Northeast Regional Credentials.

Effective April 1, 1990, the Northeast Regional Credential, available upon request

to any educator in the region who holds a valid state certificate form any of the seven (7)

states in the region, will enable its holder to teach in any of the other six (6) states. The

credential will be valid up to two (2) years. During the two year period, the individual who

holds a Northeast Regional Credential would have to qualify for certification in the state

in which he/she is employed. Currently, twenty-three (23) NRC titles have been agreed

upon by the states. Efforts are underway to work towards the development of a "second

generation" Northeast Regional Credential that would transcend existing certification

regulations tv eliminating the need for s..tte-specific requirements. This "second generation"

NRC would be grounded in a common set of standards for the approval of teacher

preparation programs and requirements for the certification of educators within the

Northeast region.

On April 1, 1990, a cleannghouse will be established at the Regional Laboratory to

store and retrieve information relating to ,NIortheast Regional Credentials. A major function

of the cleannghouse will be to track regionally credentialled educators and study the
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effectiveness of the regional credentialing process as It relates to educator mobility. The

clearinghouse will provide a one-stop marketplace for local superintendents within the

region. Superintendents will be able to access the clearinghouse data bank to fill needed

positions in their districts with qualified NRC holders, including recruiting minority

educators and educators who are certified in specific shortage areas; ie. special education.

bilingual education. NRC holders will be able to determine the availability of teaching

positions within the region.

Finally, the adoption of pension portability within each state in the region nas been

encouraged by the Commissioners Last year, the Rhode Island General Assembly passed

legislation to enable the state to enter into a compact with any other state to make pensions

portable The New Hampshire legislature passed a bill to enahle educators who enter the

state to buy into its pension system The Massachusetts legislature is considermg legislation

that would allow It to enter into a compact with Rhode Island.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF EDUCATORS

By September, 1990, the states in the region will have access to an interactive.

regional data base on the supply and demand of educators and policy simulation software

that will aid in predicting future shortages and excesses in time for regional action. Statt

at the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research (MISER) have been

working with the Northeast Regional Lab and the seven (7) states to create the data base

and the software. MISER will prepare individuals in each state to maintain and utilize the

dma bases and software beyond the life of the project.

As the Northeast Common Market continues to develop, state-level policy makers,

professional associations, and other interested parties will be asked to become invoked
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Significant outcomes of this project are anticipated. At the local level, the Northeast

Regional Credential and the clearinghouse will enhance mobility, offering a larger array of

prospective candidates for any teaching vacancy; increase competition; and improve the

quality of staff in schools. At the regional level, both activities provide a foundation for

future efforts to improve the quality of education in the Northeast under the sponsorship

of the Northeast Common Market Project. This improvement in the quality of education

will be accomplished through the development of visionary regional administrator standards,

regional program approval standards for institutions of higher educationand mentor teacher

programs. On the national level, the Northeast RegionalCredential offers a model for the

development of an improved certification process and a means to the professionalization of

educators

Mr. Chairman, I hope this regional example of the Northeast Common Market

project demonstrates the commitment of the states to work with you and your proposed

legislation to improve teaching and learning throughout this nation. Thank youfor listening

to my views today on these cntically important issues.

-
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PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTION TO INCREASE ME NUMBER OF MINORITIES
IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHING

Statement of Need

The number of rninorrty teachers in American elementary and secondary schools is
declining, as is the proportion of minority teachers. The decline occurs at a time when
the proportion of minority teachers to total teachers is signrficantly lower than that of
the minority students to total students and a time in which the proportion of minority
students, especially those at risk, is steadily increasing

Urgent actions are needed at federal, state, and local government levels and by
institutions of higher education to .ncrease the numbers of minorities qualified for arc
serving in elementary and secondary teaching tor the following reasons*

1 To assure that a substantial portion of talented and
qualified persons from all racial and ethnic groups are
teachers;

2 To Increase the number and proportion of minority role
model teachers with spodel impact in helping minority
students to succeod in education, at least through
graduation from high school, and to pursue higher levels
of education; and

3. To incrense the number of minority teachers so that all
lementary kind secondary students will have experience
with these role models, thereby advancing multicultural
and multiracial understanding and appreciation.

Proposed Action

National leadership is essential. Federal resources must be provided in partners- ..
with states, localities, and institutions of higher education to support initiatives over 4
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least a tenyear period The proposed actior includes three major parts. The first
p ovides incentive awards for minority candidates in undergraduate and graduate study
prepanng to teach. The second provides support of programs and projects which
introduce minority students in grades 7 through 12 to a teething carw. The third
provides support for institutions of higher education, in conjunction with elementary and
secondary schools, to enable minorities to use career ladders combining study and
employment or make professional changes to enter teaching.

These provisions are not the le means to solve the problem of increasing the
mimbers of minority teachers, ric., are they considered to be the only steps needed to
address the comprehensive problems of qualified teacher supply and demand in the
United States. They are, however, the highest pnority actions we now recommend

'A summary of the three parts of the proposal follows

PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTION

L Demonstration Prof.mms to Increase Minority Candidates
for Teachinct_in Elementary and Seconliry Schools

Purpose. To increase the number of minority candidates ti

undergraduate awl graduate programs preparing to teach
in elementary and secondary schools.

Eligible Recipients: Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) compete for Federal
demonstration grants administered by the State Education
Agency (SEA) under an approved State Plan

Descnption: A 5-year demonstration program, authorizing $50 million
federal funds annually, to be matched 50/50 by nonfederal
funds and administered by the States.

The Secretary of Education would allocate funds to states
having approved plans which will increase the numbers
of minority candidates in teacher preparation programs
Federal funds would be allocated among the states on ttie
basis of the proportw 1 of minority population of the state
to the total minonty popuInon of the nation
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Each SEA with an approved plan would conduct a
competition open to all public and private undergraduate
and graduate IHEs, including community colleges, with
approved teacher preparation programs. The SEA would
select the most promising proposals which commit the
instrtution to increase the number of minority candidates
in its teacher preparation program. Pnonty would be
given to institutions with records of success in enrolling
and graduating minority students.

Continuation grants would be sublect to annual reporting
by the recipient IHE of progress made in achievement of
the performance standards established in Its project.

Grants to IH Es would provide incentive awards to
students and the costs of administration and evaluation
of demonstration prolects IHEs would make incentive
awards to eligible students wrth a total value of $3500 a
year for up to four full-time undergraduate years and
$7000 for one full-time year of graduate study Each
incentive award would be used either as a "scholarship"
or a "performance paymenr or combination of the two as
determined by the institution and student. For each
student the part of the award used to support the cost of
college attendance would be considered a scholarship
The amount could range from $3500 to zero for

undergraduate students and $7000 to zero for graduate
students. Students using the award for scholarship aid
would have to meet the need cntena for eligibility for
Stafford Loans under Title IV of the Higher Education Act

The balance of the incentive award for each year would
be reserved by the IHE in escrow for use as a

performance payment(s) to be made at the end of each
year of elcmentary and/or secondary teaching completed
for which the candidate is obliged to serve

Performance payments would be non-taxable If

candidates fail to complete their teaching obligation, their
escrow accounts would revert to the program and be
available for other candidates.
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An incentive award would be in addition to any other
federal, state, or institutional student aid for which the
student is othemse &Obis but the part of the award
used as scholarship together with other aid received in
any one year could not exceed the cost of attendance in
that year It would not be considered "income" for
purposes of calculating eligibility for student aid or taxes

Incentive awards would be limited to candidates who are
in good academic standing.who demonstrate their
commitment to teaching by obligating themselves to
complete at least one year of service in public or
nonpublic elementary or secondaiy school for each year
in receipt of an award as an undergraduate and two years
of teaching for one year as a graduate student recipient
Award recipients who decide not to teach must repay the
awards received with interest in lieu of teaching.

In any year the total potential demonstration grant to an
IHE would be based on the proposed number of minority
candidates to be increased over the number for the base
year (1988-89) multsphed by USX per undergraduate or
$7000 per graduate student year award. IHEs would have
disaetion as to the number of students, level of study and
distnbubon of incentive awards among eligible students

For administrabon of the State Plan and for evaluation of
the demonstration projects, the state education agency
would be authorized to use up to 5% of the state $
allocabon.

Introduction to Tieching

Purpose: To identify and encourage minority students in the 7tt,
through 12th grades to aspire to and prepare for careers
in elementary and secondaiy school teaching

Ehgible Recipients Local Education Agenaes (LEA) through State Education
Agencies (SEA).
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Description. Federal funds would support projects in local school
districts which would include but not be hmited to
teaching career explorabon programs, introduction to
teaching partnerships of LEAs and teacher training
programs,work-study, teaching assistant or tutonal
programs, "future teacher dubs or activities and special
projects to prepare minonty students for entry into
teaching preparation programs

Implementation $25M per year would be allocated among states on the
basis of the minority population percentage in each state
to the total national minorrty populabon with no state
receiving less than $50.000. States would award project
funds on the basis of competitive apphcations from local
education agencies

Hi Suotigirt Proorems for Telching Career Ladders
or Career Changes to Teaching

Purpose. To attract minority candidates to careers in teaching
elementary and secondary school who are in school
support or paraprofessional positions, attending
communrty colleges, or in occupations other than teaching
and seek a career change to teaching

Eligible Recipients: Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) in conjunction with
Local Education Agenoes (LEAs).

Descnpoon: A nabonally competitive program to encourage IHEs
together with LEAs to design and implement projects to
encourage and enable minonties without preparation and
qualifications to teach to have such preparation and gain
such qualifications. Projects would include but not be
limited to coordinated efforts of IHEs and LEAs for
paraprofessionals to prepare for careers as licensed
teachers while in paraprofessional practice, teaching
career counseling services, public information recruitment
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activities, identifying promising minority students attending
community colleges. and career reentry projects with
special professional preparation arrangements.

Implementation: $20M per year adminislered by the United States
Department of Education for nationally competitive IHE
applications prepared in conjunction with LEAs and
endorsed or commented on by the appropriate SEA.

..
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Senator PELL. Mr. Cooke, I am glad to see you here.
Mr. COOKE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members

of the subcommittee. It is a pleasure to be here. It is an honor to
get to come and talk about our program, but in fact we would not
have the program, which I am going to outline briefly today, were
it not for the members of this subcommittee and your staffs.

I want to talk just briefly about the Disney program and then
talk about our motives, which you will find are not altogether com-
pletely altruistic. Our views about education are fundamental arm
our feelings about teachers and how they can be recognized run
very deep.

We have an annual national program to honor the American
teacher which we started last year. The program is entitled the
Disney Channel Salutes the American Teacher. The purpose of the
program, which first appeared last year on the Disney Channel and
covered a period of 31 weeks, is to fostvr national recognition and
respect for tile teaching profession. ro this end, the program did
and will select and showcase 30 teachers in elementary and second-
ary schools working with classes representing the diversity of
Americans' educational institutions, private and public.

From the 30 composed of three teachers each from ten education-
al disciplines, one teacher will be chosen to symbolize that disci-
pline in which she performs her teaching duties. And from that ten
representing each discipline, one will be selected as the teacher to
represent the idea expressed by Henry Brooks Adams: "A teacher
affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops."

This program was created and is conducted in collaboration with
the Center for Civic Education and with representatives from the
Nation's leading educational organizations. If I could, I would like
to list them. the American Association of School Administrators,
the American Federal of Teachers, the Council for American Pri-
vate Education, dm Council of Chief State School Officers, the
Council of the Great city Schools, the National Association of Ele-
mentary School Principaci, the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, the N ,.ional Education Association, the Natioo-
al Parent Teachers Association, and the National School Boards
Association.

These organizations help implement this program by having rep-
resentatives on our Educational Steering Committee, which select
the requirements for application, determine the eligibility of candi-
dates, and, along with the Center for Civic Education, organize and
administer the selection process. Furthermore, this program has re-
ceived the support and cooperation of various reprsentatives of
the Federal Government, many of whom a, in this room.

One might ask what Disney's rationale is for initiating and con-
tinuing this program. I have to say unabashedly that we are in the
entertainment business, that we know audiences are fascinated by
heroes, and we know they are fascinated by heroes who are selfless,
sacrificing, and giving of their talents and skills. We believe that
good teachers are heroes, and therefore we know that if we present
them in a dramatic and a caring wey that audiences will find these
heroes appealing.

In addition, we believe there remain iousands of dedicated, ef-
fective teachers who labors are undera, dreciated. Often teachers

.
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could excel in enterprises far more lucrative, but their love of
teaching and learning keeps them in thi classroom, sometimes, as
we know, under adverse conditions. They are the bearers of the
standard of the best of American society. Teachers deserve to be
more widely known and honored. We feel that as entertainers and
communicators we can help provide recognition, praise, and pres-
tige for the profession

We are attempting to offer a partial remedy for the underappre-
ciated teachers. Through the process by which we have chosen to
salute teachers, the entire profession receives a much-warranted
honor. The hope is that this tribute will help audiences understand
that good teachers make good schools and that schools are the
guardians of the State.

In "The Disney Channel Salutes the American Teacher," we
highlight exceptional elementary and secondary teachers repre-
senting their peers: in the different subject fields of the school cur-
riculum, in classes representative of diverse populations of today's
society, and in each geographic region of the United States.

Also, wc expect that this program will inform the audiences and
let them know about the challenges that teachers face and the di-
verse conditions under which teachers serve the public good, there-
by enhancing the image of the teaching profession and the schools
in the eyes of the Nation's citizens.

In this coming year, it is our plan to expand the tribute. What
has been a special program and thirty ten-minute vignettes on
each teacher we anticipate to expand into a gala event, n annual
gala event along the lines of the Oscar ai, 1 the Emmy awards cere-
monies. We want to honor the best in elementary and secondary
teaching in the way that the entertainment industry honors its
best If we can achieve our goals, if the program will become a na-
tional landmark, it can be viewed by millions every year.

If our pruposed gala show is entertaining, suspenseful, and excit-
ing, we will be able to attract and hold large audiences to help en-
force the idea that teachers light dark places.

Our hope is that these programs will cause young people, as well
as adults, to reflect not only upon the accomplishments of these ex-
traordinary teachers and the fact that they are being honored, but
also upon the many teachers that they represent. For as H. L.
Mencken said, "A teacher is one who, in his youth, admired teach-
ers."

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr Cooke, for being
with us and for your statement.

Your statement will be inserted into the record at this point,
without objection.

[The prepared statement of Mr Cooke follows:]

r .o
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I am here to outline Disney's annual national program

to honor the American teacher. This program is entitled

"The Disney Channel Salutes the American Teacher."

The purpose of the program, wi.ich first appeared this

past year on The Disney Channel and covered a period of

thirty-one weeks, is to foster national recognition and

respect for the teaching profession. To this end, the

program will select and showcase thirty exemplary elementary

and secondary teachers working with classes representing the

diversity of America's public and private schools. From the

thirty, composed of three teachers each from ten educational

disciplines, one teacher will be chosen to symbolize the

best in each discipline, and from that ten, one will be

selected as the one teacher to represent the idea expressed

by Henry Brooks Adams: "A teacher affects eternity; he can

never tell where his influence stops."

This program was created and is conducted in

collaboration with the Center for Civic Education and with

J .". i
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representatives from the nation's leading educational

organizations:

American Association of School Administrators

American Federation of Teachers

Council for Americ...1 Private Education

Council of Chief State School Officers

Council of the Great City Schools

National Association of Elementary School Principals

National Association of Secondary School Principals

National Education Association

National Parent Teachers Association

National School Boards Association

These organizations help implement this program by

having representatives on our Educational Steering

Committee, which sets the requirements for application,

decermines the eligibility of candidates, and, along with

the Center for Civic Education, organizes and administers

the selection process. Furthermore, this orogram has

received the support and cooperation of various

representatives of the federal government.

One might ask what Disney's rationale is for initiating

and continuing "The Disney Channel Salutes the American

Teacher" program. We unabashedly admit that we are in the

entertainment business. We know that audiences are

-2-
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fascinated by 'heroes - those who are selfless, sacrificing,

and giving of their talents and skills. We believe good

teachers are heroes and therefore are appealing to audiences

when their stories are presented with drama and care.

In addition, we believe that there remain thousands of

dedicated, effective teachers whose labors are under-

appreciated. Often teachers could excel in enterprises far

more lucrative, but their love of teaching and learning

keeps them in the classroom, sometimes under adverse

conditions. They are the bearers of the standard of the

best of American society. Teachers deserve to be more

widely known and honored. We feel that as entertaine and

communicators we can help provide recognition, praise, and

prestige for this profession.

We are attempting to offer a partial remedy for the

under-appreciation of teachers. Throuc,n the rrocess by

which we have chosen to salute these teachers, the entire

profession receives a much-warranted honor. The hope is

that this tribute will help audiences understand that

"...good teachers make good schools" (Reverend Raymond

Fullam) and that schools are the guardians of the state.

In "The Disney Channel Salutes the American Teacher,"

we highlight exceptional elementary and secondary teachers

representing their peers: in the different subject fields

-3-
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of the school curriculum; in classes representative of the

diverse populations of today's schools; and in each

geographic region of the United States.

Also, we expect that this program will inform the

audience of the challenges of teaching and the diverse

conditions under which teachers serve the public good,

thereby enhancing the image of the teaching profession and

the school in the eyes of our nation's citizens.

In this coming year, it is our plan to expand the

tribute beyond what is now a special program on The Disney

Channel and the 30 ten-minute vignettes on each teacher. We

anticipate that the presentation in the fall of 1990 will be

the first gala annual event (along the lines of the Oscar

and Emmy awards ceremonies) to honor the best in elementary

and secondary school teaching. If we achieve our goals,

this program will become a national landmark event viewed by

millions every year on television.

If our proposed gala award show is entertaining,

suspenseful, and exciting, we will be able to attract and

hold a large national audience to help enforce the idea that

teachers light up dark places.

Our hope is that these programs will cause young

people, as well as adults, to reflect not only upon the

-4-
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accomplishments of these extraordinary teachers and the fact

they are being honored, but also upon all the many teachers

whom they represent. For as H. L. Mencken said, "A teacher

is one who, in his youth, admired teachers."
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Senator PELL. Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. SMITH. Thank you very much.
I am proud to say that I am a classroom teacher and that I am

on loan from the Mt. Diablo Unified School District in Concord,
California, to direct the Bay Area Writing Project, which is the
first site of the National Writing Project. I want to talk about the
National Writing Project today.

The National Writing Project is the only national program to
tackle the problem that writing in America is an endangered
specie. Our goal is to improve student writing and student learning
by improving the teaching of writing and the uses of writing to
learn in our Nation's classrooms. Each year over 85,000 teachers
voluntarily participate in National Writing Project programs, over
600,000 teachers since the project began 17 years ago.

They hear about the project by word of mouth, and what they
hear is that in the Writing Project teachers learn to teach writing
from another teacher. They hear, too, that the project offers ongo-
ing staff development, and this also makes absolute sense to them.
In this day especially, with our rapidly changing student body, a
teaching credential should not be a symbol of a teacher's last day
of education.

The National Writing Project has a very simple way of helping
teachers improve their teaching. There are 143 sites at universities
in 44 States, and each site does basically the same thing. First,
they find the most gifted teachers of writing in their local areas,
kindergarten through university, in all disciplines. They bring
those teachers to campus for a five-week summer institute. During
the institute these exemplary teachers demonstrate an approach to
teaching writing that has been successful with their students. That
way every teacher learns from the good practice of every other
teacher, and every teacher learns how to give a demonstration to a
group of peers.

They also read widely and talk about what they read. They de-
velop new attitudes toward research and what it has to offer them

The third thing they do is write. In the process they learn how to
better help their students as writers. They write for the obvious
reason. We would not ask someone to teach us to drive who does
not drive. Our students should not be taught to write by someone
who does not write, especially since writing is so important and
complicated.

After they leave the institute, these teachers go back better pre-
pared to teach their students and also prepared for another crucial
job, the job of teaching their fellow teachers how to teach writing
They fan out in their schools and districts to conduct staff develop-
ment workshops during the school year.

I would like to tell you a bit about my own experience as a teach-
er in the Writing Projact. When I was invited to the project in 1974
I was a junior high school English teacher. The students I had
would be called at-risk today; at that time they were called disaf-
fected. One of the things I learned in the Writing Project was that
writing can be used to help students learn and think. I began to
ask my students to write every day about the literature we were
reading, what they understood about it from their own experiences,
what they thought of the characters and the way the charactem
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solved their problems, would my students solve their problems it.
the same way.

For the first time, my students were able to analyze and evaluate
and understand in a rich and personaily meaningful manner.

A second example: I had my students interview parenis, grand-
parents, neighbors, people in convalescent or retirement homes,
about their memories of the Great Depression and then write up
these interviews into lively accounts packed with information, so
lively, so real that several of my students asked me if I was sure
this was the same Great Depression they were studying about in
their history classes.

My Writing Project experience taught me how to help my stu-
dents revise. Imagine how difficult it is for 14-year-olds to com-
pletely rethink, reshape and correct something they have written.
But if they are taught to, they most certainly can.

Students and teacher are the direct beneficiaries of the National
Writing Project. Having a secure source of funding will mean that
the Project can go on and that it can expand to serve students and
teachers in every region of the country.

The funding we request will be the seed of additional private and
State support for the required cost sharing. Right now twelve
States give some amount of State funding for their sites.

The National Writing Project is reforming education without
waiting for large-scale, expensive reforms. Teachers cannot afford
to wait. They do not want to lose the student they have right now.
The National Writing Project sees teachers as the center of reform,
and what they do to improve their teaching and their students
learning is making all the difference in education.

The National Writing Project offers us a national network for
the sharing of information, and as such it is less costly, more pro-
ductive, more efficient than any single isolated effort. Our former
program officer at the National Endowment for the Humanities,
John Hale, has stated that the National Writing Project "has been
by far the most effective and cost-effective project in the history of
the Endowment support for elementary and secondary education
progra ms."

Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mrs. Smith, for

being here.
Your prepared statement will be inserted into the record at this

point, without objection.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Smith follows:)

,
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For the last twenty years, we have all been heanng that American students
can't wnte In the mid-70's, the crisis in wnting was so out of hand that at schools
like the University of Michigan and the University of Georgia, remedial wnting
courses replaced one term of regular freshman English. At the University of
California, nearly half of the entering freshmen, students who came from the top
12% of high school graduating classes, were forced to take remedial vriting In this
decade, we are told that 7E% of the nation's largest corporations offer some kind of
basic skills training Our national assessment of writing skills fmds that fewer than
25% of America's high school eleventh graders can wnte an adequate, persuasive
letter and most of those are filled with errors Wnting in Amenca is an endangered
species, a skill that could vanish The lack of writing ability is a key ingredient of
our nation s illiteracy problem and a personal tragedy for our 26 million illiterate
adults

Our students need to write more than ever if they are to go on to college and
to the demands of the work place When I say "our students," I mean all our
students, including the growing number of immigrant children in this country and
the expanding population of students who are now at risk because of their limited
proficiency in English

The National Writing Project is the only national program to tackle
Amenca's wnting problem Our goal is to improve student writing and student
learning by improving the teaching of writing and the uses of writing to learn in the
nation's classrooms

Each year over 85,000 Amencan teachers participate in National Writing
Project programs over 600,000 teachers since the project began seventeen years ago
They hear about the project by word of mouth, often from the teacher next door
who is dominating the conversations in the faculty room with talk about student
wnting This is what they hear They hear that in the writing project, teachers learr
how to teach writing from another teacher This makes sense to them Most ha.

1..1 -..
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tried the alternatives one, teaching writing without any training at all and then
abandorung writing altogether or two, being trained by someone from on high, an
outside consultant who has never been in the classroom. Teachers share the
frustrations of failure and the peculiar void and inexphcable neglect in their
University education They were taught to teach reading but not to teach writing
They know, too, that teachers, like other professionals, should have regular staff
development no matter what In this day espeaally, with our rapidly changing
student body, teachers shouldn't be left to guess at what works. A teaclung
credential should not be a symbol of a teacher's last day of education

The National Writing Prorct has a very simple way of helping teachers
improve their teaching There are 143 sites at universities in 44 states and each site
does basically the same thing First, they find the most gifted wllting teachers in
their local area. teachers from kindergarten through University from all disciphnes
They invite those teachers to campus for a five-week summer institute During the
irstitute, these excmplaly teachers demonstrate an approach to the teaching of
writing that has been tested in their own classrooms and proven successful with
their particular students Every teacher, then, learns from the good practice of every
other teacher and every teacher learns how to give a demonstration to a group of
peers They also read widely and talk about what they read articles and books about
the teaching of writing - some of them written by teacher researchers and some
written by university researchers They catch up with what 15 known in the field
and with resources that most would not find on their own. They develop a new
attitude toward research and what it has to offer them The third thing they do is
write They wnte everyday, short pieces, long pieces, the kind of writing they ask
their students to do, and in me process, they discover how they might better help
their students as writers They write for the obvious reason We wouldn't ask
someone to teach us to drive who doesn't drive. Our students shouldn t be taught
something as complicated and important as wnting from -,imeone who does!, t
write By asking teachers to write, we also establish a community of writers and that
community transfers later to the teachers' own classrooms

As excelknt as they v,ere to begin with, these teachers leave the summer
institute be ter prepared to teach then students and prepared for another CI ucial job
the job of teachmg their fellow teachers how te teach writing They fan out in their
schools and districts to conduct staff development workshops during the school
year I want , t-riefly describe those workshops because they, too, make absolute
sense to teachers First, they are always a series of workshops that take place over a
year Too often in the past, staff development has been akin to an inoculation one
shot with no boosters, no chance for teachers to come back after they've
experimented to talk about what happened, to learn the next step Each workshop is
three hours long - long enough for the teachers to actually try out the approach
being demonstrated so they are confident that they can try It out with their own
students Finally, the workshops are voluntary Teachers come because they want
to Once they know the l. are not going to be tied to their chairs, they come in great
numbers, with openness and enthusiasm
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I want to tell you about my own experience as a teacher in the writing project

When I was Invited to the very first summer institute in 1974 on the Berkeley

campus, I was a junior high school English teacher The students I had would be

called 'at risk" today; at that hme they were called "disaffected I was asked to come

to the project because I had developed techniques for teaching writing to these

students who had street skills but not literacy skills

One of the things I learned in the writing project was that writing can be used

to help students learn and think I began to ask my students to keep logs whi e they

read the stories and books we were studymg together I asked them to write aliout

what they made of the literature, what they understood about it from their min

experience, what they thought of the characters and the ways they solved the,r

problems Would the students solve these problems m the same way? For the first

ttme, my students came to class eager to talk about what they read and eager to read

on They were able to analyze and es aluate and understand in a rich, personally

meaningful manner

I also learned from other teachers in the writing project to broaden the kinds

of writing I was asking students to do In particular, I learned to take their writing

out into the real world I taught my students how to conduct an interview In

connection with the reading we were doing about the Depression in the 30's. I had

them Interview grandparents, neighbors, people who lived in retirement or

convalescent homes about their memories of the Depression I did the assignment

with them and interviewed my father Then I taught them to write up their

interviews into lively pieces, packed with information about a time in history that is

typically remote for students, confined as it is to textbooks and lectures In fact, their

accounts were so lively, so real that several of my students asked rne if I was sure

this was the same Depression they were studying in their history classes

My writing project experience taught me how to help my students revise

their writing We're all writers here We know how difficult It is for us to go back

Into something we've written and rethink it, reorganize it, refine and correct It

Imagine how hard It is tor a 14 year old But it they are taught to revise, they

certainly can And I found in my experience as a writing project Teacher Consultant

giving workshops for other teachers that teachers, too, need help with the revision

aspect of teaching writing It's not something that most teachers just know in their

bones how to do

Students and teachers are the direct benefloanes of the National Writing

Project Having a secure source of funding for the project will mean that It can go

on and that it can expand to serve students and teachers in every region of the

country The funding we request will be the seed of additional private support and

state st.pport for the required cost sharing, a minimum of dollar for dollar match

Right now, 12 states provide some amount of state funding for their networks of

2 7- 7 56 0 - 90 - 1 8
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sites Cahforma, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, Hawaii, Alaska,
Kentucky, Connecticut, Nevada, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Pennsylvania

The National Writing Project has been called the "quiet" project because we
are reforming teaching without a lot of hoopla and without waiting for
restritctunng of schools or reduced class size or any other large scak, expenstvxrefon We can't afford to wait Teachers can't afford to wait They are in
classrooms right now, teaching the students theyve been given and they rion't want
to lose these students on the way to seemingly bigger reforms In fact, teachers are
the center of reform and what they do to improve their teaching and their students
learning makes all the difference in education

The National Writmg Project is a university/school collaborative model that
works In education where programs come and go, this one has lasted It's a
positive, upbeat program that celebrates good teaching and the results that come
from good teachmg

The National Writing Project gives us a national network for the shanng of
information - information from both research and exceptional practice As such, it
ic less costly, more productive and more efficient than any single or uolated effort.
Our former program officer at the National Endowment for the Humanities, john
Hale, has stated that the National Writing Project "has been by far the most effective
and cost-effective protect in the history of the Endowment support for elementary
and secondary education programs
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Senator PELL. I would like to ask Governor Oveson this Do you
have any specific suggestions on changes we should make to better
meet the needs of your own people in Utah?

Mr. OVESON. We feel that you have been responsive to the local
flexibility that I made in my remarks. We feel that that still could
be looked at.

We are supportive of the program, but we would ask for the max-
imum level of local flexibility and control. One issue is the chapter
one concentration. In rural Utah there are many rural areas you
will not have the large concentration of chapter one funds, but the
needs are the same in terms of retention and recruitment of teach-

. ,
ers and training of teachers.

So, that would be our major request.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
I would like to ask Commissioner Earhart this, and I am so glad

you are down from Rhode Island for this hearing. Is there any
mechanism in our New England States under the new regional cer-
tification program that links teachers looking for jobs or schools
with schools that are looking for teachers? Do we have a means of
getting them both together?

Mr. EARHART. There will be, Senator. I mentioned very briefly
the clearinghouse that is being established at ti.e Regional Labora-
tory in Andover, Massachusetts. Now, that clearinghouse will be
fully automated and will eventually keep track of openings
throughout the region. Also, it will keep track of those who possess
the regional certificates and will provide information to teachers
looking for positions as well as school districts looking for ,,.achers.

In addition, and I want to take a minute to mention this, there is
going to be a software capability, a programming capability that
will project the effects of certain policy decisions made, either in a
particular State or throughout the region. For example, on the sub-
ject of teacher shortages, we are considering in Rhode Island a
statewide policy that would limit these numbers of students in the
early grades, at least up through grade three, to fifteen per class.

Now, if that becomes a reality, that is going to create a signifi-
cant need for elementary school teachers in Rhode Island. This
software capability in the regional clearinghouse has the ability to
predict the impact of policy decisions like that.

We are hoping that because of the capability and with increased
utilization of the regional certificate, that we will be able to deal
with the shortages that we currently have in some critical areas.

Senator PELL. Is this taking into account the latest State budget
that is being put forward by the State authorities in Rhode Island?

Mr. EARHART. In what way, Senator?

gram similar to what the lieutenant governor mentioned in Utah.

grades. And one of the eligible uses of that money is to reduce class

teen, the student to teacher ratio of fifteen to one.

ance to local school districts for literacy programs in the early

size.It

is not tied to the regulatory process, but it does encourage dis-
tricts to reduce their class sizes in the early grades.

Senator PELL. Well, in reducing the number of teachers to fif-

We also have an earmarked portion of the State financial assist-

Mr. EARHART. Well, we do have On the books a block grant pro-

f 1
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So, we do have some mechanisms in place to try to help districts
accomplish that. Clearly, if the fiscal situation does not improve
there, it is going to be a problem.

Senator PELL. That is correct. I think, just as a matter of record,that if the fiscal situation or the budget is carried out as proposed
now, that will not be achieved, that fifteen to one ratio.

Mr. EARHART. Not in the foreseeable future.
Senator PELL. Right.
Mr. EARHART. We are always optimistic, as you know, Senator.
Senator PELL. Time changes many things.
I would be very interested, Commissioner Earhart, in your ideasfor integrating some of the different subject areas such as historyand English or math and science.
Mr. EARHART. By the way, I was extremely ple%ised to see thatone of the national academies deals with literacy in substance.
Our literacy program in the early grades, as a matter of fact, re-quires that the subject areas be integrated, that teachers do incor-

porate science concepts as tney are working on reading and writ-
ing, and social studies concepts as well. We want them, and they
want to, and we want to help them get away from the notion of
teaching 30 minutes of reading and then 30 minutes of science as ifthe two never meet.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
I would like to ask Mr. Cooke this. What do you believe can bedone to promote other private organizations like yours to take suchan interest in the public schools? You are doing a superb job. How

can we get other private groups to do the same?
Mr. COOKE. I feel, Senator, as you and I talked beforf:, I feel that

corporations--and as the lieutenant governor mentionedcorpora-
tions really are going to have to play a role here They are going tohave to take an interest. If they do not, then we suffer when wehire people, that they are not as talented and as gifted as they canbe; and we do not have the human resources we need.

Our interest is really to stimulate a belief in teaching and educa
tion. We employ over 30,000 people in the United States And it isin our best interests that those people are well educated and
trained and have a broad sense of the world.

As you know, we have interests beyond the United States, where
we hire Americans abroad. So, it serves our interests, and other
companies are going to have to come to that same perspective: that
their interests are better served by stepping in early as opposed towaiting till people come knocking on the door for employment.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I will now tu- . to Senator Cochrar
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chah man.
Let me thank the entire panel for being here today and provid-

ing us with the benefit of the testimony that they have given us. Iknow Senator Hatch was particularly disappointed that he was notable to be here to welcome the governor. He has asked me to re-
quest unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that his swtement be in-cluded at the appropriate place in the record of the hearing.

Senator PELL. Without objection, it will be inserted into therecord.
(The nrepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I welcome .he opportunity to discuss the need
for quality teachers in the educational system. I am especially
pleased that Utah's Lt. Governor Val Oveson is here today. He has
long experience in state government, having served as It. governor
for 5 years and as state auditor before that. He is in a unique posi-
tion to understand the needs of the State of Utah in education and
teacher recruitment. I think you will find that his discussion about
the concerns of Utah and many other states is a helpful perspec-
tive in developing an expanded understanding of the problems that
rural areas face in recruiting and retaining qualified teachers.

I hope that our discussion today will center on ways that the
Federal Government can work with State and local government as
well as the private sector to increase the supply of capable and
dedicated teachers who enter our classrooms. Achieving this goal
requires Federal leaderthip witimut infringing on the rights of
State and local entities, which are properly assigned the responsi-
bility of setting local education policies. These entities are account-
able to parents and local taxpayers in the first instance, and they
should retain control over these basic policies and decisions. Local
discretion and flexibility is the strength of this country's diverse
and open public education system. This diversity and local control
is something which every action at the Federal level should sup-
port, not undermine.

I am sure that many of you are aware of the emphasis that my
State places on education. The citizens in Utah have one of the
highest levels of education in the country. This emphasis on educa-
tion results in many more of our students going on for higher edu-
cation than in the nation at large. Our challenge as a State is to
encourage many of these students who go on for postsecondary edu-
cation to enter the field of ttching. I hope that our discussions
today and the legislation which will eventually result will help the
State of Utah and other states achieve this objective.

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, let me call attention to one
very important aspect of this testimony that I am particularly in-
terested in. Mrs. Smith is here from the Bay Area, where she is
director of the Writing Project there in her area.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Kassebaum and
other members of the subcommittee for joining me in introducing
the National Student Writing and Teacher Act. This is a bill that
would authorize funding for the National Writing Project that was
so eloquently described by Mrs. Smith in her testimony. It is really
a network throughout the Nation of teacher training programs af-
filiated with institution& of higher learning.

The purpose is to " .prove the quality of teaching of writing and
the quality of student writing in the Nation's classrooms. This is a
project that has proven that it works. There are 143 sites in 44
States. What the legislation that we have introduced will do would
be to add to the programs at these sites and to develop new sites on
a dollar for dollar matching basis.

I am glad to report, Mr. Chairman, that we have seen a lot of
enthusiastic support here in the Senate for this legislation. As of
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today, we have 25 senators who have signed on and are cosponsor-ing this legislation.
I am hoping that, because of what we have learned through thesurvey done by the Department of Education, about the problemwith writing skills today throughout the country, as reflected in

the writing report card, and the fact that we do have in place in alot of our States now a program that is really working to turn this
around, that we take advantage of the opportunity that we havethis year and include this legislation, this program in the teacherbill that is going to be reported out of our subcommittee.

I am hoping that we will be able to review very carefully the
statement that was submitted by Mrs. Smith because it talks aboutthe honors and the recognition that have been received over thepast 17 years by the National Writing Project.

Mr. Chairman, I also want to recognize and give credit to otherswho are here with us today for helping develop this legislation andto help me understand it better. Dr. James Gray is here. He is di-rector of the National Writing Project. Sandra Burkitt is directorof the Mississippi Writing and Thinking Institute at Mississippi
State University. I would like to introduce them. Would you pleasestand? Thank you very much for being here.

Senator COCHRAN. Mrs. Smith, let me ask you this. I got a letter
from a teacher the other day, and I meant to bring it to the hear-ing. It is one of the most eloquent comments that I have every re-ceived from a teacher about a program. It was describing her per-sonal experience, as you have described it to us today, with thisprogram and the excitement that she has derived from seeing thechanges in her classrooms.

Is this unusual, or is this the kind of thing that you have foundfrom others who have participated in this project? Are we justhearing about the extraordinary examples, or is this somethingthat is fairly commonplace in terms of the success of the program?
Mrs. SMITH. :C iS so commonplace that some teachers describe itas a religious experience, although we really do not like them to

describe it that way. But they feel so transformed. There are teach-
ers who may consider dropping out of teaching when they come tothe Project, and they are so inspired by their colleagues and aboutwhat they learn that they have never thought of doing before, andthe reaction of their students when they go ba%..k, and the confi-
dence that they have, and the skills they have, that they stay inteaching.

A lot of teachers have told us that they have stayed in teaching
because of the Writing Project experience. It is transforming.

Senator COCHRAN. I was impressed with the Senators who werehere earlier, Mr. Chairman, as I know you were, in talking about
their hopes for improving the skills level in the classroom, not onlyon the part of the students but the teachers as well in trying toatt.:act, you know, the best students into teaching. What occurs tome is that here is a program that retains the best teachers in theprofession, and that is equally important, in my view.

I am convinced that this is a program that has proven its impor-
tance as an innovative way to get at a problem that we all agreeneeds solving. We ought not to wait any longer. Let us expand this
program, provide some authority for funding directly :*rom the Fed-
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eral level to these sites. And I think we will see a tremendous
change for the better.

I thank Mrs. Smith for being here and for giving us the benefit
of her experiences and knowledge about the program. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Cochran.
Thank you, Governor Oveson, Dr. Earhart, Mr. Cooke, and Mrs.

Smith, for being with us today. Thank you very much indeed.
We now come to our third panel. Dr. Murgaret Branson is ad-

ministrator of the Division of Instructional Services in Bakersfield,
CA. Mr. Russ Aiuto is director of the Division of Teacher Prepara-
tion and Enhancement, National Science Foundation here in Wash-
ington. Dr. Jerry Bailey is associate dean, Undergraduate Studies
and Teacher Education, School of Education, University of Kansas,
in Lawrence. KS. Welcome. Let us start out with Dr. Branson.

STATEMENTS OF DR. MARGARET S. BRANSON, ADMINISTRATOR,

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES, OFFICE OF KERN
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, BAKERSFIELD, CA;
RUSS AIUTO, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TEACHER PREPARATION
AND ENHANCEMENT. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, WASH-

INGTON, DC; AND JERRY BAILEY, ASSOCIATE DEAN, UNDER-
GRADUATE STUDIES AND TEACHER EDUCATION, SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION, UNI IERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KS

MS. BRANSON. Thank you very much. I appreciate your invitation
to testify today about two important pieces of proposed legislation,
S. 1676 and S. 1675.

Your comments and those of the people who preceded us today
have made one very important point, and that is that education
cannot survive, much less flourish, without excellence in teaching.
Teachers are the essential ingredient in quality education, and that
is why your concern with the professional training and continuing
education of teachers is of such great importance to us.

I believe that both S. 1676 and 1675 provide some answers to the
critical quebtions which are plaguing education today. In the limit-
ed time available this morning, I would like to speak primarily to
the need for the continuing education or inservice education of
teachers.

I would like to draw the committee's attention to four salient
points: First, the need for staff development is urgent. A growing
body of empirical research documents the shortcomings of inservice
education. At present, the inservice education of teachers is infre-
quent and idiosyncratic. It is lacking in depth; it gives insufficient
attention to content or subject matter, and it fails to distinguis', e-

tween the needs of beginning and experienced teachers.
Second, compared to the expenditures which empbyers are

making for the continuing education of their employees, the tax-
payers investment in the professional development of their teach-
ers can only be described as inadequate.

Third, the essential components of successful inservice training
have been identified through numerous research studies. Our chal-
lenge is to see that those components are incorporated into appro-
priate programs for continuing education.
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Finally, staff development is a sound investment in the improve-
ment of teaching and learning in the Nation's classrooms. The con-tinuing education of teachers, therefore, should be seen as an in-strument of Federal policy to assure and enhance the quality of
American education.

Let me expand very briefly on each of those points. First, the in-
service of education for teachers as presently offered is inadequate
to the needs of both the neophyte and career teachers.

In contrast to certain other occupations, including teaching atthe university level, in which full membership in the profession is
achieved in well-marked stages, elementary and secondary school
teaching has been relatively careerless. Little distinction is made
between newcomers and others in the responsibilities they assume
and the opi ortunities and rewards available to them.

The abrupt entry of neophytes into teaching conveys a very false
notion that teaching can be mastered in a relatively short period of
time by people of good will and sufficient stamina. Researchers
who have looked for organized programs of support and assistance
to new teachers during their induction period in the United States
have been disappointed. Our practices stand in contrast to the
more systematic induction activities practiced in Britain, Australia
and the Federal Republic of Germany. In the United States, inserv-
ice assistance is measured in days and hours instead of weeks and
months, despite the fact that over the past 20 years researchers
have found that sustained multiyear efforts are required if mean-ingful results are to improve.

Analysis of the content of recent staff development efforts re-veals other inadequacies. Eighty to 90 percent of the inservice ac-
tivities conducted between 1960 and the present time show that
their focus has been on relatively simple teaching acts and behav-
iors. Insufficient attention has been given to more complex and
consequential matters such as the cultivation of a repertoire of ef-
fective teaching strategies, curriculum development, evaluation,
and course content. The lack of attention to course content is par-ticularly lamentable because studies show that teachers who areassigned often are assigned outside of the areas in which their aca-demic preparation is adequate.

The Senate bills proposed would speak to this inadequacy in con-
tent, preparation, and in the matter of seeing that people ere kept
abreast of new scholarship in their area. It would provide, as the
Writing Project has, a series of national academies and congres-sional district academies which would provide for us a series ofpeople who are qualified to carry out the responsibilities of the
service and the future education of their colleagues.

For the reasons that I have just outlined to you, I believe that
both of these bills are of great consequence. I have documented in
more detail some of the research undergirding the remarks that Ihave made, and I would appreciate their being incorporated in therecord.

Senator PELL. That will, without objection, be done. I thank youfor your testimony, Dr. Branson.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Branson follows:]

' 7-'1
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on Education, Arts and
Humanities Regarding Senate Bill 1676, the

National Teacher Act of 1989 and Senate Bill 1675, the Excellence in

Teaching Act

by Dr. Margaret S Branson, Administrator of the Division

of Instructional Services, Office of the Kern County

Superintendent of Schools, Bakersfield, California

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Senate Subcommittee on

Education, Arts and Humanities, I appreciate your invitation to testify before

you about two Important pieces
of proposed legislation, Senate Bill 1675, the

National Teacher Act of 1989 ana Senate Bill 1675, the Excellence in Teaching

Act. 1 am Dr Margaret S. Branson, Administrator of the Division of

Instructional Services of the Kern County Superintendent of Schools Office,

Bakersfield, California.
Our Office serves 48 school districts with an

enrollment of more than 143,000 students Zhe Division of Instructional

Services has responsibility for
curriculum, staff development, migrant

education, substance abuse prevention education, media resources, textbooks

and an educational television station.

In the past decade we Americans have seen one report on the status

of education follow another.
Almost without exception, these reports have

decried the inadequacies of our schools. They have pointed to disappointing

results of tests of our students skills in arithmetic, writing, reading and

foreign languages and to gaps in our students' knowledge of history,

geography, science, mathematics, government, literature, the arts and

economics Almost without exception the reports have called for reform and/or

restructuring of the nation's schools It is interesting tn note, however,

that not one blue ribbon committee not a single critic has suggested
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that education can survive, much less flouris'i, without excellence in

teaching. Teachers are an essential ingredient -- some say THE esential

ingredient -- in quality education. That is why your concern with the

professional training and the continuing education of teachers is of such

great Importance We need to find answers to some critical questions:

1 How do we provide a supply of competent teachers

adequate to meet our increasing and changing needs?

2. How can we retain competent, experienced teachers,

thereby enhancing the initial and very considerable

investment in the teachers of America which the

Wion's taxpayers already have made?

3. How do we insure the professional growth of our

teachers and . Ainistrators so that teaching and

learning in the nation's classroom will be more

effective?

I believe that both Senate Bill 1676, the National Teacher Act of

1989 and Senate Bill 1675, the Excellence in Teaching Act can provide some

answers to these questions. In the limited time available for this testimony

I would like to speak primarily to need for the continuing education or

inservice needs of teachers. That education ard those needs also are referred

to as staff development or professional development, so all four of these

terms -- continuing education, inservice education, staff and professtor.al

development -- will be used Interchangeably. All of them are taken to mean

any activity that is intended partly or primarily to prepare paid staff

2
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members for improved performance in present or future roles in a school

district. The term *staff member is limited in scope to certificated

personnel and teachers' aides.

I would like to draw the Lommittee's attention to four salient

points-

I The need for staff development is urgent. A growing

body of empirical research - International, national

and state-specific-documents the shortcomings of

inservice education. At present, the continuing

education of teachers is infrequent, and

idiosyncratic. It is lacking in depth,, .t gives

insufficient attention to con'ant or subject matter,

and it fails to distinguish between the needs of

beginning and experienced teachers.

2 Compared to the expenditures which employers are

making for the continuing education of their

employees, the taxpayers' investment in the

professional developnent of their teachers can only

be described as Inadequate.

3 The essential components cf successful inservice

training have been Identified through numerous

research studies. Our challenge is to see that those

components are incorporated into programs for

continuing education

3
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4. Staff development is a sound investment in the

improvement of teaching and learning in the nation's

classrooms. The continuing education of teachers,

therefore, should be seen as an instrument of federal

policy to enhance the quality of American education.

SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT DAY INSERVICE EDUCATION

Let me expand briefly on each of those points. First, let us

examine the present shortcomings of inservice education.

Inservice education for teachers as presently offered is inadequate

to the needs of both neophytes and career teachers. In contrast to certain

other occupations, including teaching at the university level, in which full

membership in the profession is achieved in well-marked stages, elementary and

secondary school teaching, as Judith Lanier of Michigan State University

points out, has been relatively 'careerless". Little distinction is made

between newcomers and others in the responsibilities they assume and the

opportunities and rewards available to them. Novice teachers are virtually

indistinguishable from their more experienced colleagues. The abrupt entry of

neophytes into teaching conveys the false notion that teaching can be mastered

in a relatively short time by persons acting indapendently with good sense and

sufficient stamina. That abrupt entry into the profession, coupled with the

Isolated circumstances under which most teachers work, has resulted in

learning alone and learning through trial and error. Such learning is

noneducative at best and miseducative at worst. Researchers who have looked

for organized programs of support and assistance for new teachers during their

4
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induction period in the United States have been disappointed Our practices

stand in contrast tc the more systematic induction activities practiced in

Britain, Australia and the federal Republic of Germany. In the United States,

organized inservice assistance is measured in days and hours instead of weeks

and months, despite the fact that researchers over the past 20 years have

found that sustained multi-year efforts are
required if meaningful school

improvement is to result.

All too often staff development activities are mounted response to

needs or fads of the moment One researcher, M L. Cogan, has descrIbed these

cyclical efforts as "Boom and Bust Sequences." He says they "tend to reduce

teachers to a cynicism that saps their commitment to professional

improvement'. What teachers - both novice and veteran need are programs of

appropriate inservice education rather than "quick fixes" or "vaccination"

approetes. Their needs cannot be met by an occasional university course nor

can they be met by occasronal
after school meetrngs covering a variety of

topics Professional growth requires a sustained, carefully planned focus on

a few preeminent goals.

Analysis of the content of recent staff development efforts reveals

other inadequacies.
Eighty to ninety percent of the studies of inservice

activities conducted between 1960 and the present time show that their focus

has been on relatively simple teaching skills and behaviors such as

questioning and giving feedback to students. Insufficient attention has been

given to more complex and more consequential matters such as the cultivation

of a repertoire of effectivo teaching strategies, curriculum development,

evaluation, ano course content. The lack of attent)on to course content or

subject matter per se is lamentable Studies show that many teachers are

5
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assigned classes for which their academic preparation is inadequate. Even

those whose initial command of subject matter is commendable need to be

brought abreast of new knowledge and recent
scholarship, particularly teachers

of the natural, physical ane social sciences.

Another inadequacy in staff development stems from our ewn view of

it Should continuing education for teachers be seen as a compulsory duty or

a right, Should the decision about whether or not to participate in inservice

activities rest, as it usually does now, with the teacher alone? The National

Staff Development Council reports that 40 of the 50 states, the District of

Columbia, and American Samoa now require some kind of professional development

for some teachers. Requirements vary from state to state, and none are very

specific or rigorous. Teachers' decisions are idiosyncratic; they depend upon

the individual's personal convenience, financial resources and professional

circumstances Choices about what course of professional development to

pursue, how much to pursue and even whether to pursue any at all remain

matters of personal prerogative. Descriptive inventories of teachers'

professional growth activities illustrate dramatic differences among teachers

of comparable experience and teaching assignments One researcher (Arends,

1981) reported that a beginning high school biology teacher, who was described

as an avid learner/participant, logged over 1600 hours in additional course

work, independent research, selected conferences and workshops over a thr2e

year period Another biology teacher logged only 29 hours of continuing

education in the same three-year period

6



PUBLIC V. PRIVATE EXPENDITURES FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

Thus far we have looked at the shortcomings of staff development

from a school and teacher vantage point. But, there is another reasure of

adequacy and that is expenditure. How does the public expenditure for

inservice education compare to that of private industry? A Wall Street

journal special report on education for February 9, 1990 puts the annual

public and private spending on all elementary and secondary education at 189

billion dollars. The a,'nal spending by employers on formal and informal

training of employees is 210 billion dollars. In other words, not only are

employers currently outspending our elementary and secondary schools by more

than 20 billion dollars a year, their expenditures are exclusively for the

continuing education of their employees. On any given day, International

Business Machines (IBM) is training 22,000 of its employees somewhere in the

world. That amounts to more than 7 million student days a year, the

equivalent of a major university schedule. The annual cost of this training

to IBM is 1.5 billion dollars, not counting the participants' time. IBM is

not alone in its efforts to upgrade the competence of its workers. Seventy

percent of the Fortune 500 companies surveyed by the Wall Street Journal said

they planned to spend more on education and training of their employees this

year, because rapid changes have "upskilled" most job categories As Paul A.

Henn, manager of academic and technical tra ning at Chrysler Corporation put

it, "You either stay up with the competition or become Inundated. It's not a

matter of choice but of survival"

There are no firm figures, )n fact, there are not even any reliable

estimates of how much money is expended on the continuing education of
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teachers in the United States. We do have some California figures, however,

and they help us realize what a relatively small
portion of taxpayers dollars

go into the continuing education of teachers and administiators

In 1988, the State of Calif-rnia released results of a year-long

study of staff development. That policy study was a joint project of the Far

West Laboratory for Education Research and Development and PACE, Policy

Analysis for California Education. The results of that study not only are

instructive, but they speak to concerns addressed in both Senate 8)11 1675 and

Senate Bill 1676.

California's experience with staff development is of interest

because of the size of the state's school system and
because of the diversity

of its student bodies. Categorical staff development programs for

California's teachers and administrators consume approximately 2 percent of

the total educational funding in a one-year period or approximately 35 million

dollars. Public monies go first to support the salaries of district

specialists who plan and lead staff development
activities and second to pay

for substitute teachers who take responsibilities for classrooms when regular

teaches are away. At the local level, costs in 1987 amounted to about t6 51

per hour of staff develcr,oent.

The larger California taxpayer investment )n staff development,

however, stems from salary advances that teachers
accrue as a result of salary

credits awarded by districts to teachers who pursue advanced university

coursework or who engage in staff development activities for which salary

credit is granted. When future salary increments are taken into account, the

investment slightly exceeds 4 percent of total educational funding in

California. That now amounts to about one billion dollars yearly. It shoulfi

8
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be remembered, however, that school districts generally do not award salary

credit if staff development takes place during regular school hours and/or if

the costs are borne by the school district.

The state, however, is not the only or even the prime contributor to

continuing education. The contribution which teachers and administrators make

to improving their own knowledge and practice is noteworthy Their commitment

is significant. The California study which has just been cited revealed that

for every dollar spent ty districts and schools directly on formal staff

development activities individual teachers contributed 60 cents in volunteer

time with no present or future compensation. Why are these teachers and

administrators willing to make this personal commitment despite the absence of

clear incentives or rewards for participation? They say that "access to new

ideas' is their number one motivation. They also say that they want and need

more, not less, staff development.

COMPONENTS OF SUCCESSFUL INSERVICE TRAINING

Detailed discussion of the essential components of successful

inservice training programs is beyond the scope of this brief tommentary It

is important to point out, however, that although we do not know enough about

effective inservice and effective school improvement, we can be guided by what

has been learned from both international and American studies.

Between 1975 and 1981 the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) through its Centre for Educational Research and Innovation

(URI) conducted an on-going program of research into the inservice education

and training of teachers. len national monographs were produced as a result.

9
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These national case studies have not been as widely disseminated as they

should be, but the Final Report writtnn by Ray Bolam of the University of

Bristol is instructive. The Reptrt warns that "Des1rable as speedy and

inexpensive changes undoubtedly are fro political and economic viewpoint,

they are not likely to be easily attain_ and strategies for change which

assume otherwise are not likely to prove cost effective in the long-run".

Research in all of the naions involved on both adult learning and school

Improvement point to a common difficulty - that of achieving sustained and

continuing ch.age. The evIdence from studies of innovations for individuals,

groups and organizations is that they all require extremely careful planning,

appropriate resources and I well thought-torough
implementation strategy over

a lengthy perijd of time.
National educational pol!cies, the Report advises,

should foster more content-specific
approaches to inservice education, theory

thould be based upon an analysis of practice, and the continuing education

needs of both beginning 'eachers and those at the other end of the experience

scale should be met. 'Every te? :ter must see himself and be seen as a career-

long student....The internal dynamism of the teaching profession must be

maintained by all possible means.'

A National Study of Outstanding
Staff Development Programs in the 50

states of the United States conducted
in 1984 confirmed the widely held view

that staff improvement and leadership renewal can hare significant positive

impact on teaching and administrative
skills and, subsequently, on student

achievement. That study found that 'Effective staff development programs were

composed of a fral.ework of parts operating in unison:

a comprehensive assessment of needs.

staff input for planning,

to



participation of personnel in conducting activities,

delivery systems compatible with adult learning

theories,

support and reinforcement of teachers following staff

development Activities, and

evaluation of programs and teacher competencies

following implementation."

University coursework was seen as very important by only one-third

of thoLe surveyed in the N'tional Study which included Chief State School

Officers, sup intendents, principals and teachers. Even though almost half

of the respondents said that university courses still 4ere utilized for staff

development purposes, they did not feel that traditional university classes

met their needs. Their observations comport with findings from other studies

which show that where information-only training is used and thit is the case

in most university classes the average effect on knowledge acquisition is

modest, about .7. But when presentations, demonstrations and opportunit4es

for practice and feedback zre combined, the effect on measures of knowledge

averages about 3.00.

Another nation-wide study, a meta-analysis of nearly 200 research

studies and a review of the literature on staff development, was completed in

1987. It also is helpful in identifying the attributes of successful

inservice programs. Among the more important findings of that study were

these.

Almost all teachers can take useful information back

to their classrooms when training includes four

parts: (1) presentation of theory, (2) demonstration

11
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of the new strategy, (3) initial practice in the

workshop, and (4) prompt feedback about their

efforts.

Teachers are likely to keep and use new strategies

and concepts if they receive coacning (either expert

or peer) while they are trying the new ideas in their

ciassrooms.

Competent teachers with high self-esteem usually

benefit more from training than their less competent,

less confident colleagues.

Individual teaching styles and value orientations do

not often affect teachers' abilities to learn from

staff development.

Initial enthusiasm for training is reassuring to the

organizers but has relatively little influence upon

learning.

The effects of training do not depend on whether

teachers organize and direct the proyram, although

social cohesion and shared understandings do

facilitate teachers' willingness to try out new

ideas.

12
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THE VALUE OF NATIONAL AND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT ACADEMIES

The Federal Government does indeed have a leadership role to play in

the ar2a of teacher training and the continuing education of teachers. A

public commitment by this Congress to the support of teachers and teacher

training through the establishment of a series of targeted but critical

initiatives would constitute an important step toward the strengthening of the

profession and the effectiveness of teaching/learning in the nation's

classrooms.

Titles V and VI of Senate Bill 1676 offer opportunities to do just

that by establishing National and Congressional District teacher academies in

each of the subject areas commonly taught in elementary and secondary school

mathematics

English, reading and language arts

civics and government

oasic skills and literacy instruction

the arts Including art, music and the performing arts

history and geography

economics

life sciences

physical sciences

foreign languages

In the National Academies teachers would spend the bulk of their

time (70 percent) studying basic course content relevant to the particular

subject field under the tutelage of the most accomplished and prominent

scholars in those 'fields. The remainder of the time (30 percent) is to be

13
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devoted to methods of instruction which research has demonstrated to be most

efficacious and to the planning of inservice training programs to be conducted

by the Congressional District Academies which would be established under

Title VI. The National Academies are to operate for a period of five years

and they are renewable. That time frame allows for the kind of continuity and

sustained effort that is needed, if significant numbers of teachers are to be

trained and significant impact is to be realized.

Another notnworthy provision of this legislation is that it is

designed to train leadership teams who, in turn, will provide inservice

training for teachers in the Congressional District Academie
. The result

will be thi. establishment of a national leadership network of ,,clividuals

prepared to assist in the designing and implementation of exemplary teacher

education throughout the nation.

These National and Congressional District Academies will address

some of the important problems which now plague the teaching profession and

which have been described earlier in this testirony. The Academies will

provide a means for teachers to strengthen their owh knowledge base and to be

brought abreast of new scholarship in the subjects which they teach. The

Academies will capitalize on the most recent applied research finding%

concerning education and the classroom by acquainting large numbers of teacher

leaders with that research and by showing them how to use it. The Academies

will offer a viable, sustained, systematic plan for continuing education as

opposed to present fragmented, infrequent, and unfocused efforts. Finally,

the National and Congressional District Academies would provide a means of

utilizing the talents and sharing the expertise of America's most talented and

successful teachers.

14
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Because there is an urgent need to protect the very considerable

Investment which the nation's taxpayers already have made in the preparation

and training of teachers, and

Because there is a need to enhance the knowledge and skills of the

nation's teachers, and

Because we know f-om both international and national studies that

more knowledgeable and effective teachers mean more effective learning on the

part of students.

I urge you to act on Senate Bills 1676 and 1675.

15
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Senator PELL. Now we turn to Mr. Aiuto.
Mr. Atu To. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity

to describe to the committee the program activities of the National
Science Foundation that address a number of the issues for the im-
provement of subject matter competence of teachers.

My specific role at NSF is to administer the Division of Teacher
Preparation and Enhancement This division has four primary pro-
gram areas. If you will permit me, I will briefly describe them for
you in order to construct a context within which the largest of the
programs, teacher enhancement, and its relevance to your delibera-
tions can be considered.

In addition to this oral presentation, I appended our five-year
strategic plan for your reference

The smallest of the divisici's programs in terms of funding is the
program entitled Presidential Awards for Excellence in Science
an i Mathematics Teaching As you can well appreciate, its visibili-
ty and its importance to the overall effort to improve science and
mathematics education is considerable. For the past 6 years, two
teachers, one in science and one in mathematics, at the secondary
level from each State and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the State Department Schools, and the Department of Defense De-
pendents Schools have been recognized with a $7,500 grant, a week
of idea sharing and education in Washington, and a great deal of
recognition by his or her home State.

This year, 1990, awards for elementary school teachers will be
added.

One cannot help but mention that a previous awarde:, is now the
Chief State School Officer for the State of Arizona. Mos., hearten-
ing of all of this is that the vast majority of presidential awardees
have been participants in NSF-supported Teacher Enhancement
projects at some time during their car ,r.

The second program that I would like to describe briefly is the
program of Teacher Preparation. This activity involves grants to
institutions of higher leai ning that have teacher education pro-
grams for the preparation of teachers of science and mathematics.
Currently, NSF supports 41 teacher preparation projects at colleges
and universities in 24 States

The importance of this effort can be recognized by the following
data:

While two-thirds of teachers at the elementary level feel quali-
fied to teach mathematics, less than a quarter of them feel quali-
fied to teach science.

I might add that 94 percent of elementary teachers teaching at
the K through 3 level are white females.

This confidence no+ withstanding, a second point to note, is that
the typical elementary teacher has had one, a single, course in col-
lege-level mathematics.

And finally, over half of the teachers of either mathematics or
science, at all levels of K through 12 education, feel unprepared to
use computers as instructional tools.

These data and other similar findings are relevant to inservice
programs as well. You are doubtless familiar with much of this re-
search, so I will not go into further detail at this time.
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A third activity of the Division of Teacher Preparation and En-
hancement is the Science and Mathematics Education Networks
Program. This program supports a variety of activities, including
such projects as teacher science educator scientist conferences, elec-
tronic and computer networks linking together those involved in
science and mathematics education, and teacher enhancement
projects that involve partnerships between school districts, engi-
neers, scientists and mathematicians from the private sector. This
latter activity involves some 50 projects across the Nation and uti-
lizes the intellectual resources represented by scientists and engi-
neers who practice their profession in industry and governm. it.

About two-thirds of all professional scientists in the United
States are in the private sector, not in universities and colleges.

The largest program in my division of NSF, and the one that has
many of the objectives in the proposed legislation, is the NSF pro-
gram in Teacher Enhancement. Many of you, I am sure, are aware
of the success of the Teacher Institutes supported by NSF in the
1960s and 1970s. As a matter of record, I am an alumnus rs. f one of
those programs of 30 years ago. Our present effort in providing in-
service support for teachers is somewhat different than those years
in that Teacher Enhancement programs of the past 6 years or so
have built-in followup components, so that the experience, usually
in the summer, is enin nced further by academic year workshops,
classroom visits, and so on. During the summer of 1989, NSF sup-
ported 260 college and university sites at which some 12,000 teach-
ers were participants.

Characteristics of these Teacher Enhancement projects were that
they usually consisted of 20 to 40 teachers; these grants are usually
three-year projects, so that over the lifetime of a grant, 60 to 120
teachers can be served; typically they are three to 5 weeks in dura-
tion, with three to five academic-year followup meetings; they are
content centered, concerned with hands-on activities; teachers,
principals and supervisors participate in the planning, along with
the scientists and mathematicians from the universities who are
the primary instructional staff; the average funding from NSF is
about $150,000 a year, with an average cost sharing by the unit ..-
sity of approximately 30 percent; ari we do provide stipends for
the teacher-participants: $60 per day, or $300 per week.

As significant and as successful as these Teacher Enhancement
programs are, it is important to note that our efforts of improving
the subject matter competence of 12,000 teachers each summer rep-
resents only a small portion of the teachers in the United States
who have some responsibility for science and mathematics teach-
ing.

In fiscal yeaf 1989 the Division of Teacher Preparation and En-
hancement effort was $63.6 million; in fiscal year 1990, $81 million;
and our request for fiscal year 1991 is $89.6 million. So, progress is
being made.

It is my belief, in summing up what I have to say to you, that
the success of the programs under my direction can be attributed
to three very important factors.

One, NSF is an organization engaged in the activities of the sci-
entific ,:ommunity, with research scientists, and as such avoids the
unfortunate condition of contributing to two cultures: those who
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practice science and those who teach and learn science. They must
be a single culture. Our position is that the process of science is
discovery, and that it is essential to have scientists and mathemati-
cians involved in education.

Second, NSF programs are competitive. They are based on merit.
They depend on the judgments of peers. Therefore, we make every
effort to encourage the very best projects for inservice opportuni-
ties for teachers.

Three, the success of NSF programs has been due in large part to
the flexibility provided by Congress in the authorizing legislation
for our programs, in which NSF has been able to implement the
goals of Congress by designing and administering broad programs
that meet national needs.

We certainly welcome increased efforts by Congress in this very
critical rea of improving the ability of the Nation's teachers to
provide the very best instruction, and we will continue as a Federal
agency to provide exemplary inservice programs, relying on NSF's
distinctive strengths.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Without objection, your written statement will be insertea into

the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Aiuto with an attachment

follow.]
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Statement of Russell Aiuto
National Science Foundation

March 2, 1990

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to
describe to this Committee program activities of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) that address a number of the issues for
the improvement of subject-matter competence of teachers.

My specific role at NSF is to administer the Division of
Teacher Preparation and Enhancement. This Division has four
primary program areas, and , tf you will permit me, I will
des:ribe them briefly for the Committee, in order to construct a
context witisin which the largest of the programs, Teacher
Enhancement, and its relevance to your deliberations, can be
considered.

In addition to this oral presentation, I am appending the
National Science Foundation's Strategic Plan for FY' 1990 - FY'
1994, that descrioe the DiAision's proposed goals and activities.
I hope that these detailed statements will be helpful, and I draw
y'ur attention in particular to pages 13 to 17.

The smallest of the Division's programs in terms of funding
is the program entitled PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS TEACHING. As you can well appreciate,
its visibility and its importance to the overall effort to
improve science and mathematics education is considerable. For
the past six years, two teachers (one in science and one in
mathematics) at the secondary level from each state, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the State Department Schools, and the
Department of Defense Dependents Schools have been recognized
with a $7,500 grant, a week of idea-sharing and education in
Washington, and a considerable amount of recognition by his or
her home state. This year, 1990, awards for elementary school
teachers will be added. By the end of October, 1990, some eight
hundred individuals will have leen recognized for their
outstanding teaching, and many will serve as mentors for
colleagues, on NSF review panels, and as leaders in curriculum
reforms being carried out by various national organizations, ouch
as the American Association for the Advancement of Science, The
Natione, Science Teachers Association, and the National Counc41
of Teac ors o: Mathematics. One cannot help but mention that a
previous Awardee is now the Chief State School Officer for the
Stnte of Arizona. Most heartening of all is that the vast
majority of Presidential Awardees have been participants in NSF-
supported Teacher Enhancement projects.

The second program that I would like to describe briefly is
the program in TEACHER PREPARATION. This activity involves
grants to institutions of higher learning that have teacher

r, .
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education programs for the preparation of teachers of science and
mathematics. Currently, NSF supports 41 teacher preparation
projects at colleges and universities in 24 states. The primary
focus is the revision of the science and/or mathematics
components of the curricula for these pre-service teachers. A
number of these grants have been for elementary and middle school
teacher preparation programs. The importance of this effort can
be recognized by the following data:

o While two-thirds elementary teachers feel
qualified to teach mathematics, less than a
quarter feel qualified to teach scien".1:1;

o This confidence notuithstanding, the typical
elementary teacher has had one --- a single -
-- college-level mathematics cour'e;

o Over half of all teachers of either
mathematics or science --- at all ievelc of K
through l. education --- feel unprepared to
use comp..ters as instructional tools.

These data, and other similar findings, are relevant to in-
service programs as well. You are doubtlessly familiar with such
research, so I won't go into further detail at this time.

A third activity of the Division of Teacher Preparation and
Enhancement is the SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION NETWORKS
PROGRAM. This program supports a variety of activities,
including such projects as teacher science educator scicntist
conferences, electronic and computer networks linking togettar
those involved in science and mathematics education, and teacher
enhancement projects thac involve partnerships between school
districts, universities or other educational institutions, and
sctentists, engineers, and mathematicians from the private
sector. This latter activity, involving some fifty projects
throughout the nation, utilizes the intellectual resourcos
represented by scientists and engineers who practice their
profession in industry and government.

The largest program in my division of NSF, and the one that
has many of the ( bject ves in proposed legislation in Congress 1,-;
the NSF program 11 TEACHER ENHANCEMENT. Many of you, I sm sure,
are aware of the success of the "Teacher Institutes" supported by
NSF in the 1960's and 1970's. As a matter of record, I am an
alumnus of one of those programs of thirty years ago. Our
present effort in providing in-sw-vice support for teachers is
somewhat different, in that Teach3r Enhancement programs of the
past six years or so have built-II follow-up components, so that
the experience, usually in the svamer, is enhanced further by
academic workshops, classroom visits, and so on. During the
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summer of 1989, NSF supported 260 college and university sites at
which some 12,000 teachers were participants. Characteristics of
these Teacher Enhancement projects are as follows.

o They are usually three-year grants, serving
20 to 40 teachers per year;

o Typically, they are three to five weeks in
duration, with three to five academic-year
follow-up meetings;

o They are content-centered, concerned with
hands-on activities;

o Teachers, principals, and supervisors
participate in the planning, along with the
scientists and mathematicians from the
universities who the primary instructional
staff;

o The average funding from NSF is about
$150,000 per year, with 3n average cost-
sharing by the university of about 30%;

o Stipends are provided to the teacher-
participants: $60 per day, or $300 per week.

As significant and successful as these Teacher Enhancement
programs are, it is important to note that our efforts of
improving the subject matter competence of 12,000 teachers each
sumner represents only a portion of the teachers in the United
States who have some responsibility for science and mathematics
teaching. In FY' 1989, the Division of Teacher Preparation and
Enhancement effort was $63.6 million; in FY 1990, 881,0 million;
and our request for FY' 1991 is $89.6 million, so we are making
piogress.

It is my belief that the success of programs under my direction
can be attributed to three very important factors:

o NSF is an organ zation engaged in the
activities of t e sc.entific community, with
research scient.sts, and as such avoids the
unfortunate condition of contributing to two
cultures: those who practice science and
those who teach and learn science. Our
position is that the process of science is
discovery, and thb, it is essential to have
scientists and math......zticians involved in
education;

t.)
7,1
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o NSF programs are competitive; they are based
on merit; they depend on the judgments of
peers. Thus, we make every effort to
encourage the very best projects;

o The success of NSF programs has been due, in
large part, to the flexibility provided by
Congress in the authorizing legislation for
our programs, in which NSF has been able to
implement the goals of Congress by designing
and administering broad programs that meet
national needs.

We certainly welcome increased efforts by the federal government
in this very critical area of improving the ability of the
nation's teachers to provide the very best instruction, and we
will continue to provide exemplary in-service programs, relying
on NSF's distinctive strengths.
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Preface

This document comprises the National Science
Foundatior's "five-year strategic plan for science and
engineering education," required (20 U.S.C. S3917) "to be
up-dated on an annual basis, and submitted to the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the Senate, and
the Committee on Science and Technology of the House of
Representatives by November 30 of each year."

The sections of this Plan pertaining to elementary
and secondary education, and with education At the
graduate level and beyond, deal exclusively with programs
of the Directorate for Science and Engineering Education
(SEE). The section on undergraduate education provides
descriptive information for SEE's programs at that level
and for those elements a! the Foundation's educational
activities that are distributed over the several research
directorates but coordinated by SEE.

Public taw 98-371 required that the Foundation fund,
from the FY1985 appropriation for SEE, "a contract to
develop a science education plan and management structure
for the Foundation." That mandate was carried out rnrough
the award of two contracts. Research Triangle Institute
studied middle school scionce education programs; its
report (RTI/3460-01FR) issued in December 1986. SRI
International covered all precollege science and mathe-
matics education, kindergarten through grade 12; i,s
report (SRI Project No. 1809 under NSF Contract No. SPA-
8651540) was issued in two parts in May 1987 and April
1988. This Plan embodies major findings and recommen-
ations of both these seminal studies.

The Office of Technology Assessment of the Congress
published, in June 1988, an advisory report entitled
"Educating Scientists and Engineers, Grade School to Grad
School," (OTA-SET-377). The findings and reccnmendations
in that OTA report also are reflected in this .lan.

t ; 1

4..) i
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INTRODUCTION
A Strategic Plan is, by design, a plan for the long range.

This document sets forth the goals and objectives of National

Science Foundation education programming. But, ahead of those goals

and objectives lies a vision of a state of science, engineering,

mathematics, and technology education in the United States -- a

state that, when achieved, will serve individual as well as national

needs. The premise of this Plan is that such education involves a

chain of links from pre-school, through K-12, to undergraduate and

graduate study. All the links must be strong. The educational

process must be designed to stimulate the interest of all students

-- indeed, of all citizens -- so as to ensure that the nation will
have the scientists c,d engineers it needs in the years ahead and

the scientifically literate citizenry that our democracy will

leguire as we enter the 21st Century.

1. ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION IN EDUCATION

In the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42 U.S.C. Sec.

3862 as amended) Congre.s authorizes and directs the Foundation "to

initiate and support . . .
science education programs at all levels

in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, social, and

other sciences . . .
and engineering education programs at all

levels in the various fields cf engineering."

The National Science Foundation has the background, capability

and mandate to provide vigorous leadership anI strong support to the

nation's efforts to strengthen its science, mathematics, and engin-

eering education at every level.

Overall, the goals of NSF's education activities are to stimu-

late and lead nationwlie efforts that will strengthen and accelerate

the transmission, adaptation, and utilization of knowledge from the

engineering, mathematical, and scientific disciplines; that will

attract talented youth to careers in those fields and prepare them

for sustained c-eative endeavor; and that will provide to students

of every age, whether -,1- not of scientific turn of mind, such

background in the disciplines , will sustain their understanding

and use of mathematics and sc.tence. Those goals encompass all
levels of education and all stages of human tesources developlent.

An Education Agenda for NSF

The President and the nation's Governors (September, 19891 have

issued "a Jeffersonian compact" to develop national education goals,

forge strong federal-state partnerships, and commit the partners to

more effective deployment of resources through significant steps to

restructure education in all states. The NSF's education agenda

for FY1990-FY1994 mirrors that compact and translates its broad

provisions into focused actions to strengthen education in science,

mathematics and engineering.

27-756 0 - 90 - 19
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The National Science Foundation will:

Support the development of innovative and rigorous programs ofinstruction in science and mathematics to ensure that everychild can acquire the knowledge and skills required foreffective participation in today's technologically-oriented
society;

Expand programming that will improve the quality of educationin mathematics, engineering, and the sciences for all students;

Stimulate and support educational activities that will enhancethe scientific, mathematical and technological literacy of thepopulation; and

o Encourage and support the development of the Nation's scien-tific and technological
human resources -- so that there is afull and steady stream of highly educated scientists, mathema-ticians, and engineers to participate in the Nation's researchand production activities.

Strategic efforts will be aimed at:

o Expanding excellence in science, mathematics, and engineeringinstruction at all levels, and supporting the acceptance ofhigher expectations of student and :nstitutional performance:

Stimulating nationwide an increase in the amount of "hands-on"
science available to students at every level, but especially inthe elementary schools;

o Developing attractive and effective new courses and curriculathat provide consistent and coherent mathematics and sciencealternatives for consideration by those who administereducation programs:

o Broadening the impact, accelerating the pace, and increasingthe effectiveness of improvements in science, mathematics,
technology and engineering education:

o Increasing the effectiveness of teachers, faculty members, andsupervisors -- in part by extending the application, adoption,and use of new educational
technologies; in part by improvingthe professional environment;

O Expanding active, sustained parental and business communityinvolvement;

O Developing means to increase the numbers of female, minority,
and disabled students who study science and mathematics at alllevels, and to increage their interest in scientific andtechnical careers;
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o Expanding the familiarity of both youth and adults with
science, mathematics, and technology through formal and
informal contact;, and

o Increasing the number of research scientists who give attention

and effort to the improvement of science, engineering, and

mathematics education.

NSF's Strategy for Change

The National Science Foundation at all times must have an
education agenda and its leadership of educational improvement and

reform must be proactide.

SRI International completed in 1987 a Congressionally-
mandated study of alternatives available t: the Foundation in the
planning and management of its educational mission at the elementary

and secondary levels. In the SRI report, "Opportunities for
Strategic Investment in K-12 Science Education," NSF's present
education programming wal portrayed in terms of two contrasting
strategies, with the note that the best strategy for the Foundation

might be some combination of the two:

An incremental imorovement strategy -- which emphasizes
stimulating and supporting a variety of incremental changes in
educational systems (e.g. relatively short-term ventures to
improve course materials, provide inservice retraining to
teacners, and share the costs of new instructional
instrumentation); and

A fundamental change strategy -- which seeks to support changes
that can improve education basically and in the long term (e.g.
exploration of advanced technologies; research in the processes
of teaching and learning; reform of preservice teacher
education; and statewide changes in education-related policy
and programs).

Since 1987, this Strategic Plan has been based on the
conclusion that the National Science Foundation should employ a

composite strategy in its education programming -- addressing
simultaneously short-term objectives and long-term goals. A

composite strategy can yield incremental changes to benefit persons
already in the formal education stream while fundamental changes are

devised for the benefit of all students -- present and future.
Incremental changes may also serve usefully as experimental steps

toward the design of more widespread fundamental changes.

Another Aspect of NSF's Strategy

For too long, the nation has deferred necessary improvement of

its educational systems; it has neglected the continuing efforts
required to improve curricula; it has failed to install the best
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technology and keep it up to date; it has not been willing toassure the continuing education and confidence of the educators
themselves: and it has in other ways failed to meet the ever-changing requirements of a varied and vigorous population. Theresults are to be seen in technical graduates fewer and less welleducated than necessary; a citizenry poorly literate in science andtechnology: and economic competitiveness lagging that of the leadernations.

The National Science Foundation will continuo to provideleadership in addressing this complex predicament in szience,
mathematics, engineering, and technology education. In worting to"solve the problems" of education, NSF will seek out the very bestpeople to be engaged; help them to make their best efforts; andassist the implementation of their findings. NSF will be flexiblein the face of changing conditions, continuing the attack as thegreatest need shifts from one area to another. The National ScienceFoundation's strategy in fvlfilling its educational mission will beone of continuous investment

-- and the Foundation will work withother Federal agencies and with the States to stimulate andcoordinate their programs of continuous investment to improve thequality and effectiveness of education nationwide. NSF will expandand strengthen its collaborations with the Department of Educationand the Department of Enorgy.

The education programming of the Foundation will identifystrategic areas of the educational
system that require change, and

support experimentation, generate change, and assist implementation.

2. THE DIRECTORATE FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

The Directorate for Science and Engineering Education (SEE) isthe primary focus for education programming within the NationalScience Foundation, and is funded by Congress through a separateappropriation. Additional activities that impact education areconducted by each of the research directorates. SEE discharges manyof the Foundation's education leadership and support responsibili-
ties through programs dealing formally and informally with teachers,
students, materials, and methods.

SEE's Division; of Teache- Preparation and Enhancement and of
Materials Development, ResearLo, and Informal Science Education areresponsible for activities at the elementary and secondary schoollevels. Programs of the Division of Undergraduate Science, Engin-eering, and Mathematics Education deal with undergraduate education
in universities and in two-year and four-year collages; the Division
coordinates the education activities supported by the research
directorates and manages undergraduate education programs of itsown. SEE's Division of Research Career Development manages programsat the graduate and postdoctoral levels, as well as programsdesigned to reach science-interested students in middle and high
schools. The Office of Studies and Program Assessment serves all
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units engaged in educational progSamming by supporting data col-

lection, and analytic and evaluative Studies of science, mathe-

matics, technolo gY, and engineering education at all levels.

NSF education programs have supported many projects lesigned to

improve the quality and effectiveness of instruction in mathematics,

engineering and the sciences. Capable educators have been t.elped to
sharpen their professional Skills, and individuals of high potential

have been attracted to teaching in these fields. materials develop-

ment projects have provided exemplary tools and techniques that,

after being adapted to local conditions, have been adopted widely in

this country and abroad; and Foundation-sponsored research has led

to deeper understanding of the processes of teaching end learning.

In all of these areas, the involvement of the National Science

Foundation has become a hallmark of excellence that attracts private

sector and local public support.

This Strategic Plan details the activities of the Na .onal
Science Foundation that are sited in or coGrdinated and managed by

the Directorate for Science and Engineering Education. At each

level, efforts focus on poihts of strategic entry where NSF can help

develop long-term national capabilities. The strategy is designed

to mobilize the skills of scientists and educators at all levels,

taking advantage of the Foundation's unique access to the science

research and education communities. As appropriate, NSF coordinates

its actiuities with the Department of Education and with other
Federal avmcies having education functions.

3. GOALS OF FEE DIRECTORATE FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

The pervasiveness of science and mathematics in contemporary

life and society are all the justification needed for concern about

the accessibility, quality, and effectiveness of education in these

fields. Science is central to today's civilization and mathematics

is central to science; they afford us an expanding understanding of

nature and the forces that affect our lives. Our intellectual
capabilities are enriched by the quantitative thinking arh.: problem

solving that characterize mathematics and the sciences. Scientific

experimentation and thinking contribute to rational thought, dispel

ignorance, eradicate superstition, and build the foundations of

knowledge.

Less abstractly, there is a substantial and growing need for

well educated scientists, mathematicians, engineers and technol-

ogists to do the technical work of society. There is increastng

need for sophisticated science literacy in the American worK force

as a whole. And, the proper and informed exercise of contemporary

democratic citizenship is becoming increasingly dependent on the

basic science literacy of all the people.

f
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The Directorate for Science and Engineering Educatmajor long-range goals. Each of these goals gives riseof objectives for the Directorate's eC-cation activititurn, each of the Directorate's
programs addresses onethese goals through subsets of those objectives.

GOAL I: To help ensure that a high-euality education
available to every child in the United States
to enable those who are interested and calent

.

technical careers at all levels, especially inengineering, as well as to provide a base
standing by all citizens.

The National Science Foundation plays a critica:role in elementary and secondary education. The prob)diverse and their scope and complexity too great toeffective solutions will emerge spontaneously from ulocal or ctate activities.

At the elementary and secondary school levels, NSFbe targeted on:

utj
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The educational dimensions of these needs are indicated in the

figure below. The "High School and Beyond" Surveys [U.S. Department

of Education; 1980. 19821 show that by their sophomore high school
year, fwer than 20 percent of
American youth are interestd in
any kind of career in natural
science or rangineering. Seven
years later, rower than 5 percent
will have baccalaureate degrees
in those fields, and, fter eight
more years 0.24 percent will have
doctorates. The national well-
being demands that these per-
centages be increased, and ef-
forts to that end are an impor-
tant NSF miasion. But it would
be a national disaster if the
comprehension of science and the
mathematics literacy (sometimes
called "numeracy") of the vast
majority of our people were to
receive less attention. It is
for these reasons that the
National Science Foundation has a
twin mission with regard to
education -- a mission of excel-
lence to the persons represented
by both the shaded and unshaded
portions of the figure.

The Directorate for Science and Enginsering Education has five

major long-range goals. Each of these goals gives rise to a number
of objectives for the Directorate's education activities; and, in

turn, each of the Directorate's programs addresses one or more of
these goals through subsets nf those objectives.

GOAL I: To help ensure that a high-quality education in science is

available to every child in the United States, sufficient
to enable those who are interested and talented to pursue

technical careers at all levels, especially in science and

engineering, as well as to provide a base for under-

standing by all citizens.

The National Science Foundation plays a critical leadership

role in elementary and secondary education. The problems are too
diverse and their scope and complexity too great tc, expect that

effective solutions will emerge spontaneously from uncoordinated

local or state activities.

At the elementary and secondary school levels, NSF support will

be targeted on:
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enhancing thi subject-matter competence of present and future
teachers;

conducting rosearch on the processes of teaching and learning;
developing indicators of student and teacher achievement, andbetter test nstruments; and acquiring reliable information oneducational trends and progress nationwide and in other
industrialized nations;

o developing classroom materials that: reflect the state of
scientific knowledge and its applications: are grounded in the
best research on teaching and learning; will support the crea-tion of several new, consistent, and coherent patterns of
early science and mathematics education; and are well adapted
to the differing needs of major segments of the student
population;

o increasing the effectiveness and breadth of applications of
advanced technologies to science and mathematics education; and

o implementing new research-based science and mathematics
curricula in major school systems, and extending and networking
the dissemination and exchange of information about successful
curricula and instructional techniques.

GOAL II: To help ensure that the educational pipelines calryingstudents to careers in science, mathematics, and
engineering yield sufficient numbers of well-educated
individuals to meet the technological needs of the U. S.work force.

The Foundation's programming for the scientists, mathe-maticians, and engineers of tomorrow -- those who will emerge from
the disciplinary pipelines -- begins with pre-school informal
science education activities, continues "from grade school to grad
school", and extends through advanced postdoctoral studies.

To help increase the number of students who are attracted tocareers in technical fields, the Directorate's programming willemphasize:

o dev)lop:ng, through support of activities ranging from
telivisic.n programs to traveling museum exhibits, a variety of
non school opportunities for young people to "see and do
science";

o encouraging and supporting the development of new educational
methods, materials, and experien:.es that will retain and
sustain the enthusiasm for science and mathematics shown by
most elementary school students;
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o enhancing educational programs that stimulate the interest of

women, minorities, and disabled persons in preparing for
careers in science, mathematics, and engineering;

o expanding the opportunities for talented secondary school
students and undergraduates to be involved directly in research

and in other science-enriched environments;

GOAL III: To help ensure that those who select scientific and
engineering careers have available the best possible
professional education in their discipline.

SEE will concentrate on the teachers, aubject matter content,

and classroom materials that are part of the teaching and

learning processes at every level. Other NSF Directorates will
continue to emphasize research as a tool for educating the next
generation of scientists, mathematicians, and engineers.

The National Science Foundation's direct programming for the

scientists, mathematicians, and engineers of tomorrow -- those in
the disciplinary pipelines -- begins in the secondary schools,
continues through the undergraduate and graduate years, and extends
through advanced postdoctoral study to support of the pre-tenure
research activities of young college and university faculty members.

The undergraduate and research career development activities of

NSF during the period FY1990-F11994 will be targeted on:

o providing modern equipment for undergraduate science and

engineering instruction, especially as part of laboratory
development efforts;

stimulating continuous upgrading of scienc,, mathematics and
engineering curricula (especially projects that apply new
instructional technologies, employ the results of learning

research, and emphasize emerging or interdisciplinary fields
and articulation with secondary schools);

o supporting a variety of instructor-oriented programs to update

disciplinary knowledge, sharpen instructional skills, and build

confidence teaching new curricula;

o encouraging comprehensive intra-institutional and consortial

efforts to improve undergraduate instruction;

o supporting programs of data collection, analysis, and dissemi-

nation to assist science, mathematics, and engineering
education planning at ali levels:

o providing direct support for the best graduate students in

science, mathematics, and engineering; and at'racting top young
investigators into academic faculty careers.
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GOAL IV: To help ensure that opportunities are available at thecollege level for interested nonspecialists to broaden
their science backgrounds.

The great majority of students need a special kind of technical
perspective and understanding to give them sophisticated
insights into and acquaintance with the principles, practices,
applications and limits of science.

Study of mathematics and the sciences is required in many cur-ricula that prepare students for nontechnical, non-science careers.More often than not, students in these curricula take the samecourses as do mathematics and science majors. An even greaterfraction of college students -- those whose courses of study do notinclude mathematics, science, or technology -- have little oppor-tunity to expand the knowledge they gained in school-based contact
with these fields.

All college students shoulu be able to take courses that
provide sophisticated acquaintance with the principles, practices,and techniques of science, insights into its scope and limitations,
and similar familiarity with mathematics and technology.

During the period covered by this Strategic Plan, FY1990-FY1994, the Foundation will initiate activities targeted on:

o developing new mathematics, science, and technology courseofferings thet will provide effective instruction to non-specialists:

o supporting and disseminIting such new instructional materials
and model courses: and,

o encouraging and supporting the development of new instructional
approaches and materials to overcome the science and mathe-
matics aversion of nonspecialist undergraduate students.

GOAL V: To support informal science education programs to maintain
public interest in, and awareness of, scientific and
teChnological developments.

Much useful learr'ng *bout cience, mathematics, and technologyis accomplished informally by both children and adults. Indeed,most adults will have only informal contact with these critical
areas after they leave school or college. The Foundation is com-mitted to efforts to assure a balanced and rich environment that
encourages informal science learning across a broad range ofinterests, age, and sophistication. These efforts will utilize
print and broadcast media, museumn, zoos, aquaria, science clubs andhobby groups. They will be drsigned to stimulate and maintain nalf-confident interest in science, mathematics, and technology in theirlarge target population.
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The informal science education activitibc of NSF during the

period FY1990-FY1994 will be targeted on:

o developing, through radio, televiJion, museums, and science

clubs, a ri:h and motivt.ting enviromnent for informal science

learning; and

o bringing science museum and other community-based services to

previously unserved audiences: and extending the reach and
impact, and improving the quality and cost-effectiveness of all

programming.
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STRATEGIES AND PROGRAMSFOR THE FUTURE
Tne Directorate for Science and Engineering Education (SEE) isinvolved in the education activities of the Natimnal Science Foun-dation over the whole span of formal education (kindergarten throughpostdoctorate) and in many areas of informal education as well.

The mix of programming
proposed in the Budget Request evolvesover time from this Strategic Plan. In turn, the character of thisStrategic Plan is influenced by many sources of thought, comment,statement, and fact, e.g.: the results of SEE-supported studies ofscience, mathematics, and engineering education; demographicprojections; recommendations published in analyses and reports byvarious public and private bodies; statements by the President andother leaders; and the planning activities of Foundation staffmembers.

This Strategic Plan is based on a careful selection from thecontinuing stream of recommendations being made with regard toscience, mathematics, and engineering education. In addition, itreflects some of the significant general recommendations maderecently aboat education in the United States.

As the balance of NSF's education strategy shifts from supportfor incremental improvement toward stimulation of fundamentalchange, three principal programmatic strands will be employed tomaintain unity and continuity within our K-16 activities.

1. MATHEMATICS. Mathematics cuts across all levels of educationand all disciplines, technical and non-technical. The studyof mathematics is essential for all students K-16, not just forthose who may go on to major in the field as undergraduates.

The recently published "Standards" (from the NationalCouncil of Teachers of Mathematics) and "MS2000" (the long-range mathematfcs curriculum project of the Committee on the
Mathematical :;:iences in the Year 2000) include examples ofobjectives that will be supported strongly by the Foundation
through existing and new programs. Possession of quantitativeskills is eo critical to student maintelance of career vtionsthat SEE will require that there be a .athematics dimension inall its instruction-oriented programs -- from Instructional
Materials 7;evelopment to Teacher Preparation to Young Scholars.

2. GOOD HEALTH. The indices of "good health" in the UnitedStates are among the poorest in fully developed nations. Forsome decades its schools have not taught much about the sciencethat underlies gci heall.h. "Turning Points," the 1989 reL.:ortsponsored by the Carnegiq Council for Adolescent Developmentmakes the case that bette: health and better learning depend onand serve each other.
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We can build excellent science and mathematics education

programs on togics such as advances in the nutritional
sciences (which ore not yet in the curriculum, or in service),

and human biolGgy and individual development. The Foundatio:

will encourage the inclusion of an appropriate mathematics and

science-based "good health dimension" in projects intended to

Aach students or teachers, K-16.

3. THE ENVIRONMENT. The issues presented by the environment
offer multiple and integrated ways to teach science and

mathematics. A specific focus on the ecology of the planet
provides opportunities to introduce principles of chemistry,

biology, physics, earth science, and engineering. The
Foundation will encourage the inclusion of an appropriate
environmental/ecological dimension in the curriculum-related
projects it supports.

Additionally during the period FY1990 - FY1994, the Founda-
tion's education programs at all levels will reflect the following

special concerns:

A. For the preparation of instructors -- NSF will expand pre-
servic nd inservice programs for college and univers1+-,
facult .n.ambers as well as for teechers in the schools.

B. For non-instructor educators -- the Foundation will work to
strengthen the participation of, e.g., counselors, principals,
governing board members and civic leaders in efforts to improve

and extend science and mathematics education.

C. For 'mproved delivery systems -- NSF will emphasize the
effective and widespread use of advanced technologies in future

education delivery systeLts -- uses in which instructors enslave

the technology, not the technology the instructors.

D. For the teaching-learning environment -- the Foundation will

emphasize "hanqs-on science" at every level: questions-will-
te-answered apyroaches to instruction: and greater interaction

wjetween formal instruction and informal science education

activities.

E. For widespread implementation of effective methcis -- NSF will

work at every level of organization but espec;ally with the

States to accelerate the adoption and utilization of excellent

new curriculum materials and instructional methods for science

and mathematics education.

In the following sertions, NSF's Strategic Plan for science and

engineering education is described by educational level in terms

that reflect SEE's internal organization.
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I. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVELS

SEE'S Programs at the elementary and secondary school levels
are concentrated in the Division of Teacher Preparatton andEnhancement; the Division of Materials Development, Research, andInformal Science Education; and the Office of Studies and ProgramAssessment. One program at this level, the Young Scholrrs Program,
is administered in the Division of Research Career Development.

TEACHER PREPARATION AND ENhANCEMENT

The Division of Teacher Preparation and Enhancement (DTPE)
comprises the following Programs at the level of elementary andsecondary schools: Teacher Enhancement (for active teachers),Teacher Preparation (for those preparing to enter the profes3ion),
Science and Mathematics Education Networks (among active teachers),
and Presidential Awards for Excellence in Science and MathematicsTeaching.

A. Program Activities

1. Teacher Enhancument

The Teacher Enhancement Program will provide support for modelprojects for inservice improvement of the qualifications and
effectiveness of mathematics and sc4ence teachers.

In addition to expanding its program of general teacher
enhancement activities, the Teacher Enhancement Program will:

Invite proposals for projects that focus the attention ofteachers at the elementary and middle school levels ontechniques for increasing classroom effectiveness through theuse of advanced educational 'echnology:

o Support projects that con untrate on one or more of the special
programmatic strands -- Mathematics, Good Health, and TheEnvironment.

o Seek proposals for programs, involving middle and seccndaryschool teachers, that ex-lore techniques for attr.ztingminority, female, and dis. 31ed students to the stu..y of
science, mathematics, and tecnnology;

o Stimulate relationships between scientists working in the
private sector and school, collegg, and university projects
that improve precollege science and mathematics education; and

Emphasize projects that will develop sound ways to improve the
capability of secondary school teachers to teach combinations
of related subjects (e.g., chemistry and earth sciences,
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physics and mathematics, or chemistry and physics). Other

projects will address other problems of small schools.

To assure the widest possible utilization of the products of

the Nation's investment in teacher enhancement activities, the

Program will support continuing evaluation of its completed teacher

enhancement projects, expansion of mechanisms for disseminating
information about them, and acceleration of implementation.

2. Teacher Preparation

The Teachar Prepar-tion Program will provide support for in-

novative projects in the preservice education of future teachers of

mathematics and science that address expert-identified shortfalls

in the content of teacher education and the intense problems in the

profession that will arise because of current demograpMc trends.

Tn addition to maintaining its program of support for the

development of innovative and effective curricula to prepare

teachers to be truly expert in mathematics or individual science

fields, the Teacher Preparation Program will:

o Invest in model programs for preparing secondary school
physical science teachers to be competent in more that, one

discipline:

o Seek projects that will develop interdisciplinary 2nd multi-
disciplinary college science offerings for the preparation of

elementary and secondary school teachers:

o Support model projects designed to: (1) atrengthen and sustain
tne interest that minority, female, and disabled students have

in s^ience, mathematics, and technology when in elementary and

m)d school, and attract these students to further study of

th( ubjects in high school: (2) bring more rapidly into
curricula the results of research on the processes of

teaching and learning: and (3) use advanced technologies to

increase teacher effectiveness.

3. Science and Mathematics Education Networks

The Science and Mathematics Education Networks Program supports

groups organized at any level (local, regional. state, national) to

share information, resources, and/or talent in service of a general

or specific educational objective -- often, the improvement of some

aspect of the delivery of educatioNal service. The Foundation is

especiall interested in fostering use of the intellectual capital

of business and industry and other private sector entities to

address needs in K-12 education in partnarship with large urban

schools, school districts, regional consortia, and whole states (and

with other educational and professional entities, as appropriate).

t.
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In addition to funding meritorious unsolicited proposalsreceived from the field, the Networks Program will start up inFY1990 cooperative "Statewide Initiatives" to "make happen" thesyntemic, comprehensive changes necessary for major improvement of
the teaching and learning of

science and mathematics in the UnitedStates at all educational levels.
Special emphasis will be placedon teacher preparation and enhancement and on informal scienceeducation activities.

The "Statewide Initiatives" will constitute a vigorousresponse to an October 1988 statement of the National Science Boardthat "NSF should visibly and forcefully join in national efforts tointroduce broad systemic reforms in elementary and secondaryeducation -- particularly, but not solely, as regards math andscience."

Many studieS now available criticize
the current situation ofeducation and provide recommendations for its betterment. Hundredscf projects are exploring every aspect of the present educational

predicaments and are beginning to yield answers to questions andsolutions to problems.

The Statewide Initiatives will take the necessary next step byworking with several states to plan, design, and take action thatonly the states can take to bring about major educational change.These statewide projects will be comprehensive; they will make usestatewide of the results that are beginning to come from educational
imprcvement experiments. NSF support will be planned to last up to5 years, depending on the action timetable for each state.

Each Statewide Initiatives project will address a family ofobjectlyes in a concerted, coordinated way -- through a partnershipof executive, legislative, educational, business, and publicleaders. Such a family of objectives might include:

Adoption of more effective science and mathematics curriculaand Use of better instructional and testing materials;

Application at the classroom level of new, powerful educational
technologies;

Reform of the state's attendance policies and supportmechanisms to lower student dropout and raise student
achievement;

Increased involvement of parents in educational decision-makingand support;

o Adoption of better methods and new standards for thepreparation an:. certification of teachers, and for thsconditions of their employment;
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The participation of NSF in these partnerships is critical to
the improvements needed in mathematics and science instruction;
other partners will woe: with NSF and State leadership to assure
thai all areas of instruction are benefited and enhanced.

In ddition to supporting Statewide Initiatives and a program
of meritorious unsolicited proposals, the Networks Program will:

Invite projects designud for consensus building, coordination
and collaborstion, or the exchange of ideas related to future
directions tor the improvement of mathematics, science, and
engineering education;

o Issue further solicitations for support of Private Sector
Partnerships (PSP), extending the series begun in FY1987;

o Support several projects designed to disseminate exemplary
models, instructional materials, assessment information and
research findings -- especially the output of successful
projects supported by the Foundation; and

o Organize conferences to explore ways and means by which
research scientists can be attracted to participate in school-
focused activities to improve science and mathematics
t:clucation -- especially by bringing to it their expertise in
Mathematics, Good Health, and The Environment.

[The Career Access Opportunities in Science and Technology for
Women Minorities and the Disabled (CAO) Program includes projects
with substantial components at the elementary and secondary school
levels. See section II.B.5, below, p. 28.]

4. Presidential Awarda in Science and Mathematics Teaching

This prcgram is designed to demonstrate the importance of good
teaching by explicitly recognizing and rewarding each year the
excellence achieved by some science and mathematics teachers. The
Presidential Awards honor the teachers selected in gratifying and
highly visible ways. Each awardee is provided with modest resources
for future use, and the interactions of the Awards Week result in
immediate and continuing sharing of ideas that extends well beyond
each teacher's personal professional environment.

During the period FY1990 - FY1994:

o The Presidential Awards program will make awards to over five
hundred elementary school teachers of science and mathematics
in addition to the similar awards to secondary school teachers;

o Efforts will be made to extend and strengthen the interactions
of the Presidential Awardees with their colleague teachers.
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B. Impact in FY1SA

By FY1994:

o TeaCher Enhancement projects will reach directly several
thousand leader teachers each year -- and each of them will
assist the improvement of the qualifications of 5 to 50
additional teachers each year.

o Teacher Preparation projects (each involving one or more
colleges and universities, and about half engaging a school
district as well) will be accomplishing a variety of research
and demonstration objectives in teacher preparation; some of
the projects in each area will be supporting evaluation,
dissemination, and implementation activities.

o Projects of the Networks Program, especially those under the
States Initiative, will have broad and diverse impacts on the
nationwide effort to raise and maintain the quality of science
and mathematics education in its schools; its large Private
Sector Partnerships component will engage many industrial and
business firms in such projects.

o There will be almost 1800 Presidential Award winners. Each one
will have continuing direct influence on several other teachers
and beneficial indirect influence on many more.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, AND INFORMAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

The Division of Materials Development, Resaarch, and Informal
Science Education (MDRISE) comprises the following Programs:
Instructional Materials Development, Applications of Advanced
Technologies, Research in Teaching and Learning, and Informal
Science Education.

A. Program Activities

1. Instructional Materials Development Program (IMD)

The great need for better curriculum and instructional mate-
rials is widely recognized; but, actual utilization of new products
is the last in a long series of steps that includes, usually, con-
ceptualization, authoring, trial use, correction, publication, pro-
motion, dissemination, marketing, evaluation, adoption, selection,
distribution, familiarization, and implementation. Detailed
information generally is tacking on the numerous constituencies
whose roles and interactions affect the ultimate outcome of use.

The approach employed currently by the National Science
Foundation in the curriculum development area is to support experi-
mentation, improvement, and change; to emphasize excellence in
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content and pedagogy; and to address practical concerns such as
instructional effectivaness for all students, utility to contem-
porary teachers in real-world school settings, and affective
marketing and implementation to achieve widespread impact. The
current strategy exploits a greatly sharpened focus on impact; the
use of formative evaluation in all projects; and a pattern of
consistent and focused impact assessment.

During the period FY1990 - FY1994, the highest priority of the
Program will to be the development of model curricula in mathematics
and science that promote the mathematics and science literacy of
students at all grade levels, and build a sound background for
disciplinary learning in both high school and college. The special
programmatic strands (Mathematics, Good Health; The Environment)
will be woven into the fabric of these curricula, which will deal
with all three basic elements of literacy: knowledge, intellectual
skills, and attitudes or dispositions. Particular emphases will be
placed on: impacting female, minority, and disabled students;
introducing science early; preventing science/math aversion; using
scientific and pedagogical research results; and catalyzing
adoption of excellent new curriculum materials.

o Through a series of solicitations in science and in mathe-
matics, the Foundation will invite proposals for comprehensive,
integrated curriculum projects spanning the elementary, miedle,
and high school years; the foams will be shifted gradually from
the elementary toward the seco dary schools.

o A vigorous program of support for m,terials development will
include generation of single- and multi-discipline course
materials and teacher support materials for science and
mathematics instruction at all grade levels.

o Projects will be sought ta develop alternative, more compre-
hensive, and more demanding K-12 mathematics curricula, with
instruction directed toward nuantitative skills and insights
that contribute to a problem-so'ving orientatic".

The Foundation will continue t press for a combination of
private publisher and public inverAment in major projects, and
Tibstantial academic participation to assure quality of content and
p)dagogy. NSF also will undertake widespread coordination with
:tate .nd local planners and school systems to assure responsiveness
to their needs and, later, a receptive environment.

2. Applications of Advanced Technologies (AAT)

The Applications of Advanced Technologies Program is respon-
sible for supporting research, development, and demonstration in the
use of state-of-the art computer and telecommunications technologies
in science, mathematics, and engineering education. The Program
seeks projects that will lay the research and conceptual foundation

t.)
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for technologies that will be available in five to ten years; high-
est priority is placed on developments promising order-of-magnitude
increases in efficiency and breadth of application.

o The Program will continue its coordinated research efforts on
"intelligent tutors" and knowledge-based systems, with special
emphasis on proof-of-concept experiments with intelligent
tutors in calculus, algebra, pre-algebra, and algorithmic
problem solving. The combination of artificial intelligence,
cognitive science, and advanced technology hold the promise of
providing a significant advance in student performance.

o The Program will support programming projects tO develop
powerful new computational tools and symbol manipulation
systems for prob'em solving; these new tools and systems are
expected to enhance the capacity of all students to cope with
problems of steadily increasing complexity.

3. Research in Teaching and Learning

Expansion of basic knowledge about the processes of teaching
and learning mathematics, technology, and the sciences, and about
the factOrS that affect success in these fields, is the responsi-
bility primarily of the Research in Teaching and Learning Program
(RTL) in the Directorate for Science and Engineering Education.

Recent research suggests that the ways students learn are
discipline-specific. Thus, both the teaching of topical material
and of learning strategies must reflect the nature of the subject
matter before the student. Research also suggests that the early
development of cognitive competence follows a sequence of stepS that
is largely culture-independent.

During the period FY1990 - FY1994. the Program will:

o Support research on teaching and learning in specific kno4ledge
domains (chemistry, physics, mathematics, biology, computer
science, etc.) at both the school and college levels, placing
strong emphasis on establishing the content and sequence of
learning that can be most effective in developing science and
mathelatics literacy and problem-solving skills.

o Seek research projects on the effects and significance of the
nature and quality of laboratory experiences at all levels.

o Invite proposals fot projects to explore factors that may
influence: student interest, participation, and achievement in
science and mathematics; development of motivation and curi-
osity; and the making of curricular and career choices (and
persistence in them) -- at various student ages and educational
levels, and with special emphasis on factors that influence
underrepresented groups in their choices of courses of study.
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To the extent that teaching is something beyond creating and
maintaining an environment for student learning, a critical factor
in determining what the student will learn is what the teacher knows
and believes.

Proposals will be invited for projects that will: (1) address
the content and teaching of the curriculum for students as
influenced by the preservice preparation of teachers; and (2)
carry out the conceptual/analytical work needed to define the
content of professional competence examinations as they relate
to science and mathematics teaching at the Middle and high
school levels, the corresponding development of the test
instruments, and the research needed to validate them.

4. Informal Science Education Program (ISE)

The Informal Science Education Program utilizes broadcasting,
museums, science clubs and other community-centered activities to
assure a balanced and rich environment that encourages informal
learning across a broad range. All aspects of the ISE program are
designed to stimulate and maintain self-confident interest in
science, mathematics, and technology.

NSF/ISE's broadcasting projects will emphasize audience exten-
sion and will seek to improve the quality and variety of
established television programs and series; special attention
will be given to mathematics, good health, and the environment
as program foci. ISE will support projects that: consolidate
and extend the impact of core program series; maintain a
continued but modest flow of new materials; explore the
potential use and impact of new formats and media; develop
alternative formats; and encourage formation of linkages to
museums and science clubs.

o ISE's support of science miseums will encourage cooperation and
the exchange of resources. The Program will invite proposals
for projects that develop new strategies to: bring museum ser-
vices to persons resident outside major population centers;
extend audiences and services through cooperative development,
multiple copies, and traveling exhibits; and broaden the role
of museums as :enters for clubs, hobbies and community interest
in science. SE will endeavor to widen the participant spec-
trum by placing increasing emphasis on zoos, natural history
museums, and aquaria, and by encouraging the involvement of
newer and smaller museums in its programs.

o ISE's programming in the community activities area will in-
crease support for clubs, groups, and organizations seeking to
expand and improve the science content of recreational learning
for young people. Special efforts will be made to: strengthen
after-school activities targeted on the 6-14 age group; support
projects that focus on those who are underrepresented in
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science and technology (wOmen, minorities, and disabled);
experiment with family-centered science learning; provide
advanced science enrichment for "high interest" children; and
explore new ways of identifying, supporting, and developing
talent.

The Informal Science Education Program will explore a variety
of new and emerging alternatives to present delivery methods;
for example: tradebooks and other home learning resourceP, home
and library videotapes, and home or school-based adult educa-
tion projects.

5. Curriculum Utilization

NSF is developing plans to establish a curriculum utilization
program that will combine the outcomes of the Materials Development
and Advanced Technologies programs in substantial two-year imple-
mentation projects sited in school systems of various sizes.

o Proposals will be invited first from large minority-dominant
systems, each project compriSing a sequence of activities such
as curriculum examination and evaluation, curriculum improve-
ment, and application of new materials to teacher enhancement.
In the second or third year, proposals will be invited from
small and medium-sized school systems.

B. Impact in FY1994

By FY1994i

o Materials Development and Applications of Advanced Technologies
demonstration projects will involve each year hundreds of
teachers and tens of thousands of students. The demonstration
projects, if successful, will assure that tens of thousands of
teachers and millions of students are reached each year by the
varied products of these Foundation-sponsored activities.

The results of Research in Teaching and Learning Program
projects will guide the development of new curricula and may
affect the ways in which science and mathematics are ,aught to
all students.

o Projects of the Inf,rmal Science Education Program will
continue to reach minims of persons annually at modest cost.

STUDIES AND PROCRAM ASSESSMENT

Continuous efforts are required to guide educational program
development in the Foundation. Within the Directorate for Science
and Engineering Education, the Office of Studies and Program Assess-
ment is responsible for information acquisition and support of

"'
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related policy studies. The Office collaborates in these efforts
with other NSF units and with the U. S. Departments of Education
and Labor, other Federal and state agencies, private foundations,
and colleges and universities as appropriate.

A. Program Activities

1. Studies and Analyses Program

The Studies and Analysis Program is responsible for the
collection and analysis of data on science and engineering
education issues, the support of related policy studies, and policy
development.

The Program is currently sponsoring several research projects
to develop "indicators" of the status of science and mathematics
education. An indicator is a statistic that conveys a general
impression of the nature of the system being examined, e.g., the
percentage of high school graduates who have taken a year-long
course in physics (201 in 1987), or the percentage of middle school
mathematics teachers meeting certain (here those of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics) recommended course-taking
standards (only 10%). State, national, and international assess-
ments of student achievement in mathematics, science and computer
science also are being supported.

During the period FY1990 - FY1994, the Program will:

o Improve the validity of the indicators of student achievement,
student learning behaviors (e.g., enrollment in science
courses), teaching quality, curriculum quality, and financial
and leadership support for science education, and assess the
extent to which an indicator monitoring system can produce
useful information for policy makers.

o Improve science and mathematics assessment procedures so that
valid state, national and international studies will be imple-
mented, and ensure that timely assessments will be conducted.

Direct effort toward understanding the reasons for the
relatively poor performance of U.S. students on international
assessments And support analyses of the results of the first
state-by-st. e assessment in s ience and mathematics (to be
imp'Amented in 1990 by the National Center for Education
Statistics).

o Support data gathering, trend analyses, and policy studies in
several areas strongly related to nationwide education im-
provement efforts: supply and training of scientists, mathe-
maticians, and engineers; teacher training, qualification,
supply, and demand; content of instruction; state, urban, and
rural educational reform movements; development of testing

600
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procedures to measure higher-order thinking skills; and
undergraduate engineering science, and mathematics education.

2. Program Assessment

Program assessment studies are designed to provide information
to schools, colleges and universities, and governments at all levels
to help in planning efforts, and to assist the PThundation in
improving tts own education activities.

In the next five years, this component of the Program will:

o Place pmphasis on identifying characteristics of high leverage
programs and assessing the impact of specific NSF education
aztivities or programs;

o Direct efforts toward improvement of the process of program
evaluation in science, mathematics, and engineering education;

o Assist states and local school districts to develop procedures
for effective student and teacher assessment;

o Invite proposals to establish one or two Centers for Evaluation
and Dissemination of information derived from NSF-funded
education programs; and

o Conduct intergovernmental networks and conferences to assist in
policy development and coorchnation, and to share information
among states and other sectors.

B. Impact in FY1994

Projects supported by the Studies and Analyses Program and its
Assessment Studies component are designed to acquire information and
assist the development of policy to guide action. Their impact,
though necessarily indirect, is potentially relevant to all
*.chnical education and its contributions to National well-being.

YOUNG SCHOLARS PROGRAM

The young Scholars Program for talenied secondary school
students ;initiated in FY1988 and administered by the Division of
Research Career Development) focuses direct.y on students (espe-
cially members of underrepresented grouPs), stimulating their inter-
est in mathematics, science, and engineering, and helping them
maintain options. Over 4500 young men and women participate
annually in Young Scholars projects.

During the period FY1990 - FY1994, the Young Scholars Program
will be expanded moderately. The impact of the program should be
seen in greater persistence by its participants in their preparation
for careers in science and engineering.
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
NSF's undergraduate program is an agency-wide effort involving

the Directorate for Science and Enginoering Education (SEE) and tt.e
Foundation's research directorates. Instruction-related programs
are concentrated in SEE, research-related programs in the research
directorates. The Division of Undergraduate Science, Engineering,
and Mathematics Education (USEME) within SEE serves as the focal
point for undergraduate activities. USEME is responsiblo for:

Managing undergraduate program activities budgeted within the
SEE Directorate:,

Coordinating the NSF mission in undergraduate education across
the Foundation; and

Stimulating the involvement of academic scientists, their
institutions, States, the private sector, and other Federal
agencies in efforts to improve undergraduate education in
mathematics, engineering, and the sciences.

Charged to administer some programs and to coordinate and
manage others, USEME's task, broadly, is to bring the resources of
all of the NSF Directorates effectively to bear on improving under-
graduate education in all fields of concern to the Foundation.
Policy guidance for the Division is provided by a committee compenz..1
of the Assistant Directors of SEE, STIA, MPS, GEO, ENG, CISE, and
BBS, convened by the Senior Science Adviser.

Many kinds of institutions provide undergraduate education:
two-year and community colleges, four-year colleges, and compre-
hensive and research universities. The NSF strategic plan for
undergraduate education addresses the critical needs found in all
kinds of colleges and universities, consistent with the recommen-
dations of the National Science Board's Report -- aldergraduate
Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Education," (NSB 86-100). The
plan comprtses two major elements:

A. Leadership Activities to stimulate interest tn and active
support of undergraduate education by other *actors, i.e.,
scientists, academic institutions, the States-, the private
sector, and other Federal agencies; and

B. Leveraged Program Support to provide incentives for
improvement, encourage high standards, generate models of
excellence, and leverage local and State resources.

A. Leadership Activities

Among the leadership activities to be pursued during the period
FY1990 - FY1994 are these:
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Preparing short- and long-range program plans for NSF support
of undergraduate science, mathematics, and engineering
education -- in consultation with the other NSF Directorates,
professional groups, the academic communities, and perSons from
the private sector:

Expanding participation of undergraduate students and teaching
faculty in asearch;

Developing programs to attract senior research faculty to
activities that will improve lower division undergraduate
instruction;

Encouraging cooperation ald sharing of resources among colleges
and universities to help control the costs of undergraduate
instruction: and

o Supporting networks among the States and local higher education
decision makers to disseminate information, share ideas, and
develop cooperative strategies to improve the health of higher
education in the sciences.

Conducting workshops and conferences on issues important to thecharacter, quality, and effectiveness of undergraduate
education -- e.g. undergraduate science education in institu-
tions of different types; the curriculum and articulation: and
dissemination of innovations from the source institution to
othel campuses.

WorkshOpS and conferences on undergraduate education, conducted
by USEME in conjunction with NSF's research directorates, are
productive elements of the long-range program planning process. The
participants are distinguished academic and industrial scientists,engineers, and administrators.

The first three qorkshops, in 1986, dealt with broad issues inMathematics. Engineering, and the Sciences, respectively, and
yielded important counsel in regard to the recommendations contained
in the NSB Undergraduate Education Report (NSB 86-100). A 1988 set
of workshops focused on secific disciplines -- Biology, Chemistry,
Computer Science, Engineering, the Geosciences, Mathematics, andPhysics: and a special workshop concentrating entirely on the
Nation's two-year and community colleges was held in October 1188.
The findings and recommendations of those workshops were collected
in single report (NSF 89-3).

These workshops enabled the Foundation: to obtain a better
understanOing of the present condition of undergraduate education:
to identify targets and predicaments of the highest priority; and
to receive specific racommendations for programmatic action from the
national disciplinary communities. The plans for leveraged program
activities that follow are based in significant measure on the
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advice and counsel from the 1986 and 1988 workshops.

B. Leveraged Program Activities

During the period FY1990 - FY1994, The National Science
Foundation will expand or develop undergraduate programs in the fol-
lowing areas of critical concern: (1) Instrumentation and
laboratory improvement; (2) Faculty-oriented programs; (3)
Materials, curricula and technologies; (4) Institutional
development; (5) Career access improvement; (6) Engineering
education coalitions; (7) Research '^r undergraduate students; and
(8) Planning and evaluation.

1. Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement

NSF's program for undorgraduate instructional instrumentation
and laboratory improvement is designed to discover and implement new
approaches to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of laboratory
instruction, especially through use of modern instrumentation.

A substantial effort will be mounted to generate more effective
and efficient approaches to laboratory instruction; the im-
provement of large-enrollment introductory laboratories is a

special target. This effort comprises the College Science
Instrumentation Program (CSIP) in SEE and Doctoral Universities
Instrumentation (DUI) in the research directorates [but in SEE
beginning with FY1991]. This activity will strongly involve
the research community, and will continue, as appropriate, the
present requirement of CSIP for substantial cost sharing.
Projects in two broad categories will be supported:

Instrumentation: Model and standard setting projects to im-
prove laboratory instruction through creative use of modern
instrumentation and advanced technologies; and

Laboratory Improvement: The conception, design, and testing of
new approaches that are cost effective, powerfully stimulative
of learning, and that reflect actual science and engineering
practice.

2. Faculty-Oriented Programs

There is demonstrated need for opportunities and stimuli to
assure that the nation's two- and four-year college and university
teaching faculties remain vigorous and current in their disciplines.
The Foundation's faculty-oriented undergraduate activities will
stimulate new ways (and share in the support of the best traditional
ways) to improve the qualifications of college and university
faculty through continuing education or research activities.

NSF will mount new programs such as: a teacher-scholar program
to recognize and stimulate outstanding undergraduate teaching;
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support for experienced faculty to pursue advanced studies,
instructional development projects, or/and research; matching
grants to accomplished scientists, mathematicians, and engin-
eers to devote time to improving teaching (special emphasis
will be given to introductory courses, and an industrial funds
challenge will be inc.uded); and a program to foster improved
interbf:tion between research scientists and college-level
instructors by suPP orting workshops, seminars, educational
proje ts, etc., for faculty at all levels.

3. Materials, Curricula, and Technologies

There is need for a variety of projects, large and small, to
stimulate faculty efforts that will yield new undergraduate courses
and curricula. In this area, the Foundation will emphasize: in-
volvement of research-oriented faculty; timely applications of new
knowledge and technologies; re-thinking professional and preprofes-
sional curricula; courses for nonscientists; and the critical
articulations -- high school with college, and two-year institutions
with fouz-year.

During FY1990-FY1994, in partnership with the research
directorates, SEE will develop activities such as:

Support for major curriculum development efforts (like those
initiated in FY1988 on the undergraduate engineering curriculum
and on tha calculus);

Study of the major beginning courses to generate new
approaches, including courses offered to satisfy the curriculum
requirements of nonscience majors;

A program to provide incentives for scientists, mathematicians,
and engineers to work creatively on course and materials
development projects, create new software, and design new
approaches to undergraduate instruction: and

One or more centers for undergraduate instruction, each of suf-
ficient size to provide a viable nucleus of talent to work on
educational problems at that level. (Inquiries from the higher
education community indicate internst in foci such as the
individual scientific disciplines, various multidisciplinary
combinations, and several emerging interdisciplinary areas.)

4. Institutional Development

As interactions within an institution of a number of high
quality programs are synergistic, so are consortial interactions
among institutions. Hence, the USEME Division plans to:

o Initiate a program of challenge grants to colleges, universi-
ties, and consortia to support correlated and integrated sets
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of projects designed to improve undergraduate instructional
programs (with emphases on cost-sharing, and on encouragement
of partnerships with private sector organizations -- including
'%e science and engineering professional societies).

A major subprogram will provide incentives for forming consor-
tia each involving a lead university (or 4-year college) and a
group of 2-year colleges to work on articulation between these
types of institutions and to develop coordinated projects for
improving lower division instruction in mathematics, the
sciences, and pre-engineering technology.

5. Career Access Improvement

Programs for students in the elementary and secondary school
age groups that stimulate, motivate, challenge, and in other ways
develop and build the interest in science and mathematics of
minorities, women, and disabled persons, and help attract them to
technical careers as well as prepare them for effective citizenship.
Strong college-level programs following successful precollege
programs of this type can contribute to the sophisticated science
and technology literacy of all students and counter the strong drift
toward nontechnical careers between high school and college that,
among other causes, results in the present severe underrepresen-
tation of women, minorities and disabled persons in careers in
_-ience, mathematics, and engineering. The Career Access Oppor-
tunities in Science and Technology for Women, Minorities and the
Disabled Program in SEE's Division of Undergraduate Science,
Engineering and Mathematics Education addresses these objectives
through a set of related sub-programs.

A. NSF Comprehensive Regional Centers for Minorities

The Foundation supports the establishment and initial opera-
tion of major regional centers dedicated to systematic approaches
that will increase the minority presence in science and engineering.
Projects are located in regions of high minority population and are
conducted by partnerships among colleges and universities, school
systems, state and local governments, professional organizations,
community groups, and business And industry. The Comprehensive
Regional Centers supported under this program axe an important
component of the Foundation's diversified efforts to improve mathe-
matics and science education in major urban areas.

Centers are comprehensive in their coverage of science, mathe-
matics and engineering; in their spanning of educational levels
(from elementary school through the baccalaureate); and in their
emphasis on interaction among cooperating organizations and groups.
Each Center is a major operation with NSF support in the neighbor-
hood of SI-million annually for five years.

60
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Cenist activities include students and teachers at all
precollege levels and undergraduate students and faculty. There is
basic stress on motivating and challenging within the context of
s:ience, mathematics and engineering experiences. In the early
school years the potential and possibility of careers in technical
fields are emphasized. With more advancad students, special
attention is given to improving retention all along the pipeline,
especially by providing assistance at the key decision points:
between high school and college or university; between a two-year
college and a four-year institution; and during the extended and
complex transition from undergraduate to graduate school.

Center programs are designed to include community groups as
active -mrticipants. The involvement of business and industry is
of critical importance since it is from those arenas that students
can gain a better understanding of career opportunities and the wide
range of job activities available in science and technology. Each
Center has a National Advisory Committee, jointly approved by the
sponsor and NSF, to provide advice and assistance to the Center and
to report to NSF on progress; industrial representation on the
Committee is required. Each Center is establishing a deta-base
system to monitor and record current participation in Center
activities, and to "track" the future progress and eventual career
choices of every Center participant.

Eight Comprehensive Regional Centers for Minorities have been
established: at Clark College-Atlanta University (Atlanta); City
College of the City University of New York: University of Puerto
Rico (San Juan); California State University - Los Angeles; FloridaA & m University (Tallahassee, FL); University of Missouri-
St.Louis: University of Texas - El Paso; and at PATHS/PRISM (Phila-
delphia Alliance for Teaching Humanities/Philadelphia Renaissance in
Science and Mathematics).

The activities of the Comprehensive Regional Centers for
Minorities complement those of the oaits established under NSF's
Minority Research Centers of Excellence (MhCE) Program. At three
sites -- the University of Texas - El Paso, toe University of Puerto
Rico, and CUNY - City College -- the host institution provided
competed successfully to establish both kinds et Centers. Effective
cooperative relationships have been estab1i3hed between the two
underlying programs at each of the thrb4 sites and within the NSF
Staff.

During the period covered by this Strategic Plan, FY1990 - FY1994:

o The number of Comprehensive Regional Centers for Minorities
will be doubled to sixteen. At least twelve of these Centers
will target school systems that are among the twenty-five
largest in the nation with an enrolled majority of minorities.

c ';'
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o All such Centers for Minorities will be supported in
localities of high minority population; their programming will
allow local institutions and agencies to work jointly,
coherently, and systematically toward increasing the entry and
success of minorities in the science, mathematics, and
engineering pipelines.

B. Participation Projects for Young Women in Science, and
for Disabled Persons in Science.

As groups, women, minorities, and disabled persons are all
underrepresented in science and engineering. Alleviation of under-
representation requires approaches that are tailor-made to the
different needs of each underrepresented group.

Beginning in F11991, the Foundation, within the CAO Program,
will support the establishment and initial operation of a
substantial number of Participation Projects for young women and
for disabled persons in science designed to explore and implement
systematic approaches that will increase the presence of women and
of disabled persons in stlience and engineering. Participation
Projects will range in scope from the stimulation of interest and
prevention of aversion at the precollege level to special support
and retention activities for undergraduates.

Participation Projects will be located at institutions with
acknowledged expertise in the higher education of women and/or of
disabled students. The host institutions may be the sole sponsors;
or, as with the Centers for Mir.-,ities, the sponsoring entities may
be partnerships among colleges and universities, school systems,
state and local governments, professional organizations, community
groups, and business and industry.

In aggregate, these two families of Participation Projects
will be comprehensive in their coverage of science, mathematics and
engineering; in their spanning of educational levels (from
elementary school through the baccalaureate); and in their emphasis
on interaction among cooperating organizations and groups. They
will include students and teachers at all precollege levels and
undergraduate students and faculty. There will be basic stress on
mo ivating and challenging within the context of science,
ma hema:Lcs, and engineering experiences. In the early school years
th potential and possibility of careers in technical fields are
emphasized. With more advanced studentf;, special attention is given
to improving retention all along the pipeline, especially by
providing assistance at the key decision points: between high school
and college or university; between a two-year college and a four-
year institution; and during the extended and complex transition
from undergraduate to graduate school.
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During the period FY1990 -FY1994:

o At least fifty Participation Projects for young women and at
least twenty for disabled students will be initiated. At least
four of each kind will be large, comprehensive, "center-like"
projects, and at least two of them of each kind will target
school systems that are among the twenty-five largest in the
Nation. Programming in these largest projects will allow local
institutions and agencies to work jointly, coherently, and
systematically toward increasing the entry and success of women
and disabled persons ia the science, mathematics, and
engineering pipelines.

C. Model Projects for Women, Minorities and the Disabled

Model Projects for Women, Minorities and the Disabled support
special instructional and outreach activities that are innovative
and experimentalz they are intended to be models with high potential
for dissemination and exrended impact. Model Projects are funded
modestly and for brief terms (up to S100,000 per year for two years)

Model Projects complement Regional Centers by providing a
mechanism for focused and limited testing of new ideas for desling
with underrepresentation in technical careers. Projects designed to
study the issues involved in various kinds of underrepresentation
are encouraged, as are activities (e.g., regional workshops,
national conferences) that will disseminate findings on status and
trends in the participation of women, minoi-ities, and disabled
persons in careers in science and technology.

Twelve Model Projects have been supported over the past two
years: six are focused on women and minorities, five on minorities
two on Native Americans), and one on disabled students.

During the period vY1990 - FY1994:

o Yodel and demonstration projects (particularly at the high
school-college and two-year/four-year college interfaces) will
be supported that strengthen the capability of institutions to
attract the underrepresented to study in NSF's fields.

6. Enginvring Education Coalitions

Recent studies of U.S. engineering education aid its output
have concluded that: a major shortfall of engineers at all levels
is projected by the year 2000z undergraduate engineering education
is in need of comprehensive restructuring: and the engineering
education system needs more integration and coordination. To meet
these challenges, the Directorate for Engineering and the Director-
ate for Science and Engineering Education will initiate in FY1990 a
program of multi-year support for a small number of major coalitions
of U.S. institutions engaged in the education of future engineers.
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The Engineering Education Coalitions program (EEC) wi]). help

the collaborating institutions to:

o increase dramatically the quality of U.S. undergraduate
engineering education as well as the number of engineering
baccalaureate degrees awarded, especially to women and
underrepresented minorsties:

o design, implement, evaluate, and disseminate new structures and

fresh approaches affecting all aspects of U.S. undergraduate

engineering education, including both curriculum content and
significant new instructional delivery systems; and

o create significant intellectual exchange and substantive
resource linkages among major U.S. engineering baccalaureate-
producing institutions and other major and smaller institu-

tions.

In order to be considered competitive for Foundation support, a

proposed coalition of institutions:

o should comprise primarily baccalaureate-producing institutions

that exhibit a broad perspective of the engineering education

system:

chould have awarded collectively at least 2,000 undergraduate
engineering degrees annually to U.S. citizens and permanent
residents, including 300 degrees to minorities who are under-
represented in engineering and 600 degrees to women, based on a

yearly avJrage for the three calendar years 1987-1989;

o should have a clear vision and well-formulated plans for com-
prehensive restructuring and reshaping of the undergraduate
engineering learning experience involving the breadth of engin-

eering and all levels of undergraduate engineering education;

o should be an agent of active inter-institutional collaboration

with significant inteilectual and resources linkages;

o should have well-developed plans for integrating the proposed
activities into the academic programs of its member institu-
tions within thq. per_od of the award; and

o should contribute significant and tangible resources that
reflect the urique interests and capabilities cf the

institutions.

The Foundation anticipates funding as many as three coalitions,

with each one supported at the level of $2-3 million per year for up

to five years.

C 1 o

27-756 0 - 90 - 20
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7. Research for Undergraduate Students

The Research Experiences for Undergraduates Program (REV)
promctes direct collaborative participation in academic or indus-
trial research by promising undergraduate atudents. Tho REU Program
(1) supports the creation and operation of undergraduate research
sites in established industrial and academic research laboratories,
and (2) provides access to research experiences by incrementing
current NSF research awards so that undergraduate students can be
erought onto the research team.

The expansion and evolution of the REU program will continue to
emphasize involvement of students from underrepresented groups.
and of those enrolled in colleges that do not have substantial
established research prcgrams; and

A complementary program will be instituted that supports
student research projects under the direction nf a faculty
member (complementing REU, which supports students to work on
faculty research projects).

o Special programs will be mounted to expose undergraduates tothe geosciences, and computer and information sciences;planning will be started on new approaChes to introductory
biological and behavioral science courses; and the Research
Careers for minority Scholars program will be expanded.

8. Planning and Evaluation

An important function of the Division of Undergraduate Science,
Engineering, and Mathematics Education (USEME) will be to manage thecollection and dissemination of information related to NSF's
undergraduate mission. In the next fivo years, USEmE will:

o Work with SEE's Office of Studies and Program Assessment, NSF's
Science Resources Studies group, and the Department of
Education to develop a data base activity for undergraduate
science, engineering, and mathematics education similar to that
now operating at the precollege level, so as to provide contin-
uing information on faculty, students, curriculum change,
instrumentation, expendi ures, etc., for planners and decisionmakers; and

o Design and implement information dissemination mechanisms to
assist continuing improvement of undergraduate science, mathe-
matics, and engineering education.
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C. Impact in FY1994

By FY1994:
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O The Instrumentation and Laboratory Development program will be
EaTporting projects in very part of the country in every NSF

dincipline. Redevelopment of large enrollment laboratories

will be well underway as will experimentation with computer
control and simulation of various laboratory activities.

Faculty members from colleges and universities across the
nation will be attending refresher and enhancement sessions at

regional sites, while additional faculty will participate in

programs for individuals.

Major changes in the Calculus and Engineering curricula will

have been made at numerous colleges and universities. many

research-active faculty members will be involved in materials

and curriculum development activities (especially in applying

advanced technologies).

O The impacts of challenge grants will reach past the awardee

college, university, or consortium, to influence similar and
neighboring institutions through a ripple effact.

o Sixteen NSF Comprehensive Regional Centers will be located in

the nation's major centers of minority population; numerous
Participation Projects for women and disabled persons in

science will be operating. A major goal will be to achieve
measurable success in their efforts to recruit and retain
minorities, disabled, and women students in studies that lead

to graduate degree programs in science, mathematics, and

engineering. Career access improvement activities and outreach
projects will have substantial impact on the institutions

involved and on the special communities they serve; there will

be lively demand for exportation of these model projects.

O Pending availability of funds, at least ten Engineering
Education Coalitions w11 be established and engaged in
restructuring and reshaping undergraduate engineering education

in the collaborating institutions.

o Research Experiences for Underg;adual.es and a complementary

program will be reaching many college and university students
interested in science, mathematics, and engineering. Both

programs will have the same kind of substantial and few:A-able
indirect impact as the Graduate Fellowship Programs.

O Planning and evaluation activities will result in improved

development and management of the Foundation's undergraduate

education programs.
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I I I . GRADUATE LEVEL AND BEYOND
The Division of Research Career Development (RCD) manages the

Graduate and Minority Graduate Fellowships Programs, NATO Post-
doctoral rellowships in Science Program, Advanced Institute Travel
Awards Program, Presidential Young Investigator Awards Program, and
the Young Scholars Program (see page 23, above).

A. Program Activities and Impacts in FY1994

Programs of the RCD Division focus on (1) the predoctoral
period of final preparation for a research career, and (2) the
postdoctoral/young faculty period during which new investigators
establih the pattern of their research activities.

1. Graduate/Predoctorai Programs

SEE's principal research career development activities are the
Graduate Fellowship Program and the Minority Graduate Fellowship
Program. Through this prestigious pair of programs, a core group of
outstanding graduate students is identified and provided extended
support for advanced education.

A new Women in Engineering component of 80 Graduate Fellowships
per year was initiated in FY1989 to address the most serious
deficiency in the generally broadening opportunities for women in
science and engineering. This component is funded jointly by the
Directorate for Science and Engineering Education and the
Directorate for Engineering: it will be phased in fully in FY1991.

FY1990 is the second year of a three-year ddministrative
transition to different timing of the obligation of funds for the
whole Fellowship program. NSF is moving from obligation of funds in
the fiscal year in which fellowship commitments are made to obliga-
tion of funds in the fiscal year in which tenure is primarily
exercised (Adjusted Schedule). The transition will encumber a one-
time catchup increment of approximately $21 million in funding forthe Fellowships Program in FY 1992. The planned transition is
detailed in the following table:,

FY 1989 1990 1041 1992 1993

New Awards (SEE) 860 960 1060 1060 1060Fellows on Tenure (Est.) 1865 2280 2560 2750 2850
Cost (Millions of dollars)

Adjusted Schedule $24.0 $29.9 $35.9 $56.6, $61.8

6
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During the period FY1990 - FY1994:

The number of new starts in the Graduate and Minority Graduate
Fellowship Programs will be increased to 1060 per year in

FY1991, almost double the number in FY1987.

The Graduate Fellowship programs are effective instruments for
encouraging the most highly talented young scientists, mathema-
ticians, and engineers to undertake the rigors of graduate study.

2. Postdoctoral/Young Fac:_ltv Programs

The postdoctoral component of NSF's educational activities is

the NATO Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science Program, through which
ou;=-tanding recent doctoral recipients are enabled to stAdy at over-

seas research sites. The program is administered by NSt but funded

directly by NATO; it is likely to remain at its present size.

The Presidential Young Investigators Program is the young
faculty component of NSF's education and research support activi-

ties. Through it outstanding young scientists, mathematicians, and

engineers are helped to initiate and maintain the research activi-

ties that are expected of those in tenure-track faculty positions.
Programmatic funds are provided by the various research director-

ates; total funding and the allocations of awards to the various
disciplinary fields will continue to be reviewed and adjusted

annually.

These two programs constitute major efforts by the Foundation

to make academic research careers attractive to the brightest young
scientists, mathematicians, and engineers produced by the Nation's
graduate schools, and to provide many of them with experience over-

seas to fit them for tomorrow's international research environment
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Senator PELL. Dr. Bailey.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcom-

mittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, I am pleased to appearbefore you this morning with regard to Excellence in Educaticn
Act (S. 1675) and the National Teacher Act of 1989 (S. 1676).

Let me begin by commending you for your initiative in develop-
ing these two proposals. They are significant in their focus, design
and level of support, and I hope that they can be combined in such
a way to not lose their potential impact upon schools and teacher
education programs. Both are comprehensive in their scope and
promise a new level of partnership.

There are only about three points that I would like to make, Sen-
ator Pell. They are in my written comments, so if they could be apart of the record, I will--

Senator PELL. They will be inserted in the record in full.
Mr. BAILEY. Thank you.
One of those points leals with the need for real university and

public school partnersh,ps. That is something that has been par-
ticularly lacking, particularly from universities in years past.

The second point deals with the need to recruit minority stu-
dents into education and to make sure that all people who teach in
classrooms have not only content specialties but an understanding
of the culture of the schools, understand the kids that they aredealing with, and be able to communicate effectively with them.

Finally, I would like to suggest that I am very impressed with
the lcon forgiveness provisions of both programs.

If I could deviate from those remarks just very briefly, one of theadvantages of being last on the program is that you get to learn
from the people who precede you. If I could make a comment about
Senator Boren's, S. 429, about teacher quality, I would just like to
suggest to the committee that dcscribing teacher education in uni-versal terms is a very difficult thing to do. There are a thousand
institutions of higher education in the country that give varying
degrees of quality preparation to their students and in fact have
various numbers of students in them.

I am certain that Ted Sizer in his work at Brown would not find
his students in the bottom quartile of his class, of their high school
classes. Ninety percent of our kids are in the top half of their class-
es, and two-thirds of them are in the tip quarter.

I would also suggest that the reserve pool that the representative
of the administration referred to earlier is one that I would hope
that the committee would look strongly and carefully at. There are
reasons why those folks do not have jobs. It is not simply thatthere are not enough jobs to go around.

There is no question about shortages. In the next few years the
entire teacher education preparation population of the State of
Kansas could be dropped into the City of Houston, and there would
still be a need for new teachers next year.

Finally, I would like to mention to Senator Cochran, if he werestill here, that we do have one of the branches of the National
Writing Project. We would urge your consideration on that legisla-
tion. We also have had support from the National Science Founda-tion; we appreciate that.



If could just complete with the written portion of my remarks,
if I can.

Finally, my spouse and Iincidentally, Barbara has two degrees
from URL My spouse and I have a 6-year-old son.

Senator PELL. Is she here?
Mr. BAILEY. No. She is working.
We have a 6-year-old son. Andrew was born white, male, healthy

and as comfortable as two Kansas public-service salaries can make
him. He is at least average in ability and was born into an educa-
tionally enriched community. His condition is abnormal. When his-
torians of education write about the 1990s, they will evaluate us on
how we dealt with the decade's big problems: The education of the
Nation's tens of millions of very young children and tirban at-risk
children and youth.

As policy makers, educators and citizens, we face major crises in
these areas. I and my colleagues thank you for having the fortitude
to acknowledge these problems and the foresight to address them.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Without objection, your written statement will be inserted into

the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bailey follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BAILEY

Mr Chairman, members of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hu-
manities, I am pleased to appear before you this morning with regard to the Excel-
lence in Teaching Act iS 1675 and the National Teacher Act of 1989 IS 1676)

Let me begin by commending you for your initiative in developing these two pro-
posals. They are significant in their focus, design and level of support and I hope
that they can be combined in such a way as to not lose their potential impact upon
schools and teacher education programs Both are comprehensive in their scope and
promise a new level of partnership between the federal government, states, and uni-

versities and the schools
First, the legislation that is enacted should be written in such a manner that

makes it attractive for institutions of higher education to become involved in a truly
meaningful way with local education agencies And. local districts should find It
worthwhile to work with universities on Issues of common concern Schools of edu-

cation hme been the point at which these two institutions have come together in
the past But, both must understand that the initial and continuing education of
teachers is a university-wide as well as district responsibility

Problems facin, education over the next decade demand everyone's attention
Schools of education as well as local districts have talented people We must utthze
all of our talent in staff development and renewal actiities I support strongly the
language in Senator Kennedy's Title IIProfesstonal Developmert Academicsthat
mandates partnerships between schools and universities

Second. I am deeply concerned about the lack of significant numbers of students
of color entering teacher educatioa programs The facts are that majority teachers
will t*': u,ct minority young people for at least the next decade More minority
applicants must be recrinted--and retained But, majority teachers must also learn

to teach students different from themselves
itu Let us be sure that preparation programs give all teachers real opportunities

for success. Nothing smacks so much of msensitive behavior the placing of a
person in a position where he or she is destined to fail All te r preparation pro-

grams should help their participants understand the culture u. Lhe schools, master
content specialty, under,tand students, and translate the content into meaningful
learning experiences for students I fear that "quick fix" programs cannot deliver
all that they promise

lb) I fully support the Kennedy provision for TRIO programs for future teachers
We should also support the efforts of organizations such as the Association of Teach-

" 4 r,
t.) 0
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er Educators and its Future FAucators of America clubs as well as local district-sponsored "grow your own programs
Third, I am impressed with the loan forgiveness titles in both pieces of legislation.

Two years of support may not be adequate for some students in the proposed Teach-
er Corps The language in the Pell bill is to be applauded for its inclusion of stu-dents in extended programs ' The opportunities for self renewal for senior teachersin the Kennedy bill is especially attractiveis the authorization adequate? Assum-ing full funding 112.1 million), about 800 teachers per year could be supported

Finally, my spouse and I have a 6-year old son. Andrew was born white, male,
health and as comfortable as two Kansas public-service salaries can make him. He
is at least average in ability and was born into an educationally enriched communi-
ty His condition is abnormal When historians of educatkon write about the 1990s,they will evaluate us on how we dealt with the decade's big problemsthe educa-
tion of the nation's tens of millions of very young children and urban at-risk chil-dren and youth As policy makers, educators and citizens we face mtkior crises inthese areas I, and my colleagues, thank you for having the fortitude to acknowledge
these problems and the foresight to address them

Senator PELL. Thank you, Dr. Bailey. I am sure that Senator
Kassebnum will be interested in your testimony, as she said.

I thank each of you for being with us. Because of time pressures,
I am going to have to 'adjourn the hearing; but we may well submit
some written questions to you and make it part of the record, if
that would be agreeable with you to respond in writing.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed. It is excellent testi-
mony. I appreciate the approach each of you had.

Without objection, the statement of Mr. James Gray will be
made a pare of the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gray and additional statements
and material submitted for the record follow:1

' A prime problem for students ta our teacher education program is that they cannot securePell money for their fifth year as they complete the BSE degree at the end of eight semesters.
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United States Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources

Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities

Hearings

Written Testimony of

James R. Gray, Director
National Writing Project

University of California, Berkeley

March 2, 1990

ABSTRACT

S2039 wi focus the nation's attention on the vital importance of improving
writing and the teaching of writing in the classrooms of America Writing is
fundamental to student learning It is key to educational advancement and
retention, and, increasingly, it is key to job performance and advancement in tbe
workplace. The funding provided by S2039 will support the work of the National
Writing Project and its nationwide network of sites to:

improve the writing and extend the range of writing asked of all
students, kindergarten through university, in the nation's schools,
improve the teaching of writing at all levels of instruct on and extend the
uses of writing as fundamental to learning in the discyhnes, including
mathematics, science, history and social studies, as well as English,

extend nationwide research on the teaching of writingincluding research
conducted by classroom teachers, and
expand the network of the National Wnting Projed into ail states to serve
classroom teachers in all regions o: the country

BENEFITS TO THE NATION

The nation's teacher corps in all regions of tlw country and at all levels of
instruction will be better trained to teach writing

Studentsa studentswill improve their writing performance and will be better
prepared to enter the nation's colleges and universities or the nation's workforce
They will be better able to express themselves and to put their ideas into words
They will improve their sense of self-esteem
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A national dissemination network for Informing teachers of developments in
research and practice in the teaching of writing and thinking will be expanded

A nationwide, effective model of university-school collaboration will be further
developed, which can continue to serve as a model of staff development suitable for
teachers in all disciplines

The efforts and accomplishments of good teachers throughout the nation will
receive long overdue recognition Teacher morale will be improved

BACKGROUND: THE GENERAL PROBLEM

For the past two decades, the United States has faced a crisis in English writing in
schools and in the workplace. By the mid-70's, the nation's press was reporting that
universities across the nation were deeply concerned over the growing number of
entering freshmen who were unable to write at a level equal to the demands of
college work. American businesses and corporations were concerned over the
limited writing skills of entrrlevel workers, and a growing number of middle-level
managers were reporting that further advancement was denied to them because of
inadequate writing abilities The writing problem has been further magnified by therapidly changing student populations in American schools and the growing number
of students who are now 'at risk' because of their limited proficiency in English

BACKGROUND: THE SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND SOLUTION

Since 1974, the only national program to address the writing problem in the nation's
schools has been the National Writing Project (NWP), a growing network of
collaborative university-school programs modeled upon the Bay Area Writing
Project at the University of California, Berkeley

The writing project was establiFhed in 1973-1974 to address a number of serious
problemslocal problems that were echoed across the country:

In 1973 dose to SO% of LK Berkeley mtering freshmen classbright
students who had graduated in the top twelve end a half per cent of their
classeswere required to enroll in the university's remedial course in
writing

In 1973, most teachers in the schoolselementary and secondaryhad
not been trained to teach wnting. Writingthe second '12'had been
histoncally neglected Teachers in university teacher training programs
were hained to teach reading but not writing. The National Council of
Teachers of English, the professional organization for English teachers,
could not cite one university in the nation that offered prospective
teachers a course on the teaching of writing

2
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Throughout the 1970's there was little writing asked of students, either
during school hours or at home. A major study on Writing in the
Secondary School (Appleby, 1981) found that while students were engaged
in writing-related activities 41% during the typical school day, they were
asked to write at more-than-sentence length only 3% of the time.

Traditionally, there has been little use of writing, a proven and powerful
tool to promote learning and thinking, either in English classes or in other

classes across the curriculum

Before the development of the nationwide network of the National
Wnting Project, there was no active dissemination network to inform and

teach teachers of developments in the fie:i of written composition.

Before the beginnings of the writing project, neither the universities nor
the schools offered systematic programs for the continuing education of
classroom teachers, and the rare workshops that were offered to teachers
seldom addressed subject matter issues and problems, e.g., the teaching of

wnting

THE NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT MODEL

The National Writing Project has addressed all of the above problems through the
development of a model and program design based on the following basic
assumptions:

1. The university and the schools must work together as partners The "top-
down" tradition of past university-school programs is no longer acceptable as
a staff development model.

2. Successful teachers of writing can be identified, brought together during
university Summer Institutes and trained to teach other teachers in follow-
up programs in the schools. Such teachers exist in every region of the nation,
teachers who have learned how to teach writing successfully since_they began
teaching and are currently teaching in urban, suburban, and rural schools to
the entire range of students now attending our nation's schools.

3. Teachers are the best teachers of other teachers; successful practicing teachers
have a credibility no outside consultant can match.

4. Summer Institutes must involve teachers from all levels of instruction,
elementary school through university; student writing needs constant
attention and repetition from the early pnmary grades on through the
university years

3
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5 Summer Institutes must involve teachers from across the disciplines;
writing is as fundamental to learning in science, in mathematics and in
history, as it is in English and the language arts

6. Teachers of writing must also write Teachers must experience what they are
asking of their students when they have students write; the process of
writing can be understood best by engaging in that process firsthand.

7. Real change in classroom practice happens over dme; effective staff
development programs are ongoing and systematic, bringing teachers
together regularly throughout their careers to test and evaluate the best
practices of other teachers and the continuing developments ir the field.

8. What is known about the teaching of writing comes not only from research
but from the practice of those who teach writing.

9 The National Writing Project, by promoting no single "right" approach to the
teaching of writing, is now and will always be open to whatever is known
about writing from whatever source.

10 Reform in education takes place in the classroom The National Writing
Project believes that the key agent in educational change is the classroom
teacher who stands at the center of successful reform efforts to improve the
education of the nation's students

THE NM: WHAT IT DOES

Each year at all NWP sites, successful teachers of writinft, K-Umversity, are invited
to university campuses for Intensive five-week Summer Institutes. The aims of the
institute are simple. to provide teachers a setting in which they can demonstrate
their own best practices and share classroom successes; to help teachers broaden and
make more conscious the grounds of their teaching through an examination of
writing theory and research, to give teachers of writing an opportunity to commit
themselves Intensely and reflectively to the process of writing Ly writing
themselves and by reviewing each others' written pieces in small editing response
groups; and finally, to identify and train a corps of writing teachers who can
effectively teach the approaches and processes of teaching writing to other teachers

After the summer institutes and during the following school year, the teachers
trained in the institutes join with other NWP Teacher Consultants who have
participated in previous institutes to plan and conduct year-long staff development
workshops on the teaching of writing in project-sponsored programs in the schools
By policy, these professional development workshops are voluntzry They are
typically scheduled after school hours for 10 three-hour sessions spaced at intervals
throughout the year Districts and schools in the writing project's service area
frequently continue this workshop series year after year.

4
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The National Writing Project teachers-teaching teachers reform program identifies

a. imomotes what k working in the classrooms of the nation's best teachers It is a

positive program that celebrates good teaching practice and good teachers and
through its work in the schoolssteadily increases the nation's corps of successful

classroom teachers.

IMPACT OF THE NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT

Numbers of Teachers Trained: Classroom teachers in all parts of the nation have
responded to the teaching of fellow teachers in ever increasing numbers Currently,

approximately 85,000 teachers each year voluntarily seek training in National

Writing Project summer andtschool-year programs. And over 600,000 teachers,

administrators and others have participated in National Writing Project summer
and school year programs since the project began in 1974!

Nationwide Replication of the Writing Project Model: The acceptance of the

National Writing Project model by classroom teachers and university faculty
nationwide is also evident in the extraordinary expansion of the project over the
oast seventeen years. Since 1973, the National Writing Project has grown into a
national/international network that currently numbers 143 sites in 44 states The
National Writing Project also has 14 sites outside of the United States that serve
American teachers overseas who teach in Department of Defense Dependent
Schools arid in U S. Independent Schools

Replication of the NWP Model by Subject Matter Projects in Other Disciplines: The
National Writing Project model has been the prototype for the American
Mathematics Project. In California, the California Writing Project serves as the

model for the statewide subject matter projects in mathematics, science, literature

arts, and foreign luiguages. In Nebraska, the writing project has served as the
model for the Nebraska Literature Project and in Massachusetts for the NEH/Boston

Humanities Project.

National Dissemination Network: The National Writing Project serves as the

dissemination arm of the federally-funded Center for the Study of Writing loca,ed at
the University of California, Berkeley As such, the project ensures that the Ce iteic
research is sensitive to the needs of expert teachers and that teachers, in turn, are

aware of new findings and theories that support the best classroom practices

EVALUATION OF THE NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT

Carnegie Evaluation: In 1976, the Carnegie Corporation of New York funded a
three-year outside evaluation of the Bay Area Writing Project/National Writing
Project. This evaluation resulted in the publication of 24 Technical Reports In his

Executive Summary the Director of this Carnegie Evaluation, Professor Michael

Scrivenat that time Director, Evaluation Institute, University of San Francisco-

3
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stated that the writing project "appears to be the best large-scale effort to improve
composition instruction now in operation in this country, and certainly is the best
on which substantial data are available."

NWP Evaluation Portfolio: In 1983, the National Writing Project published the
NWP Evaluation Portfolio, a collection of 32 evaluation studies conducted at sites of
the National Writing Project. These studies are grouped under three categories:
Impact on Student Writing, Impact of NWP Training on Teachers, and Other
Measures of Impact and Effectiveness.

Note The most important goal of all National Writing Project programs is to
improve student writing skills, and the most important evaluation task of the NWP
is to measure the impact of NWP training on participants' students. The Questions
and Answers below were written by the team of evaluators who compiled the NWP
Evaluation Portfolio based on present "state of the art" evaluation designs.

1 (Q) Has the model proved to be effective in its most intense form (the
summer institute) as well as its less Intense form of training (the
school year inservice)?

(A) Studies of student impact have found statistically and educationally
significant gains in the skills of teachers trained in the summer
institute as well as in the school year inservice.

2 (Q) Has the model proved to be effective in different geographical contexts'

(A) Statistically and educationally significant gains in writing skills have
been observed in rural, suburban, and urban students throughout the
United States

3 (Q) Has the model proved to be effective with students at different grade
levels and at different skill levels?

(A) Elementary, se,-..ondary, and college students possessing a range of skills
(remedial to superior) have demonstrated statistically and
educationally significant gains in writing skilis

4 (Q) Has the model proved effective with teachers of students from a
variety of racial-ethnic backgrounds and socio-economic levels?

t)
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(A) Studies of student impact that record statistically and educationally
significant gains have included students from minority racial and
ethnic backgrounds as well as students from a variety of socio-

economic backgrounds.

5. (0) Have the effects proved stable over time?

(A) In at least two studin which lasted two or three years the students of

project teachers demknstrated statistically and educationally significant

gains in skills In addition, the studies reported here have been
conducted over a five year period, suggesting that the model continues

to be effective.

6 (Q) Have particular methods and approaches promoted by the NWP
received validation in practice studies?

(A) A number of the particular practices presented at the different writing
project sites have been validated in evaluation studies

MIPACT OF NWP TRAINING ON TEACHER5

Note: Even when the mos '. conservative interpretations are made, the findings of

teacher-impact stucicc remain highly consistent In the evaluation studies
conducted to date, teachers almost unanimously report positive changes as a result

of their training In the few cases where comparison cipta have been collected, the

NWP participants view their Writing Project training as more positive than any

other training they have received.

I (Q) How does the BAWP/NWP model compare with other models in
teachers' perceptions of effectiveness and in their reports of changes in

practices?

(A) Compared to other training models, the existing data suggest that the
NWP model produces greater changes in practices and attitudes and is

perceived as more useful to participants as teachers of composition and

as professional consultants than do other training models

2 (Q) Are there differences in impact on participants observed for the more
intensa form of training, the summer institute, compared to the less

intense form, the school-year inservice?

(A) Teachers in both types of training report changes in approach
consistent with the NWP composition model. These include adopting
a process approach to teaching writing (including instruction and
practice in prewriting and revising), increasing the types of writing
students do, increasing the amount of writing and the number of real
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audiences for whom the students write. Teachers in both types of
training also report similar attitudinal changes: increased enthusiasm
for teaching writing, more confidence in their ability to teach writing
and a resulting improvement in their students attitudes and skills.
Teachers in both groups also report a more positive view of
themselves as professionals. However, increases in leadership roles
such as working with peers to effect changes in curriculum and testing
policies are more frequently reported by summer institute participants.

3. (Q) How effective is the BAWP/NWP training model with teachers at
different grade levels and with students of different skill levels?

(A) Teachers from elementary through college grade levels working with
remedial, average, and advanced students appear to be equally
enthusiastic about their training experience.

4. (Q) How effective is the BAWP/NWP training model with teachers
working in subject areas other than English, including science,
mathematics, art, design, and the social sciences?

(A) Teachers working across the curriculum report that their NWP
training increases their effectiveness in teaching their subjects.

5 (Q) How effectively does the BAWP/NWP model relate composition
theory to composition practice?

(A) Data suggest that the model successfully avoids a "recipes approach" to
training and assists participants in relating theory to classroom practice.

6 (Q) Are reported training effects sustained over longer periods of time, up
to at least five years?

(A) Longitudinal data suggests that teachers' perceptions of project impact
persist at a high level over long periods of time after their training (the
longest measured being five years).

7 (Q) How consistently has the quality of training been maintained at
individual sites over several years?

(A) Data collected from different participants in successive years at the
same sites suggest that training impact remains consistini'y high year
after year.

8
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OTHER MEASURES OF IMPACT AND EFFECTIVLNES

Note In addition to the evaluation of NWP impact on students and teachers, a few
other types of Impact and effectiveness have been examined. A sampling of
findings from a number of these studies is reported below:

1. (Q) How consistently is the BAWP-NWP training model replicated at sites
across the country? What are permissible local adaptations?

(A) A survey of NWP site directors suggests that the basic features of the
model are consistently incorporated at each site, with adaptations
occurring in some operational features of the programs.

1 (Q) What other types of impact occur at the level of the school, the district,
the umversity, and the state?

(A) NWP programs appear to be contributing to changes in curriculum,
course offerings, and educational policy at school districts, university
and state levels.

3 (Q) How cost-effective is the BAWP-NWP model? How does its
development and operational costs compare with those of other
professional development and curriculum projects?

(A) A study of the cost of the training model in comparison to other
training and curriculum development projects suggests that the model
is highly cost ei.ii.o,.e

A Sampling of Recent Local Site Evaluation Studies:

1 BayArea_Witingitrilled. Teachers at Bret Harte Junior High School in
Oakland, California, in collaboration with the Bay Area Writing Project,
conducted a pre-post schoolwide (grades 7, 8 and 9) writing assessment to
evaluate the effects of their teaching after over 100 hours of Bay Area Writing
Project inservice. Approximately 70% of the students improved overall
relative to their performances on the pretest. On the specific dimensions,
65% improved in fluency, 56% improved in sentence d-velopment, 62%
improved in specificity, 66% improved in organization, and 61% improved in
providing illustrations and/or examples. Overall, 83% of the English as
Second Language (ESL) students improved. In addition, more students
improved in the second year of the pre-post assessment than in the first
Sixty-two percent of the students improved in 1988; 70% improved in 1989
Ninety-seven percent of the Bret Harte students are minority.

9
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2 New York City Writing Project The Writing Teachers Consortium, (W T.0 )
is a staff development and support program designed by the New York City
Writing Project in cooperation with Lehman College. The W.T.C. program
has been a joint project of Lehman College and the Board of Education since
1984-85. The Office of Research, Evaluation and Assessment (OREA)
conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the 1987-88 W.T.0 program,
collecting both quantitative data on students and qualitative data about
teachers and program implementation at all participating eleven high
schools.

Findings show that teachers dearly increased their use of a range of writing
techniques. Student outcomes were positive as well. Eighty-eight percent of
Core students but only 72% of control group students received passing scores
on the composition section of an unsecured version of the Regents
Competency Test (R C.T) in Writing (t=3.42, p<.001) and students in the
1986-87 Core program (87%) passed the writing RC.T. at a significantly higher
rate than control group students (80%) (clu square = 13.92, p<.0002). There
was a trend toward higher attendance in Core group students although
reading scores did not differ between Core and control group students Core
group students' attitudes toward school were high and remained so
throughout the program.

3 Missistippl_Writingahinking.Inslituic In 1987, the Mississippi State
Department of Education asked the Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute
(Mississippi's network of National Writing Project sites) to develop a
remedial reading and mathematics curriculum and accompanying staff
development for teachers The curriculum was developed with a clear
understanding that writing-to-learn and writing process would be the
primary approaches to learning and that skills would be taught in a
meaningful context,, not in isolation The eight-week pilot program involved
1,500 high school or drop-out students A gain of four months ineach subject
arec was expected The actual gain in reading averaged 1 year, 7 months, the
mathematics gain averaged 1 yeat, 9 months

The Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute has since developed a school-
year remedial curriculum consisting of a reading course, a math course, and a
writing course along with intensive staff development for teachers The
program is in use in Mississippi high schools with students who have failed
or who are at risk of failing the Functional Literacy Examination, a
requirement for graduation in Mississippi Teachers report that students
benefit in academic achievement and attitudes about school and that teachers
experience renewed enthusiasm for teaching, a result of the staff
development accompanying the program

10
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4 Caprosis_Writing.Troied In the Lubbock, Texas area, the performance of
Morton Independent School District fifth graders serves as a dramatic
example of project impact. In 1985, four months before the Caprock Area
Writing Project began, 345% of these students, 62% of whom were Hispanic,
failed the state writing exam. By 1988, their teacher, a first-year Caprock
participant, had changed the failure rate to 3% and the pass rate to 97%. Based
on this exceptional leap in achievement, the Exemplary Programs Division of
the Texas Education Agency recognized both the district and the Caprock Area
Writing Project as centers of excellence.

5. Boston Writing Project. The Boston Writing Project works closely with the
racially and linguistically diverse schools of the Greater Boston Area, and has
on file evaluation findings which demonstrate that multicultural approaches
to the teaching of writing improve teacher effectiveness and morale and can
dramatically improve studentb' motivation and writing skill. An
outstanding case in point occurred last year when Boston Writing Project
Teacher Consultant Judith Baker, an English teacher at Boston's Madison
Fark High School, turned a group of students which included many reluctant
writers and non-wnters Into a highly motivated staff of reporters and writers
for a special anti-drug issue of the school newspaper The students produced
well-written news stories, interviews, op ed essays and poems around the
theme "Cocaine: A New Slavery." The resulting publication was so
successful that thousands ,,f copies of the paper have been reprinted and are
being used as curriculum material in Boston classrooms

HONORS AND RECOGNITIONS

In a978, the University of California, Berkeley Bay Area Writing Project
received the annual Western Electric Award in Education "in recognition of
outstanding achievement in meeting today's educational needs

In 1984, at the culminating event of the American Association for Higher
Education's Annual Conference on Higher Education, the National Writing Project
was honored "as an outstanding and nationally significant example of how schools
and colleges can collaborate to improve American education."

In 1987, at the final meeting of the National Council of Teachers of English
Annual Convention, the National Writing ProjeLt was honored and recogmzed as
'an exemplary national resource

In 1988, in the final report of the two-year evaluation of staff development
programs in California funded by the California Legislature and conducted by the
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development and by Policy
Analysis of California Education (PACE), the California Writing Project was
recognized as "one model that deserves attention for university-based staff
development," and as a project "which has earned the admiration of teachers and

11
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administrators throughout the state," and as a project that "has served as a model
for other university-sponsored staff development programs "

In 1989, the National Coundl of Teachers of Enghsh (NCTE) granted the
profession's annual premiere recognition of achievement, the Distinguished
Service Award, to the National Writing Project Director.

"As for the character of the work, I have no hesitation in saying that the National
Writing Prord has been by far the most effective and 'cost-effective' project in the
history of the Endowment's support for elementary and secondary education
programs."

John Hale, Nthonal Endowment for the Humanities

'The model staff development program you have developed, that has universities
working together with schools at all levels, merits the sounrt of those who value
excellence in education Your project gives some of the int,s, dedicated and capable
teachers the vital nounshment they need,'

William Bennett, Secretary of Education

'The National Wnting Project has done more than anything else in this country for
the teaching of writing."

--Peter Greer, Deputy Undersecretary, Department of
Education

"(BAW11 has stirred up English teachers to an emt.;.t the! I have seldom if ever seen
I was closely involved in the work of some of the n2searzb a,,c1 oovelopment centers
established by Project English, but none of them started what one would call a
'movement I now beileve that the Bay Area Writing Project really has started a
movement that is sweeping the country.. With all my bias in favor of hard data, I
am already pretty sure that this is one of those ideas that will lastlike Langdell's
invention of the case method of teaching law about 1870."

Paul Dietrich, Educational Testing Service

'There would be a terrible void in Amencan education had there been no National
Wnttng Project

Roger Rosenblatt, Time Magazine

"If I were an administrator, I'd want to get every teacher in my school out to the
Writing Project, I wouldn't consider hiring any unless they had been trained by it

James Squire, Former Executive Director NCTE

'There is absolutely no doubt in my mmd that tIL Writing Projed is the best thing
that has happened to our region and our state in my twelve years of teaching. This
year alone, I have worked with over 200 teachers, this in a rural and mountainous
area where schools are Isolated and distant from our campus Through the Project,
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teachers have been able to meet and learn about writing P.r.c1 more, and their lives
have been changed That sounds, perhaps, melodramatic, but it s the truth

Charles Whitaker, Director, Eastern Kentucky Writing
Project

Finally, the project continues to be ated by the local and national press for its major
role in improving the quality of education in the country with prominent stories in
the New York Tames, Washir.gtort Post, Los Angeles Times, Newsweek, U.S. News
and World Report, and Pin Deha Kappan, as well as in popular family publications
and on national television networks. An education reporter for the Sacramento
Unwn once referred to the project as "the one education program in California that
only has friends."

IHENEEDIOSEEDEPALSIREQ/11

(I) The National Writing Project seeks federal support to provide fer the
continued development of the project and regular support for all si.-s within
all states and regions of the nation.

The basic goal of the National Writing Projett is to improve the quality of student
writing and the teaching of writing in all regions of the country To do this, the
NWP must develop an expanded network of at least 250 sites nationwide
Currently the national project is growing at the rate of approximatel, five new sites
each year, this rate of development will increase with federal support

In addition to the need to develop and expand the NWP network of sites is the need
to provide on-going support for sites within the national network through a
combination of federal, state, and local support At present the funding levels of
local NWP sites varies considerably, no sites within the network are adequately
supported, although some are more financially stable than others Currently, only
twelve states provide some degree of state fonding for their networks of sites
(California, VI prim, West Virginia, North Carolina, Hawaii, Alaska, Kentucky,
Connecticut, Nevada, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Pennsylvania) Federal support in
the form of matching funds will hasten the deelopment of state-supported
networks of NWP sites as well as prot ide neede , stability for the National Writing
Project network

(2; The National Writing Project seeks federal sup., rt to provide the Linding
needed to support NWP networking activities and NWP administration.

Lqually important is the need to pruude undirEg for the lead agency of thi National
Writing Project While to:al NWP sites and the statewide networks of NWP sites
receive support from their sponsoring uniersities, from surrounding school
districts, andIn the twelve states listedfrom direct state funding, there is no
zomparable funding for the National Writing Project itself The national project--
which provides matching funds to all new sites, %%inch conducts, supports, and
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maintains all of the networking, quahty control and dissemination activities that tit
the local sites into a coherent nationwide program, and which handles all national
administrationhas no national support The NWP has had to rely primarily
upon extramural funding from private foundations Yet private foundations are
unwilling to maintain_programs over timeno matter how successful those
programs have been! The many rounds of grants the project has received from the
National Endowment for the Humanities and the Carnegie Corporation of New
York and other foundations have finally come to a close. The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, which currently supports new site development, has given the NWP a
third grant To help make the project more self-supporting, the NWP established in
1987 a national sponsorship campaign that generates support from the institutions
and classroom teachers who partiapate in the National Writing Project This
campaign now pays for itself and does provide some level of administrative
support, but such a teacher-centered fundraising effort will never be sufficient to
meet the national need

14
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(3) Previous Support (Extramural funding) for NWP.

Year
Nanonal Endowment

Outright

for the Humarttnes

Gifts/Matching
Carnegie Mellon

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77 535,997 1,018,300 216,950

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80 96,309 350,000 61,133

1980-81 134,449 180,000 65,145

1981-82 264,641 130,000 69,994

1982-83 100,000 150,000 137,000

1983-84 78,000 300,000

1984-85 200,000

1985-86 200,000

1986-87 200,000 350,000

1987-88

1988-89

1989-92 350,000
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NWP Extrarnurni funding cont d
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(4) Local Site Support. Total Financial Support for the 1987-88 Academic Year.

From NWP lead agency
From local host universities and colleges
From local schools, districts. Jucauon agencies

From states and state agencies
From excramural grants
Fmm NWP Sponsorship Campaign
Other

Total Annual Support

$ 63,190
$2,195,439
$2,208,343
S1,816,357
$ 713,298
$ 53.938
$ 215,980

$7,266,545

t 5 ) NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT NETWORK OF SITES

(157 Sites: 143 sites in 44

ALABAMA

Jacksonville State University
Writing Project (Jacksonville
State University, Jacksonville)

The Sun Belt Writing Project
(Auburn University, Auburn)

Wiregrass Writing Project
(Troy State University. Troy)

Samford University Writing Project
(Samford University, Birmingham)

states, plus 14 sites outside the U.S.)

Lisa Williams, Director
Department of English
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265
(205) 231-5781 xt. 4861

Richard Graves, Director
Isabel Thompson and Peggy Swoger,
Co-Directors
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36849
(205) 844-6889

Betsy Dismukes, Director
Ruth M. Hooks, Assoc. Director
207 McCanha Hall
Troy State University
Troy, Alabama 36082
(205) 566-3000, ext. 494

David Roberts, Director
University Writing Program
English Department
Samford University
Birmingham, AL 35229
(20)) 870-2964



ALASKA

Alaska State Writing
Consortium (Alaska School
Districts in cooperation with
Alaska Dept. of Educ. and
University of Alaska. statewide
systcm)

ARIZONA

Grater Phoenix Area Writing
Project (Arizona State University,
Tempe)

Northern Arizona Writing Project
(Northern Arizona University,
Flagstaff)

Southern Arizona Writing
Project (University of Arizona,
Tucson)

CALIFORNIA

California Writing Project
Network (University of
California at Berkeley)

Redwood Writing Project
(Humboldt State University.
Arcata)

G
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Annie Calkins, Director .

Alaska Department of Education
State Office Building
Pouch F
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0500
(907) 465-2841

Robert Shafer, G. Lynn Nelson,
Marybeth Mason, Co-Directors
Department of Snglish
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85287
(602) 965-3105

Suzanne Bratcher, Director
Vaughn Delp, Beth Stroble, Co-Director
English Department, Box 6032
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86011
(602) 523-6279

Dennis Evans, Director
Modern Language Building
Room 286
University of Arizona
Tucson, Anzona 85721
(602) 621-7409 or 5423

James Gray, Director
School of Education
5627 Tolman Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-0963

Tom Gage, Director
Susan Bennett, Co-Dircuor
Anne Coffer, Coordinator
English Department
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
(707) 826-3161



Kern/Eastern Sierra Writing
Project (CSU-Bakersfield;

Bay Area Writing Project
(University of California at
Berkeley)

Northern California Writing
Project (CSU-Chico)

Area 3 Writing Project
(University of California, Davis)

San Joaquin Valley Writing
Project (CSU-Fresno)

UCI Writing Project
(University of Califor,,a, lrvme)

Cal-State Long Beach Writing
Project (CSU-Long Beach)

629

Ernest Page, Director
Beverly Banks, Bob Laramee,
Co-Directors
School of Education
California State University
9001 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield, CA 93311-1099
(805) 664-2379

Mary Ann Smith, Director
Lamy Fischer, Carol Tateishi,
C.,-Directors
School of Education
5627 Tolman Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-0963

Tom Fox and Louise Jensen, Directors
Darryl Eisele. Co-Director
Department of English
California State Universny
Chico, CA 95929
(916) 895-5840

Laura Stokes, Director
University-School Programs
University of California
Davis, CA 97616
(916) 752-8394

James Frey, Co-Director
H Ray McKnight, Co-Director
Pauline Saha loan, Assoc. Da
Department of English
California State University
Fresno, CA 93740
(209) 294-2588 (Frey)
(209) 294-4923 (McKnight)

Carol Booth Olson, Co-Director
Owen Thomas, Co-Director
Office of Teacher Educauon
University of California
Irvine, CA 92717
(714) 856-5922

James Day. Director
Don Hohl, Co-Director
Ron Strahl, Co-Director
California State University
1250 Bellflower Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90840
(213) 985-7929

G : ()



UCLA/California Writing
Project (University of California.
Los Angeles)

USC/California Writing Project
(University of Southern California)

Geeat Valley Writing Project
(Stamslaus County DepartrIent of
Education, Modesto)

Northridge Writing Project
(CSU-Northridge)

Inland Area Writing Project
(Univ. of California, Riverside and
CSU-San Bernardino)

San Diego Area Writing Project
(University of California, San Diego)
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Rae Jeane Williams, and
Faye Penzman, Co-Directors
Gay ley Center, Suite 304
Umversitrof California
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-2531

Betty Bamberg, Acting Director
Peggy Just and Bill Saunders
Co-Duectors
Freshman Comp. Prof., HSS 200
Umv. of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0062
(213) 743-4942

Sharon Shanahan, Co-Director
Ken Williams, Co-Director
Stams laus County Department
of Education

801 County Center *3 Court
Modesto, CA 95355
(209) 525-6605

Richard Lid, Co-Director
Bonnie Ertcson, Co-Director
Department of English
California State University
Sierra Tower 702
18111 Nordhoff
Northridge, CA 91330
(818) 885-3893

Sue Tee le, Director
University Extension
11-101 Bannockburn
University of California
Riverside, CA 925:1
(714) 787-4361

Robert lnfannno, Co-Director
Charles Cooper, Co-Director
Anne von der Mehden, Co-Dir
D-009-D
Univ. of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093-0509
(619) 534-2576



San Jose Area Writing Project
(CSU-San Jose)

Central Coast Writing Project
(Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo)

South Coast Writing Project
(Univ. of Calif. , Santa Barbara)

Central California Writing Project
(Univ of Calif., Santa Cruz)

COLORADO

Colorado Writing Project
(Colorado Dept. of Education and
Univ. of Colorado, Boulder)

CONNECTICUT

Connecticut Writing Project
(Univ. of Connecticut. Storrs)
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Jonathan Lovell, Co-Director
Charieen Delfmo. Co-Director
English Department
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 924-4437

Carl Brown, Director
CeCe Skala, Co-Director
English Deparunent
California Polytecluical

State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-2400

Sheridan Blau, Director
Angus Dunstan, Stephen Marcus. Co-Directors
Graduate School of Education
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
(805) 961-4422

Donald Rothman, Directce
Harry Card, Co-Director
Oakes College
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 459-4047

Judith Gilbert, Director
Colorado Dept. of Education
201 E. Colfax
Denver, Colorado 80203
(303) 866-6761

Mary Mackley, Director
Kimberly Jackson, Assoc. Dlr.
Department of English (U-25A)
337 Mansfield Road, Room 345
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06269-1025
(203) 486-2328 or 5772



FLORIDA

Florida Writing Project
(University of Flonda,
Gainesville)

North Florida Writing Project
(Flonda State University and
Leon County Schools)

GEORGIA

Georgia Mountains Writing
Project (North Georgia College,
Dahlonega)

Southwest Georgia Writing
Project (Georgia Southwestern
College)

HAWAII

Hawaii Writing Project
(Univ of Hawaii, Honolulu
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Connecticut Writing Project/
Fairfield Cou nty
Faye Gage, Director
Library Bldg., Room B20
Schofieldtown Rowi
Stamford, Connecticut 06903
(203) 968-2213

Margaret Early, Director
Stephanie McGraw, Co-Director
258 Norman Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-9191

J Carol Sanfilippo. Director
John Simmons, Co-Director
205N Stone Building
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306
(904) 644-6553

Mary Ruth Miller, Director
Nell Hanford, Co-Director
English Deparmrnt
North Georgia College
Dahlonega, GA 30597
(404) 864-3391, ext. 293

Ondee Ravan, Director
Pat Turner, Co-Director
Georgia Southwestern College
Amencus, GA 31709
(912) 928-1248

Joy Marsella, Director
Ann Bayer, Co-Director
Department of English
617 Kuykendall Hall
1733 Donaghho Road
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 948-6660



IDAHO

Northwest Inland Writing
Project (University of Idaho,
Moscow, Washington State Univ..
Pullman)

Idaho Writing Project
(Idaho State Untv., Pocatello)

ILLINOIS

Chicago Area Writing
Project (National College
of Education, E ,anston)

Illinois Writing Project
(Roosevelt University, Chicago)

Mississippi Valley Writing
Project (Southern Illinois
University, Edwardsville)

INDIANA

Indiana Writing Project
(Bah Statc University, Muncie)
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Elinor Michel, Co-Director
Tom Barton, Co-Director
Sherry Vaulhan, Assoc. Director
College of Education
Division of Teacher Education
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho 83843
(802) 885-6586

Kathleen King, Director
John Kijinski, Co-Director
Department of English & Philosophy
Box 8286
Idaho State University
Pocatello, Idaho 83209
(208) 236-2470

Betty Jane Wagner, Director
Manlyn Hollman, Charlotte Willour,
Co-Directors
National College of Education
English Departrnent
2840 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60201-1796
(312) 256-5150, ext. 2577

Steven Zemelman, Harvey Dame Is,
Co-Directors
College of Continuing Education
Roosevelt University
430 S. Michigan Avenue
Oucago, IL 60605
(312) 341-3860

Lela Detoye, Director
George Shea, Co-Director
Department of thrriculum & Instruction
Box 1122
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, IL 62026

Paul Ranieri, Forrest Houlne,
Co-Directors

liaalnt of Enghsh

ntieate University
Muncie, Indiana 47306
(317) 285-8413



KENTUCKY

Bluegrass Writing Project
(University of Kentucky)

Eastern Kentucky University
Writing Project (Eastern
Kentucky Univ., Richmond)

Louisville Writing Project
(University of Louisville)

Morehead State University
Writing Project (Morehead
State University)

Northern Kentucky Writing
Project (Northern Kentucky
University, Highland Heights)

Purchase Area Writing
Project (Murray State Univ )

Western Kentucky Uniersity
Writing Project (Western
Kentucky University)
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George Newell, Director
Phyllis Macadam, Co-Director
Dept. of Qmiculum & instruction
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kennicky 40506
(606) 257-3158

Charles Whitaker, Pirector
Alan Hunt, Shirley Byrne,
Co-Directors
Wallace 217
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
(606) 622-2093

Marjorie M. Kaiser, Director
Carol Hall, Assoc. Directors
School of Education
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
(502) 588-6591

Gene Young and Joy Gooding. Directors
Morehead State University
UPO 931
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
(606) 783-2201

David Bishop, Patricia Murray,
Co-Directors
Education Department
276 B.E P. Center
Northern Kentucky Universr.y
Highland Heights, Kentucky 41076
(606) 572-5624

Fred Cornelius, Dons Cella,
Co-Directors
English Department
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-4718

Gretchen Niva, John Hagaman,
Co-Directors
English Department
Cherry Hall
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
(502) 745-3043



LOUISIANA

Greater New Orleans Writing
Project (University of New
Orleans-lakefront)

Louisiana State University
Writing Project (Louisiana
State University. Baton Rouge)

USL/Lafayette Writing Project
(University of Southwestern Louisiana)

MAINE

Southern Maine Writing
Project (Un,versny of
Southe'r Maine, Gorham)

MARYLAND

Mavytand Writing Project
(lowsm State University
Baltimore)

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston Writing Project
(University of Massachusetts.
Boston)

2 7 - 7 5 6 0 - 90 - 2 1
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James Knudsen, and Joanna Leake.
Co-Directors
Department of EIghsh
University of New Orleans, Lakefront
New Orleans, Louisiana 70148
(504) 286-7248

David A England, Director
Faye Hutchinson, Evelyn Alford,
Bill Salmi. Co-Directors
223 Peabody Hall
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
(504) 388.2448

Ann B. Doble, Director
Carolyn Levy, Co-Duector
Department of English
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Lafayette, LA 70504-469
(318) 231-5460

George Lyons, Director
Phillip Rutherford, Co-Director
305 Bailey Hall
University of Southern Maine
Gorham, Maine 04038
(207) 780.5326

C Keith Marun,Libby Bratton,
and Elyse Eidman-Aadahl, Directors
Hawkins Hall, Room 301
Towson State University
Towson, Maryland 21204
(301) 830-2432;3593

Joseph Check, Denise Burden,
Peter Golden, Co-Directors
Institute for Learning and Teachin,t
University of Massachusetts/Boston
Dorchester, MA 02125
(617) 929-8564
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MICHIGAN

Eastern Michigan University
Writing Project (Eastern
Michigan University and the Ann
Arbor Public Schools. Ypsilanti)

Michigan State University
Writing Project (Michigan
State University. East Lansing)

National Writing Project:
Metro-Detroit (Wayne State
University and the Den on
Public Schools)

The Oakland Writing Project
(Oakland Schools in cooperation
with Oakland University. Pontiac)

MINNESOTA

Great River Writing Project
(Winona State University,
Winona, University of Wisconsin.
LaCrosse)

Northern Minnesota Area
Writing Project (St Olaf
College, Northfield)
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Russell R. Larson, Director
Nancy Vogt. Co-Director
Department of English
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
(313)487-0153

Stephen Tchudi, Director
Morrill Hall
Department of English
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1036
(517) 353-6657

Ronald Kar, Director
Freddie Carter, Joann L. Elliott,
Phoebe Mainster, Co-Directors
Room 922 Schools Center Building
5057 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48202
(313)494-1603

Aaron Stander, Director
2800 Pon bac Lake Road
Pontiac, Michigan 48054
(313)858-1989

Sandra Bennett, Sonja Schrag,
Co-Duectors
English Department
Winona State University
Winona, Minnesota 55987
(507) 457-5445

Linda Hunter, Director
Kathy Dodge, Susan Hawkinson,
Co-Directors
Academic Si....port Center
P.0 Box 1465
St. Olaf College
Northfield, Minnesota 55057
(507) 663-3288



M1SS1SS1P

Alcorn State tinisersity Writing
Project (Alcorn State University)

Delta Area Writing Project
(Delta State University.
Cleveland)

Jackson State Unisersit) Writing
Project (Jackson State University)

Mississippi State Unisersit,
Welting/Thinking Project
(Milsissippi State University)

Mississippi Valley State Urns ersit
Writing Project (Mississippi Valley State
University)

South Mississippi Writing
Project (Univeriity of South
Mississippi)

Ikaiversity of Mississippi
Writing Project (University
of Mississippi-Oxford Campus)
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Michael Willey, Durctor
Shirley Cruel. Co-Director
Ilarnion Hall 103
Alcorn State University
Lorman. MS 39096
(601) 877-6403

Damel McQuagge, Director
Barbara McCorimck, Co-Director
English Department
Delta State University
Cleveland. Mississippi 38733
(601) 846-4075

B Mane 013anner-Jackson. Director
Anne I Cistrunk. Mary Reeves. Co-Directors
Department of English and Modem Foreign

Languagr-s
Jackson State University
Jackson, MS 392 t 7
(601) 968-2354

Sandra Burkeu, Director
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762
(601) 325.7777

Marla L Cowie, Director
W Patrick Riley, Admin Directoi
English Department
Mississippi Valley State University
mita Bena, MS 38941
(601) 254-%41 xt 6336

Jeanne Ezell. Director
Department of English
Southern Station Box 10021
University of South Mississippi
Hattiesburg. MS 39406-10021
(601) 266-50f4

Ben McClelland, Director
English Department
University of Mississippi
University, Mississippi 38677
(601) 232-7679
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Gateway Writing Project
(University of Missouri.
St. Louis. Harris-Stowe State
College)

Greater Kansas City Writing
Project (University of Missouri.
Kansas City/Independence Public
Schools)

Missouri Writing Project
(University of Missoun. Columb 3)

Southeast Missouri Writing Project
(Southeast Mi soun State University)

Southwest Missouri Writing
Project (Southwestern Missoun
State University)

The Writing Project at
St. Joseph (Missoun Western
State College)

Montana Writing Project
(University of Montana,
Missoula)

638

Jane Zeni. Director
Michael Lowenstein. Co-Director
Enghsh Department
University of Missouri - St. Louis
St Louis. Missouri 63121
(314) 553.5541

Nancy Myers. Richard Lucken.
Directors
English Department
106 Cookefair Hall
University of Missouri
Kansas City. Missouri 64110-2499
(816) 276-2557

Ben Nelms. Director
216 Education Building
Um .ersity of Mis.oun
Columbia, Missouri 65211
(314) 882.4768

Dale Haskell. Director
Christine Warren. Co-Director
Southeast Missouri State University
I University Plaza
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
(314) 651-2629

Anita Guynn. Director
Carolyn Hembree. Co-Director
Southwestern Missouri State
University

901 S National
Spnngfield, Missouri 65804
(417) 836-4891

Karen Fulton. rs.rector
Tom Pankiewhz. Co-Director
Missouri Western State Collegv
4525 Down Drive
Saint Joseph. Miscoun 64507-2294
(816) 271-4316

Dick Adler. Beverly Chin
Co-Directors
Depannunt of English
University of Montana
Missoula. Montana 59812
(406) 243.5231



NEBRASKA

Nebraska Writing Project-
Chadron (Chadron State College.
University of Nebraska, Lincoln)

Nebraska Writing Project
(University of Nebraska. Lincoln
and the Nebraska State Dept of
Education)

NEVADA

Northern Noada Writing
Project (Washoe County
Washoe County School District,
Reno)

Southern Nevada Writing
Project (University of Nex ada,
Las Vegas)

NEW JERSEY

New Jersey Writing Project
(Rutgers University,
New Brunswick)

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico State Writing
Project (New Mexico State
University, Las Cruces)
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Robert Doxiater, Director
Department of English
Chadron State College
Chadron, Nebraska 69337
(308)432'6308

Gerry Brookes, Director
Department of English
Andrews Hall
University of Nebraska
Lincoln. Nebraska 68588-0333
(402) 472-1816

Denise Gallues, Director
Tamara Durbin. Co-Director
c/o Edward C. Reed High School
1350 Baring Blvd
Sparks, Nevada 89434
(702) 359-7600 xt 259

Leon Coburn, Dtrector
Sandra Mullaly. Susan Mitchell. Co-Directors
Department of English
U my ersny of Nevada
4505 S Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154
(702)739-3165

Janet Emig, Director
Linda Wankus Halstead, Co-Director
Graduate School of Education
Seminary Place
Rutgers University
Ness Brunswick. Ncw Jersey 08803
(201) 932-7937

Bill Bridges, Director
Chris Burnham, Co-Director
Department of English
Box 3E
New Mexico State University
Las Crm.es, New Mexico 88003
805 646 3931



NEW YORK

Capital District Writing
Project (State University
of New York, Albany, Albany-
Schoharie-Schenectady Board
of Cooperative Educational
Services)

Long Island Writing Project
(Board cf Cooperative Educational
Services/Suffolk Oakdale)

New York City Writing
Project (Lehman College,
CUNY-Bronx)

New York/Bay Area Writing
Project (Board of Cooperative
Educational Services/Pace

Yorktown Heights)

Western New York Writing
Project (Canisius College,
Buffalo)

NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina Writing
Project State Network
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Lil Brannon, Director
Doris M Quick, Co-Director
Department of English
SUNY-Albany
400 Washington Avenue

Albany, New Yotk 12222
(518) 442-4061

Miriam Baker, Director
English Department
Dowling College
Oakdale, New York 11769
(516) 589-6100 xt. 246

Carla Asher and
Richard Sterling, Directors
Lehman College - CUNY
Bedford Park Blvd.
Bronx, New York '0468
(212) 9o0-8758

William Grogan, Director
BOCES
Putnam/Northern Westchester
Education Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
(914)245-2700

David Lauerman, Director
Delia McAuliffe, Co-Director
Thomas Fitzsimons, Assoc Director
Cantsius College
2001 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14208
(716) 888-2267

Joseph Milner, Director
Department of Education
P O. Box 7266
Wake Forest University
Winston Salem, NC 27109
(919) 761-5342



Appalachian Writing Project
(Appalachian State University.
State Department of Education.
Boone)

Cape Fear Writing Project
(University of North Carolina,
Wilmington)

Capital Area Writing Project
(North Carolina State University,
Raleigh)

Coastal Plains Writing
Project (Atlannc Chnstian
College. East Carolina Univ.
Greenville)

Mountain Area Writing
Project (Western Carolina UniverNity.
University of North Carolina
ai Asheville. Cullowhee)

North Carolina Writing
Project-Wake Forest
(Wake Forest State Ulm
Winston-Salem State
University)

Pembroke State University
Writing Project (Pembroke
State University, North Carolina
State Board of Education)

UNC/Charlotte
Project (University of
North Carolina, Charlotte)
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Emory Maiden, Betty McFarland
Co-Directors
Department of English
Appalachian State University
Boone, NC 28608
(704) 262-2320

Christopher Gould,
Agnes McDonald, Directors
Ellen Huntley-Johnston, Co-Director
Department of English
UNC-Wilmington
601 South College Road
Wilmington, NC 28403
(919) 395-3324

Rule Pritchard, Sally Buckner,
Co-Directors
Box 7801
North Carolina Statc University
Raleigh, NC 27695-7801
(919) 737-3221

Patrick Bizzaro, lcAnna Mink, Co-Directors
Department of English
East Carolina time:say
Greenville. NC 27858
(919) 757-6575

lames Nicholl. Deborah James. Co-Directors
Department of English
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC 28723
(704) 227-7264

James Dervin. Director
Winston-Salem University
P 0 Box 13158
Winston Salem, NC 27110
(919) 750-2300

K Sullivan, B Stewart.
Co-Directors
Box 50
Pembroke, NC 28372

Leon Gatlin, Director
Department of English
213 Gannger
Unwersity of North Carolina
Charlotte, NC 28223
(704) 547-2296
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NORTH DAKOTA

Northern Plains Writing
Project (Minot State
University, Minot)

OHIG

Ohio Writing Project
(Miami University. Oxford)

Toledo Area Writing Project
(rhe University of Toledo)

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma Writing Project
(University of Oklahoma, Norman,
Oklahoma State Department of
Education, Oklahoma City)

OREGON

642

Harold Nelson, Director
English Department, Box 71
Minot State University
Minot, North Dakota 58701
(701) 857-3183

Max Morenburg, Mary Fuller,
Co-Directors
Department of English
261 BachelOr Hall
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio 45056
(513) 529-1393

Mary Jo Henning, Director
Carol Doherty. Co-Director
College of Education and

Allied Professions
The University of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio 43606
(419) 537-2471

Michael Angelotn, arector
Claudette Goss, Aast Director
Instructional Leadership
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73019
(405) 325-1538

Oregon Writing Project at Pat Wixon, Director
Southern Oregon State College Grant Pine, Vera Mahanay,
(SOSC, Ashland) Co-Directors

126 Church Street
Ashland, Oregon 97520
(503) 482-8771

Oregon Writing Project at
the University of Oregon
(University of Oregon. Eugene)

Nathaniel Teich, Director
Vince \Nixon, Co-Director
Department of English
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
(503) 686-3911
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Oregon Writing Project at
Lewis and Clark College)
(Lewis and Clark College-
Portland)

PENNSYLVANIA

Capital Area Writing Project
(Pennsylvania State University
at Hamsburg, Middletown)

Northeastern Pennsylvania
Writing Project (King's College
and Wilkes College)

Northwestern Pennsylvania
Writing Project (Gannon
University, Erie)

Pennsylvania Writing Project
(West Chester University. West
Chester)

Philadelphia Writing Project
(University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelnhia)

Western Pennsylsania Writing
Project (University of Pittsburgh.
Pittsbu,g1)

Kim Stafford, Director
Northwest Wnung Institute
Campus Box 100
Lewis and Clark College
Pon land, Oregon 97219
(503) 293-2757

Donald Wolff, Director
Humanities Division
Penn State Harrisburg
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
(717) 948-62191

Patricia Hzaman, Director
John Ennis, Mary Hart. Thomas Smith,
Co-Directors
Wilkes College
Wilkes-Barre PA 18766
(717) 824-4651 ext. 4538

Sally LeVan, Director
Michael Tkach, Co-Director
Gannon University
Erie, Pennsylvania 1654 /
(814) 871-7748

Robert Weiss, Director
Jolene Borgese, Co-Director
210 Philips Building
West Chester University
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19383
(215) 436-2281

Susan Lytle, Director
Graduate School of Educanon
3700 Walnut Street
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
(215) 898-8398

Nick Coles, Director
Linda Jordan, Co-Dtrector
University a Pittsburgh
526 Cathedend of Learning
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260
(412) 624-6557
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Lehigh Valley Writing Project
(Pen- State, Allentown Campus, Fogelsvelle)

RHODE ISLAND

Rhode Island Consortium
on Writing (Rhode Island
College. University of Rhode
Island, Brown University, and
the Rhode Island Dept of Ethic )

SOUTH CAROLINA

South Carolina Writing
Project State Netsiork

Charleston Area Writing
Project (Charleston County
Scl.00ls, The College of
Charleston)

Clemson Writing Project
(Clemson University, Clemson)

Coastal Area Writing Project
(University of South Carolina.
Coastal Carolina College,
Horry County Commission
of Higher Education)

CYLUC-Winthrop Writing
Project (Winthrop College,
Winthrop)

Dr Margaret M Cote, Director
Department af English
Penn State, Allentown Campus
Fogelsville, PA 18051
(215) 285-4P, i

Mary McGann, Director
English Department
Rhode Island College
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
(401) 456-8141

Kemble Oliver, Director
State Department of Education
808 Rutledge Building
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(803) 734-8355

Beverly Vamado, Kathy Haney, Co-l)irectors
Charleston County School District
Division of Curnculum and Instruction
3 Chisolm Street
Charleston, South Carolina 29401
(803, 722-8461

Donna Winchell, Director
Kathy Neal, Co-Director
Department of English
Clemson University
Clemson, South Cirolina 29634-1503
(803) 656-539013151

jacqueline Gmuca, Director
Coastal Carohna College
P 0 Box 1954
Conway, South Carolina 2952t.
(803) 448-1481 Ext 2418

Joye Berman, Nell Braswell
Co-Directors
Penn) Coppedge, Sandra Hannon,
Assistant Directors
Winthrop College
School of Educanon
Withers Building
Rock Hill, South Carolina 29733
(803) 323-2171



Lander Writing Project
(Lander College, Greenwood)

Midlands Writing Project
(University of South Carolina.
Lexington. Two District Education
Center. Richland School District
One. Columbia)

Santee-Wateree Writing
(USC-Sumter)

Spartanburg Writing Project
(Spartanburg County School
District 1-V11. University of
South Carolina - Spartanburg.
Spartanburg County Foundation)

SOUTH DAKOTA

Dakota Writing Project
(Um,/ of South Dakota, Vermillion)

TENNESSEE

Greater Memphis Writing
Project (Memphis State
University)
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Michael Ward, Durctor
Lander College
Greenwood, South Carolina 29646
(803) 229-8265

Beverly Busching, Director
Linda Kirszenbaum, Curl Elliot,
Harriet Williams, Co-Directors
College of Educanon
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
(803) 777-6232

Rachel Bickley, Lee Craig.
Suzanne Wates. Co-Directors
Sumter District Two
1345 Wilson Hall Road
Sumter, South Carolina 29150
(803) 775.6341

Judy Prince, Director
Lynn Hanill, Ed Epps. Dons Hughey.
Brenda Davenport. Dwight Lambert.
Co-Directces
USC Spartanburg
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303
(803) 439-6326

Nancy Zuercher. Director
Department of English
University of South Dakota
414 E. Clark
Vermilion, SD 57069
(605) 677-5229

William DeLoach. Director
Kenneth Raincy, Co-Duector
Department of English
Memphis State University
Memphis. Tem -sue 38152
(901) 454-2652



TEXAS

Alamo Area Writing Project
(Tnnity Unrversity, San Antomo)

Caprock Area Writing Project
(Texas Tech University)

East Texas Writing Project
(East Texas State Univers Icy
Texarkana)

Greater Houston Area Writing
Project (University of Houston-
Clear Lake)

Keystone Writing Project
(Fon Wonh Independent
School District)

Northeast Texas Writing
Project (East Texas State
University, Commerce)

West Texas Writing Project
(University of Texas at El Paso)
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Victona Aarons, Director
Tnnity University
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, Texas 78284
(512) 736-7574

Shirley Koeller, Director
Jean Wills, Virginia Yarbrough,
Jane Buchanan, Co-Directors
College of Education, P.0 Box 4560
Texas Tech Umversity
Lubbock, Texas 79409
(806) 742-2368

Dons Davis, Director
Dot Carnuchael, Karen Hundley,
Co-Directors
English Department
P.0 Box 5518
East Texas State University
Texarkana, Texas 75501
(214) 838-6514

Dons Prater, Director
Barbara Samuels, Suzanne Sutherland.
Co-Directors
University of Houston - Clear Lake
2700 Bay Area Boukvard
P 0 Box 324
Houston, TX 77058
(713)488-9160

Sally Hampton, Director
3320 West Cantey
Ahce Carlson Bldg
Fon Wonh, Texas 76109
(817) 921-0153

Manlyn Flinn. Director
Region 10 Education Service Center
P 0 Box 831300
Richardson, Texas 75083-1300
(214) 231-6301 xt 410

G Dcuglas Meyers, Director
Patricia Withers, Co-Director
Department of English
University of Texas at El Paso
El Paso, Texas 79968-0526
(915) 747-5647/5731



UTAH

Utah Writing Project
(Utah State University, Logan)

VIRGINIA

Capital Writing Project
(Virginia Commonweahh University,
Richmond)

Central Virginia Writing Project
(University of Virginia, Charleston)

Eastern Virginia Writing Project
(College of William and Mary.
Williamsburg)

Northern Virginia Writing Project
(George Mason University. Northern
Virginia Community College, Public and
Private Schools of Northern Virginia)

Southside Virginia Writing Project
(Virginia State University)

0 9 0 2 2
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William Strong, Director
Richard Harmston,Co-Director
Secondary Educauon-UMC 2815
Utah State University
Logaii Utah 84322
(801) 750-2228

Leda Chnstenbury, Director
Bill Smith, Co-Director
Teacher Education, Box 2020
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, Virginia 23284
(804) 367-1324

Joseph Su2epek, Director
Richard Harrington, Carol Pope,
Margo Figgms, Co-Directors
Curry School of Education, Room 244
University of Virginia
405 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
(804) 924-0842

Mark G Gulesian, Director
School of Education
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
(804) 253-4607

Donald Gallehr, Director
Marian Mohr, Co-Director
Department of English
George Mason University
4400 Unwersny Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
(703) 323-2217

Bente Powell, Director
Peggy Delbridge, Co-Director
Virginia State University
Box 486
Petersburg, Virginia 23803
(804) 520-5489



Southwest Virginia Writing Project
(Virginia Polytecnnical Institute and State
University, diacksburg)

Tidewater Writing Project
(Old Dominion University, Norfolk)

WASHINGTON

Northwest Inland Writing Project
(University of Idaho. Moscow, Washington
State University)

Puget Sound Writing Program
(University of Washington, Seattle

WEST VIRGINIA
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Statement of Barbara J. Firestone

Fet,ivary 26, 1990

My name is Barbara Jane Firestwne, .nd I have been an elementary

Leacher for 22 years. My experience has consisted of fifth and sixth-

grades. At the present time, I am teaching fifth grade at McColiom

Elementary School in Wichita, Kansas

I have also tagght seeral semesters at rhe Wichita State University

as an ad)unct professor of a social studies mothoc's course. At the

present time, I do not hae te necessa:1 time to deot,, to this clx,s ari

am not teaching it.

Being able to write this to !.o.. is a real privilege. The contents

of tnis paper, theret:e, reflects m own personal observations and perbao;

some of the feelim,s concerni-; .cation b), m} colleagues Some cf their

vies 1,ere giwn me when : sure,e: them earlier this month At that timr.

I bel.evcc tt I be pr:..(_ tt Sibcommittee

on Ecncat.m, Arts, anc nark,'

Man), members of the scho,_ :05pONCC'd tO

woulc make teachinc bette:- .eral ql.est.cn 1 -.t- ,n:ed

to respond to do so ir suct. I a, -s to 1,,,t them interp,ot the question

with a broad topic focus, "ta, personal observatis about .s

questldn were confinned : t,,refr:e, that if this 1

reflects members of Mdlom Sonc-, s "a( ...f a,

vcacning could oe better, It ra, a'so be tcue 'o: L.twe settin:1,

The intenr of uh-at is is to prodc s,me insight into the

educational scene as I viei. .s ,.ten diff,cult to understand

another's role i.ithcut rsc11 e teriencing it For instance the

media tries to keep the pub:1- it.f-rned on ISSOe5 cone:ning on: nitflon.

G 6
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its leaders and perhapc even identifying issues in which they believe hold

public interest. Sometimes this even leads to interpretation of what

is be:ng done and affects public oninion.
I feel almost certain that we,

as citizens, still cannot comprehend the process in which Congress conducts

business.

Nevertheless, ue do try We are far iemoved from the day-to-day

operations of the countr). I may have opinions as to what happens--

often because of the media. I am not personally aware of all of the daily

operations nor do I experience first-hand this process I. therefore, listen,

read, and question uliat information I receive.

Similarly. I believe that education should be viewed in much the

same uay. While there a:e people willing and eager to provide legislators

about the state of education, there remains those of us who feel that the

true scene has not alua;s teen described accurately. rhis is probably not

due to any deliberate attemp to distort or misinformperhaps it is because

that peOple view things -,,ifferently
particularly in regard to education,

its direction, and the implementatio,, of the direction.

: would like to share with you sc..^0 things that exist in the educational

frameworkthat should perhaps be considered, if for no other reason, but

for insight and awareness purposes.

This past January, P-esident George Bush outlined six national goals

for education. This is perhaps the first time that I have heard some things

in regard to education tnat offers some directicn. I applaud his statements

and believe that one coment was of particular interest to me. This comment

helped me to focus on the content of this paper Reference was made to

parent responsib.lity. Furthermore, I also believe that more money is not
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the main issue.

I do not intend to dwell on those things of which most people are aware.

Instead, I invite you to reflect on the folloving cements. I must also

tell you that I am usually optimistic about education. There are others

who would prefer emphasizing the negative aspects of education. So, as you

consider these remarks, please be aware that I try to focus on the positive

about what I observe and w'.at things tend to interfere with the educational

process.

The society of the United States is somewhat out-of-control.

*The breakdown of the family as an institution

*The drug crisis involving studerts and aaults

*The decline of church attendance and the teaching of values

*Television programming and influence

*The role-modeling of adults in the homes and in professions

*Academic accomplishments

All of these reflect on education. Most people recognize these as

being oeterrents on societ's activities. They serve no good purpose and

interfere with people's lies and energies. The latter are misspent operations

that interrupt productive problem-solving that are needed on national and

international prcblems that are a concern for people everywhere sych as

food, housing, employment, tt.? environment, and peace.

As a leader, the United States needs to regain control, to encourage

citizels, and to resolve t,,ose things that have become burdensome and costly--

costly in the sense of the loss of human resources. I believe that while the

problems are complicated, some of the solutions may be simple or perhaps

overlooked. I do believe that the proolems can be solved Their resolution

require Insight, leadershi.: anu more importantly, the decision and commitment

to solve. Your direction a-d guidance are required. The schools can play

a major role, but cannot carry the burden.
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As educators, we tend to be given the brunt of much criticism. Many of

the things that have been identified as the weaknesses of the schools are,

in fact, true. The same things that are out-of-control in the schools are

the same problem that are true of society. Most educators will agree

that there are things that should be happening in schools but are not.

And, yet, when problems are identified cs suggested by educators, the

cries are not heard or result in mandates,
administrative decisions, or

suggestions that often compound the problems instead of their resolution.

I am glad to say that teachers are doing a marvelous job. They personally

care about their students and are dedicated, well-trained, and motivated,

in most ins'ances, to do their best in the classroom. But, teachers are not

miracle workers'

As briefly as possible, let me describe save things we experience and

encounter:

Most teachers I sur%eyed in my school believe that the number of hours

spent in their professional roles is overwhelming. We feel this is appropriate

when the energies are proper'y expended. Professionally, we are involved

with related activities, In addition to classroom preparation time, many

hours are spent in meetings On the average in my buildirg, teachers reported

an average of eiciliteen hours on preparation and three hours in meetings, weekly.

The latter varies during some reeks The meetings include faculty meetings, committee,

related to the curriculum and informotional meetings The amount of time spent

1th their students are s.). hours daily. Even these hours vary daily because

of scheduling and school activities.

Another problem is the teacher's lack of authority to execute the role

of assigned responsibility.

Accoun.ability is on a daily basis and often means that the teacher must
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be rEaay to explain class ovjectives, district policies, or decisions made

regarding the claasroom This requires many additional hours conferencing

with parents

District tests are often duplicated in terms of objectives, requiring

class time with covering the same instruction.

There is endless paper uork. Due lo the amount of time this requires,

It cannot always be dune at school There is no time for this to be done

during the school day. Planning time is utilized in teacher preparations.

telephone conferencing s.ith parents, and routine school tasks that are

part of the schr 1 aay

There are too many student absences

There is eithei no homework, inromrlete assignment: or poor preparation.

The school CurrICAliUM estord, tc,yond the basics The following is but

a sampling of Instructional tas,. r su:clemental activites tnat are

a part of the Intended sts-hour,tevher-punil instructional time.

Learn Not to Burn curt-Ir.:um Fire Prevention assembly and activities

International Fair Fire Prevention poster contest

Danger Strang2r Program Geography Bee contest

Police Laison Program Stelling Bee (Individual / All-schooll

Bike safety Computer

A.I.D.S. Curricul,m Eye screening

Science Fair Ear screening

Art Fair Dental check

Symphony (2 mornings a year Drugs

Happy Healthy Kids Pro,)1,m Music (vocal and ,strumental

Assemblies Martin L. King Essay Contest

Constitutional Contests Photographs (taken twice a year,

World Book Reading Ce,,test As,emblios

Red Riobon, drug-free sal. Book It

Math-a-thon PTA contests

Assisting other teachers.
computer and reading - cross grade levels

There is absolutely nothing wrong \.ith includin,, all of these

curriculum. These are important . There is an absnce of tlm, ho'ever Tlne

teachers manage all of tIc addit.osal roles the sohools bave.
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It takes little computing
realize that the demands on the school

day are overwhelming.
The curriculum with all of the media and materials

available reguii much flexibility on the part of the teacher, a lot of

patience, and management skills. Teachers do a good job with the assigned

ta Ks.

Finally, at the elementary school level, teachers are in the business

of introducing school, motivating
pupil interest, and encouraging their

students. Even at this young age, the problems children bring to school are

many. Teachrs confiont on a regular basis the ills of society. It requires

time LI counsel children who are hungry, spend the night helping their

parents deliver drugs, comfort children
who have run away or have child-

abused sl,Ilings, et al.

Element,ry teachers are expected to initiate every life-long concept,

provide an overview of education's
curriculum, and begin life-long skills.

This is to be done while
establishing good study habits and a love for school.

Directives are often given or suggested that students not be given an

unsatisfactory when the material is not mastered. There are children who

have difficulty in learning and there is not help for them. They are

given reports that indp-ate a passing grade, in many instances, or advanced

a grade where their problems become worse. The number of these children

we are losing are increasing
because there are no services for them.

As I mentioned initially. I am an Optimistic person. There Are those

who would probably say that I
have minimized or limited the problems

existing in the schools--and affecting
education. Regardless, the problems

are real, their extremities depUding
on geography, school population and

the grade level.

Glven that there are problems facing
us--the approach to the solution

is relatively simple.
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Provide teachers with students who attend school regularly.

Provide teachers with students whose parents send them with
expectations for learning and who are willing to support the

children's learning efforts.

Provide teachers with children whose parents send them with a
proper attitude for learning without making excuses for them.

Encourage parents to be school advocates.

It is time to bring society back into control. It is time to make

the process of education a priority. The solution is simple. The 'implementation

is difficult The rasults, however, uill be children experiencing success.

This is an exciting time to be a teacher It is an exciting time

to be a member of Congrebs. The challenges exist,and te have the opportunities

to affect important changes.

G 6
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TESTIMONY OF CRAIG J. RANCOURT

LEGISLATIVE couNseL OF THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLASSIFIED SCHOOL EMPLOYEES

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Chairman Pell and Members of the Committee:

I am speaking to you today, on behalf of the 250,000 members

of the American Association of Classified School Employees

IAACSE), the nation's largest union exclusively representing

classified school workeis such as cu'stodians, teacher aides,

secretaries, food service personnel, linrary technicians, bus

drivers, security and maintenance personnel in our nation's

public schools. I address this committee today on behalf of our

members in support Title IV of S. 1676 which would provide an

opportunity for classified school workers to become school

teachers.

The stated purpose of TITLE IV of the bill "to establish and

operate new coreer programs to attract minority candidates, who
are in school support or paraprofessional

pos'tions or in

occupations other than teaching, to careers teaching in

elementary and secondary schools", offer; many dedicated

G
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classified school workers their first real opportunity to move

into the teaching profession.

Many of our members have expressed the desire to work more

directly with children as teachers but do not have the resources

to fund the further education needed. By offering the

opportunity to have a large percentage of teacher education

programs take place at the classified worke-s' places of work and

by giving academic credit for life experience and in-service

training already received many classified school workers will

have their first real chance at a higher education. AACSE ,isu

supports the provision which would enable those workers who nave

not graduated from high school to participate in local teacher

education programs.

AACSE supports the bill's provision to fund teacher

education programs developed by local school districts, colleges,

non-profit organizations and others. By offering grants to school

districts to set up teacher education programs, inner city

schools, which eerve a higher percentage of minority children and

have a high percentage of minority classid school workers,

will educate mure minority teachers than traditional teacher's

colleges.

Al.CSE also applauds the inclusion, in S. 1676, of the

provision which would authorize the Department of Education to

repay student loans for any person who becomes a teacher by using

66E,
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a Stafford Loan and whO is teaching, full time, in a school

district eligible for assiItance under Chapter 1. This provision

will go far to encourage minority classified school workers to

become school teachers in the districts in which they now serve.

Finally, AACSE would like to thank Senator Pell and Senator

Kennedy for intrducing this important piece of legislation. We

believe it will Q0 far in providing a cadre of qualified and

dedicated teachers for America's schools. On behalf of the

members of the American Association of Classified School

Employees, I urge this committee to send a unanimous ought to

pass report to the non- of the Senate. I hope we can count on

your support of S. 16'6.
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r,RI-TA!*: F.TATFv.EN7 OF THF NATIONAL FIWATI,N A.-,"A""%

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The National Education Association represents 2 million

professional and support employees in public elementary,

secondary, vocational, and postsecondary schools throughout

the nation. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on

legislation to address pressing needs in teacher recruitment

and professional development.

The charter of the National Education Association,

adopted in 1857, dedicates the Association to elevating the

character of the teaching profession and advancing the cause

of public education in the United States. NEA members have

pursued those twin goals for more than 130 years. The

importance of those goals is clear. Next to the student,

the classroom teacher is the most important element In the

education process.

NEA supports federal efforts to address the pressing

national teacher shortage and to help state and local

education agencies assure that the skills and knowledge of

classroom teachers are of the highest calibre.

We commend this Subcommittee for its attention to a

broad range of needs related to the teaching professlon.

NEA strongly supports federal Legislation that will provide

resources to:

o attract qualified individuals to enter the teaching

profession;

6 7 u
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o provide incent)ves to new and practicing teachers to

work in geographic or curriculum areas where ther6 are

personnel shortages; and

o support Activities that enhance the skills and material

resources of teachers, especially programs that

emphasize a collaborative approach.

Teacher Shortage

A 1985 s'Zudy by the Department of Education's National

Center for Education Statistics revealed a wIdening gap

between teacher supr.y and dei.and. In the fall of 1986,

there were 144,000 new teachers availahle for 165,000

ptsitions -- a gap was ',1,000 people. In other words, new

teacher graduates would be available to fill only 87 percent

of the demand. NCES pro3ected that by 1992, the gap will be

78,000, that is -- new teachers would meet only 64 the

demand for additional teachers. The number of college

freshmen interested in teaching deulined from almost 20

percent in 1970 to less than 5 perceLt in 1982. There are

some indicatiorz, that this situation is turning around, but

it is unlikely our nation will ever again have such a large

pool of individuals interested in ^ntering the teaching

profnssion.

The teaching shortage is really three separate

problems: 1) a nume'ical shortage of properly certificated
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teachers in certain geographic areas, particularly in urban

and rural school districts; 2) a shortage of qualified

teachers in certain academic disciplines, and 3) a shortage

of minority teachers.

Math and science are two key teaching fields with

shortages that have received a lot of attention in recent

years. But shortages also exist in bilingual education,

special education, early childhood education, foreign

languages, business education, industrial arts, English,

agriculture, and other areas.

Unfortunately, many school districts deal with

shortages in inappropriate ways. A 1986 NEA survey of 100

urban school districts revealed that where teacher shortages

occur, 38 percent of the school districts would be likely to

assign teachers outside their field of preparation, 38

percent would recruit people from other fields who had not

been trained as teachers, 19 percent favored eliminating or

reducing some courses, 12 percent said they would be likely

to increase class siZe, and 1 percent said they might hold

split sessions. Research suggests that the practice of

recruiting non-certified teachers for s:lortage areas is even

more common for rural school districts.

At the same time, the opening of a 'broad range of

career opportunities for minorities and women has shifted

the balance in America's classrooms. Today, the proportion

of Black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American school-age

children is almost 30 percent, but the percentage of

G 2
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teachers from these groups is about 10 percent. According

to data compiled by NEA and the Office of Education Research

and Improvement in the Department of Education, more than 16

percent of school children are Black, but only 7 percent of

the teachers are; some 9 percent of school children are

Hispanic, but less than 2 percent of the teachers are.

Asian and Pacific Islanders make up 2.5 percent of the

school population but only 1 percent of the teaching force.

Native American children comprise 1 percent of school

population but only 0.6 percent of the teaching force.

Failing to address this shortage in qualified minority

teachers will have profound academic and social

ramifications for the United States. According to the

Carnegie Report, A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st

Century, "Schools form children's opinions about the larger

society and their own futures. The race and background of

their teachers tells them something about authority and

power in contemporary America. These messages influence

children's attitudes toward their school, their academic

accomplishments, and their views of their own and others'

intrinsic worth. The views they form in school about

justice and fhirness also influence their future

citizenship."

Addressing the shortages of minority teachers will help

reduce the dropout rate and improve the commitment minority

youth have to education. In a multicultural, multiracial

'
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society such as ours, a commitment to pluralism is necessary

for both equal opportunity and economic survival.

The federal government cannot reduce the teaching

shortage by itself. Clearly, inadequate compensation and

lack of publi.: regard for educators are two of tpe prime

obstacles to significant reductions in the teaching

shortage. But these shortages are truly a national problem,

and NEA supports legislation to provide economic incentives

-- through scholarships, loan forgiveness, paid sabbaticals

-- and assistance with recruitment and other Outreach

programs to help adAress these shortages.

America needs more than just millions of persons

willing to teach. Certification waivers and exemptions, and

other shortcuts such as alternative certification, address

only the economics of supply and demand. America's schools

need a strategy for reducing the teacher shortage that truly

improves the quality of education consistent with national

goals set by the White House and the governors. If state

certification and professional standards need to be

strengthened, then t.te Asso-iation will work with the states

to strengthun them. But that must be Coupled with a

commitment to stringent adherence to certification

requirements.

Enhanced Role of Classroom Teacher

To meet the challenges of the next century, the United

States must begin to restructure schools in ways that

G7,_,
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improve basic skills and go beyond the basics to higher

order thinking. There is little consensus on a single,

precise model for this restructuring, but most Americans

agree that the role of the teacher will be more critical

than ever. As the decision-making that affects our

educational system is pushed down to the classroom level,

parents and public officials need even greater assurances

that teachers have the background, skills, and creativity to

reach each student successfully.

Proposed federal legislation to enhance opportunities

for teachers to share ideas and gain new skills and

information is consistent with state efforts to improve and

enhance inserviue education. In Washington state, for

example, the legislature recently authorized funding for 10

additional days for teachers beyond the school year for

planning and inservice education. Many states now require

participation in inservice education as a condition of

continued employment.

NEA strongly supports the concept of federal support

for centers or academies which serve a school district,

consortium of school districts, or a region. One of the

biggest problems teachers face is isolation in the

classroom. Given the tremendous demands on a teacher's time

during the regular school day and beyond -- teaching,

noninstructional duties, extracurricular activities, grading

papers, planning, etc. -- most teachers find it almost

impossible to find opportunties to do research, to develop

,r". pg..
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new materials, and to gather information on effective

teaching practices. And yet, a teacher's own peers are

perhaps the most knowledgeable people in all of these areas.

The concept of teachers helping teachers, which guided the

development of Professional Development :esources Centers

authorized under Title V of the Higher Education Act, is an

effective approach that deserves the support of Congress.

Any final proposal for a teacher academy, teacher

center, or professional development academy should take into

account accessibility by teachers -- in terms of both

geographic location and time; resources for staff,

materials, and equipment; opportunities for interaction

among teachers; and interaction with other key resource

people in the community, including higher education faculty

and representatives of business, the media, and public

agencies.

One key focus of teacher academies should be strategies

for teachers to enhance their knowledge base and learn about

new developments in such areas as math, English, government,

etc. But these proposed teacher academies should not be

limited to curriculum alone. Much of that need can be met

and is being met, to a large extent, in the postgraduate

study most teachers pursue in the evenings and during the

summers. what teachers need most is access to materials and

skills directly related to the work they do in the classroom

-- appropriate to various ages, skill levels, and learning
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styles -- and consistent with the curriculum requirements of

the state or school district.

For example, there are ample courses in colleges of

education that address general issues in classroom

management. But a more productive approach would be to

offer workshops on classroom manalement as it relates t) the

discipline policies of the school district in which a

teacher is working. Teachers may take courses in teaching

mathematics at the elementary level in a college of

education, but they would benefit more from courses that

consider the specific texts and materials used in the school
district. This need for workshops specific to the needs of

the individual teacher is particularly acute on either end

of the experience scale of teachers -- new teachers in their

first few years in the classroom and more experienced

teachers who are looking for new approaches to revitalize

their classrooms.

In addition, NEA supports federal support for pilot

projects to help schools implement site-based decision-

making. There is a growing consensus that decisions

affecting curriculum, mar,rials, and other critical elements

of educational quality should be made at the local level.

Teachers themselves, who are responsible for using those

tools, should have an effective say in the selection. At

the same rime, teachers should
have opportunities to work

together to set local objectives,
consistent with state and
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national goals, and to determine the best strategies for

accomplishing those goals.

As schools begin.to restructure in ways that yive

teachers more autonomy in the classroom and more flexibility

to adapt to the needs ahd learning styles of individual

students, the fact that teaching is truly ar art, rather

than a science, becomes more evident. No one can prescribe

a precise formula for effective teaching. But there is much

that teachers can learn from each other.

Americans are ready to move forward in efforts to make

our public schools the best in the world. NSA appreciate

this Subcommittee's attention to teacher recruitment and

education, and we will happy to assist in any way can,

110
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Prepared Statement of Vernon Johnson, Superintendent, Rochescer Public Schools

Improving instruction in public schools is a goal supported by

national mandate. To achieve this objective, there is a need to

attract and retain professionally capable teachers. Addresing

this need prompted the Rochester Public School District, Rochester,

Minnesota to examine two related areas. The first is formalized

teacher induction, and the second is career ehhancement for veteran

teachers.

School districts in several states have sought high-quality

experienced teachers from within the ranks to provide formalized

mentoring as a component of new teacher induction programs.

Districts with formalized induction programs report favorable

outcomes both in retaining experienced staff and in attracting new

teachers.

Research on teaching and other professions generally support

the concept of mentoring. Literature on the topic exposes several

types of positive outcomes of mentorin: activity. First, there is

the direct impact of providing immediate support for the new

professional. Second, the mentor or clinical supervisor, an

experienced professional linked to the new teacher, is able to

contribute to the professionalization of teachers which result in

improved attitudes toward the profession and enthusiasm toward a

professional growth dimension.

The literature exposes several types of positive outcomes of

induction activity. First, there is the direct impact of providing

immediate support for the new professional. 22c014, an experienced

professional linked to the new teacher, reported significant

positive rewards which centered on improved attitudes toward the

1
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profession and enthusiasm toward a professional and personal growth

dimension.

/nduction, as applied to the beginning teacher, "implies a

planned, organized orientation procedure." (Ashburn, 1987) An

expanded definition includes the introduction and installation into

the teaching profession. Odell (1986) indicates, "Teacher

induction programs take a variety of forms and are in place for

various periods of time, but always the paramount objective of the

programs is to offer assistance to the new teacher." (p.26)

Quality induction programs attempt to bridge the gAR between

studem. teacher status and full-time professional educator status.

School districts have developed a variety of programs over the

past twenty years in an effort to recruit and retain high quality

teachers. The clear intent of all induction programs is to

transform a student teacher into a competent career-minded teacher.

It is obvious that assistance is needed in this transformation

p%ocess.

Burke and Schmidt (1984) report that "Alone in a classroom.

with only trial and error as a guide, beginning teachers enter the

profession of teaching with a hope and a prayer." Ha are convinced

that teachers nAgd gug than "A hone And A prayer."

The literature often suggests that a substantial amount of

learning that takes place during the informal induction of a

beginning teacher is learned from other teachers. The new teacher

must "know that assistance is readily available if they encounter

problems or unexpected difficulties." (Zaharias and Frew, 1987)

Faced with the expectation of performing as well as

experienced teachers (Lortie, 1975), many new teachers feel that

2
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Any request for assistance would be interpreted as a sign of

incompetence. A clinical supervisor anticipates many concerns and
is willing t, assist the novice in solving the problem.

Johnston and James (1986), believe that beginning teacher

induction pz:grams have great potential. They point out the use of

experienced educators in guiding relatively inexperienced teachers

is of value not only to the
firut-year teacher, but also to the

clinical supervisor.

This notion is supported by a survey of past clinical

supervisors in a variety of induction programs. They viewed the

experience as positive, pupportive
and intellectually Atimulatinq.

Clinicals reported being pore satisfied kith their career Ang had A

greater sense pf accomplishment.

A survey of 1,074 teachers
(Wagner, 1989) revealed that

teachers who had mentored a new teacher were significantly more

satisfied with their job than those who had never mentored

beginning teacher. In the same study, Wagner also found teachers

who were mentored by experienced teachers reported substantially

more satisfaction with their teaching career than those teachers

who never had a mentor.

The Rochester Public Schools (Rochester, MN) and W1nona State

University (Winona, MN) formed a partnership in 1986 which was

designed to provide a formalized
mentoring induction program for 18

graduate students in their first year of teanhing. The program is

known as the Winona State
University-Rochester Public Schools

Graduate Induction Program.

Rochester Public Schools provides teaching assignments for 18

graduate fellows from Winona State University. Each of the fellows

3
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is a four-year graduate of a university/college and is licensed to

teach in Minnesota. The fellows apply to the program through WSU

and are selected following a team interview process. Each of the

fellows is assigned to an elementary classroom, just as any other

new teacher would be placed.

Rochester Public Schools pays Winona State University for the

services of the fellows, who in turn are compensated by WSU.

Rochester Public Schools finances the program with funds from 18

teaching positions that became available through attrition.

Six of those positions are reserved for teachers within the

district to apply for jobs as "clinical supervisors" in the

program. Five other positions are reserved for teachers within the

district to apply for jobs as "implementation associates." The

remaining seven positions !orovide the funding for WSU and the

graduate fellows.

Thus, for the cost of eleven teaching positionn, the school

district receives 18 licensed teaching fellows from the university.

The scht,o1 district also has the opportunity to provide eleven

master-level teachers from the district with renewal opportunities

as "clinical supervisors" and implementation associates."

The clinical supervisors in the program provide supervision to

the fellows and act as peer coaches. They consult, demonstrate

teach, give instructional feedback, and emotional support

throughout the fellows' first year of teaching.

They also provide similar supervision to all first-year

teachers employed by the district.

The implementation associates provide in-service training to

the graduate fellows and work with other district staff ir

4
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curriculum planning, development, implementation, and evaluation.

Both clinical supervisors implementation associates serve for
two years. The positiows are thought of ag a renewal opportunity

for high-quality teachers throughout the district. Each of the

supervisors and associates also receives 30 quarter hours of

tuition waivers for graduate credit from WSU and a $1,200 stipend

from the district f,.)r this commitment.

The program is managed jointly between the school district and

the university. A district and university staff member share in

the coordinating responsibilities.
Graduate fellows z;nd clinical

supervisors are supervised by the university coordinator while

implementation associates are supervised by the district

coordinator.

Thus far, the program has boen quite successful in attracting

extremely talented applicants for the graduate fellow positions.

The school district has employed many of the fellows following

their experience, even though there is no obligation to do so.

Fellows who have been employed by the district appear to be

quality teachers with a very good grounding in district operations

a- expectations. They have demonstrated competence in their

ability to develop an effective lesson design and in their use of

effective teaching skills and strategies.

The clinical supervisor and implementation associate positions

have provided a unique opportunity
for master-level teachers to

leave the classroom for a two-year period and participate in a

helping manner to first-year inductees. They have also experienced

a great deal of personal renewal in the process.

5
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Their participation in university 'classes, workshops, and

seminars has enabled them to learn the most contemporary

information relating to teacthing, learning, and curriculum. Ths

program has energized the participating staff and has had a

positive influence on other staff members throughout the district.

The relationship between the school district and university

has been positive. A steering committee comprised of staff from

both institutions serve as an important link in the planning and

evaluation of the partnership. Each year, the group provides the

university president and district superintendent with a

recommendation for the following year's program. Tne group

operates from a consensus model and has had no major issues that

have gone unresolved.

The school district and university appear to be in agreement

that the program should continue. In the future, the school

district would like to consider expanding the program to include

secondary teaching positions. This possibility appears difficult

to implement due to the subject-matter specializaeion of secondary

teachers. It is believed recruitment of secondary teachers flr

specific positions would be difficult.

The Winona State University-Rochester Public Schools Graduate

Induction Program provides a unique induction opportunity to 18

first-year teachers, provides a renewal experience to eleven

district teachers and continues to be self-funding.

Like other professions, the teaching profession should invest

the time necessary to induct recently graduated ' -achers in a

manner to ensure success throughout their careers. So often, the

6
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first year's experience establishes the pattern for a teacher's

entire career.

While much has been learned from our experience with the

Graduate Induction Program, there is a need for more research and

application. Very few programs of this nature exist in the United

State. Lorml education agenciAs need assistance and support in

developing and imp)ementing programs designed to improve teacher

training and retain quality prc'essionals in the teaching ranks.

We strongly support Federal Legislation which provides

financial assistance for teacher recruitment and training as

specified in The Excellence in Teaching Act (S.1675) and The

National Teacher Act of 1989 (S.1676).

7
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GRADUATE INDUCTION PROGRAM

"Developing Quality Educators Through a
Collaborative Effort of Growth and Renewal"
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Dr. Lora Knutron, WSU Coordinator
Winona State Universty
WSU-Rcehester Center
859 30th Avence
Rochester, MN 5590(

(507) 287-2194 -hester)
OR

Irf.'71 285-7189 (Rochester)

Christopher Wagner. 535 Coordinator
Independent School District 535
Educational Service Center
334 - 16th Street S E
Rochester, MN 55904

(507) 285-8558

Applications for Fellows send to

Dt Lora Knutson
WSU Program Coordinator
Graduate Induction Program
Educational Service Center
334 16th Street S E
Rochester, MN 55904

STEERING COMMITTEE

Wayne Erickson
Chairperson, Education Department
Winona State University

Otto Frank
Interim Dean, College of Education
Winona State University

Robert Funk
Elementary Principal
Rochester Public Schools

Diane Ilstrup
Secondary Principal
Rochester Public Schools

Nancy Johnson
Elementary Teacher
Rochester Public Schools

Lore Knutson
WSU Program Coordinator
Winona State University

Thomas Metzroth
President

Rochester Education Association
Ronald Paukert

Elementary Teacher
Rochester Public Schools

Barbara pea
Elementary Teacher
Rochester Public Schools

George Snyder
Associate Superintendent
Rochester Public Schools

Eileen Van Wit
Associate Professor
Winona State University

Christopher Wagner
Rochester Program Coordinator
Rochester Public Schools





MISSION STATEMENT/PROGRAM RATIONALE

"Developing Quality Educators Through a
Collaborative Effort of Growth and Renewal"

RATIONALE: The W Nna State University (WSU) and Independent School District 535 are pint participants in a
Graduate Induction Ph.dram at the elementary level in the Rochester Public Schools

The program is designed to assist inexpenenced teachers tfellows) with challenges unique to entry into the profession of
elementary education Fellows will have an opportunity to complete a Master of Science in Education through a
sequence of course work and held components

Central to program efforts is the exchange of services made possible by placing fifteen fully licensed fellows in ISD 535
elementary classrooms This releases nine selected classroom teachers to work full-time as either clinical supervisors
involved in clinical support roles or as implementation associates involved in curnculum related work

MISSION STATEMENT/PROGRAM RATIONALE



"The Graduate Induction Program is a great opportunity to grow as a professional. It
offers the advice of an experienced teacher, an incredible support system for that
first year, and a huge reservoir of ideas and suggestions. Nowhere else are there as
many caring people dedicated to helping you become the best you can be."

Gloria Obermeyer
Fellow, 1988-89

"The Graduate Inducation Program is a team
approach in becoming more effective
teachers through curriculum studies,
methodology, teaching strategy sessions,
and using feedback to set goals for
improving our teaching effectiveness"

Marc Wing
Clinical Supervisor
088-90

G-It)

'As a Curriculum Associate, the Graduate
Induction Program has meant a chance to extend
and develop my professional growth. It has given
me time to explore new methods and strotegies
for teaching as well as using my zxperience to
help administration, colleagues, and students
within the District to strive for better learning
experiences for all."

Corrine Melvin
Cumculum Associate, 1986-88



GRADUATE INDUCTION PROGRAM GOALS
OWS

To provide a planned first-year teaching experience that makes possible a broad variety of professional learning experiences
To reach a level of professional skill and Judgment that characterizes a well-qualified career teacher
To raise professional competency to a level distinctly above that of the beginning teacher holding a bachelor's degree
To reexamim and experience numerous teaching techniques and instructional strategies.
To synthesize various learning theories and to study their application to different types of teaching and learning situations
To develop an individual teaching style based on broad observation, discussion, and consultation.
To increase the retention of promising beginning teachers during the induction years
To maintain an environment that encourages and supports future development of leadership in the profession
To have fellows successfullis complete a Master's of Science Program

'.LINiCAL SUPERVISORS and IMPLEMENTATION ASSOCIATES
To ptovide a renewal growth experience for master teachers
To develop areas of expertise for staff development.

To develop skills to serve as resource and support persons to classroom teachers
To further professional growth of colleagues upon returning to the teaching position

IDMINISTRATIVE GOALS

To continue the designing and planning of an effective cooperative program
To evaluate the program

To solve problems connected with the program



"The Graduate Induction Program provided me
with the best professional development a
beginning teacher could receive. The constant,
real-life classroom application no* only
sharpened my skills, but also gave me the
confidence to succzed as a new teacher."

Ramona Beck
Fellow, 1987-88

"Serving as a Clinical Supervisor has re:undled my
enthusiasm for being an educator, in that many of
the skills I incorporatea in my classroom at an
unconscious level have been raised to a conscious
level Working with young, enthusiastic, new
teachers and a variety of skilled veterans has
provided an opportunity to reexamine the
educational process and strengthen my own
teaching slas"

Don Week
Clinical Supervisor, 1988-90

"The Graduate Induction Program is an
exciting opportunity for ongoing
learning. I'm delighted about the many
new things I'll have to offer to Judents
when I return to the classroom

Geni Ferdinande
Curriculum Associate, 1988-90

"The Graduate Induction Program enabled
me to step back and take a broader look at
what effective teaching is Through
observations, demonstration teaching,
shanng ideas with others, attending seminals
and conventions, and reading journals, I
gained valuable understanding of the
teaching process."

Charlie Healy
Clinical Supervisor, 1986-87



WSWISD 535 GRADUATE FELLOW INDUCTION PROGRAM
Formal Course Work

Application Procedures/Requirements

1 Complete undergraduate degree by June 1 before practicum
begins.

2 Have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2 5
3 Be eligible for appropriate Minnesota licensure
4 Provide official transcript/completed placement file
5 Attach letter of application to application form
6 Complete application form (April deadline)
7 Be available (or Summer Sessions I and II immediately

preceding and following the yearlong teaching practicsm
8 Take Graduate Record Exam pnor to completing 16 quarter

hours of credit
9 Once selected as a Fellow, formally apply for admission to

WSU graduate study and pay $10 00 applicaticn fee
10 Once selected as a Fellow, provide verification of a physical

examination within the past year

SUMMARY. PROGRAM
Core
Evening Courses
Practicums/Seminars
Induction Orientation

Ed 500 Cuniculum Planning .
Ed 508 Improvement of Instruction -

Ed 512 Adv Meth, in Elem Lang Arts -

Ed 513 Adv Meth in Elem Soc Stud .
Ed 514 Adv Meth in Elem Science
Ed 515 Adv Meth in Elem Mathematics
Ed 523 Foundations of Edi. 3n -
Ed 540 Current Educational Issues
Ed 570 Research in Wnting
Ed 581 Trends in Measure and Report

Credits

PracticumsSeminars
Induction Orientation

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

30

Ed 550
Ed 551
Ed 598

Induction Onentation 3
Practicu ms !2
Seminars 3

TAUGHT AT
W5ll

Rochester
Rochester
Rochester

Credits 18

CREDITS
21

9
15
3

48
The Master of Science Degree in Elementary Education is completed by the fellows attending the two summer sessiors pnor to the
practicum, three qusrters dunng the practicum, and the two summer sessions immediately following the practicum

GRADUATE INDUCTION PROGRAM COMPONENTS



"The Graduate Induction Program is a great opportunity for
professional growth for the Graduate Fellows and myself I am able
to spend time weekly sharing targeted observational feedback with
my Fellow& This gathering of specific data requested by the
Fellows on lesson design, classroom techniques, and individual
children allows the new teacher to achieve optimum growth dunng
their first year in the classroom."

Linda Nelson
Clinical Supervisor. 1987-89

"The Graduate Induction Program has offered
me the support I feel every new teacher
needs. The supervisors, classes, and seminars
have all played a part in a challenging and
enriching year of professional growth."

Barbara Smith
Fellow. 1988-89

"The Graduate Induction Program is a
wonderful way to get to know the scope and
sequence of our curriculum. It allows us more
time for study, reading, and helping others."

Carol Schroedel
Curriculum Associate, 1987.88



GRADUATE FELLOWS

CLINICAL SUPERVISORS

Each graduate fellow assumes full responsibility for an elementary classroom, as
would any other beginning teacher. All fellows have completed Minnesota licensure
requirements' The Graduate Induction Program glves them graduate credit for one
year of teaching experience, they receive a fellowship and tuition waivers tor credits
leading to a Master of Science in Education

The Graduate Induction Program is enhanced by the selection of veteran teachers to
be the clinical supervisors for the graduate fellows The clinical supervisors coach
fellows in sell.Klentified areas of growth, using collected data in a non.evaluative
approach Their responsibilities include consultations, demonstration teaching.
instructional feedback, and emotional support Clinical supervisors serve as members
of the WSU team of supervisors and as liaisons between fellows, school principals,
program coordinators and WSU faculty They also supervise new teachers and
student teachers in the Rochester Public Schools

IMPLEMENTATION ASSOCIATES Implementation associates assist instructional staff from the Rochester Public Schools
n their work at implementing outcome-based education Their responsibilities involve

curriculum planning, development implementation, and evaluation

GRADUATE FELLOW CLINICAL SUPERVISOR
IMPLEMENTATION ASSOCIATE

U



"The Graauate Induction Program provided me wtth the support and
preparation I would have needed as any first year teacher. The
benefits of earning a Master's degree and having a positive and
successful first year of teaching are two accomplishments I will
always have and benefit fromr

Kim Benda
Fellow, 1988-89

"It's exciting to be part of an Innovative
program to help new teachers reach goals
in their chosen profession My reward is to
be wcrking with the enthusiasm and
excitement of a first-year teacher"

Larry Rouhoff
Clinical Supervisor, 1987-89

"The Graduate Induction Program was a unique
experience in professional growth. It was an
opportunity to refocus, to share, and to learn more
about the elements that contnbute to success in the
teaching process "

Jerry Mensink
Clinical Supervisor, 1986-87



PROGRAM BENEFITS

Independent School Dietrict 535: Peer coaching for new staff
Curriculum developrunt
Classroom resourasupport
Additional professional training
- WSU graduatv program workshopskonwntions
Trainers for Itaff development
Screening device for quality new staff
Expertise of university staff
Renewal programs for veteran teachers
Tuition waiver for clinical supervisors/implementation associates

Winona State University: Expanded and unique graduate program
Expertse of school district personnel
Supervision of student teachers
Expanded and unique practicum for future educators

Graduate yellows:

Classroom Students:

Advanced degree
Exteaded pract.cum
Quality guidance and support
Stipend and tuition waiver
Practical teaching techniques and strategies with feedback of application

Pro active teacher
Expenences with skills of independence"
Experiences with potential master teachers
Exposure to a variety of teaching methods

PROGRAM BENEFITS



"The Graduate Induction Program meant a start in
my teaching career with tremendous support and
training. The relationship that exists between
Supervisors and Fellows and between Fellowsaad
Fellows is a unique experience that would have,
otherwise, been unavallabk to my first year."

D.-n Nelson
Fellow, 1987-88

"It was o golden opportunity in which to /earn, to assist, to
teach, and to grow in a mast unique writ

Joyce Ta len

Curnculum Associate. 1986-88

"It meant an opportunity to explore my philosophy of education It
was a period of time to observe all facets of growth in young
persons, experienced teachers, and ciher colleagues in education
I believe that today I'm a better teacher having had that
expenence"

Phyllis Dailey
Clinical Supervisor, 1986.87

G98



REALLOCATION OF PERSONNEL AND MONIES

Central to the program operation Is the exchange of services made rossible by the unique restructunng of university and school distnct
personnel and m-irv's This Program Is sustained through reallocation of current resources (dollamstaff) and is rot dependent upon
outside funding or .idditional district funding

15 Classrooms taught by 15 Graduate Fellowsttttttt
5 regular classroom teachers

become fa.time
Clinical Supervisors

CS CS CS CS CS

4 regular clssroorn
teachers toconie lull time
Impleinsation Associates

L A IA IA IA

A lage experienced teacher s
salary x 6 equals funds for

program operation

Other universities and school districts can Implement ii dat proyram it they are %killing to v.ork col,ahoratively and reallix.atc their
resources

PROGRAM OPERATION
C
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March 5, 1990

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
335 Senate Russell Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-3901

Dear Senator Pa

Thank you again for inviting NASFAA, on Febsoary 72, 1990, to testify before your
Subcommittee on S.1676, the National Teacher Act

During the hearing you inquired as to whether or not reauthorizing loan forgiveness to any
Stafford Loan borrower who subsequently became a full-time teacher in an eligible aapter
1 public or non-peofit Ovate detnentary or secondary school would propose my specific
administrative problems. Moreton% I wanted to take this opportunity to provids yon with
scene additicaal thoughts on this issue that were not contained in my prepared statement.

First, let me note that there are a number of factors that will cause the implementation of
loan forgiveness procedures to be administered differently by the Education Department for
the Stafford Loan Program from those that are currently followed with the Perkins Loan
Program.

In the case of the Perkins Loan Program, an eligible institution not only originates end
disburses the loan to the student bonower, but then, bolds their note, services the account,
including billing and collection, and maintains a record of all other transactions related to
that borrower's account. As such. the procets, with few exceptions, resides wholly within
the control of the instiartion km which the student borrower received the loan, thus
making it a very "centralized" operation.

The Stafford Loan Program, on the other band, ocerates, for the most pert, in a very
"decentralized" pmcess which almost assures that the actual loan reconi will be transferred
among various parties over the life of the loan. For exampie, in the Stafford Loan
Program, most of the leaders ortginme the loan, then sell the note, usually at or before
repaymart begins,-to a secondary market. In addition, many students obtain their Stafford
Loans flan more than one lender. These lenders may or may not utilize the same
secondary market, or one lender may keep the note and service it while another may sell it
to a secondary market Ike fact is, there is a grata likelihood that a student's Stafford
Loans may be held by more than one entity than there is with the Perkins Loan Program.
In and of itself, this more "decentralized' process should not cause a problem if the
Education Depatment and,* the student cm easily identify the holder of the loan(s)
eligible for loan forgiveness. Qrtrently, however, this is not always an easy task.

Another difference between the two programs is the fact that the Secretary pays to the
holder of a Stafford Loan a special allowance on the loan. No such allowance is paid on a
Perkins Loan. The question that arises, then, is when and how much special allowance
should be paid on a Stafford Loan that is subject to loan forgiveness/ For example, let's
crosider a student who graduates on June 1 of a given year, and has $5,000 outstanding in
Stafford Loans and $5,000 outstanding in Perkins Loans. Six months after graduating, the

700



borrower would begin paying back the principle and intetest on the Staffonl Loans to the
holder of the note. Nine months after graduating, the borrower would begin paying the
principle and interest on the Perkins Loan to the school which made the loan. Assume .ne
student began teaching in an eligible Chapter 1 public elementary school in September of
the year following graduation. After teaching for a complete year, the borrower would be
eligible for a 15% loan forgiveness for both the Stafford and Persins loans. Currently
under the Perkins Loan Program the borrower would simply notify the school via a
postponement form that he or six is teaching, and at the end of the completed school year
the borrower would submit to the ...tool his or her cancellation form showing that he or
she had taught in an eligible Chapter 1 schooL The school, in turn, would use the
postponement to defer payments from the student borrower until the end of the teaching
year. Then, upon receiving a completed loan cancellation form at the end of the school
year, the institution would simply edjust the student's account by giving the bonower his
15% cancellation or "loan forgiveness." In essence, the amount of the cancellation takes
the place of the payments that would have been due from the borrower had he not been
teaching in a school eligible for cancellation.

If the borrower continued to teach in the following year, he would again file a
postponement form and another cancellation fonn, thereby repeating the process. This could
continue for each year of teaching service in an eligible school until all of the borrower's
Perkins Loan was cancelled. lf, on the other hand, at some point the borrower did notcontinue to teach in an eligible school, then he would have to make payments on the
remaining balance of his loan just like any other bo.rower who was not eligible for loan
cancellation.

If loan forgiveness, as proposed in S.1676 was enacted, then the student borrower would
also be eligible to have a percentage of his Stafford Loan cancelled for each year of
teaching service as well. Therefore, the Education Department would have to initiate a
procedure and forms similar to those used with the Perkins Loan Program to implement
loan forgivetzss for the Stafford Loan Program. While this should not be difficult, there
are two differences that would need to be addrtssed. First of all, as I have already noted,
the Stafford Loan note is often sold by the originating lender to a secondary market on or
before the loan enters repayment. Therefore, the student will have to know who holds hisor her note so that he or she can send the forms necessary for "loan forgiveness" to the
proper holder. Thaoretleally, this should not be a major problem since all borrowers are to
be notified of such changes currently so that they know where to direct payments and
inquiries. Pan of the difficulty, however, is likely to occur when the borrower sends either
a postponement or cancellation fonn to the "original lending source" and meanwhile they
have just sold or transferred all of the borrower's records to another holder or secondary
market. Again, these documents should be forwarded expeditiously to the new holder so
that the bonower's account is brought up to date. Eut if there are delays or disruptions in
the process. then the student borrower's account will not be properly credited, and
inappropriate billings may occur. These can be corrected after the fact, but not before acertain amount of inconvenience occurs for all panics.

The second difference, and one that will have to be addressed, concerns the payment of thespecial allowance on the loan amount that is "forgiven." Under the Stafford Loan
Program, the government pa;:, the interest and special allowance to the holder of the notewhile the borrower is in school, and during the six months grace period. Once the loanenters repayment, however, the borrower is responsible for the pnnciple and interest of his
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loan, but the government continues to pay a "special allowance" to the holder of the note
on behalf of the bonower. This special allowance is calculated quarterly and paid to the
holder. The policy quesnon that must be addressed is whether or not the lender or holder
of the note is eligible to receive special allowance on that note until the "cancellation" or
"loan forgiveness" payment is applied to the student's account or does the special
allowance cease once a postponement notification is received indicating that loan forgiveness
will be forthcoming? While variances on this question could be considered, at tame is the
obligation and cost to the govemment. I feel certain that different parties involved will
have different opinions depending on how this will affect them, but It Ls a policy issue that

should be addressed.

Needless to say, if NASFAA can be of any assistance to you or your staff in refining these
provisions. I hope you will call upon me. Again, thank you for your continued support in

improving our country's educational system.

ADMirct

cc: Senator Edward Kennedy
Senator Nancy Kassebtum
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Honorable Clairborne Pell
Chairman
Subcomr.Ittee Education, Arts and Humanities
United State Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

I am pleased to submit testimony for the record to the
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities on the Department
of Defense program, New Careers in Education.

This program provides an excellent opportunity for retiring
and retired military men and women to use their knowledge and
skills, plus their expertise in dealing with young people, to
assist the Nation in the betterment of our schools.

Enclosure:
As stated

Sincerely,

Ca-"- W'Donald W. Jones
Lieutenant .leneral, USA

Deputy Assistant Secretary
(Military Manpower and Personnel Policy)

t)
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Honorable Dick Cheney
Secretary
U.S. Department of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-1000

Dear Mr. Secretary:

February 15, 1950

Recently my staff was briefed by officials from the

Departments of Education and Defense regarding an innovative
program coordinated by the Department of Defense to encourage
retiring military personnel to enter the teaching profession.

The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, which I

chair, is currently holding hearings on pending teacher

legislation, and we would welcome any testimony you would like to

provide us on these programs, and I would be pleased to include

this testimony in the official hearing record.

The hearing record closes on March 2, 1990. Should you wish

to submit tescimony, I would appreciate receiving it by that

date.

with warm regards,

Ever sincerely,

Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities
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Testimony for the Record

New Careers in Education Program

Department of Defense

On September 30, 1966, Secretary of Defense, Caspar W.

Weinberger, and Secretary of Education, William J. Bennett,

issued a joint statement
encouraging retired and retiring

military personnel to consider teaching as a new career upon

retirement from active duty. Prior to issuing this statement, a

Oepartment of Defense (DoD) Department of Education (DoEd) Joint

Committee on Education and Training for National Security had

been reviewing ways the two Departments could assist each other
in carrying out their respective missions involving education and
training.

The DoD/DoEd Joint Committee developed the initiative on

Second Careers in Education in response to teacher shortages.

The program has since been renamed "New Careers in Education."

The issue was emphasized in A Nation At Risk, 1983, and

subsequently highlighted in numerous other documents. These

documents pointed out the gap between the number of available

teachers and the number needed for certain subjects, particularly

in math and science, and encouraged the use of qualified

individuals in these subject areas. The Committee reviewed the

average retirement ages of military personnel and the technical
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and instructional career paths that so many follow. It was

concluded that military personnel could be a potential resource

for the Nation's education system. Senior enlisted personnel

spend a good part of their careers conducting skill training for

young people, and subject matter expertise in math and science is

a reauirement for a large number of military occupations and

specialties.

The New Careers in Education Program provides information to

retiring and retired military men and women. DoEd has developed

a package for distribution that describes how to get information

on teaching requirements in the individual states. DoD, working

with the Military Services, has ensured that the installation

education centers have the same information available for

interested military personnel. Concurrent with the DoD/DoEd

dissemination effort, the Military Services have developed

teacher education programs at selected installations. In some

cases, these programs are also open to civilian employees and

dependents of military and civilian personnel.

The Army is conducting a pilot program at Fort Bragg, North

Carolina; Fort Gordon, Georgia; and Fort Meyer, Virginia, with

the National Executive Service Corps (NESC). NESC is completing

work on a Carnegie Corporation grant studying possible solutions

to alleviate current and future teacher shortages in the Nation's

school systems. Working with local institutions, the

graduate-level programs build on the students' past educational

7 0 G
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background and experience while ensuring that all state

requirements for certification are met. The first pilot program

at Fort Bragg produced 10 graduates, with five currently teaching

in Fayetteville, North Carolina, high schools. The

Superintendent of Personnel for Cumberland County is extremely

pleased with the performance of these teachers. The remaining

students are nearing retirement and will apply for teaching

positions soon.

The Navy program is in place in Jacksonville and Pensacola,

Florida; Norfolk, Virginia; San Diego, California; and

Washington, D. C. Seven mors installations have been identified.

The program is targeted for active duty personnel within four

years of retirement or veterars who have retired within the past
five years. As with the Army program, Reserve personnel,

civilian employees, and dependents are welcome to participate in

the programs. Approximately 250 individuals are enrolled and,

currently, 25 are teaching. The Air Force does not have a formal
program. However, approximately 25 education centers have

arrangements with higher education institutions to offer teacher

education programs on Air Force installations. These programs

are part of the overall DoD effort to assist military personnel

in their transition into the civilian sector.

This concludes the Department of Defense testimony on our

New Careers in Education Program. We appreciate the opportunity

to share this information with the Subcommittee. The Department

fr 0.7
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is pleased to encourage retired and retiring military personnel

in their efforts to serve their communities through the

educational system. We applaud your initiative in this area and

will be happy to work with the Subcommittee as needed.
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Senator PELL The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:27 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-ject to the call of the Chair.)

0
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U.S. Dept. of Education
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